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Pre/ace

Is wartime the people wiJIingly concede extraordinary powt>rs to their
~o\'ernment. All-out war begets all-out ~overnmental control of the
lives of its citizens. Even in normal times the f'ffiClency, or seeming
eflldency. of totalit.lrianism may conceal the fundamental errors un
whit'h it is based. It is. therefore. fiuinfl; and timely that Wt' re-e>..aminc
the basic principles of livil government.

As the title of this book mdkatt's, J am tryin~ to prf'sent the prin
ciples and characteristics of the philO'iophy of tht' state as it has de
\ eloped and found shape and suh~tance in Catholic thought. For the
sa\..e of simplic ity I have frequently used the term "Catholic politi< al
pllllm.ophy:' The adjective "CatholIc" ht'l(' mt'ans. llO to Slll'elk. the
place where this philosophy KTew and foulId it!! home. It dof's not
imply that this political philosophy is hased on theology or re\'C'lauon.
It IS based on natural reason and on rational principles. Political
pllllmophy is a hrandl of social philosophy and of mor.ll philmophy.
not of do~matil theoloJ.,ry or moral theol0!O"

In the preparation of this volume 1 have recf'ivf'd tht' ~('nrrous hrlp
of my colleagues of the English Department at St. Joseph Colh~ge,

WeM Hartford, Conne<..ticlll: Sister M. Antilla Sullivan. Ph.n.• Sillter
M. Theodore Kelleher. M.A., and Mr. Edward L. Hirllh. Ph.D. The
R('\,crend Newton Thompson. S,T.In. ha~ patiently and thoroughly
1('vised the manuscript. If the book is readable. ("reelit mmt he given to
thiS help. so unselfishly granted. For the contents and any defects in the
wOlk. I a~ume full responsibility.

To mv wife's un<..easing help and enwuragement lowe much in
this undertaking. To our children I dedicate this result of our willmon
effort.

H. A. ROMMEN

.,
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Introduction

I. Cm':RCII ASD 'VORLD

HeMAN culture is older than Christi,mity. Peoples had produced
their states, powerful in organi7ation and diversified in (:onstitutional
forms, had conquered and huilt empires and \'anished from history
before there was ronceivcd a Christian political philosophy founded
on the Gospd~,on the principles and traditions of a plu!oJo/Jllia per
ell11iJ, and on the experiences and tnbulations of the Church. The
political pllllosophy of the GreeJ..s and the cj\ic wisdom and juristic
rl1uoence of Ute Romans were destined to bl' of si~ihcance to all
subsequent political philosophies and doctrines. Th('y had radiated
th('11 idt"a~ till ough the ancient wmld before ChI i~tianity, the mother
ot \\'('c,tcrn civihzation, emerg-ed from the small decadent and de
spi'it"d nation-sta(t" of the Jewish people and hegan her world course
thIOu~h Orient and Occid(·nt. Working at first s(ocretly, hlf('r freely
and puhlicly, Christianity then became the weat power, ghing form
and norm to the tivililation of the West. Today she is still deeply
inl1u('1l( ing the life of the world, here worlin~ freely and publicly.
the-no as it were in hiding, under oppression and derision, as she did
rn the ratal ombs at the beginning of the Christian eta.

1I0\\,e\(.'r, it would he superhcial to conSlClcr history thus. Christ
IS not the beginner: He is the corne1'5tone, the fini!lhcr of the pre
Chmt ian era, th(' hcg-inner of the Chr istian era, the heir of all al;es,
Thus Christianity, too, is heir to all th, intellectual wealth that Greece
and Rome created in the times of the Advent. So at least thought the
fathers of Church history, For them all history is the history of man's
sahation; {or them the human soul, by reason of its diJ.{nity as the
image of God, naturally Christian, was active also in the philosophy
of the (,f('eks and the Romans. So the Church Fathers con(eived and
elahorated the great idea of the City of God. This is the central idea
of a philosophy of history which teaches that from the Fall of man
nations wandered on through the ni~ht of Advent dimly enliJ.{htened
by the glimmer of reason, waiting until the fullness of time for the
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Savior who was to bring the City of God down to redeemed mankind.
He was to found that kingdom unique in the possession of a divine
promist' of its endurance through the ever-changing forms in the
political and cultural life of nations and p("oples. He was to bring
the Church that regenf"rates nature. sanctifies hIStory, and blesses the
world, though she hers("1f ncvc-r hee om('s mere nature, mere history, .
mere world.

This it is that gives to the Christian Church that quality of persever
ing through ret urTent rhangcs in the liVIng forms of 'itates and nations,
an attrihute \Vhie h hd!l alOullcd the a!lwnishment of impartial historian
and bia!ied adversary. The Clnmh has never been a mere ideological
lupen.tructure o\'t'r the ~owing and withering socio-political forms
of those nJtioTl!i th,H at different stages of cultural development were
tht' leading and rulmg nations. At times it may have seemed as if the
Churdl universal were identifying ht'rself with one or other of the
]('arling nations. t,Iking ovt'r its political fOIlJlS, its culture amI civiliza
tion, as the only truC' onC's, and therelore Ole e('pting the political phi
losophy that c..re,tted these lorms or justiflt'd tltem. But agatn and again
the collap!lC:' or dt·( .IY of these histoTlcal lorms failed to destroy the
Church universal in its identity. Theile cpO( It.. I chan~cs alfcctcd only
the temporallorms of adaptation. but thC' u\u hangeablc substance, the
lasting truth. remained.

So the Church outlasted the supreme longings of Greek philosophy
and the mip,hty political strm.ture of the Roman l'~mpire in the ·'Vest
and in tht" East. Out of tht' tribulations of the barbarian invasions
that annihilated the culture of North Africa. the home of St. Augus
tine, she alone remained with what her monks sah'aged of the treasure
of antiquity. She outlasted the colorful world of early medieval feudal
ism as she saw the political dreams of German imperial families wither
away. She witnes!>~d the glory ~f the medieval cities in Italy and in
Gennany, in France and in Englanrl, in Spain and in Flanders: their
well-orw.mizcd guilds and their nourishing economic life. The Church
united all parts of the medieval world into the harmonious unity of a
Christian culture; her learned doctors developed their great con
cordant systems of theology and philosophy embodying the legacy of
Greece and Rome, amalgamating what was good in Arabian philos.
ophy and comprising the elements of a Christian political philosophy.

When the Reformation began to dissolve the orbis christ,anus, the
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u.nity of Christendom was graduall)' submerged in the era of the wars
of religion until a new and mereJ}' secular ,,,'estern civilization arose.
During that era'the Church and the philosophy that found its home
in her had to resist the reckless attempts of princely ahsolutism to
compel her, under the yoke of Erastianhm, to legitimi/e autocratic
ah!loluti!lm, Later, after the indU!ltrial rcvolution, capitalist interests
tried to abuse her doctrine in OHler to defend thc consolidation of
vcsted property-interests against pcnonal rights, In our time the
ChuH..h has seen the collapse of states and realms under the impact of a
,io1<:nt wllisu)11 between the selfi!lh (olllpla(ency of domineering (api
L."\hst~ and the hatted ancllonging!> of anticapitalist m.1sses. Out of this
conflict thcrt' gl ew the catadysm of .1 set ond \\'orld \Var in ontO ~(:'nl'ra

lion, a war that may be the hnal struggle for the fundamental
prindples of our now set ularlled \\'estem CI\ illlation, that poor
re~ielue of our inheritJ.ncc flOm our betltOr ,1IIc11l101C pious Christian
an( ('!ltm 'i.

History demomtrates, then, th,lt there (',i<.t'i a (m,ll indt'ptOnd('nce,
.m ultllllJ.te separation \)et",{'('n th(' Chuah of ChTlllt and the eliverse
forms of th(' politicdl, e( ol1omic cullurt·'i anel ("lvililatiolls through
"'IJid1 tIl(' Chuah Ihe!l in unthan~('d idl,l1tity. Yet this separation
«()l1!llitllt('ll J. t1,lllger, a ttOmptation, Th(O ChlUlh hdll !to l..1r survivcd
the various IOrIlIS of politilal U1g.mil,ltion !lll(h as .~),olutiMll and
tklJlOlratlc egalitarialllsrn, the t)ranny 01 the t"ptalltalians and the
( \ ni(.il sk('pli( i!llll of amicll'! il.al LiheralislJI, For tillS \'cry f('a~on thcre
e'l'l!l till:' d.J.II~t:'r of a 'IUlell!lt rcli.~ioU!l aut,lJ( h)', tht· 11.I11~cr that
dlllTl hmen, \\ltholll a stru~~!c. ('V('11 without PlOlcllt. lll.J.y 111 an op
pOTlum,t mdlfferentism to!t'yate all )lolltuallOllJlll and thcories.1t
1!l a gr.l\,e temptation 01 mdl\ Ielual CIII Istians: to exalt thl' ChuT<.h too
llIud1 0\ cr and bc)'ond the world, to make hcr an idcdhstic realm,
\\ith the rellult that the aH:ragc Christian IS split into two personali
til'S, one Ih ing for cnthu!lia'iLH ·rdi~iOlI!l raptul cs in the private <..halll
ber, one living in the wit ked world and ilUCptln~ its !ltandards of
sodal conduct as an unavoidable (oO'i('l}uencc of sm. nle true Churd1
then bCl.Ome!l invi!lible, while the vi'iible dspects of the Church's luer
archie w1llititution-the saualllentallaw, the vi!libility and the public
life o( the Churdl as the rommunion of saints, as a perfen society with
her law and competencies. wnh her authority and dogma, with her
code of moral and natural law-apptOar unimportant. These aspec.ts
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may be regarded as merely external forms destined as modes of adapta
tion to the various stages of development of the world. forms that
externally clothe the Christian's mysterious life of grace, The life of
the Church. so far as it is socially and politically manifest, so far as
it is public, is thus put under the dictatorship of secular civilization.
Rudolf Sohm, the eminent jurist and Lutheran theologian, says:.
"Christendom docs not produce a Christian order in this seculclr
world. Christendom has not the ta~k of creating a Christian civiliza
tion, for Christiani7ation of the secular world means secularization of
Christendom." ~ I'rom such a point of view a Christian philosophy of
the state is impossihle; in prauical politics whelt we tall "Church" as
a visible public institution then bec.omes nect'ssarily, in an Erastian
manner. a servant of the state, at least as long a"i th(' state dot's not
turn oprn1y anti-Christian. Man's inner re1i/.{ious life as a Christian
and his puhlic life as a citiu'n are then separated worlds. It is signifi
cant for the impos"iihility of thiS th('()ry that Lmhel. who first adhered
to suth ideas. later had to ahandon them, taught hy pra( tit al life. and
that he laid down the found.uion of a Lutheran political philosophy
which remained far weaker than the political philosophy which sprang
from the moral artivism of Calvin.

The Catholic Chur('h could never fall into such spit itual quietism.
In opposition to l.utlu.·r's doctrine of grace. which a'lserted an intrin
sic and essentially irrcwncilable opposition hetwe("n religion and
grace on the one hand, and morality and secular life on the other.
Catholic teaching always upheld the umty of religion and morality
and the essential coordination of world and n,!ture with grace and
supernature. C..ttholic dOLtrine preserved itself from Luther's pessi
mistic helief in LOtal depravity, as it kept itself free from that exces
sively optimistic concept of man held by nineteenth-century liberal
theolofn" which had forgotten 'the gravity of sin, the fact that man's
nature by original sin is natura VUh/fTata.

Consequently the Catholic Church cannot ignore the world in
which the Christian has to live; she cannot permit that world to be
come a playground of diabolical powers, In the world the Christian,
aided by grace, works for the salvation of his soul. This he does by

I nlis is the lenor of Rudolf Sohm's books on ecclesiastical law: Kirch""urht (I 8gll),
Pili Durehlm Gra/lani, etc. (1918), Crout""'tl und t!'tltllChrl RullI. The author has
dis('u~ the influence of Sohm'. ldeu in Die KIIChl. ihr Reell' und dlt ntue
J'olluordnung (19So).
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fulfilling, in the family. in the state, and in his vocational or profes
sional station or function. his natural but supernaturally exalted du
ties as a social and political bein~. The Christian is called to help
perfect the order of creation. This City of men. the world. is therefore
the station in which, by livinK according to the ordinances of God
and th(" Church. man works for his salvation, thus participating in
t1lat universal Bl'11t'dicite of all creatures to the greater glory of the
Creator and Father of all. If Lhus world, nature, and the secular realm
rem3m the 5ubstructure of the life of g-ral e, the Catholic Church, the
rnediat11x of gr3c eo, cannot he indifferent to the shape and form of
the world. The Church cannot he resigned in soc ial quietism, it nn
lIot gi\'e up a lcrtam competence to assist. to admonish, and to teach
tholle lOtlIlllunitil's: the f.unily. thc SLaLe, and the other insLitutions of
human ltO( ial liIe in the ltelllldr sphere. It is true thdt this asltistance
hrin~~ elan~eT'l WHh it "Too often the duty of the Church to teach
the Slatc h.!s hecn allowcd to seem the ri~ht of the elerKY to colltrol
the laytllen." 2 Bllt sue h abuses do not change the fact that, according
to Catholic. dOl trinc. it is vcry mudl the task of the Chnlttian and the
CllIIn h to wllr\.. (or the Christianil.uion of the wollel.

:\ prolound Undt'IMandlllg of the rcalztit·s of human life makes liS

rcall/t· that, although Kract· in the absolute sense is mdep('ndent of
st'tul.u eonchtions. the ltOl iallteuJnty and the peal eful order 01 sec ular
lift· \!Joulcl he gual ameed if generally the Christi.!n is to be able to
fulfill IllS hiRher and suhlimer tasks. Bi!lhop von Kettder, whom
Leo XIII ( .. lied hiS great predel Cllltor, in dealing with the !locio
ewnomic prohlems of his time, said: "To tht' ~race of the Churc.h, as
lun~ .1S It is offered in the way of ordinary pastoral care, the proletarian
1I1<\1>\C1I of 1I1odern indu1ltry al c inacc csltlble, Uefore we can think of
their Chrllttiamzauon, we must initiate measures for the humanila-

•lion of these masses that have run wild." • Sirnilanly one of the gredt-
est moral theolog-ians of the nineteenth century, F. X. Linsenrnann,
\\ ams of a wlonK supernaturalist outlook whie h regards the higher
SUpt'lIlcltural life .IS the only thing that matters and henc.e neglects as a
lmd of ne<t's,ary evil the material, sensual, and secular sphere of
\Jfe.' St. Thomas never tires of pointing out that a sufficient amount

J litlher P Hughes in hi. review of Don Slurw'. Church lind Slale in me Tablet
(Lc1ndonl. I!lIo, P !';I.

• G~samm~lle ~c/lYlft,n (ed Mumballer. IQI4). III. 148.
'F. X, Linsenmann. Moraltheologie (1878). pp. 17. 181. 19B.
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of earthly goods and a good order in the sphere of political and 5oci~

economic life is necessary for a virtuous human life.· The famous en·
cyclicals of Leo XIII and of Pius Xl, particularly RerufD novorum of
the former and Quadragt!Jimo anno of the lauer, rest on this concep
tion of the Church as the helper and teacher of man in his social and
politkallife. It is the idea of a Church that, rejecting the quietist atti· ..
tude of the priest in the parable of the ~ood Samaritan, turns her fac~

and her charity to the secular part of human existence.

II. TilE ORIGIN OF A POUTICAL Pnll.OSOPHY IN CATHOLICISM

This obligation of the Church to the world is the reason why a
political philosophy conld grow in the Catholic Church. Out of the
task of the Church as an active community that cannot i~nore the
world, out of the presuppositions of the philosophy that found its
hom(" in the Church, and out of the problems presented for thousands
of years before the Chril;tian era, this great structure arose. The Gos
pel and r("a50n are the foundation. Upon it the Fathers of the early
Church hCRan to build, incorporating the legacy of Greece and Rome.
The great doctors of the Middle Ages and of Late Scholasticism con·
tinued the work. \Vhen, after the decay of medieval society, new forms
of political life beRan to arise, the new problems wcre treated on the
basis of the unchanging prinfiples, with acumen and scholarly thor·
oughness. In bet, their disfllsl;ion of the prohlems compares favorably
with that by many great mod('rn thinkers in their clash with the reo
vived I.eviathans of modern totalitarianilm or in their profound un·
derstanding of the prohlems or modern democracy.

And the CatholiC" political philosophy which so developed cannot
be evaluated in terms of such ,perpetually reiterated Kcneralities as
those employed by lcviewers who know it only from the outside. For
the connoisseur it is like a cathedral ~n an old city: the foundations
have been laid by pious pt·ople that listened to the homilies of the
early Fathers of the Church, who had amalgamated the treasures of
the ancient world with J..he new spirit of the Gospels. Subsequent gen
erations added their artistic products. The adepts of the Renaissance
and the joyous dreamers of the baroque added testimonies of their arts,
as today a modern artist adorns a niche or a new altar with his work•

• On 'he GowmClnce Of Riden. Bt. I. chap. IS; Sum,,'CI theol., la lIae, q.114••• 10.
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So the connoisseur views the work of that long line of political philoso
phers who found and still find their home in the Church. It is true
that their philosophy circles round a center of perpetual problems
and eternal principles. But whoever becomes familiar with its history
will find that there is a colotiul diversity of opinions and points of
view and that sharp conRict is possible among schools. which neverthe
Pess may all look to the same center. This unity in diversity explains
the mystery of organic growth of this philosophy: "to augment the
old by the new and perfect it." Or. as St. Thomas says: "It is natural
to human reason that it progresses step by step from the imperfect to
the perfect; therefore we see in philosophy that what the first philos
ophers handed down in an imperfect manner was by the later philos
ophers handed down in a more perfect manner." I There is thus room
for true progress and perfection. Historical actuality is the most influ
ential principle of selection in determininK the particular problem to
be diswsseclmore profoundly; historical actuality may also lead to an
over('mpha~isof one part of the whole doctrine; later that part may
lose its importance and actuality and may need correction because of
a chang-e in historical development. At another time militant adver
saries compel the philosophers to study more broadly and deeply a
prind pic that has been carried throuKh the books as self-evident,
thcre'fore not ('nouKh appreciated. F.ven the literary style of an era may
clothe the identical doctrine in a form that later generations will have
to remove. as open to grave misunderstandings. Thus industrious re
search, penetrating thought, and sympathetic insight into the chang
in~ plOblcms and the undlanKing principles have produced a Catholic
pohti( a1 philosophy that in its architecture is a synthesis of inheri
tances of almost two thousand years of intellectual exertion.

Catholic Christianity. then. has always stood in opposition to the
•pure other-worldliness that Luther in his early years and most sects

throUKh the wurse of Christian history have so heavily stressed. They
all de, lare that the world (the saeculum) is a matter of strict indiffer
ence to rehgion and supernature. because the world is essentially .in
and has to remain unredeemed. Nor has Catholic Christianity ever
gone so far in the other direction as to identify itself. the millennial,
everlasting power. with an historically specific form of political life
and its relative philosophy. These were, in fact. born out of the free-

I Summa th~ol., la lIac, q.97. a. I.
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dam of man to organize his state in comparative independence. Un·
equivocally as the Catholic Church stresses her competence to help.
to teach. and to admonish in the field of social and political life. yet
she has always, though on (ertain occasions only at the last moment,
avoided identifying herself with an historically existing, therefore
transitory. political Conn or d()(otrine. Bc('ause of her eternal task the
Church is ultimately independent of the world and its various forms
of political and sodal organization. The Church always puts to history
the question: Quid hoc ad aeternitatem? The ruling classes in politi
cal and economic life have always tried to identify their transitory
interests with Christianity and thus to acquire perpetuity for them
selves. From the time of feudal lords to that of c.apitalist property.
often there have likewise bt>en attempts to use or rather abuse the
Church and her political philosophy, nOl merely as a means of partido
palin~ in her dignity as the mother of the nations, but even more to
inflict on political opponents the lahel of "anti·Chl isti,1O."

An instance in point is the attempt ot the Romantic. antirevolution
ary movement to utilile the Church in her stru~~le ag-ainsl the Revo
lution. As daughter of the anli·Chri~lian Enlightenment. the great
Revolution ot 1789 in Fram e seemed to rcjeLt. in emotional appeal
to the rights of man. any kind of authority, of le~ilimacy, of objective
order. It tried to subject authority and order to the (hang-ing and
arbitrary emotions of the volatile masses of the "citizens," Against
these attempts-and they plOved rather cruel and destructive under
the rule ot the Jacohins-the antirevolutionary political theory of
Romantici~m turned reactionary. It was nol content to elaborate the
ideas of authority. legitimacy. natural law. objt'ctive order, in a new
historical situation; it tried to use these ideas to restore the authority
and leRitimacy of royal housell that by their incapacity, narrowness••and cynicism had helped to beget the Revolution. Romantic political
philosophy appealed to tradition. to history. and to the providentiaUy
dispensed Jaw in the history of nations to prove that the ancient regime
(the monarchy) is historically and philosophically the hest and only
justified political form. The Romantidsu tI ied to corroborate what
they caUed tradition and the laws of history by connecting these ideas
with revelation and with the Church and her political philosophy.
Their model became Bossuet. who had attempted to prove that the
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royal absolutism of Louis XIV is the best polity and, on the basis of
the Bible, the true political form.

The Romanticists appealed to "Catholicism," by which they meant
preferably the monarchical organization of the papal Church and her
hierarchical order and from which they drew the conclusion that mono
archy is providentially the model form of government. Duration
throu~h history became for them the proof of le~itimacy, while the
principles of natural law as the founddtion of legitimacy were neg
lected. A(cordin~ to this view it is the time-honored aKe of the mono
archical constitution that provt's its superiority over the n«:'w
demo( utic form and, behold, the oldest orlr-lniz3tion in the West,
the Chun.h. is monardlically organi7edl Thus "Catholidsm," in the
"cnst' of the hieran..hical monarchy of the divinely instituted pap.lcy,
ht'(Omes til(> model and estahlishes mon;m hy a" Ihe only admissible
form of government. The Rnmanud'lLS were Tt'proartlt'd with ht'ing
too little aware of the Chun..h in its ~acramentallife as the community
of sal\'auon of the belIevers, above the n.Hions wher(' there is neither
Greek nor barbari.lIl (Gal. :\:28). The rl'})f().l(h is fully justifIed. The
Altar. so they tho\l~ht. should restore the 1000t thrones and support the
re~wrcd ones. So at all times the political philosophy that has found
its home in the Church runs the same danger as the Church herself,
that of becoming the sen ant of politiu.

III. TilE DANGER OF "SOCIOl.O(.ICAI. PRAGMATISM"

The~e .1ttempt~ to use the Church for political ends anel the hlam
able complaisance of churchmen to let the eccl('~iastical organization
be used for political interests as a priLe for seculaJ ac1vanta~cs, may be
called so<.inlogica] prclRUlatism. Voltaire knew about it. However
much he himself rejected its "chillish superstitions," he was con
vinced that society and the staete needed the- Church for the control
of the common people; the priest is a better and far cheaper policeman
than the gendarme. Taine considered that the Rro\\'in~ inhdelity of
the common people was worse for the nation than for the Churc..h.
Napoleon and many industrial Caesars repeated: "Relig-ion must he
preserve-d for the common people." All these had no belief in Chris
tian doctrine. They said that they could afford to be unbelievers. but
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that the doctrine is useful for the protection of their interests. This
sociological pragmatism reached its pinnacle in the writings of Charles
Maurras, who confessed himself a "Catholique mais athee. Le catho
licism c'est l'ordre." lie distinguished sharply between the Christian
and the Catholic element. The Christian element is the spirit of the
Gospels, the love of the Sermon on the Mount, the individualism of
Luther, who gave the Bible into the hands of the uneducated commou
people, educating them to revolt. The Catholic element is the concise
order of the Roman do~ma, the monarchic authoritarian power of
the pope in the admirable order of the canon law. It is to Maurras
the only protection against the revolting anarc.hhm of the ideas of
1789 and of modern democracy.

At the basis of all this sociolo~ical pra~matism lies the following
assumption. The Chur<.h fulfills her tasks, teac hes her dogmas. dis
penses the sacraments, c.onsoles the unfortunate, admonishes the pow
erful, and helps politic-al authority to e!ltahli~h good order: not that
people may live and work for the salvation of their souls; no, all this
she does for "culture." Culture is luxury heyond the unplea~ant and
debasing production of the necessities of life; culture is play, the play
of a small ruling class of masters. It is the ta~k of the Church and her
doctrine in the interest of these mastC'TS to transfer into the other
world the effects of the Christian doctrines, so dangerous to this aris
tocratic culture; she has to make them harmless to culture. Catholi·
cism as the prin( iple of order-th.lt is the rapsule enclosing the
poison, the "Christian ideas," keeping it away hom the <.ammon peo
ple-thus makes culture possihle.

like the Church herself, the political philosophy sprin~ing from
her womb cannot be daimed by any of the historical forms of political
life. Such a claim would contr.ldict its fundamental issue, the idea of
natural law that in some way represents the connection between world
and Church. Natural law as the continuation of metaphysics is the
fundamental norm or all moral and practical activity; consequently,
of the political, too. It is the eternal law, emanating from God's being
and will as do revelation and supernatural grace, that is rccogniled
by human per50ns endowed with reason and free will, as natural law,a. the norm of human acts and as their critical standard; therefore
also as the norm and standard of political life. But natural law reo
quires positive law, to be made concrete in every historical situation
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under perpetually changing circumstances. The natural order re
quires a positive concrete order between nations and in nations hie
~t nunc. Not all positive orders of political life together, nor any
one of them in itself. is the natural order. however much the latter is
the model of acting and the norm of judKJ11ent for any of the positive

. orders.
•
IV. THE PRINCIPAL IDEAS OF CATIIOI.IC POI.ITICAI. PIIILOSOPHY

Catholic political philosophy, as its name shows. cannot disreltard
its origin. It lives encompassed bv the theological and philosophical
stnle ture of Catholic doctrine. Only he who is mnsdous of this in
studying its devdopment can understand and grasp its true meaning.
For instance, at first si~ht the-re may 'Ie'em to exist, in its theory of
popular sovereiK11ty, interestin~ similarities and parallels to that of
Rousseau so that the most out'lpoken authorities appear to be mere
fore-runners of Romseau. Yet the Christian idea of popular sover·
ei~ty is profoundly difIt'rent from that constructed on Rousseau'.
romantic and anarchical individualism. For th(" "n("w" political theory
of Ruusseauist ohsenance proceeds from a different idea of man; it
has no pla('e for the freedom of the Chure h as a "perfett sodety" apart
from the state. 'Vho('ver does not apprc( i.lte the fact that Catholic
political philosophy lives in the cosmo'l--thi'i in iu true meaning
of Christian Catholic life, will easily rome to strange conclusions, will
find in it an uncritical eclecticism or an opportunist syncretism of
unrelated parts, artificially put LO~ether and polished in accordance
with the int('rests of the Church as a political instrument for the
power of "popery" or of the derg)'.

It has heen said that this philosophy uncritically took over the
Greek legacy. What it took over, howe1'er, was not the tribal Graecism
hut irs unhersal human content. Heraclitus, the first Greek who used
the word and coined the mean1n~ of phil05ophia, distinp;uished the
narrow trihal world around man as the ,dim k()~mos, the private and
privative order, and contrasted it with the koinos lcosmos, the uni·
"ersal order, where man, fully awakened, grows to participate in the
unil'ersal logos or reason above all narrowness. privacy, and limita
tions.' Man in some way is always the same, like the elements. the

, For thq reason, says Justin Martyr, we might call Heradllus a philolOpher who wu
• Christian. Apolopl pro ChrUlltJnlS, Mlgne, P.G., VI. 597.
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earth, the sun, and the air that keep him alive. Under all tribal, na·
tional, and individual limitations there Jives something that iI
universal, that is perpetually human. To the extent that political phi.
losophy has to do with man, the universal man, and with Greeks and
Romans, Germans and Frenchmen, Americans and Spaniards, not
only so far as they are individual nationalit'ies hut also as they are .
historical exemplifications, individual forms of the perpt'lually iden~

tical human being, to that extent it is the idea of man that is the meas
ure.

Catholic political philosophy remains a philosophy of man, not
limply a philosophy for the beJiever. The state belongs to human cul
ture and to the secular order. Its root is the social nature of man. Its
nearest end is the order of secular felicity or happiness, the ordo r{'rum
humanarum. Therefore the great dortors maintained at all times that
the essential duties and rights of the citizens and of those in authority
are independent of the state of K1'lce. The fact that man is baptized
exalts his rights. inlt'nsifies his duties. The ruler may be a Christian
or not, may be in his private life a profligate or not. Hut as long as he
fulfills his political function, the Christian owes obedience, even to
the palfcln ruler. ("No" eripit mar/alia qui ,egua dat cocleslia.")
St. Justin could explain to the Roman Emperor in answer to the
foolish attacks of Celsus that the better Christian a man was, the hetter
citizen and subject he would be. That is the reason why in the recent
centuries Catholic political philosophy used to call itself a political
philosophy based on natural law. This philosophy docs not make use
of theological methods; it bases its principles not on theology, but
on philosophy, and works out its conclusions through the medium of
natural reason. Still we rightly speak of a Christian, of even a Catholic
political philosophy, since by t~is is meant that body of principles that
has always found its home in the Catholic Church.

By this is also meant an essential difference from the modem au·
tonomous systems of philosophy that do not deserve the attribute
Catholic, or even utterly decline it. Idealism. monism, utilitarianigm,
materialism, subjectivism, and experimental pragmatism, all these
autonomous philosophical systems form as the substructure of their
poJitical philosophy systems of a quasi natural law. For all politi.
cal philosophies of a reformatory, activistic, or revolutionary char·
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aeter and even those of a merely conservative character appeal to a
natural order. that is. a "good" order. either against the existing bad
order or for the defense of the existing good one. Even the "ascetics"
of pure positivism who deny all metaphysics. which is the only ad.
missible basis for a natural law. forget quickly about their dreary
positivist frugality and often indulge in a hotspurred 7eal for social
tmprovement and political reform. Even the presumedly material
istic Karl Marx indlllKes again and again in appeals to justice and
human dignity in spite of his presupposition that all ethics are only
the empty ideological superstructure over the only real thin~: the
conditions of economic production. Thus we note the remarkable
fact that the Marxist movement Ii\'es by moral indi/{nation arising
from a pathetic kind o( proletarian natural law which in sober mo·
ments it utterly denies.

The attrihute Catholic mean!; that theology is rec0A"ni7C'ei as influ
enrinA". cven directing. the division of tasks hetween philosophy and
theology. PhilosophizinA" is done not altogether autonumously. but
with continuous re!>pect for theology. It means further that philO'lophy
is aware of its limitations and avoids crossing tht' boundaries of theol·
ogy and usurping what is pr('~erved for faith anei rev('lation. It accepts
faith and revelation and knows that. whatevcr progress it may make.
it cannot substitute (or th~m. And finally in pI inciple it au'cpts teach
ing and assistance from tll(·ology. does not seclude itself (rom it. and
acknowlt'dges that there is no twofold truth. so that what is philo
sophically true may be theologically false. and vice versa,· This phIlo.
sophia percnni.r is older than the Church though the Church hecame
and continues to be the homeland of this philosophy. It had as its
ancestors Socrates and Aristotle. Plato and IIt'raclitus. Sime it is phi.
losophy. and not theology. it had as ~ts adepts such men as l.eihnitz
and Trendelenborg. who did not belong to the Catholic Church. It
is so broad that such modern etllnologists as W. Schmidt and his school
are iu followers; and it is so vilal today that it inau~uratcsa revival
in the New World. Pascal aptly says of this philo50phia perennis:
"Whilst all philosophers split up into various schools. there exist in
a nook of the world people who belong to the oldest history of the

• Balduin Schwarz. EWlge Philosoph" (1937). p. 75: cf. allo J. MarltalD. PhilolophY
ehrt!'lenne (1933).
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world and declare that all are erring, that God has revealed the truth
to them, and that this truth wi11 forever be on this earth. Actually all
schools pass away, but this school remains." •

Especially as practical philosophy, Catholic political philosophy
cannot ignore the fact that state and Church live on the same globe.
It mUlt therefore elaborate their mutual natures, their mutual rela
tions, their corresponding order. We should add that the state livu
intrinsically by the socio-political virtues of its citizens and its rulers.
As religion in its concrete form cannot be split off from morality with
out a drying up of political virtues, religion as revealed truth cannot
be neglected by political philosophy. Furthermore, it is a concrete task
for Catholic political philosophy, in considering the problem of the
state and religion, not to content itself with genera] remarks of a neg
ative character, but to represent the relation of this very concrete
Catholic Church to the changing forms and ends of political life
through the centuries. The position of the visible Church of Christ,
herself a "perfect society," penetrating beyond the borderlines of the
states, is truly singular. In Catholic political philosophy, therefore, are
united theistic philosophy, developed in Christian traditions, and
Catholic ideas originating in theology, governing especially the re
lations of state and Church. tD

From this specific idea of man's nature and destiny, from the idea
of the Christian person, and from the idea of God and of natural law,
follows a fundamental structure of socio-political life. Furthermore,
hom the teleological point of view follow certain norms for the con
crete formation of the socio-political institutions, norms that form at
the same time the critical standards in judging existing concrete insti
tutions and their right or wrong functioning. The basic lines of
thought may be briefly characterized as follows: The Christian person
has an intimate sphere of life ihat is intrinsically and fundamentally
closed to state intervention. Similarly, the family possesses a sphere
and a function that, as it existed before the state, must be preserved
against the state; never can the state substitute itself for the family.
without destroying the human values nursed by the family, however,
the historical form and reach of the function an~ sphere of the family

• "rap., 6, 18.
ItThil should not be found .mnge. Proudhon regarded u amazing the fact that at

the bail 01 every political theory iJ a theolOl)'; d. N. Micklem. TheoloD of Polilk.
(llK l ).
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may change. As circumstances demand. the state may t'Ompress or en·
large this sphere of the family: there yet remains a basic social function
that is essentially closed to the state. There exists further a sphere of
socia-economic and cultural life. an organism of differentiated social
funttions for the attainment of which men organize themselves in at
least an actual order. though not always in a juridical-institutional
c1rder.

To this social order. however. the state as the order of law may
supply the legal standardized fmms. Yet these groups owe their ex
istence. not to the state. but to the initiative of individual persons and
have a certain autonomy and the right of self-Rovernment. The state
as sovereign power cannot transfonn either the individuals or their
group formations, arisinR out of self-initiative and serving objective
sodal ends, into mere instruments without ri~hts, moved as passive
tools by command and compulsion. Never must the greater commu·
nity take over the ends and functions of the smaller C"Ommunities.
This principle is the reason for the deep abhorrence of any fonn of
totalitarianism. The idea of a polar unity of tension between person
and state, family and state, socio-economic and cultural groups and
state, and lastly Church and state, !lprings from the conviction of a
hierarchical economy of ends mirrored hy that of social forms in which
the social virtues and impulses. necessary for human happiness and
the realization of man's destiny, are adequately nursed and fostered.
In order that state, order, and "cosmos" ever be and ever be renewed,
more is needed than the technical efficiency of a well-oiled adminis
trative apparatus. Vrrtus, the whole organic body of social virtues. is
the real and fertile principle of social life.

V. MISINTERPRETATION OF CATHOI.IC POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

Catholic political philosophf as a system, as well as its particular
doctrines, is in the same danger of misinterpretation as Catholic phi
losophy in general. The mind of one observer is thrilled by the mag.
nificent unity of the theory and its principles, by the beautiful
architecture of the whole, by the temperate preservation ot the right
balance between extreme opposites. Another observer. aware of the
centuries of growth. stands amazed before the diversity of theories
and statements. often seeming to contradict one another. in the po-
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lemic discussions of its schools. Hence this latter observer cannot
conceive Catholic political philosophy as an internally coherent sys
tem. but only ils an artificial conglomeration of doctrines and these
held together only by dogmatic or authoritative decisions. as a com
plexio oppositorum arising out of the utilitarian considerations of
theologians and out of the opportunism of ecclesiastic policy.l1

8tiIJ another observer will see it as a confused product of elementll
that, in spite of all external accommodations, remain irreconcilable.
To him it is a confused product of Greek city-state philosophy, of
Stoic world-state philosophy. of the theological exegesis of the Sctip
tures. and o[ contradictory borowings from different philo'iophical
and theological schools. He thinks that these elements were put to
gether to meet the changing wants of practical work or even the
ambitions of the papal Church which uses. or rather ahuses, this
political philosophy to afford the best legitimation now and here for
its attempts at domination over the stale and the world. IS

Other more friendly observers prefer to see in Catholic political
philosophy the idealized sociological system reali/eel in the Christian
culture of the Middle Ag('s: a system manifestly unfit for the solution
of the pressing socio-political problems of today, despite the romantic
and easily comprehensihle IOll~in!l; of some among the Catholic laity
and clergy for the restoration of that system in OUT times.a

All these views, no matteT how wrong. are partly understandable.
This mass of doctrine includes the early theories of the Church Fa
then, the profound disputations of the Scholastics, the controversies
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the authoritative docu
ments of the Apostolic See. of tht" Councils. and of the Con~egations,

the compact treatises of Catholic philosophers in defense of their tra
dition against an the anarchists. liberalist doctrinaires. and Erastian
quietists from the eighte(·nth century to our times. Everyone who
approaches the question from outside \all~ easily into one of the above
mentioned points of view. These points of view result from decisions
of the heart made beforehand against the home of this philosophy, the

11 The authon of the document. "The City o( Man:' oller an interesting example.
11 The learned book uf Ernst Twltsch. SO("laU,.hr,.n dt'f' C'hnstl.C'hen K.rC'hen u,ul

Gruptlen (19111) .IJ a good example or thIS view English namlalion: The Social Teaching
of the Chnltlan C/lurC'h,.s (New York, 19~1).

11 From the era of Enlightenment on. e~petially throuKh tht" nmeteenth century until
today. thetle vieWi have been propounded in learned books, political pamphletl. and
demagogic Ipeeches in practically all modem ltatetl.
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Catholic Church. Hence a just evaluation can be achieved only by
an impartial attempt to understand this philosophy from within. from
its principles and its internal history. Catholic political philosophy
is not at variance with the philo.wphia lJt1~Tennis, of which it is a part
and an application. There is a broad variance in the answers to those
problems that are farthest from the Keneral principles. a far-reaching
U"hity in those conclusions nearest to the ~t'neral and fundamental
principles. and a complete unity in these principles themselves.

These differentiations do not, by the way. result in diametrically
wntradictory opinions but rather in parallel courses of reasoning on
account of oscillations, because of the fact that these oscillations rest
in the polar unity of the ~eneral principles themselves. Man. for in
stance. is intel1c( t and will. But which faculty is superior? St. Thomas
and the Thomists declare that the intellect is superior to the will.
That decision ~ives an ('M client and soliel basis for the strict unchange
ahleness of the n,Hural law. But it albo pwdufcs a slron~ rationality,
the stresslll~ of the static elf'ments and the ~cn(,Ic.l1 (onclusions, and
can lead to an undcn'aluation of the dynamism of history. Conse
quently the adherents of a more Aug-ustinian school reproached the
Thomists for intcllectu...lism or rationalism and a lack of understand·
in~ of historical forces.

Against St. Thoma~. the Scotist school and the school of the via
Tnoderna of nominalist ori~in stressed the superiority of the will,
maintaining that the will is superior to the intellect. ~ the will refers
to existence. individuality. and hibtoric f(·alizc.llion, this school showed
a preference for the individual. for the ~ill~ular historical events, and
for the dynamism of historical e\olmion. Its adherents thus became
the fathers of historical theolog-y and the promoters of the natural
sciences. Stn'ssing the irrational will, the "heart," the mystical facul·
ties of the soul, and the amor (",oi/Ill iUldll!!,llur quod nou prius diU·
glttlT). and consetluf'ntly exaltit1~ the will as the primary attl ibute in
God's omnipotence, they had not a little trouhle in finding a well·
established basis for the strict invariability of the principles of natural
law. They were also inclined to disparage the importance and range
of natural reason and consequently to ~h()w supernaturalist tendencies
even in their political plulosophy. The perpetual and primary ques·
tion for the essence of law, alternating between the propositions. "Jaw
is reason" and "law is will," was then in opposition to St. Thomas
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answered by "law is predominantly will." If adherents of this IChool
adopt Occam's blunt statement that law is will, then the essence of
natural law vanishes. Ethics loses its basis of natural reason and be
comes positivist. A rather futile and strange discussion may begin
about the question. whether God, in order to be really omnipotent,
must be able to will the hatred of Himself. If God's omnipotence was
thus exalted the consequence had to be and has been a kind of nihiliS1l1
in natural ethics, a transformation of the fid~s rationalis into an emo
tional faith of sentiment, the negation of natural theology and a one
sided supranaturalism. All too easily the world of politics and
economics is then lett to itself. This consequence tends to make the
Church an obedient instrument of the state, which has the monopoly
of nature, world, and power.

Similarly the tension between the individual and the community
may give rise to a more individualist school that stresses freedom and
self-initiative, as in the theological doctrine of grace the Molinists do,
and another school that stresses ordo, authority, and is Thomistic in
its doctrine of p;race.u \Vhoevcr ~oes throup;h the many volumes that
discuss the problem of capitalism will find one school that may be
called f-riendly to capitalism and another one that may be called hostile
to capitalism. The basis of these positions is. on the one hand. a pref
erence for the individual penon. for self-initiative, and a more opti
mistic view of the individual's abilities. or, on the other hand, a more
pessimistic view of man's weakness. a stronger emphasis on the role of
authority and order, a conservative diffidence against "liberal" tenden
cies. \oVe must content ourselves with these few remarks, but it should
be stated that there is still much research to be done concerning the
influence of theological schools and philosophical doctrines within
the philosophia p~r('1mis upon the answers to many problems of social
and political philosophy. .

Even today we enwunter such tens\ons accompanied by correspond.
ing polemics of the schools; for instance. in the doctrine about the
origin of the state. The general theory is that the state originates in
the social nature of man. Man's nature is social because of the mind·
and-body composition of man's essence; and man is free, rational sub
ltaD.Ce, a person. Consequently two accentuations are possible and

16 cr. Brauer. Thomistic Pri"ei/>'es: chapter by Fram Mueller, "Penon and Society
aet'Ording to St. Thomas," p. 186. notel 7 and 8.
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admissible as long as the accentuation of the one element does not
result in the disappearance of the other. One accentuation emphasizes
the unconditional necessity of the state on the basis of the social nature
of man as a mind-and-body compound and would give less stress to
the free will of the individual person. and so to the role of freedom
and consent in the doctrine of the oriRin of the state. Another accentu
ation prefers to lay weight rather upon the free will and upon consent
35 a conscious rational element; this is done by the so-called contract
theories wncernin~ the ori~in of the state.

Such atcentuations may be (ouditioned by historical circumstances.
:t'i. for instance. at the time of the romantic Restoration after the
French Re\'olution. In reaction to the Rous~eauist lype of social
(ontra( t theories. the schola~tic tht>ory of the sorial contract was
pll'lhed into the ba<.l~round by romantic ·writers. But these accentua
tions are frequently t}pie al of the diffelences abollt the philosophia
pnennij that result from theological and philosophic al se hools within
the Church. We may also fmd among the political writers of Romanti
ci~m a pI derence for the theory of a rather unconscious W-0wth of the
..t.ttt' OUl of human hiologital nature without much int('rvention of
fH'c will and comdolls red'loning. The redl cause of su<.h a theory is
the con\'iction that man. though a rational bdng. is far more influ
cne td by his heart. by sentiment. by emotion. and by the forces of
hhtory than by reason. These sentiments and forces of history are re
H'.tleel in the spirit, in the folklore. and in the individual history of
a n.HlOn; it is the Jloiksgeist or ia tradition that produces the state.
Th(' 'itate is not so much the result of rational will and conllCious
d('u\lons as it is an unromcious growth, a flowering of the seed of
till' SOt ial nature under the protectin~ hand of Providence. who pre
p.I1C·" and fOlllers the ~arden of history.•'Ve may find that the eminent
SWe'irnan and political philosopher. Donoso Cortes. is led to a bitter
condemnation of Liberalism an~ egalitarian democracy hy the pessi
mistic views of human nature that made him di~cus'§ with theolo~ians

the deg-ree of corruption of human nature by original sin. He showed
little trust in the human reason and the human will. which he thought
almost destroyed. If that view is conceded. how can we leave order.
authority, and the law at the mercy of the masses that are not masters
of themselves, but the plaything of contradictory emotional strains
and uncontrolled vices? The consequence is the demand for a strong
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authoritarian state and an antidemocratic accent. An interesting
counterpoise to Dono50 Cortes' views may be seen in some opinions of
the great American Father Hecker, opinions known as IIAmerican·
ism," lOme of which were censured by Leo XlIV' The root of $Orne
exaggerated views about democracy may be an excessive valuation of
the natural virtues and of the active Christian virtues, of reason and of
will.

Thus the diversity manifestf"d in the history of Catholic political
philosophy may be based on such accentuations or may be the conse·
quence of historical situations wherever these form a kind of principle
of selection; namely. what problems need a new or a profounder in
terpretation, or what accentuations bf"come predominant. Nothing
more. It is an accentuation of one pole, not a suppression of the other
pole. It may happen that the tension ceases and that the thought is
controJled exclusively by one pole. Cor instance, either the individual
or the state in the relation between them. Then strict individualism or
strict collectivism results. Both are impossible in Catholic political
philosophy. which has shown a sensitive aversion to one-sided exag
gerations.

VI. TlfE ALLEGF..D INFUfENCE OF HELl.ENISM

Often it is said. in hostile criticism, that Catholic political philos
ophy, especially sin('e St. Thomas' acceptance of Aristotle's philoso
phy, has considf"red as generaJly valid and timeless the principles
abstracted from the experiences and histories of Hellenistic culture
and civilization. 'We are told that these principles were therefore valid
only in the Hellenic citY-Slate and its economic and cultural back
ground. Furthermore. Catholic political philosophy is charged with
having uncritically declared valid for general human existence those
principles, forms of thinking. ethical "rules. and political ideals of Hel·
lenism. On account of this identification many uncongenial and even
contradictory elements, it is contended. have been combined with
specifically Christian principles into a political philosophy which is
harmonious only superficially but is basically an artificial complexio
oppositorum. And even more. In this "Christian camouflage" the an·
cient political ideas. it is said, have broken the medieval Christian

II Letter Testem benevolentiae to Card. Gibbons: Denzlnger. 1967-'76.
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community ideas in favor of an individualist cencept of the state."
By the infiltration of these individualist ideas the Christian idea of
the universal mundus christianus has been decomposed.

A similar censure is made today, though in a glaring opposition to
the one just mentioned. Frightened by the Aristotelian idea of the
totalitarian character of the city-state and prompted by an under
!It.-fndable sensitiveness against all kinds of totalitarianism, some think·
en deplore the inuoduction of the Aristotelian philosophy and ethics
by St. Thomas. They believe that the sooner and the more completely
these Aristotelian ideas are eliminated. the better it will be for free·
dom and democracy.1T

Two misinterpretations seem to lie at the bottom of these theories.
One contends that Aristotle's ideas are so steeped in the specific
Greek culture that they are of little avail today in a very different
cllhllrf'. But it wa'i always the human, the ~enera1. the timeless. and
the metaphysical element in Greek philo'inphy that attracted the
Church Fathers and the S( hoolmen-the idea of a Komos Kosmos, a.
~h()\\n above. St. Thomas removed the arabesque covers in which
Arabian philosophy had wrapped Aristotelian philosophy. \Vhy could
not that intellectual giant al'io free from its historical and sociological,
and therefore transitory. covering'i the generally human core. the met·
aphy'lical content, of Aristotelian philosophy? Why. we repeat, should
we he compelled to accept the medieval historical exemplification of
Christian political philo'iophy as the only ~enuine expression of it?
Have not Leo XIII and Pius XI used this same philosophy as the basis
for a profound and ~eatly admired criticism ot modern political phi.
losophy from Rousseau to the totalitarianism of today? It should not
be furgotten that the incorporation of the Greek ICj.1;acy was not an
arbitralY. blind. and uncritical adopti'ln. but a long-term process of
continuous critical absorption of what is sound. and an even more
toilsome process of the discovery and rejection of what is transitory.
only Hellenistic. and therefore not suited for amalgamation.

The second misinterpretation is the individualist one. which as
sumes that socialistic pro-totalitarian ideas have been smuggled into
Catholic political philosophy by the adoption of Aristotelianism.

18 Thil II the reproach made by Otto von Gierke and hiS school. apedaUy In
Dnlt,cht, Gffloue1llchaftlrecht. partly translated by Maitland under the title, Medieval
Polulcal Theone,.

If a. c. Friedrich mRwiew of Politics. 1959.
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About individualism and socialism as structural principles of political
life, we must point out what we said above with regard to the polarism
of the relation between individual and community. That medieval
idea of community, so stressed as typically Christian by Gierke, is in
reality accompanied by a searching and increasing introspection and a
growing subjectivism of the emotional Iif~ and by a strong personali.
zation of all community life. This fact is shown by the growth of
mystical theology, the spirit of Franciscanism, and the development of
historical theology and of natural sciences from Albertus Magnus to
Roger Bacon. The school of Clemens Baumker, with its scores of mono
ographs on medieval philosophy, has proved that such a unity as is
presupposed in the criticisms mentioned never actually existed be
yond the fundamental principles. We should add that when Gierke
regarded Suarez and Bellarmine as pred<.>cessors of Rousseau, he did
not consider the fact that these great leaders tried again to do what
St. Thomas had so successfully done. This was to work out an agree
ment of the Thomists and Scotists, of the "old way" and the "modern
way," of the systematic method and the hi!ltorical method.

Some critics forget that this is an everlasting process which is re·
peated again and again in all fields of intellectual life. Thus the new
democratic and social ideas of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
could be fully received only after a process of toilsome clearance
in embittered discussions, as, for instance, in the controversies be·
tween Lacordaire, Montal<.>mbert, and the Catholic liberals in France,
and the adherents of monarchy. These internal disputes do not destroy
the unity of polar tension. No new philosophy is founded; only new
problems are put before the philosolJhia perennis, that is by no means
a static and brittle system. To be sure, Catholic political philosophy as
a part of this philosophia per~nnis may be called conservative. It does
not easily give up what has proved its value in long experience for
alluring but unproved new ideas. But, on the other hand, it is not
compelled to mummify theories and opinions in a stubborn conserva·
tism that is closed to the perpetually changing life of God's creation.
What may he called linear thinking goes straight out from one pole
or from one idea of the cosmos of ideas, which every true philosophy
is. This idea, cut off from its interrelations and interdependencies with
the cosmos, it then fanatically thinks to a finish. Thus it becomes rad
ical individualism or socialism or totalitarianism or anarchism. This
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linear thinking, so characteristic of the modem mind and its countless
isms, is a stranger to Catholic political philosophy. For Catholic polit
ical philosophy is "spheric" thinking. Of the interdependencies and
the mutual relations between ideas as united in a spheric cosmos and
the concordance of these. spheric thinking must be always aware. This
explains the unity in diversity, the conservative perseverance in prin
ciples and the flexible progressiveness, promoted by the disputes of
the schools. in the application of the identical principles in a cease
lessly changing life.

VII. IDF.AS OF GR:£:£K AND STOIC PHILOSOPHY

It is the merit of Hellenism that it first grasped and systematically
worked out a political philosophy. The Oriental nations living in the
musty air of despotism. of a pagan theocracy. did not develop a politi
cal philosophy. State and political life, down to m('Tcly incidental
forms and rules. were for them unimpeachable institutions established
by the tribal gods, and were sacred beyond any human questioning.
Not so for the Greeks. Living together in a restricted space. these agile
people had to develop an increasing social and political integration.
They quickly overcame the early stage of patriarchal authority and
despoti~m and developed prol?;ressively democratic forms of govern
ment and constitutions that called for consent and free cooperation of
the dti7ens in their small city-states. As the Greeks found more leisure,
philosophy could freely develop apart from their traditional theology.
Their colonial enterprises afforded a rich opportunity for experience
and ahundant material for observation and comparison. which are the
basis of political philosophy. They made their city-state. its constitu
tions and laws. its political and social functions. and. on the basis of

•philosophy and ethics, the political virtues. an object of study and
systematic research. This they did publicly in the market place and
in the philosophical "dllbs" of the various schools: in the noble Acad
emy of Plato. in the individual Socratic way, in the soap-box oratory
of the Sophists. iq the dignified Aristotelian school of peripatetic ob
servance.

Greek political philosophy reached its perfection in the teachings
of Aristotle and. perhaps to a lesser degree. in those of Plato, whose
antidemocratic and utopian aristocracy was not so well received by
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later generations. Thus it was chiefly the Aristotelian and the late
Stoic political philosophy that attracted the early Fathen of Christian
ity. The Fathers themselves had no time for systematic endeavors.
That time came when, after the settlement and Christianization of the
barbarians, the medieval culture developed~In a rather revolutionary
way St. Thomas incorporated the Aristotelian philosophy into the
Summa Christiana after he had freed the former from what its Arab1an
and Jewish interpreters had added and after he himself, who had
grown up in a tradition of Christian life, had critically eliminated all
that was transitory, merely Hellenistic, or contradictory to the Augus
tinian legacy. It was in this critically refined and Christianized form
that Aristotle's political philosophy was received, together with Ro
man jurisprudence, itself Christianized by the canon law. In con
tinuous re-formulation it still influences the political thinking of
Western civilization. Two ideas especially were adopted: first, that
man is essentially a political being, that man's intrinsic nature and his
desire for earthly happiness produce a social process attaining its com
pletion in the state, as the sovereign order of the common good; sec·
ondly, that of the natural social forms-family, neighborhood, village,
city-state-the city-state is a perfect, self-sufficient society of distinctive
essence, while the others, though necessary and adequate stages of
the social process. are imperfect societies.

Aristotle starts from experience and finds in man a natural urge for
life in community. Language. the issue of reason, the sympathetic
sentiments of love and of friendship, the urge to communicate to
others what one thinks. feels, and wills, the love relations of a being
that is bisexual: all these acts of man point intentionally to others and
receive their intentional fulfillment only in community life. They
are also natural properties, integral elements. of man's nature. Man
is a social being as much as he is a rational being. All these "social
acts" that are intentionally directed'to others are not the consequence
of utilitarian considerations. as some Sophists held, or vague senti
ments without intentional aims, so that they could be satisfied by
animals or the sentimental love of nature. On the contrary. often
considerations of utility destroy the intentional nature of these acts.
10 natural are they, so essential in man's nature. Out of social acts
in their different forms grow friendship in the strict sense. the family
as a natunl outcome of marital love and the bisexual nature of man,
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and associations formed for the complon aim of worship. of economic
cooperation. and of law where the collective aim is the intentional
fulfillment of the social acts. But all these natural communities and
freely produced associations point to one form of association where
all collective aims coincide, where all conflicts between them can be
settled: the city-state that embraces all social activities and all co
oroinated groups, thus establishing moral, social, and economic self
sufficiency and duration. This community is therefore "perfect:' The
social acts of man here reach their intentional aims in fmal perfec
tion.

Aristotle reaches his concept of perfect society from his ethics. All
human willing and desire is directed to something that is considered
a good. There exists an order in the objecLs that are potential KOods;
some have merely a character of service, are means to reach higher.
more human goods. But it is clear that one good, one aim, must be the
hi~hest. to which all other aims arc intermediary stages. Experience
tt'1ls us that what we always aim at is happiness. Therefore happiness
must be the highest good and last aim. at least formaliter, however
much man may disagree about what concrete object may materialitef'
fulfill this intention. But before objective reason there must be an
objective fulfillment independent of the often treacherous desires and
uncertain longings not controlled by reason. Aristotle. in his meta·
physics, said that the formal cause, the essence of a thing, is, in its
process of becoming and growth, its final cause also. This means. ap
plied to man, that the final cause is the most perfect expression of his
nature or essence and that it thus becomes for the will the last aim. the
highest good. giving happiness.

Now it is the exercise of the rational, intellectual activity of the
soul that is the real core of man's esss:nce. Man as a moral subject
achieving this intellectual life reaches his highest aim and becomes
happy; the activity of the sensJal and vegetative part of his nature
cannot give happiness. The isolated man cannot live an intellectual
life, because the satisfaction of the wants of his sensual and vegetative
life would wholly occupy all of him. A favorable surrounding. eco
nomically an order of organized cooperation. must be created to afford
man the intellectual life. Neither the individual nor the family and
the neighborhood (village) can provide that order; only the self·
sufficient "city," embracing aU necessary social, moral, and economic
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functions, can do that. It is the perfect society. The idea of man is
fulfilled in the citizen, and he who is not a citizen is either an animal
or a demigod. This Aristotelian alternative is valid for all time for the
political being, and not only for the social animal; restricting it to the
latter is to a certain extent a mutilation of the Aristotelian concept.

Consequently it is the object of the political order to help the citizen
to become virtuous and thus able to lead the intellectual life, and 'so
to enable the individual to reach happiness. Hence the "city" becomes
the great pedagogue. The citizen does not belong so much to himself
as to the state. His specific life is the puhlic life; the private life is
essentially inferior. The state, the public life, the order of the common
good, is the highest and sovereign form of morality because it makes
the intellectual life of the citizen possible.

This theory gives rise to a certain ethical socialism. for which Aris
totle has been justly criticized. For Aristotle does not fully appreciate
the human person and its subjective, inborn rights antecedent to the
state. For him the end of the state and the end of man coincide almost
wholly. The Sophists were the first defenders of human rights. but
spoiled their theory by too much individualistic utilitarianism and
even by a strong materialist strain that was as repulsive to the more
democratic Aristotle as to the aristocratic I'lato.

In the main trends of Aristotle's political thinking, only a few
features arc conditioned by specifically Greek social and economic
conditions. The Greeks since Heraclitus have shown a remarkable
tendency for tht> universal human feature, for the koinos, the universal
as against the idios, the particular, the tribal features. True, Aristotle
is an intellectualist; he may overstress the contemplative life. Thus in
Aristotle's sociology the philosopher with his contemplative thinking
is the highest form of human ,existence, just as Plato would give the
monopoly of politics to the wise men: the ideal state is where the
philosophers, not the sophists or th~ businessmen or the demagogic
orators, are the leaders. But this sociological figure of the philosopher,
who holds business and handicraft in contempt, is correlated to a so
ciety that rests upon the institutions of slavery-a natural institution
for Aristotle-and upon the contempt of manual labor so character
istic of the ancient world that it needed the Carpenter's Son to refonn
the social pattern of society. Similarly the idea of the absolute self
sufficiency of the state and the state-socialism that follows from this
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idea is typical of a pre·Christian world and could therefore not be
rC'Ceived by Christianity. It is of immense importance that the leading
type of Greece is the thinker, the philosopher who remains secular.
while in the Christian era the saint becomes the leading type and with
him that supernatural world and aim to which he is correlated. For
Aristotle there existed no problem of religion and state, which, by the
w~y. is a genuine problem only if we mean revealed religion and not
indifferent religious sentiment. It was Socrates and his death for his
conscience, transcending the "city," that always attracted the early
Fathers of the Church and that led a modern writer to make the state
ment that Socrates is a witness for Christ: Socrates the just, not Socrates
the philosopher.

Yet the important concepts of the essentially social and political
character of man, the distinction between imperfect and perfect so
Liet}. the idea of a teleological social process, the idea of the common
~(}od as more than the mere sum o( the particular ~oods o( the individ·
llah, the self-value of the political order in relation to the perfection
01 th(' idea of man-these ideas could be adapted if the prerogatives of
the supernatural order and of the other world were established.

Another pre-Christian political philosophy, that of the Stoic school,
W.IS o( some influence, especially upon the early Church Fathers, who
(amt' to know Stoir as well as Greek political philosophy through the
popular writings of the orator Cicero. This great edectic writer imi·
tateel Plato in his book about the Rf'public, the Stoics in the "Laws,"
and AI iSlotle in the fragmentary DIalogue of the State. Thus for the
fm.t Christian centuries he beLame the mediary of the political phi
losophy of the past. The importance of the Stoics lies in the fact that
several of thdr fundamental concepts could be easily filled with Chris
tian ideas. The leading principle, (or instance, of Stoic philosophy is
life a(cordin~ to reason, which is virt~ous life. Conformity with the
eternal cosmic law, with the cosmic universal logos, beyond tribal
limitations and national particularities, that is the essence of virtue.
TheIr Ideal of the ascetic wise man who in his ataraxia remains quiet
and undisturbed by worldly ambitions and sensual unrests, though
this ideal is subjected to the temptation of a pagan haughtiness, af.
forded the Church Fathers an idea that, by Christian interpretation,
could serve them as an argument against the omnipotence of the pagan
state of the Roman Caesars.
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VIII. THE MAIN PROBLEMS OF A CATHOLIC POLITICAL

PHILOSOPHY

In the same measure as Christianity began its ceaseless controversy
with the pagan world, political philosophy had to undergo profound
changes. Christianity had not to adapt itself to the world; but tlle
world. and the political world too, had to be adapt~d to the immovable
principles of Christianity. Yet it does not follow that each concept and
every form of thinking must mean something different from what it
meant before. Political life belongs to the realm of nature which is
not abolished by the new order of grace, but, on the contrary, is blessed
and perfected. The great changes in meaning and import lay far more
in the presuppositions, in the theology, and in the moral and legal
philosophy of the new spiritual power. From this viewpoint the (01

lowing principles and premises emerge: first, the idea of the Christian
person; then the Christian idea that not earthly happiness in intel·
lectual life alone. but the salvation of the soul and tlle glory o( God
(or and in the life beyond are the last end of man and of ethics; and
thirdly, that by the side of the only perfect society, the city of men
of the ancients. the Churdl tak.es her place as a perfect society, the City
of God, free and bcoyond the power and sovereignty of the state. From
now on the idea of man no longer finds its absolute (ulfiUment in the
citizen. Man's end transcends the state. Man's end is in the other
world; the state's end is in this world. The state ceascs to be the om·
nipotent. absolute pedagogue o( man; it and its end become a rela·
five value, a subordinated end in the new hierarchy of ends and values.
The individual person is no longer bound to the state as to the
exclusin teacher of ethics and happiness. \\'hal before was an ahsolute
ethia established by civil law, is now put under the direction of the

•superior morality of love of God and neighbor. For all, Greeks and
barbarians, slaves and freemen. are equal before God.

The state is not the only master of moral life. The contention that
it is this sole master. is the only logical reason for the omnipotence of
the state advanced from early times to the days of the Hegelian apolo
gists of totalitarianism. Abo,'e the state li\ es and rules the realm of
the eternal revealed verities and values. In so far as these are not re
garded as invisible, lac.king form, but find their adequate visible form
in the Church as the visible organized community of the faithful, with
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doctrine and dogmas. with hierarchy and sacraments. another great
theme of political philosophy is born in the Christian era.

This new sequence of themes dominates the history of the Christian
era. These themes reappear in every generation, mark the climactic
crises in universal history, and lie as the real issue today at the bottom
of the struggle against totalitarianism. These themes are: the per
pe\ual struggle of the individual Christian person against the ever
present abuse! of power by those that rule. ranging from the trial of
Socrates to the trials of Father Meyer or Pastor Niemi)l\er or the
martyrdom of so many who suffer and die without due process of law
in the concentration camps; the theme of the justification of the state
and its sovereiWl power to rule not beyond the order of law but as a
serunt of and in the order of law; a theme expressed in many fonns,
such as might and right. sovereignty and natural law, ethics and poli
tics. political science and moral philosophy. the theme of Church
and stale, u)eo)ogy and po)jtjcs, religious freedom and ~o\·ernment.or
whatevcr the historical aspects of that theme may he called.

Out of the treatment and diSCUSSIOn of these themes, out of the
pranical attempts to put into political reality the ideals that are
involved in thesc themes and thc ever-continuing discussions and
evaluations of these attempts for histoTleal realizations, Christian pe
litical philosophy e\'olves with in< reasing richness. \Vith the reali
zation of the theories that followed in the wake of the Refonnation
and in the growth of se( ularism, this political philosophy becomes
"Catholic," this term designaung the home and shelter where it grows.

It is in continuous contrO' ersy with the historical powers, and is
de\'eloping in these controverSlt", but is nc\er a mere empty echo or
thesc powers; diverse in the solution ot concrete problems, elastic in
the tlcatnlent of the pressing qucstiops in the changing historical
surroundings, it is, however, never a suitable apologist for oppor
tunist "power-politics" or the mute result of historical influences. At
various times it develops and a('Centuates its diverse elements. with the
historical situation as the principle of problem-selection. But it never
releases these out of the sY~lematic unity. and is therefore the image of
the unity of its mother, the pl"loJophia p~rennis.
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CHAPTER I

Social Being

I. THE REALITY OF SOCIAL BEING

BEFORE we arrive at the presentation of politic-al philosophy. we must
discuss the meaning of social being and the relations between social
and political philosophy. political ethics, political science and the art
of politics.

Even before we take up these questions. we have to clarify the
following: A political philosophy has as its subject matter the essence
and nature of the state. the political community. of its end. of its scope.
of its properties, We are concerned with the state. But can the state
be the subject matter when 50 many contend that there is nothing like
the state. that in reality only individual persons can be obsen'ed? Is
the word "state" as all nominalistic philosophies comend. only a con
ventional term of human language without a foundation in reality. a
breath. flatlls vocis, as Occam called the words by which we designate
the universal concept? And is a philosoph)' of the state that by defini
tion deals with universal notions and principles merely empty meta
physics? Or is there really not merdy an amorphous conglomeration
of individuals but a speCific form of living together which. though it
ne\'er exists apart from the individuals. is more than their mere arith
metical sum. is in fact an intelligible torm that we can grasp by our
abstract thinking? Thus the real problem becomes the following: To

•what extent is the form of community. of political community. of the
state therefore. a reality? Js there such a form distinguishable from
the mere sum of the individuals as its component parts. something
beside them or even above them;·a form. independent of an indivi
dual's subjective view. an objective reality and not merely a con
venient product of the mind?

Catholic political philosophy assens the reality of the state as a social
form. The statc is not a mere abstraction; it is not an abstraction of the

!l5
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legal order. a system of norms observed by individuals hie et nunc.
However important these norms may be, they are never the state, the
community. Against K~lscn's doctrine that makes the state a system
of norms, one may rightly object that thus it formulates a philosophy
of the state without the state. The state is a system of norms; but a sys
tem of norms presupposes a real authority issuing the norms, and p~r

sons who do in reality acknowledge and obey them; only by this real
obedience, freely given or forcibly imposed, does the community exist.
Thus "norm" presupposes in abstracto authority issuing orders and
expecting conformity from free rational beings; "norm" pr~supposes

someone addressed, and acceptance or consent and effective obedience
to those orders by the individual persons. We may, therefore, say that
community is not beside or above the indi\'idual persons. but in them
all together. Therefore he who gr3\'ely disobeys the norms is "excom
municated," outlawed. These words have a sense only if we accept the
view that the community is in the individuals. grasping them, organiz
ing and integrating them into a whole which, though not existing sep
arate from the individual members, is distinguishable. as a particular
mode of coexistence, from the mere arithmetical sum of the indi
viduals.

Scholasticism has used its fundamental principle of form and matter
to describe the social forms. the community in general. Here the indi
viduals as a mere multitude are an amorphous ag~e~tion constitut
ing the mailer element. The form element is the specific bond, the
order among persons which is characterilcd by its intentional object,
the common end or the common good as causa finallS, not only as causa
formalise That the common end or purpose characterizes objecth'ely,
or subjectively at least, all forms of communal being or social existence
and is as the value intended cpnsciously, willingly or under an irra
tional urge by the members, is n0'Xhere doubted. St. Thomas and
Hobbes, Spencer and Marx, all agree upon this. The difference in the
theories of these scholars lies in the following. For St. Thomas the end,
at least for the so-called natural communities, such as the state, is ob
jectively given in man's nature and in the order of the universe; fur·
thermore, the end is consciously willed after rational recognition. For
others like Spencer, the end is itself irrational, the aim of an irrational
social urge. For Marx the end is always material, even if spiritualized
by ideologies. For St. Thomas the end is the perfection of human na-
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ture, a spiritual and a material end. For Hobbes in his pessimism it is
simply preservation of oneself from violent death. For St. Thomas the
end is rationally recognized and is then a moral task for free persons.
For Hobbes or for Spencer the end is irrational. and man is driven to it
by unconscious social urge; the end is morally indifferent and beyond
ethical categories. For St. Thomas the end is objective though realized
by the subjective actions of individual persons; for others it is simply
the psychological result or subjective actions and is ethically indiffer
ent. The Thomistic approach is rational, moral, and objective; the
opposing approach is irrational, causal, and subjective. But all agree
that the end characterizes the communal forms, that the telO! is the
formative element, though many deny the logic in the end and thus
deny the teleology, moral and objecti'o'e, of the social forms.

II. TilE END AS TilE FORMAL El.EMENT OF SOCIAL BEING

Thus it is the specific end realizrd by common actions organized by
a partic ular bond that gives us the uiteria for distinguishing species
and classes of communities. while the auual persons united by the
specific bonds and ends are unessential for these distinctions. A state is
formed by Frent hm('n and Spaniards, by black people and Semites, by
pagans and by Christians, in primitive cultures and in high civiliza
tions; myths e\ en speak of the Amazon state.

FUlthl'rmore, tht· state is not merely the result of a classification that
we form by generali/3tions, withollt reaching by our scientific observa
tion to the pCf(cption of its e~cllce and nature. The essence of the
state-and that is what we mean when we speak of the state-is not
absolutely dependcnt on the empirical actuality of a state. True, we
form the idea of the slate by our abstracti'o'e thinking from empirical•observations because the idea is visible for us only in the real bond and
the persons united here and now. Therefore. when we subsume an
empirically perceived community under the universal idea "state," we
do so because we ha\'e the idea, the forma of the state; through all in·
dividualitations by history, anthropoloK)'. geography, etc., we perceive
that what makes individual communities participate in the essence of
the state, is the universal nature, the forma.

Political philosophy now has to deal with that essence, the forma;
and as the forma is also final cause, where the forma is the object of
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human acts, political philosophy can never do otherwise than become
political ethics. The idea becomes necessarily the ideal of human liv
ing together and it gives the critical norm and measure for these em·
pirical acts realizing the state. in measuring them by the ideal.
Political philosophy deals necessarily with the problem of what the
concrete state ought to be. The state', end is a value. a moral good. and
ultimately. an objective good, independent of d\e arbitrary will; it'is
the objective standard for our judgment measuring the observed facu.
All our laboring for a true, necessary, unchangeable, stable knowledge
would be a vain effort if. regardle-ss of the changing phenomena that
our senses experience. there did not exist something unchangeable, a
lasting structure of being. of form. that our spiritual eye. our intellect.
sees as intelligible form and essence. as metaphysically the idea. log.
icaUy the concept; this idea is the proper content of the act of knowl
edge. And it is this idea that is the basis for our dininClions and our
comparisons. our assents. our assertions, and our negations; in short.
for our judgmenu, Against the skeptic-ism of the Sophists who were
disrupting the cosmos making not man but each individual man's
mind the measure of all things. Socrates pointed out that this intelli·
gible element in the things re-presented by the wncepts of the mind.
is the true and necessary basis of scientific knowledge.

III. SocIAL BEI~C. NOT OF A SVBSTANTIAL

CUARACTER

Individual persons intending a common end and org:lOizing them·
selves to realize it by a particular bond with a division or functions
and acting thw as free moral agents. constitute a social form. What
specific form of being have tl\.ese social forms? The organicist theory
and poetry make. for instance, the l13;tions or the states suhstances, the
poets make them personal substances. the organicist theory biological
substances. Then the individual persons. in reality the only true sub·
stances. become mere members or ceIJs without independent exist
ence; they lose their individual personality, which is totally immersed
in their being mere particles of that personified substance. the social
organism. But if we apply the metaphysical terms "substantial being"
and "accidental being," there is little doubt tJlat only the individual
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persons are substantial beings. so that metaphysically the social form.
should belong to the category of accidental being. But this does not
help us very much because we think that the social form belongs to the
personal sphere. The assertion that social or communal being is acci·
dental being fits also the herd of animals and thus gives us not much
aqditional knowledge. We shan have to derive the nature of social
existence from the personal beinp;, i.e.• rational. free. active. individual
substances. The specific being, the mode of being that we can ascribe
to the state. is thus not that of substantial being. Neither the state nor
the nation nor the Church is of the mode of substantial being 50 that
there exists. over the substantial beings who form these communities.
namely. the individual persons as such and as members. a separate
substantial being. which may be even of spiritual substance. Such a
h) postasis is not justified and is never proposed by the organic view of
the state as it is familiar in Catholic political philosophy.

We can dffluce this by considering the consequence of such a sub
stantialization of social heinll;. e.ll;.• of the nation. as it is represented
by one of the leading political philosophers of National Socialism.l

Huber has the individual person so wholly determined by racial fac
tors. by historical destiny. and other objective factors. that the individ-

. ual person hecomes wholly submerged as a mere cell of the organism
of the nation, as a mere biolop;ical transmitter of the blood. a transitory
and, in itself and for itself. ,·alue1es.Oi particle of that organism. Hence
terms that stem from personal individual life, such terms as "con
sc..ience." "free will." "reason." and that only in a metaphorical, anal·
ogous sense. can be predicated of the nation. are denied by Huber to
the individual person and reserved exclusively to that substantialized
heing. the nation. The national will ceases to be a term designating the
common intt'ntlo of the many acts of. individual persons uniting in
consent for the common ll;ood with such methods as public discussion.
appeals to reason, to the const"iem'C's of individuals. The national will.
the collective <:onsC'ience of the nation. becomes the "Leader"; not that
the "l.eader" is a reprcscntath e. an agent. or or~n of the nation. On
the contrary the Leader is the nation; his conscience and his will do
not stand for the nation; they are actually the conscience of the nation.
The consc(luence is that no appeal is possible to a supreme moral law.

1 Enut I.. Huber. J'f!'I1lU1unln",h, da "GUdeuuc},en Reich., (Hambu'l. 1959).
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to the rule of conscience. to natural law. The nation, consisting of
wholly detennined cells, is substantialized and. in a mysterious way,
materializes its will and conscience in the "Leader," Hence the
"Leader" is a law unto himself. This. then, is the reason in Nazism for
that outspoken political irrationalism and for that radical political
opportunism. for which neither international law nor individual in
alienable rights exist, neither a supreme natural law valid for all men
nor a moral law valid in politics. Any appeal to moral and spiritual
values transcending the nation becomes treason. For such a view man
kind and history are a battlefield where. in a lawless state of warfare.
mythical substantialized monsters. determined by irrational powers of
race (blind biological forces). fight a senseless battle for conquest. the
meaning of which is forever closed to the reason and consciences of the
individual persons.

\Vhen we speak of the spirit or the mind of a nation, we do not
mean a spiritual substantial being that expresses itself in the organized
multitude, the nation. Even the JJ'eltgeiJt ("world mind") of Hegel,
that in historical development presumably expresses itself in the
leading nation, cannot be considered such a substantial being. If it
were so. then that could only mean a deification of these nations. It is
equally wrong to speak of a world reason as a substantial being. of
which the individual personal substances are only parts. as the Ara
bian philosophy taught. ~or does there exist as a substance an enig
matic m}'sterious power-nature or "Iife"-interprcted as personal or
impersonal, of which the social communities ale fomls of appearance
or modes of material self-realization. All these attempts to attribute to
the communities, to the forms of social being, the charactcr of suh
stantial being. lead to the devaluation of the individual person, to its
instTUmentalizatiQn by a supra;individual substance and hence to the
destruction of individual free will and indh idual responsibility, to the
utter demoralilation of social life. It ~en:'ssarily leads to the deification
of that substantial being, the nation, the statc, thc lVeltgeist ("world
spirit").

IV. Esse lntentionttfe AS nrE FORMAL BEING

OF CoMMUNITIES

What. then, is the specific mode of being that we may ascribe to the
communities? Gundlach proposes the term "intentional being" (esse
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intentionale).1 This is the formal being of all communities. By it all
communities, all forms of social existence, are founded in the teleolog
ical order of the created universe 50 far as any community is formally
destined for and intends the realization of a specific good which de
mands the 50lidarist cooperation of a multitude of persons and conse
quently is a common good.1 We have thus to consider the order of
b~ing and the teleological order, the order of ends. In the order of
being. the individual persons as the only substantial rational beings are
first. In the order of ends, the community is before the individual; for,
as the end of the community is necessary for the perfection of all mem
bers of the community, the end of the community is superior in the
same rank of goodness: the earthly common good is superior to the
earthly good of the individual person, but not to its eternal good.
Thus by the term esSt' intentionale is best expressed the objective
end and value of the content of every community and the lasting
pr()(t'ss of integr'llion of indi\iduals into the community as accord·
ing with the end and as measured by it. We shOUld remark that this
is possible only as long as in reality lhe end of the community par
ticipates in the supreme divinely instituted teleological order in the
universe. Therefore the end of the community in reality has the char·
a<'ter of service to the only substantial beings, the persons. and for their
perferlion. Thus the persons are intentionally directed by their own
nature and end to the community as a whole, but so that the com
munity gets its uwn value actually from being linked to the perfection
of the persons.·

Any cOlOmunity, espcc~aIJy the state, stands (ace to face with the

I G, Gumllach, SOZlologle deT KathollJC'hfOn Idunu.'l'lt und des jl'su.trn Ordl'n$, '917.
Cf th~ 8am~ author In (;rfOgoflanum Vol XVII (1956). arllele "SolidarwlIus. Em
ttlmrllKh. (,t'lDdnschaft:· It aeems Ihat this term would fit abo Hauriou's definition
of SOClrl), "hith h~ dl'scrihn as a ·USlue of whictf' the wooC fa Cormed b~' Ihe subJective
wills and thf' warp by obJeC'uve Idc:a~' "It 'lOCiely) lurpasses lnunan ps~cholOR' inasmuch
as it PIOIOIIRllllelf parth into the "orld of idras "hlch is cxtc:rnallo the human person
lhough the 1.llll'r II In ronnf'C'lIon wllh thiS ,,'orld through Ihe categonC'S of reason, Ench
Kaufmann, In hll IVt(ll's g,.,,"ab au drOIt dl' 10 pal" (PailS, 19!16), p. 'jo. quotes thia
reln.rk of HaUl/Oil and poinu out that HeKel III his Phllo~ophy of 1IIJtory uses the
Ame companson Kaufnlann hlm"l:lf adheres 10 the teleological view vcry decidedly
(01'. CIt • PI' 168 If) 80th Jurilt~ 81rna the two element. which Gundlach mean. by eSH
intentiufIDle, lint tbe obJective ideol. which as the ends to be t~alized by the community
are Intended, and th~ Inlenllonal acts of penons. Ihe subjective wills

I St. AIIBu.tine'. definillon of community: IJOp"lw at coetw mult"ud,"" "'U,onGliI,
rerum qUIlt dlliglt t'ont'ord. t'ulllm""wnr sodotw.

, a. Gundlach. Grtgonanum. XVII. p, IBg.
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a real though invisible form of being. represented in symbols. marks
his conquest by the destruction of the symbols of this political exist
ence. And it is furthermore significant that the destruction is definite
only after the members of the conquered community have. as the reo
suit of persuasion. of compulsion. or of propaganda, openly or at least
tacitly transferred their moral allegiance-the legal constitutional
order was of course at once destroyed-to the new political order'of
the conqueror.

V. "SOCIAL RELATOSS" THEORY AS EXPLANATIOS OF TilE

NATl.:RE OF COMMUSITIES

The formal nature of social being is therefore not well enough de
fined if we simply call it interpersonal or interindividual rcl<ltions. It
is that. of course; but its very essence is what it is over and above that.
H social being is not more than is implied in the term "relations."
then it would only be a nominalist definition of psychologkal arts of
identical character in the indh iduals. and the classification of social
relations would be made from the intensity of these relations or their
specific character of love. sympathy, or imerestedne~s. Sodal being
would be merely a nominalist classification of individual acts and in·
terests on account of an identity of the ps\'(:hulogical acts (mdividual
istic interpretation). But the true social being, its form. ran he A"ra~ped

only if we take into consideration the intentional character of these
psychological acts and their meaning. if we look for a true common
aim or end of these acts. In other words. the forms of social being are
determined by their objective ends. by their idea. by what the indio
viduals with their acts intend. by the unifyiuA" purp0'ie of their
individual relations. That Mints to an end transcendent to the in·
dividual. It is the end that defines the community. not so mUfh the
specific social acts inasmuch as they are the same in all the related
persons. The act of love may intend my family or my country. \\That
then defines my duties in a conflict of love for my family and love
for my country? The degree of intensity of my love to the two com
munities? There is no doubt that the intensity of love for my family
is greater. StilI there is likewise no doubt that in such a conflict I ha\'e
to prefer my country. as every soldier in wartime proves. The answer
to this problem it to be taken from the su~riorityof the common
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good of the state over the family and its end. however much ordinarily
both ends coincide. So it is the t'nd that is decisive and not the quality
of the social acts as such or the relations between individuals produced
by an identity of the acts in various individual persons.

It is the common end that distinguishes and forms the relations
be,tween individuals. the end which is transcendent to the individuals.
though it can indeed never be reali7ed without the acts of the indio
viduals. Thus these individual relations estahlishing social forms of
living t()~ether for something wmmon, the communities, become
more than individual by the intention:tl direction to the common ob
ject. by their finality to the common value. This object. this value. this
directive finality of the alts of the individuals to the ohjective end.
give the actual community its form. The acts between individuals as
merely psychological data do not do so. The common 'good in its
specifIc character, the end. is the form-giving element; the social reo
lations are the means. That is the reason why all constitutional docu·
ments providing the legal or!{anization of a wmmunity have as their
hrst and most important part a declaration of the objeuive end which
is inrellded to he realized hy the establishment of the new order. And it
is only a sign of the utter posith'ist relativism rampant in the last dec·
ad('s, when constitutional lawyers impute no value to this declaration
of the end, hut consider it a rhetot ical ornament. The true view is.
of course. that the whole constitution and each of its articles must be
imerpretcd from the meaning of this solemn constitutional declara
tion of the end of the state. We should never forget that the law, the
legal order, has ('ssentially an end in vIew. What we mean by "the
will of the lawghcr." is not the psychologiral act, but the end he has
in mind.

Thus social being is intentional in itsJorm. directed to an objective
end beyond individual encls. AnP it is the end that rules and is the
measure, not the suhj('cti\'e will. Of course the psychological acts and
acts between individuclls are necessary for the realization of the end
in conC1'eto.

Since it is the end that constitutes social heing and differentiates
essentially the various communities. we must, to be accurate. limit
social being to rational heings, to persollS. The indh'iduality in ab
straction from personality may, in its limitations, imperfections, and
so on, be a po\\'~rful motive for living together; but the conscious
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will to live together in order to realize an end beyond individual ends,
presupposes personality. We are conscious of this fact when we call
the mob a headless herd, when we assert that the totalitarian beehive
state or slave-state contradicts the "dignity of the human person."·
All this indicates that the forms of sodal heing, eSJ'f'Cially the state,
are necessary not on account of mere biological urges and instincts

•that we have in common with irrational animals, but in order to
perfect our personal life, our human nature, not only our hiological
nature. If the latter were the eXdUS1\'e basis, this would lead necessar
ily to depersonalization and would destroy human diKnity. Only if
social being is a form of living together of persons, can the end of the
community he effected without the S3t'rifice of personal values. Only
then is possible this coincidence of common good and private ~()od

of the indiiidual person, the double character of all sodal being,
narnel}', that it is above the individual, is common, objeethe, and still
justified only by serving persons. Only so can we underst.lnd the idea
of subjective rights, of inalienahle riF;hts of the person ap,.tinllt the
state, which In COnCTf'to is always the government. Thf>Y ari!lc from the
service character of all forms of social bein~. but can find thcir actual
content and active life only in the order of Sf)( i'll bein~. for the forms
of social being exist for the sake of persons. Hence we must rf>gard this
personal individual and this social bein~ always as one and never in
artificial abstraction, always as ordinated one to the other. ne\f>r as
absolutely separated forms of human existence. We shall later see
why Catholic political philosophy had to uphold the flce human will
in the question of the origin of the state and in the formation of
political authority, and we shan see why the ,'cry heart of its theory
is the common good. We shall see why it accepted a form of social
contract, however much it de~ied the utilitarian individualism of the
natural-law doctrine of the Enlighte:nment and the unre~tricted sub
jectivism of Rousseau.

VI. THE MEANING OF POLITICAL SYMBOLS

To say that social being is materially invisible while only the indi
viduals are visible, must not lead us to that positivist denial of social

• AccorcUag to St. Thomas. this diplty rall on the fact that man I. giftM with
fnte11eQ. that he is Intellectu.l" ,ublt.ntitJ and thus made after the image of God. lJe
l'O'eaI., Cl·u, a·5 c.
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being as a reality. Social being in its various forms is rendered visible
in symbols, in public acts, in outward signs; the ftag, the throne, the
tiara, the national anthem, the uniforms and attire of public officers
in pageants and solemn gatherings, the statues, even the popular fig
ures of Uncle Sam or John Bull. And it becomes visible, too, in those
public buildings, like capitols and memorials, the function of which

•is not to house the lawmakers or to shelter precious memories but to
represent the community for whh-h the memorials have a meanin~.

a moral and spiritual content. They are the projections into visible
reality of the moral bond, of the inner allegiance of the consciences to
the common ~()od. They represent in a particular fonn the durability
of the community and of its end over and above the transitory exist
ence of the individuals.

The individuals die, the community and its representations and
symbols endure through history. History is not an accumulation of
data about individuals. but a record of the life and destiny of human
communities, their ideas, and their political existence, of the persons'
inner reli~ious. cultural. and economic living and working together.
The hiography of an individual is always also a record of the com
munities in which he lived. The faith in these symbols. however much
it may succumb to nationalist superstitions, is the best sign of the
vividness and power of the represented community, as is the eagerness
with which the symbols are venerated. The impious criticism and the
snobhish derision of these symbols or the attempts by parties to turn
party symbols into symbols of the whole, are sure signs of the progres
sing disintcKration of that invisible unitas ordinis which constitutes
the community. When the commumty, the actual fonn of social being.
ceases to exist. then these symbols that stand for it have lost their
meaning and become relics of bygone pmes. of interest only for the
historian. We can now understapd why man takes these symbols so
seriously in social life. What is important is of course not the symbol
in its material form, the ftag. which is materially merely a multicol
ored piece of cloth. What is important is that for which it stands, the
unitas ordinis of a people. ita political unity and freedom. its national
way of life. its dignity and majesty, its being an exaltation of life of
the individual person.
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Vll. PERsONALITY AS no: FOUNDATION OF SOCIAL BEING
-

We have said that all human community is in ti,e first place un;tas
ordinis between persons; that it is not onl)' the limitation. the narrow·
ness of individuality that calls for lite in community, but even more
the will. the urge of the penon to let others paniGipate and to pan~ci

pate in others' personal value and that by this is produced an exalta
tion of life in communit},. We may now add that the act of love is the
most constitutive one for community life as Aristotle seems to point
out in his phi/ia theory. The act of love as the constitutive element,
as important as justice. may ha\'e different forms. such as sexual love
(marriage). comradeship and friendship, solidarist brotherhood. pi.
etas, merciful 100'e. and the various forms of sympathetic interest as
the least intensive form of pllilla, or lo\'e in the most general sense.
This means, of course, not a cognitionally blind love. It includes the
intellectual cognition of the singular being that the other person is
and consequently the singular personal value; it includes. too. the
cognition of the common, ultimate end and the intermediate encb
that gh'e actual communities their objecti\'e classification. We have
to stress lo\'e because the rational cognition cannot come to a full grasp
of the individual person. Thus it seems that it is more the acts of
philia that open to one person the inner ,'alues of another person,
its very singularity, however much these values are themsch'es again
representations of the objective ,'alues in the order of being.

These considerations lead us again to note the personal point of
view. If we do not take account of this view. there is a dan~er that
the material element will become too important, that biological, ra·
cial, economic, and geographical definitions will have an exaggerated
importance. •

Undoubtedly the individual being is immersed in these determina·
tive faeton. And they are powerful facton so far as they narrow down
the sphere of freedom. It is significant that the word "nation" comes
from nasa in a biological or even racial sense. It is significant that,
with the wane of Christendom, with the overpowering of the Christian
man by the national man, truth has been sacrificfif too much to the
relativism of the ideologies. Here the intellectual proccss is made a su
perstructure, a mirror of my racial, national, economic. social de-
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tenni?atio? The uni~ersal man, the personality, that is the image of
God, IS 10 Immened an these material determinations, that the most
important communities, mankind and the Church Universal, either
have ~jsappear~d or seem to be on the way to disappear at least as
conSClOW genume communities. These above-mentioned determina
tive factors are community-building factors, yet they are not supreme;
they are transcended by personality, by which they are made relative.
and thus they become servants to the person.

VIII. NATURE AND SCOPE OF POLITICAL PmLOSOPIlY

Human community is not a mele fact. the result of a blind natural
urge, like the heehive or the anthill which are called allegorically
animal states. Human community, and thus the state, exists by con
tinuous human acts. Therefore a political philosophy is not and can·
not be merely a study of the order of bein~ in sodallife. The order of
bein~ in social life as a life that is active, practical life, as opposed to
contemplative life, becomes nece~"arily tor concrete rational free
beings. the order of ends to be realized hic et nWlC. The nature of a
being is also its end to the practical leason and therefore the critical
standard and exemplary norm for the will. Moral philosophy is but a
prolon~ation of metaphysics. Political philosophy, whose object is the
study of political life and its forms as heing, has to work out the ends
of these forms, and is necessarily a part of moral philosophy, and thus
f(.'Sts on the same hasis, metaphysics. The modern but now dubious
objection, that political philosophy has nothing to do with what
"ought to be,"· is evidence of a complete lack of philosophy in its
true meaning, in particular of a wrong idea of science. According to
this idea. the scientific approach imita~ng the principles of mathe
matics and natural sciem.es is m~rely of positive character, has as its
only justified methods the inductive and comparative study of facts
facts being what various thinkers have thought and what statistics and
laws and decisions of courts show. On the ground of such studies, all
that is possible is certain more or less accurate generalizations and
perhaps the working out of general typcs of social relations and atti-

• Cf. Edward H. Carr, The TII.'enly Yell'" C'ISi.s. 1940. AcconhnR to Carr, political
Iclence hu to deal whh what "alight to be:' Cf. also further A. Macfie. An &.say on
£COMm)/lInd J'lIltllt (London. 1956). Macfie Itresln Ihe necesslly of normative «onamia
and especially of IOcial elhia for a curriculum of «onamia (pp. So, 85).
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tudes. However. these are not nonns for action or standards of value
judgments. but merely an economizing cipher for the multitude of
single facts to be classified. like the plants in Linnaeus' system. Of
coune this ascetic resignation of the fact·hunters accumulating a
vast mass of facts cannot produce what makes the essence of a political
philosophy or even a true science, which is necessarily about uni·
versals. and not about the particulars in their singleness, in their trans
itoriness.'

This modern idea of science has produced almost as many "systems"
of science as there arc professors in the field. but never one science.
Science is thus no longer a system of necessary propositions elaborated
by experience and thought. but rather an accidental collection of se
called facts, classified according to a preconceived subjectively chosen
and therefore intrinsically indifferent principle at selection. No won
der that skeptical relativism sprang up. Relativism is bearable only as
long as. for all relativist theories, there exists the same freedom of
teaching and propaganda. \Vhen one of the relativist theories is made
the basis of a totalitarian state. man is stirred to free himseU from the
pessimistic resignation that characteriles these relath'ist theories and
to return to his principles. Many ga\'e up metaphysics because too
many systems of metaph}'Sics began to sprout in the era of rcltionalism.
So they turned to positivism as an intellectual habit that is concerned
only with facts. But this concept of fact was already the result of a
philosophical assertion. namely, that facts are easily discovered and
can be classified univocally. True. this turning to the maOlfold. con·
crete world is explained by the sterility of pure thinl..in~. not guided
by reality. as it marked rationalism and idealism in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. when at every fair some ncw rationalist
systems of natural law and .political philosophy were offered. Yet
this turning to the facts without me\3physics has outdone even ration·
alism in its production of vague systems. At the end of this era there
looms up a despair in human reason that reveals Itself in the accept·
ance of Marxism by "hourgeois" social science. Now these relati\'ist
systems have become quite sociologically determined and thus they arc
simply ideological cloaks for material political and economic class
interests without any title to objective disinterested truth, without
any uncoaditional moral obligation for social and political life. It was

, II. 1"bomaI. COtler. Gene.. I, I.
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not, however, the work of assembling facts that was wrong. but the
denial that in moral and social nature there exists an immanent order,
an intrinsic finality of an objective normative character.

Against this we maintain that man, through his intellect, has access
to truth, and that truth is the norm and critical measure for human
aC!5 in political life. We hold, therefore, that political philosophy and
even political science must deal with what "ought to be" as the basis
for politics, which is a system of human acts to realize by good or bad
means a good or bad end. Moreover, man does not possess two sepa·
rate reasons, one the theoretical, the other the practical. He has only
one f('ason with two powers, theoretical and practical. Especially in
political philosophy there is no mere res cogitans. There is, rather,
man who thinks, selects, judges, decides, acts. No political philosophy
and even no political science can be morally neutral or indifferenL
E\'en the opposite contention is an assertion implicity including a
moral jud~ent.

Political plulnsophy is not thinking in a vacuum; it is not a sort of
geometrical rationalist deduction of propositions from some presup
posed principles or innate ideas. Like all philosophy it is reflective
thinking about that which experience and the emplTical sciences offer
as mater ial. It acknowledges"Her Majesty the Fact" as truly as any
sciem.e does. but it upholds the principle that man must get behind
the facts of social and political life and down to the causes. principles,
and origins of these faus which are by themselves not univocal but the
results of human deliberations, judgments. and moral decisions, real·
ized by free atts, by a choile between right and wrong, just and unjwt,
and therefore a prohlelll of Illor.tlily. Thus its concept of fact is much
broader than the facts of empirical sdences. The efld of man, the
nature of man, the objt,ctive norms fo~ man as a political being, all
are as much .facts a~ are the fonns.of parliamentary rule or totalitarian
dictatorship. Thus political philosophy and political science are co
ordinated. St. Thomas, speaking of moral scien('e, says: "It is necessary
for anyone who wishes to he an apt student of moral science that he
acquire practical experience in the customs of human life and in all
just and dvil matters, such as laws and precepts of political life... •
This applies literally to political philosophy as a part of moral
philosophy. It is the human acts in political life that the political

• St. Thoma•• Comm. In E:th., I, 4.
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philOIOpher has to take as the material object. and we attain knowl
edge of them by experience. All that political science, constitutional
jurisprudence. sociology. and economics. history. comparative science
of law and political institutions have collected. is useful information
gratefully but critically accepted by political philosophy. There need
not be a conflict between political philosophy and the political and
social sciences. That conflict came into existence by justified react~on

of the scientific spirit of the nineteenth century against ule lifeless
schemes of rationalist natural law of the Enlightenment and by the
unjustified positivist philosophy that crept into the social sciences.
Any science. being a systematic order. neeus first principles or it will
produce counterfeits of them. It is a hopeful sign that the general
revival of metaphysics so distinctly felt today has found a new urge
through the experience with modern totalitarianism and its hlatant
injustices. which make impossible that positivist inddlerentism toward
what "ought to be."

IX. SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY ASD THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

\\'e have now established a foundation upon which to set up the
'architecture of the social sciences. In earlier times these were called
moral sciences. For they concern human free al"ts and their rational
ends. Any social institution is ~enerated and is kept ali\'e by human
acts and by human will which intenu the ends or purposes of these
social forms. Consequently the acts. the intentions. the ends. are open
to moral judgments and not mereh' to morally indifferent judgments
of instrumenta} or pragmatic fitness ot the like.

The foundation of the architecture of the social sciences is social
metaphysics.- This deals wi,h the nature. forms. and properties of
social being in the most general wey. The meaning of individuality
and sociality or of individual and sodety. the meanin~ of the adage
Ubi SOClt'taJ, ibi IUS, the nature and structure of the social acts. i.e.•
such human acts as are intrinsically ordinatcd to a thou or a we. acts

- The lerm hal come into Ule latelv. Cf. E. K. Winler. Die SoC',"lmetapll''IIJlll dn
Schul".tjll (\'ie'nna. 1929). Cundlach. 01'. nl. Thil don nOI exclude the fact that the
maun itself ha. long been known under Olher namn. Very oflen iI appean under Ihe
Dame' of moral philosophy or of Ihal part of iI ~hich trUIi of man at a lOCial being:
II appean allo UIIdcr we Dame of "natural law."
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that receive a fulfillment of their intentional nature only by an answer
from another person, all such problems belong to this first science.
Furthermore, the meaning of the order of authority, the distinction of
human societies in hierarchic and consociate ones, are questions be
longing to this science. As metaphysics is the foundation and crown
of "\11 sciences, so this social metaphysics is the foundation and crown of
all social sciences. There is no social scientist who has not, either
consciously and openly or subconsciously and uncritically, some fonn
of social metaphysics at the baSIS of his systematic s<.ientific effort.
Before any social scientist begins to work he certainly has either un
critically or rritically made some dedsions about the most general
questions, as, for instance, what the nature of social being is, whether
there are obje(tive ends for sodal forms. about the intentional char
acter of social arts, etr. He must have an idea, however vague and
blurred in contour, of the social nature of man, before he can ade
quately deal with the nature of the state. It is not necessary that he
should first have this idea perfectly dear and di~tinct, because in
studyinp; the particular historiral forms in which the idea of the state
is expressed. in the multitude of indi\'iduali7ations and their study the
universal idea itself becomes clearer. St. Thomas points out that the
science which deals with the ultimate causes, Le., metaphysics, comes
last to man in the order of cognition, Thm it is that the foundation is
first somewhat invisible and becomes vi~ible only in the process of
studying the actual $(X ial forms and institutions in which we live.
into which we are born, and wuhom which our individual life would
become an impossibility. What Cicero says of art, that theory follows
the works of art and not the works the theory, applies to all sciences
and thus also to social metaphysics which is of direct concern to man's
life in society. Before the philosopher ofJaw comes the lawgi\.er. wise
or unwise. Before the philosophQ' deals critically with the idea of
the state, men live in states under statesmen; before moral philosophy
rationally and critically establishes the principles of what is right and
wrong. man li\'es. acts. and judges according to practical rules about
virtues and vices. After all, man is by nature a moral and social being.
and thus his life, his acts, his judgments arcording to some evident
intellectual and moral principles innate in his very nature. that
dowry of the divine Creator, are the primary facts, the "matter" of the
reflective mind and of critical philosophical endeavor. '
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The next step of the re8ective mind is an attempt to construct a

philosophy of such social forms as are of the greatest import to the
individual person. It may be interesting and at the same Lime quite
indifferent to me to know what form of marriage contract tribes ad·
bered to thousands of years ago. But it is of the utmost importance for
me to know what elements. intellectual, moral, and economic, con·

I

tribute to the dissolution of family ties today. Similarly I may be little
concerned with the organization of street-eorner gangs in city slums
but deeply concerned with the form of government, the degree of civil
liberty, the honesty of political leaders. These lhin~. by their effect
upon the perpetual form of the state and its immense power apparatus,
directly concern my individual life. Thus, after reflective thinkinR
and critical observation of the immediate facts of politkal life, arises
the endeavor to construct a philosophy of the state, of the family, of
political economy. of law. Yet it seems clear that these philosophies
are not in a rationalist method deduced from some innate ideas, but
that tbe reflecti\'e mind, after more or less comprehf'nsive experience
and after enough critical contemplation of the {acts of politiral life,
abstracts and clarifies the idea which more or less potently influences
men when they practically make politics. Thus the critkal reflective
mind of the political philosopher starts with the facts and with some
fundamental concepts that are traditionally inherited or that spring
from a precritical understanding of the idea and the end that shines
through the imperfect realizations and appears also by reflective medi
tation about man's being a political animal.

Thus it follows that political philosophy. as a part of social philos
ophy, and the political sciences like political history, constitutional
theory. international relations. political economy and Reography, law
and what may be called polirical sociology, political psychology. and
the like, are coordinated to one another. Every political scientist is,
perhaps without realizing it, a political philosopher. Every political
philosopher must use critically, weigh, and study the material which
the political sciences collect, describe, and classify. The color[ul politi
cal reality as in innumerable forms it arises in the stream of history, al·
ways producing new fonns out of lasting elements and yet following
identical idcu, is, so to speak. the raw material for the political philO5O
pher, andallo for the political scientist who first rollects, organizes. and
aiticaUJ classifies this multitude of observed facts. Then either for
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himself or in penonal union with the scientist, the political philos
opher does his work according to philosophical method and in con
sonance with moral philosophy.

The modem separation of political sciences from political and
moral philosophy, and the consequent avenion to political philoso
ph~. are recent features. So is the recent trend away from moral sci
ences to social sciences with the proclamation of the method of natural,
causal, sciences as the supreme and only admissible method. Hence we
hear the contemptuous assertion that political sciences must abstain
from value judgments, an assertion rooted in moral relativism that
results from a positivist philosophy. It arose as a reaction against eight
eenth<ent~'l")' rationalism, which sinned by neglecting experience and
observation, on the basis of its theory of mere deduction from innate
ideas. just as positivism sins by disregard of the objective moral rules
and of transcendental ideas. The one despised the reality of the facts,
the other the profounder reality of the transcendental ideas and the
objecti"e moral order. The one took man as merely a deductively
thinking being. the other as merely a causally reacting being.

In reality such a separation (as opposed to distinction) and such a
mutual rejection are both wrong. The political scientist may confine
his scientific work to mere description. His advice may be limited to
something like this: If you (the statesman) wish this end, you must
use this and that means. and you must consider how you are to coun
teract this potential but undesirable effect; about the moral issue I
refer you to the judgment of your own informed conscience, to moral
philosophy. and to revealed nlQrality, which will advise you as to the
moral value of your intended ends, to the fitting means to be used and
to the weiRhting of the potential effects, good or bad in respect to the
common good. Aftt'r all. human societjes have not. like anthills. a
coherence and integration based ~clusively on the causal laws of non
rational nature. On the contrary, however much man may be moti
vated by mere material interests causing him to act as if controlled
by physical laws. in the ultimate result the statesman must appeal to
the moral conscience, to the eternal moral ideas; the social or political
"engineer" is only the hideous product of a materialist era. The su
preme sacrifice which may be required of the individual can be de
manded only by love and for eternal moral ideas but never for material
interest, for a rise of the material standard of living, or for any such
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things as concern the social "enginett." It is not the technical organi
zation, the devices of integration. the forms of control and subordina
tion which constitute the difference between a band of gangsters and
an army or a state. It is the moral end, it is, to we St. Augustine's
famous sentence, justice which differentiates a state from a band of
gangsters. Consequently the fact that a social institution works, that
it has technically a high degree of social efficiency, is not a sufficient
proof of its moral goodness and philosophical truth as pragmatism
implies. On the contrary, the moral rules and the philosophical truth
are ultimately decisive in any judgment over the technical efficiency
and working of the social institutions.1O

The trouble with positivist political science is that, in its negation
of objecth'e morality, it entirely excludes mordl consideralions and
takes into account only the technical fitness of what it regards as
morally indifferent means for morally indifferent ends. Although
such mere technical advice may be Juitable for the natural scientist,
who deals with irrational and therefore non-moral matter, it is wrong
for the political scientist to deny the validity of value jud~mcnts. For
what he deals with is human acts. which are eidler moral or immoral
and not altogether and always indifferent. In realit)' only a few polito
ical scientists are able to refrain from value judgments. as their zeal
for political reform shows. Often thf."ir assertion that they refrain from
value judgments is only a device to exclude value judgments that they
do not like.

A careful scrutiny of the particular function of the political sciences
and of political philosophy shows that- they are coordinated, that they
need ~ch other. however much their methods and immediate or di·
reet ends may differ. Both are concerned with man as the political
being who is intrinsically alSl> a philosophical and a moral being. And

10 The "truth" of. theoretial model, i.e.• a theory elaborated to gra~p the existential
characteristic» of a concrfte lOcial inslItulion or of an economIc Iystem, mUlt he dil'
UDgullbed from philosophical and moral trull•• In the fint (.4ISC lhe lodal scIentist
CODItrueti his theory after careful obsenation of the facts, on certain as,umplion. and
conduslOlll (e.g.. that under conditions of perfect compelition and on account of the
lack of any todaJ leglslatioa or opposing IOciaI CUJlOlU, the waRcs of wOI~erl ~ill be
below the level of a living wage). This theory caD then be checked or verified. If In
funher Itudy of facti the theory COIncides roughl, with more and more facti, we lay that
the theory ia 1nIe. liDee it worb, i.e., chat the a.umptions and conclUSIOns agree with the
facti. But it teCI1II dear that luch a theory can be true al a mere technical modt! of the
real ecGIIOInic world, and yet the conditionl of the real eronomlc world can be judged
_jUll,. irrccoacUabJc witb the pb.iJolOpbical &ruth of man'l nature, IIIID'I dlpity, eac.
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if in the hierarchical structure of sciences a higher place, a more im
portant inftuence, is granted to political philosophy, this no more
degrades political sciences than the dignity of all sciences is degraded
by saying that they all are founded and culminate in metaphysics. The
various truths of the particular sciences are not disconnected frag
mepts but parts of the one intellectual and moral cosmos of truth. All
the concepts formed by the secondary sciences, in our case the political
sciences, point to some higher, profounder, more comprehensive
concepts. The undeniable fact that political scientists and statesmen
involuntarily turn to political and consequently moral philosophy.
bears witncss to this.

X. POLlnCAL PHILOSOPHY AND POLITICS

A last word about political philosophy and politics. As we have
pointed out. polItical philosophy as a sdence in the Thomistic sense
has to deal with the univcrsal concepts. the objective ends. the imma
nent order. and the definite finality in man's social and political life.
lt uses thc s;'l~ular;a, the concrete historical forms. of political insti
tutions, as the ohservation material and as the construction material
from which it derivcs the immanent prmciple, the idea, the necessary
order, and the critical norms for any concrete political order. Thus
politi('al philosophy gives only the framework of general principles in
which politics. as an architectonic art guided by prudence. builds up
the always (.hangeahle concrete order.

Political philosophy is. therefore. unable to give advice in a casuistic
way to the political leader in a concrete situation in which he has
something to do or to omit. It will provide the framework of principles
and norms in which the stateman can and must make his choice of
practi('al means and immediate purposes. He does so on his own re
sponsibility. ~uidl"d by prudence. Prudence and its species. prudentia
regnativa, necessitate two things: the knowledge of principles of rea
son and the knowledge of the actual situation, the appropriate means,
the experience and counsels of experts about what has to be done
hie et nunc for the realization of the immediate purposes put before
the statesman in order to fulfill the last ends of political life: order.
peace, and justice. Thus political philosophy and politics as an art are
coordinated to each other. Political philosophy works out the princi-
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pies, the critical norms for political action, the last ends, the frame.
worlt. It is not its task in the first place to judge about the suitability
of means, their technical value, their involvements with other fields
of human social and spiritual life; though its task is to point to means
that are intrinsically wrong, unjust, immoral. The positive evaluation
of means for an ethically positive end must remain in the first place
with the political leader, and the technical criucism of such means
with the political scientist.

It is science that deals with universals. Politics has to do with the
present, contingent situation, with the choice of the new suitable
means appropriate to the situation and the immediate ends. It is prac
tical; it has to deal with the agibilia. \Vhere the statesman acts without
consideration of political philosophy and the immanent ethical nonns
for his activity, the issue will be Machiavellian politics. ethically indif·
ferent, nay immoral.



CHAPTER II

The Idea of Man

1. THEORIES OF MAN'S NATURE AS TIlE FOUNDATION OF

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHIES

EVERY political theory, especially in its treatment of the justification
of legal authority and political power as against individual liberty, has
as its basis a certain theory of the nature of man, even though this
basic theory is seldom openly discussed.1 Going deeper into this phil
osophical anthropology, whith most often is not clearly stated. we may
even find as its presupposition a certain theology, in its literal sense a
theory of the existence and essence of God. It was this truth that led
Ploudhon to make his famous statement that at the basis of every
political problem one WIll find a theological prohlem.

Let us first discuss the philosophical idea of the nature of man, be
ginning with his moral nature: Is man naturally good' or evil? Is he
dangerous. drh en not by reason but by uncontrolled passions, and
yielding to the forces of evil? We fmd that all political theories which
incline to radical anarchism or to an eventual "withering away" of the
state answer the question of the moral nature of man optimistically.
They either declare that "redemption" has made human nature good.
or they belic\'c that. with a change of the bad social or political pat
tern, the liberated good nature will need gO "state." And again we find
that all political theories which praise power and unrestricted author
ity. violence and dictatorship. are fundamentally pessimistic. Human
ity is m(IJsa damnata. Man left alone is evil; he must be forced to a
civilized life by ruthless power and dC'terring violen(:e. And because
man is corrupt he is to be a mere means in the hand of the ruler who
works (or superhuman values. All tyrants and absolute rulers are
despisers of man.

I Thomas Hobhes Is a notable exception. Hi' UvUl'hGft duly opens with the treatise
"Of Mao:'
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The social nature of man is also important. Is the individual man
fully self-sufficient? I Is social life a mere incident. an accidental prop
erty of human nature. so that man does not need social forms for his
perfection: or are social forms so essential that man has an existence
exclusively as a member of a social form? And further, has the indi
vidual person an end which in the last resort places him above society

f

and the state; or is man completely subordinated to society and the
state? If we decide that man is an image of God, then the dignity of
man is presened and the state, howe\'er its end may be superindivid
ual and necessary. has the ('haracter of s("n'ire to the individual person.
Only then does the idea of inalienable rights of the human person find
a solid foundation, because all assertions about the diKnity of man
have their true legitimation in the metaphysical. universal fact that
man's mind and soul are immortal and thus transcendent to any secu
lar \'alue. since the whole material world is as nothing compan'd with
the soul.

The opposite decision is that man is only the hi~hest developed
form of the material biological world. a remit of the blind non
rational, mysterious powers of biolOR"ical evolution, or of the equally
mysterious biologiCAl stru~gle for existence. If this \'icw is arcepted,
then any assertions of the dignit)' of the human person bt'come empty
oratory that will be unable to stand a test. Wherever the transcendent
value of the person is tota]]} submerged in either the biological race
or the eC"Onomic class and the proper independent value of the person
thus vanishes, we must not wonder that politically ugly and tyrannical
totalitarianism arises. The attacks by the popes of the nineteenth cen
tury upon agnosticism and bourgeois materialist philosophy, so easily
derided in the heyday of this complacent agnosti( Ism, have proved
more prophetic than was e\"er expected. What primarily counts is.
indeed, not the political institutiqn in its formal character, for ex
ample, the bill of rights. but the underlying philosophy. the idea of
man's nature and end in the minds of peoples and their le~islativeand
judicial authorities. Soviet Russia's earlier constitutions tOntain a fine
declaration of the rights of the toilers (notice that not men hut only
members of an economic class have such rights), but their rights are

I TIda full self'lUlIiciency musr be distinguished from independence. The lalter Is •
moral term, a legal quality, and does not preclude a ba.ic and-\iewrd from the perfec
tioD of buman nature-real IDterdependence of men dettined to lave together.
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not based on an unconditioned belief in the transcendent value of the
human person. Consequently their practical value and their inter
pretation is who])y dependent upon the political expediency and the
utilitarian considerations of the monopolists of power. the Communist
party, with its purposes, ideology. and lust of power.

Again. how in a Christian civilization does the theory ahout the
relation of the hatural to the supernatural status of man influence
political theory? It seems clear that if in its natural status man's nature
is cvil, thcn the redeemed man may not need those political forms
with compulsion, power, and punishment which are. it is granted.
neccssary fur the unredeemed. who are not in possession of supernat
ural RTacc. This ar~nmentseems to explain why sects separating from
the Catholic Churdl so often dcmand for themselvc'i an almost an
archic freedom while at the same time subjectin~ the "unredeemed,"
the "hcretil s," or the "Papists" to cruel persecution. This fact is widely
proven by the scctarian movements at the time of the Reformation.
especially by the Anabapti'its who, for instance, in Muenster abolished
temporal power, only to use spiritual power more ruthless)y than e\'er
a Christian state did against "hcretics." It is worthy of memion that
the idea of God held by most of these sects is that of the an~y chastis·
in~, f('\'cngeful God of the Old Testamf'nt. not the kind Father of the
Gospel. Thus 3J1 the real prublems of political theory arf' influenced
hy the presupposed theory of the natme of man: the problem of free
dom and politiral authority, of the end of the state, of the justification
of politkal power, of the relation between Church and state, of the
limitatiun of the state's supreme power or sovereignty. of the funda
mental rights of man, and e\en of the superiority of monarchy, de
mocracy. or aristocT:lcy. It predestination is not a hidden mystery but
positively rf'cog-ni7<\ble. as was taught by the Calvinist groups, it would
follow that the elect must rule asean aristocracy over the massa dam
"ala, while this aristocracy itself would not be willin~ to recognize
the absolute power of any munarch. especially one not adhering to
their creed. The trend toward aristocracy a~inst monarchy and
ahrainst popular del1lOlracy in early Calvinism has here its basis.

We can now understand better that at the time when political
theory was still philsophical. and not a positivist. merely technical
science. the doctrine of the "pre-state" or natural status of man was
very important (or Sophists and Stoirs. for Hobbes and Rousseau and
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Thomas Paine. For in the natural status appears the "pure nature of
man.II And we can understand that for Christian political philosophy,
for St. Thomas and De Maistre, (or Donoso Cortes, and for Calvin or
Luther the doctrine of the consequence of the Fan is equally impor
tanL

II. ROUSSEAU AND HOBBES

Rousseau describes the natural status as an idyllic Paradise in which
the individual, as an autonomous, (ree, fully self-sufficient being. lived
a perfect life of perfect goodness. A transition into a political status
(sJatw civilis) was by no means intrinsically necessary. If. ne\'erthe·
less, the individuals prefer to live in the political status. this status
must not only rest upon a completc1) free contract of the individuals,
but its permanent existence mmt be hased on the ever-reiterated re
ne"'al of this contract. As the original rights must be preserved-and
with Rousseau they are very broad-the so-called will of the state has
to be identical with the will of the free and intrinsically good indi
viduals. Consequently the only legitimate kind of government is im
mediate democracy. Every authority is magisterial authority. that is,
merely delegated authority, and any other kind of authOrity would be
usurpation. The general will must therefore coincide with the will of
all in so far as these individuals are actually free and can follow with·
out restriction, i.e., usurpation, their autonomous enlightened reason.
The crucial problem of authority is thus solved for Rousseau by an
identification of government and go~·emed. A strikin~ consequence is
that Rousseau has no place for a church, for a theology, or for a priest,

. since, in the last resort, all these exclude this optimistic view of the
nature of man. Any genuine.theology knows the forces of e\'il. knows
that the nature of man is weak, inc!ined to evil. and in need of super
natural help and redemption. So Rousseau denies the Church. God is
only the faraway deistic demiurge. The "civil religion" of Rousseau
is anything but religion: it is a mC're clement of homogencoity for the
state, a kind of laicin morality, of sentimental education for a secular
end. The fundamental problem of the relation between the spiritual
and the secular power, the independence of each from the other, the
liberty of the Church from the state, and the necessary cooperation be·
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tween Church and state, are simply not recognized because of Rous
seau's optimism.

Very different was Hobbes' consideration of the nature of man.
Like Epicurus in Greek antiquity, Hobbes thought that man is in
trinsicaJIy evil, that he is driven by the reckless pursuit of selfish inter
est,f and passions uncontrolled by reason, that he is a lawless being.'
The natural status, therefore, is the bellum omnium contra omnes;
men are by nature like wild beasts.' Somewhat in contradiction to this
thesis, Hobbes says that man nevertheless recognized that this status
of permanent fear of violent death was very unsatisfactory and that for
it should be substituted a contractual order of law. But because the
evil nature of man is not reformed by the law, it is not enough that
this social contra("( is made. Therc.· must be a transfer of all individual
rig-hts to the sovereig-n political power, a roncentration of might which
will forcibly uphold order and peace amon~ men. Compulsion and
obecliencc are the topks of Hohhes' theory. The state's power must be
unlimitt'cl because man is selfish, red..1ess, and evil. Out of the SUT

rendered liberty arises, then, the omnipotent Leviathan. There is only
one will, the will of the state. There is only one power, the supreme
rower. Oursi(le of this th"re is no ri~ht: not that of the Church as an
independent society, not that of the autonomous groups such as feud·
alism or the medieval ~ui1ds had built. There is nothing but the
l.eviathan, and there must he nothin~ more, or else the forces of e\'il
passions. the ruthless sclfishnr:ss of man, would destroy this toilsomely
est.1bJished oreler. Thus the fundamentally e\'j} nature of man is the
ori~in of the state and its lasting justification. Tht'relore the enhanced
natural law disappears behind the absolute will of the state. A political
elhics becomes almost impossible, and political theory is a practical
doctrine roncernin~the acquisition, pres1trvation, and use of sovereign
power. There must be order and peace. Truth is negligihle, order
alone is essential, and order is the product of an omnipotent will. The

, ct. Ihe opposue opinion of Thomas Aqulna. EslauUm omrubus 'lomilllbus nalural...,
1&1 se inVIC'fm diligant. Contra Gt"ntt"!, lit, C.II, Irl~st autem hOlrlln; naturalis inclanat.o
ad omrlll&m homlnum dllrrllonem (abad., C.ISO).

• Cf. £I"n,n", p'ailosop'"(/J de Cll'e, Foreword. Homan,,! malos eue is his pre·
luppoaillon. Significantly I\fachlavf'lh say. In ['lSmfsa (I. !I) Ihat "hoe\er found. I
republic (or a IIlle) and gives laws to it mllst pro«ed upon the presupposition Ihat .11
men are malicious and that they all. wlthom any exttptlon, would follow their internal
maUcioulnc:II as lOOn u they had I Juod opportunity.
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utilitarian Hobbes shows a remarkable contempt for the intellectual
ism of Aristotle.'

That the Church now on earth is the kingdom of God mentioned in
the Old and New Testaments, Hobbes reK3rds as an erroneous theory
(Leviathan, 383). Need it be pointed out that Hobbes' idea of God
reveals only a re"engeful, almighty Cod whose predominating atlri
bute is unlimited will-power and that thus it becomes the duty of the
clergy to preadl not so much truth, as obedience? This obedience is so
stressed that "the conscience, in fact, is bound to any religion the state
imposes:' • Compare with this the Thomist doctrine that intellect is
superior to will, that obedience should be rf'asonabJe obt'dience, that
truth is superior to utilitarian order and peace separated from truth.
One may try to explain Hobbes' gloomy theory by his historical back·
ground of civil war and religious struggle; but 1"hat finally explains it,
is his deep pessimism concernin~ human nature.

The theories just mentioned. contradictory to each other on aCTount
of tlleir different anthropolof;n', are in the bst anal)sis unchristian.
The gentle gospel of the God·man is foq~otten by the mere seualar
humanism of Rousseau and has not overcome Hohbes' pre·Chllstian
contempt for the specific Christian virtues of truth, chJrity, and hu
mility.

III. Ll!TIIER A"lD PROTF-STANT POI.ITICAI. PUll OSOPHlF.5

The political theories de\ eloped in the different Christian denomi
nations are influem.ed likewise by the theones of human nature: not
exclusi\'ely, of course. by a mere philosophical and moral anthropol.
ogy, but by their theolog)' of grace and nature.

No Christian can hal e 5Ul" optimism about human nature 3'1 Rous
seau exhibited, for the do~mas of o(iginal sin and redemption belong
to the essence of Christianity. It is, thert'fore, easily understandable
tllat all Christian political philosophers opposed Rousscoiluist opti
mism. It is a proof of the prevalenre of Chri~tian ideas. that the fathers
of the American Consritution, in striking opposition to the political

• Worll. III. 8S' -There is no such finu ul'irnw. Ulmost aim. nor summum bonum,
palesa ..... it IpoLm of in the bof,ks of the old mOlal philosopheR.•.. Felicity is
abe conIiJWIJ progress of che dC!'lI,e f,om one ohJer! 10 anoahe,:'

• flgit. Tu Drvi~ Rl(h' 01 KinK', p. 519. For other remarka on obedience to law, lee

~YIII...a, ..J.
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philosophy of their contemporaries, the Jacobina, during the French
Revolution, were not in any considerable way influenced by Rousseau.

There exists in the different Christian Churches a notable difference
in their political philosophies. An acute observer of the struggle of the
national socialist state against the Catholic Church and against Prot·
eSf(lntism remarks that the Catholic Church seems to have a great
advantage over the Evangelical ChurLh in possessing a consistent phi.
losophy of law and of the state, as well as of society.' The Catholics,
therefore, are able to oppose to the !':a7i philosophy not only their
theology. but also a well-founded social philosophy. too, while Prot
cstantism bases its dcfense morc exdusively on the integrity of the
revealed word of God and on theolo~v.

The rcason for this difference, whidl ultimately seems to include
the non-existencc of a t)'pil al l.utheran social philosophy. is a quite
different thcological anthropolop;y. Luther tau~ht that original sin
had so utterly destroyed the goodness of human nature that e~'en grace
did not reform its innermost malignity. but simply covered it (natura
delrta). He denies that reason is able to recognize natural law and that
will can strh'c for it. The uni\'crse is broken up: the realm of nature is
evil. separated from the rt'alm of sllpernaturc. There is no bridge be·
twecn religion as ~ra( e and thc world as the field of reason and natural
ethics. The famous Thomist principlc, that grace presupposes nature
and perfects it,' has no validity, e... en thou~h upon this principle is
based the pankipation in redemption of the world of politics and
social order. For I.mher there is only one morality. the supernatural
one. Therefore he has as his guiding principle for the world only the
revealed \\'ord. lIe docs not acknowledge that human reason has its
own way to a natural morality, to a nalurallaw, and to a social philos-

'cr, N. Mlcklc:m. NatIOnal SoriallSm and the n~rIIan Catholic CilUrt'h (19311), pp. !\6.
15i: Natlllna/ \oCla/lSm and ChrIStianity (It39). P 10 tor a dc:nial of nalurallolw. cf. also
Uelmut Schreiner t~hlor), 1\'ollon t·cw C;"tI, 195i. Ihe mlroouclon essay and the CSlaVI
by n, Wrndland. Thr~ WtllC:U are de('plY 1IllluenC('11 h} Karl Barlh's didl«lIc theology.
whlrh Kf'" ba(k 10 Ihe oll(Cl/loll pemml51n of thr Reformrn and colI~uc:ntlvdenies the
ideoa o{ natuul law. of thc: missionary I.uk of Chtlslc:ndoRl in society and thr state. It
Issues In tbe 1I!1C'1("\.~nC'M of "hnstian IlonaI and polilltal rdorm on the hasls of natural
ethics. as It. ("F1l1~" have satisfactolll) pro\'en It is thc:rf'forr mote than amazing, when the
father of diollellic tbeology. III his ("Ssay on the Clllllchc:s' light apmst Nausm In Foreign
Alrai", (january, 19H), cTl/ki/n the (:.a,hoUc Church {or us allc:gc:dly oppollunist and
condoning poliO' C'tJIIU:llliIlK :"iali~m .

• ct. the stri"'lIlg fornllliallon of this prinClllle in the offertory lkUl. qui Au".,...
,ub,tllntioe in the Ordinary of the Mus.
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ophy based on the essence and end of human nature. Luther despain
of a r«onciliation of the gospel and politics. The world is God's enemy,
God's foe. Between God and the world there is an abyss which cannot
be bridged; so the Christian restricts himself to the inner life of faith;
good works in this world of political and social life are indifferent for
redemption. "1£ all people were true Christians, that is, true believen,
there would be no need for princes, kings, lords, sword, or law," I This
attitude, that state and law are exclusively consequences of sin. has
been well explained by a recent Dutdl political writer and leader
of the Protestant anti-revolutionary party. Dr. A. Kuypers. when he
says that the state is an issue and consequence of the broLen. sinful
character of man after the Fall. The state lasts as long as this sinful
5tatW lasts; "the state is like a surgical bandage. the abnormal. •••
The state e",ists for the sake of sin." 10

Luther, early horrified by the anarchic consequences drawn hy some
early Protestant sects which inclined in ethics to nihilism (Anabaptists.
Adamites) and in politics to anan·hy. as some thirteen (:emuries clgO the
Gnostic and Manichaean sects inclined for similar reasons. sou~tlt to
evade these consequences. Therefore he a~crted that the ~e(ul..r au
thority with sword and scale must exist on a(count of unerly corrupt
human nature; thus political authority is instituted by God, But it is
not produced by man's reason and free will under direction of and
5ubject to natural law. The princes are instituted by God as his hang
men. and His divine anger uses them to puni~h and to Leep e"'ternal
peace. Then. however. it would seem to follow that almost e\ery exist
ing political and social order is sanctioned. at least as long as the in·
tegrity of the gospel is not wholly destroyed.n

Thus the most valuable measure of the quality of legislation. which
should take its legitimacy (roln the concrete realization of the common

• Yon rnltllchn Obn~."t, Weimarer AUJ«3be. 11,149.
10 In Ius book. dlllrrewlUl.O'UJlre ~tlJQullullde, I. 19u. !lOS L
It Not to give a faIR imprelllion, ",e must add that l.uthe-r hlm~1f sometimes. In

pradial qlletuonl. YI~lded 10 the tradlllonal natural·law doctrrne rn ronlr'diction 10 hll
leading theory. Cf. A. Lange. Reformallon lind l\oalurTe,ht, p. 19 or WUIR we mi~ht

quote also ~Iences of Luther in which poliucal aUlhont)' Is de-dared 10 be God's work,
order. and crnlul'eo And he onoe boalled Ihal he had tallRhl thai authority II Ihe highett
work. of fQIOII (Seeberw, DOKmengesthKhu, IV. 161). But mOlt aUlholiliet will agree
with Baron (C4l1IiIl" SllJQtJtulJchauung), that LUlher', peDlmlsm Is decisive and that he
.. IJIOI'e Jnchned to let' in the world and in lhe Ilate, above all e-lse. lin (p. 19). It should
DOt be forgotten that the Aristolchan Melanchtbon aUc\llllCd tbil pc-.i.....m wberc and
II far at be found iaJlucncc.
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good. is neglected. Probably the Lutheran theory of the nature of
man induced Lutherans to recognize more than any others the "norma
tive power of the fact"; in consequence of this, passive obedience and
non-resistance against unjust government are preached. Here is the
cause of the strict Erastianism 11 of the Lutheran Church in Prussia
which today so greatly weakens a unified resistance to the national
socialist Weltanschauung.

In Germany. at the bc~inning of the national socialist revolution.
most of the pari,hes that yielded under the prcssure to conform to the
Nazi ideas were Lutheran, while the Reformed of Cah'inist origin.
espt'dally in the South and the West. resisted almost from the outset.
Moreo\'cr. it is intereuing to find that the resistance amonK Lutherans
like NieIDc,lIer rcsts on the fact that Na7ism abolishes thc Scriptures.
the rc\'ealed word of God. Yet even a superfidal reading of the ency
clical Mit breU7lendrr Sorge (1936) will show that the resistance of
Catholics rc!tu upon both natural law and social philoM>phy as well as
upon the S("riptUl es and the theological doctrines of the Church. This
cl\.plains also the fact that in Catholifism the re!listance was more
unifit'd and that some prelatcs who followed at first a policy of ap
peasement did 50 only Ol\l of a pardonable opportunism. while the
"German Christians." the :"azified group. ~t practicLllly aU its re
cruits from the Lutheran denomination. A theory of natural law
would have ~i\'cn a yard!ltl("k to measure the toncrete acts of the polit
ical allthority as to how, for instance. the common good ought to be
realized. and thus would have given or refused moral justification to
the a("ts of authority.

For without natural law Christianity becomes too easily only inner
conviction, while the "world" remains subject to lust for power; poli
tirs is heyond morality, and the duty of she Christian member of an
invisible Church is pa5sh'e obedLcnce and suffering. A remarkable
combination of pictism and patnarchalism makes this bearable. Free
dom based on reason is not for man whose nature is e\ il; this evil na
ture demands power and domination. Those who have power have it
by the hidden work of Pro\,idcn("c; the)' have acquired it mysteriously;
their right is a kind of divine right. and resistance to it is immoral,

JI Era.tianism. according to .iggis (The DIvine RIght of X"'gJ). has been best de&ned
by ~Idm in the WOlds. "whether the Church or the ScrIpture .. the judge of religion? la
truth neither. but the'Stall:" (p. 3(7)'
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unless they command something which openly contradicts God's will
revealed in the Scripture. It is this characteristic view which produces
a remarkable mixture of inner, private Christian religiousness and
power-politics: the only sec:ular foundation of a great state is its state
egoism. The consequence is that politics becomes Real politics, ex
empted from natural law and ethics.11

IV. CALVINIST THEOl OGY ASD POLITICAL THOUGHT

In our problem, Calvinism presents a most interestin~ picture. Cal
vin and all his faithful followers accept with Luther the theological
doctrine that human nature has been utterly depraved by original
sin.I ' But the redemption by grace, the definith'e election, and the fact
that the Old Testament particularly plays the role whidl in Thomism
is assigned to reason, gives Calvin a less pessimistic attitude toward
politics. The realm of grace and the lealm of secular life are connected
by the predestinated men, who in order to ha\'e the certainty of their
election must Christianize secular life. The state exists because of
divine institution, as revealed in the S<ripture. hut is not a plOduct of
human nature and reason; and it cannot be. bcrause of man's malig
nity. Yet the state becomes a holy gift of God. Thus not ndtm,lllaw (the
light of reason and human will) constitutes the state and reahzes the
order of the common good, but the divine law as revealed in the Scrip
ture, especially in Calvin's belo\'ed Book of Judges and in the law of
Moses. The Bible is so exclusively a source of pohtlcal theory for
Calvin that one scholar familiar with his theory states that Calvin
found in the Bible a pattern of the constitutional life in its most mi·
nute paniculars as instituted by God's will.1I The state and its rulers
have to do everything nece~ry for the realization of all the minute
divine laws, as revealed by the Scripture. The safeguarding of public
honesty, understood in the widest literary sense, as the later word
"Puritanism" intended it, and the preservation of piety, these are tasks

II The point must be emphasized that this view Is based upon a theory thaI human
Dature Is fundamentall, mi. This explaina the amazlna (()ftuadlctlon in Bismarc~·.

penoaaUt" the individual pict)' of tbe prhatc Christian and the ruthle. "Rc.llpoUtik"
of the man of public alfaira For further explanation. tee E. Troclsch, Die SO%ltlllrhrm dn
ehriltlichna Grutpm und Klrchna (1911), p. 604.

16 For cumple: 1""I'uIIO. B~. II, CoS, I. Ira Ie IJeTdilw cit (homo) et deplorlllUl •••
trw,.,. I" Mlur. nOllrll illiqUid bOft; requirilur." CI. ibid., e.g. s-

U HaIII ....... c.JW,,', SI."JllCMUUt9, ('914). p. J5-
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of the government. Calvin thoroughly affirms that the government
has the unquestionable right to compel to a Christian life. To neglect
this would be worldly indulgence.I' Calvin's state is a theocracy, or a
Bihliocracy. But it is not a priesthood that governs the Church and,
through the superiority of the Chu{ch, also governs the state, as some
w~iters in the Middle Ages taught. It is the holy people of the reo
deemed which lives in Church and and state together. The state, even
thouRh it originates in sin, is sanctified by the fact that its citizens are
at the same time the holy people of God. the chosen people. In internal
policy, therefore. the idea of predestination does not lead directly to
democratic equality, but to an aristocratic government.

This is elll( idated in Thomols Ilooker's Laws of EccLesiastical PoW.,
(1594). where the principle of theological predestination leads to the
poliLital predestination of the noble. wi'ie. and virtuous to govern by
natural right those of senile disposiuon. The ideal state is the mle of
the clect over the broad ma~ses III an aristocriltic. hierarchkal govern
ment. Thill presupposes. by the way. that the clect are "visible." The
virtuous life IS public. vi'llhle. not pri\'ate and hidden; it is a life ruled
entirely by the oblJcn';m(.e of the minlltt' rules of the Bible and by
whatever the holy p('()ple imtitutes b.. its customs and laws; later. even
en}llornie success rna}' be an additional sign of e1caion. and povert}' a
sign of nOli elc( tion; a Puritan p;lucrn of hfe. ver\' different from the
as( Nie life of the Po\'crello. is the ronscquenu:. Tolerance in its tnae
mc.ming is in( OIltei" able becalls(> the dissclltin~ Papist. for example.
denic.. nor only one ~e( tor 01 comJllunal Iile. religious unanimity. but
the whole hf(·-rattcrn. St. Thomas Aquincls c.m afford to be far more
toler.tnt th.m the cally C.lI\'il11sts and Puritans. It is the accent upon
the holy pcople. not upon a hierolnhically f:{radu3tcd Church. that
Kives C..lh ini)11I a rcpubhran ch.u3( tel'. ~et with distinctly aristocratic
features. It is Cal"ill's nlbli()ual"~. his enthusiasm for the man of the
heroic mind, whit h f:{i\'cs to Ius polirital tht'oq' the ariswnatic char
aner. But thl' alisto(1acy is not a fcudal 3f1l1tocracy of the blood; it is
an aristocrary of the le<!(·t·l11cd. dlOscn by God.n

Cahill'S ideal was a real tht'()(1"a(·y. as it had been established in
Geneva. without any kind of tolerance. But predsely his strong ideal
of the hoi} dlOsen p('ople, his"belief in pT<'destination, and his original

JI Cf R, S4"hwar7. Ctdl'In'J Lrbrruu'"rlc In s"'n",, Bri,,'r". II, 416.
u It II clUily ulIJeutuod thai most of thl' Monarchomachi are Calvinlsu.
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republicanism were bound to produce in later Calvinism and its dif
ferent communities a certain revolutionary power against an irreli
gious ruler. These made it easier to demand a religious tolerance.
originating in social expediency but based upon the spiritual rights of
the holy people living as a minority in an irreliRious state." It became
possible to demand a minimizing of government, because the piflUS
believen with the Scripture as rule of life were able to order their
social life better than a ~overnment which did not consider the Scrip
ture as its constitutional law.

And a further consequence ensued with the the idea of predestina
tion: as soon as the rights of Christi.lOs could he fOTJllulatl"d. the
separation of the Church from the secular, rcli~iously n('tltral state.
would be easy. These rights were formulated and ll.ms(onned into a
political theo!)' by the Independents under the innllencc of an en
thusiastic subjectivism. The basis of this theory is the assumption of
absolute freedom of the individual con~(ien(e. Lo "hith God f('\'('als
Himself directly and immediately. not hy intervention of a dlvmely
provided hierarchical office; consequentl\'. the sacrament. the 'hannel
of grace. was. as the exuberant subjecti\ ism of the An.lhapti'it'i tall~ht,

independent of ministry. These rights of a true Christian were eet tain
to become the rights of man. as soon as. throuf!,h Elllif!,htcnment and
Deism. the idea of a chosen people had been s('( ulari/ed. 'I he re\'h'al
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centunes of the ldeJ of natural
law in an individualistic garb superimpo~ed upun tht" reIJ!{IOliS indio
vidualism and congenial to the new naturalism of the clci'itk philos
ophy. contributed powerfully to this tramform.ttion. And etlllhc' mOTe
because the natural ethics of the eighteenth cel1tury-of I orke and
Adam Smith, to mention only two-followed with their r..Lional sober
ness the exuberance of religwus fcnor rhalacleriling the llcventeenth
century.

A contributing factor to this transfOrmetLion was al\u the dt"velop..
ment of a more peaceful and less militant wmept of evang("liral reli·
gion as it emerged in the various forms of Evanp;clism and of Pit.,tism.
The Cit)' of God is no longer an immediate political, extc'rnal pUt POlit'.

It is internal; the world of politics now becomes more indifferent. The

18 We 6Dd thl' llready dcmandl"d mort or Ittl nprndy In Armlnianlsm about 16100-10,

a. D. Nobbl. TluOCTtU:y .nd Toler.t'tm (19,8). chap. I, &§ 1-'\: chip. 4•• 4: and
~
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Christian lives and works in the world. The Christian has to prove
true. has to stand the test by sober. assiduous work in the secular sphere
and in economic life. He has to use his chance not {or success as such.
but for success as a proof of his goodness. If that is true. then it follows
that the Christian needs freedom and equal opportunity in that polit
ical and economic sphere. Thus the revival of natural law could be
amalJrclmated with the new religious ideas. These rights of man against
the government are valid par excellence in a democracy. They are
rights, moreover. against an alleged absolute power of majorities.
Rousseau would not have reco~ized rights against the general will
appearing in the majority decision. but the political theory of later
An~lo-Saxon Calvinism had as its aim to protect the rights'of the
Christian a~ainst heretical or agnostic majorities.

For Calvinism. man is not good. Man's nature is utterly depraved.
Therefore. as lon~ as state and Church are united. only God's divine
law and redemption and a strong authoritative state are necessary. If
there is separation of Churrh and state. the rights of man are necessary,
not on au ount 01 human nature, but for the redeemed. the saints. to
proten them ag-ainst abuses U)' the secular power when the holy people
is a minority. Then the predestined saims, not the natural man, will
prevail in soc ial and c< onomie life. Every kind of regulation by a
secular. neutral KO\'ernmem will be more to the ad\'amage of the non
elect. Calnn's fear of the ntlum} stultitia, et lcvitas of the masses was
still vi\'id in the minds of some of the fathers of the Constitution and
in English 'I ory'ism.

V. MODF.R~ AGSOHtCrSM

What is common to all the Reformers i. the separation of nature and
grace because of the theological .hesis of the utter depra"ity of hu
man nature throu~h original sin. The state is therefore the conse
quence of sin and not of the social nature of man; at least this social
nature does not ('ome strongly into (onsideration and cannot do so,
bt'cause in itself it is impotent for any morally good act. Only where
and when the theological ha'iis of this doctrine "anishes and is replaced
by secularized human rights, by the more optimistic idea of the nature
of man as it appears in rationalism and Deism of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, is the way open for liberal democracy.
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This rediscovery of natural law. however individualistic, this emer
gence of the sphere of a nature perhaps not wholly corrupt, thus pro
duced a natural philosophical basis for the new demo<.:ratic forms, the
new liberties. which by themselves were not representative of original
Calvinism. Through this redisco\'ery of natural law and ethics there
emerged, too. a kind of platform where dti7ens 35 such, upon the b.is
of their inalienable rights, could meet in the secular state which had
now become somewhat neutral in matters of religion. A common basis
of practical political institutions and frameworks derived from man's
social nature, not from man's religious affiliation, was thus ~iblc.

\\'e ml!st strest; institutions and worling patterns hecause the justifica
tions of these institutions, for instance. religious freedom-the non
establishment of a state Church--("ontinued to be \'ery different for the
Calvinist or the Catholic, the Free Churchman or the agnostic. Never·
theless a true and durable modus vit't'ndi in society and in the state
could be found with the democratic institutions that w('re in them·
seh'es admissible from the political standpoint of all. But still the
homo religiosw, upheld bv all Christian communities. is of utmost
importance in political philosophy. The religious t;phrre is sitered. for
it is the sphere of conscience. If that sphere is shaltered, and with it
religion, then the ultimate ramparts of freedom against totalitarianism
collapse.

The good pa~an of the a~ostic era and his purely secular culture
have not enough resic;tance against the pt;eudo-religiou't political the·
ories of our time. This ~ood pagan, the ideal of Comte, of Bentham,
and of so many modern writeT<; pn'\ious to tht" "'mid \\'ar. grt"w bv
fighting against revealed truth. 3~;llnst the infhlt"nce of the Church
and the clergy in education and in public life. and a~ainst the "supt"r.
stitious creeds stemming fram pious but stupid, unenlightened me·
dieval monks." And this good pal!;&n fought as a rationalist and hUe
manitarian for autonomous edlin, for seH.redemption, fur infinite
progress by ethical culture, unaware that his ideals would become
idols, false gods for the broad and unrefined mu.t;es in the monster
citin of our industrial age, whme instincts are crudf'r, who\e emotions
are more erratic, than those of the elect few of the cultural upper class.

The good pagan, too sure of himself, did not know that he lived
UpoD a Christian inheritance, that even his ideals were s~ularized

Christian ideal•. He thought highly of the Sermon of the Mount jUlt
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u he thought highly of the sayings of Confucius and the advice of
Socrates or Marcus Aurelius. But the divine authority of Christ did not
count for him; Christ was merdy one of the sages and perhaps, as the
daring biblical criticism claimed, He never existed to bring valid tcati
mony of His own divinity and the will of the Father. Yet the good
pagan's ideals, ultramondanc and absolute, separated from their nour·
ishing root, the Christian faith. began to be decomposed by the ra
tionalist criticism of that very one who had first dissolved positive
religion, the Rooel pa~n himself. So the agnostic of the nineteenth
century abandoned his smiling optimism about infinite progress and
became a mild skeptic, a somewhat disillusioned relativist. But the
hroad masses laborin~ in the factories and offices. surging through the
desolate canyons of the industrial cities. and banished through the
good pagan's propaganda from the protf>ctive shelter of positive Chris
tendom, fell into cruder forms of mdterialism. The good pagan him·
self, now a skeptic, was frightened by that crude materialism, but he
could not challJ{e it. Only in its youth had his plulosophy something of
an ethical effort. of an inspiration from truth and a love for truth. But
then he had J{h'cn up philosophy, the love for truth and wisdom, and
had surrendered himself to the bus)' collection of facts in a positivist
sense, or to methodlc,,1 problems that left the quest for truth unsat
isfied, or to unobliJ.rclting. cyniral. yet elegant disl ll~sions.

The hrst signs ot dt'spair beg-an to show themsch'cs. Spencer. the
promoter of a hiol~ical pohtiral theory that must result in the en·
sl3\'emelll of the indh'idual to the ahsolute, irrational power of the
atate, belame alarmed. 11 Edw.trel \on Hartmann developed his philos.
ophy of pe~simism. ~i(;'tzsche, the most powerful critic of the Rood
pagan's saturatt'd C'mnplaC'ency, developed his cruel, anti·humanita
rian and power-drunk dr(":tm of the supt'.nllan, the fO\ing blond beasL
So the idea of man thanged, and.,with it the political philosophies of
the latc nineteenth and the early twentieth century.

The First World War, the mitial period of a historical era which is
not l'ct bDlsheci and will some day be remembered as at least as por
tentous as the era of the Reformation, burned out the last remnants

., Sori.1 St.tiltles (19<11). p. 10. "What mllst we think. of lhls wealth-scc:L.ing age of ours?
Shall we am.iller the tOlal absorption of tlille and enelR~ ill husiness, the spending of
life In the accumulallon of means to lhe. as conslil\l\mg gTealnl happmesa and act
accordingl)'~ Th(' 1('11 hea\eIl IOUAhl dips far below Ihe honzan ami has ,ei been ICeD

by DOIIC. Falth. nol light. mUlt be OUI gUide. We CInnot do without a compua,"
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of the good pagan', SKular optimism and belief in immanency. Now
the religious sphere, if such a figure is permissible. was burnt out. All
the ideals that had animated and inspired the fathers wcre gone. Youth,
unable to return to the fallen Rods of their fathers. bCR3n to feel the
harTo" tIllCU; represented by the emptincss of the religious sphere in
the indi\'idual soul and in the "soul" of ch·i1ization. The )'ounR' ill
telligelluia grew C}11ical; they "debunked" the dimllled ideals of their
parenu. But that horrOT '"lJCU; continued to trouhle them. So they
longed for the new "myths," as a substitute for a rept'UlaUl return to
the faith. They wanted something to Ji'le for, hut they had lost the
causes of life and did not know what to do with it. They F;Tcw tired of
~'te indh'idualist and autonomous ethical f\llturC of their fathers and
that serene egocentrism which appeared so ullerly foolish in the
uenches of the First World War.

The horrOT lltuui drove them to the new myths (If qun5i.reli~ious

collectivism, whether racial, economic, or national in iu irrational
transcendency. They wanted somethinK to Jive for. they lon~ed for
causes of life, for a miSSIonary call in followmg which they could lose
themsch'es, immerse their useless indhiclualil'l' in community and
comradery. Their barren loneliness cried for the "gang." So the myth
making pseudo-religious political creeds, Fascism. :'\ alism. Commu
nism, succeeded in conquering souls. Fascism lonfes~c.-s that my'itidsm
is iu fonn. So the unsuccessful self-redemption. the useless autonomy,
turned into redemption by the indh'idual's unconditional surrender
to irrational mass.feelinKJ and to the sacrificial idolatry of the leader,
to a blind, inhuman, ilnd uuerly unchristian. irrational obedience not
to a moral authorit). but to power be)'ond law and reawn. Thus the
new political philosophies show that their deepest roou are in a specific
idea of man as an unfree panicle of the masses. depersonalized. with·
out individuality, self-responsihilitjl, or indiVidual rt"ason and ron·
!Cienct'. \Vhene\'er the rehgious sphere becomes empty, whenever the
belief in man's individual reason and consequent self.responsibility
disappears, the dignity of man disappears. too.

This "political" pseudo-religious mysticism lad.s one essential ele
ment of religion: the interior life, the sanetifKation of the soul, the
interior mystical union with God; that vivid f('cHnR of finiteness and
imperfection and consequently the longing for redemption through
atonement, asceticism, and spiritual discipline; that consciousness of
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the incomparable value of the soul and of the primacy of the kingdom
of God. On a<.count of the lack of this element the "new faith" be
comes cxtro\'C'rt, s«ularist in the full sense; its discipline, its vaunted
"asct'tidsm," })("(Om("s external uniformity merely instrumental for
irrational and vague "historical processes" without rational justifica

"'Mpn before p(,JM)nal (onsci('nce and reason. The new politicized faith
is anti-intellectual ami consequenly non-moral. It becomes an aimless
political dynamism, i.e" nihilism for which fight and war become ends
in themsel\'e~.The inner rClitlessness becomes external destruction.

There exists an in\'islble but quite real connection between man as a
rt>liRious heing and man as a rational bein~, between the faith in a
personal supra mundane God and poliucal philosophy. \Vithout that
faith. withuut th.lt tr.msccndellt religion. the horror vacui of the
anima pm/lIml,t", ch,l.Itia"a ucates its (mn Gud, the God-state, in or
der to a\'OId complete anan hy and an unhear.thle emptiness of soul.
Any po1iti< al pllllusoph) ne~lcC'tin~ the truth that man is "religious"
(homo rrliglOHlsl cannot a\'oid the allelnati\e of either anarchy or
GUd-stolte \\ ith all its wnsequt'nccs. Hut it is the change in the ideas
about the fl.llUTt' of man th'lt j~ basi<..

VI. MAN A RArJO"1AI. IlHSG OR MERELY A ME~fBER OF A

R..\cr OR A Cr A<;S

Lt'a\'in~ the t1wologie ••1 idt'as of man '5 nature in their influence
upon pohti(al pllliosophy. let lIS turn to the idea of man in philosoph
ical ps)'< holo~\' and 111> wU!>cqucnces upon polItical plulosophy. One
example.' mar sullie e.'. From the time of Greel philosophy the answer to
nne <jllcl>tion has ml1uclltcd all philosophical pl>Y< hology: Is the inLel·
le( t sup('rior to tht, Will. or lhc will to th~ intellect? This question later
took the fOfm: Is man plimanly, reason. or is he luled by irrational
passiom, hy the suhrauol1al elements of his nature. lile blood or race?
If we ;l<"('{'pt till' lir.. t .lht" nat i\t·, we <an lind a philosophically sufficient
basis for dt.'mO('I.lti( instltutions. The fundamental forms of political
life in d('moaa<-y. nloljority rule, representation and general franchise,
free spcec h. puhlic npmion, and party regime, all rest upon discussion,
deliberation, and pcrsuasion as the outstanding processes of political
inteKTation.

These same processes proceed from the presupposition that man is
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lint and predominantly an intellectual bdng, gifted with reason to
control his actions, and not controlled by the irrational passions, by the
subconsciow power of blood or race, or J'olkstllm, or by his member
ship in an economic class. This process of integration by reasoning,
argument, and persuasion means the active participation of all men of
reason in the politiC31 life; it must therefore protect the rights of m¥a
as means by which, as a reasoning being, he participates in the forming
of politics. It follows, further, that govemment should predominantly
be government by consent, government not only (or the people but by
the people. For this philosophy, law is, in its essence, reason; the rQtio

l~gis is more important than any mere will of the authority. An)' polit
ical philosophy that has as its presupposition the thesis that man is
essentially intellect and reason, and that intelle<"t and reason are supe
rior to the other elements of human nature, cannot anept antidemo
cratic principles. Of course, such a philosophy must also ahhor that
mechanical concept of democracy which we find, for instance, in
Kelsen's relath'ism or in the idea of the mind as a bundle of aSMK ia·
lions (sensualism). In this concept, democracy is an irrational pf()(·es.~

by which, without an)' higher moral pretentions, a majority decision
is mathematicall)' calculated without \aluin~ it.s truth. IIl'n<t' democ
racy becomes the political fonn of philosophic, skeptical rclati\'i~m.

The other alternative puts first the subwnstlous, the irrationdl. non·
intdlectual elements in man's nature, suth as hlood, ra(e. J'ollc,\tum,
and nationality in a biological sense. or the impersonal, irrational
powers of history or the class situation. If this altemdti\ e is a« epll-d.
then, of course, the common blood or the common race is the power
which with inevitable force integrates men into states, or the common
class situation, our being a proletarian or a capitali!lt, fi",es our political
philosophy but never our b~n~ a rational substance. an individual
person. Consequently the politic.al process of inteJlP"3tion needs noth
ing like penuasion, diSCUSSIon, deliberation, majority decision, and
whatever political institutions are fitted to them. The blood, the racial
lOul. the inexorable fones of history. decide, and we respond to their
appeal ",ith the irrational powers of the soul. It is natural that su,h a
political philosophy can see in any form of dissent only treason and
hence mwt demand uniformity; that it derides intellect and extols fee)·
ing and sentiment; that it appeals to the passions of tbe masses and
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praises the "intuition" of the leader; and that ita unity is a uniformity
of passionate feeling.

The appeal to fl"aSOn is evidently treason because it seta up the
principle that the individuals as persons deliberate. argue, and decide
by the merits of objective reasons and not by the inner subconscious
~ce of the blood. the race. etc. Our personality, our individuality.
is consequently nothinR compared with that irrational power of
blood. The hi~hly praised inalienable rig-hts are a democratic illusion.
As the individual is not master of his feelings. his blood. his race, or his
class situation. he cannot decide, cannot stand above these elementa by
(orce of reason, but is immersed in the inexorable current. All the
valucs of the other political philosophy appear to this one as vices. It
speaks for il5ell. and for the usc of words. thelt these believers in blood.
race. and dass talk of "fanatic" faith," while the Christian theologian
speals of "re.lson.lble faith" (fIdes rationalls).

Totalitariani..m in politi< s i.. the necessary ("onsequence of this phi.
losophy as is the domination of the mas\es 0\ l'r the individual person,
of passion O\'er f('ason, and of race or VoJk.ftl17n over humanity and the
Church universa!.Z° It al!lo follows that there exists in the world no
metaphysical order which is for every con< rete order in socia-political
life the l"xempl.lTy and nitilal rule; no idea of a natural law, but the
Jaw of the jungle. iSlOnceivable. The political order cannot be a moral
order of reason and for reason. It can only be an orderless struggle of
races, cJ.1SSf'S, and other I1ldS\es. To speak of an international order be
tween le~all) equal and free nations is thus nonsense. The only rule
perceptible between nations is the power of the strongest nation, or
the master race, and conquest by it. The Ilobhesian natural status is
the international status; peace and order can be instituted only by
conquC'st and subjectiun. The dream of ~ civitas maxzma is to be ful·

10 Note the praise of the ITralional \Ohlr:laristic element in the philosophy of activism
of Giovanni (,enllle, Ihe OIlCl' foremost tOuci\t philo\Opher, who II rep~n1alhc of a
limc thai is de\oid of all etl'rnal Idea\ and IInchanRCable moral laws. dcspising a timeless
trulh; who il elated bv almlC'l\, sensclC\s 3(1I\'it). by the delUSIon of irralional hfe Ihat
.pnks in the mnlkal \oiee of Ihe Cflllalh mptkal hlood. nalion, or whalC\'er one ~y
call Ihb new suhslilule lor "hal a more pIOIIS. mol'(' plullelll. ~iscr Reneralion called
Providence. lhe J)ivme Logos an lhe 1111101\ ullhe human nund, The irrational nonsense
01 the official philOIOpher. A Roscnberg. in Tht Ah'tll 01 tilt' -rU't"IIIt'lh ern'"ry, need
not be mentioned. nor the \'momou! hooks of olhl'r l':ui phil05ophels. the} really spit
upon rcuon and Ittm to thank that IIltdlcct ia a democralic degencrallon of man.
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filled only by the absolute and irresponsible power of the strongest
nation and the servitude of all weaker nations. And this conquest and
rule carry their justification irrationally in themselves; just as in in
ternal politics the absolute tyrannical power is vested in itself, in the
superhuman intuition of tJle leader.

,
VII. THE RATIONAL AND SOCIAL NATURE OF MAN

The idea of the nature of man, as developed in the philosophia
IJerennis and in its perennial home. the Catholk Church. must be de
cisive for Catholic political philosophy. In the history of Catholic
thought. e"en though there may be some oscillation about the nature
of man. there is a distinct doctrine concerning it. and neveT are the
essential elements of this nature abandoned.

The origin of the state lies in the rational. social nature of man. In
the nature of man. This means that it is not origin.11 sin, the fall of
man, which ginos binh to the state. Since St. Au~ustine. it has heen
common doctrine that. e'.-en if Adam had not sinned. there would be
state and law. and that in the state of pure nature heforl:' the Fall men
would ha"e orR3nized themselves in a state. State is therefore independ
ent of grace. This doctrine means furthl:'T that the stale remains net'ei
sary. too. for the redeemed; for grace does not destroy nature or make
its esscntialsocio-political institutions superfluous. as some sens think.
The citizen's loyalty to the government IS. moreO\'er. independent of
whether or not the ruler is a Christian. and the duties of subjects to
the political aulhority are duties of natural law, whith are independ
ent of the quality of a citizen as a Christian."

The state originates in the social nature of man. :o.:ot merely on ac
count of t"xpedicncy or utilit,· do men build states, nor on account of
lOme ps)'chic disposition. so that the- social life is somethin~ whith is
merely an unesSt"ntial addition to nature. Soc: iality (socialitas) is as
essential an element of man's nature as is rationality. To human nature
belong essentiaIJy certain acts which intentionally find their end in
community. such as love, piety. friendship. and lan~l.Iage. F.,'en our
innermost thinkinK. which we should suppose an absolutely individual
affair, is touched by sociality; justly. therefore. has it been said that

n St. ThOlUl. Summa Ihf'ol.. III Ilat:. q.lI. I .•; Suaret. De 1f'1:" III. c.!S. n.S...,:
lNfmllO (Idea, III. ' •• D.li. Bellirmine, lH hllCU, 'II. lH S. Ponll{ice. IV. (.16.
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"Cog;to, ergo sum" should be "Cogito, ergo sumus." For we think by
verba mentis, by words of the mind. Therefore a sphere of absolute
solitude is not separahle from the social sphere of the person; it is the
Jast. indissoluble essence of the concrete man's ego that there is no
experience of the community through which individuality does nbt
~ne, and no experience of individuality which is not borne by com
munity and open to it. Man is born by the lasting community of the
family into social life. He is educated in that community and grows up
in it; he is Cormed by ,'arious communities and he forms them as a
free agent, and his 5()( ial nature finds its fulfillment in citizenship in
the state and in that of mankind, which is transcendent to the state.
The politic-al life belongs to the nature of man, so that a definition of
man's nature which would omit this element is imperfect.

The state has it~ ori~m in man's rational nature. Hence there is no
immediate establhhmt'nt of the state and of the fonn of government by
God. Man bC'm~ a free rational agent, no state is established without
consent, withuut the free and rational a(lion of man. The authority of
the state in the laM anal}'~is ()ri~inates in God, but no political author
ity comes into exlSten( e without the consent of the men associating Cor
politkal life. And politi'al authority can demand only reasonable
obedience. The law is a 1ule of rf'a~un and for rational beings.2I A
blind ob''<!lcnce is contrary to this idea of human lIature. To demand
unquC"llioning ohedic.·n(e fWIIl a r;ltional being being presupposes on
the side of thl" amhoriry the full p01>scssion of truth. That belongs only
to God. Ihullan authollty can demand only reasonable obedience;
that is, iLli commands must be justifiable before reason.1I Thus the dig
nit)' of the human person is saved. Freedom never means licence: to be
free, to a('t as a rational being, means to follow reason; the opposite
oC freedom is the arbitrary, unreasonable.use of authority in questions
in which human diKnity is concerl}ed.

In this idea of man, therefore, the whole content of the concept of
natural law is preserved, and with it, human dignity. Thus the human
person never can become a mere means or instrument in politics•

.. Cf th~ oppoahr opinion of lIobbcJ. that law Is th~ command of a IOverelgn which,
tholiRh It mol' be iniquitous. cannot be unjust. D~ m.e, chap, 6. pro a5. Levl41Mfl, 16,
pr, 4,

JIOf rollne thl'n:' aft! ordrn whidl drmand obrdif.!nCl.! f.!ven If they are arbitrary:
"drivr on ahe f1Kht" II Ilbiuary, In certain countries the lule it to drive on the left. But
&hae ale thlnp I"dlftc:rc:nt,
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It follows. then, that the un;lflS ord;nis~ which is the specific fonn of
social being and espedaJly of the state, is not the exclusive product of
authority for which the subjects would be like an amorphous object.
mere passive matter. The UJlitas, i.e., the enduring will to live in the
state, is concretely the result of cooperation between authority and
subjects. The subjects. as rational beings. participate normally in sotpt:
way in the formation of the concrete common will. \Vhen St. Thomas
praises the r~gimen mixtum as the best, he intends to point out that
normally the unity in the multitude is produced by cooperation of
rational beings, who by a rational consent obey the authority because
of the reasonableness of its commands. Reason is in all citizens; and
the best way of government is by appeal to that reason common to all
men. Consequently there is not much room for the modern "Elite"'·
theory. One cannot say tbat, by reCOWlizinf:t the death penalty and the
obligation of the citizen to sacrifice his life in a just war, Catholic p0

litical doctrine contradicts these statements; the human person is not
destroyed by bodily death.

Capital punishment is atonement on the part of him who sufl'en the
extreme penalty for the Wa\'e injustice he has committed against the
unity of order. against the common Rood. As l()n~ as we believe in
immortality this idea of atonement, apart from the Idea of determent,
justifies the death penalty. The e\ ildoer atones, and thus he can be
received into paradise. That the priest accompanies the condemned
person to the portal of eternit", is what makes such death penalty bear·
able. The socio-political order that has been RTa\ely disturbed is re
ltored by the sacrifice of life, so that in his neath the condemned person
helps to restore that order. Thus he has not become a meTe instrument
of determent. But e\'idently the belief in immortality is the reconcil·
ing fact. As soon as that belief has vanished, there is no longer any
justification for the death penalty if.we will preserve the idea of human
dignity. Yet is that idea of the diWlit)' of the human penon conceivable
without belief in personal immortality? Experience shows that wher·
ever the indh"idual person is wholly submerged in the above-men·
tioned "mystical" entities of blood, race, or class, personal immortality
as the foundation of hqman dignity is denied. The death penalty there
loses its moral element of atonement and becomes annihilation or ex·
tirpation in the true sense, and is for that reason so irrc\'erently and
eagerly imposed. No wimess of the other world. into which the con·
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dem~~ man i. to be transferred, is admitted. It is therefore quite
conSJ5tent when the Soviet jurists, according to their materialist
philosophy, speak not of the death penalty, but of a "social opera
tion," in cxecuting a criminal.

The sacrifice of life by the soldier on the battlefield is justifiable only
,by that sacrifice the political life of his country is protected. and if
the soldier by his death discharges an objective ethical duty that per
ferrs him morally and can do so because his soul is immortal. The
sacrih( ial death on the battlefield docs not ennoble an abstract idea.
but it perfects the personality. the immortal soul of the hero. When·
ever personal immortality is dcnied. there rcmain but humanitarian
scmill1t"ntahty and conse<luent radical padfism. because life on earth
hcwmes absolutely the highest value; or there may recur an utter
dcsplsing of life in a depersonaJilin~. fanatical submergence into a
m)stital whole of which the indi\idual is a valueless particle.

The winddellcc and reconciliation of freedom and order. of reason
and authority. of human dignity and politiC-al power. in Catholic polio
tical philosophy may appear to outsiders as a complexio o/Jpo5zlorum.
Hut it i~ nothing- el~e th.m .1 <.ol1llcqucncc of the idea of man's nature in
"hkh is founrltht' same polarity: ('\-cn after the Fall. human nature is
not d('!IlIO)ed. human reason can still find truth and is ordained to
truth. and human will is directed to the ~ood. But human nature is in
clined to e\ il. to a st'lhshnt"ss threatening the just. peaceful order of
things. to immoderate indulgence. to passions that endanger the dig
nit) of man anrllhe order in which alone this dignity can be realized.
That is the b.uis for an ohen critici/ed. because misunderstood. elas
tiuty of Cathoh( political dottrinc. which can accept almost all his
lot ic.ll politic'al institutions, all political (arms as they appear in the
hislOry of nalions: monarchy and rcpllbl~c.aristO<lacy and democracy.
This philosophy ('mhraces Donos.o Cortes. preaching the necessity of
di( lator)hip to halt the prc)("ess of decay in modern <.i\'ilization on the
one hand: and. on tht' other hand. Lacordaire. Ozanam. and Montal
embell. the best of the liberal Catholics in France. the lovers of polit
ical freedom and of democratic institutions. This philosophy may
appear in its struggl('s agaimt socialism as a mobilization for the de
fense of property. and yet may appear as a revolutionary doctrine in
the Irish priest who inspires striking workers to brave the abuses of
propertied capitalists. But he who studics more deeply will find tbat
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this specific idea of human nature is what gives to Catholic political
doctrine that universal feature which understands and evaluates con·
crete historical circumstances and social expediency, and the almost
unconditional value of order. Yel it subjects every concrete order to
criticism from the standpoint of invariable ethical principles, and in
solemn solitude often stood for the normative might of natural l~
when brutal might or the theory of the normative power of facts
seemed to rule the world and thought.

VIII. THE DOCTIlINE OF THE FALL

This idea of human nature utterly denies the contention that the ori·
gin of the state and a legitimation of its power beyond good and e\'i1
must be based on the fundamentally evil nature of man. Catholic
political theory holds that this idea of the nature of man is only a basis
for that abominable kind of polity whic.h sees its essence in violence
and compulsion, in absolute power outside every moral and legal law.
For this kind of RealpolitIk right is might. Justice, natural law, and
moral values are empty shells of mere propa~anda phrases. The} are
excellent mask.s to veil lust for power and violence. They afford good
catchwords for the mob, to give its acllons the dignity of righteousness.
But behind the mask. there is this stupendous non-morality of political
action. And the non-moral use of power is considered necfssary be
cause tile massa damnata, the bite huma;lle, the rabhle, could not be
kept in order by a use of power restricted by moral and legal law. If
this power could not be used unrestrictedly. on the basis of expediency,
it is held that the war of all against all would he waged every moment.

But what gives to the rulers, who ohnously partiCipate in this pre·
supposed malignity of hu~n nature, a right to use such power?
Strange myths have been lOvented.to justify this contradiction. The
de facto ruler proves through successful ruthlessness that he belongs
to a higher kind of man, that his is the better blood. derived from the
gods; or that he is the representative of the master race; or that Provi·
dence has called him. Can there be a moral appeal of bad blood aKainst
good, an appeal of slave races against the master race, an appeal of
man's reasoning against Providence?

The Catholic thinker contends that man's nature is not evil. His
theology tells him that the original goodness has not been utterly de-
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stroyed by the Fall. But it tells him, too, that, as a consequence of
original sin, man is always tempted to perfidy, selfishness, and uncon
trolled passions which help dissolve the human community. However,
the life in community-in family, neighborhood. state. and economic
and social order-is not a consequence of man's inner malignity, but
~man's social nature. Only the right of authorities to compel with
physical forfe. and the duty in conscience to respect human, i.e., im
perfect, law are based on man's indination to evil.

Absolute freedom would give these destructive urges and the blind
passions and the destructive vices prevalence over the commands of
reason and of the virtues. For tillS continuous struggle of the inclina
tion to e\'il a~ainst the rul('~of reason and the commands of virtue, this
existence of the two laws in man's heart, of the thymos and the psyche
(the fiery. boilinF; soul. and the cool. detached soul; cr. Aristotle. De
an;ml', I. 4°5 a). is the condition of nun's existence on account of his
natura vulut'Tata. Yet through its relation to reason and the objective
end of the state. political authority and power are measured by a
mot al yardstkk. Authority and power receive no absolute legitimation
from their function of constructin~and preserving order. because hu
man nature is not ahsolutely evil. Evil is not a quahty in itself; it is
laLk of a good whiLh oug-ht to be and could be. E\ il is a neg-oltion of
this good, Then'fore authority must be legitimated. must justify its
actions before the idea of the good in man. And this good. demon·
strable for reason, is the legitimation of a right use of power. Moral
law gives the last decisive, irrevocable judgment In politics, too.

IX. MAN. AN IMAGE OF GOD

Man's nature as a rational, esscntiaYy social and political. and
morally free. being (each word to be understood in its full meaning
and beal inF;) remains the foundation of Catholic political doctrine.
This idea of man now receives a further yet more exalted meaning
from the fact that for Catholic thought the human person is an image
of God. This is the typical Christian definition and excels the Greek
definition, as Christianity eXt"els Hellenism. But the Christian defini
tion is of incomparable importance for political philosophy in any
civilization. post ClIristum, even if that civilization is a secular one,
aI ours is to a considerable degree. For the dignity of man as a rational
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and free being receives its true sense through this definition. The
whole world, with all its material wealth, its civilizations. its works of
an and literature. is less than the soul of man, the immortal person in
the likeness of God. This addition by Christianity, then. gives to man
that supreme and most profound dignity of which there is so much
talk. Man, every man. is the image of God, gifted with an immorlll
soul; this idea truly was revolutionary. With it is born a new concept
of freedom. Now man transcends essentially all earthly social and po
litical dasses and qualifications. Now arises a realm in which all. king
and ~asant. free-born and serf. Greek and bal barian. knight and
burgher, are equal. not in a quantitative sense, but in a qualitative
sense. Now the idea of a sphere of definith"e freedom is born; the Spirit
blows where it will. In Christ all are free.

True. this freedom remain("d in rather embnonic fom) durin~ the
Middle Ages with their social s)stem of stritt. frOlen social "tatus and
classes. But it began to work quietly. that idea of the uplight dignity
of the Christian person which everybody is. howe\'er poor and weak
his social and political standing. It would he wrong to ideali7e the
society of the Middle Ages as a ~ociet) of democratic equality. Medie·
val society remains predominantly a hieran.hic sodt"ty of socially and
politicaUy unequal static estates. But the Aristotelian idca that some
are born to be free. some to be slaves. could not endure in Christianity.
The popular preachers in the Middle Ages indefatigahly stress the
equality of all children of God. and declare that there is only one true
nobility. that of Christian virtue irrespecth'e of social standing. Tht"re
is only one freedom. found where the Spirit of the Lord is (II Cor.
tI: 17)· It is the service to the mmmon good that makes tht' nobleman,
not succession. blood. or knj~htl)' \'OW5. says a preacher of 1.175 in a
collection of sermons. OTi~()ofJObililatu.2t Every officium (onupation)
has its own dignity. It is the right. moral senumt"nt that (Ounts, not
social esteem or the rank of the officium. AJr-linst the encroachments of
the ruling classes this Christian id«-a of the dignity and freedom of the
penon and the Church enforced the freedom of the matrimonial con
tract of serfs. the liberation of those who entered a reliRious order
from the brutal ties of pagan slavery. and the access of all. irrespe<:tive

•• Wilhelm SdIwrrs: ~tll"d u"d Stlnd"ord"tI"~ ,m Wellbd" dr, M"',,/4l1nt. '954.
Padnbom. p. 64. a work that illo be rrwmmmdrd 10 those \Illlo all too quicUy contend
Lhal the Middle Ages were "democratic" la the If:nJe of modem egalitarian theory.
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of their membership in servile classes, to the ranks of the clergy. True,
it is not justifiable-as is done all too easily by well-meaning people
without the necessary historical knowledge-to put the modern ideas
of social liberties and political rights into the strictly organized medi
eval society with its dosed ruling and servile dasses, with its legally
aM politically privileged upper estates and its patriarchally ruled obe
dient lower costates.

Yet the revolutionary ideas of an ultimate equality of all men. chilo
dren of thco same God, and of freedom and di~nity of the Christian
person, were put into the world n('v(Or to di!)appear until our time.
nut now ami-Christian forms of political and social rule have arisen
from the deteriorated soil of a non-Chrhtian materialist doctrine. At
the same time that they destroyed the root, Christi,mity, they destroyed
also the flower, the ftecdoIU and di~nity of the human person as an
ima~e of God. They would not have sll({('cdcd, had not secular rna
teriali~m already theoretically dissolved the idea of human dignity
by teaching that man has no immortal soul, but is only the most
highly developed animal; that man is not a flee heing, gifted with
C"Teativco initiative. but that his mind is only a result. a bundle of re
actions to the sovereign <onditions or economic production; that man
is not the ima~e of a supcrmundant', supreme Intellelt. hut that his
soul is an ima~e only of his suuwnsuous Trit'b/l lifO", of an all-pene·
tretting hbido. Whenever man. the £Iee. rational, political being, the
imagf' of God, i.s so degraded, it is no wonder that with his personality
and hiS chgnity there <hsapp<'ar!) ellso the state as a moral institution.
\Vhat remains then is a brutal tyranny. "the cold monster," the mo
loch. The ell'stnu tion or the idea or the Godlikeness of the individual
person must produce the diaholical, omnipotent God-state of mortal
~rnn~ •

Perhaps the student or the hist9ry of political theories will object.
He may point out that Donoso Cortes, De :\laistre, and De Bonald in
their antidemoHatic sentiments, seem to prefer absolClte power and
defend dictatorship or praise the unlimited power of monarchy. But
Donoso Cortes o\'erstressed the wounding of human nature by orig
inal sin. He fought with thcologians about the degree of injury, stating
that this injury was so severe that it came ncar to destruction. De
Maisue, the traditionalist, did not think highly of human reason and
iu ability to control dangerous passions. Both, therefore. distrusted
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the liberal ideas in government which were of rationalistic, Rous
scauist origin and showed a deep dislike of democracy. They rejected
the vaunted superiority of persuasion over compulsion and were very
pessimistic about the consequences of the theory of the rights of man,
general suffrage, and the majority role. In opposition to these men
the student of history may point to Lord Acton, the famous histori"",
to Montalembert and his liberal C.llholics in France, to Archhishop
Ireland and Father Het'ker in America. all known as stout adherents
of just such political principles as ,,'ere strongly opposed by Cortes.
De Maistre, and others.

A skeptical student may say: "This is the typical C.atholic comJllt'xio
oppos;lm-um. It enables Catholic theory to defend or to rejf'(·t ("\'('ry

political system. as expcdiem")' and the temporary political interests
of the Roman Catholic Church demand. There dOt's l1ut exisl an inner
unchangeable prindple. but onh an unprincipled opportunism."

The student without prejudices. 011 tht· comrary. will see that the
reason for these differences in political theory rests on lhat unhersal
polar tension hetween two opposing ideas whkh stri'e for unity. In
theology this opposition is e"idem in the two systems of Thomism and
Molinism. In ethics the dispute is hc,tween the dot trmes th.lt law is
reason and that law is will. This contrast ilself H'Sts on the e~istelltial

way of human dlinkinK which is discursi\'e and dialec lit. Yet as Inl1~ as
we are conscious of these contrasts and ale a\\3re that we mmt strh'e
for a concordance,2I this opposition means dynamic life. Only if we
lose sight of one of the comrasting poles. overstressing the othr-r. do
we fan into false theories. If we deny the ori~inal \'alue of truth by
despising intellect wtule exalting will, the result must he a destrUl tinn
of metaphysics, the promotion of positivism in philosophy. and the
destruction of natural law ill politics as well as an e~altittion of ab
solute power. If we den)' that the,re is still left some goodncs1 and
trUth in fallen man, a cooperation Wilh R'lace is impossible. In the last
anal)"sis, all heresies deny this polar temion in all things human. al1ft
exalt one of the contrasting polar tendencies. But "Catholic" means an
embracing of these contrasts; it means a perpetual strhing to produce

.. EVUJ bfgh point of Christian Iheory f' • Ifme of ronCLJrdancc. SI. Thomas produced
• concordallCle of An'lode and ChrlSlian Ifadidon; Ihe lale Sthob~liu. of Thnnllsm and
Aupsdeiaofvn; modem lima have produced concordanea in lOCIal phiiotOphy.
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the concord-anti4 as it lives in God, who is pure intellect, omnipotent
will, perfect goodness, and unlimited love. There is a deep truth in
the thesis that all political problems are at last theological problems
and that there is a parallelism between the idea of God and of state.

Man is a rational, free being, not a passive instrument of God's act.
Cc.'I"tainly. God always bears man in His almighty hands. No human
actinst is possibl~ without God's active cooperation. But this coopera
tion foUows the mode of bein~ of the creature; in man, according to
his freedom. The natural powers of man, developing from his intel
lectual. sodal, free nature, are able to produce a social order. This
social order is based on the unchangeable nature of man and aims at
its permanently mOle perfeu reali/ation. As realization occurs in
history, in concrete life, it is concretely influenced by biological dif
ferences. by national culture, and by geographical situation. St.
Thoma.ii' moral philO'iophy alwa}s rc( urs to circumstances and their
influence in the Wllcrete realization of the perennial principle.

It is just this historical view underlyinK the above-mentioned differ
ences in political theory that gives to Cdtholic political philosophy
its elastioty. It is just this idea of man which enables us to esteem an
active attitude of man in the rCdhm of culture and politics. In this
wOlld Illan works for his salvation. The Christian is aware that he ful
fills God'~ (olJlm3nd when he pursues his own happiness. Must it be
said that hIS happme'iS is not an animal's happiness. but the happiness
of a frec, roltlol1al belll~? The pcrft'ct life, therefore, finds its corona
tion in colltt·mpl.ltIOIl, not in scdu~ion (10m the world, or in immer
sion in w011lily alf:uts.

To work for his ~,llv.ltion m,m ordinarily needs a favorable environ
ment. He needs a good sodal order which Ruarantees his freedom and
personal it) and produces an environmen,£ for their preservation; an
order which en.thl(·s him to dc\'c1~p his nature and to promote the
use of all his faculties. lie needs a socio-ewllomic system that affords
him a hasis for hi~ cultural lite. He needs a political order for the
protection and preservation of this social-economic order. St. Thomas
Aquinds often remarks that to live in virtue. a sufficicncy of temporal
goods is necessary; this demands a stable order in political. economic,
and social life. Environmt"nt and morality hale a kind of interde
penden<.e. Hence there cannot be an absolute indifference on the
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part of the Christian to things temporal. They b«ome important ac
cording as th~y are able to create an em'ironment favorable for the
work of sah-ation.

This, then, is tIle reason why tIle Church cannot rt"sign its interest
in the world. This is the basis for a cooperation of the spiritual and
temporal powers. The Church cannot be a private affair, nor ca..• it
restrict itself to a social quietism. Justin Martyr (A.D. 155) in his Apol
ogia told the Roman Emperor that the bener Christian a man is, the
better citizen he is.

These ideas enable Catholic political theory to remember alwa)'s
the innermost metaphysical connection with God, especially in politi
cal life. At the same time Catholic political tI1COry can be open and
unprejudiced toward historical development and the free will of
the nations to decide tlleir political life as it suits tJtf'rn best. Christian
political theor}' does not adhere to a passive con~er\'atism. nor is it
enamored of progress. It is consen'atin· in principles. but progressive
in application of these principles to the e\'cr-changin~circumstances.
In the struggle between the passionate urge for limitless freedom and
conscnative order, Christian political theory stands on the side of
order. In the struggle between man's longing for freedom and de
humanizing absolute power, it will fight for freedom. In the struggle
between social justice and reactionaq' defense of the \'ested interest.!
of selfish classes, it will unite with justice. Fared by the choice between
the dignity of the human person and political expediency, it will de
fend the dignity of the human person.

X. THE NATl'RE OF MAN ASD TilE IDEA OF PROCRESS

The importance of the idea of man is seen also in the fart that it
is the basis of the concept o~ progress in Catholic political philosophy.
The spirit of the nineteenth cenu:ry indulged in a concept of unlim
ited progress in all fields of human endeavor. This idea of prowess is
profoundly s«ular and optimistic. It issues from a philosophy of his
tory and of development according to which man rises from a brute,
crude form of animal existence to ever more perfect forms of intellec
tual, moral, and socio-political life into the infinite, where in a far
distant future man will become godlike and human civilization will
produce an earthly paradise without such institutions as compulsory
laWl, political authority, social dasses. and Churches. Comte', dream.
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of a. c.o~ques~ of the the?logical an.d metaphysical status of man by the
~1tI.VI~t philosophy will.' humamty as a deity represenuluch a form
of mhmt~ pr~el5. The Idea of such progress is distinct in the philos
ophy of liberalism as we)) as in the philosophy of communism and of
the various forms of socialism. They all agree formally in their faith
ilt a miJIennial reign of a most perfect sublimation of man's nature.
without the intervention of G<><!'s grace and of religion-in its very
nature supernatural and transcendent to all mere human natural de
velopment. They transfer into history. into the world and human will
that which according to true religion is supramundane. beyond human
will. he~()nd history, belongs to other-worldly eternity. This nine
teenth cenlUry chiliastic belief in prORtess and in the parousia of a
final earthly paradise reached through man's natural development is
actually a st'c ularizcd form of the Christian's hope in a future perfect
life in the othe'r world-in the eternal union with God. never to be
attained by man's natural power but only to be received as a gift
(grotrn) of Gocl.

In political plulosophy such a secular millennium means the "with
ering away" of the state as a compulsory order. of authority as a moral
forre demanding ohedience and thus restricting perfect individual
freedom. It means ronsequently that the Rousseauist political ideals.
all those le( hni<cllly dcmocratic institutions that rio away with author
ity and compulsion by an identification of government and governed.
are the most importd.nt factor in making s~per8uous any compulsion.
In the cnd the C1v;tllJ maxima (humanity) appears not as an old
fashioned civitas but 3S a perfect rule of unlimited individual free
dom. To he sure, he're ap;ain the underlying idea of man is wholly
optimistic. If an)'lhing is wrong in human affairs. it is the effect of
imperfe('1 soc, io-politital institutions or aconomic environments. and
it will dis:tppc.ir with the progre~ of evolution. The government is
bad. we pcople are ~()od. The aim of progress is the regeneration of
the people alone without govcrnment. Yet even the more brute ideas
of the biological evolutionist theory in political philosophy founded
upon the Darwinian principle of the struggle for existence or the
Spencerian prindple of the sun'ival of the fittest are of the same kind
of pattcrn of infinite progress. History here is also an unending pro
duction or more and more perfect forms of political life destined to

reach for a status of absolute perfection.
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On the- opposite side we- h3\'e the pe'ssimistic philosophies. for in
stance. that of Spengler. In regard to the "goal of humanity," he is
thoroughly and decidedly a pes...imist; for him humanity is a loolol{ical
quantity; he sees no progress of human nature, no "goal of humanity."
Man is a beast of prey; ethks is a utilitarian ideolo~ for those inter
t'Sted in an eyer transitory status quo. History is an irrational wave
like surge and fall without ideals. Politics is only the bTU..\1 will
of a nation to preser,"e its strength and its own (orm o( existence by
means of war, which is the e,"("rlasting form of hum.,m eXi!llCnCe in a
never-endinR chanKc of cultures and (i\'ilizations Progress, therefore.
is a fake. And history' is always the:' histOl y ur \\'.11 f.lfinK states. The con·
sequences of sUl.h an idea of man (or political philosophy ar(" best
illustrate<! b)' the influen('e of Spcn~ler's ide;ls in the formation of
National Socialism. History is not tht' irnmant'nt Plof.,'l"{'ssi\c perfec
tion of man by himself nor is it the re\'cl.mon of God's pro\'irJt'ntiaJ
guidance; it is senseless, irrational. etclIMI Jeturo. endlc!ls (bshin~ of
the waves. There is no better or worse fOl m or government as there
are no unchangeable stand.ards to juug-e bv. ThcJe is only one subject
matter to study in political philosophy-whit h. by the way. is not a
philosophy at all but mereh' a collectlon of facts-and that is mi~ht;

might as absolute value, might with its tel hnique and its miwation
from one conqucrmg state to another, from one' elite in the state to
another elite. All other thin~s-justite.equit}. ri~hteousness-aTe in·
trinsicaJJy meaningless ideologies, and are or value only as inslfumenu
for political might.

Between these perennially recurring- extremes. Catholic political
philosophy stands. Its idea of man i'l specifrcally c1iffert"nt, thouRh at
a superficial glance one may thinl.. it only a balanced mixture of thl."Se
opposing extremes. Such a yiew is just 35 wrong as to make Christian
social philosophy the middle and t~e balanced mixture of individual·
ism and socialism. For Catholic politiul philo~(Jphy the nature of man
is the tenninw Q quo and the terminUS ad qll~m of political develop
mmt. It is the terminlu ad qurm. This means that never will the
stGtw 1>0liticw, authority, compu\~oTY order, mi~ht. he unneceuary.
The state with aU its essential elements will never witheY away in any
possible tonn of the perfection of human nature. So there is no possi
bilityofaatateless earthly paradise, a mundane millennium as the goal
of history. That goal of history is the final supernatural redemption of
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all creation; the finis of history will be: doomsday, the last judgment,
and heav~n or hell.

However, in history the goal of man upon this earth is the continu
ous perfection of man's nature but as an essentially political nature.
So the state will never wither away; it still is necessary for the perfec
tion of human nature at :10)' degree of progress. Catholic political phi
losophy is not o\erpe~imistic as is the original Lutheran political
theory and aJr-lin its newest form uneler the influence of the dialectic
throlo~ of Karl Barth which, overcomin~ tht'Ological liberalism, re
turns to LUlher's doctrine of thc "atura dr/rta, Catholic political phi
losophy is humble and dot'S not indulge in that modern titanism which
makes man the autonomous (reatm of order and the measure of all
thin~'I, Man's existence is e"sclltially COl\lin~ent and finite. By none of
his ('frm ts will he be able to proclme an earthly paradise. All too often
man attains a proRu'\s in lIl.ltcrial wealth with a reRTcss in spiritual
w("allh; all advance in intt'llc( tual endCo1\'or with a regTess in virtuous
life; an all too proud efIort in moral progress with a regress in virtue
on account of lack of humility.

And Ht this awarc'n('\s of finitenes'I, thi'l comdousness of unfulfill
ment ot hi'! IOI1Rill~ f01 plogrt'~~i\e pCI f<:(:tion, docs not lead to social
and politJ(al quieti'lm. On the tontI,ny. the Chri'itian is aware of sin
and tht· lominuous tlIn·.tt of dc\tTUcth e pallsions immical to the peace
and prugH"ss of his politic"l e,ist('me, ,Uld he is also aware that it is
his eli\ ine \Q{'ation to work inc ("s\aluly on the slow perfection of the
City of Men. bl'( ..me tllU~ he hdp~ to implOve the external conditions
in which he: can work for til(" \ah ..lion of 'ioul~, .\nd he lno,,"s also
thdt ,lily PIOI.\H·~ in the pctlcetion ot the Cit)' of ~Ien is an approach
to the n('ver rc,lli/ahle pI olot\ pt· of his Cit\. the Cit} of God.

The Chri~ti.m connll( cd ot thl' intl ill~ic dl'.,'1lit~· of human nature
will wOll fOI politicll ptoI.\Ie~~ f,O mOlt: and fuller freedom; yet he
will he aware of thl' Ill,«:·\\lt} of It'gitimatc .lUthmit, equipped with
Hnnpuhlll) pm\ er to be meet. howcver c;Jutiomly, whenever tht' use
of freedom I("acls to tilt' illJp,liIIII(·nt of the OHler and peace which,
under hUlll.U1 e,ist("l1( (', i~ the (OndUlOn o[ frt't'dom, The Christian
aware of the eli, inc un to Pl'l f\.'( t the ~odo economic order by social
justice. however mu( h he IIIa)' ht· aW.\re th.lt ch.lI it), is no substitute
for justice. will know that "the poor you ha\e always with you." Con
sequently he will know that justirc alwcl).!i nceds helpful charity, not
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only humbly seeing human dignity in the poor and unhappy ones, as
did the Stoic philosophers, but s~ingChrist in them.

The Christian trwts in man's vocation to liberal progressive organi
zation of humanity to produce "world peace 10 abolish war. It But he
docs not indulge in .the illusions of modern perfectionist progressi.
vism: that as soon as a world government. an international police
force. and a body of positi\'e international law with a world court are
established, humanity will enjoy eternal peace. The Christian is aware
that the legal forms themselves can t'.lsilv be made subscf\'ient means
of political struggle for power. if the spirit of peace. the moral will,
and the vivid sentiment of being ob1i~ed in conscience to keep the
peace and fCalize justice, the tdot of the It'gal forms. are not alive with
internal power in the body of laws. Nations wax and uatiollS Wdne.
the posith'e slatus qrlO "sanclified" by the ICR31 (orms cannot endure.
The contingenC)' of human existence effects change~ in the .sIal ILl quu;
justice demands and charity urges to chan~e the Ic-~II 5la/us quo ('\'cn
against the will and the armed rt'~istantc of the brat, po.s.s,dmtt:s. Le
gality and patriotism are not enou~h.The inner will to sacrifi( e \cned
rights in the interest of the paramount wmmon good of the commu
nity of nations must influence internatlonal life. Thus it is the intel
lectual mood or the moral temperament that dlStinl;lIishe~ tht"
Christian from the modem apostJ<'S uf infinitc immolllcnt progress.
They can agree in many particular matters and projects. ami> (Ot thc:y
diJfer in the underlying philosophy, a fact that baffles the progressive
optimut again and again.



CHAPTER III

Political Theology

I. TilE CONCEI.... OF GOD AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

Is PRIMITIVt: societit's theology and polities. priesthood and statecraft.
are fused into one. The state and the laws. the king as the representa
tive or the hidden God. all are considered divinely instituted. All laws
arc sacred. All authorities arc divine. As the link. between the gods and
the \'isl!JJe world of the political offices. the priest-king is supreme.
F\'eq' act of government is imbued with religious ceremonies which
~i\e the act its fund'lmcntallegiumacy. The two characteristic quali
ties or the religious world. accordinp; to Rudolf Ouo--the fascinosum
and the 7wmmosum-are also charact('ristics of the acts of political
government in ptirniti\'e societics. This fact points to the identity of
tht' tnhal gods and the state. of priesthood and political authority. of
S3uc'd law and civil law.

E\'(~n th(' Greek <Oll1munitics. with their worldly political philoso
phy. their rational enlightenment. and their "humanization" of the
gocls. were still aware of this influence of the dh ine power on their laws
and polttit's. Tht' law. the nomos of the dty-state. retained e,en fOT
some skeptk Sophists this theolof,tical aspect. The state of the ancienu
wa'!, to repe,tt a truism. at the same timeepolitic:al and religious com
munity. The divine worship of th~ Roman empt"ror. so scandalous to
the Christians. was a ('ol1scc)uel1c'e of this identifi(.3tion.'

In the Christian era the old identifit'ation could. of cOllrse. not
endure. Yet thc' iufJucmc. the interdependence and the interrelations.
to lise the most general terms, between the dominant concept of God
and the idea of the state. and consequently between theological doc-

I ct. L'hich \/on Wilal1lowlu MClt'lIcncforf, Stoot und Gl'Jt'llschoft dn Gn«hm
(1.elp,lg. 191') pp. 41 If.; I.lly Ross Taylor. Thl' IJlt'lnI', of Ih" Rolft4JJ Emperor (19SI);
E,ik Prll!llOn. lWr MonolJi"umlU 1114 polllucllu Probl"", (Lciplig. 1935).
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trines and s}'St~ms of political philosophy, must not be regard~d as
indifferent. True it is that, with the rise of rationalism, politic-al phi
losophy ~mancipated itself (rom the d()("trines of natural and supernat
ural theology just as the stat(' bec:ame religiously indifferent. And even
more, political philosoph,- treated its subject matter as if God did not
exist. But such an abstraction could not satisfy, and has ne\'cr satisfied.
Proudhon, himseU an unbelic\'cr, could not dt'ny that at tht' hottom of
every political plOblem lies a tht'olo~inl problem. The idea expre~sed

by Shakespeare, that there is a mystery about the soul of the st.He,
resisted all those easy attempts in political philosophy to separate that
stu~ndousand fascinating being, the st.lle, from the idea of God and
thus from theolog)'.

It is therefore understandable that after the ener~ and the innu·
ence of secular rationalism be~an to dene,lse tht"re 3woJ..e a nt'\\' inter
est in regard to the interrelation between the spC'nhc idea of God and
th~ tenets of the state held hv a politital philosopher, and that the
problem of theolo~y and politics or of a "political tht'()loj:~'Y" ht'l,pn to
be studied anew. This problem had natur.llh interested smh minds
of the Counter-revolution, of the Romantic Rt'swration, as the Cath·
olics De Maistre, Adam Muller, Donoso CortC's. and the Prott''Itant
philosopher of the monarchk primiple. .Julius \'on St.lhl. Tht..~(· men
had made use partlcularh' ot theol()~y in their battle a~:timt I'.nlight.
enmentand Rc\olution. but \H're looked upon \dth dt'risi\'c wntcmpt
by the nineteenth century, whit h mdulgecl in the dt·paltmcntali/.Jtion
or sciences and in agnostic poslli\'hm.

Only in recent del ade\ did politiCdI philo~ophl"1S other dun the
disciples of this romantic phtlosoph\ hcs;m to be intcrcsl('d in "Politi
cal Theology," in the "Thcolo~il..l Presuppositions of I'olitic'i." in
"Theology of Politics," in. "(.od and the State." 2 Tht' politi. al
philosophy of Charles ~Iaurra~, f~r example, tOmmcnded itself to
Catholic Fr~nchmen by suhtly plIHin~ in the r()re~lOund Catholic
theological docuines in the interest of an only slightly concealed
posith'ist political philosophy.

• The word. In qlU1rauon malu arc rbc rulo of t)(.OO1.. b\ earl xhmlll Pnliti.rhr
ThcoloC'c (Lciplig. 1921. Ind cd.• 19~), of Alfreod lie Qut'n:un' 111/' Iht'nlngur/lrn
J'orausstt:un/(rn dn P,,11IJ1f /8"lIn. '9311, of :'Iiatfldnlt"\ Mi.UC'1IJ IOdurd, '!H.l, of
Hans Kelsen', f.lIIn, "C.oll unci c1er Slaat" in 1.0((,111. IQU II "ould he eol\) to Ith'{' a long
liII of. buoU rqardlOR p<Jhlir.t1 thf'tlluJO' or thl"(ll0ltl(-al ptllllJn hnm t'.rlv (,no'Unsm
unrillocbf. 10 spirt' of. us wit', Sprne".', T",~ttl'fU tht'%"/(-O'f1;11,"~rudon nor .cried,.
beIonI beIe.
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What is common to all thf'se recent works is the thesis that theologi
cal doctrines and the fundamental conccpt of God which a political
philosophy holds are of greatest innll(·n<.e on ib ideas. principles. and
elaborations. however little this theolo~ may he openly expressed.
This fact makes it neccssary to dis("U~ these questions of political the
ology.

II. TilE POTENTIAl. MEANIl'G OF POU1ICAL THEOLOGY

To clear the field. it is necessary to c'itablish what is meant by these
writers whcn thl'y use the term "thcol0l.\\'." At the he~innin~we must
di'icard tht" idt"3 that they treat r('li~ion (and politics) in the sense of
William Jamt's or in the scnse of thal ~(,lIcral subjctt matter of "the
s( ienn' of rt'li~i(Jn.'· \\'har i\ nW.-lnt lit,) c is (·ith(·r natural theology.
i.e., God re\'('ahn~ Himself in His nC'ation to the human rational
mind. u,'\'l'alill~ Himself ill the' (onsdt'nl e. or supernatural theolo~.

tht· cloctnnf' of (~O(i. rt'veahn~ Hil1l~c1f po...ithdy in Christ and the
inspired Sac red Scriptures. mtl'l pll·ted hy the infalhble doctrinal
amllol it~ of the di\im,ly imtiultc'c1 p,II',l( \ or. ,ill in Protestantism, by
ch\'ine ~llidan('e of rht' mdl\ Iclual (omri('1H t', with or without the
assllltdtU c ollr.ullllOll (quod JrmIJt'r. quod ublque, 1/ IlC~ ab omnibus)
and (If the- consemm of theol()~I,II1S. Thm 1t is lIot reli~ious experi
enn's, rdiRiCJus sen II III t'nts, or ITr,lucmal feeltnWi, but doctrine that is
nU,',lIlt IWIt.'. (The th('olo~n of the Cfalllch can c.'nter lu're onlv if the
Chllf('h's comtitutioll t'i comiel('red to he uf pnsithe di\ine law and
nol the rc\ult of meH'ly hUIlMIl al ts dnd consents or ot historical de
\(,'Ioprneut.) Tht' "rltt'fS U1('m iollc.·cl IIld) (omend r hat a ("er t.'lin affin
ity cxi!llS hetween the methods of tht'olo~'1' and the methods of
Jllri'ipnult:tl«·; .1Ild mUllt politic. ,II philc>l't:lphers WIllC from the study
of juri'iprudC"nce. For tht, lawyer.lfhl' comtiultion, the written statute
l.1w. and tht, C:USlol1l,lr., law pl.lY the !lamc role as the canon of Scrip
tuu'S, the c1o~Jlla~, .mel the.' I raeliliull do COl the theol(l~idn. Further
more, tht'lr methods are akm so far as ttlt' sc ience of jUTI'iprudence acu
liL.e the 5l. ic.'nlc of thl'ulo~,' in d.lbUlatill~ 011 the l1leJninK of the
"texu," workm~ out tfat' intC'rrdallulls },<.'l\\,('(.'n parts and indi"idual
tentt.\, e"'plainil1K (rum the tradition the import of a principle or a
conclusion: for both. "texts" i~Mle from a sm creign authority: in tile
one, God revealing Himself and legislating: in the other. the sovereign
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state legislating without appeal. Hence the expression "juridical dog.
matics." The affinity betw~ theology and jurisprudence comes out
distinctly if one compares the role which Cardinal Newman attributes
to the consensus of theologians in relation to the papal dogmatic au·
thority and the role which is attributed to scientific jurisprudence in
relation to the laws of the state.'

More important than the affinity of method, however, are such
questions as the following. \\'hat analogies exist between theoloKical
concepts and doctrines and political concepts and doctrines, and what
is the nature and impon of these analogies? To what degree do dis
tinct political doctrines follow positively from certain theological
doctrines. or in how far does a specific political ided or ideal follow
from a distinct concept of God? For instance. what impliutions has
Deism upon problems of political philosoph)'; what consequence fol
lows in political philosophy from the tenets of modern liberdl the()l()h~

or from the dialectic theology of Karl Barth· and his schcx)l? To

•a. WRfrld Ward. L'fe of Corel'FIIII Nn.'mm! (I~UI). 1,653 f; 11,3;6,406, ".,6
• The dialecdc lheolog, of Karl Barlh. or as II IS abo called. Ihe "1 heoJ(I~"Y of CrUIJ

(Ihil it the lille of E. Brunnn'l Engluh book; ~e" \'ork, 1919). IS the \ ioknl rl';l("(j(.n
of Protcslallt (reformist) theology against thc "hMr..1 th~IOK''' of the nJnf'l~nlh and
art,. twanieth cenluna .nd .plllJl the "Social C-pd" Ihrollll{\, 1.1l1e1~1 thc(ll~\

IJarouxh biblical ailiciam, lhroulb the "historical JCSllS" ll'K'arch. throu,;h ih IlIslonral
ewolutiooilm. had dnuted the subslance of fanh whl("h Ihr Rrformr-n held ") hus
CbriltianitT beca~ • rdiJ'ion among many olher rehKlons. ChUII ~U1me an elhlcal
~ like CoofuQua or Soaala. the Bible bcume a rellxiou5 dCl\Umrlll hle Ihe
~ Thus thCCl10lY became peral religious scicnce. rrhKlolls pw("holog". ,elll:ioul
erbJa. Or it beca~ a -xial ethIcal dOl"lrme r~uLuJn~ Irculilr life; or. In the our IIt.1rd
Sodal Coapd enthuaium. Chraltianity became a Iheor) of Intial rdorm in ("ollll'elllion
with IClCiaIJ'ID Thus thc "cry substance of the Christian fauh--",ord of (.oal, 1'C'\'r"lallon.
ftIlkmption from lin-was Itllp by IllIp diluted 10 Ihal any dlffcrence llel",rcll the~
papa and tbe ChrlSlian ahDCllt dllappcared. Chrisuanll) bcc.ame an alnll ...phere, a Irl of
Uldul etlUcaJ rules for the lCtular Iphne. The act" Ism of Ihc one "dM liQrlal C.ollpt'l
tbeDry with III aim to -ChriltlanIR" aeallir sociely Ihrf'alent't'l 10 IC'cularue LhriluanJlv.

Apllllt thac currenta in Prolat,,"t theolQ(CV and elhics n~r1h arCJ5C "lIh a rc\hal of
the Rdormm. Calvin and Luther. in their primc when nt.'uhn wa. ret compromllt'd by
Mdaacbtbonilm. !lome of tM m.in theses c9f IhlS Iheologv of CT~II arr, The ahlolule
tl'UllQ;odeDc:e 01. God. of the hidden unknown God who IS 1101 firll caUK. ICKlllalor of
Daturallaw in our hcarta. but who is TOlally Other Wc hlVr no way 10 God. nt.'llhrr
by tile ThotDlJdc OM'''"" natu, i.e.• In Datural IheolOl(V. nor hy our ~lnR crcaled aher
Gad'. imap. God onl, spnb &0 us. (The inite is not capahle of Ihe Infinilc). World•
....... 6DiteDal, aU this is .lnfulnCli The reformist doclrlnc of Ihe "0lura d,,/"to II
emphamed: 10. therd'ore. ilthe.' .010 fide doctrine of rcdrmplion (A Ivmpalhcllc prClt'tlla·
doD 01. Barthlan theoloJy is siwaa in the followinR: John McConnachlc, TIle Ba"hion
ThIoIDD (LGadon. 19JJ): Walter LolUie. Our Con~"" lUllh the Th"ol0f:1 of Cf'UU
(Baatoa.....). with. bibllozrapb,. The theolORlcal wchmale" in Americ••llOmewh.1
.......bIe to this TbeoIorY 01. Criait .. AdoU Keller point. out In Kaf'1 Barth 4,,4
c:.... II";',. (New "ork. lUI), pp. t77.' The bat boob by catholic theoltJlilm
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what extent do theological doctrines or a distinct idea of God nega·
tively influence a political philosophy by prohibiting the approval of
certain political ideals? For instance. how does the faith in revelation
taught and preached and interpreted by a divinely instituted authority
and Kllided by the ChuT< h qualify the principle. 35 distinguished from
the praftice, of fa ecdom of religion? How does the concept of a divinely

. instituted univcrsal Church influence the legal status of this Church
within a particular state (the theory of the relation between Church
and state)?

That all th('se prohl('ms are also ethical problems should not lead
to the comentioll that they do not belong to political philosophy. For,
as previously stated. SJnC(' political philosophy concerns matters result·
in~ from human anions and since it concerns human ends to be at·
tained by man as a fr('(' and rational aC'th eo ag'ent. it bec'omes implicitly
dhks. And it is this very fact that produces the problems to be dis
e.u\secl llt"re. The ohjec tion that politic-al philosophy should have
nothin~ to do with political ethks would Imply that political philos
ophy is a p.lI t of natural philosophy whidl con(.erns "nature" as op
posed to rea~on. mind. free will. Yet it is true that political philosophy
is no lIlore simp\o,' "molali~m" than theoloRY is "moralizing" in the
inl(') cst of Sli hordinate and ephemeral interests.

The lileratllre of polnic-al philosophy is hllt"d with analogies be·
twe('11 I heolog". thc idca of God. and the pattern of thinking of polito
ical philosophcrs. A wiclt" range of examples may be noted: the analogy
betW('Cll the idea of a transcendent God and that of the king of dh'ine
right tralls(endent ahmc the state; the analoR)' of the miracle-working
God who suspends the laws of nature when working miracles to the
sovereign J..ill~ who sllspt'llds the laws of the state in gTanting a par·

•ahom the 1 heoluKl of ClI'I' .ue thOH' (If Elich PU\·1ura. 5., .• Ran~t'J1 dt'r Cegenfllllf1
(f"1I:iblllg, 1929\' ."'lII/cltla f'''fu (I!nu); e"'utllclI, ";,roufrn: (19lll), It i. undrrstandable
thllt thl. thfOlllllJl'V. U'JI'CIIllJt n;lllllal throilltl"'. nalllloll law. the Ima/:o [)'I. and the
araalc'/>:Ia "Ilu t1uttrlUC. ullen Il...ru·" a JX>Sl'llJlllt\ for a polluul philosoph\' and ethia
ba.~cd on hUII1.111 II.IlUIr "lid u·"'Ion. If II IH'dIS pollucal clhil31 plOhJcms at an. it must
bdll«' liS th..'Url~ on ,upfOrn:uural r('\rlalton Cf. ror mSlanN', Fmll Rrunnrrs, The Word
arad,lIe World t:\rw \01", 1(151), whilh aruln«t" prove'S thiS thesu; Altolf Keller. op. rit..
pp. 100 lUI If. thrlC'flllC'. on thr 11.111I of thu tht·ulll!t). II pollucal philosophy and ethia
Ihoulll ('\'t'I' he cormructl"(l. II will hl' truly a political throlOKY .... first though ralher
lIleall;rr ellol t I' the hoo'" of De QUCI \alii Another rumple iI found in lOme cuaYI of
KUllt'th Schldllcr, DIe SatlO" (ror Gott (!Jth ed.. Berlin, 19")' E\'rn a superficial COlD'
pUllOn of rhl'J(! C'IIays wllh the me,-chC'llI of Pius XI. M" "rennmdt'r'Sorge. will abow
the dlfliLultlCl which rhe T/lt'ology of ens... hnda in political plulOlOpby,
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don or a legal privilege: and the analogy which Karl Marx stressed as
6.isting between the theological doctrine of religious liberty in the
sense of religious individualism on the basis of personal interpretation
of the Scriptures and the sway of free competition within the field of
economic production. The fact that theolog}' is considerf'd supreme
in the dh'ine rights theory and the politkal ideal the reflex, whereas
in the Marxian analog)' the social pattf'm of e('(lOomi<" produ(·tion is
considered supreme and the theological du<'trines only the reflex,
ahows that here the analogy rests in the first ("else upon a wholly spirit
ualized philosophy and in the latter case upon a materialist philoso
phy. each denying the other and thw depriving the analogy of any
wortll.

The subj~t matter in which this problem arises is mainl)' the study
of the so-called state forms lik.e monarchy and delTlo( racy. Further·
more. such constitutional problems as sO\'ert"igmy and its monarchic
and popular forms and, in the international order, imperlahsm and
the chosen-people theology; further. the theological doctrines con·
ceming natural reason and supernatural revelation and the nature of
man already discussed in a pre\ ious dlclptcr but to be evidenced here
from the aspect of political theolog}'.·

In order to organize this discussion. it is well to make some distinc
tions: first, between natural and supernatural or po~ili\'c:Jy revealed
theology, or between the idea of the God of the philrn.ophers and the
God of revelation; and secondly, to distillgui)h the analoK)' that is
constitutive as the result of an idC"ntical fundarnt"ntaJ SITUe ture of
theology and political theories. the analog'" that is efIrC(h'e hecause
it is determinative and therefore exemplary from ~u(.h analogies as are
merely illwtrative and more inddental.

III. NATl'RAL THEOLOGY A~D POLITICAL PHlI,OSOPHY

Let us first discuss the influence of natural theology on political phi
losophy. And let us remark. at the outset that this natural theology
must be sharply distinguished from theological doctrines. properly so

• Leo Straua (The Pol.tical P".'osop", 01 Thoma H"bbf'S. Ollford, 1956. pp, 59 D.)
poinu Oul dtal Hobbes origtnally baled much of hia political philmophy on natural
theology. wIdch he laler ~~ up on a«GUnl of hia change 10 malnuh,uc mf'taphYlia.
He lbat '-l1Ollle of bia rather alreme theories on • prelrnded lupernalural lheulogy•
• bicb~r abour many Important chanplln hit whole polllical pbJloIopb,.
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caJled. which result from supernatural revelation. Writers who pre>
pound the idea of political theology usuaJly have in mind the latter.
In the field of natural theology the main doctrines are monotheism u
against polytheism. pantheism. deism, and atheism (the denial of
natural theology). In the history of political philosophy each of these
doctrines has had its innu('nce tlpon political theories.

In the first Christian centuries the analogy between the monotheism
in theoloKY and the monarchy of the Roman emperor in politics,
between the divine monarchy of God in th(' universe and the political
monarchy of the Roman emperor on earth. was widely used by the
Christian apologists against the paKan philosophers with their poly
theism. Cclsus se\'erely critici7ed the Christian monotheism as a revo
lutionary dO( trine in politics.- The Roman Empire is. in 1115 eyes. not
a monistic strurtuH' hut rather a politi( a1 organization of many peo
ples and nations. eat h with its own national particularities. living
according to their natiorMI laws. F..ath of tht:se nations has its national
p.ods and. thouAh there is a mprerne god, he is not j(,dlous of the na
tional genls; he reigns ()\'er the world as the national gods rule o\'er
their nallons. The monotheism of the Chrisuans refuses to honor the
national gods and so threatens to destro) the EmpIre.

Among many otllt'rs. Fusehius answen this attack. lie tries to prove
that the Roman Empire. o\'e-rrammg Ihe 5UpCI ..tilluns of the nations
and transforminR the plurahsm of natioll.ll entities UltO the one Em
pire, is, so to spt'ak, a historic',,1 proof fur the ChI isti.m monotheism.
Ill' points out that the ill<.es\Jnt wars among the separated nations
anci the t i\'il wars in\icle the n.ltions, i.e.. the absence of peace. are the
result of polythrlsm. Consequently the Christidll monotheism is not
a r<.·\olt hut r('sults in peiue, and the UI1l\'els..l1 Roman Empire is. as
it were. the political rt'sult of mOllutheisJIl. Thus to the one God. su
preme mon..lrch of the uni\crse. ind to His rule of law and peace in
the unh'(·l5e. ('01 rt'sp()lId~ the one mOU.lf< h upon the e.lnh. estabJish
in~ olle law and aholishmg wars in the flaX RonuUla. Fric Peterson
quotes many other autholS who hold the same idea. namely, that in
political life tht' Rom.m Empire undt'r the one t'lIlpt'ror corresponds
to the dh'inc monarchy of the on(' God in the universe. Thus the
monotheistic idea was used to ('~tablish the superiority of the mon-

• We 'ul1uw here the c),cellcnI .ludy of Eric Pctcuun. D,., .\lono,h,.umw tits pcrilluche,
hobl,",. 19S5.
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archy OVeT other forms of govemm~nt. to prove th~ eminence of the
world-stat~oveTnational separatism. and to point out that. politically,
international ~ace is the ~ftectof monoth~ism,whereas incessant wars
result from polytheism.

With th~ virtory of the Trinitarian do~a o\'er Arianism this
··political" monotheism as the tht'Ological basis for tht· Ruman Empire
became impossibl~. Arianism. den}'ing the dh'inity ofChri!lt and hence
th~ apostolic dogma of the Trinity. became ob\ ioltsly the political
theolog}' of th~ Roman emperors. The Trinitarian theolugy. fl'clin~

th~ J~wish origin of th~ Arian monothetsm. Jt-l\'e up any politkal
theology. Thus Christianity became disen~agcd from the political
form and historical destiny of the Roman Empire, It W.,s nuw e\ ident
that there are many states and nations, independent and fr("('; and the
idea of a world-state. as the Stoics fnored it, is not t•.I\ ored b)' St.
Augustin~; nor docs he believe in the pax Rom4n4 whit h in fal"t, he
says. ne\'er existed. The one apostolic unhersal Chun.h aho\'(' the na·
tions is the n~w Empire of God. the Cit1tas Dn Funlwrmore, there is
no need for such a worldly Empire as was lhe Roman. 'I he natural law
valid for all men. pa~an and Christian. harbari.m and Grcd•• tS the
common rule and la,,' of the comrnunit)· of nations whil h arc actually
oratl~3St pot~Dtially united by Christianity.

Yet we should note one point of this monotheistic politil"altheoloKY.
nam~ly. that monotheism with natural law as the uni\'cnal la" for all
mankind. and ~ace.order. and international coopeJ ation. arc as mudt
interdependent and related conccpu as are pol)'thC'i'lm. war, and in
ternational anarch}', Under pol},theism, wht·ther of the pre-Christian
or the post-Christian kind (the national gods of modc-m p.u{itnisrn, e.K.,
Wotan of th~ radical ~ali faith), all wars are necessarily rclt~lOus wars
as any kind of religious cOTnznumty hetween such naliultS is impliL illy
d~nied_ On th~otherhand. monoti\eism rna)'. at lean in th Jewish Old
Testament form. be politicall) abuSt'd in the form of the choscn·pt'ople
ideology. It is a1 least to be noted that this ideology arises when Ihe
Old Testament overcomes the l':ew Test.lmcm in reli~ous life. The
Calvinist overstressing of the Old Tesfamenl givt"s a hetter found.ction
for th~ ch~people ideology than docs thC' Nt.'w Testarnt'Dt and the
Catholic theology; tht'Se latter mak~ the ideolojl;V of a chosen people
polilicaUy impossible from a theological standpoint.

In tbia connection a question ventilated by writcn of early Chris-
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danity and again by the adherents of political Romanticism in the
nineteenth century, is this: Does monotheism in religion necessitate
monarchy as lhe only admissible form of government or at least as the
hest form; does monotheism in the universe demand monarchism in
the stale, and does polytheism demand democracy, i.e., political poly.
an'hy? Such analoRics have been made. but they do not carry far.
Mon:m hy as opposed to anarchy and polyarchy does not necessarily
nwan the ahsolute monarchism of the divine riRht of kings, a doctrine
so familiar from rht, sixteenth to the eighteenth century. For Aristotle
and for the ~fiddle :\~t'S, monarchy meant the unity of the political
ord('r. til(' fOnt emr,ltion of author ity and sovereign decision in one
pt>rson ...fJrmripiII m," the l.at in word for the Greek arche, princeps,
and our wmd "prim iple," all mean primarily "ori~in," "primary
(allo;("." rh('1l "rult'." "suprt"IJU' authority." Thus monarchy means that
there should ht' one clt·;trly defined personal authont','. Its opposite is
not so nHl( It <.It'm()(T.ln'. or as Aristotle called it politia, but either
anarchy, I ('., no authority, no sO\'("f('ign dt"d"ion at all. or polyarchy,
Ihe nalt' of 111,my ()ppmin~ principles which make unity and sovereign
Uh1l1l3t<' (\t·( i..inn impcw,ihlt,.

\\'Iwn '\mtotlc, at the end of Book XII of his Mt'taphysrcs, quotes
tilt' 1I0l1ll'I ic H'I ..t' (/litul. II. 204). "One he the Lord." he was less
(OfUt'T"1lt·c\ WJlh tilt· pohlic;II form of monar{'hy than with the Plato
nJ~ts. I'm the: PI.ltunJst phiIollOpIw accepted a d,'arrhy. a good god and
a h.ul go,!. and Spl·mippm evell atH'pteel a pol~archy. several unre·
burl. unmhorc!Jn:ttt>c! prinnplt's (arrhm) 10 the universe. Thus
"1lI0n.lIdl\'" II1t'allS th,ll the unhcrse is what the name points out. a
unity mllill~ from Ollt" 1>111)( iplt' and ruled hy one di\'ine mind. Thus
m()JlOth{'i~1llwou)ll cit-nullc! only dearly defined authority. sovereign
clt'( I..inn and tilt' rult, of a (onllnon 1;\\\,;. but not th.lt form of man·
an 11ISITI which i" typical tor the thl'ory of the divine right of the king,
the hCI('dit.ltv "h!>u!utt' J..in~ as oppoSt'd to the elected k10g or emperor
so familiar to tht' MJ(ldle A~t·s. The divine right theory lnt'w this
di~tin('(iun and tht'rdule it hased the rights of the king not on the
fIIN.lphyo;i(i\1 prine iple of mon()tht"i~m but on its own interpret.ltion
of supc.'rnatural th('ology and t'spedally on the Old Testament. i.e.•
on the J('wi~h tht'O(fclq of nne God. one people (Ilis chosen people).
Snch Idt"a". 111 truth. lay far aw.lY fhll11 the thought of the Middle Ages
that would say one Gcxl. one Church, one Christianity; but never one
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God. one people. It was left to the neopaganism of Nazi "God·
belie\'~:' to use the slogan. "One ($,". German) God, one Leader.
one People," in a starkly polemic sense against the Christian Church.
which lives above the peoples and races under God ruling the uni·
verse. Thus from a sober and reasonable standpoint monotheism is
indifferent to the various forms. monarchic or democratic. by which
the sovereign authority and the unittJJ ordinis is established in any
state.

IV. DEISM. PANTHEISM. ASD AnIEls,-.

Deism. pantheism. and atheism. the last in the form of militant
positive atheism or ill' the milder form of sleptkal agnosticism or
posith'ist relativism. undeniabl" ha,'e had a rar-rea("hin~ influenc(' on
political theory. It is. of course. not true that politic;l} philosophers
ha\'e always been aware of this influence nor is it true. as the politkal
philosophy of Romanticism and especialJ)' of Donoso Cortes argued.
that their theories of junification of pulili( al institutions. e.~.. of de
mocracy. must lead to the condemnation of stich instltlllions. ~t"ver

theless tbe inftuence of deistic natural thc()l(l~)' upon pohtkal
philosophy is undeniable and has heen shown in cl bitter polemic.'
way by such philosophers of Romanticism as De ~faistre. Adam
Milller. and Donoso Cortes. The lauer. in their polt"l11i( uitidsm.
ha\'e in tum developed "political theolo~" ils the)' tfled to show the
influence of the doctrines of deism and pantheism on political phllos·
ophy. They ascribed to Protestant supernatural th('ul0/O' the TIS(' of
political institutions which thC)' utterly loathed. thus inferTlng that
the political institutions they preferred were owing to Catholic super·
natural theology.

In this discussion one of .the main problems is so,·ercignty as reo
gardJ its origin. its holders (the monarch or the people). iu extt'nt.
Historicallv. fTom the sixteenth century when in the Protestant
countries the absolute king united in his hands political and spiritual
IOv~eignty. the outstanding problem of Protestant political philos.
ophy became the following. Protestantism. i.e., the principle of the
religious sovereignty of the individual conscience. produced. in stark
contradiction to this so\ereigot)'. a new theocratic monarchy with the
prince u chief bishop. It produced the abwlute king of divine riRht
and the JOte Church in which the king was "pope." Consequently in
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Protestant countries we find absolute sovereignty quite untrammeled
by independent ecclesiastical law. by the power of the pope. by the
competency of the bishops of the universal Church. Such a condition
implied the destruction of the medieval restrictions on royal sov
ereiKnty exercised by the Church. Yet the individualistic principle of
the Reformation contradicted utterly such an aU-embracing absolu
tism of the identity of monarchy and national Church, since in its
extreme form this principle had to lead to the dissolution of the
Church as a dh'inely instituted communit)" with her sacramental law.
her hieran"hical order. and her ecclesiastical Kovernment.

Now that the monarchy and the establilihed Church (state Church)
were united in the absolute kinK of dh ine riKht. i.e.• of unrestricted
SO\ ert>i~nty, it walt again from the individualistic principle that the
prohlem of sO\'erelKnty had to he attacked. On the other hand. the
personalism o( the Renaissance with its enthusiasm (or the personal
fref'dom of worldly wi5dom, of an aristocratic republicanism, brought
forth this same prohlem of the orif(in and restrictions of so\·ereignty.
Thus tht' centurics are filled with diKussions ahout dh ine rights. that
is. absolute sO\'('rel~ty of the ling- and (hid bishop versus popular
so\'ereil(nt) and (reedom of reliRion. The qUCltllOn of freedom of the
individual from compulsory memhership in the established Church
arose.

From this oriKinal fret"clom of religion. other (reedoms were later
derh·ed. such as fret"dom of the person. of speech. of association,
lh()u~h these "tivil lihertit>s" do not rest eM lusivCl} on lhis indivi
dualistic wnct"pt o( Irt>edom of reltgion. It was not Man "enus the
State, but the mdl\'idual conscience a~inst the summepiscopus and
ahsolutt' munan h. and t.h il liberties and constitutional rights of
p:trtidpation in sO\'t"riKn le~islation against unrestricted princely
so\'crt"i~nty. To use modt"rn terms. it was chil liberty. representath;e
gt')\'el nmt"llt, anet popular sO\'ereibrtlty versns conformity and subjec
tion in spmtual dnd secular matteTS to an unrestricted monarchic
sovereiKnty whic-h was ultimately justifiable only if divinely insti
tuted. Thus tht" ci\'i1 lib('rties and the democratic institutions in the
eyes of the writers of political Romantic-ism seemed to be founded
upon the Prote!ltant principle of religious individualism. This con
clusion was not co~ent. since these ri~hts and institutions can be con
sidered also from the standpoint of natural law. Yet the romantic
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political philosophy was induced to see in the opposite political in
stitutions (e.g.• in monarchy) a consequence of Catholic theology.
Thus they fought one pretended political theology by constructing
another one just as precarious as the fint.

Once this religious nonconformity. founded on revelation. had
been lCCularized in the natural religion of deism which. aher all. is
little more than secular morality. religious freedom became a civil
liberty. And all the claims for fre«lom in the philosophy of the
Enlightenment rest. of course, upon the idea that man's nature is in·
ttinsically good. that in his aets he is psychologically guided. if en·
lightened. by rational or utilitarian. that is. reasonably calculable,
motives. The necessary consequence is that such a man needs no
IOvereign transcendental rule to direct him. The sovereignty of the
king must be restricted by two de\'ices: First. the gO\'erned must
participate in the use of the sovereignty. i.e., legislation must be made
by the king and representath'es of the citizens; secondly. a bill of
rights (human rights) should fence off a sphere of indi\'idual self·
activity. religious. scientific. moral, economil-. impenetrable to an act
of the sovereign. From this optimistic view of man's reason and will.
of this substitution of natural common rc1i~ion instead of super·
natural religion and organized Churches. there follow5 an inhrrcnt
consequence. This is the idea that in the end the so\'ereiWlty should
rest as an inalienable right in the totalit)· of the citizens as inferred by
R.ousseau in his theory of the general 1\;11. an idea that corresponds in
Datural theology to naturalistic pantheism.

Political theology. developed. e.g.. by Danosa C.ortes.' reJ{3rds as
parallel to the theological and religious decadence. this de\'e1opment
of political government from transcendent royal so\'ereiWlty restricted
by divine and natural law aad by the prttogath'es of the Church and
the papacy to the immanent sove~ignty of the people. But it is as·
aened that the religious decay is what causes the political decay. So
Donoso Cortes infen that to theism in theolo~ corresponds in
politics the full constitutive sovereignty of the king. which is truly
ttaDJCel1dent in relation to the peop,le. i.e., divinely instituted by
providential guidance and restricted only by divine law and by the
Church. In his PYOleslllnt;sm lIS Political Principle. Julius ,«>n Stahl

'If....,........,calluHiciIfraD••lli6n.wmo., .I,ocr./urno (1851). Cennan mnllalton
bf L~ (IUa) WIder the 11&: On 511III1 Golla.
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says that Protestantism is the straight counterpart of the principle of
rationalism and revolutionism. Protestantism. i.e.. justification by
faith alone, as a political principle embraces two grand political con
sequences: the inde-pendent divine right of the princes and the higher
political freedom of the nations: that by "higher political freedom" he
does not mean "representative government. democratic bills of rights,
etc., follows from the outspoken :'anti-revolutionary," i.e., anti-demo
cratic and anti-liberal, tendem.y of the treatise. Furthermore, divine
Providence Kuides the destinies of kings and nations, and God alone
judges the kings and punishes their abuse of soverei~ty.Consequently
there exists a close analogy between the God of theism and the sover
eign monarch. As the theistic God is transcendent to the world, so is
the sovereignty of the king transcendent to the people. The theistic
God by His providence guides the ,econdary caU'ies in the universe,
50 the sovereign monarch guides his subjects. As the theistic God in
tervenes through miracles in the course of the affairs of the world
which run according to the Jaws of the divine Legislator, so the sover
eign monarch can. as the exclush'e source of the laws, repeal them dr
grant t"xceptions.

According to the deistic view of God, He is indeed the creator of the
universe, but He has now left it to the rule of the laws of nature, which
govt"rn the uni\'erse in a mechanistic "'dy. The deist brooks neither
miracles nor a continuously Kuiding divine pro\'idence. The deist
God reigns. but He does not govern. A similar position. Don050
Cortes informs us, is heJd by the king in the constitutional monan.hy.
He is legisJator only. not an absolute sovereign; he cannot work juridi
cal miracles, grant exceptions. or repeal laws; he, too, reigns but he
does not govern. Liberal democrac)', on the basis of a moderate popu
lar sovereignty, is re~arded by the rom3luic politil-al philosophy as
the political analogy to the God of.pantheism. As in p:mthelsm Goel is
immanent in the universe and not transcendent, so in liberal democ
racy sovereignty is immanent in the people. As the law is the will of
the ~ple in liberal demOCTacy, so the laws of the universe are the
will of the God·nature, which in its identification of God and universe
corresponds to the political identification of sovereign and people. of
ruler and ruJed. The political theory of socialism with its radical
popular 5Ove-reignty. its denial of objective truth, its contention that
the sovereign state is only a tool for the oppression of tile proletariat.
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is considered analogous to atheism. Here the sovereign state itself is
denied. The consequence is a political anart"hy that will tum into s0

cial despotism. Donoso Cortes again and again points out this analogy
between the theories of natural theology and those of political phi
losophy. like the other authon of the Era of Romantic Restoration.
he shows that the deistic. pantheistic. and atheistic systems presuppose
man as intrinsically good. controlJed by reason only or at least by cal
culable utilitarian considerations.

If that is true. the existing evils must be caused by bad political in·
stitutions. And so the enemies of sovereignty--so runs this argument
first contend that monarchic sovereignty is bad and can be impro\'ed
by constitutional sovereignty. But this is only an intennediary solution
just as deism is only an intermediary solution in theology. The radical
solution is the sovereignty of the electors. the citizens. or of the mao
jority. But even the political institutions of this sovereignty of the
majority. a majority qualified by sex. race. or property-conditions, is
not flawless from the standpoint of the principle tbat man is Rood. and
sovereignty and authority are bad. Any political fonn is bad. even
those of liberal democracy. because they still presen'C so\·crei~t)· for
social classes and do not effect the full identity of rulers and IlIlrd.
Hence the millenial paradise is reali7~ble only when, with the destruc
tion of so\'ereignty and of the state, a socialist statelcss and classless sa
aety is established which n«marHy is atheistic.

In brief. then. the deistic God is only the le~'itimationof that liber
alist constitutionalism which gives power to the privileged classes of
property and of bou~eois education. The pantheist C;od is the It'giti.
mation of popular so\'ereignty with majoritv rule. which still il not
&eedom full and untrammelcd. Sothing remains. then. but the das-\
Jeusocietywithout politicaJ power·apparatus. without even a remnant
of sovereignty. i.e., anarchism in P'»litks and atheism in religion.

These theories have fee-dved an unexpected hC'lp fTom some mod·
em writen in political philosophy. Anybody who characterile5 let us
say democracy as the political form of philosophical relath'ism or of
religious indifference unwillingly accepts this political theoJo~. So
does one who. denying natural law, turns positivist in law and attrib
uta to the majority in democracy the sovereign power to define what
u just and what it unjust; he transforms the majority decision into
a metaph,.ical an that creates the objective good. thus claiming the
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prerogative of God and making the .tate, through its majority de
cision, God. So does the agnostic optimist who blindly believes that
by social and scientific progress an earthly paradise can be formed
without authority, power, and obedience. For he, too, transfers the
evil from man's nature exclusively into political and social institutions.

V. C..mClSM OF POLmCAL THEOLOGY

Though the criticism of the adherents of political theology is often
illuminating and, like a flash, points out the weakness of their oppo
nents, they themselves are not without blame. First. they try to prove
too mud•. However tempting these analogies seem to be. it is going
too far to make certain political institutions. like monarchy or democ
racy. the necessary conclusions from doctrines of natural theology.
These analOKies. even if they were complete and convincing, do not
issllt' into necessary logical inferences.

Even if historically democracy and its institutions had been pro
duced as is contended, this fact would not prove that democracy and
its institutions can issue only from the causes which the Romantic
writ('rs lOntend hne once in history produced them. By confusing the
polemic th("uries whi( h deistic or pantheistic philosophers used to
justify the destruction o( obsolete (orms of government and the revo
lutionary introduction of demoffatic forms. they forgot that mono
archy, aristocraq-, feudalism, liberal or M>Cial democracy. bills of
ri~hts. popular so\ereignty. and representative government are in
themselvC'S theologically indifferent. They arise in the current of his
lory from various and involved causes, ewnomic and social, philo
sophical and moral. They arise from the weakness of the existing
s)'stems or the sins of the rulers or on acco~ntof the obsolescence and
inade(luacy of political forms in a changing economic world. They arise
from changes in the temperament of brenerations or in the style of liv
ing and thinking. They may arise because of a wrong theology and
philosophy. and they have done so. But with the exception of extreme
forms of dopotic absolutism. of totalitarian dictatorship and Rous
seauist popular IlOvercignty, most of the historical (orms must not be
tC'Sted by the malicious doigns or wrongness of their producers; rather
their test is the concrete Icaliution of the common good, hie et nunc
in the framework of natural and divine law.
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Thus the paralellism or correspondence of theological systelDl and
political systems so emphasized by the adherents of political theology
Olay be interesting for the historian. It may be an appropriate warn
ing against blind acceptance of innovations, and may even be a good
aitical standard against unreserved enthusiasm about modern democ
racy. But the correspondence cannot compel us to object to these new
political forms as such: because objectively the primary question is
the realization of the common good in the framework of natural and
divine law. The political theologians should not forget that their own
beloved political form. monarchy. is perhaps in its historical origin as
much tainted with wrong philosophies or with violations of justice as
are the regimes which they so utterly condemn.

Secondly, many criticisms of the political theologians rest upon
a theologicaUy doubtful basis. 'Vhen they pointed out that their op
ponents were rationalists they were so far right. But they thcmselves
approached the theological erron of traditionalism or even fell into
these CITOn. By rightly castigating the rationalist tendencics of their
opponents, they were too easily prone to disparage the rationality of
man. They depreciated individual reason, e\'en excluded it. and in
stead introduced their idea of orif(inal re\·clation. Their principle of
certitude is not individual cognition. and in their eyes the jud~mentof
the individual conscience is always unreliable. Consequently in reply
to the question. 'Vbat are we certain of? they answer that we are
cenain of whatever is held true by the sensus communis, the human
race in its totalit),. by virtue of the original revelation. embodied in
the language. To the question. \Vhy are we certain of this? they an
l1\'er: Because God has revealed it, They would consider St, Thomas a
rationalist or at least a semi·rationaJist in theology. Thus history. which
their opponents of EnlightODment in their rationalism so much neg
lected. becomes for the political theologians the \'ehicle of revelation.
Time is the prime minister of God. who continuously reveals Himself
in history to faith. and not so much in the universe to human reason
by the 4n41ogia entis. The sphere of human freedom. moral and politi
cal. is thus as much limited as is the sphere of human reason,

'Vhen we ask for the reason of this diffidence in individual reason
and freedom with the corresponding overextension of confidence in
faith and authority. we find an outspoken pessimism regarding human
nature. All these writen. though not so radically as Luther, exaggerate
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the consequences of original sin upon the human intellect and will.
Bernhut points out: "While the Revolution overthrew the altars and
the thrones. traditionalism overthrew man for the sake of the thrones
and allan:' I

They destroyed that carefully established harmonious system of
St. Thomas which gave nature iu place. reason iu certitude, and
will its freedom in socio-political life wiLhout impairing the sphere of
grace, the authority of revelation, and the necessity of redemption. Be
cause they had too ~eat a distrust of natural reason, of the intellect
for cognition, and of the will for the ex«ution of wgnized truth. the
adherents of this political theology had to look for other secure stand
ards for political ethics and prudence. These, they said. were ohviously
given either in the original revelation or in the positive revelation. but
never in that which the Schoolmen call the "natural revelation." No
wonder that the political theolo~ians had little use fur that heclrt of
Catholic political philosophy, natural law. Rejecting this, they missed
also the objective measure for a judKJ1lent of political forms, the lack
of whkh has Jed them to tht'ir regrettahle identifications of Catholi
cism (their idea of senJus communu in the Church) ",ith monarchy, of
democracy with unbelief, and of civillibcny with heresy.

VI. SUPEIl:.lATURAL TUEOLOGY AND POI meAL PHILOSOPHY

We discussed the problem of actual or potential correspondence
of I)'stems of natural theology and systems of political philosophy.
Does such a correspondence exist between the doctrine of super
natural theology, i.e., the theology of positive revelation, and systems
of political philosophy? \Ve have already pointed out bow much in
fluence the theologiral doctrines on origin.al sin have ~xerted in politi
cal philosophy. Whoever adheres 10 the Lutheran doctrine of IIaluTa
deleta cannot, of coune, accept either natural theology or natural
law. Both are then of no avail in political philosophy and ran give no
basi. for political ethics. Thus the foundation of a political "philoso
phy" and a political ethics can be found only in the Scriptures, in the
revealed order of creation as given in the first ankle of the Apostles'
Creed and the Scriptures. Hence in Lutheranism either the state is

• a. Jmeph Bernhart" nay on De Malam', Vom Pal'S'•• translation of the famouI
booIL, Du Pa"., (Munich, .,-,),11, ....
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left alone ill the sphere of the lOll world. and the Christian, Itnowinl
that he Clnnot uChriltianize" this piece of fallen nature, hu a more
puRve attitude toward the state, or the state, basing its activity and
life on the Saipturea, on the order of God, tums to certain theocratic
forms.

This it does the more as the Church of Lutheranism iJ not itself a
corporate visible community distinct from the state. Co~uentJy
Lutheran theology, as long as it is not superxded by liberal "theology,"
which is more a philosophy of religion than true theology, stresses the
origin of SO\'ereign power immediately from God and hence docile
obedience to authority. Political authority, if it is Christian, that iJ,
if it observes the revealed word of God in the Scripturcs, is then re
sponsible only to God. Not only the state in abstracto as now, but
the historical concrete state and its constitution must be (onsidered
as instituted directly by God without the intervention of fr~ human
act based upon natural law. Thus the historical form of RO\ernment,
that is, predominantly monarchy, cannot be considered the rcsult
of mere natural circumstances and free decisions of the citizens. Then,
100, the traditional form of government (Christian monarchy) must
be regarded as directly instituted by God, who re\'eals His will in the
providential guidance of history'. Such is the representative political
theology of Friedrich Julius Stahl in his Protl'sta1ltlSmllJ ais politi,scJaes
Prinzip. There he stresses, as the two great ideas, the independent di
vine right of the princes and the higher political freedom of the people.
The latter he considen rather in the sphere of intemationallife than
in inte,mal constitutional life.

Yet the Scripturcs contain not only the Books of Kings but allO the
Book of Judges. So, e\'en if the doctrine of natur" deltta is preserved,
there exists the possibility 9f a republican theocracy when and where
the abolition of monarchy is map~ necessary by historical circum
ataDCeS, national character, and the fact that a Catholic (i.e.• "hereti
car) king rules. So, too, on the basis or this political theology derived
&om the Scriptures, a republican form of govcmment can find theo
logical legitimation though of a theocratical character, as is found
among 10 many Indcpendist movements. (It was of far.reaching im
ponaoce that after lOme hesitation Anglo-Saxon theocratic republi
canism under the influence of Calvinism and of the common law
iDcorporated into ita doctrine the idea of natural law and thua found
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a non-theological basil for political philosophy and political ethics.)
Luthn surrendered the Church rule and morality to the worldly

government for which he bad little room in his theology, and he taught
non·resistance, humble obedience, and patient submission even under
unjust and despotic government. But Calvin, on the basis of his char
acteristic unification of lex naturae (state) and lex spiritualis (ecclesi
astical community), erected his theocratic republic. He taught active
resistance and the militant religious use of the state as bracchium
st'C'Ular, for the preservation of purity of doctrine from heresy and for
the austerity of civil morality aWlirut sectarian individualistic freedom.
In the beginning the Old Testament as a statute book of divine law
served as the moral code. Later when, through the influence of the
milder personal reli~ion of tolerant revivalism and through humanis
tic Bible (·riticism. Calvinism lost this austerity, the idea of natural
law automaticall)' came into the foreKTound and made possible a p0

litical philosophy and ethics on its basis. On the other hand, when
Lutheran theology lost the biblical basis and became liberal theology.
it offered no basis for natural law and so its political philosophy be
came positivist and relativist.

The question whether this rediscovery of natural law and natural
ethics has ~en bouRht at the high price of the Sf'cularization of re
ligious life. of the substitution of a secular morahty for supernatural
faith, of a sentimental, '·ague religiousness for genuine theology. is
another trying problt"m.

From all this it follows that the Renuine problem of a political the
ol~y concerns, not so much what forms of government the various
political theologies have positively favored, but what forms of govern
ment and what rules of political ethics they have categorically rejected
as opposing their spec ific tJleoJogicaJ doct~ines or their characteristic
theo}ogira} temperament. All theologics adhcring to thc doctrinc of
natura uleta and conscquently rejecting natural theology, natural
ethics, and namrallaw, have a characteristic trait. Thcy have either a
positive political theology of monarchic or republican theocracy or
the passive quietist abandonment of the state, of the power, of the
world, to itself as incapable of being "Christianized," with a retreat
into a penona) individual religion or into a religious group-life sepa
Tated from this "world," forever sUlTcndered to the power of evil.
ThUi this theology of original sin does not acknowledge any autonomy
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of poUticallife. any natural political ethics. but either utheologizetll
the historically given political institution or lurrenden it to an ab
solute autonomy never to be restricted by theological doctrines.

An interesting example of political theology is offered by Tapa
relli d'Azeglio in his refutation ofgeneral suffrage.' According to Tapa
relli its genealogy is as follows: The French Republic of 1848, intro
ducing general suffrage, is born of the revolutionary Convention of
J789; the latter is bom of Rousseau from Mirabeau; Rousseau is born
of Calvin, and Calvin of Luther. Once the Lutheran principle of free
and private interpretation is admitted, then any state must become a
republic, and any prince an elective magistrate.1o Any impartial Itu
dent of histol1'. however, will point out that such a genealogy is not
cogent, Actually the Lutheran states remained aloof longest from gen
eralsuffra~e, e,g., Prussia and other states of the German .'ederation.

Taparelli fou~ht against the ideologies of the promoters of general
suffrage such as Mauini, And it was they who based their demands on
an exaggerated individualism and on the optimistic view preached by
Enlightenment. But from this it does not logically follow that general
suffragc as a political institution is wrong or that it rests by philo
sophical necessity on that gencalOlO' prcviously gi\'cn. For it is one of
thc man}' historical forms, intrinsically indifferent in ethiu, by which a
working gO\'emment may be formed. General suffrage is far more the
result of economic and nationalist urnds than of reJi~ious individual
ism. howe\'er much in historical caus.uion the laner may have ICrved
as an ideological factor among many others, And e\'en if Taparelli's
geneal~'were historically true, that is, if really general suffrage had
been produced causally by the alleged "heresies." this would not prove
that general suffrage- can philosophically be derh'ed only from these
heresies. \Ve would have here a confusion of historical causation and
logical inference. Affolinst this we Deed merdy to point out that phil
osophically general suffrage may be derived, and with more jll'tice.
from the idea of personality, from a Christian humanism, and from
the idea of natural rightsquile familiar by inference to the philosophi"
pnennis. Thus a reference to theology is not necessary.

Another theologiC'a1 doctrine which resulted in political theology
is the doctrine of prrdrstination. If this doctrine is applied to whole

In. l'rm,i_ elu 1Jorn'Oiri traDlbled from die 'aallaa (Paril, 11g6).
11'''''.. P M.
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group of pt'edestined Christians organized into a corporate body, it
may easily lead to the scriptural idea or the chosen people in its numer
ous historical manifestations. The Calvinist idea of God was that of
the Omnipotent Will and Absolute Freedom choosing and rejecting
.inful man according to His free election and not according to any
acceptance by man of the grace offered. Such a dominantly Old Testa
ment idea of God results in that tremendous mystery of predestination.
Christ sacrificed Himself only for the pred("stined. They are already
now visibly marked. They are the holy people of Christ the Lord.

The elect are equal to one another. Popery and episcopal hierarchy,
then. are destined to appear in their eyes as vic'ious dia bolical machina·
tions. In the people of God ecclesia~tical synodalism and Presb)·ter·
ianism prevail. Conse<luendy, instead of the hierarchical principle,
representation and majority decision are introduced as institutes by
which the religious community go~erns ltSel£. So a new spirit of the
historic vocation of the holy people IS posslhle. If an identification of
this idea with a concrete nation is made, then the political struggles
of such a chosen nation l)C('ome crusades. religious wars. Power politics
of a mere secular character are then considered detestable. In Crom·
well, this crusader idea and the idea of the (hosen people are most
powttful. More often than we eXpt'ct, either such specific theological
doctrines of a di\'ine \'ocation of the nation or their secularized fonn
detemline the political actions of political leaders and nations. or at
least the moral justih(,3tions of such actions. A comparison, sa)' of Bis
marck and Woodrow Wilson, would vcr)' likely lead to different theo
logical doctrines, however rationalized. and secularized, as determinant
factors for the policy of both men. It would perhaps show that Bis
marck would reproach Wilson for "cant," and Wilson would reproach
Bismarck for non-moral power politics,. though considerations of
power politics quite naturally are nQl absent in Wilson's foreign policy,
Dar arc moral considerations absent in Bismarck's.

VII. NF.GATIVE ATTITUDE OF CATIIOI.lC PmLOSOPHY

From the standpoint of Catholic theolOJIT a specific political theol
ogy cannot be held. St. Thomas bases polilkal philosophy on natural
reason and natural law, not on re"elation and supernatural theology.
Natural theology in the (orm o( theism is indeed involved, but theism
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is based on natural reason and not on a traditionalist original revela
tion nor on a subjective spiritual revelation. Thus it remains that
the rights and duties of the citizen are not changed in substance
through supernatural theology or through baptism; they are perfected
and exalted. The natural motives are strength~ned through super
natural motives. but they are not supeneded by the laller. The divine
law that issues from grace does not abolish human law that issues from
natural reason.II

In its field the stale and the citizen have therefore a genuine though
not absolute autonomy. Theology has no direct and immediate in
fluence on political philosophy and politiC'al ethics. In the theory of
the forms of go\'emment there exists no theologically founded pre
dilection or preference. Political institutions are not to be judged by
the theological errors which ideologically called them into existence.
but by their conformity to natural law. ~ long as they so conform.
they belong in the sphere of free human decisions. This explains the
fact that St. Thomas in the quaesllones dealing with political philoso
phy and ethics more often quotes Aristotle and Cicero than the Scrip
lures, whereas Luther and Calvin must always quote the Scriptures.
(Calvin. rejecting natural law not to the degree that Luther does,
chooses to quote the Decalogue as the substance of natural law rather
than any of the andent or Stoic philosophers. a fact that must be ex
plained by the Occamist concept of natural law in Calvin's thought).

"Politica)" theolog}·. with theology understood as supernatural
theology. is a product of die antirevolutionary romantic movement. It
Uideological in this sense, that it turned against the newly rising demo
cratic institutions of reprcsentati\'c go\crnmcnt and tried to point
out. not their political weaknesses, their practical shortcomings, their
pouibly dangerous conseqvences (Le.• all the perfectly legitimate task
of the conservative mind in politics). but the-ir alleged C'Ontradiction
of theological doctrines. It succeeded only in showing that many
of the ideologies which helped as hi5torical mid",h'es to produrc these
democratic institutions, were contradictory to theological doctrines
and were influenced either by wrong theological doctrines or by ra·
tionalist philosophies decidedly in contradiction to theology. By this
excesUvely hasty identification of abstractly indifferent political in·

n I ...... 'Mol.. II. 11K. q••I, a.1 Co a. Pe&cr TIIch1edcr'. mcJnOlIraph: U"",...., un41T,,,., """"',nHl,. cec. (lgaS). pp. 57 I.
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sthutions with their generating ideologies, the political theologians,
however, could not avoid making their own political theology and
ideology one of "reaction" rather than of conservatism. They mi..
u~ their theology for the defense of legitimist monarchism, for the
defense of the medieval feudal patrimonial state as the God-made state,
for the continuation of feudalist agriculture as a "Christian" institu
tion, etc.11 The attempts to exalt one form of government over an
other, e.g.• monarchy over democracy, by an appeal to ecclesiastical
and theological doctrine were blamed by Leo XIII as inadmissihle.
and he called it an abuse of religion to draw the Church and her doc
trine into the party struggles about forms of government.u

Most adherents of "political theology" underestimate human rea
son and nature. They consider the Thomistic system as semirationalist.
They suppose an original revelation in their traditionalism and so
('orne to a dh'inization of history. Furthermore, they are inclined to
sec in the medieval Christian feudal monalchv, alleRedly formed after
the example of the papal monarchy. the net ellsary consequence of
Catholic doctrine and theology. They come thus to this dangerous
view: The Catholic syslem is. according to the unsils commllniJ. the
best. the exemplary. sodo-political system; the monarchical constitu
tion of the Church ought to be the model for political constitutions.
They forgot that history contains two elements. a perennial and a
transitory, the latter tending to become obsolete. Because of their
distrust of human reason and of natural law. they negleued the peren
nial being. coordinated to human nature and to human reason, i.e..
"natural reason and natural law," in favor of supernatural re\'e1ation.
The transitory and obsolete was all 100 easily exalted and considered
pc1'enniaJ. Hence thrir attempts to sah'age traditional values often
degenerated into saha~ing the obsolete. Tlte ultimate form of such a
political thrology may well hr that sf Charle'l Maurras and the ..... ction
FrtUlftJise, in which thcolo~y is replaced by positivism, and Catholi
cism i. debased to a mere instrument or a rather agnostic political phi
losophy of monarchism and nationalism.

That political theolog~' which grows from certain theoloRical doc
trines peculiar to the individualism and enthmiastic subjectivism of

&1 a. Adam MUllrr. I'Oft d" No'u.t'fldigltfld t'tfl" IIIf1ol"gutht'fI Crufldl.gll tin
,.,....'11. Sl4UJtsIllUuJUd,4" (uipug. 1819). ptwi ; A. \on ",dler. Rul4urll.l;an tln
!'4lIInUwtnsehll.,tefi (\Vlnlherlhur. 1810-15). ","si ; l>e Maline. al'. ci,., IHWtm.

&I a. P. Tllc:hleder. S,.."Iel,rll Lllo XIII, pp.•4.11.
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the Protestant sects falls into similar pitfalls. From its theological prin
cipIa of individual examination and interpretation of the Saiptures.
of private revelation and subjective spiritual enthusiasm. it derives
the denial of the visible Church authority divinely instituted. So it
extols the elective and representative forms in ecclesiastical life as
the necessary consequence of that subjective spiritual individualism.
Transferred to the political stage. this theology leads to the theory
that only democratic and representative forms of government and an
exaggerated individual freedom embodied in an expanded biJI of
rights are the exclwively legitimate and tlle absolutely exemplary
forms of governmenL AU too quickly the historical. and to lOme de
gree transitory. forms of democracy. typical of the rugged individual
ism of the nineteenth century, are made absolute. The result is that the
label of "Fascism" or "authoritarianism" is quickly laid on any conser
vative criticism of the lack of consciousness of social dutit"S. and the
unaitical faith in the competitive automatism of its egalitarian lOCial
philosophy.

Hence the conclusion that "political tllcology" is subject matter
for the student of political history and the critic of ideologies; but
that. as a systematic and scientific aid to the development of political
philosophy and ethics. political theology (in the sense of supernatural
theoiORY) seems to be a futile efton and. as Erik Petenon says. a "theo
logical impossibility:' It

This repudiation of political theology follows the traditional
Thomistic doctrine of the distinction between nature and grace. be
tween philosophy and tht"Ology, and between nalural reason and reve
lation. This distinction docs not mean "separation" as if "theology:'
th~ re\uled word of God, and the positive dh·ine law as distinRUished
from natural law. ,,·er~ uRder no circumstances of any inOuence on
political philosophy and political oethia and on political institution•.
Nor does this dutinction m~an that the various theori~s of natural
theology must be devoid of any inf1uenc~. For ~xampl~. the righu and

16 0". cit.• p. 158. It daerva mention that, In theft disappointment about the I'e'It'T\'e

of euJcsialliail .-JJoril,• .:>me adherents of a poIftlcal theolOS' prder their theoria In
lhc cue 0( Il CIIliIlIIIkt of their politiCO-lheoJosical lheoria with Catholic doctrine. Olhen
did not. ... that neuaary aitical altitude toward political n10wmrnts which. in their
-cuo__lve ChriRlall" propaganda. dlspised their leCfel non·Chrlllian ,.·acut) If not
~ian (!Illazlst) bull. Thole who deny polaucal theolosY have usually shown more=-.-me coward IUCb IIIOft8ICDII OD the buU of thelr definite phlbophy of

law.
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duties of the citizen and of those in authority do not in their substance
change but are exalted and sanctified by acceptance of the Christian
faith; yet it is obvious that the doctrine of the Church as a divinely in
stituted and hierarchically organized body narrows down, so to speak,
the potentially broad, autonomous sphere of political authority. The
positive divine law demands from the state that it respect the liberty
of the Church. that it do not interfere with the administration of the
divine task. of the Church, that it recognize the marriage of Christians
as a sacrament. and that it recognize the sphere of religious life which
by positive divine law is a prerogative of the Church, as will be dis
cwsed extensively in the chapter "Church and State," But here again
historical mearch speaks against "political theology." One cannot be
sure whether the political theologians and their disciples of the roman
tic period, with their identification or Catholicism and monarchy or
at least of antiliberalism and antidemocratism, tried only to serve
Catholi<.ism impartially and devotedly or saw in the theological doc
trines suitable instrumfOnts for the refutation of their political adver
saries and the promotion of their own political ideals, accidental
though these were.

Nevertheless one should not assert that adherents of "political the
ology" have no merits at all. However much their antagonism to
modem liberalism and egalitarian democratism was abused to extol
their own political ideals as true Christian and Catholic political
ideals, that antagonism preserves the student from an uncritical ac
ceptance of and a blind devotion to modern democracy and its institu
tions.ln tbe books of De Maistre, of Donoso Cortes, of De Bonald, of
A. Muller, and even of Charles Maurras and Carl Schmitt (though
the latter are rather the literary and intellectual successors of the fint
mentionecl), the student will find many soqnd criticisms of the conse
quences of a secularized liberalism and or a relativist democratism, of
the misinterpretation of the democratic institutions by agnostic posi
tivism and anticlerical laicism. The merit of "political theology" lies,
then, in certain aspects of its criticism and not in its positive system.
which is inadmissible.

Such a repudiation of "political theology" must not be interpreted
as if supernatural theology had no influence whateVer in mattas of
political life. Theology will always be of help and assistance to politi
cal philosophy. But that does not exclude the fact that the latter',
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principle of knowledge and iu statting point of speculation is reason
and experience. that it is natural revelation and natural law. not pri.
marily and essentially theology and faith. Thi. repudiation doe. not
deny that positive theology or supernatural revelation is a most ef·
ficient help. practically a necessity for propagating among men with
their nGlUTG vul"eTtJ/G the cognition of those verities which belong to
the natural order of knowledge. to reason. Now that we have received
the truth of revelation we arc. so to speak. in possession of the truth
indepc'ndent of speculation. of the discursive processes of reasoning.
Thus a repudiation of political theology does not mean that theologi
cal .upernatural truth is of no corrective and directive influence in
political philosophy or that «clesiastical authority has no right to
teach in this field. It means only that reason and experience are the
principles of knowledge sufficient for iuspecutation. For the believer.
obedience to political authority is based first on natural law and in ad
dition on Goe!"s rc\'ealed word. whether in the Scriptures or in the
authoritative teaching of the Church. This does not imply that the be
liev~ is consequently more docile and more subservient to political
authority. On the contrary. he has now a second critic-al norm for
judging about the obligation of orders of political authority. That we
must obey God rather than man. was a re\'olutionary criticism of wor·
ship of the state. It was. therefore. a salutary step forward to human
freedom when St. Thomas and the doctors of Late Scbolasticism based
their political philosophy upon reason and natural law. took away
from the state its saCTed. theological majesty. its divinity. with which
paganism had consecrated it.

VIII. IIIOFLUENCE OF NATV1lAL THEOLOGY

ON POLmCAL PHILOSOPHY

Far different. however, is the case for the inOuence of natural theol
ogy on political philosophy. It is obviously of the most profound im
ponance in political philosophy if the student of the latter is a theist,
a pantheist or an atJ~ist. Most anarchists. i.e., men who deny the state
as a necessary form of human social existence, arc atheists." That ap-

un.ae haft nbted and there may Ifill nl" rdictous IMI which In poUtkl hold
..~ anarchilt "Jews. Bat theJ do 10 1DOIl1, on account of Manlch.... cIoarlnn. Ac·
cordill. to the lalla the redeemed clJtdpln of Or'" or the penonaUy Inspired fallblul do

, ".1tftd the 'tarr _ a aeccsary form of human nflteftU. BecaUK rcdempnoa or llllpira.
, ..
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plies to Karl Marx, to Proudbon, to Bakunine. to Lenin. This fact is
not strange because the openly admitted or silent premise of aU these
men is t~ deification of the individual or of (communist) society. The
consequence of this atheism is that, in the interest of the divinized in
dividual in abstracto. the individuals in concreto must be 5ubjectt"d to

an utterly tyrannical rule. The denial of true authority derived from
a transcendent God who is perfect reason amI supreme Goodness, de
generates to the despotism of oligarchies and their changing and ar
bitrary opinions. dreams. and plans.

This militant atheism is to be distinguish~from the more pacifist
skeptical agnosticism of the modern intelJigentsia. This agnosticism,
steeped in humanitarian sentimentality, is not fined Wilh that militant
7eal of the atheists. It smiles condescendingly lIpon the superstition of
the masst's concerning the (ounding of human authority upon divine
authority. It substitute'S for God the belief in infinite progress, the
blind biological urges of nature, or the impersonal powers of historic
de,elopment. of the "ATowth" of civilization, without ever giving an
obj~tivemeasure or critical standard. So this agnosticism itself falls
easily to materialistic standards and is able to e~tablish the ROllsseauist
tyranny of compelling people to be fft"e, Le.• lht" despotism of infinite
progress. In hoth cases that specific diSPlity of man, namely, that he
transcends history, bioJOR'ical urgt"s. and material progress by his im
mortal soul and by his destiny of union with God. is sacrificed for the
absolute subjection of man to somt" concededly relativist standards of
progress or growth. Here. too, is found that inevitable divinization of
man, or of progrt"15 or growth. Man, havinK lost God. invents his own
deities. Feuerbach's thesis that the gods of men are created by their
wishful dreams would rightly apply (or the agnostics.

One of the wont consequences of agnosti&ism for political philoso-

tlon hu 10 f'Xalted human nature, the fallhful. Wholly immt:ned in the religfoUi Idf·
.ulidau CIDllUDunlty. ha"e no longer any need of the .lare. A. a maHer of fact. in .uch
cuet the rell~oUl community Irldf ••ume. all the functions and characterislia of a bod,.
pobtlc. Such mmmunitieltum into a form of theocrary. as rhelr splrJrlJallenets and IbeU
reliRioUi CUiloma Lake On the functions of a political conarnution and or legal DOnu
rullnlthe life of community, family. and penon. Thil theocralic Idenllly of religion and
aodo'polltlcal exillence often lads to disilhilion of lhe Initial religious enthUllum that
for a abort time could do without the lIate, Then IUch communities dillolve or lbelr
meDlbcn. u Ilmple mcmbera of a polhically indifferent denomination, are reintqrated
Inro the exildal body poUtic from which they orlainally emlpted. becaule U redeemed
or laapJrcd faithful tbcJ tbolll'u Ie wboUylUperflUOUIe
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phy, besides its inability to give authority an ethical basis, is its degra
dation of democracy.

Kelsen himself has pointed out that to the wane of theism, the idea
of a transcendental God above the univttSe, corresponds the wane of
the metaphysical foundation of the Slate; and that to agnosticism in
natural theology coJTesponds positivism and relativism in moral, legal.
and political philosophy. The state loses all ethical objective value;
and democracy becomes the political expression of positivist relati
vism in philosophy and ethics. Democracy is formali7ed. becoming an
indifterent receptacle for anything. Thus it loses its dignity and be·
comes a mere slogan abused by politicians apd miSC'onceived by p0

litically superstitious if not l'et disillusioned "asses. It must strike the
impanial observer that the powerful attackJ of Pius IX on a demo
cratism of that kind thus finds a late justification.

Pantheism in its various forms, if it accepts the state at all and if. in
a sentimental naturalism it does not hope for a withering away of the
state as a product of degrading ch'ilization in favor of a return to
peaceful nature. cannot avoid extremes in political philosophy. Let
us suppose the principle of pantheism-the theological identity of
God and the universe. the absolute immanence of God in nature-to
be applied in political philosophy. Then authority, objective and
morally dependent ultimately on the objective end of the state and
not wholly derived from changing majorities or the whims of absolute
monarchs, must be whoUy immanent in the body politic and identical
with it. TIle result is the contention that rulers and ruled are identical,
a view ""'hieb Rousseau, the strongest propagator of this total identity
and immanence, brought forward with aU the sophism he was capable
of. Or pantheism leads to the following se<luence of conclusions from
the principle that God allf,i the universe are identical. Then the uni
Vent' is the self-expreaion of reason: reality then becomes actual rea·
son, and in history reason expresses itself in an forms, of which the
idea of the state is the highest fonn and thus becomes the representa
tion of Reason. i.e., of God. In both instanus some vital problems be
come insoluble. especially those of the ultimate origin of the state,
of the autonomy of the religious aphere, (the sphere of the transcen
dental ptw excellence). of personal and communal righu. Again. the
God immanent in the general will expreued by majority dedaion or
_hut the "Fe/Wiisentn Gott" there are no righe. or limitacioru.
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There are other doctrines of theology which. implicity at least. exert
an influence on political philosophy. One of the moat important i. the
doctrine of individual life after death (personal immortality). of God
as the supreme judge in the Last Judgment, and of eternal reward or
punishment for each soul according to its personal responsibility for
its acts and omissions. There is little doubt that the intensity of a con
viction of th~se truths exert a profound influence on problems of pe>
litical philosophy. If th~ governing powers are convinced of these
truths. they cannot act in the same way as they would if they were not
convinced. Sovereign authority held by a person who believes in these
truths is nec~rily limited by the demands of natural and divine law.
and nobody can become intoxicated with power so long as he takes
such truths seriously. Reverence before the dignity of the individual
pC't'son and its self.responsibility in moral freedom will be the greater
the more these truths are acknowledged. On the other hand. history
and ('xperience prove that the great unbelie\'ers in this eschatology
have often little reverence before the individual. For their worldly
eschatology of an ~arthly paradise or of a secular progress to a deifica
tion of man, the individual is only a means for their grand political
iUwion•. Surely the dictators of our time. with their secular eschatol
ogies of an eternal Reich or of a socialist paradise of a classless society.
ha"~sacrifired the happiness and the lives of individuals more eagerly
than any ruler believing in the other-worldly eschatology ever did.

Furthermore, hefore such an eschatolog)' what can become of poli
tics and reputation and states and kingdoms and warlike glory. more
than a relative value, something that is less important than the four
last things? And is not that strangt' craving for power o\'~r men for its
own sake only a form of escape from the inexorable semi-conscioua
ness that ev('ry one, even kings and tyrants.must die. and th~n Tender
an account to an incorruptible Judge? How unimportant becomes the
l'0lis on this earth and how enormous becomes the responsibility of
the rulen of that 1'0lis, if they believe they must stand before the
divine Judge belore they can enter the hea\'enly 1'0lis'

It is a remarkable fact that the question of death as a philosophical
problem arose only in recmt years. Deoath as a new problem was due
as soon as the Christian idea of death, being only the entrance to life
everlasting. was given up and the idea of personal immortality disap
peared under the impact of a materialist philosophy or when death
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was embellished by the pantheist idea of an inlpersonal immortality.
This notion was in the foml that the individual through death
was immersed in the nirvana. the formless life of the pantheistic
worldground. It is likewise a remarkable fact that of the foremost Ger
man philosophers only Martin Heidegger. the philosopher of death.
found an easy way to Nazism. with its romanticizing of death for the
thousand-year realm. its macabre intoxication for death as the restful
immersion into the collecth,.e. impersonal "soul" of Germany. its glori
fication of death on the battlefield as the meaning of human life.
Heidegger is the philosopher of death. because according to him hu
man existence is existence to death. because man is thrown out of
nothingness and rushes to nothingness (ex.sisttms ~x niJrilo in nihil).
Human existence is. then. senseless because the eternal question.
What after death? is simply declared superfluous; after death is the
nihil. This astounding coincidence points out that there exist open
or hidden interrelations between the philosophy of death, humor
tality. and the theological doctrine of eschatology on the one hand.
and problems of political philosophv on the other hand. This may be
concluded from the ideas of another philosopher. from Thomas
Hobbes. In spite of the Christian disguise. Hobbes became a materi
list. But matmalism implies denial of immortality and Christian
eschatology. His stressing the fear of (violent) death may well have
led to his demand for political security and unconditional obedience
to absolute sovereignty as the only means of order and se<..urity.

There are other obst'f\'ations. Behind the optimistic belief in in
finite progrns and behind the outspoken restless activity of secularist
social reformers for unceasing reforms in the hope of this-worldly
perfection, the secret power may be actually the persistent problem
of death, which by this imr;nenion in social reform activism should be
shoured down.'· The modem escapism from death. the conventional
hiding of death and what it means. or its paRan embellishment as an
unconscioUl yet beautiful dream, and the concomitant secularism. is
often the reallOuJU of the ever busy reformers' "activities" which are
10 different from the calmneu with which the Christian accepts the
imperfectioDJ of this life. On the other hand. in some eras and places.
for _ranee in Onhodox Ruuia, we often find a social Quiewm. or

..~ de Vnamuno. tn hfll TM Trap Snts, of Ufr (London. I~I). p. 96. elabonl•
...... •1aM wllhaul failb tD lalllClflaUIY aU our .ai.... fa OII1y cmpty buaibocUnea.
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Jess radical, a certain indifference to human diltreu, poverty, and IOCial
injustices. These conditions are often caused or at least gravely condi
tioned by the: vividness with which death' and the last things and
eternal happiness in personal immortality are grasped. The Christian
perspective of eschatoloR)', in which some problems of reform are con
sidered. is different from the perspective of a modern secularist who
argues away death and the last things or romanticizes immortality in
a pantheistic immersion in the nature god.

It is tTlle that the Christian esrhato}ogy. the faith in a future Jife
of happiness for the good. of eternal punishment for the wicked, is
never an excuse for puttin~ off those who suffer from social injustices
and politic-al oppression with the doctrine of the future life. Yet the
Christian attitude to sorial e"ils and polltic-al impeTfeetions will be
different from that of the merdy serularist humanitarian. The latter
("asily condf'mns the demands of Chri'5tian ethiu in such problems as
dimrce. birth control. war. and a ("ertain reluctance to cure injustices
by viol(,,1ll r("vnJutions. The !lcoruJarist humanitarian condemns because
he implicitly denies God the Judge. personal immortality. and indi
\'idual mor'lllC.·sponsibilit~ in fa\ or of a sodal or historic determinism.
And so it ("omes that he is readily t('mpted to the worship of the state,
to un( ritical belief in the rf'formin~power of thf' state. The secularist
IiIJt'ral of the e,lt Iy ninelt'enth (entur}. with a strong bias against the
state. may easily hecome th(' promoter of an intolerable growth of
go\'t'rnment interference in the sphere of personal and communal
liberty at le"st a~ long as dem()( ratic formalities ar(" obsern'd. The ex
pe(Ullfe of vila ve"tur; sauut" once tor all. makes impossible the
clivini14uinn of the st,Ue or of the c",~less sodet)' as the ultimate
meaninj:t ot history. It mak('s impos'5ihle the destruction of individual
liherty and Ill()lal rt·sponsibility. those ne~ssary suppositions to put
the state into its right pla( e in the universal order of values.

There is no Wolf out. The state as a moral contity. political authority
without rt'g,ml to iu hislOrkal form equipped with the indubitable
ri~ht to demand moral obtdiem'e and not simply shrewd external
conformity. the rights of Illan. all tht'se prohlems of political philoso
phy can find a \3tislactory solution only from the standpoint of theism.
If the rights of man and the duties of authority. and the duties of man
and the riKhts of authority. do not ultimately originate in a trans
cendent God who is perfect Intellect. infinite Goodness, omnipotent
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Will. gracious and just Providence. then there is no escape from an
archyor from tyranny. So invincible is this argument that from time
immemorial philosophers have deduced a proof of the existence of
God from the nature of man as a political and legal being. from the
existence of the state and of the law.1I

ar a. P.l.leln. Dn ;u",IiKlae Go"eI6ew~;, (1917).



CHAPTER IV

The Organic Yiew of the State

I. THE BASIC AsPECTS OF CoMMUNITY IN

SOCIAL PHIl,OSOPHY

EVER since man has endeavored to grasp the essence and the being of
the enduring forms of social life. npeeially of the highnt and most
comprehensive one. the state, there have been two fundamental way.
of pen·eiving. of understanding. and of comprehending these social
forms, One is the mechanistic. individualist; the other. the organic.
solidarist. These terms thenueJves are modem; the ways of compre
hension which they designate are as old as brooding speculation on
the essence and nature of human social fonns.

For a distinct grasp of these two fundamental views. we need only
to let pass before ollr e)'n the colorful succession of systems of politi
cal philosophy. s)'stems of social philosophy. and systems of natural
law that are in themselves s),stems of social philosophy. For they arc
general \'iews not only of forms of social existence but of life and of
living being itself.

It c.1n be shown that an organic view of the state is the consequence
of an organic. telcolo~ical metaphysics. as a mechanistic view is the
n)Ose(l"ence of either a mec"hanistic metaphysics or of the denial of
all metaphysics. So far as we may call th& metaph}'sics of the philo
sO/Jhia peremlis, an organic teleological one, to that extent the con
ception of the state by this political philosophy is likewise organic.
teleological.

II. TilE MECtlANIST·INDIVIDUALIST VIEW

Whenever the contemplative mind approached the problem of
man's community fonns. especially the so<alled natural ones, such u
the family and the state (the functional social group for continuous

I·S
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community), it had two points to start from: the individual and the
group. In stamng from the individual it may begin with the idea of
the individual as a fully self-sufficient, perfect being. autonomous in
itself, a being for which sociality is only accidental, an external rela
bon, useful, but not essential for iu internal perfection and a higher
form of good life. If that is the staning point. there is no specific cate
gory of "social being." "social being" is only a sign or a symbol. with
out anything real behind it. and it is futile to s~ak of the reality
of the state. of the common good. as something qualitatively different
from tbe quantitative sum of the particular goods of the individuals
forming the body politic. Then the state has no objecth'e end. Then.
too. all these words do not mean something real. but are only s\'lnbols
used economically. signifying simply the individuals as a sum. as a
quantitative agp;rqp.tion. Then all so-called "5OCial bein~" (t'ns so
cialf') has no value as such. but is a simplifif'd expression for the ma
terial utility which the individuals derive from the social form. And
10 all these social forms and institutions are produ<.ed by the arbitrary
will of the indh-iduaJs without an" intc-rn31 necessity.

These forms. tben. in their being and content. are absolutely at the
mercy of these individuals whom no objective teleol(~ controls.
What unites the indh'iduals is not an ohjective end. but the utility
of the form as a mere sum of the (rac·tional ad\'antage. quantitath'ely
equal for each of them. The individuals. of course. cooperate'. But
the moth'e is exclusively their self-interest. their profiu. Each seeks
fint himself and his own advantage; the othels become a mere means
for that self-centered purpose. The individual does not devote himself
to the community interest. the common ~; his personality plays
no pan in his relation to the community. He' "invests" in soriely only
IUs carefully calculated "yueresu" and presen'es for himself. so to
spnk. the right to rescind what he regards as alw3)'s purely contractual
relations controlled by self-interest. The rationality of calculable
legal fonns. the rationally expected beha\'ior of lhe other individuals
as agreed upon by contracu. constitute the typical eleme-nt. The un
selfish social virtues aiming at the common good as a hiKher form of
life and love. as an ennobling unselfish aearch (or higher objective
values. are aU foreign to this attitude.

The pawn of love, of devotion. and of altruinic sacrifice for the
COIDDIOD good become IeI1timental unrealities. Consequently the diJ.
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cussion within such a pattern swings about the "rights" of the indi
vidual because these rights grant the free functioning of self-interest.
Duties to the community, the social balance of rights, are less per
ceived, and when perceived are again subordinated to self·interest as
a fair price for rights. From this point of "iew, the idea of objective
duties indf'pendent of any paying return to the person, that i~, as a
categorical imperative, is inconceivable. There exists only one duty,
to observe the freely enacted contracts. Other duties are not consid
ered necessary because the rights of the one contracting party are bal
anced by the equal rights of the other. The self·interest of the one is
controlled by the right of the other to effect his self-interest.

Of course the philosophers of this indh'idualism teach that, in spite
of Ihe fa('t Ihat self-interest and profit arc the motives of social rela
tions, a peaceful pattern of social liff' can still be reached. Because of
the pre.stabilized pattern of the laws of nature, social harmony auto
matically arises out of the pursuit of self-interest by each, checked only
bv the ri~ht of others to pursUf' their self-interellt. As previously noted,
the IX)int from which all this individualistic thinkin~ starts is the in
trinsic-ally sdf·suffKient. perfect. aulonomous individuals who. con·
trolled only by their self·interests. freely (orm a network of relations
rc.-prt"sentC'd hy revocable contractual forms. This they do so only for
their own ;1(h'anta~e and at their own risk, sociological monads that
they arc. It is si~l1ificant that this philosophy draws its figures of ex
emplification from the world of mt'chanics and that its appropriate
natural theolOJ:.n' is deism. This takes a mechanical view of the uni
verse as a watt.h, and the Creator as a rather disinterested watchmaker.

III. MECIiANIST-INDIVIDUALIST VIF.W ApPLIED TO TIlE STATE
•

If these concepts are applif'd to the body politic it follows that the
Sl.lte originates not in the social nature of man. not in the will for a
fuller and more ~rfect realization of man's nature. but in a free con
tract of autonomous, self·sufhcient individuals with the sole motive
of a more sucn~ssful pursuit of self·interest. The end of the state is this
self·interest and nothing else: it is not objective and transcendent to
the individuals. The state is not intrinsically a higher form of human
life. It is only the protector of the ('oDlractual relations of the indi
viduals. If the expression "common good" is still tlsed, it is used only
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u a conventional symbol: it is a concept that has no basis in reaUty.
but is a purely nominalist /latw vocis. The compulsory POWe1" of p0
litical authority. authority in the strictest sense, demanding obedience.
is explained exclusively as the sum of transfers and concessions of
righu by the individuals and revocable by them at any time and at
their.subjective pleasure. Authority, therefore, has no proper objec
tive power arising out of the objective end of the body politic, which
itself issues from man's lOCial nature. Consequently the relations be
tween subject and authority are ruled by commutative justice. As in
private law, the contract form is the basis or these relations; hence the
fundamental principle of the legal bond between individual and state
authority is that of equality 1 and private utility.

Likewise the general tendency, as it has developed in marriaJte and
family law. is to subject the relations between indi\'iduals and the
ltate to the typical forms of the private law and of commutative justice
of aD indi\idualist socict~·; that is, to a strongly conlfanual subjective
interpretation of law without much understanding of the objective
It&tus. A consideration of marriage law will throw light on this ten
dency. Matrimony is undoubtedly initiated by a contract. But the
performance of this contract results in the fact that the partners enter
intoa new objective status wherein not the subjective will, agreements,
and interpretations of the partnen prevail, but the end of man in his
social nature, and the interest of society and the children, or at least
these should prC\'ail. It is modem individualistic thinking and sub
jectivism that, by forgetting the status character of matrimony. has
overstressed the subjective interests of the contracting parmen and
facilitated dh'orce as if matrimony were in its whole cORlent abso
lutely at the mercy of the contracting partners. No wond('r that mar·
riage and the family are considered not as an ohj(l(otive form of man',
social life euentialJy independent of the chanJting subjt'Ctivt" plC'asures
and whims of the membns, but as an easily soluble contractual rela-

III IhouId w remarked thai there lift. 01 ClOUt•• lueb relatiON between Individual
... lUte auaboril,: the bin 01 rfahlS II Intriolica.lly lubje« to the rules of commutat've
jUlIa. Th.. iD lbe IIlOdcm lUte 1M dtben can sue the pwrnmmt in the courtl, and
&be Dle appnn • if il were an equal. But the prauppClllition ill lUeb lUllS II alwaY'
dule tile IUIe does IIOl appear here u &be protector of tbe common pod but. a pIInM'l'
... prince CXlDtne1; the lUte hu Ilcpped down InlO the aphere 01 the prlnte law and
... dDt cIcpe IUbjea 10 the or_ 01 ehe prmle "w.
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don serving exclusively the subjective interests and caprices of tM
partnen. therefore to be dissolved U lOOn u sacrifices are demanded
in the interest of aomething greater than that of the individual.

Thia kind of individualistic utilitarian thinking manifests itself,
too. in regard to the relation between citizen and state. And this think
ing is also responsible (or modem attempts to do away Wilh the con
cepts of a distinctive public law, of legal justice. and of distributive
justice. It treats problems of eminent sorial and political importance
as if there were at stake only interests of A and B unconnected with
the common good. It has no understanding of the sovereign interven
tion of the stale in the form of social legislation for the sake of the
common good and of distributive justice, because it consistently sees
only individual interests. And these are to be left to the free. un
hindered contracts of the partners in the labor contract. To read
Ricardo's chapter on wages is to see at once that his reasoning is
strongly controlled by the mechanistic philosophy of deism and con
sequently has no room for tile inten'ention of the state in behalf of
lOCial justice. The ultimate form of this thinking is the normativism
of Kelsen and his school, which regards the Slate as exclusively a
s)'stem of norms; norms, furthermore. ruled by the conceptions of
commutalh'e justice. What remains is then a system of norms without
authority, and a legal order without justice; bet iluse any objective
measure of the posith'e norms is lacking, and the whole profound
problem of the just law disap~an before the problem of the mech
anism of norm-production; democracy. which we consider the
highest form of political status, becomes the political form of philo
sophical relativism. It is tile market of a free competitive economy and
its rules that set the pattern for this thinking in social philosophy.

For such thinkers the sale and sufficient motive of social life and
•organization is found in the self·interests of individuals. These self-

interests, under the conditions of liberty of fontract and property and
of formal legal equality, automatically produce an optimal social
harmony that results from the free forces of the individuals. With this
belief is connected. at least by the optimists, the com'ktioo that pro
gress in ~onomks and technique will so promote human perfection
that eventuaUy the specific political element. the state with its
IOvereign authority and compulsory power, will wither away in an
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economic world-sodety. This society is, u it were. a civiw ma'ma,
though it is anything but a civitas in the traditional sense; rather it
looks like the machine that the deists. in their mechanistic theology,
conceived the world to be. Thus the specific political life. the au·
thority that decides sovereignly and intervenes by appeal to the com·
mon good and to social justice. is regarded as something strange and
inferior in relation to the automatism of socio-economic life ruled by
self-interests and free competition everywhere; it is but a stage of
aocial development that will be outmoded by continuous enlighten.
malt. Then there will be needed no positive order. no authority, no
compulsory power. interfering irrationally in the smoothly running
apparatus of society. This dream of bourgeois individualistic opti.
mism, this chiliastic belief in an unlimited progress. is but one of many
similar fancies that ha\'e been dreamed by meon since the Sophists in
Greece dreamed of a stateless paradise on earth, It is striking that this
mechanistic view of the Slate takes its parahies and examples (rom the
realm of technical science or individualistic economics. The state is
a mechanical apparatus or a mutual insurance corporation. The tax.es
are insurance premiums. the state and its government a k.ind of
propeny-ownefs' protccth'e association.

IV. TOTALITARI....N COLLEcn"lSM

. One should not think that the mechanistic view of the state sketched
above is the only one. True. it rests on the fact that in the antithesis
of "individual" and "state" the pr()(e5$ of thinking starts (rom and
cares only for the indi\'idual as such. already internally perfect and
morany self·suffacient. But if the process starts from the other pole
(the state) and con('entrat~ round it, the resulting totalitarian col·
lectivism is an equally perfect ex.pression of mechanistic thinking in
social philosophy. CoUe<tivism in its antithesis "indi\'idual-Slate"
makes the state all; the individual becomes a qualit~less e1eDlt'nt. a
mne numerical concept. empty of any value. AU other social forms
through which and in which man livt'S, such as the family. the voca·
tional group. and the religious community, and the rights of man to
them and in them. become empty words.

There mUll DOl be any other loyalty than that to the state. The in·
dividual. are nothing. the .tate is aU; they arc. therefore. beings with·
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out righu, unrestrictedly subject to an omnipotent .tate which holds
even the idea of God an unfair competitor and which. therefore.
either atheistically denies God or pantheistically identifies itself with
God. The individuals are mere tools, and are kept by propaganda in
the condition of masses without independent minds and nee wills.
They are simply "matter" for the supreme power. As atoms, these
massed individuals are mo\'ed, united. separated. and again united.
into new sorial combinations by ordinances and commands. They do
not plan their own lives; these are planned by an irresistible, un
limited, and therefore irresponsible power. Concretely they are
planned by men with m~ralomania(' dreams and limitless lwt for
power. These men stri\'e for a realization of perpetual human dreams
by inhuman means. however much they conceal this lust for power in
such propaf:r.lnda terms of justification as "the incarnation of the
race," the "rroth on the top of the wave or the future," the "tool of the
dictatorship of the proletariat." The hilither·sounding the phrases. the
more wonhless is the indi\'idual person.

Tht" colu"ept of politics has been changed from that of the leader
ship by wise men to a more perfect life into that of control by the skiIJ
of the sO( ial engineer, and by the cleverness of the experimenter in
prop3~anetawho uses lies. fear. bribes. and betrayal to extinguish the
reason and will of the individuals molded into the I igid forms of mass
organi,alion, The idea of the people. the nation. as a coordinated liy
in~ unity in the ordo of political e",istence. as a teleological universe
of diverse MX ial rorms for (ree persons. where each person and each
social form has its own function and independent rights in the order
of the whole. \,;'hert' c\'er)'body finds his own perfection and happiness
in the flee sen'ite to the whole-this idea vanishes and is replaced by
the idea of the impersonal mass. without '911, without critical reason.
the object of inhnitely chanl;ing organization in accordance with the
changing demands of a non-moral. anarchic. frigid "reason of state:"
"Mass" is lack of individuality and ptrsonality. lack oE aU stable or
ganil.ation of forms and groups originating freely in the social proc
ess: it is atomistic uniformity of always interchangeable individuals.
mere matter without souls and rights, tools of the social and political
engineer•.
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V. MECHANIST PHILOSOPHY AS THE BASil
OF THE MECHANIST VIEW

At the root of this view of social forms lies a mechanistic philosophy.
It is the belief that a scientific causal method with its presupposed
atomism. its necessary limitation to the quantitative measurable
element, is the only admissible means of interp~tation of the phe
nomena of the world and of life. of the biological. vegetative and sensi
tive life as weU as of the inteUectual and moral life of man and of the
forms of his social life.

Man himself is regarded as if he were something like a machine.
The psychology of this philosophy is likewise mechanistic. The prin
ciples that Newton's atomistic natural philosophy used appropriately
to explain physics. are applied to the psychophysical "apparatus:'
There is a striking affinity bet\\'een the Ricardhm pattern of the homo
economicus with the laws under which the mcchanism of the market
works, and the psychology of David HlIme, for whom the soul is a
bundle of associations. a diverse pattern of reactions to stimuli from
that external world which later captured the attention of mec..hanistic
thinking under the name of "milieu:' Thus the psychic life is an in·
mcate apparatus. moved according to the principles of scientific
causal epistemology. Consequently that only which can be compre
hended as experimentally pronble cause-effect relation. or as
measurable by number and weight by the calculating inteUect,· that
only exists as a true object of scientific perct-ption,

The application of this principle to the social life produces an
atomistic social philosophy which. with emphasis on the social fonn,
leads to Hobbes' wiathan or modem totalitarianism, 'with emphasis
on the individual, it leads-to individualistic theories. ranging from
Bakunine's anarchism to the liberalist individualism of the Rousseau·
Ricardo type. This way of thinking has no place for a genuine percep
bon of the life of the lOul. of love and hatred, of sympathy and
charity. This world of innermost social life. the world of vinues and
vica, the world of the hean, is beyond "lCiences:' Therefore to
thinkers of this school it is inferior. It is "unscientific," just as the
religioul wodd. imaginary and unreal as it is held, is unscientific

• -laaeJlelt"'" DOt quite the riJht word, The Genna.. dittlap.h JIm""". _ tbe
obtaI.'•• rts dllawerlDt power. from "maunl'. &be lalCUcct proper.
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and i. to be overcome by "sciences." It is truly striking that after the
spread of rationalism no ttue philosophy of love appeared until late
in the nineteenth century, when the tide against rationalist philos
ophy began to tum.

VI. THE B,OLOGICAL MISINTERPRETATION OF

TIlE ORGANIC VIEW

The direct opposite of that "atomistic" social philosophy is the 10

called biological one. This has b«ome popular since Herbert
Spencer, appl)'ing the evolutionary theories of Darwin and Lamarck
to social and political philosophy. with astounding industry and
somewhat incautious enthusiasm drew analogies between the bio
logical or~anism and the social organism. Romanticism had alr~dy

used theSe" analogin to interplct the state as a being created by the ir
rational powers, the subconscious historical process. But it did so in iu
biuer polemic against the politiral philowphy of rationalism and
against the mt"chanistic interpretation of e(·onomie life by Ricardo
and the other classical economists. The romantics. therefore, were still
aware that the life of the mind is neither rationalistic nor biological.
But the new theories of biologiral e\'olution as distinguished from
reverently contemplated historital life were applied in an irresistible
hasty ardor of analogy to sodal and politiul philosophy. According
to their theories. the states are rc~rded as natural biological organ
isms. true h~'I)()Sta5es; political history is a natural process. a prolonga
tion of nlum,I history, as Gumplowkz tried to show. Of course,
"natural" means here the opposite of mind. of free will directed by
reason; it means the impt'rsonal organic life of animals and plants; the
theolog~ of this school, it it has one, will be an impersonal pantheism
or monism.

ThouJ;h it may seem as if this biological theory in political philos
ophy is infinitdy rt'11l0\'ed from the mechanistic theory described
above, they are more akin than appears at first sight. For in the last
resort, the hiolo~kal theory also rests on a similar concept of nature
and on a similar method, the causal-qu3mitative one, of the: natural
acie:oces. Thw. for instance, Danvin's principle of selection by the
struggle for existen(e. the milieu theory, is in the last analysis likewise
mechanistic. As utilitarian, therefore measurable, motives are the
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basis of ethia in the other theory. so here usefulness or harmfulness
to the hyposwized social organism is the basis of an ethia in which
the traditional terms "good" or "bad" become merely a sign, an ir
rational reflex of the basically useful or hamlful. So the new th~ory

rests on the same mechanistic concept of social life as did the individ
ualistic: the latter, however, was rationalistic, whereas the biological
theory is bitterl)' antirationalistie; its concepts of nature and the
natural exclude the int~llectual-moral world. making it merely a
reBex of the biological one. The individualistic theory at least ae
kRowledges the world of the mind, though it narrows it down to a
rationalistic one. a mere instrumental means to be employed by the
individual for his self·interest and utility. For the biological school
the ethical imperatives are only "signs" of behaviors useful or harm
ful to the impersonal life of th~ social organism.

This ~ms to be the place for a remark about the oftt'n misunder
stood atlacks of Pius IX and Leo XIII upon indiVidualist liberalism.
Manchesterism. etc. It shows an excellent sensithene~ in thrsc popes
and in many Catholic write-rs that the-y were so seldom carried away
by the nineteenth<entul1' enthusiasm for natural sciences and the
philosophy of individualist liberalism. They felt more than tht'ir
contemporaries the noxiousness of the partly hidden principlt's on
which the new "civilization" rested. Tht'y also saw with a clear eye
that Marxism and the other forms of collectivism ("Quid be built upon
the same principles as liberalist economics and could use the same
methods to produce disastrous rnults for our Christian ch·ilization.

After the highwater mark of the' biological theory was real'hed,
modern political philosophy. resi~in~ itself to an IKetic research
and accumulation of "facts," ruled out all "philosophy" and gave' it
self over to positivism. Ant; mention of the organic \'jew of the state
or an attempt at a transcendental, teleological interpretation wa,
considered unscientific. as beyond our experience and empirical
methodl. This empirical or positivist method. in a rather fruitless
moclftty, restricted itself to a mere mechanical collec:tion and arbitrary
daasification of sociological and scientific "facts." It despised the,,,eon. of the old metaphysia and rejected any kind of intrinsic and
traDlCft1dental teleology.
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VII. THE ARISTOTELIAN·THOMISTlC PHILOSOPHY

AS mE BASIS OF mE ORGANIC VIEW

The resurrection of metaphysics, the tum of the philosophical
mind. dissatisfied with a mere hunt for facti, to the world behind the
facts and phenomena, the growth of the antipositivist currents in
Bergsonian vitalism and Driesch's philosophy, in Husserl's phenom
enology. in the revival of natural law and the rise of the institution
alism of Hauriou against the positivism of Duguit or Kelsen, and
finally the powerful revival of Neo-Scholasticism and Thomism
brought about a RTeat change in the picture. The methods of the
natural sciences, however fruitful in their coordinated field. were
recogniled as insufficient for the full interpretation of social life. as
unable to grasp exactly the innermost cssence and meaning of social
life. The "understanding" sociology. the Ganzheits-psychology, the
\'italistic biology. the philosophy of life of Bergson and Dilthey, and
hundreds of Concomitanl attempts. all show the limitation of
posith·ism. howC'\'er succC'SSful its work in experimental psychology.
in the accumulation of [actual studies. and the like. No wonder that a
new. or in truth very old. ,,'iew of the Slate. an organic social philoso
ph)'. arises.

The history of philosophy shows that vitalism in biology is accom
panied by an organic vit-w of the state in political and social philoso
ph)'. It may show further that the mechanistic view in biology finds
its counterpart in a mcc'hanistic social philosophy. The reason for
this parallelism st-ems to be that the rationalistic epistemology. if ap
plied in lhe biological and social sciences. must become an exact·
causal method. It easily turns into a mechanistic view. because the
exaCl<ausal method is not apt to grasp the-non-rational life powen of
love and hatrt-d. of sympathy and antipathy. the emotional. the "un
reasonable" pan of life. This pan of human life is not wholly co
ordinated to the measuring, cakulating. exploiting. rationalist mind.
That which naturally is not calculable. measurable. or useful. such as
love. the spirit of sacrifice. obedience even if not useful.' is declared
"irrational." therefore IInn'al; it is metaphysical dream or imaginary
reflex of the only reality. that rerognized by the exact-causal method.

I Tbomu Hobbes cxpl&incd obccUence in I uUlltarian way; he bad to do 10 OD .aIOUDt

of his fundamenlally utilliarian philOlOphy.
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It is left to the'poets or to the saints, lYho are supposedly unrealistic
dreamers. But this pan of life tak~ revenge. Rejected as incompre
hensible and unscientific, it forces itself upon us in the philosophy of
life or in that strange psychoanalysis, which uses the dream as a way to
the innennost life of the person. as a philosophy of the unconscious or
subconscious or the libido. (Let us hope that we will be saved from a
political philosophy that has already revealed itself in some prede.
cessors of Hitler and makes the Oedipus complex or homosexual ab
normality the foundation of a political philosophy.)

With the resurgence of this organic philosophy, our problem was
put anew: What form of reality has the social community. the state~

what is its essence? is it reaUy a whole. distinguished from the sum or
any mere summation of those physical Mings that fonn it? if so. what
are the fundamental relations of the whole and the memhers? what is
the objective end of the whole and how docs it relate to the ends of
the parts?

Though the use of the word "organic" as signif'ying a main feature
of the nature of the state is comparatively recent. that quality which
is meant by "organic," is ,'cry old. That the term itself is new is owing
to the fact that only late in the seventeenth and in the eightcemh
century did the mechanistic view become the role in modem political
philosophy. In controversy raised by this view, the word "organic"
received a lUnd of polemic point, and in some writen of the romamic
and antirevolutionary school this pol$mic character became so dis
tinctive that its real meaning be)'ond polemics was in danger of being
lost. This docs not mean that we should give up the tenn; its use is
sanctioned by most eminent C.atholic theol~ians and philosophers.
To mention only a few: Joseph Mausbach, Peter Tischleder, ()ttlos,
Wilhelm Schwen. Theodot Meyer. Delos in his book. L4 socitt~ inter
ruuio1Ulie et les principes du droit publique gives a broad list of
Catholic political philOJOphers who prefer the organic view. Thus we
must try to elaborate iu true meaning. And we may I3y that the meta·
physical basis of the organic view of the state is itself "organic:'

"Aristotle made the problem of be<'oming. of movement. the core of
his metaphysical endeavor in trying to explain the enigma of lire: the
unchangeable ill an ever-changing thing. the active fonning pow~

that CODtinuously fonDl and reforms the world around us. 11 there at
work a meaning. a ratio. therefore an intelligible force? Or is all thi.
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movement. this evolution from imperfect to more perfect status. the
result of changing, blind. chaotic powers that can produce only an
archic disorder and not a cosmos, an order? Aristotle, in opposition to
Plato's dualism, the world of ideas separated from the phenomenal
world. lets the idea, the form, the essence realize itself, or be realized.
in the existing thing (universale in Te became the medieval fonnula).
The idea thus becomes the forming agent, the active element. while
the Conned, the changeable element, is passive, determinable but, as
the potential elt'ment, as "matter," disposed, open, to the fonn. Any
existing thing, therefore, is the result of a union of form and matter.
The Conn, the idea in lifeless nature, is expressed by an outside "(ann
ing" agent. or expresses itself in animated nature.

Aristotle thus finds that in two different ways the union of form and
mattn can be preformed. First. through an outside agent; an already
existing agent infuses or expresses the form in matter: so the artist
fonna the marble into the statue. Secondly, from within; here the
(onn as an internal mm'ing pI indple forms the matter. This is the
way of the animatt'd. the living. substance. the way of organic growth.
The form orK3l1izes the malter. Such an acth·e. organizing form ex
prl"SScs itstU. The end of the proct'ss is the perfect expression o( the
form. or the "nature." The form as ani"e agent is the nature, the final
end, that which is to be expressed. Where\'cr. then. the fonn is self
moving. self-expressing, self-organiling, there the (orm as causa
{inalis is the end of the process. And such a form is, for Aristotle. one
that is the end of itself, that hai its end in itself. The form is not only
the beginning but the end of the process of growth. The fonn is
not only the principle but the tendenc),. the intentional end, of the
process of growth; the catUd formali.f is the causa liIJalis. The idea.
the essence of a thinK, now becomes for th~practical reason the norm.
the- critical nOfm by which the existing thing can be judged, as also
its growth, the degrf'e of perfect expression of the end by the form.
The most perfect rt"aliLalion of its nature. of its idea, becomes thus
the end of a thing. Tt'leolngical perfection is thus the property of the
living being. Life is the self-expression of the idea. That is the reason
why the- order of nature b«omes for practical reason the nonn of d~
ing. acting. performing: the ideal order. To act against nature (in the
lenle of the ideal order, not in the abused. denuded popular sense) is
therefore wrong. it is a disturbance o( the natural order.
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VIII. THE ORGANIC VIEW ApPLIED TO THE STATE

These conceptual fonns apply to man and his communities. Man
himself is the union of the forming principle. the soul. gifted with
reason and free will, and of the fanned element. the matter. i.e•• the
body. It is man's nature to perfect himself in an acth'e life. the end of
which is a liCe corresponding as perfectly as possible to the idea of
man. to a life according to reason,

Aristotle thinks this end cannot be reached by the solitary man. It
can be reached only by men li\-ing in that community. to which all
the essential propertin and the vCT}' nature of man point. Social life
(i.e•• living in community with one's like) is a necessity arising not out
of "wants" but out of the intentional perfection of man's nature.
Thus community is an intentional form of life for the indi\'iduaI.
··Community" is here used not in the sense of a general, nondesHipt.
sentimental. and undefined way of living, but rather in the sconse of
certain definite and concrete social forms. Of these forms at least two
are fundamental and necessary. servinl-t directl~' and immediately for
the generation, the exaltation, the perfection. and the transmission
of life, life in its full sense: the intellectual, moral, cultural life as well
as the "biological" life. Th~ fundamental forms are thco family (the
community of husband and wife and of parents and children) and the
state (the community of political life, of an order among familiM and
persons). The individual, though unique. is still not perfect, and has
in isolation no chance (or the perrect life, the realization of the idea
of man. The individual's vt"rY individuality points to m("mbenhip in
communities. Man comes into existence as a fruit of the family. cared
for and prot«ted during the time of tender growth umil he is
equipped to fulfill his des!iny, to realize concretely his personality.
and to become man. to attain the state of happiness for which each
one strives, as long as passions and greed for inhuman thin~ do not
cloud his mind. And when the individual is not suhmer$;cd in the
community as a lOullns. unconscious organ. but re-tains his individual
personality, and be~omesa member in order to develop his personality
more fully, daen life in community enlarges. exalts. and perfects the
individual perJQI1. and cures the shoncomings and wants that are con
nected with mere individuality and isolation. Any kind of secluaion
&om the fallnN of community life ultimately means for the individ-
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ual a personal loss, a self·mutilation, an atrophy, a defect in self
realization.'

The guaranty of the fullest perfection of the idea of man is the
state, the public order among families and persons. In it the social
proceu finds its earthly culmination. But precisely because the state
is the end of an internal teleological process of the social nature, it is
not a merely artificial, casual aRgregation, or a mere network. of legal
relations created by and voided by arbitrary will at its pleasure. en·
acted by self·intC'rcsts alone and legitimated by the utilitarian and
material motives of individuals. No. the state proceeds by inner moral
necessity from the social nature of man for the sake of the more perfect
life. the fuller realilation of pcrsonality for all its members in a work·
ing sonrci~l order of mutual anistance and mutual cooperation.
This is an ordl'r of solidaric rC'liponsil>1lity for that perpetual task. on
canh. the attaiument of fdi( ity. in the secure perfection of human
nature anording to the will of the liupreme Creator of this nature to
whom ultimately it IOI1Jt1i to rl'lurn.

Thus the politkal life is al~o God's ordinance to man revealed by
man's naturC', Poluiul life originates not in nature as a blind ir
resistible urJ:;e. but in "nature" as a teleological. intentional form of
human existen(e mordlly nt'l('liS3ry for the realization of the idea of
man. Ncn"rthelcss it is still in rmlNt'to the will and the reason of
connete men that neatl'S. or~.lJlilCS and institutes the particular
state. The politic;,1 hfC' m rm'rTt'lo demands man's freedom of will;
men Clcatc lhl'ir state in ffl·(·dom. howcver much the idea is the
critical nonn of the 1('ali/atiun of the partirular state in history. Be
cause the state is thm both a natural and a morally necessary conse
quence' of m.au·, SOl ioll nature and in concrete individual existence a
free creation of man's free will led hy his iQtellC'ctual reasonin~ about
the necessit), of politiullife. Catholic polillcal philosophy likn to call
the state a moral o.-ganism to ~ignir)· the teleological predisposition to
it in man's nature.

The t'nd of poJitkallife is the pcrf('ction of m:m not only as an indio
vidual in an abstract st"nse hut as a pt>rsoll living in mmmunity and
only thus reaching his personal end. Thus the end of political life is

'Apwi lhil view one should nOl che lhe anchorite. of thto nrl,. Church. Aparl hom
(he fact that they JIved fn dOlt' community with God and lhe saanII. Ihev form an CJtcep
lton. wbereu lhe commun,llife and worship of the lDoDulerla is lhe rule.
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a wboleneu with a teleological independence. which is more than all
the individual ends summed up together.' This end is the realization
of the public goods: law, the ordo rerum humanarum, the security of
the lower communities, their peaceful functioning. the furthering of
their aetf-initiative by the creation of legal institutions and public
o8ic:a as a help and assistance (but not as their substitute). and the
assunnce of their peaceful development by protection against in
temal disorder and external disturbance. Men achie\'e their happi·
ness and their destiny not as separated indh'iduals but as coordinated
memben bound by solidaric responsibility for one another as mutual
usufructuaries. Hence. although the state serves its members and gets
ill mark of perfection by the excellence of its service. it is not the
aervaDt of the individual citizen to be exploited by him. For under
certain circumstances it is the individual good that has to be sacrificed
and not the common good. that belongs to aU so far as they (orm the
body politic. By dIe very fact that the end of the state. this common
good, is qualitatively different from the mere sum of the particular
goods of the indi\·iduals. the state as the form of political life has
dignity and majesty. Therefore its power can be and should be moral
power that legitimately demands obmience in its rightful sense of a
morally free acceptance of the imp~Tium, not a compulsory external
confonnity to overwhelming force.

Now we can understand the seemingly enigmatic Aristotdian thesis
that the whole (the state) is before the individual. a thesis fully ac
cepted by SL Thomas. If we consider the metaphysical order of ends
derived from human nature. then community. espcciaIJy that perfect
and necessary community. the state. stands in the foreground as a
form of human existence without which the individual cannot be
come perfectly man and therefore cannot reach his end, the perfection
of his cssentiaUy social nature. For sociality is as essential to human
nature as is rationality. Thus the end of the individual and the end of
the state. though different. coincide with a prevalence of the common
good. If. on the other hand. we consider the order of being. then in
dividuaIJ as .uch are in the foreground; they alone arc beings of sub
stantial ~cter. natural persons. rational tubstances. yet destined

-It.,...... (StmlrIN 'heol.. lIa llae. q 58. a.7 ad .) poinll out that the COIDmon pod
II Z••,"'1Iy ditferenl from the private pod. SiaUlarly ill diKlIIIJn& mmm..cadvc aad
"'.......... jllllkc (ibid.. q.eo. a.l; I. nac. q.eo••.•).
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and directed by their very social nature to combine intO a unita
Mdinis in community life in order to realize perfectly that social
nature.

The bond that characterizes the community thus produces this
significant reciprocal interaction and direction: the individuals are
by thdr end bound to the whole that 10gicaJJy u prior, but only in
luch a way that the whole receives iu dignity, iu raison d'~tre, and its
justification by its very serviLe to the individuals. Its value is never in
concreto abstracted froro the personal values, or from the dignity of
the persons as members. It is a solidaric bond expressed best in the
slogan, "[very one for the whole and the common good: the whole
and the common good for every one." The double character of the
whole (the state) may be represented thus. It has a self-value when
opposed to the individual as a member and therefore can demand the
sacrifice of the life of the individual as a member. But it may do this
only on condition that it is at the same time of service character in
c07lcreto; that is, by its form and acu it must actually serve the general
end of all the indi\'iduals as persons, i.e., the perfection of their nature.
the development of their eternal personal values. An organic view of
the state thus helps us to understand this continuous living interaction
and interde-pendence of the whole and the members.

The acth'e element that achie\'es the direction and coordination of
the members to the whole in the ordo is not an external principle, but
an internal one. And the ordo itself is not a mechanistic, automatic
result of the motives and acts of separated individuals, looking only to
their self-interests. The active principle is not the directive authority
and its commands alone. Political authority is not the forma f'ei 1mb
lieae which only from above externally organiles the matter, the mere
amorphous multitude of individuals. The Jpfma is the common good.
the ordo. And this is the result of the acts of the directing authority
and of the free rational consent. that is. the moral obedience of the
citizen. Authority and subjects meet in reason and devotion, and by
mutual cooperation reaJi7.e the common good. which is consequently
the norm of the legitimacy of the authoritative ordinanre and of the
obedience of the citizen. Hence there is an intt'rdependence, a mutual
completion, between political authority and its orders, and the obedi
ence, the loyalty, or the allegiance of the citizen. It is the common good
as the ordo that guarantees the perfection of the idea of man. The per-
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feet political fonn is therefore democracy 10 far u this appeals to the
citizen's free obedience to laws which have been enacted because they
best serve the common good. laws which are based on mutual consent
and have been adopted after free deliberation of reason. Thul it i.
Dot the technique of consent that manen. hut the fonn of consent as
the best means to realize the common good in hannony with man's
dignity as a rational being who should nercise a reasonable obedi
ence. DOt a blind one.

That is what is meant by saying that the state is a moral organism.
The word "organism" is not merely allegorical. It rt'presents. indud.
an objective fact and rests on the knowledge that the organism in the
organic world and the moral organism in social life are both built
according to analogous metaph)'sical principles of order. Tht' bio
logical organism stays totally and absolutely under the law of orAanie
life in the "'ay of an unconscious. unfree "must," The moral organism
lives under the moral law before which man is free: its teleology is not
blind. but normative; its "ought" is clear and cogent to reawn and in
tellect. as the rule of free acts and for frec beings to the end that coin
cides with thc ends of the individual persons. i.e.• happiness in I?eace.
justice. and order.

Thus Catholic political philosophy proceeds in\'ersel)' as compared
with the biological theory of the state. For this laller the ph)skal or·
ganism with its instinct and urge for life. larking reason and selt-ron
Idous will. is not only a starting point and a source of analoR)'; it is
the actual fonn of social existence. too. The state is not a marrocosmic
man; it is actually only a more complicated physical orJtanism. a son
of animal "state." a beehivr or an anthill. As sclf-conM iOUinC" in ad·
dition to animated organism cannot br denit'd. this sdf-ronsC"iollsnt'ss
has to ~ C'xplaint'd not ;y a result of the thinkinq proc.c,u but as a
other unreal reflex of thc only real life of tht' organism. Con~uently
ethics consuts of ligns for acts that arr useful or noxious to the' or
ganism: ethics is nothing but a reflex of thc natural blind urge' of life
into iu mere emanation. the consciousness of the individuals. Not
the spiritual and moral superstructure. but the bioloKk.&1 substructu1"C
is the real thing. The consequence of such a theory is the separation of
politics from ethiC'S. PoUtin becomes the field ruled by the non·ethical
UJ'FlJld non-moral instincL This urge. or better. iu volume and forcc.
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is the only reality. the might of the strongest; right is merely the sign
of the stronger life urge.

Catholic political philosophy thinks quite differently. It knows that
to a deeper intellectual insight the laws that govern the physical or
ganism and the moral laws for nee rational beings are not contradic·
tory but correspond to each other in their basic teleology. But it reo
gards as the ultimate cause of this correspondence that general world
Jaw, afcording to which the order of the world is established and con·
tinuously preserved or re-established by the blind "must" in the life
of creatures without reason, and as a free "ought to" in rational crea·
tures, .·or Christian philosophy the entire cosmos is a well-ordered
whole, a real cosmos from the highest to the lowest forms of created
heing. The higher stage of being contains what the lower contains
normatively and causally; and what is contained in the lower inten·
tionally points to the hi~her.

The' organiC' viC'w is, therefore. not a mere working hypothesis with·
out a true basis in reality. It may be formulated thus: We can, of
Wllne, not rea( h an inner teleologkal understanding of the state. be·
cause that tr:ms(,l'nds our rogniti,'e faculty: but. since we have to de
"dop some hypothesis of cognition, we tentatively try to conceive the
state as if it we'rt" an ()r~anism, tllouKh our experiments demonstrate
only that the tllln~ called "social orWlnism" is in reality an utterly
romplkated appautus, the tOnception of which as an orR3nism is not
full)' J;uaranteed b)' facts. Any exact empirical method applying the
tc< hnique or natur.lI sdences must fail in trying to understand the
m)'5teriollS hiddt'n lift' of human communitit's. For we arc of course
unable. by Rcometrital method, to grasp these powers of love and de-
votion. and that spirit of sacrifice and unselfish sen'ice for others.
which are so opposed to calculable SC'lf·int~rest. Yet the human com·
lUunitit's Ii"e hy the power of these social "irtues and, if selfishness
extinKuishes thC"e virtues, the human rommunity dies. The principle
of self·interest may Rive a sufficient explanation of the mechanistic
Jaws whkh Ricardo sought in a competitive conRlomeration of indi·
viduals aggre~ted in an exchange market. but that is all it can explain.
And even here it is unsufficient, because the presupposed homo eCDnae
micus don not always behave even in the market as a dispassionate.
reasonable individual. And further. sclf-intcTC'St as the only motive or
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lOCial intercourse does not dold a full undentaDding of what it hu
to explain: the actual cooperation and mutual help, the unselfish de
votion to the common good. the community-forming powen. More
over. self-interest is ~parative; that "invisible hand" which the mecha
nistic theory presupposes in order to explain the coherence of the
community. is evidently an even greater riddle than anything else.

According to the organic view, law is neither the sign of the power
of the stronger nor a device by which a balance is achieved between
liberties of one individual and the self·interests of the olhen in the
political order without arbitrary interference by authorities. In the
organic view, law is that pan of the general social order which is con
sidered necessary for the existence and preservation o( the community
and of the indh'idual memben, its necessity being judged by its serv
ice to the end of man. Law is the order in which and by which the
faculties, the external acts o( the individuals, and their natural or
free associations and groups recognizcd by the law but not created by
it, an directed toward the common good. Thw the order of law, the
state, surrounds the individual penons and their groups and (arms
of IOciaJ life, giving them protcction in tbeir existence and furthering
their full and perfect functioning (or thc greatcst good o[ each of them
and of all together. For the state docs not create the persons or their
social forms. Either these grow naturally out of the social nature of
man, or they arc produced by the initiativc of free persons [or the
more perfect realization of their ends and purposes. Law is not a mere
mechanism, nor is it such an order that its property would be com
pulsion. as the mechanistic view must conclude. Law rests far more on
moral hee acceptance and consent, on reason and confidence, than on
actual compulsion and mcnacc. And it rests on these moral virtues 10

.troDg.y that they are the.very soul of law, so that law becomes mere
compulsion in the same ratio as this lOul vanishn.

IX. THE OacANIC VIEW AND THE PaOBUM OF PLURALISM

The independence and autonomy of these intennediary forms,
their righCl and sphere of self-government, self-organization, and self
direction.in their social functions do not mean a pluralism dangerous
,., die unityof the political order or 10 the supreme loyalty to the body
poUdc. dle form of existence of the people as an independent com-
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munity. A dangerous pluralism is bound to develop only in modern
class-society where classes with truly totalitarian claims arise precisely
because these functional intermediary forms have been abolished un
der appeal to the wrong antithesis. individual versul the state. which
made the state the exclusive lawmaktt. The juridical monism of the
positivist doctrine destroyed all self-governing organizations with par
ticular ends in order to create the free and equal dtizens. who were
subject only to the law. the positive law of the state. Leo XIII saw
that this juridical monism threatened to develop into a kind of
tyranny. The secularized state, preaching indifferentism as a gospel.
not as a merely expedient policy, would, like Rousseau, compel the
citizen to be free in the law, free therefore from anything that is not
Slate law.' Thus the workers' unions were at first treated as states
within the state, as conspiracies a~ainst the freedom of lhe individuals.
TIllis the Church was considered a foreign body in this monistic con
Cf'pt of law, as if real freedom did not consist in the fact that the in·
dividual is free to worship not only in the secuJsion of his chamber
but also publicly, and that he is free to organize with his fellow men
institutions for SOC'ial and economic mutual help, for moral and
spiritual prOJ.tTess. The pluralism of social self-gO\'erning institutions
50 feared by the defenders of the Third Republic is not to be confused
with a pluralism that actually dissoh,.es rhe unity of the political order
by putting lo)'ahy to the union or the professional group. for example,
be)'ond loyalty to the stale or on a competiti\'e level with snch loyalty.
~ opposed to this kind of dissolving pluralism. Catholic political

philosophy lllOW5 a Rcnuine pluralism. This grows lip from the plur
ality of social forms ami of cooperative spheres that procced {rom the
person, serve independent particular ends in the order of the common
good. and therefore ha\'e tht-ir own riRhu and duties. It is not the la,.,
of the state that creates these ends and therefore lhe institutions and
rights. In their essence they are before the state, and, however the
law of the state may afford them the It-Ral hulks. their essential con
tt-nts are independent of the positive form that the law gi\'cs them.
And it is their ftSellCe, their ends. thal control the legal forms, not
vice versa. Thus the state may provide the family with its family law.

'lIow U11s sx-1I1"lsm II • CTtt'd ran lead 10 • rUlhleu pcnc:culion of religious com
munltlf'l rftn unetn' dfomoa'aliC' pvcrnmrDl and under a bill of righls, can be seen bat In
the ..ldIl lq(IIIadon 0( the Thl.rd Republic In France. es~lally hom 19o1 10 IgGt. a.
Lecanuce. I:'ell•• d. I. Franc• •011I ,. 'rvilib.._ f'cJlJubllqrH, Vol. III.
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but the essence and the end of the family form the critical norm for
the legal forms. Thus likewise the state may furnish the legal form to
the vocational groups and professional organizations. but their very
ends and their rights and duties are not created by the state; they exist
by their own m('fiu as fruits of the social process. They are not evolu·
tionary stages of this process. the functions of which will. with dIe
progt'eSS of social evolution. be taken over by the state. the totalitarian
state.

This genuine pluralism docs not result hom that ultimately wrong
polemic antithesis. individual "enus state. which necessarily leads
either to a pluralism destructive of the unity of the state or to all
devouring totalitarianism. For this pluralism the state is the existential
sovereign unity of order. Family. home. neighborhood. town. home
land. as also vocational. professional. educational, and religious institu
tions: in these and through these man Jives {or his final transcendent
destiny. 'Vith regard to their specific ends. all thne are irrepla( e
able. however changeable and adaptable may be their concrt"te legal
fonDs in the diffeTent stages of historical development and nalional
culture. Howe\er loosely or tightly they may be intt"n\'o\'en into the
public order of the state. they ha\'e their own fumtions and their in·
ttinsic value. The function of the state is to produce and prest'rvc the
public order among these spheres and institutions; the state is not
their Faison 4'ItTe. The task of the state is (urtht'rance and prote'tion
of their coordinated. their "organic." symbiosis. Therefore the na
tion. the people. can. at least {or a time. H,'e in them without its own
political. free order. Thus the state may in a conquf'st ~ suppressed
for the time ~ing. but the (amilies and the other institutions con·
tinue. The Nazis knew that the only way to destroy a people is to de
llroy Dot only their poJitiral (orm of existence, but also these social
organizations and institutions. The breaking up o( familiel, of neiRh·
borhoods. of parishes. and of educational, cultural. and economic or
ganizations and institutions. entails the atomization and therefore the
final destruction of a people. The "dismemberment" (our natural
Janguage is aD adherent of the organic theory) and the destruction of
the fOI1Dl are the final destruction.

The imeDsity of social life is greatest in the family and decrraSt'S
gradually in the larger communities. \\'hen. as in totalitarianism. the
oppGlite concentration is striven for. when the Slate is considered the
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most intensive fonn of social life and social interdependence, freedom
is impossible. It is the envy and jealousy of the totalitarian stale that
compels it to destroy or minimize the loyalties in the lower, smaller
communities, in order that there shall be one exclusive loyalty. ThiJ
constitutes the essence of the wtalitarian state: such a social intensity
and density in knitting the individuals into state organizations that
no choice and no initiative remains to the individual, because he has
become a tool without ri~ht. an instrument for the almighty state.
The more freedom the individual person possesses to institute lower
communities and to participate in their work, that is, the greater his
fTefflol1l to form as.\o,:iations and the greater the freedom of the as
soci:llion5 themselves in scM-initiative and self.~overnment. the freer,
a<tually, is the person. although his honds and ties increase in these
a5Sod:ttjnn~. But this is the pwof for our ('ontention of the excellence
of the or~:mic th(,ory. "I his th('ury implies the recognition of these
inrefmediaf\' f01 illS of social life, their freedom and their right and
duty (0 p('r form tht-ir partiC"Ular furlt tions. the suhsidiary function
o[ the aui\'it\, of the state, and unin'rsal order in this diversity which
produces an culled e",i~ten('cof men in thc body politic.

X. OrtlER AO\'AS1AGr.S Of' THE ORGASIC VIEW

There is no questton that in tht' last analysis the difference between
tht' JUt'dlanisti( ,md orlf.lnic \'iew n'sts upon a difference in the idea
of God. lleilim looks upon tht' world as a machine, an almost perfect
machine whic..h. once put in motion by the Creator, continues to run
on a(('nrdmg to the laws of naturc. God no long-er participates by His
pr()\ idcnce in this me( hanical mnning of the wOlld machine: He is
far away, a (Iuiet l('~lful Contemplator. eitl1&r amused or ~'nicallydis
inttTeslt'd. To this idea of God (Oorresponds the idea of the state as a
kind of madlinc. To the mind nothin~ is It'ft except to discover the
laws as did ;\iewlOn and let the in\'isible hand do its work. To think.
of the state as an or~anism, or of man as the free prodlu'cr for better
or for worse of the o,do as a reali73lion in history of the eternal order
of ideas, is a very unsuitable confeption. Even less than deism could
the nineteenth century, with its materialistic philosophy and its athe
ism, grasp the organic view. For it discarded the idea of the pensioned
deistic God: it also discarded God HimSf'lf, and left the world a sense-
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lea, ever-changing result of power and matter. In the biological view.
it made life the great unconscious, enigmatic mover. Both view. can
regard the state only as a mere apparatus. a sum of unceasingly and
senselessly moving atoms, an automaton; or the revelation of an
equally senseless growth without reason and without end, moving un·
consciously and blindly beyond good and evil to an endless progress
in a senseless history. a growth which cannot be grasped by human un·
dentanding. Consequently either the~ or the state becomes God.
Ethia in the sense of a rule of the free acts of a rational, responsible,
personal ~ing. becomes meaningless. The arbitrariness of the auton·
omous~ or that of the omnipotent state destroys all order and au·
thority. The result is either the anarchy o( Bakunine or the totalitarian
destruction of the human person in the omnipotent state.

One essential result of the organic ,-iew of the state is that it opens
the eye of the mind to the "irrational" powers from which and by
which any durable human community really li\"es. Nothing stands in
pater need of thfSC powers than the self-sufficient communitv. the
state.' It Ih'es by the social and politic-al "irtues of justice, of faith. of
devotion. of allegiance. and of sacrifice. Th('SC virtues are indispenS3'
ble. They are the soul of the body polilic. whatever its legal form
may be. 'Vhene\'er the v~ existence of the body politic is at stake.
there follows an appeal beyond the l~al fonnalities. the meclunilal
apparatus (the "red tape"), to the spirit of self-sacrifice, to unswerving
allegiance and unselfish de\"otion. The acknowlcd~entof this ap
peal shows that in a center beyond the legal forms the state lins as a
being. whose end is not onl)' the protection of indh'idual rights. but
the exaltation and the perfection of man, the good life of a hiRher
form. As a penon, the indi\'idual is unique but still. as individual. h~
is a limited realization of "he idea of man. That is why man. driven by
his urge for a mor~ perft'Ct lift'. strives for society, for a life in family.
neighborhood. and state. searchinj:; for that C'ompletion and happiness
which teleologically is shown in the \'ery idea of man, in a comdous
Desl of "ego" that intentionally demands a "thou" to live as "w~."

Life can be kindkd onlv by life. through self-de\'otion and lo\·e.
when the indi¥idual finds him\elf again in a higher. more perfect
form in thccommunity with others of his kind. The first form is mar·

I have bad Ihll In mind when. In obvioLII analogy 10 the Church u tbc
,.",.,. ..,IIicum. be called lIv awe "eM"" pot.,""", my"icum."
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riage and family. the cell of all communal life. Not only in the bio
logical sense is the family the cell of the state. It is-and this is more
-the nunery of all those social virtues from which the state lives:
obedience to paternal authority. authority mitigated by self-forgetting
love; solidarity among the memben, mutual help beyond narrow
utilitarianism, and the spirit of the honor of the whole obliging the
members to stand together. There exisu a direct ratio between the
health of the family. mental and moral health primarily. and the health
and well·bcingof the state. An impairment of the family that produces
individuals looking only for their own advantages will result in a
dtoterioration of the body politic.

The organic view makes us more clearly grasp the lasting duration
of the body politic as contrasted with the continuous change of the in
dividuals. the families. and the other social forms. which Ihe and die
and are replaced by new lives. The state. the body politic. existed be
fore the present generation was born. and it is destined to exist when
the grandchildren arc buried heside their ancestors. The ruler is not
the state. nor is the family of the ruler: nor is the majority in an elec
tion. or even the sum of all living citizens. The people form the state;
but as an historic ('ntity. ~enerations bequeathing to later generations
what the former inherited from their anLestors. al) building in a spirit
ual succession of inhrritance to perfect the body politit. the existential
form of the people. This inner meaning of the state as an organic,
lasting unity ("an never be understood on the rationalist basis of indi
vidualist utilitarian. materialist motIves. Why should treason be
considered the lowest. meanest crime? The Quistings. the mean sellen
of their own and their country's honor. ("an he judged only on a basis
beyond considerations of utilitV. What they \'iolate is the inner life,
nay. the principle of life. of the hody politi~ which transcends ration
aliu concepts as does the life of man.

XI. LEGAL ASD DISTRIBl'TIVF. jl'STlCE AND THE ORGANIC VIEW

Catholic political philosophy teaches not merelv commutative jus
tice. which intrinsically tr('ars men as equals. as individuals. centering
their concern upon self·interest and separated by self·interest. A social
philosophy that ronsiden nothing but commutative justice becomes
individualillic, self<entered and separative. and loses any true under-
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standing of the state. Capitalistic individualism centered round the
open competitive market. in which individual profit was supposed to
be restrained automatically by the mechanism of competition and the
self-inteTeSt5 of othen. This indh'idualism had only contempt for the
state if the state could not serve as a tool for the imperialist expanaion
of the markets. No wonder that capitalists, if ruled only by profit mo
tive and propeny interests, financed the armaments of dictaton and,
in the final emergency. preferred to make one per cent under the for
eign conqueror than to make nothing working- for the salvation of
their state and the preservation of the common good.

In addition to commutati\'e justice, a true and full justice in its
appropriate field, the exchanges, Catholic political philosophy takes
account of distributi\'e and legal justice. Distriburhe justice pie
scribes duties and rights between the state, represented by politiul
authority. and the citileDS. In it the state proterts and furthers the di·
V~ functions of the individual citi1ens. and of their nrg.mil.atiuns as
social functions of the whole. This it doc5. not only for the cxclusive
benefit of the individual. abstf3cted from his function. but for the
individual as a member. as a funclionin!; part. of the ()r~anic whole.
Therdore. in the field of dinrilnuh'C' justice. \\ h.lt matters is nut the
fundamental equality of the citizens as persons, hut the difference, the
inequality in their functions.

Only the organic "iew and the concept of distrihutive justice can
provide an adequate moral basis for social reform. This rdorm is not
sufficiently justified by the statement that there should be some kind
of mitigation of shortcomings in the economic systt"n1 because other
wise social uphnvals would threaten to destroy this supposedly fine
system. Such a utilitarian explanation has alwa~'5 hecn di~ppro\'ed by
Catholic political philO5QPhy. Social reform is considered nec("SstUy
because the true form of the common good has lx-cn di~torlcd. because
"paru" of the whole did Dot get back, in the form of indi"'adual happi
ness and panicipation in the rich life of the whole. all that was de
manded by their dutiful functional rontrihution and the diR'nity of
their ptnom.' Economic liberalism. agaiml iu principles and aftC'T a

aTW I10pn of 1M "forpuea maD" reC('i"ea Ita rClOundfnl appnl prt"C'iRly from tM
......"..,.s ida Cbal he. tbough conrrfhutlnr to the wh. and ha"anr been 8uuanteed
....dlpby. was forJDlIl"I1 by the (ommunity and did not pt back 10 _utah and happlae.t
wIIat ., '-1tI'Yice be CIDIIltlbu&ed to the whole.
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long resistance. accepted social legislation. only as a kind of free aIm.
for the weak. as charity for the unfortunates. or as a kind of insurance
.lgainlt the insurrection o[ the mob, but never as a strict duty of~
tributive justice.

Furthermore Catholic political philosophy knows about legal jus
tice, which regulates the mutual duties and rights betwecn the indi
vidual and his associations and the state. And again this justice is not
based on self·interest and quantitative equality. Legal justice requires
from the individual, as member, loyalty and alle~iance.even the sacri
fice or life when the sacrifice of one's life is necessary under given cir
cumstances and on account of one's specific function in the whole. A
soldier who is dert'lict in hi. duty in order to save his life is despised,
while the sulJscfvience of the indi\idual citizen to a ruthless pany
boss is hrld quite pardonilble. The spec..ific loyalty is related in kind
and in completion to the specific functional membership in the body
politic and is not the samt: [or all individuals.

To all the~e a5pects the organic view opens the understanding. It
perreh'('s thc state as a livin~ whole, as the consequential progress of
man's sodal nature and its purposive evolution. The state is not en
tirely the proetuct of mere comiderations of utility for autonomous
and intriluirally self·suffidem indh iduals. ~or is it an unconscious.
hlind UTJ;"t" of life, irr.ttional, ellclle'15. aimles.~. In no w.tf does the in
clh'idualistic, mcchanistic \"i('w perceh'e and explain the very essence
of the state as the form of political existence of the people. In truth.
its startinK point. that i•. the indh'ietual. is such an alJstract notion.
such a clualityless point o[ imputation of social relations. that we can
not undC"fStand how from this aimle~s abstraction the complicated
S)SICm of m.lnifold relations could be explained. It has been forgotten
that the ("nn( ept of "individual" had at firsr..a distinct polemic mean
inR as usrd 3Rainst a concrete. historical political s}stem, and that,
thelt"fore, thC' c.onrept of "indh'idual" mirrored a distinct philosophi
cal content. But this modl'rn abstraction without its counterpart, the
European ancient rc~ime, does not mirror anything and thus is so
fully an abstraction that it is unable to explain rcality. For in reality
there is no abstract individual opposed to an abstract state as a system
of nonnli there is man, born. brought up, and educated in the family.
panidpating in the economic process of societ)'. furthering his very
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amcrete happiness in many social forms, joining a religious commu
nity, and. th~ghall this, living in the well-ordered protective, com
prehensive sovereign community, the state.

Only so does the instrumental apparatlls, which the state also is.
find its place. The state is not a mere bureaucratic machinery, oppres
sive at any rate, or a cold monster. The administrative bureaucratic
machinery is the state as it encounters the citizen in everyday life in
the market. in the streets. in the oRiccos and (actories. in ~ucation and
cultural life; it is the police, administrative supervision and regula
tion. taXoCollector. etc. This machinery is bearable because it sen'es
the higher end, the metaph)'sical end of the state as a community in
which man may grow into a (orm of higher. more perfect life. in which
he is enabled to perfect his own end. to be man in the full sense and to
work. for the salvation of his soul and the glory of God.

If this bureaucratic apparatw sen es not tbe common good. but only
the particular interests of a group. or if it makes iL~CU the wory f'SSf'nce
of the state, it is of course unbearable. Typical of the individualist
view is its conception of the state mcorely as an instrumental apparatus,
therefore alwa)'s somewhat oppressive. somC'thing that may wither
away as soon as the individuals by further enlightenment in a better
evolution of society can take care of thcomseh'cs without this kind of
alate. Here again indi,'idualism and collectivism touch each other.
leeing only the instrumental apparatus: the one. perhaps as a still
necessary sen-ant of a not yC't fully de\'e)oped society of free and equal;
the other. as the omnipotent dictatorial machinery organizing as pure
matter by command and specific ordinances the mass of equal and un
&ee for the final establishment of a stateless society beyond want and
necessity.

The organic view ofleQ, too, the best basis for a satisfactory relation
between authority and &eedom. right and might. individual. inleT
mediary, but independmt communities. and sovereign order. Of
course. authority, to be morally justified in exacting obedience by
man from man. must have its last source in God. But its mediate source
is the objective service to the common good. This objective legitima
tion of political authority, founded on the service to the common
good. th#ftIison tl'ltTe of the state, pTOtecu liberty. at least as long as
we...dlat Jjfe in the political .tatw iI necessary for the fun realiza
tion."tIIe idea of man as a "political animal:' Authority and Rate

,
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then serve the individual u a concretization of the idea of man, though
not always his particular longings and the aimleu urge for anarchic
freedom. For then the very dignity of the human person. its incom
parable tranSfendent value and self-interest. can never disappear in
mere membership. in mere instrumental service to the state. In the
last resort the state and political authority serve the human person.
Authority can. therefore, be objective and genuine. and mwt not be a
mere sum of rights transferred to it by individuals and revocable at
their pleasure.l':or must the basic rights that issue from the person be
sacrificed to totalitarian absolute authority for ends and aims beyond
the person. Authority and the freedom of the person are both meas
nrf'fl, not by power, SUCef'ssrul suhjection, or unlimited urge. but by
the metaphysical end of man as the supreme rule. and consequently
by God's will revealing itself in the order of creation.

Simibrly, mi~ht without right, that is, without reason, is inhuman
and unable to bind the conscience, which is the final arbiter. On the
other hand, right without compulsory power is a chimera. It is unable
to establish, protect, and restore the concrete order which. in relation
to the idea of man. is a necessity.

Moreo\'M', Catholic political philosophy does not consider the state
a mechanism constructed from below, from the atomistic will of
abstract individuals. And it docs not re~ard the state as an omnipotent
bureaucratic apparatua constructed from above. regimenting the
citilens, o~anilin~ the abstract particles of the masses without
rights, for a meaningless dream of world conquest by the proletariat
or by the master race. At the basis of the orlfolnic view lies the idea of
a cosmos (in tht' trut' meaning) of the spheres of life. from the individ
ual personal one, through the intermedi:try ones. which serve partial
aims of man, to the (ompr('hcnsi\'t~politicahphcre. a cosmos in which
authority is tht' boundary of freedom, and freedom the boundary of
authoritarian might: a cosmos in which the Jaw as the general rule
has the might and in whit-h miKht senes the moral value of the right
of the oTdo against disturbance by the chaotic. anarchic tendencies
that exist whelC~\'t~r men li\'e.

These are' the idras that Catholic political philosophy regards as in
herent in the orR3nic "iew of the state. Therefore it can build upon
them a true political and 50( ial ethics, whereas individualism boWl
only about an individualist ethics. an ethics for individuals as luch.
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and hence inapplicable in decisive political problems. And this limi
tation has the paradoxical consequence. as facts are more powerful
than bloodless theories about them. that the era of political indi
vidualism. misunderstanding the true nature of the state. became the
era of international power politics.



CHAPTER V

Origin and Growth of the Idea of
Natural Law

J. ORIGIN OF TilE IDEA

IN C..ATflOI.JC thouA"ht tJu~ political theory is ha\ed on natural law.
There are two specifIc reasons for this. FIrst: the state is by necessity
the product of human nature. Althuu~h not (,Teatcd without the in
tervention of the free will of man, it is never merely the result of an
arbitrary act of human discretion. The ("oncrete state, on the other
hand, docs not originate by an immediate att of God, but gets exist
ence and form throu~h human acti\'ity and is therefore in its eoosli
union and historical form dependent on \'arious merely human
facton. Neither dem(X"ra( y nor monar< hy, neilher the nationalist
prindple nor the federal principle of state structure, therefore. can
be of dil'ine right. Second, even though the concrete fonnation, con
stitution, and aeth'ity of e\'cry state are of mere human law, not of
di\ine law, the fornlation, constitution, and all internal and external
activity of the state arc subjected to the rules of one natural law.
deli\'cd from the idea of man's nature and man's end. These rules are
immediately evident and have their sanction in God's eternal law.
Thus we ha\'e one of the crudal problemt. of e\'ery political theory.
the relation between riKht and might.

In the beginning of their hisloriral awakening, people in primitive
culture do not distinguish between an unchan~eabledi\'ine law and a
me-rely human, changeable- law, between leK"lllaws about external be
havior and moral laws directin~ consciences. All laws are of divine
origin. The whole order of sodal and indh'idual life is a divinely in
stituted order, sarred and pmtected by the- tribal gods. For the ancient
Greeks as well as for the tribes in Gaul. G('rmany, and the British
Isles, all laws (legal, moral, and ritual) were divine laws. They had a

1!5
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aacramental character. There is no distinction of laws in primitive
times. All Jaws are divine laws. unchangeable. beyond all human rea
lODing. In all primitive cultures. therefoJ'C'. it is the priests who culti
vate jurisprudence as a kind of Jeeret science and act as judges. Thus
in the Bible. the Book of Judges. who were priests. comes before the
Book. of Kings. as with the Romans the pontifices were also the ad
ministraton of justice. in primordial times. \\11at distinguishes this
original theological or sacerdotal form of law is its immutability.

The idea of a natural law can arise only when reason disrovt'TS that
not all laws arc unchangeable. that differcnt peoples 1h'c accordinR to
dilerent laws. and that the law almost imperct'ptibly ('hanges. The
conclusion must be that not all law is divine law. unchan~cable and
ucred, and that tbere exists also human, changeable law. The J itual
or sacred law of worship ia now diatinguished from the Jaw /:;m'erning
the socio--political and ch'ie order. TIlis hum.m law, oriKin3tinK in
human wiJl, demands actual and moral obedien('c and vests human
authority with power to enforce. Whence cOllles this moral authority
of human law and the moral obligation to ohey it~ The nwre will. the
arbiuariness of rulen. cannot be sufficient to ohlige human re,.son.
once reason comes to self<onsciousness. Were it so. right would simply
be the arbitrary will of might), rulers. Ohcdienn~ would be a non·
moral, actual, and efficiently ruthless compulsion. not a moral ohliga.
lion of loyalty to conscience and reason.' nut this is an impossible de
mand on human reason espedaJJ) if it has just freed itself from the
early hierocratic status of law. Human reason mlLSt 3Ak for a justlfica.
tion of its obedience to human law. Consequently this leads to clut'S
tions about the best organization or (Olro of public political authority,
or the best form of the state. It leads also to some kind of "enli~hten.t
meat" which dethrones t1~ mythical tribal Karls and leads reason to:
the idea of an eternal unchangeable law of an omniscient lawRiver
who is at once omnipotent will and perfect reason. hidden behind the
images of the tribal gods. which are not the last and perfect form of
the religious idea. If we do not accept this reasoning. there are left
only two contradicCDry solutiolU, namely. anarchy or the so<alled
politivilm of the historical .drool with iu Itepchild. historical ma-

a.... die dille aI 1oa.1et aDd AndlODe thlt anthhab hu been repraented lb_
........laW. truth aaabllaWi or. the .01 ..ke law, rcuoa aaako law.
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teriali.m. Anarchism despises every kind of law and recognizes only
the "Ego and hi' own." I Positivism declares the search (or a moral or
natural bub of the positive laws to be inexpedient. It explailU. or
pt"rhaps we should ,ay it deSC'ribes. laws exclusively as a result of his
torical factors like race, environment, cultural development. defense
of eronomic interests. class struggles. Historical materialism declares
that right is merely an ideological reflex of the only reality. the eco
nomic condition. and the social relations of production. All of these
dubious and. in the last analysis. inhuman thf'Ories cannot stand mUl
ter before human reason seekin~ last principles.

Consequently therc must be a law from which all human laws de
rive th('ir validity anci moral ohligation. There must be a right which
is paramount to all IiJ:thts of the state. one on which the state itself
h:t'lc'l its authm itv. The wi'i(lom of the Greeks and the legal genius of
the Roman lawYl'rs ha\e hdci this law. the natural law. to be of divine
origin. Sinrc Ihdr tillle thl' idea of natural law has been the inheritance
of mankind. ThcJ(' ha\e heen times when this idea seemed to fade
away benule f.lti~u('d ~k('ptici'im or a cynical attitude of science
deniffi the ahilitv of the human mind to attain to the knowledge of
truth :lOd mt'taph)''1irs. But, as the hi'ltory of ideas so ronvincingly
prnv(*s, th("l c,' is .m cit-mal return I of the idea o( natural law in gen
(Onl. And at It"ast in Chri'ltian philtl\ophy, in the philosophia perennis.
natural law h.lI alwav5 heen at home and found there its refuge in the
time~ nf philo\ophi( al dt·'ip.lir ()\'er the human mind's ability to pene
trale to the tmth. !':o woneler. therefore. that we are witnesses of a
rC'SUT1(*( tion of tllt'taphuiu in a re\'h'al, for instance. of Thomism. in
all ("ountrit's whirh art" in an~' way heir to the Christian and classical
(ulture. \\'c are witn("\~es. too. of a re\'inl of natural law. Never, for
generation' pa!lt. has the idt'3 of natural C'ights found so many and
such manifcst proft's'lions. as since their denial by totalitarian govern
llJt"nls has 3walelJ('d the minds of men to their eternal value. In the
last analysis our wholc" argumentation (or the inalienable rights of
man, for the subOldination of politics to moral law, (or the rights of
small nations, for indcpendcntc. liberty. and security. rests as firmly

• cr. MIX Stlrn~r. INT F.lrtlll:/l und Iftn Eigen'um•
• .. be audlOf has de~olet1 a I,JeClaJ Iludy 10 thla eternal return In bit boot Die nrip

H'NclnAth, u, Nalurnthu (1956).
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on the idea of natural law as does the argumentation of the papal
encyclicals for social justice against communism and for the natural
rights of the individual person above the state, against Nazism.·

II. RISE OF IDEA OF NATURAL LAw IN GREECE

Every philosophy of Jaw faces the ahernative: Law is arbitrary will.
or law is reason. Law is a rule 01 reason and lOT reason. If we accept
the tint alternative, we reall}' deny a philosophy of law and restric't
ounch'es to some merely instrumental and abstract concepts in law.
to a behaviorist theory without any claim to \'3lue judgments. If we
ac:cept the 5«Ond alternati\'e, we corne to the conclusion that the phi·
losophy of law is intrinsically intenvoven with the idea of natural law:
that it is a part of a perennial moral philosophy which in itself, as
ScniJlanges says. is a prolongation of mctaphysks.· This will appear
clearly enough in a short sun'ey of the idea of n:ulIral law. Our skt'tch
will show also the intimate connection and e\'ident interdependence
of natural law and political theory. The principal task. of the idt'a of
natural law is twofold: to ghe a solid foundation for the necessity of
the political order for man's social existence; (0 gi\'e us a principle
from which 'We can derive limitations of the sovereign and ('oncen·
trated power of those who govern and are thus all too much subject to
the temptations that power over men involves.

The active genius of Greece first de\elopcd th~ idea of natural law
in what we may call the history of WesttTn ci\'ili73tion. Heraclitus.
popularly known on a((ount of his prindple "all is in nux," is the hnt
who praised a general un(hangeahle law. ThC"re is. he explains. behind
the perpctuaJly changinR world of outside phenomena, a dn'ine logos.
It constitutes the law of harmon~ whith the wise man is able to dis·
cover behind the changing phenomena...It is the highest virtue and
true wisdom in speaking and actinlit to obey nature that is the common
logos. Therefore all human laws are nourished by this original divine
law." • The human laws of the different peoples nc attempts to realile
this eternal law. This etemallaw is logos, is reason. Therefore human
Jaw bases its authority on the etcmallaw, for man is a rational being.

• For • powerful dellKllllUatJoo of this. see the cnqcUcal Mil bFnaflnadn """ of
PI.. XI ad Summi "OfI'i~C.ftllof Phu XII.

I A. D. 8ertillanpr. IA p'"losofIhle mortll, tU II. TIto_ "·"f." (19.1). po '5
.DW.~I'.DO.II"
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It it tbit theory of natural law which induced 5t.Justin Martyr to call
Heraclitus a Christian.'

Heraclitus inveighed with bitter scorn. as Plato did later. against
the Sophists. who were the radicals in the Greek polis. But some of the
Sophists were better than their reputation. or course. many Sophist
demagogues uttered theories that sound quite modem in their radi·
calism. But some taught convincingly the doctrine of a natural law
superior to the laws of the polis. They said that the authority of these
laws dC"pends on the fact that they are exemplifications of the natural
law. ,\rhen Heraclitus. a conservative. prea(hed the natural law, he
did so because he wished to protect the laws of the polis as realizations
of the natural law, from the radical criticism directed against them by
lOme of the mob-baitinK Sophist orators. The moderate Sophists for
their part lIsed the same idea of natural law to critici1e the laws of the
polis as mere means, devised merely to protect the power of the ruling
dasses. When Callides. therefore, says that mi~ht is right, he is not
makin~ a cyniral statement. On the <Ontrary. he implies that the rul·
inK (lass, contendin~ that their laws arc a realiLation of the commonly
acceptt'cI natural law, are abusing the idea of natural justice in the in
terest of their rule.

There are three icleas that we find heralded in the Greek spiritual
world hy the Sophists. First. that the laws of the polu serve the interest
of the rulin~ class, contradiltin~ the natural law which radiates from
human nature as a fret' rational heing: st't:onclly. that all men, not only
the GreeLs, but also the barbarians, are free and have equal natural
riKhts. In the eyes of Hippias. for iustan' e, all men are relatives, and
fellow dtizcn5 b)' nature t'\'('n thou~h not hy law. "nt'it)'," says Ald·
d.nnos, "has neared all men free. Nature has made nobody a slave." a

It follows that above the polIS there exists a.citlitas maxima, hum.mity.
the (osmo-polis. Thirdly. that the indh'iclual polu is the outcome of
c-hanl't', nut of nature. It ("oml's into existence by some kind of human
resohllion, by a free social contract. Thus the poli,s has heen preceded
by a natul.II status in which the natural law in iu purity ruled. Some

, Apol"f{'. F''''', no. 46. MiRnco. P.G., \'1, !I9i. 599·
• II may eaail) be understood that such a rcovollllionary Sla1C'ftlet11 arouled Plalo and

Arlltoll~. They hehewd in the C'Il«lIl"1lt"C' of lht' I.". of lhco pnlu. lllt'y laW a peal
djlfnm~ bt'tWft1l C;reek. and ba,bana,y. 1 hey ddcIIllt'd sLue!"). the economic founda
lion of the phiJOIOphel'. contemplative lifco, l)«'llllte nallln: h:" made lIOII'Ie men alaftl:
alltha' wlthoul denyina. of mune, thC' Idea of nalural jUltke and law.
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Sophists considered this natural status optimistically. With them the
fIol" could exist only under recognition of these original righta. Other
Sopbisu. like Epicurus. had a pessimistic idea of this natural stalUs, a.
Hobbes did later. Therefore. even though they were utilitarians, they
were incliDed to aD exaggerated valuation of laws and authorities and,
like Hobba later. began even to deride the idea of natural justice. It
is striking to observe how. from that time on. these ideas begin a
ttiumphal way through history. Yet it should be kept in mind that
the idea of natural law can become a mere slogan and that its under·
lIaDding depends entirely on philosophical environment and on the
metaphysical basis on which the idea of natural law grows.

Throughout the centuries Aristotle has been called the father of
the idea of mtumlaw.· This is true not 50 much in a historical sense
.. in a philosophical sense. His metaphysics, on account of its accep·
tance by St. Thomas Aquinas. and his innuence on Stoic philosophv
and through it on Roman jurisprudence fonned the spiritual stream
that carrird the idea of natural law down through history to our time.
It was not a favorable era for jurisprudence and the philosophy of law
when historical cin:UIDStaIlces compelled t.his stream to flow under
pound.

Aristotle's leading idea is tbat the '-cry essence of a thing is at the
ume time its end. All creatures arc in a ncver<easinll{ pJO<css from the
rudimentary state to the perfection of their idea_ It is the esscltt'e of
man to be a free. rational, and social beinR- Therefore the hiJ:thC'st law
governing man's acting and til-ing is: to rralilr this idra of 01.10. to
realize the universal fOnD, the n.scnce in his indh·iduality. For in lhis
fulfillment of man's naturr consists man's happineu. that for which
aU Itrive. in a life conformin~ to vinue. ,'inne bcoing the {ull reali1a
don of man's ntional anel moral nature. The measure of morality.
therefore. is perfect human nature as the final cause of man's intel
lectual and monJ growth. Consequently all aeu which corrnpond to
the essential idea of man's nature are good, and the 0ppG1itc oncs are
bad. DOl becaUJe the law makes them 50, but because nature nlakrs
them good or bad. Thus Aristotle distinguishes. discussin~ the \'irtue
of jUltice. wbat is just by natu~ and what is jun by positive law, the
l'ft'OIDized concrete law of the /Jolis. \Vllal is just by narure is invari
abl, so. because nature is perennially invariable. Furthermore. it is

• 'I1dI1i .. deIded. a. Herdi... HullW. """" (1'14). P. 77.
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universal as human nature is universal. It is independent of the law
mak.en. The positive law is, indeed, in its obliging power, dependent
on the natural law. Every human law must be an attempt to realize
the natural justice or law. This is the yardstick of the justice of all hu
man Jawi. Hence that law essentially is reason, a rule of reason for
rational beings. For Aristotle. accordingly. each positive law, so far as
it is just, is a more or less successful attempt to express the idea of law.
That is its essence and its purpose which ought to be realized in every
human law.

Aristotle·s theory of natural law is conservative. It is not used against
the laws of the 1,0lis as is the theory of the Sophists. The laws of the
fJolis are presumed to be ~o()d. Furthermore, the fJolis, with the com·
mon Rood, is so mudl in the foreground that its laws are to a degree
..,cred. The fJolrs is the omnipotent pedagogue destined to make men
virtuous. The idea of man is realized in the citizenship of the fJolis.
\Vith some re:tson one may therefore say that Aristotle and, in an
even stronj.:ter degree. anti·Sophist Plato, are state socialists; they prac
tically do not re(O~ize that man's end is beyond tbe polis.

We should never forget how mightily the idea of a paramount law,
to which the laws of the rulers must correspond. inOuenced the mind
of the Grec.-k pcoplt·. The unwritten law, coming from the Deity, and
obcdienn' to that law even when it meant disobedlence to the law of
the polis, have found their most striking expression in Sophocles'
A"';gon~. Htore the genius of Greece for true tragedy, while clearly
fcelinR that rnan's end is superior to the fJolis, shows in the final sui.
cide of AntiMone, its impotence to solve the contradictions. The tragic
annihilation of both Cleon (the defender of the laws of the fJolis) and
of Antigone (who appeals from the human laws to the natural unwrit.
ten law) shows that the Greeks were unabit: to find a 6nal solution of
this tragic dilemma.

III. GROWTII OF NATIJRAL LAw IN STOIC PHILOSOPHY

AND ROMAN JURISPRUDENCE

Very important for the d('velopment of natural law has been the in
fluence of Stoic philosophy. It c..Teated the word channels through
which the etemal imperishable heritage of Greece came to early Chris
tianity, The background of Stoicism is the decaying ancient society
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with its proletarian city mob, howling for bread and games, with its
monied bourgeoisie mingling with a rotten aristocracy devoted to
shameless debauchery or to Oriental mystical cults. ruled by the des
potic tyranny of blasphemous emperor-gods, Out of this background
steps the figure of the Stoic philosopher. Knowledge is the basis of his
ethics. Unity of knowledge and acting is the unchanKing ideal of the
sage. The sage, austere and undisturbed by passions. surroundnl by
the twilight of the waning culture of antiquit",. is the most all·embrac
ing representation of the spirit of the Stoa whith. indrcd. comes near
at to the greater representative of Christianity. to the Saint.

For the Stoic philosopher virtue is right reason. that is. the corre
spondence of actions to the rational cont'ept of man's t"uenee and na·
ture. Nature means here- the pure idea of man. the ideal of man's moral
and intellectual strivinK. such 35. perhaps. has never ~et been rl"allu.·d.
It has no reference to that empirical sense we have in mind when. dis
appointed in our moral expectations. we ask: Can an)'thin~'better be
expected of human nature? The moral rule therefore is: Lh'e in ac
cordance with human nature. This rule. as part of the dh'ine law of
the world. is eternal law for man. something greater and nobler than
the laws of Greeks or Romans. Thus the innate unwriuen law is the
basis of all positive laws. This innate law is not a mere ~eneraliL.·llion

and abstractions from positive rules like the l.aw or the Twelve.' Tables
or from the judicial decisions of the prat'tor. It is irn·ariablc. valid at
aU times. b«ause it emanates from the dh'ine reason. Fraud. theft.
adultery are not illegal and wrong because lht" d("d'lion of juetRM or
the will of the legislator sa),s so; but these men declare fraud illCA'al
because fraud contradicts the Datural law. Thert"fore laws admilling
alavery are for f.piete.'tus "laws of the dead." an ah)'5S of cTime a~ainst

the dignity of man's natuJc. All men are relatives. free sons of the
Deity. equal citizens of the dtfi/4S ma"'ma.10 "In so far as I am An·
tonius. Rome- is m)' father1:lnd: in so far as I am a man. the world is
my home:' The polis of the Greeks has lost its powrr. Ideas of the
Sophists, those foes of the narrowness of the polis, came to life a~in

in the Stoic philosophy. The Greek distinction between Greeks as
superior men and the barbarians as inlnior men disappears. The idea

.e ConClmti!'J lhe 5Iok world 1f.1~. d. J. Bider' IA ri" du mOflld, n I" rill du 101'"
dIft,., S,..... (Pula. Igsa). 'Ibis Ida U". also in Seneca'. wonderful .yin,. Humo
..........."". (Ep. 95 • ,S).
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of a natural law arising from the nature of man and common to all
men, without regard to their national or tribal membership. prepares
the world for St. Paul's idea of a Christian equality of all men (Rom.
1:14: ~:19).

The genius of Stoic philosophy. the last comprehensive and most
impressive emanation of the ancient world. poured this idea of a nat
ural law into the K"eatt'lit juridical system. the Roman law. Roman law
Tt"ached its hiRhest pt>rfection when the lawycrs were at the same time
Stoic philosophers. For the lawyer-philosopher the written law must
Ix- imt'rprt"ted on the hasis of the innate natural law. In the case of a
conflict th(' natural law has preledence. This enhancinR' of natural law
~h'es the Roman law of Gaius. lTlpian. Paulus. and Papinian some
thing lik,(" a sacerdotal character. The~' held that the jurists were like
priests adminhtcrinJ{ thc knowledge of \\ hat is just and unjust.u A
great ccmseqllence {ollow('d {10m this teaching. !'lot only the Roman
citi7t'n is a suhjcct of inalienable. original righls; but each man as a
m('mher o{ human soc ielY. o{ the Stoic CIVItas maxima, is a subject of
Tights c!('rin'd hom natural law. Thert"fore. for the philosopher.jurists.
slncr)" is ag.tinst the natural law. a tenet which is in strong disagree
ment with Aristotle. He1e we have the lint tender buds of the idea of
human n~lltS. It is true that the jurists and the philosophers almost
dC5paiu'd when they compared the world around thcm with their own
id«-al worlel. It is undrrstandable that they hf!r-ln to distinguish be·
tween an ori~inal status when the pure natural law ruled with equality,
liherty. and du." lule of reiwm. and a se("Ondary kind of natural law
where rca50n, counteracted by passions and bad customs. cannot domi·
natc the order of ~()( ict~.

It is to the I:t~t ing glory of the Roman jurists under the influence of
Stoit philo~ph\' that tile) U ied to subject tile positive law of the state

~

It) the (Clllt101 uf the etelllal nalUral law. emanating from a divine rea-
son as the paramount ruler. And whoever asserts this truth must, in
his politkal philosuphv. deny any despotic or absolute government u
he must deny any totalit:l1 ian claim of the state to the individual per
son. The true perfect sO\erei~nty belon~s to the natural law and the
world.logos. All human sovereignty is restrit ted and measured by that
supreme law. that is, b)' reason. Yet this Stoic world-logos remained

II Cf, corp." l"r.. c'lIilis (cd. It,u., and Momwscn); DIg.. I, I, •• Juras~..
tit dil,'n.rum " hum.nar"m ,"um rlolitla ;wt; a'qut Inlus'i scient;•. (UlpiaauL)
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vaguely undmtood. It was not viewed in a merely pantheist Seftle nor
was it clearly recognized as a penona) God. A satisfying solution could
be found only when the natural law. paramount to U1C will of the atate.
would be founded in the idea of a penonal God. who is at the same
time supreme intellect and omnipotellt will. perfect wisdom and JU

preme authority. perfect justice and supreme power.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL LAw IN EARl.Y CHRISTIANITY

This new idea was gi\'en to the world by Christianity, God, perfect
intellect. supreme will. is the Lawmaker of the world, Human reason
is the light by which this law is seen. This law is engr.\\'cd in man's
bean; its basic principles are self-evident; its conclusions can be found
by the human mind from the knowledge of the created world in which
the Creator and supreme La\\-maker reveals His will. Human person
ality. the immortal lOul of man, is paramount to aU secular £binRS.
even to their highest embodiment, the Slate or poli.s, M:m's end is be
yood the state. The state is not omnipotent. The Christian conscience
demands its freedom and resists Caesar in things that are not C'..aesar·s.
A new religious society arises, the Church, with its own God·~iven

rights beyond the power of the state. The Christian is more than a
citizen. and the state is not ule omnipotent peda~\le, as it was for
AriJtotle and Plato. The cit'it4S maxima, dreamy ideal of the Stoics.
becomes the Christian society, the Church abO\"e the poli.t. the tribes.
the races. the Church for all peoples.1I From now on mil;ht had to
justify itself before right, before conscience and natural law. l.aw must
be a rule of reason and for reason, it cannot be mert"ly arbitrary will.
.I\Jld even higher than right is charity. En'ry man is lby nei~hbor.

The rarly Christians. ~n Jetting asidr the hope of an early reap
pearance of the Lord as the world Jud~t, stood face to face 'with the
problem of Christian ethia in state and society, Celsus. the palf-ln de
fender of the pagan totalitarian state. reproached the Christians with
disrupting the Empire. with trying to fonn a ,tate in tbe state. Thus
the Christian apologists had to show that a Chrilltian can be, even mUlt
be. a good dtizen in the state and that the citizenship in the CivitlJl Dei
does not hinder cw diminish the duties of the Christian as a citizen in..a._,.~
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the secular state. but enhances them. Thus the first rules of a Chrbtian
political ethics are formulated. We find the gospel and the idea of nat
ural law as their basis. The power of Christianity begins to transform
the world. To do so it has to incorporate in its ethics the rule. for the
Christian's active life in the secular sphere.

In the teachings of the last philosophy of the ancient world. Provi
dence pro\'idcd expressions to be filled with the new ideas. According
to St. Justin Martyr. these teachings are particles of eternal truth not
originating from the mythology of Dionysus but from the original
revelation. The Stoic dislinc tion of a primary and a secondary natural
law could he us~d to explain the perfect rule of the original natural
law in the status before the fall and the dimmed rule of natural law
after the f;all atU ibutahle to the disturbed reason and the weakened
Will5~duced by un('()ntrolled passions.

This influence of Greek and Roman tradition must. of course, not
he exaggeratt'd. The use of the old words and concepts must not lead
to the opimon that this doctrine of natural law and political ethics is
a mere syntTctism of different pagan theories. On the contrary, the
adoption of these ideas into the Christian thought transformed their
m("anin~.They were adapted to the original Christian ideas; the latter
Were not adapted to the fomler, Besides. in the epistle'S of St. Paul. the
Church Fathers found the idea of a natural law clearly expressed.t •

The tecl(hinKs of Christ offered the new ideas also. The Old Testa
ment contained them. What the Fathers. therefore. took Over was the
perennial imperishahle idea. mJt merely its expression by Aristotle or
thc- Stoics. BeC,IUSC the Fathers taught that human reason fundamen
tally could arrh'e at !nuh and had not been completely darkened by
the Fall. tht"y did not need to ad.lpt the new Christian moral ideas in
a bad C'ompromisc- to a sinful "world" in \fhich the spirit of the Srr
mon on the Mount could not be realized.

The Fathers. of t'ourse, did not try to systematize their ideas on nat
ural law in a juridical and political theory. Theirs was not a time for
the medic-val S,mm'G. for the construction of a whole system. Thein
was the timt" of hundr~s of Oriental mysticisms threatening revela
tion. Their problem was the protection of the faith against the Chris
tological and Mariological errors. Their task was the practical care of

&I Cf. Rom••:1. L
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lOUIs. the preservation of the sparse lights of the faith in times of per
secution. and th~ consen'ation of spiritual life in the collapse of
the remnants of pagan antiquity.

St. Augustine. exceptional in all things. is the exception here too.
Heir to the spiritual treasures of the ancient world, ad\'ersary of the
Pelagian heresy. which taught that reason could substitute for faith.
foe of Manichacism, which held that nature and the world were:' de·
livered to evil, witness to tlle collapse of the Roman Empire. the
civitllS tnT~nllJSt. Augustint" was Eorrt"d to orcupy himst'lf with prob.
lems of political tbrory and of the philosophy of law. To him, Plato's
ideas bttome ideas of God. The impersonal world·reason of the Stoks
becomes the personal all·wise and ahni~hty God. The ratht"r dt"istic
divine inleUKt, the flOUS of Aristotle, becomes the IT.lmcendcnt Crt>3'
tor of the world, the eternal imellect. the omnipotent will hu(din~

the creation in His hands. directing it with His pro\'idenc e, ruling it
under the eternal law. This t"temal law is God's innermost nature and
essence; it is the divine reason, which governs the inner life of the Deity
and His acthrity in the created world. It is the essence of God which is
reflected in the eternal law, in the pt'rft"("t order of an bdnKs. The nat·
ural law. moral as well as juridical. is a participation in tht' eternal law.
It is the same eternal law re\ealed in the: nature of Inoln. wrillt'n b)'

God into man's free conscience. cognilahle hy the- li~ht nl lea!l(Ul as
the Creator's will, as the order of the creation for rational crCJflIr('s.
Therefore the authority of t"3ch human law depends on tht' r.ll I that
it does not contradict tllis natural law. Thercfor(" human alllhnrit)· re·
ceives its dignity from iu obedience to God's law. and 111.1) dcm.md
obedience b«ause it reaH7" and presen'n tilt" dh int'ly instituted
order, as it appean in the natural law.

In St. Augustine, thereinre, are formed all tht' dt'dsl\'e ideas for a
philosophy of law and of the st~lle. There is an eternal law nllin~ the
univCTK'. It originates in God's very essence and creat('~ the order of
the universe. the logic in all being, This el('mal law hec()m~ fOi fr«
rational beings the rule of thdr a('15. the natural law. And this law
again is the source and the standard for all human law. Human law
can bind in colUCiencf' because and in so tar as it is derived from nat
ural law. The order of the univene. constituted by eternal law. pre
IeDCI iudl to reason as the analogy of all being to God the Creator.
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Human reason. even after the Fall. is able to discover this etemallaw.
For human nature is not altogether depraved as the Manichaeans
contended. The Stoic idea of a happy original status of man and of an
imperfect one later. unexplained as to iu cause. is clarified by St. Au
gustine as the status of human nature before and after the Fall. The
imperfe< tion after the Fall is recognized as a consequence of original
sin. but a positive legal and political order would have existed also in
the statc of pure naturc.1t Only some attributes of the political power,
its usC' of ("oercion for instance. are a consequence of the Fall.

Since St. Au~ustinc thcre has thus existed. in the framework of a
Christian soc ial philosophy. a philosophy of law and of the state. based
on the concept ()f natural law and natural reason. along with a theol·
O~) of the stdte. It was the privilcRe-a dubious one-of the Reform
tors to I>f' s;ui,Jit"cI wilh a theology of the state. But the great seculariza
tion in liberal thC'oloR"Y. in the last resort a religious relativism. has
done dway with hoth under the impact of so-called historicism.

E"er since St. Au~ustine the id("a of a natural law as the basis of a
moral1.,· au.ep13ble political philosophy has remained a lasting heri
tage of Chri,tian ci\ ililatioJl. All suhsequent political philosophies
have accepted either formally or L1citly the theory of natural law in
some form; or they hne c1t"nicrl it and cannot rank as a genuine phi
Imoph}' of politiC'S however meritorious the}' may be an the elaboration
of )PC( ific partidl prohlems or in the fattual historical study of politi
C'aIIO'llitutions and leac.hng iOt'as, True it is that the idea of a natural
law. though hanned hom the public universities of a Europe inclined
to politjc 011 absoJutism, found shelter in the IJhilOJophia peremlis But
It is also true that tim 1C1t":\ n('vcr again wholly disappeared. 'Vhen in
the deG'''' of Scholclsti( ism it was almost destroyed through Occamism.
it retum('d in a more pt'r'rct form in Late ~'holasticism, '\'hen it was
ruined by rationalism in th(" era of Enlightenmcnt and was deposed
h~' the ninf'lf't·mh.... ('llIury po)itivism. it returned after the secure
houlltoois world was shakcn by the re"ohttions of the twentieth cen
tury foJlu\\'in~ the First World War."

,t Cf. Rommm, MII.,II,.hrfl dll. for. SUllrfll. p, JIS. O. Schilling. N4luruch' und S,..,
in dt'r .I'en K,rehf'. ptWim.

II l'ope riUJ' mC)c1iral ag:lin51 Sallmal Snciali.m ("''' br,.n""ndn So'''') II m..l1,.
bawd 011 natural law, I. not th~ aprl.ute it received vahd. too. (or the theory of natural
bw1
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v. }1Io'TEJU)EPENDENCE OF NAnJRAL THEOLOGY.

METAPHYSICS. AND POLITICAL THEORY

Thestudent of the history of natural law ",ill notic~ that there exists
an interdepe-ndeoce between natural theolog)'. m~t.lphysics, and p0
litical theory. H~will also notiC'e that the idea or natural law nourishes
when law is defined as the rule of reason and for reason and that it
recedes into the background when law is defined as will. The defini·
tions proceed from a presupposed answer to the quC'stion: In God is
the intellect superior to the will. or is the omnipotent will superior?
Only if we accept the superiority of the dh'ine imelle<"t mer the will
can we caU the eternal ideas of things in God's intellC'ct the excmplary
causes of created things, only then can ""C as.'icrt that the natures or
cuenca of things and the order among them are unchangeable. Only
then can we aSlCrt that man's intcllect can come to true n«cssary
knowledge in the GnalogiG ~"';S. If th~ S('Cond alternative is true. then
human reason will be unable to recognize the nature or things and
their natural order. For creation is then not the natural revelation of
God's nature: there is no GnGlo~iG tnlis, anel all our knuwl('dge is (on·
Ungent, and positivism is right. TIlen only b)' supernatural rc\'e1ation
do we kn01\' about God's naturc and His will, The idea of a n.uural
law becomes impossible. Occam, a posith'ist. exas;gerated the omnipo
tence of God's wilt in r~13tion to God's inttllect in theoIO'.o"; he denied
that human reason could pen«rate to the nature of thin~ in episte
mology and 10 in the lut rnon diuoh'ed metaphysics as the basis of
moral philosophy.

We find here an antithesis rc:curring o\'er and over again in hi5tory.
~ side maintains the su~riorityof the intellcct ()\er the will; con·
lftjuenaJ)' the ability of human reason to rec0ltnile the natur~ of
things and to recognize a natural order whi<.h, as a moral order. must
be oblcned by all human will. hmce also by political &(}\t('rdgn au
thority. This means in the lut analysis that truth makes the law and
that law is reason; this again me-aos there i. a nanar..l law. The other
aide c:ontends for the superiority of will over intellect. of the irra
tional intuition over rational knowledge; in other words, it denies
cha& reaaoa can penetrate to the nature of things and their invariable
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order. ThiJ means relativism in ethics and agnosticism in epistemol
ogy because of the denial of metaphysics.1I It means positivism in
juriaprudence, non·morality in politics, denial of the natural rights of
men, and the aect'plance of abJOJuk power of the state. It leaves no
alternative but to proEm that might is right. It must lead to the con·
tention that intemationallaw originates exclusively in the will of the
states, and that what is decisive is, not the role of the law, but the
changinR interests of the state, so that international treaties are ex
pedient means of diplomacy and strategy and, apart from that. are
mere scraps of paper.

This antithesis is found also in the theory of constitutional law,
wherein democracy stresses persuasion and diSC'ussion, wherein it is
presumed that law is a rule for reason, that the RO\'erned should can·
sent as a result of reasoninf{ and not blindly obey an irresponsible
decision of arbitrary will, Absolute governments glory in the op
posite. the ",ill of the ruler. He needs no justification because God's
irr~istihle will is 5uppo5C."d to reveal itself in the absolute kin!;. the
\'irc$tereDt of God, or hecause there is some irrational mystical power
in him whit h m;al.es his will always ri~ht, however unerly unimelli·
Jtible this may be to the reason of thl" governed. The idea of natural
law and the "iew (llat truth makes the law constitutl" the insurmount
ahll" contradiction bl"twt't'n totalitarianism and the Christian political
theory. Let us obsef\'e that the control which, in the United States and
in countries of similar constitutional structure, the Supreme Court
holds o\'er the I~Ri5Iati\'ebody, measures the laut'f's acts not only with
the mere literal text of the fundamental law. the constitution, but also
with basic rules and tht idea of law. This points to the conviction
that be)'ond the will of the earthly la",gi,'er there is an unwritten law
of which the inalienable riRhu of man are. in a predominantly in
dividualistic era, more strongly pronounced examplf'S.

In the Anglo-Saxon judiciary, for a lonK time educated by the phi.
losophically and dl~l()gif3l1yeminent priestly heads of the Chancery.
the idC".l of natural law practically never died. as any history of Anglo
Saxon law and judidary proves. Onl)' in the nineteenth century under
the impact of continental positivism, especially tha~ of French and

II V&,ry nhlm'nalinK II Ih&' p.t'plical nsay of JUII'" 0, W. Holmes on nalural law
(In ColleCl&'d up' ,..pn., NC1l' York. 1910.)
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~rmanorigin. do we lee a recession of the idra of natural law even in
Anglo-Saxon countries. But here, too. in consequence of the World
War. a revival is visible. as may be indirrctly shown by the went to
50 many utterances of the last popes in matters concerning social
justice. the international order. and against Nazism and communism
-utterances that are based upon natural law and justice.



CHAPTER VI

The Idea of Order as the Philosophical

Basis of Natural Law

I. PHILOSOPHICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS OF THE

CONCEPT OF NATI'RAL LAW

\\0£ MUS'r now develop the metaphysical foundation of natural law.
The conviction ahout natural law and its validity do not depend
wholly on this philosophical reflection. The common maD knows
more or Ie:$.' definitely alx)lIt natura) law: the voice of conscience in
IllS social relations with others. St. Paul uuered a commonplace when
he spole of the law that is inscribed in the hearts of the pagans (Rom.
2: 15). And the juridit"ally non·educated is fuJ1y aW.lre that there is a
difference between what is just and what is formally legal. between
what is unjust and what is illegal. This appeal to the idea of justice.
to "the law" as distinguished from the mere factual will of the law
~i\cr. is an irrefutable witness to the con\'iction of the existence of
natural law. So our refl~tion is not designed LO convince the juridical
!opel i..hst ~i\"C~n to skeptical positiVism. though it often happens that.
wht"n KT3ve issuC's of jU5life arC' at stale. we see the most determined
positivist chanKed into .. believer in natura) faw appealing to the idea
of jLU.tice as supetiur to all statute books. It is intended to deepen
and dafify that undeniable conviction of common sense concerning
natural law.

The idea of natural law rnlS on the following presuppositions. I.

t\ last and profound unity of mankind. a unity of conscience in the
last and least of human beings. Ilowe\'er darkened or enlightened by
primitivt' civilizations "nd progressive cultures. by deleterious habiu
become traditioru and by lack of st'rious efforts to live up to the

•fig
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demand of aidal consciousness.1 there exists a unity and a commun
ity of human conscience. of human nature through al1 the epocha, in
all races. in all nations. 2. The ability of the human intell«t to per
ceive the essential and the unchangeable nature of things. in other
words. the aaual objectivc reality. Thc mcasure of our knowledge is
the thing in its essence; it is not the categorical forms of the subjective
mind. induced by the phenomena of the things that produce order out
of the chaos of the phenomena. S. Granted that the human mind
rccognilt'S the nature of things. this nature is for the existing thing
at the same time its end and perfection. It is the degree of realized
idea in an existing thin~ that determines the degree of its goodness.
4. SUJlCTiority of the intellect. Tht' intellect rt'('~niles the nat ure of
things and presents to the will the concrete thing as a good that ollght
to~ strh/en after.

The human mind recognizt'S the nature of things through the
senses. The things are first; they are as indh'idual. existing beings
perceived by the senses. which are passi\·e. The intellt."Ct. an afth'e
power. though objectively dependt'llt on the thing1. R'Cognilt'S the
nature and nsence. the general substantial form. of the thing. This is
what the thing is (t'(jt'ntia). not only that the thing is (exiJltntia).
We can now compare the intellectual content of the knowled,;e
in us with the nature and existence of the thing olltside. On that rests
the fact of nue knowledJte. It is therefore the aClual essence and
nature in the existing thing "'hich is the measure and control of our
knowledge. Benre our knowlC'dge is not a mc-re genC'ralization of
similarities in different things. Rh-ing us mere types or symbols with
the Jogicallimit of "rhus far C'xpcoriencM.t. For this "'ould mean that
we perceive only the existentials. not the essentials of things.

On the contrary. we r~ognile what the thing in itself is. its essential
nature. To do this would be impossible if this essential nature Wt'!'C'
not invariable. FunhC'rmore. we not only recognize the nature of the
diJferent thinR!. but also that thcoy afe fC'lated. that thC're i. an order.
a hierarchy of tbings. \\'e recognize that there is a progrC'SSion fTom
thc imprrfect to thC' more pcorfttt, and that this progression is de
pendent on the intensity of being in the things. The things of the in
organic world are Ins perfect than those of the organic world. and in

10. V. CatbJeln. ow & ..hftl tIa mftUdtlltlwn~;W.lc:hlllldt. u.......GeI..- ('........).
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the organic world there i. a progression of perfection from the plant
to the animal and up to the crown of creation, the rational free man.
The "world." the universe of things created, i. order, it i. cosmos,
not chaos.'

This order established in the invariable natures of things is a ra·
tional and a constituted order, not an accidental, or a merely arbi
trary order. Its creator is not a dark, mystical, irrational power. but
Logos, NOILS. Supreme Reason, Intellect. The things are imperfe<."t ex
emplifications of the ideas of this supreme intellect. The nature of a
thing is the divine idea of it. Therefore the thinRS and their nature
are the measurco of our knowleclRe. because the thin~ themselves reo
ceive their essence and nature from God's creative supreme intellect
and ret-eive their existence by God's will. either immediately or
mediately hy the activity of se<'ondary <"anses. Therefore the things and
the unh'erse depend for their existence absolutdy on God's preserving
omniJlOtence. Yet the essential forms in the thinl;S afe as ideas of the
Pf'rfcct supreme intdlcct of God independent of God's omnipotent
will. When Occam, emphasiling God's omnipotence. tau~ht that God
ought to t~ able to will that a creature should hate God. he utterly
destroyed the possibility of a natural law. It is the primacy of the in·
tell«t in God from which we conclude the invariahility of the e50
,ential natuTt' of things and their order in the unive. se. And it is this
in\'ariability which enables us to S3)' that moral acts are good because
thcoy ronfurm to nature. and not simply because a supreme will com
manded them.

AJI being is good. Thr e,,'il is not a quality of bein~ but a lack of be
ing which our;;ht to be, The divine will. creating and preserving all
bC'ing. could create and presen'c only the good. not the evil. There
fore a creature is the beuer. has the more Roodness. the nearer it comes•
to iu nature in its concrete existence, It is the degree of being what it
ahould be, that determines the dCKfee of goodness in a thing. A house
is a better house the more perfectly it scot\'t'S its end. To be is to be of
value.' But there is no mcre passive. aimless being. Furthermore, fOT
Jiving t11tities. to be always meam to act. to be in mo,,'ement. It is the
movement. to tile ideal or away from it. it is the dynamic life. that is

'51. Thomas. Cont,. (;,ntil'I, II, 59. QUlItsr, dlspur,. II. q.5••. 16. The Greek word
'0""01 .llI'lftts oriIfnllly the "righl onter" in • communit),

• St. Thom-. .I..........hHl•• I. II•• q. ai, •• a. In "bau auI,m "n"mquodq.. r.nhPn
1aG"" Ik hno quenlKm hall., '" •••
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demand of aitica1 consciousness.' there exists a unity and a commun
ity of human ronscience. of human nature through all the epochs, in
all races. in all nations. I. The ability of the human intellect to per
ceive the essential and the unchangeable nature of things. in other
words. the aetua) objKtive reality. The measure of our knowledge is
the thing in its essence; it is not the categorical (orms of the subjective
mind. induc~by the phenomena of the things that produce order out
of the chaos of the phenomena. 5. Grantrd that the human mind
recogniles the nature of things. this nature is (or the existing thing
at the same time its end and perfection. It is the dq;ree of realin·d
idea in an existinK thing that determines the degree of its goodness.
4. Superiority of the mtellttt. The intellect r('("ogniles the nature of
things and presents to the will the concrete dung 35 3 good that ought
to be strh'en after.

The human mind recos;nizes the nature of things through the
senses. nle things are first: they are as individual. existinp; beings
perceived by the senses. which are passive. The intellt'ct. an aC"tive
power. though objectively dependent on the thin,:;s. rccos;nil(,s the
nature and essenc-e. the general substantial form. of the thinK. This is
"'hat the thing is (~.ssrntia). not onty that the thing is (ex;SUrtt;a).
\\I'e can now compare the intellectual content o( the knowlcdRe
in us with the nature and existence of the thing outside. On that rests
the fact o( true knowledge. It is therefore the actual essence and
nature in the existing thing which is the measure and control of our
know)cdRe. Hence our knowlcdRe is not a mere generalization of
similarities in different things. giving us mere types or symbols witb
the logical limit of ..thus far experienced. It For this would mean that
we perceive only the exi~tentials.not the essentials of things.

On the contra')·. we re~ognile "'h:1I tht" thing in ilSt'lf is. its t'SSential
naturc, To do this would be impossible if this essential nature wac
not invariable. FunhtT11lore. we not only r«ognize the nature of the
different things. but also that they are related. that thar is an order.
a hierarchy of things. \Ve recognize that there is a progression from
the impttfcet to the more perfect. and that this progression is de
pendent on the inten,iay of being in the things. nu~ things of the in·
organic world are less perfect than th~ of the organic world. and in

aa. v. CathreJD. Oil EinMil .. mnwhlkhm GftliMmI; W. 5cbaUdl. lJnIrvnc tin
eou..un (Illal.' ......).
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the organic world there is a progression of pttfeetion from the plant
to the animal and up to the crown of creation, the rational free man.
The "world," the univene of things created, i. order, it i. cosmos,
not chaos.-

This order established in the invariable natures of things is a ra·
tional and a constituted order, not an accidental, or a merely arbi·
traryorder. Iu creator is not a dark, mystical, irrational power. but
Logos, NOlu, Supreme Reason. Intellect. The things are imperfect ex
emplifications of the ideas of this supreme intellect. The nature of a
thing is the divine idea of iL Therefore the thinRs and their nature
art' the measure of our knowledge. hecause the things themseh'cs reo
ceive their essence and naturc from God's creative supreme intellect
and rec-eh'e their existence by God's will. either immediately or
mediatrl)' by the acth'ity of sccondary causes. Therefore the things and
the unh'crsc depend for their existcnce absolutely on God's preserving
omnipotence. Yet the essential forms in the thin~ are as ideas of the
perfect supreme intellect of God independent of God's omnipotent
will. \\'hen On:am. emphasizing God's omnipotencc. tau~ht that God
ought to be able to will that a creature should hate God. he utterly
destroyed the possibility of a natural law. It is the primacy of the in
tellt"C't in God from which we condudf' the invariahility of the es
sential nature of thinJ;s and their order in the univerllc. And it is this
invariability whie h enables us to say that mOlal acts are good because
the)' conform to nature. and not simply because a supreme will com·
mand,",t them.

All being is good. The evil is not a quality of being but a lack of be
inR which ought to be. The divine will. cr('atin~ and preserving all
bdng. could create and presc'r\'c only the Rood. not the evil. There
fore a creature is the better. has the more goo<}ness. the nearer it comes
to iu nature in iu conc.:rete existcQ(·e. It is the dCKTec of being what it
should be, that determine'S the cltgTee of goodness in a thing. A house
is a better house the more perfectly it sen'es iu end. To be is to be of
value.1 But there is no mere passive. aimless being. Furthermore. (or
Ji\'ing entities. to be always means to act. to be in mo\'ement. It is the
movement, to the ideal or away from it, it is the dynamic life, that is

1St. 1"hoIDu. C_I,. ~IIJ;II~, 11.59. QUGt"'. dull"'" II, q." &.16. The Greek word
lomaOj Ilp1fia orJcIn.aUy tbe "rilht ord~" In & community.

• St. Tbomu. Summa ,,,,m.. •• Uac. q.• i ••. 1. In ,.bua .ukm unumquodq... I4InIUIA

Itclwl ... botIo ' .....,u... hIIH' ........
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the real object of the philosopher. not the mere passive existence.
There is, therefore, no genuine philosophy without metaphysics; and
ethia or philosophy of law without metaphysics is without a basi•.

The nature of a thing, that by which the thing is what it is. is the
forming pol\'er(clIwa formalis), as it is the aim of rational knowledge.
III nature is the end of a thing, is its telos, the causa (inalis. Every be
ing is strh'ing toward its perf«tion. and the most perfect realization
of its aim. Howc\'cr. if there is an order of bt-ing. there is n«essarily
also an order of aims and of values. That is no useless abstraction. but
simple common sense. In economics wc call a useless detour an un·
economical usc of things; we speak. of waste when things arc not used
according to their objfi"tive purpose. that is. according to their nature
and properties.

It is this coincidence of the order of natures and the order ot ends
that is the basis of ethics. The human mind ret: ognizes 5pt'culath'c1y
thil order as an order of being and nect'Wril)'. too. as an order of aims
and ends. But as all things point to a pt'rfcct. pure brinK, the divine
being. 10 the ends of creatures point to a last. supreme. inhllltC' end.
God as the aim of all creatures.

Man is a fr« rational ~ing. He has reason and will. Th(,leforc St.
Thomas says the theoretical reason becomes necessarily practical rea·
IOD. The speculatin order of things as recognited b) rcawn bec.omes
to the practical reason. to the free will. an ordcr which ought to he
and ought to be realiled by man's acthjty. Thc ontoJo~ical order as
recognized by reason as an ordu that ought to be he<"omes the mOlal
order as a law for man's ,,-ill. We call it natural law in the broadest
sense because we recognize. too. that it is God's will. The ontologie.al
order iI the eternal law. which becomes natural la,,' for the free ra·
tional being, The basic rule. therefore. is: act according to your e50
aential nature; be ,,'bat you ought to be: be your nature perf«tly as
possible: be true because you are rational: be good because you are
free; be social because to be perftct you need cenain sexial organiza·
tions which help you &0 become perfccL The structure of a mOTaI act
proceeds. therefore. from the recognition by the theoretical reason of
&he nature. the idea. as the end of the thing. to the perception by the
practical reason of thia nature 31 a good that ought to be and is thea
proposed to the will to be realized by acting,

Therefore it it profound wildom when Soc:nta speaks of k.now',
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edfite as the way to vinue, when he contends that truth must be the
basi. of Jaw.' Truth i. adequation of the intellect with being. As truth
and being are one. 10 aT'e truth and justice in the last analysis one.
Justice. the eternal law as St. Aufitustine puts it, demands that all
things should be in perfect order,' In this sensc of a unity of truth and
justice we may say that the truth makes us free. The binding in and
by justice is genuine Iibcuy.

II. TUE ONTOLOGICAL ORDER AND THE MORAL

ORDER IN THF Philosophia PeTennis

This idea of a universal order of being. though not essential for the
common·sense concept of natural law. is fundamental for its philo
sophical foundation. Any system of natural law is based on the presup
position that the uni ..'fue. the world. is an "order" of being; from
this order of bC'ing, from the ontological order follows then the mOf'al
Older, This onlolo~kalorder leads to God as the Creator of being and
of its order, and thus to God as the legislator of the moral order. So
the basis of natural law is not "human nature" in isolation, but sur
roundt"d by the order of natures. of created things.

The idea of order is not specihc to natural·law philosophies. Any
philosophic eflort is an eflort for order. Even the relam'in, to under
stand the outside" world of phenomena, must understand or construe
this mass of phenomena 3S an order. Thus the difference between
thne" philosophies is not the abstract and formal idea of order; the
difference concerns the origin. the nature, and the material content
of order. in particular the ability of the human mind to penetrate to
the natures of the objective things, to reality as the natural revelation
of the Creator,

If. as Kant declared. the "thing" in itself: in its essence. is incon
c('h'able (or the human mind. then an ontological order of nature is
inc om"eivable, too. and likewise inconcch'ablc is a moral order as the
object of practical reason and as a rule for the human will, From his
epistemology stems Kant's formal and ultimately empty categorical
imperative. As the order in things is inconceivable, so also is the moral

• Trulh IIftI or denlft 10 human IaWi lheir bilhal croWD; aDd c.bcy draw from well
tIlelr pnulne moral power•

• Dc libno .r6;.,,0, 1.1, 150
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order u an objective rule for the wiJ). For Kant. conaequentJy. the
world with its phenomena i. not a universe. ia not objectively an
ontological order; it is an order that man produces by the subjective
forms of his mind. For SL Thomas, on the other hand. who assertI

that the natures of things are conceivable for the human mind and
that the natures are invariable. an ontological order of the natures i.
concei\'3ble. And this order which is created by the divine intellect is
therefore neither the product of blind chance nor of men's subjective
willful mind.' The world is thus ontologically an objective order.
Since. for the will and the practical reason. being is a good. the onto
logical order becomes necessarily a moral order in which all beings
teleologically are ordered to the supreme end, to the supreme good, to
God. just as in the ontological order the bdngs in their various de
grees of perfection point to the ens purwimum. Thus the degree of
being is fundamental for the dcogree of goodness. Tht' world is. there
fore. a cosmos. an objecth:e universe that presents itself to the "'iIl as a
moral cosmos to be realized by human fret' acts in the greatest possible
~rfection of man's nature in this moral cosmos.

Only if the world is in lOme way objccti"dv an order created by
Cod's will under the direction of the dh'ine intellect and only if man',
mind can get "intelligence" (illlw lrgert J, can "read" this ordn by
the process of cognition. only then have we a reliable philosophical
basis for nawral law. \\'e must stress the philosophical. In practical
life common sense may be greatly blurred by vicious customs and
prejudicial traditions. and ronscience may be darkened by piWiolll.
material inttn'Sts, and traditional morts. Yet both han retained a
rudimentary idea of 'what is right and just in itself, Often both
common 5Cn~ and conscience have appealed in dire stress to that un
wriuen natural law of ~hich they welt' SlIft'. when lhe professional
phiJOJOpher had long since undennined the philosophical' basi. of
natural law. the idea of the world. the uni"ersum (nol multi·versum)
as an ontological order•

• CL COilITA CiC'falik,. II, chapL 14, D. 41. The Interdepmdmre between the cancepll
..,. wth. jusdce, 1M fou1Icladon of natural "w,. mentioned b, St. ntomu on maar
0UltIiIMt. Tht' order 0I111e uni...... il appal' in natural lbinp as well u in .mUD-
..,., lIIIIuen dnuonIanta &be jUilice 01 God (S"". rhrol .• la, q.I •••• 1). The cUltlDc·
tioIl oIlhinp, abe orckr Iud. in cmlttel thf. n by lhe llllenaion of lhe fint -.nt.
God (ibRl. q'471 "1. 5). T'he i--ice 01 Cod wbkb COQIC'nuCi lhe ordn 11lIOII' lhe
dtinp in CJtII I••..,. 10 God', wUdom. whidl II IJw IIw 01 lit&' ontn, mar .PP....iaIely
be called ....... (f6i4.. q.ll•••1).
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The paralleliJm of metaphysia. realistic epistemology. and natural
law that we can 10 distinctly see in the history of philosophy. seems
obvious. Thus natural law could find its perennial home in the
I'hilosoplJia I'erennis, tbat "educated sister" of common sense, as it
has been aptly called. Therefore the idea of natural law in the history
of modem philosophy beRan to fade away with the waning of meta
physics, brought about by sensualist or subjectivist epistemology. It
may be objet"tnl tftat this conclusion does not agree with the historical
facts since Kant. for instance. upheld the theory of natural law. but
this he did in spite of his destruction of metaphysin and of his sub·
jecth'ist epistemology, Furthermore. we must never forget that the
concept and a certain comciousne55 or natural law were preserved
against "the philosophers" by the incorporation of the principles of
natural law into the body of traditions and thou~hts that we call
Christianity, Chri,tian civili7ation, or the like. But then again the
idea continued to lh'e and to influence sodo-political life in spite of
the modem philo50phies.

The purpose of an)' philosophical attempt is to come to a system. to
an order hy which the truly enlan~lin~ amorphous mass of empirical
(arts i, ordered. The human minci strives lor msmos. Any philosophy
is systematic. 1':\'en the denial of truth is systematic sl<,pticism. The
order. then. is either ohj("("tivc and created by the divine intellect so
that the distinction of the natures of thing! and their definite finality
is the basis of the olltologkal order and consequently of a moral order
to bC' proct\lr~d by frt'~ agents: or the order. though ohjective. is the
result of blind cawes. If the laner is true. the ontological order cannot
Il«ome the baSiS for a moral order. umhangeable and divinely in
stituted. and the corresponding ethics must necessarily be hedonist
making the amount of pleasure or pain the ultimate criteria of what is
morally good or bad. A third possibility remains. According to this
the human reason. in autonomous autocracy. subjecti\'ely "creates"
the order out of the chaos of phenomena since objective order is in
accessible to the human reason. As lon~ as surh a theory exists under
the shadow of positive Christian religion. the necessary chaotic con·
sequences may be avoided. The faith for which Kant would make
place by restrictinR knowledJte can of course balance the faulty conse·
qumce of luch a philosophy. But in the meaSUTe in which the power
of the positive Christian religion gi\'es way under the impact of such a
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theory in favor of mere secularism, the conseque-nces of .ucb a pbilot
ophy become- rampant with chaos, moral and philosophical. The JIlOIt
sensiti\'e minds of the ninet~nth century felt this distinctly u. to
name onty a fe,,·. Tholnas Carll'le. Cardinal Newman, and E. R~nan
did. Renan. the t)'pical skeptic product and representative of the
chaotic philosophy of the nineteenth century. perceived that religion
alone would be able to counterbalance that philosophy. But he grew
pcs.simistic on account of the waning of religion, "After we are gone,
on what will people live?" he asked; surely not on the philosophy of
chaos of which 1'iietzsc.he's deranged mind is as good a product as is
pragmatism and the push'ist philosoph)' of uncritical adjustmenL

A. has been already pointed out. whenc\'er in medieval philosophy
the nlidity o( the univC'TS31 concept was denied, as was done by
Occam. then the disappearance o( the ontological order led to the
denial of the natural law, This was not alwa~'s 50 mu~h in words as in
matter. Consequently for Occam the natural law is the will of God
Te\'ealcd in the Scriptures. Thus the idea of the moral order as the
lequencc of the ontological order disappears. l.uther and most of the
Refonners, till their disciples redisco\cred the concept of natufallaw.
likewise concch'ed as the only rule o( morality and law the will of
God revealed in the Scriptures. The reason for this moral "super·
naturalism" was their want of confidence in the human intellect. in
iu ability to find the order of b<-in~ in the world, its finality. and the
natures of things as Ule final causes of the order of ends culminating in
the divine Being.

Yet. as long as we preKrve faith in this divine will supernaturally
revealed in the Scriptures as tht> norm for moral lifc-. the order idea is
still vivid though it ma)' be alread)' paral)7cd. But take away the re
vealed will of (;ad. as dtism and rationalism did. then uuly there re
mains nothing but chaos. If we discharge mctaphysics and objective
epistemology. as Humc did to the gnat grief of Kant, the continuous
longing for order produces the idea that man. by hil IOvcrcign ,,·m,
has to create ordeT out of (.bolOS arbitrarily because no standards of
judgment are given. Or again. that' are in "naturc"-and "nature"
becomes now ..he ph)sical and biol~C31 "nature" of the natural
lCiences-ratber mystical forces of a mechanistic kind that aJ efficient
caUIa blindly producc order to which man, himsrJf a part of that
mechanisdc world. has to lubject hilDlelf. The C4IUSGe fi,uJles etiJapo
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pear from the philosophical discussion in favor of blind cawae ef
!icientes.

III. SEPARATION OF THE ONTOLOGICAL AND THE

MORAl. ORDER IN MODt:RN PUII.OSOPHY

For modem philosophy the world is not an objective divinely in
stituted order; hence it is nOI accessible to the human mind. it cannot
be the measure of the intellect. and it cannot be for free acts the moral
order of final causes. For modern philosophy the world is principally
a chaos of phenomena. but sine fundamento in reo The Summus
Arlilex of St. AUK\1stine-the idea of God revealing His essence by
the ana/oRid enlis of the created uni\'erse and Lhus establishing the
moral order of natural law in the natur("S of things as causae finales in
the IOta1order of finality of the world to God-di!lappcars in modern
philosophy sinre l.ockc-. Hume. and Kant. M:m now becomes the
measure of all thin~s and of all aeu, but it is man not in the Thomistic
sense. human nanare as causa finalis anel (';~('mIJlaris. but man as an
empirical entity in its fauuality. With this thinking. the idea of order.
metaphysically and morally objc,tive. cli!lappealS in favor of per
~tually changing subjecti\'lst order idf'as. Tht" human mind is now
a 5O\ereiK" \'er~us the world. and espcdally \'crsus the social and
moral world. For Kant it is the thinking suhje< t that produces its
world in autonomy as the object of possible experience in space and
timC'. MoreO\'cr. man i~ suhj('( ti\eJy evcn the cleator o[ God; the idea
of God is merdy a product of our rt"3son.

Thus the human mind. in its hi~t()(kal condnAcncy. produces. and
e'ven finally creatn. nut only its objc.-t ts but al~() ils moral rules. Man
is above all laws. not unckr th.1t old natural Litw. The world llC'Comes
for &hopenhauC'r. and likf'wisC' for Auguste Comtc. a product of a
more or less mystical will. as for ;\; ieu$( he' the' moral laws are pro
dUCIS of human lon~ing5.eni~matic. irrational, and 50\ ereign. It is not
moral obligation that dC'lC'rmint"S the' will. but tht' arbitrary wiU de
tennines ohliRalion. Man. frce and autonomous. creates for himsC'lf a
subjective orria of ends. The uhjecti\'e ideas of the older philosophy
(God. immortality. human freedom), it they are 3n'eptt'd at all. be-
rome hypothetical ideas of a regulative (.haractcr for the practical
reason. But that shows only thdr unreality. their impotence to bind
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the human will. For it is this will, unlimited in its acts, unrestricted
u to its objects, that produces in arbitrary sovereignty any order at
.n. with the one restrictiOn that the maxims of the one must be able to

become the maxims of general legislation. The will of the autonomous
individual is absolutely free.

What these idealistic philosophies do is to deify human reason. It
is human reason that measures the world. The idea of God as the
Creator of the recognizable ontological order in the world is tran...
ferred to the sphere of practical reason as a neceuar)' postulate and so
is the moral order. They are necessary conditions, realities whkh are
to be belie\'ed. The moral law and the D.1tural law, based on the
autonomy of man's practical reason, must be wncehed as if it were
divinely instituted and sanctioned. Thus the original creative power
of God is confused with the neati,'C autonOUl)' of the hum:m mind
and is replaced by that autonomy. Thus no rC'(('b'l1i/rd or,jecth'e order
of being controls human reason, is tllC measure of its acts. Thus the
link. the connection between ~'JJ. bonum, and un-tim is rom asunder.
The moral aUIOnOm)' of the pure ego is est~blished. 35 it is subject
only to its own Jaw.

Consequently man may produce an)' ordCT. Thrre is no intrinsic
reason why the slate should not destroy the ramil)'. There is no in·
uinsic reason why the autonomous indh'idual should "«Cpt the ltate.
why economic freedom should be cstablished. There is a good reason
for thc fact that the followen of Kant galt' up the conl('pt of natural
law as lOOn as the pietistic aura which surroundM Kant fadtd. and
also for the fact that they became positivists in legal phi1050ph~ and
empiricists in political philosophy. The auslC're hl"wie' formali ..m of
the cat.qtorical imperative proved iue1f cmpt)' and impotent to gin
a material rule for huraan acu. And why? Bn ause the link between
being. intellrct, obliR"tion, and will had been broken.

In Anglo-Saxon civilization the senJualist and the utilitarian phi·
Iosophy and the biological philosophy of men like Spencer SC'rvcd the
IaJDC purpose of disnlpting the link ix'twt"en the divinely created
natura of thiDgs and their order of finality. ~tween being and the
moral ordCT as IDOI7II obligation. Here the foundation of morality (of
aood and bad} II DOl the objective ordeT; but the quantitative amount
of pleau.... happineu, plainly in a lCNual sense. or of pain, be
coma **"'ure of good and bad. The whole obj«t of human life
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becomes the augmentation of utility and .enaual happiness; of coune
it i. left by n«easity to the individual to detmnine the objects of
pleasure and happineu. When thus the subjective increase of a rather
abstract and ultimately meaningless "pleaaure" becomes the measure
of good and bad. then we must not wonder if all institutions, even the
most necessary ones. are judged by the amount of pleasure they offer.
the amount of sacrifice of pleasure they demand. From this utilitarian
philosophy one can defend totalitarianism if he but shows that it is
more efficient in the production of material goods and sensual hap
piness. The measure of all human values is their ability to increase the
material Ih'inR standard. Very easily economic success becomes a
derived rule of ethics. Economic success covers the wickedness of the
successful, as Luther's grace covered the sinfulness of man. Such
utilitarianism crushes the spiritual and sensual human happiness of
families in the slums, disregards the diK'lity of the human person,
preaches the prenlence of material property rj~hts over personal
rights. Thus it pruduct's an order in which sensual values arc highest,
and spiritual \'altlcs are jud~ed according to their ability to increase
sensual \'.11ues. or beller still. with a pharisaic self-righteousness, to
console man, di'liturht"t1 hy the \ oice ol his mnSt len("e. Religion be
comcs SO< ial respc(:tahility or a s.lfc~uard for the protection of his
propC'rty rights or even a lind of week-end IlS}chotherapy for the
painful remorse aroused by the unjust mammon. Still, what is at the
hottom of all this is the lack of an objccti\'e order idea as the true
measure of valu" and of their hierarchy.

ThinKS may KU on with such a philosophy prevailing in universities
and among thfO nllinK das.'liC's as long as the Clu istian tradition is still
a potent inOuence. Yet the more that tradition vanishes, the sooner
utilitarian philosophy hecomes crass materia.Hsm (or the broad in
dustrial masses, when they have slipped away from religion in which
ule moral order is preiCrved and hallowed as u1e revealed dil·ine word
in the Scripturts. The more the lack of an idea of an objective order
becomel cunscioul to man in a chaotic world, the riper that world
will be for any pteudo-r('ligion like communism or Nazism or some
othn ism. All of them h3"(, in common the denial of natural law. of
an objf'Ctiv(' order. For them, too, the world is the dead material
object of a titanic, unrestricted will of an elite or of a leader. The ag
ing Spencer felt the insufficiency of utilitarian ethics. "Whal must we
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think of this wealth-seeking age of oun? Shall we conaider the total
absorption of time and energy in business-the spending of life in the
accumulation of means to live--aa oonatituting greatest happincu
and act accordingl)"?" he asks skeptically and continues pesaimisti.
cally: "The real heaven sought dips far down below the horizon and
has as yet been s«n by none. Faith not might must be our guide. We
cannot do without a compass" (Social Statistics, 19o1, p. 10).

The biological philosophies witb their ethical systems, the conse
quence of Charles Dan\'in's Origin of Sp~cieJ, also lack the idea of an
order in the sense of the philosopMa perennis. O( course they do not
A)' that the order h3.S to be arbitrarily CTeat~; they are satisfied that
they h.l\'C~ found an order. But what an orderl The blind biological
forces work without an objective norm in a senseless struggle for ex
btence. tbe result of the sun'h'al of the fittest. Fittest in "'hat sense?
Ob"iously not in the sense of the Christian idea or in the sense of
the "inuous citizen of Aristorle or of the intellectual and moral per·
fection of the idea of man as humani.sm conceived it. Such an order
""ould, therefore. be an}·thing but a human order. And the ethia
following upon sud) ~ concept of order is one of utility and noxious
ness in rcferenc:e- to the struggle of existence or the survival of the
fittest. Any political philosophy built upon such a basis must lead to
mere ~ilh ism for which the $late is an instrument of thai struggle.
an indifferent means. For such a philosophy sociology becomes the
qu«'fl of S(ien(es. ~o objective standards for our moral life and for
our la\\'s are possible when once the- traditional Christian rules that
present' l.he essence of natural law are consum~.

The last and most anemic U1C'Ory of an order arbitrarily produced
by man we lind in the neo·Kantian juridical theory of K.dsen. To
understand the- world. i.e.• the contents of consciousneu, we assume it
to be an orda of mnning. We think, that is. we construct the
amorphous mall of impressions as a unity and as an order but 'ine
fundamento in re. That order is then an ideology rather $OverciRRly
produced by man, and it enables us to systematize the impression.,
the contents of our conlCiouaneSl, according to principles that we
simply and arbitrarily posiL The "world" is not an order. By mealU
01 the subjective cat~ories of his reason man produces a necessary
but intrinsically arbitrary scientific hypothesu. which aeatn an or
der, becawc man hu that inexplicable inclination for systematira·
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don of the bOlt of bit impression•. There i. no doubt that positivi.m
in legal philosophy is here the necessary consequence. Natural law
i. either merely one of a dozen of potential ideologies, each of them
relative. or it is simply an unscientific dream.

We must gi\'e up that titanic idea of man so rampant in modem
civilization. The immense energy of the aggressive intellect, the wild
living intellect must be rescued from its own suicidal excesses (New
man. AfJolo/{ia. p. 221). \Ve awaken to this fact rather late now that
we see to what this idc."a has led in its pure isolation in modem totali
tarianism. \Ve must give up the idea that the world is chaos to be or
dered by man (ollowinR suhjccth'e arbitrary standards or that it is an
irrational, unintelligihle order mf'chanically produced by the strug
gle for existence or the survival of the httest. \Ve must restore the se·
quence--ohj~'live lJein~, intt'J)c( t, mora] la,,,, will. Olherwise we
unnot come to a ~enuine natural law as tht' ba'iis (or political phi
lusophy that i. more than a coJle<.tion of trite indifferent faclS that are
by themselvn only tht' raw matt'rial for scienu', hut not a real sc..ience,
even if dassified au.ording to some arbitrary standard.

IV. Tu£ IDEA OF ORDEJl IS TIlE USIVERSE ASD ~ATl'RAL LAw

l.et us rt'pt'at: The unh,t'rse is order, ("osmos not (haas. It is the
eternal law. the divine reason, that has institutt'd this order. Since
free rational beings can inteJlc<tu;all\' grasp this eternal law and
through it the will of the dIvine legislator. (or tht'm this order be
wmn the natural law. In the li~ht of reason man recognizes the ordCl'
as one that ought to he reali7(~d by himself. Therefore St. Thomas
speau of a p.t.rtidpation of all creatures in the divine law. But this is
a participation acmrding to th('ir nature. Hen~e the non-intellectual
creatures follow their nature blindly without moral resl:x:msibility.
IntC'lI«tual frC'f' beings ought to realize their free, rational. and social
nature, in freedom. In thC' last resort. accordingly. there is a coind
dC'nce of the laws of biological life and the naturalla,,'. Natural ethics
or the natural law and the human law are not a mere renex of the bio
logical or racial, irrational and blind law. Ethical propositions are not
meTe tokens of 8eu that are useful or detrimental to the biological
existence of fhat animal called man. Ethics is not an unreal super
.tructure over the animal1ife of man wbich naturalism has made the
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natural life of man asop~ to intellectual life. Man is homo SGl'inu
and, as St. Thomas in the fint chapter of the Contrtl Gentil~s says, it
is the office of the wise man to institute order. From this it follow.
that politics are subordinated to ethics; that a real irreconcilable con
ftiet betw~n ethos and bios is impossible: and that. in the long fun,
a moral policy is true and more usdul than non-moral policy. From
this point of view alone can we refute the modem biological or racial
"inhuman" basis of polity as it is expressed by H. St. Chamberlain,
Gobineau and. in a crude and unintellrctual way. by the Nazi Wei
tDmchtl1lu"g.

The natural law is the supreme standard for all human acts. Every
human authority is subjrct to it. No human authorit)· can dnnand
obedience against it. AU human authority remains such only so far
as its commands do not contradict natural law. Both the subject and
authority are subordinated 10 naturalla,,". This is die moral guaranty
of liberty. An absolute authorit)· whose will and act would be riKht
simply because it actually wills this or that would dcstro)' liberty. The
dignity of the human penon demands the sulxndination of authority
to natural law. because this iuelf is the basis of human div;nity. An
authority heed from nalUfal law and f(tHowing only political ex·
pediency is no authority at all. Therdore the commands of authority
must justify themselves before human reason. for it is the reason in
the law and of the law that makes it just and legitimate. Never can
mere ae-tual will Rhe these (lualities to law. This is common convic
tion. \\'hat is the basis of the b,1l of righls. of the di,tinction between
constitution and leAulation? NOlhin~ but the fan that legislation
dnh'es iu authority from a paramount Jaw. neither from the will
to obey nor from the mere fact of obediene-e. When Lord Bale aid
dlat the English Parliatuenl could do aJl. that it could make the wife
of A the wife of B. but that it could not d«lare adultery to be lawful,
he meant precixly the above. Every human law must rnt on a moral
basis.

St. Justin was riRht when be said that H~aditulcould be cal1f'd a
Christian. because be held that all human law must be derived from
die divine law. Experience and history show us that the freedom and
dignity of the human being cannot be preserved when the conviction
vaniahelcbat both the subject and the human authority. whetber the
..te ..., other human authority. are subjected to the same pa~
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mOUDt law. But again this paramount law is an empty phrase if it is
not synonymous with that which for millenia common sense and the
philosophi" pnennis have called natural law. And in natural law any
pouible conRict between power and authority, will and reason, truth
and expediency, is abolished because natural law originates from God,
who iI at once perfect reason and omnipotent will. An indirect evi
dence of thil is the fact that tyrannical dictators either put themselves
in God's place or, denying a personal God, speak of their power as
emanating (rom the authority of the racial community or of the prole
tariat or of other luc,"h mystical superhuman entities. If a penon does
not consciously or unconsciously accept natural law, how can he define
abuse of authority, tyranny, crime in international policy?'

, An Intel'f'ltlng iIIullration Is prf'lmttd hy the .itmlllon of the courts and the judgs
In Nail Germany as mlDp.irrd "lib 1M JudRft ..nd COUll. of the wlDnwfI·Jaw countries.
Here the juLlg<"l were led b) the ide-oI' o[ naturaJ 1..". There. in consequence of legal
positivism as chrr"hf'd b) C;rrman umvrniuf'I 'InCt' ahoUI 1147°, rhe iu"~ conSIdered
law 10 he' whal the lIale commands. !leealll(' the Jndl{(' [t'e1, he is a mere olfKial of the
IUlle. Ulul.le 10 resiu unJust IHanlliullaw limr, 011 al.tUUnl l)( lhe pleuihng positivum,
he lacked any dUlincuon bell\een Just and unJu'l law.



CHAPTER VII

The Contents of Natural Law

I. THE THRD FORMS OF JUSTICE

ST. AUGumNE remarks that without justice states ar~ nothing but or·
pnhm robbeT bands.' This may lead us to a lurther discussion of the
problem 0\ natun\ law. ot justice. and ot tbe Slate. Tl\is win lead us
again to an appreciation of the contents of natural justice and to the
problem of natural law and human positive law.

Justice has to deal "'im the coordination and subordination of men
in relation to one another and with the relation of lhe indh,jdual
penon to social bodies. to tbe different forms of social integration.
Three basic relations are possible. There is the relation of one person
toaDother' penon. of persons simply as such and on the basis of equality
in panicipation in human nature. The second felation is that of the
individual penon as a mernbtT of a natural or o( a ,'oluntary social
unit. e.g•• tlJe family, the stale. a Jabor union. to the penon or 1)("1'
IODI \'ested with th~ dit«tiv~ authority of this social unit. Th~ third
relation is that of the penon or persons vest~ with authority to the
memben constituting the social unit and lubje(ted. therefore. to the
directive and coerch'e power' of this authority.

This netWork. of relations as a social fact would be impossible among
frft. rational heiDI' wi\hout a moral and juridical rule. Each human
lOdety is not an amorphous aggregation. a mere mew. but a unilM
«dinis; it has a constitution. a fram~work of rules by which the O'rdo
aDd the unittu of the wills of the individual$ arc- produced and their
fuDct.iODJ are intqrated to an organic whol~. Four or five pusoDI al

dil'erent disunces walking independently ovn a road do not form a
lOciety. But they may (orm a lOCiet)' at once if they have the same pur
poIC and foUow the authority of one among them in the search for a
Joltchild. It it the unity of pUl'poIC and the coinCident raulting order

IJJif •• _tv...
'..
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in the functiON of the.e penona. with one leading and the others
obeying. which constitute a society. And those individual. are a 10

dety, though it may be a very .honlived and weak one. because as
ntional beings they acknowledge a set of rule. of coordination and
subordination. Jed by the objective nece"hies of their common pur
pose and consequently the finality of their acting together and of each
act snving this purpose.

Justice deals with these rules of coordination and subordination.
These ruIn are made not just l>«ause a person designated by con·
venience. personal excellence. tradition. or agreement as "authority"
declares that they should be obeyed. but because they are reasonable
and useful for the purpose of the society and of men 50 far as they are
members of the SO(iely.

Therefore we have duet' forms of justice.' Commutative justice con·
.iders persons as e<luals before the law and regulates their relations.
their exrhang~. and servicn from the standpoint of equality of the
exchan~edgoods or of the remunerations for sen-ices. This is the field
of justice c()nn~ming pric:es or exchanges. This justice presupposes
at least an equality of the penons as own('rs or exchangers. It presu~
poses that they are free and self-determining bein~rs, Thw the Roman
law.. logirally ('orrt,-ct. held that dle slave acquired for his master, be
cause lite slave was lewally no person but a thing, an exchangeable
good. The rt'lationship of members of a group organized for a specific
purpose to lh~ persons in authority is ruled by legal justice, Here it
is the moral and reasonable purpose. which in the last anal}'sis and
obj«tively ruin the rdationship and makes the commands or laws
of authority just and requires just ofxodience from the memben as
long al they are members. Of (Dune it is supposed that the end itself
is not unjust and that the arts for the realil~ion of the purpose are
not intrinsically unjust, In\'ersc1y the moral and reasonable purpose
logethn- Wilh the fact that the members of the society are persons is
what subj«u the will and the commands of authority, in its dealings
with the mem~. to a specific kind of justice. to distributive jwtice.

All thC'SC' (acton, the purpose. the rules, the relations. must be just.
It i. not um'ommon to hear memhers of a band of gangsters speak.
though quite improperl)', of justice whtn they distributt their booty.

I Arlltode Inuoduced Illele dlallncliona. lince Ihm Ihey hive hem familiar In &be
fJ'rilo,ofl"lc fwrnlrdl, a. 51. Thomal, Summa '''1'01•• III IIle, q.s8. 60. 61.
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even though the purpose of their band is utterly unjust. And again
it is commonly agreed that a just purpose does not justify immoral
commands and rules, because an immoral command or rule would
destrOy justice in the nlationship of memben among themselves or
the just cause for the existence of the society itsel£. We all agree habitu
ally, though perhaps not always actually, about th~se fonns of justice.
We may demand a just living wage. but we would not, even as com
munists, object to a judge of the supreme court gcttinR a hi~her salary
than a charwoman on account of his more important !KX:ial fune"tion.
We all agree that in taxation the principle of ability to pa)' should be
appliftl. The controversy o"~r th~ progrC"SSh'e inc ome tax does not
refer to the principle of progression 50 much as it don to the dq;n:c of
progycssion and to the social exprdiency of this dc~cc.

This discussion sho\\'s that ne\'er docs mere will make a rule. a
command. or an order jusL It is rather the conformit)" of tht'SC' with
human natnre;with the purpose and personal dignity of the members
of society. which docs so. The rationality and the frcC'dom of man's
will arc the basic a priori idt'al. TIle non·personal bcinKs. subordinated
to man. arc under his dominion for his usc. To attain his cnd. to come
to the perfection of his essential social nature. man rcaliles this nat
tUTe in family. state. and human race. in rt'ligion. in culture. civiliza
tion. economics. arts. and sciences. This fact is the starting point £01'
the discussion of justice. It is the dh'inely instituted nature of the
forms of social existence as the ideal goat of human anh'itT dlat makes
commands and rules, authority and obedience. jwt. They are just if
they conform to that nature. and unjust if they contradkt iL

II. NAnJRAL Rlctm OF nit: PER.~"" AND OF nit: STATE

•From this standpoint the old sayin~ that justice means. "to each one
what is his." sUJlm cu;qJle. is right. This stlum is what i§ gencraJly or
individually related to any specific person or to any orRanized group of
persons. Man as a penon has natural dominion over non·rational beo
mgs; they may $CI\'e lais needs. But that one man may St'!"ve anothCT
man in~ same way as an animal dot'S. it is logically neusury to de
prive this maD of his penonality. to say he is not a man but a thing.
The mum i., therefore. not a mere truism; it has a metaphysical can·
teaL Of coune we must diatinguish bnwcm a pcr~nial phiFmophical
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content and the ever-changing factual contents as they are concretely
determined by the legal system. of different peoples at different times.

. Yet there is a perennial suum and ;ustum.
The fint and proximate principle of knowledge for this suu'" is the

rational, social. "toe nature of man. The ;tutllm is that conformity to
human social nature of social aeu and relations between persons and
between perlOns and things. We always make the fonowing syllogism
either positively or negatively. What is just and what is suum ought
to be, bccau~ it foUow5 (rom human nature, is conformed with it.
This fact, this law, this act is in contradiction to the idea of human
nature, therefore it is unjust. The difficulties arc not so much in this
syllogism as in the- implkations of the more connete notions: this fact.
this law, this 3('"t, the- idea of human nature.

F.ach human bcin~ is a rational free emity, that is, as a person. the
holder of rightll. An animal has no rights.' The individual person is
the presupposition of justice and ri~ht. To be a person means to exist
foront'St'If, to he free. to have an illlangiblt' lIpht're of one's own initia·
th'e and self-direction externally in time and space. 5o1fe from obtru
sion b~' any other al(cnt. l'K'fSon. or 50( ietv. But (wm this metaphysical
tnuh there arist" immediately cert:un personal n;;hts. These are not
given by the- state; they are pre-exi)tent to the state. Therefore they
are- called natural rights. l"dthC"r thC" stiUe nor the- constitution ilwent
or create them. The sLue re~ul.ltes their usc; the constitution dcdares
and ~uarante-('s the-m. A t,'r,umi( al gm'('rlHlIC'1ll mav refuse to fC.-cog
nile them, but they claim their power anet \'alidny against oppression.

There- is,therefou', a riKht born with us, the ri~ht to life and liberty.
There e'Cists an inviolahle- sphM"e of intimate penonal life- for each in
dhidual. a sphere that is sat-red a("(:()rdin~ to natural l.aw. And this is
typic'ally a juridical sl)hc-re. The cnnllnonly.acct>ptt"c1 rule of vim vi
,~pellere resu on the c:xistence of this sphere. This is the first suum
for each man inasmuch as he is a )lcrson. It is also the bouis or personal
honor. or good reputation. What is this but :I kind of radiation of our
pc'nunalily into the jUI idiul and moral world? • This honor is rooted

• Cruelly 10 animal. 11 not punlaMel 1iL.~ .....uh and ball~n bec:auae a riJthl 01 lOme
body elK baa bcftI \lolalnJ, An animal haa no righll. Punishmenl Js meled out for Ih1l
kind or cruelly on Iccount of it, t1I«t on mAn. II • v.olalion of monl Sllnd.fda of I
c:oIIImunh,. of _no hein. lhal paruapalf' II rallonal lIumal. in Ihe n'lu~ 01 .nim....

• Thl. lives III a aood UIUlualian of lhe CS1Cl\U! of lhe order of jUillce u compared
wltb tbe order of charity. The order of juslice II cold. lOber, Rparath-e: tt Il'p&fatCl
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in personal being; only penons and associations or pel10lll have bonor.
It ueuential for our membership in the community. because the diJ.
h~ is the outlawed in aU legal systems. nlis honor is. th~fore.
pre-existeDt to a positive legal order. The lattrr does not give honor
but guarantees it. and institutes working rules and instruments for
its protection and for reparation of violations against it.

Similarly this suum of the personal sphere is realized in the right of
penonallibeTty. This liberty is acknowledlo;cd. at least in its essentials.
by all legal systems. es~cially since the pc'fSonal sphelt' has been hal
lowed by the Christian idea of the priceless \'al ue of the immottal soul.
The posith'e Iq;al ordtT. as ",r are taught by history. rna~' regulate tbe
u.sr of this liberty. may narrow or enlarge the i\Suing specific rights of
libcony. e.g.• the fonC'Tt'te lilX"rties. But to annihilate this libcrty com
pletely. to dmy the personality of man by making him a mrre instru
ment. is rightl~ called tyranm'. It is a~ainst the n:uu131law and it is in
open contradiction to the t"S5('n~of J>f'r\(malil~chat ont' pt'rson should
become a mere tool of another. for tllen tJlat person would existentially
be dcstro}'«1 and would bee:'ome a non-pc'f5onal ne.uure. 1I('rc a~ain.

thr posith'r legal order presuppost.'s thi\ prrsonaJ libert,·; it may guar
antee it. but it don not Uratr it. When the 1~.lJ ~cnius deprind the
aJave of his Je~J ~nonaJity. making him a thing. it indi1C~uly ac
knowlMged the principle of natural la\(. the fTcedom of the pnson
u a presupposition of tht.' Irgal ordrr. not as its creation.

l.iberty is closrly connected with proputy: this is tnlt.' philosophi
cally. not only in our bills of righu. It is common theory that tllC~ idea
of property follows immediately from the Idea of person. It is phil
osophically I necrsury consrquenct' of it. The I i~hl to properly is
limply an enlafRemt.'nt of the person. and tht.' right of liberty is real·
lized in lhe riKht of pr~rty. Therefore tllC institution of proptny.
the suum as rt.'lated to things. is presupposed by the legal ordt.'r. The
bills of "Rhts do not aeale it. even as they are not compelent to de
IUO)' it. The institution of property is like a dowry of the personality.

penallaU.i1s n4 LbaJ orpaUa ahem infO a communlfy wtth ",'MUon of IfMotr " .......
.. Ibaueha. 10 the ordrT or cbarit, the pnwonI 'UM for unIOn, lor IeU-ucrilit.c. TlIC
....... In juM.kc II dnotftl 10 lhe othft pc.-. Therefore in Quillian phUotUph, the
...... j II KClDIDpltlbell by the order or c:harlt,; wllm: t_ laueT " Iadl1ftl'
..·.u. ;... fum".. InjuN. It .... 1_ dftIr dhdnclion belW........ two
onIcn~ Chritfmn philcJloph? racb duI. ehe .rok ucrUi« of Uk for oac'l
CIDIIIItI'Y ....., udI out 01 iUllJct at oue of 1M"',
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Today this truth is easily proved. Where the institution of property II
completely abolished, as in Soviet Russia. man has ceased to be a per-

. IOn and has become a mere tool of the supentate. a mere cog in a non
penonal machine. Rightly, therefore. Leo XIII (Rerum novarum)
speaks of a slavish yoke that has been imposed on the propertyless
modern proletarian.·

It is morally impossible to exist as a free person without property.
The sphere of freedom increases directly with the sphere of propeny,
or contrariwisc, as Linsenmann I 50 ahly put it. the man who has no
property easily becomes himself the property of another man. It is.
therefore, a C'Ondusion from the principle of natural law that the in·
stitution of property ou~ht to exist. The positive ICJrclI order guar
antees the pre.existcnt riKht to property: it may regulate the use of
property: it may constitute c("rtain thinJ;S to be public property, and
so 011. The capitalist and the feudaJist pruperty orders are but transi·
tory: tht' institution of property is IX'rennial. We may thus see that
there exists a perennial kernel in the concept of suum whiLh precedes
its concrete dt·terminatiun in po~iti\e law.

Thne rights followed from the idea of the individual person which
c\'Cry man is. The old 5a\·in~. Unus CI,,;sl;anus mlilus Chrislionw.
rt"minds u. that n«ns:uily thne' is a plmality of persons and thallO
Ii\'~ in SO( iely in $Olllr manner or other belonMs to the nature of man.
There are t"S\fOnrial an5 of the penon which intentionally presuppose
oth("r ~nons. To 100c. to speak. to o\\'n things, can be undent<XKI
only wht'n oth...,. persons (",ill. Tht' ..." demands the "thou." The
"",(''' is as ",e'ntial for human existence as the "I." The indh'idual
pelson and community are ordinatcd onc to the other. Social life is
('(Jually as original as indn'idual life'; it is not merely accessory. Only

•
• Pr."lle prnrn" II an imlilurion II mnnl h&'1'e II Mini Iccordln. 10 tbe: D31ura!

law. A It~te .ht_ m"'IllUIK'n pf\lhibll. plivale t,rOJWTI~ In IU forms would Ihus
,tuble Ibe dahl (If "Ian 10 properl' /~ 011 ''''lUI"l I..w. lIo",(',el, illdniduals Iud
1P'00lpl hl"'C I rlghl 10 ,mnunrT prOJ1<'flY. arrording to thco cunKt"hcal coun'l:/. u the
"'''lIlil ""Ill lO mallia.- IS nOl wf'alr.f'nfd It\' Ihe 1IOW (~ rhlllll'f on tbe: part of the (~I'JY

or mcmbcra 01 Icliliou, uulc'll. E\ell III the ClUC of Ihe \0," of pollcorn Ihe IrouP .t IeIII
owns prnpcorlY. Ind the (.hurch has reJrctrd an,- raclic.lbm In this qucstion u \\-iD
Ippear from In" Iludy nt the JtTt'''t rontronnv IhoUI poverty in Ihe (a\l,trr111h r"null
(d. Dctu.itl~r, £"(11., 001...1M. S7i)· The Cod. uf Cano.. 'Alii IUlll. '-49';....99) lIata thaI
rM Catholic Chunh has I nlllfllum IW to Icquire pfUprrt) in all jUit ..au .w:onliac 10
IlItural Ind poalllYC law. The arlull dktnb"uon ot propnl}' in In')' Bittn .,dety b,oI
CDlUJe. made b, puUu"e law, tel tbe immuuull of p..".te properly elllJlI by natul'll law.

liD hill famous Leh,bu.tlt d~ Mor.'th,alo,w (Freibu". 18,8), p. fiG6.
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through lif~ with otheT persons and with God. with the Trinity of
divine persons. does the human peorlon Jive. The union of men with
God is the union of men among tbemsel\'cs. Among the various com
munities through which man accomplish" hi. end. the perfection of
his nature. there are at least three that follow nttessarily from the na
tUfe of man. Tht')· are- the family with its basis in marria~e, the state,
and the human race. Essentially the-y cannot be absorbed by one an·
other, for they are perennial societies t'arh with iu independent end.
Each of these n«t'SS3ry communities has its own suum by natural law
and not because one of the-m, the state, CTt'att'S it.

The essence of the family. (or instanct'. is presupposed by the laws
of the state. The family and the essential network of rights and duties
constituting it are older than tllC state.' lu natural, esse-mial functions
cannot be absorbed by the state, and the- parents hne a natural right
co~mingthe education of the children. The state can regulate and
can ordrr the use of the rights. but it dO('S not create them. If we- aHow
the state to abolish these rights 35 institutions. hnw COlO we distinRuish
a state. an order of justice. from I}Tann~·. the dl!lOrder of arlJltrary vi~

Jton("e~ The ch'i) power enforcing a posilhe law and intcJferinR in the
pal"ental rights on account of some abuse of thcst' rights by an indio
vidual father. d~ so only be<-ause it acknowledRcs such a natural
parental right antecedent to the state. St. Thomas say' that even the
Clurch has no right to interfere with lhese parental ri~hts.·

If the will of the state were the creator of theSf' riRh15, how could we
protest against their suppression, when the state thought such a pru
adure expedient to its interests? Our refutation of totalitarianism,
and OUI" opposition to Nazism or to BolsheVism r~t 1000i('ally upon
the acknowledgment of such natural right5. independem of the statC'.

The citizcns owe rnpect and reasonahle ol~icn('(' to the ,tatc.
Political life is a third necessary sphere of man', social life. It is, there

fa. Arbaotk• •"tIle. £tll. IBerlin ed.). mi. IIh. k. TboIDM. Sum",. throl.• III IIH. q.
50- a·s·

• Su",... 'Mol.. lIa n•. q. '0. .. ,t. St. Tbomu pm''''' a,piAII lhe amlrDdon Ibal
dw Cburdl h.u 1M righ••0 b.1pri., lhe children 01 Jc..Mh parmi. a«ahul Ihe: will 011"
paftfttl. HC' IIY" thai 10 dtJ • P aR8Uul Dalu'il law. I:.eQUW thr rlJild at • .,,.h II under* GI~ 01 d~ ....hcr. CI. lurthn, W kiln PDrt"'""D fM'rtM 01 IIftMdk. XJ\·. lhe ,ral
c:aJJDDMI the GoRmor of Ifw Orr trI Rnmt' torN'I'Fftl~ dti. autUn. HfOre lhe 'f11omlttlc
rJaeory 1I et! uphrid aprtIIC ,he c...... 01 DUDI Scolw (In IV 5,,"1 .. dhl IV. q ,. n. e),
...alfttftWtfd ,lIal ,he' bapt_ of Jcwilh dJftdrm could IJto onfm.od by • Qa,..",. ruler
....... &be wiD of W Jetrisb pamaa. See Penltnpr. S-Idt'iditm (II-a. eel.. 1117)•...........
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fore. natural law that Induces man to live in .tates. and thiJ perfection
.of the idea of man in political1ife to achieve the common good. a higher
form ofIOCiallife, is the basis of political authority. Loyalty. allegiance.
and o~ienceare duties of the citizens, and they represent rights of
the state. a suum of the state. The positive law with regard to these
rights and duties does not CTt'ate them, but only d~emJines their
forms. their eXKution. the concrete circumstances under which they
ari~ and are to be realized. But thia allegiance presuppose' justice on
the part of the state, justice arising from reverence for the natural
rights of the citizens. \\Then we speak about abuse of authority. we
can do 10 only because we ha\'e an objective measure for use and ahwe.
If there were only the positive law, the will of the state, we could not
logically speak of an abuse of authority by the state. for the tyrannical
govemment could not be distinguishahle from the just government.

\Ve hear much today about the riJ;ht of small nations to indepen
dence. This J iKht is not a rTroation of international law, but rather its
basis. Thrort'fore the Constitution of the League of XatiolU contains
the dedaratory rule exprcssed in Article 10. Le.• that the political
independence of the member St.1tes is guaranteed.- Any treatise on
international law as the rule of the community of nations cannot omit
statements ahout ri~hL5 and duties of the members of the community
of nations. Tht'Se rights are not created by the agreements of the m~m·
bc-n nor do they exist because they are ad.nowledA'ed by the membeR.
The)' are the IORical and metaphysical presupposition of the existence
of the communit)' itself. Agret"ment about these rights has a merely
declaratory character. but does not constitute these rights. Conven
tions and treaties concern only the use of those rights. but not their
essence and \·alidity. It is an indirert proof of this thesis that the found·
ers of the theory of international law elaborate the doctrine of the
statC' u a person. as a subject of oriRinal rignts and duties which are a
lupposition of the cooperative yet indh'idualJy independent existence
of the ltate.'·

These natural rights are the basis of any legal order: the legal order
it not lik.e a divine creator, the author of these rights. Pope Pius XII
insisted on these rights. noting expressly liberty, integrity, and Ie-

• AuorcUftlJ to chla Article 10. ch~ membPn bind cheaucl\'a to Iftpect the tentWrial
......it,. aacl poUrlcal Inckpen~ of ehe membt'r "aIeL

at a. Ilommen. Sr••,".It" da Fram S...,,&, p.•'5.
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curity. in his QlIutmaa Eve allocution of 1941. The 0&Hf1J4tor6 ROo
mao aaDuary 4. 1941). in a report of this allocution. said: "States
have natun} primordial and fundamental rights which arise (rom the
very fact of society; liberty. integrity. and s«urit)· belong to the cate
lOll' of rights which are immutable and inalienable," Thus the suta".
of me state u a member of the community of nations is clearly dis·
cernible and geneTally accepted even by those who deny the natural
law or think it is a wonh}ess romantic dream. The principle of natura}
law as it is expressed in the phrase. suum cuique, is thrrrfore not at all
an empty formalism to be filled with e\.'cry potential content by posi.
tive law 01' by the arbitrary will of the state. On the contrary. the suum
hu a metaphysical. substantia} content, the nature of man which
comes to pet'fection through lil'ing in various n«ewl y [onns of socia)
life. Of course our C'ontention is dependent on the idea of an onto
logical order which. for the free will of r:ttional man. is the mora)
order; the metaphysical nature bernmcs the end of the b("juR, There·
fo~ we need not emphasile that the idea of n.nural law flourishes
when metaphysics. the queen of Kiene es. rules and that it fad('S when
the human mind. desJMiring of its power to altain truth, f("Suins it·
adf to a vain. hopeless hunt for mere "facts" in positivism and em·
piricism.

III, eoaUSPOSDESCE OF Rlmrn ASD Dt'T1'..s

\Ve have discwsed chiefly the natura) ri)lhts of the person either in
ita absttaetness as penon simply or in its natural functional statUI of
paftftlhood. citizeruhip. authority. and we have dealt with natural
righll of mOl'3J persons such as the Itate. This emphasis on the rights
must not be iDteTpfeted in the modem exccuivel)' indh'idualilt H'nsc.
At the penon is a scU-sufficient autonomous beoing. but directed to
communal life. 10. too, thae natural righu cannot be undentood as
iIoJated and wholly independent. They are by rar more coincident
with &he order amon, me socially connected pcnons. No right bas a
meaning if it iI DOt a right positively to aC't with other prnona. or
aeptboel, to be fr« &om interfnence by other peTIOru, Coruequend,
tJ-.t.nahu receive their intmded meaning from tbe lOrial order in
whIch the penona U"e and th~ aft' necaurily counuorbalanced by_ria. An,. order among perIOns thus involves rishu and dutiel.
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emanating from the social nature of the perIOl1I and the necessary
teleology of their coexistence. But this implies the objective order in
which their sepanted individual ex.iatencea become necessarily social
coexistence. Thus to any right in the order belongs a duty to the
ordeT. To any right al opposed to another penon belongs the duty of
the other person to regard the right of the former.

The fruition of the ri~hts in an order is coincident with the loyalty
and obedience to the order. Thus the ri~hts have not abstract and in
dependent meaninllt but a complmtentary and interdependent mean·
ing in reference to duties; and both rights and dutin in reference to
the order in which the penons live. This is 50 hecause. in the ultimate
analysis. the end of the persons and the end of thc order coincide.

To A1"c an example: The riRht to freedom (rom statc intervention
is ("Onditioned by such a use of that ri,;ht in the social sphere as not to
\·iolate the fr('cdum of others and the end of the statc:o. the common
good. The ri~ht to ,'ote is today dept'ndent on the duty. a moral not
cnf01'Ccd duty, yet a duty. to 5en'c the common good lo~ally and ac
tively as a conscientious citizen. This is merely another fonnulation
of the famous ~\·inp;. that ett"mal "igilanrc i, tht" price of freedom. And
further: Th~ fight for mv natural rif(ht and its defense must be a fight
for and a defense of the riSthts of all other persons in the order. At the
same time it is intrinsil"alh' a fi~ht for and a ddense of the order and
iu end. the comlDon~. Cons("(lucntl)' such a fi~ht may well become
a duty to the wanmon f;OOd. because m)' ri~ht is not an isolated maltu
lubjcct to my arhitrary whims. hut is luclf part of the order. Thus.
for example. the ri~lt to life is not my absolute property but in\'olves
my duty to (;00 ""ho ga\'e that liCe and to the order. the state. the
family to which I have a duty. Therefore suidtle is a sin against God
and a violation of my duty to the order.

1\'. RIGHT A!It'D M,Cfrr

There is a deep f('ason why the Catholic philosophy of the state so
strongly emphasi7C'1 the ide.! of natural law. It holds that this is the
only JOlution for the unavoidable and critical prohlem of the relation
of right and nlight. From a superficial standpoint. positive law evi
ckntly comes into bf'ing by the will of the state. whether representrd
by a monar..h or by a parliament or by the citizens themselves in a
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plebiscite. If we have no objective standards of right and justice inde
pendent of the will of the human lawmaker. then the actual will of
the legialatoT. on account of his might. would always be right. The
essence of law would then be not justice but compulsion. that is. the
ability of the lawmakers to enforce the law by what"t"r means. to com
pel the citizens to external confonnity. This would then be the exclu·
sive Dote of the law. The internal, the morally free, obedit"nce to the
Jaw for consciencc' sake would be wholly irrelevant. Yet our own ex·
perience telb us that it is this moral obligation to obediC'nce which
males us obey. and not the compulsory apparatlls of enforcement. how·
ever important the latter may be alfclinst a small minority of selfish
individuals. BUI nothing is mort" e\'ident than that. under all circum·
1taJlCes, "'e demand that might must be subjcct to right. that ri~ht must
~ the luperior nile. We demand also that the state shelll lhe by the
rule. To obscn'e the law: that is to rule.1I

If the mere arbitrary will of the state could create the.- justice of the
law. there would be only one rule. national sclf-inte.-rnt or political
expediency. But it is the common coo\ ictioJ\ or all civilized nations
that both the authority and the subjt"{'t who mu\t obey are lIuhjC'C ( (0

a higher law. The existence of this hi~her Jaw J;i\'o to authority the
right to demand obcdiC'nc~.and to the suhjcc: t the riJ.;ht to protection
against arbitrary abuse of authority. Both the di,::nitl' of the penon as
• subject of authority and the legitimacy of the authority arC' preserved
by the common aC'knowlcds;ment of the higher rule, That is what
Heraclitus meant by sayinR that allla\\"s live on t.he supreme di\'ine
law. That is tbe reason wby logkal thinking leads to God as the au
preme Lawgiver. the higbC'St authority. because in Him reason and
might, justice and poWrI'. arC' one and pcrfC'Ct. That is why the pattern
of the social contract alwa)'S returns in politi("31 philosophy. Mcause
through it the ItatC', authority and the citizens arc both actin ele·
mentl of the new order of justice and are both subjcct to it. Might can
lqitimately act only in the framework of the order of justice. of which
the positive law is merel)' a declaration or a determination. The hi.
IOricaJ procell of democratization can be characteriud briefly as the

U&ridI &MI'- ia bll RIfIII~ droit".,.,... (1951>. p. d ....
....,. wida ... wiew. He _" &Ua lb. cbeDry dllcardcd under lhe awar or poIItlviaD.11', .,lit Icdrfous ..rural bul .. II DOW ft'riWd b11ad1 e1bfftenc bod_ ••he
~ DId..... of Law••he Union juricUquc UlICI'Ul........... &be.....................
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growth of the rights of the subjects and the control of might and ita in
dination to arbitrary expediency by a superior rule of law and reason.
On the contrary, alllawtc:ss might is compdled to appeal to non-moral
justifications. such as the interest of the proletariat, or the "right" of
the biologically stronger (physically or racially). As these justifica
tions are beyond the ideas of justice. no wonder that their champiOlU
cannot acknowledge the e<lual "rights" of othen to independence,
and cannot consider themselves bound by their pledged word, since
laws are only mean. in a lawless struggle for unlimited might.

V. ETHICS AND POI.lTICS

Another reason why the Catholic philosophy of the state emphasizes
thC' principlt' of natural law is the relation of ethics and politics. In
this connection we may point to a new theory about the essence of
politics. plomoted by Cui Sdmliu,l1 a theorist of the ~ali philosophy
of law. He- holds that. on in othe-r human rc:alms, likewise for politics
there must be an antithesis which in its aueuion and n~ationRives us
Ihe basis for IhC' (OOnCepl of pulity. As now. for instance. in an we ha\'e
the antith~s beauliful-uKly. in economics productive-useless. in
epistomol(»!(V true-untrue. in juri~pTud('ncejust-unjust. so. he says.
we must look for :I similar cateKOncal anti the-sis in order to discover
the t'sscnc.e and n:llure of polity. He thinks he has found it in the for
mula: friC'nd--ent'my. Hence the nature of politics would be for a
stale to distin"ui~b between its friends and its ("nemies." It should be
remarked thai Sdmliu is strunK'ly influenced by modern antilibforal
thinken like Sorel. (;ortes. and ~faurT3s.and by writers such as Hobbes
and Machiavelli. \\'ordl of refutation are unnecessary. This theory
it~lf has found its expres.~ion in the actual Oeg3tion of peace and in
ternational law. and ill the reintrodul tion of the law of the jungle
into international life, a kind of natural status where states live in
perennial war.

The C'55l"nce of politi...., Irems rather to be found in the opposing
concepts. order-disorder. Every body politic strivcs to organize for

.llHr B,.", b. l'u/IIIUh,.". fir.t publllh~ In Ifrc"iu fur SocuJl'JIIUUftlCIaa,... uu
SoriIfII-O'itll. I.,.;. talcr. with lOme rCloalbbl.e chanllft. It "u publhhcd Rpllralcl,
(1"-. 89SS) CI. thr Ible critiCISm by Hugo ...11. "Pohllscher Demion..... III R&"PW
4ttl.-rfte'.ouJ, elf' ,. ,h~,m, flu drOll \1""), pp. 101 II.

... Scbmill. 0". CI'. (1,,5). p. 7 and pwim.
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order and to avert the danger of disorder. to preserve the established
order against dilturben. and to reform or adapt it when the under·
lying powen of social life. the changes in the economic. moral. and
cultural forces and classa. demand a refonn. Otherwise the minimum
of order and unity, necrssary for the bare existence of the classes them
.elves. would disap~ar. It is the uniitU ordi"is, more suktly, the unity
of a sovereign order of anyone people in a distinct pan of the world.
which constitutes the individual state. MC'n are organizcd by this
order. which is the order of law. the order of political artion. the order
of the spiritual. sorio-eronomic. and cultural me of this people. This
so\'ereign order implit"S that there IS authority and obedic.-un', leader
ship and allegiance. legislation and courts with a suprrmc rourt to
settle disputes between ronsticuC'nu in the (ud". Therefore it is a
durable order not based on the changin~moods of innh'idual, but on
the e\'erlasting common will of the dti/t'ns to Jile in this order
and. within it and by its help. but not against it. to 501\'(' their proh.
lems of ever-prnent conflicting interests. (Ontr:utin~ social ideals. and
disagreemenu. Community is possihle onlv 50 lonM aJi such a ImilllS
minis exists. Of JrConlbry imporL1nf~ arc the con~titutinnal mrth·
ods by which it is continually prodnn·d. protet-ted. and rdol mt'd.
M~mben may disagree ~ith some parts of the order: for in~tance.

JOCialisa m3Y not agrC'C' with that part of the order whkh makC'S capi.
talism possible and lawful. Catholics may nOI agrC'e wilh 1""'5 Ihat are
a pan of the order. which (adlitate or even promote birth control.
But they recognize th3t ther aTe bound by thi, order as a "ohole; they
do not oppose the unUIIS; they will defend it against threats of dis
order from without or within.

This very primacy and this nC'CC'SIity of the political ordC'1'. of the
ItIt~. make it impogiblt: to accept the pluralist politiul theory. The
1Iate. w track·union. the political pan". and the nationality are not
on the same plane. To the politic.al order belon~ a superiority and an
eminena compared with t.hOK othet' orden and fommunitin. Trade
uniona are trantiftu forms of socio-economic orRani13tion with panial
ends in the Jta~. not IUch mcb at international proletariam wants be·
yond tht' ltale: they arc co"cJa~ to the capitalist (mm of economic
production. Howt'Vet' imponant the trade-union may be. unlike the
a,c. it _1JraC:a only the JOcio.economic statUI of man, not his hu
man atQI. A pe'llOlJ can leave hit trade-union wilhout ~iDg com-
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pelled to join another trade-union; but no one can live outside a
political unit: whoever emigrates from one state comes under the lOY

ereiRDty of another state. Man can live without trade-union affiliation
or that of party or nationality, but he cannot live without the state.

The unittlS ordinis is not a blind physical "must" or the product
of an instinctive irrational power like the instinct of animals. It is a
spiritual thing worthy of rational beings. Its existen("e is a Ipiritual
one. and it needs visible representations. The flag, the national an
them, the capital. the courts, the unifonns of anny and police force.
the solemnity of robed judges. or the regalia of the kin~, and the for
malities of leRi,lature and the protocol of the diplomats. Yet this order
and unity is always e-ndangered by the disordered pas~ions of individ·
uals and mohs. Its human concord is threatened by the human vice
of dismrd. The persuns in powe-r re-adily abuSt" it for the advantage of
"ested interests. hs idt"al, the coincidcnre of prh'ate good and the
common Kood, il (ealin'd onl~ hy continual "'lItuOUI cRoft of gover
non and JCO\'rrnrd: yt"t prh'ate intercsu may (orce the public sen'ants
of the order intu theu selfish SCI\'ile.

The unity rndangt"rrd h)' diuuption. the oTCtrr threatened by dis
IOlutinn throu~h reddeu. sdh5h. antiso< ial intercsts. by p-usions and
,'iul. mUlt tH' prott't It'd to he prt'w'f\·ccl. This unity mu&t he adapted
to thC' perpetuall~ chanKinK life of thC' people. There must be 3U

tJlority, ilnd authorit\' with lIli~ht. to protect and to lefonn. This is
polity. St. Thomas in his wisdom «•• lIed it an aTS architectomcG. We
call order "pc.1«.c:' b«ausc pca('c mt>o1ns order. to be ,«ure from dis
turhann.·s. Pulity IUff.lm to re••Ii/t' null'r. Rut there are two kinds of
ordc-r: one t'flccttd in freedom b)' frct' obedience to a freely ad.nowl·
edgC'd authurit~ on the fnuml.uion of natural law; Iht"olher effected by
"iol('nt pow('r and e-nsla\'C'mconl of the suhieclC'd. Only the first is
hum..".

But ('veon this politic-at ordt'r i~ not undrr all circumstances an ul.
timate end and tbe ,uprc:mc \'.alue. The order it,scl( 5en~ hi~her ends.
a. do arts, sc it'Il('C'. ec onomin. Sit'nkit'vin ill s.1.d to ha\'C' dt't'larM that
tJle real mC'aninK of polity is lhe creation of conditions (pt'rhaps he
might hCllC"r ha\t' !laid tltr ('rral ion nf an order) undt'r whirh JlC"rmann
and DOlothe3 (ould lo\'e. m3rr~·. be$tt"t children, and educate them for
I true human lift', Now ht' nliMln add lhat in doinM JoU they were work.
ing for the salvation of thrlr souls in another world. This. then, is
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what Aristotle meant when he taught that man', social nature find, its
pcrfectioa in citizenship: or the Scholastics in saying that the external
bliss. the sufficiency of this life. is thepu~ of the state.

With aU this granted. it is clear that the sovereign order. the state.
the presen'ation of law. and the protection and reform of the order.
get their final justifintion and measure from the nature of man and
from the divinely constituted o.,do mund;~ witnessing God's justice.
as St. Thomas says. But this ~ans that the ultimate rule of polity i,
natural law. This is clarified hlnher when we ronsider what happens
in the state of siege. Then the common order of law is abolished on
account of an em~ncy: e"en somt' fundamental rights of man are
set aside. But wh,·? To presen'e the community. to prest"l""e the unilas
ordinis. Are the acts of an emergency power then simply ht")'ond the
law? Not at all. \\'e still apply some rules and demand recognition of
such rult'S by the authority.

\Ve aU agree that not all the arts of the emergency power 3fe ri~L
When we do 10. we alwa"s recur to basic ide:u of justire and reason·
ableness which aTe given by the nft"nsity of the umllLS ordmis for hu
man social life and the perfection of hum3n nature. Thus, even in the
case of the tmlporary abolition of the order of positive law, we still
hold that political power is not ahsohlt~ but is hound by thr rulr of
justice. At th~ juncture, natural law appean as the soliet basis of th~

whole social &am~·ot'k. If W~ lackt'd this ietea of an unwritten. non·
positive law. how could we distin~uish a t}Tannica) dictatorship from
the emcrg~nryP01VtT. n«nsary ~\'~n in th~ mosl ~cnuine dl'mOCTaC'}'?
The ordo juris may chans;r. may e\'en for a time be aboli~h('d in f3\'or
of mar mnsures and commands. Rut still these me35urcs and ('om·
mands ~re themxlns not absolure. but ar~ measurt'd b)' the o,do
,ustitiGt', that is, by natUC'allaw.

This fact. then. is th~ sah-ation of human dignity. Onl~' if thr ordo
;ustitilJt' rmJains. can this diRDity be prnnved. There have heen
cherish~. from ancient times to Madtiavelli and modern materialism.
theories whkh deny the validity of such an O'I'do j"s'i'ia, and contend
that every conCTete ordo ;uru is simply a truce in the materialist .tmg
p of dau interesu or the consequence of a mere bio)(Jgka) .uperi
ority of one rare. But most of those who hold such theories refute
themselves. In ltarl Marx's Cdp;'.' there bums a genuine feeling for
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an ordo jwtitNe, u every reader will remark.·· In Machiavelli we find
a real understanding of this perennial justice." Hobba nC\'~ denied
that even the Leviathan is bound by the divine and the natura) Jaw,
however much his theory destroy. thOle ideal. And in our days we can
lee that attempts are made to justify even the most unjust acts of
tyrannical government witb an appeal to a justice beyond the positive
order of law. because human life i, impossible without this 01'40
itutitiGe, this appeal to natnr:d law as a divinely instituted law. So
even the greatest cynicism of tyrants is compelled to bow before this
deeply human idea. without which man ceases to be human. Natural
law is. thrrdore. the moral basis of e"ery political authority. Might
without right is mere violence. inhuman and destructh'c.

VI. NATURAL I.AW AS THE BASIS OF UNIn' FOR ALL
POSITIVE LAw S"ST£MS

The necessity and hmC'tion of the idea of natural law becomes clear
in the problem of the unit), of \'arions kinds of law. especially of the
municipal (internal) law of the so\'ereiKll state and the external law
of the community of nations. and also in the problem of the relation
~tween morality and riRhL

This problem of the unity of national and international law seems
to invoh'c a dilemma. The national law. b«atlse of the absolute sov·
ereignty of the stale. is supreme. TIll'refore international law can be
considl'red onJy Ute creation of the "'ill of thl' stales in the fonn of
self-obligation, Henrl' it is t'ewacable at any time. whenever the states.
by arbitrary dedsions. see fit. Thus international law could be nothing
objective. independent of the will of those who subject themselves to
its order. Conscquently int('rnational law cQuld not be law in a true
It'nH'. For. whatc\'cr else Jaw may be. its nscntia) property is tllat it

I. II .as .Ilk prolesl aRahlil the injuslim of laian f:llre apnalilm which made tba'
dumay boo... Dtu ""pitlll. tht' bihle of 1M lonahlt 1.IlJOl-Iao\eDlaIl ill CODtinmtal
Europe, The latxwinr lOa.... were rete.1ed bOlO Ihe uadilional rural onler and crowded
into tM lau"" of the baum and monotonous induluial dun. 1 hn were srlllom cared
for by the Cburches; or U 10. Ihen ofrm in the wmnR "'U in • condes«nding attitude
01 ....."1... ThPlt' laborin, lOa... Ihn'ltd for justice. for rtdrmptJon from the pro
lftlrian ltalUI, They drank the wine of wlath lhat Man offered. beta.. all too .Idom
ahe CIDUDladOli of rclilion and of jUltite was II,,", them.

p a. hit cu. of ftllJfon In Ducom. I. a. I .. M-
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rules independently of the will of the ~rsonswho a~ subject to it u
individuals. Evidently. then, law is valid and must be mforcible even
against the will of the individuals subject to it. Essential to a rule of
law, is that it is enforcible against those subject to it.

Furthermore, the intemationallaw is supreme. Then the municipal
Jaw. the national law, cannot be considered sovereign. The very exist
tence and extent of national law would be at the mercy of international
law. The so\'ereign decision even in what is still called "domestic af
fain" would be controlled ultimately by international law. enforced
by international agencies. The various states would thus become prov
inces (less than dominions) of the civittU minima, of the only lOver
eign international law. Practically this would mean that the agencies
instituted by international Jaw would assume a right of continuous
intervention in the domestic affairs of the states, a right that would be
governed only by international law. This is. of COUTse. an extreme
formulation. because presumably the international law would be
created by the states themselves. But this presumption is not valid if,
in a given case. the international rule to be applied is not produced
by unanimous and fonnal consent of all the member statn of the com
munity of nations, in which case the subjective self.obligation theory
would __rise anew. But if the international rule is only common legal
conviction, if it is merely customary law. with the implication that not
all but a great majority of the members are co", inced that they are
bound by it. then the self-obJigation theory would not work. We
would ha\'e a case of superiority of the international law against the
will of one state or of a small minority of the member states.

Of coune. it is easy to say that the international law is superior to
the national law in abstracto. The problem arises when we ask. whether
thia superiority goes 50 far that the international law (i.e.• its authori
un) can deride arbitrarily (law i, will) all or any matters. even such
as the Slate considers to be its domestic aflain. If so. we would have not
merely an international Jaw. but an internal law of a world state or
world gov~mcntwith abJoJute JOvt'Tdg»ty. etllJipped with the right
of intervrntion without any fotrktions. \Ve may salr-Iy say that suC'h
a world SEalC built upon a positivist wiIJ theory would not be acupta
ble, when we coJ1Jider the difficulties that 3rost' on 3«ount of para
graph 8 01 Ankle XV of the uaguc of NatioDJ' constitution. This
,.rapwpJuaid that if in an international dispute one pany contrnda.
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with the recognition of the Council, that the dispute concerns matten
which by international law are solely within its domestic jurisdiction,
then the Council has to state this without proposing a solution of the
dispute. The superiority of the international law seems here to be
clearly established, because it is to define what is or is not a matter of
exclusive domC'stic jurisdic.tion. Should international law itself be
merely will. arbitrary will, of a partial majority, then the very existence
of an individual nation could be at the mercy of such a majority. It is
understandable that very seJf-conscious powerful states would prefer
to live in a kind of natural status even at the risk of war'"

But this dan~("r exists only if we adhere to the positivist principle
that aU law is will. On the other hand. if we recognize that law is rea·
son, if we include an objective finality in the concept of law, there
exist matters whit-h by their nature are domestic because derived from
the nature and end of the state as a perfect society. Then it would be
possible to state in individual cases and in abstracto at least a minimum
content of the domestic sphere of the state which is sacrosanct from
international inten-ention. In any federation, to S3\'e the existence of
member slatf'S. it is necesllary to presulllt" or positively to state the re
sen-cd powers of the states 31r-linst fedt'ral inten'ention. International
law holds to this. The growin~ idea of fundamental (natural) rights
of the states or nations, and of the international natural rights of mi·
norities. is proof of it.

So we may conclude that the whole legal world is built up out of
lOCial spheres in which a specific mmmunity freely and independently
develops its posilive legal order to effect its specific end, an objective
common good. Howe\'t'r much mauers may vary according to cuI·
lural. economic, and sodal changes. there remains a legal minimum
of mattc:on that mUllt bc:o domestic. Othc:on\'isc this community's objec
tive end would he unattainable and would itself become an empty
shell. The unity of the different spheres. domestic and international.
would thus be establisht"d by the fact that tht" will of each. the authori.
ties in each, national and international. are bound ultimately in ltgis
lation and in det'isions by the:' natural law which fuJes both supremeJ}'.
An empty formal statement that "a~eementsmust be kt"pt" is insuf·
fident; only an objet·tive:' ruJe will do. And this rule can be found in

II This problrm wa. one' of the mllOn. thl' induced .be Unilcd Sca.es 5eWlIc to rcjed
die Lap of NI'aonL
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the principles of natural law. emanating from the objective ends of
the varioullegal orders, from their necessity for the existence and de
velopment of human nature to its most perfect realization in and
through the various communities.

By developing his own nature. man fonns mankind, natiom, states.
families. Each, in its rdations to man's end and nature, has an objec
tive end and a protected unassailable sphere of rights and duties in a
lpecific unittu oTdinis. Like the state. existing for the sake of persons
and families and having the character of service to them. so the civitas
mtJJCims must have the character of service to the states and to the in
dividual persons. The unity of the 1~1 cosmos and its various orden
1Uts upon the univenal natural law. Not without reason have the
popes declared that without the restoration of the universal rule of
morality, that is. ",ithout the acceptance of the principles of natural
law. an international order of peace and justice is impossible.1f By
founding the legal orders upon the natural law we can also avoid that
pernicious strict separation of morality and right. instead of a distinc
tion between them. Both belong ultimately to the moral order. the
prolongation of the ontological ordt'f. All right must stem from mar·
ality. There is no non-moral law. a law absolutely devoid of morality.
Such a "law" would be no law. no rule (or reason, (or a rational free
being. The natural law is the seam by which all positive law i. con·
nected with moralit),: both municipal law and international law rule
human social life and both receive their aUlhority from the natural
law revealed in its divine institution in man's nature and in the order
of the universe. Fundamentum totiw juf'is Dew e~t.

If a. Eaqwcal Sum".i PonlifialtUl (October 10, 19'9).



CHAPTER VIII

Natural Law and Positive Law

I. DESTllVCTlON OF 11IE IDEA OP' NATt.'RAL LAw
THROllCII RATIONALISM

BECAlISE lht end of politics is the constitution, t}le preservation and
historical adaptation of the sO"'ereign order as a unity. the main func
tion of poJiticalso\'rreign authority since the time of Heraclitus, Plato.
and Aristotle has been le~islation. the establishment of the ordo juris.
This fact leads us to a discussion of the relations between natural law
and positive law.

In the nineteenth century in almost all countries. we find a definite
turning away from the idea of natural law. In the An~lo·Saxon coun
tries. Austin denied it in favor of a practical posith'ism in law. Savigny.
founder of the historical legal school in Germany. elevated customary
law emanating from the living soul of the people; then Bergbohm de
voted all his vigor to a tremt'ndous attack upon natural law; and
Olh'er \V. Holmes. with skt'ptical doubt. rejected the idea of natural
law as romantic. This was owing panly to the widespread desertion of
the realm of metaph)'sics and to skeptical empiricism. which "alues
only the scientific method of the natural st"iemes. Consequently the
traditional metaphysics and ethics appear as unscientific disciplines.
But apart from this influence of the Z~;tgt';jt. the desertion was owing
also to the so-called natural·law theories of the Enlightenment and of
rationalism in the sevt'ntt'enth and eiKhteenth centuries.

At that time the "arious holde's of unive-rsity chairs of natural law
issued books about their ideas of natural law. They bt'gan to derive
from various principles-like 50dability (Pufendorf) or utility
(Hobbes) or inborn ideas (Chr. Wolfl)-complete systems of natural
law. These contained a minutt' description of supposedly natural-law
rules about property. contract, tort. inheritance. family, in other
words. the whole dvillaw. Those professors began to consider natural

lOS
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Jaw u that law system which they imagined had ruled the Datural
status of man before the formation of states. And 50, in their abstract
rationalism. they developed a complete law system down to the rul~

of procedure. sequestration. and execution. And they developed such
I}'Stems solely by reason. It is most remarkable that many of these pro
moters of natural·law systems had only a slight connection with the
ancient tradition, often lacked a sound philosophkal basis. and some
times regarded the great teachen of the past ",ith open contempt
based panl)' on simple ignorance. partly on the inability to under·
.tand their basic ideas.1

For these thinken the statw naturalis in an ima~inary fonn is the
main subject of interest. This is the age of Defoe', Robmson Crusoe,
of the glorification of the peaceful life of the primitives. of RouSSf'au's
Emile. The different systems-and they were as different as the phi.
Iosophies of their originators-had of course a polt'mic purpo't'. They
served. for instance. to reduce the universal Church to a pri\'3te
religious association ruled cxclush'el)' by the law of the land or by a
department of the state administration.

On the other hand, they served to reform the 53V3,;e US3~rs of
popular customary law fuU of magic belief in sorcery and demons in
favor of a m~ humane penal law. They sen-ed to undermine the
feudal aristocracy in favor of a bourgeois society of free men. Further·
more. they led me way for a liberation of property righu fTom the
variOIU legal ties characteristic of rhe JpJ"Jdor familiae idea of a
fnadal lOCiety: for the liberation of serb from their bondage to the
soil in orda to put upon them the mask of free Jabor: for the libera
tion of the economic forces of the entrepreneur.manufacturer from
the manifold ties of the bUTeaucracy of a mercantile economic policy;
for the final coming of age of that new economic giant, capitalism.
Thus these various theor~es and systems began to de5CTibe a sphae of
individual righu versus the state. But, on the other hand. they could
abo easily develop arguments for the Le,·iathan. for the state as Dew
rn",.t"'is~ and for the enlightened despotism of the absolute princa.
They could even serve ROlWC3U to fonnulate an almost anarchic
molutionism.

This is the conception of natural law as it is commonly known to
its opponen. ia the nineteenth century. This, too, explains why the

• It... taw.,. Unk about Arl.lOde and abDolc nothlftJ about St. TboatM Aqu.....
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polemic and political natural law succumbed as soon as its legal re
forms and its political demands had been realized in the constitu
tional revolutions of the late eighteenth century and the nineteenth
century. This also explains why. nevertheless. the idea of natural law
did not vanish but Jived on in its old stronghold, the philosophi"
perennu, which. in iu essentials, is beyond the ttanllitory political
polemics of the ages.

11. NATlIRAL LAW AND POSITIVE LAw IN

nlE Phi!o.fophia P~Tt'nni.f

The conservation of natural law was possible in the pllilosophitl
perenni.s because natural law was not cot1'iidered a polemic weapon
or a rationalist system of all d\'il and penal law. of minute rules of
procedure-. of spe('ific forms of constitutional and international law.
Rather it formulated only a few I;eneral principles. All human law
that is. tht" positive law. statute law. and customary law of the state. the
Church. the international community. and the rules of autonomous
bodies in the state-is a determination or consequence of these
principles. In othfT words. all human positive law is derived from
natural law or is det('nninin~ it. Natural law thus remains the
paramoul1l measure and the superior critical nonn of Judgment for the
jwtice of human laws. But human law itself is necessary. Natural
law calls fur positive law. for concretization and individualization of
the pcr~nnial principles according to the circumstances. Natural law
leaves plenty of room for discretion; therefore legislation is the most
essential 1)()litical function. The state, ",ith its sO\'ereign order of
posith'c law in this nation and for this era and culture. is necessary by
natural law.

Whereas the th~oretical reason starU with the individual faet
presrnted by the senses and. by the procrss of abstraction. strives for
the general. the practical reason applies a few e\r'ident principles to the
particular. the contingent, the indi\'idual, the "case" in the final
sense. Usually there is a plurality of means through which the general
purpose can be realized; there are various circumstances which con·
cretely condition the realization of the principle hie et nunc. The
more the practical reason descends bom the height of principles to
conclusions and to their applications to individual situations. so much
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the more does the possibility of divenity increase. certainty weaken.
and agreement cease. St. Thonw rightly says that to realize justice in
economic life and in the manifold relations among persons ia harder
and more laborious than to define the right diagnosis and therapy in
medical art.1

The fact of a \'ariety of means and methods for a commonty ac
knowledged goal and the difference in the historical situations require
a definite decision especially since we live under continually changing
drcumstances. \\'believer such a decision must be made. it is made
by authority: whenever there is no appeal (rom a decision. there is
sovereign authority. Authority is likewise necessary for a de
cision about the conclusions from the principles: the farther the
conclusions go. the more· uncertain they become. Here. again. a
decision is needed: otherwise uncertainty and discord would arise and
neither unity nor order would ensue. We know that the farther we
are removed hom the evident principles. the morc ollr individual
inteTnts, our passions. and our class preferences and prejudicn in·
luena our reasoning in regard to rcmOIC conclusions. For man is not
the angelic being. the mer~ly tl1inking and reasoning being that ra
tionalism thought him to be. Without a determination. without a
decision upon derivations £Tom conclusions. without a positive law
lO"eming concrete lituations and deciding thus between a plurality
of purposes. ways. and means. thn«: would follow only endJesa diJ.
cussion. which is unpractical (or bein~ who live in time.

Funhermore. there must be a positive sanction, an actual com
puWon for man to obev the natural law. This is the more ncccuary
the farther away from the principle arc the conclusions to be applied
in the circumstances. True. in the long run hutor)' provides a sanc
tion of natural law. A nation despising the first principles of natural
law will perish: justice remains the foundation of the ltate. Wherever
• nadon, in contempt of natural law. lets the crusaders of birth con
trol or the cynia of libertinilm corrupt the Kxual and family life.
lbia may produce in the sbort run easy solutions of economic or social
dilemmas. But once looIe practice. become national habits. IUch a
nation will become senile. will become extinct by losing its identity
through subjugation or immigration by more vigoroUi nations.
NabU'al law has stood at the deathbed of many a nation which had

•c.... fal!lh. Nk.. V. IS: I ........ "..,......, q. I..... tid .; 41........
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contempt for that law in the heyday of materialistic hedonism. History
is to some extent the last judgment. Direct compulsion against those
who despise the principles and ordinancn of the natural law and of
the ordo'rerum humanarum there must be.

The indination to selfish egoism and the destructive force of the
passions of disorder are unfortunately as strong as the inborn will to
order. Man's life is always threatened by chaos. Yet man is the mOTe
himself. the more he lives in order. It is in contending against chaos
that man builds the state. the Jaw. the couru. the police. his civiliza
tion. and culture. The philosophia pt'Te7Jnis could ncver accept the
groundless optimism of Rousseau's natural·law philosophy. It is mind
ful of the demonic potentialities of human nature. of the dark powers
that ever threaten with destruction and anarchy.

It may be evident to all that theft is aW'inst the natural law. Never
thel("S5 the retributive juslice of posithe (riminal law is required that
the crime may be promptly expiated by actual punishment. \Vhat
this punishment should bt", must be determined by competent au
thority. Pri,'atc property is a natural-law institution. but in practical
life therc would be a ceasel"ss stru).t~le and collision of property in
terc-sts if the lawmakt"r did not define the use and limits of property,
the forms of property transfer. and the legal circum,r,mces and condi
tions for the loss o( property. IIistoril.all). manifold forms of property
-feudalist and capitalist. for instance-are possible; but they are so
by positi\'e law. 1"ot nature. but the Icgisl3th'e authority. whether
king. customary law, or parliament. has decidcd upon these can
tinRent fonns.

Repeatedly St. Thomas points out that justice and prudence are
proper for the lawmaker. Prudence now refers to expediency. to the
Tight choke' o( the means most adapted fQr a cenain p,urpose. St.
Thomas calls this prudence' an architt"ctonic virtue. This prudence
must go\'CTI1 the decisions of the lawmaker. Prudence manifests itself
in acting; intelli~n("e. in thinl.ing. Prudence. which according to
St. Thomas is derived (rom provrdeu ("sec.-ing ahead"). is not so much
roncemt'd with the intcJligible and Rcneral end but with the best and
most useful and efficient means by which. in acting and doing. we
r('aeh dIe end. Prudence has to do with concrete realizations. with
judging dispositions and circumstances. with producing favorable
conditiona for the realization of the moral ideals. Natural law tella
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man. living in time and space. in the contingene'Y of his existence. the
general principles and the essential objective and transcendent ends.
Prudence. of which experience and good cOllnsel and learning are
integral parts, teUs us about the ways and means. about their rectitude,
their ef6.ciency; it tells us about the concrt"le possibilities of realiza·
tion, etc. Thus wt" t«agniz.e the necessity of the ruler and lawmaker,
i.e•• authority which detemlines the general principles o( natural law
in c00C1"ete situations, authority which decides by It'gislative decisions
upon particular ends and particular means. The positil'e Jaw, there·
fore. is a necessary consequence of the idea of natural law.

Jurish often depreciate the theory of natural Ia\\' because th('y think
that by continual apJ>t"als to it the seunity of the lc~al order would
suffn. They rna)' ironically "311' Aristotle's appeal to the unwriuen
law • thus: \\'ht"n you hue no case according to the law of the land,
appeal to the law of nature and quote Sophocles' Antigone. So they
conclude that the whole theory is futile and can only disturb a good
administration of law. Such an attitude would he justified a~3inst the
revolutionary natural-law doctrine of the eighteenth umlury.

But the perennial philosophy made this careful distinction. ~.

tween prohibiti\'e and pennissl\'e Tules. Onlv pruhihiti"e rules .llways
demand obedience; positi~'e law prescribing an! which contradirt a
prohibith'e law is simply no law. t:"idemly no law can make murder,
adultrry, I)'jn~, or perjury lawful. ~obod}" w,1l rt"g3rd ;n dt'spisen of
the law. Christians who refuse ohedicnc'c to laws which prescribe
idolatry. Such laws are utterly non-ohligawr,', On the other hand, a
laX law contradicting thr print iple of Justice and proportionality,
mough unjust. gi\"C'S to the citi7m~ no ri,;ht to iIle~al tax c\'.lsion.
H~ it is not immrdiatelv the order that is endanl;('roo. And hrre,
the prescn'3tion C"'en of ,he imperfect Older is preferaHe to resistance
to an unjust taw of this kind.

This precedence of ordn allowl. therefore. to the jud:;e and to the
adminilU3lOr thr application of the unju't law and dot·. not Ri~'e the
individual dli,en a riKhl to resiJtancc. The riRht thin~ to do is to
change: the law. The fact that a positive law commandinR an act in
itself unjust is rightly tonsidered to be no law, is based on thr as,ump
bon that the prohibitive' rules of natural law protect tbe nsence of the
aociaJ and poJitial order. When .worn oath. are no longer aacred.

alUwl4tlWa, I. IJo
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when the honor of our neighbor is despised. when adultery is lawful.
and no I~I distinction is made between marriage and concubinage.
when authority is powerless. all possibility of a social order ceues. the
existence of an ordo rerum Jrumanaf'Um is impossible.

III. TilE FALLACIES OF POSITIVIS'" AND TIlE

Rt;VIVAL OF NATtJRAI. lAW

It is no wonder thatlhe idea of natural law always returns after its
banishment fTom the nnivt"f'litics and law ('ourts on account of the
dominant'c of posith·ism. Positivism is a paltry philosophy and may
satisfy the IUllnan mind at limcs of sensual and material saturation.
As 10nR as th(' SOCIIH'('Onomic liy<it('m ptOduc('!\ enough material goods
to huild a cOll1fort.lhlc dvili7.atiol1 and afford the intelligentsia
("C'Ol1omic '1('f'UI ity and Il·i~llTl·h· dis< lJ'l!)ion. sut-h a ch ilization may be
able to live for a certain tlm(' without the moral foundations of human
t"xi'itt"IU (" l)('in~ (nn~ i(Jusl~ pI c~cr\'('d, It is casy for the sons of sue
«'!Sful hnsint"ssmen to discuss the nrerit~ of (ommuni~rnand the sins
of f"4lpil31h.m. They milY e\'cn indulg(' III romantic dreams of going
hack to primili\'t'1Jfe. or tht'y ma\- pl.tv the rule of the cynical skeptic
[or whom there is no truth. no morality. no dUlirs: nothing but
dream,. illl('J ests. instinll5. and pkasUJ CS.

Yl·t man does not li\'C~ by bre.l<1 alone. The self·satisfied mind of
nint"te('lllh-c:'clIlury PUSilh ism pro\'ed inadequate. when the material
basi! of tim pO'lith·i,m. tht" optimi,tic' faith in its endless progress and
its ('a~y solutions of all life,prohlems hy SCJent C5. was suddenly shat
ten'd in Ih(" hnl ~e.lI\ (19&.J-19) of that world rc\olution in which we
are sull SO deepl) 111m" ('ct. ". hou~htful minds olltside of the philo
50phi" I,er,.""i, :lIld till' CIHm h had alr(,:1d" felt the in5ufficiem'y of
positi\'ism in all fields of imell("("tual .md mor.ll life. The philosophies
of lire (Dilthcvl. of intuition (IJer,;son). of \'iralism (Driesch). to
mention onl}' a fc'w, ,"ere' a si~n of this. A certain humility instead of
the unbl idlcd pride of the ninf"tf't"nth century is beginning to be
rvidC'nt. From tht' suhje( (-('cntt'rcd sensualist attitude. we witness a
return in many helds 10 tht' ohje·('t. We Sl'e a new interest in the
Catholic Church. whit'h the nint"teenlh Ct"ntUTy regarded as a
ridiculous or antiquated and Iherdore venerable relic of bl'gOne
times. This initial turning away from positivism began to produce a
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bnrorabJe atmosphere for a renaissance of metaphysia and of the
i'hilosophiq, perennis.

On account of the intrinsic connection between metaphysia and
mturallaw. there followed a new evaluation of the eternal idea of
natural law. As now in ps)'chology after the rampages of materialist
or sensualist psychology without psyche (soul). the soul was redis
covered. as in natural philosophy the organic vitalist principle began
to prcvail. so now in legal philosophy which. under the rule of
positivism. rn.d produced a legal theory without a philosophical
substanC'c. there gradUollJ)' occurred a return to the idt'a of natural
law. The weaknesses of the presuppositions on which we had built our
life ha\'e now become evident. That legal framework under which
capit:dism. the modem secular state. and the materialist dvilil.ation
were taken as sclf~vident. has now becomc dubious uuder the impact
of class conDicts. de\'astatin~ depressions. and social revolutions evcry
where. The dh'idcd Christian bodies ba\'c seen the inner powcr of
their common inheritance wasted away in modem J«ulolrism and
they have felt thf1115elvn threatC'ned by a common enemy. tht' growing
paganism of the masst'S in our ci,·ili,ation. At die same time the situa
tion for a revival of the idea of natural law has become more favurahle.

It is an old truth that. aJ long as man is materially sated. he thinks
he can live by bread alone. But in times of social and political up
hea\·al. when the customary framework of the socio-economic and
legal-political order is shaken. when the positi\'c law becomes doulJt·
ful. man turns to what is behind the now doubtful positi\'e law. to the
idea of natural law. In such timn the simple definition. that law is
what the state ,,·iIls. is utterl)' insufficient. The revolutionary forcel
unable to appeal to positi\'c law will appeal to the idea of a natural
law; the cOD5en'ative lCiders in power. feeling the moral weaknC'SS of
posith·ism. are likewise compelled to appeal to the idea of natural
law in order lO justify the presnlt order before reason.

These cirrumstanccs. in themselves inconsequential for the true
IUbltance of naturalla",. opent'd at least an approach to its idea and
iu necessity. Legal philosophy. by iu criticism of positivism in the
theory of the sources of law-of the KeJscnian pure tbeory. of the
Duguit IChooI-had also somewhat lowered the barrier' to the idea
of DatUfti iaw. When tI~ theory of the lOurces of law shOWl, for in
1tal'lCe,daat W will of the atate alone it not a true JOurcc of law, that
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there are alway. lacunu in the positive law issuing from the wiJI of
the state, and that these must be fined by the judge, then, of course,

. there arises the problem of what the rules are that the judge has to
apply in such a case. The answrn may be worded differently, yet sub
stantially they point to natural law. The pure theory of law (Kelsen)
with iu Kantian basic nonn (Grundnofm). a hypothetical, formal,
and empty variety of the "categorical imperative" in Kant's EtMcs, is,
of coune, not natural law. But the construction of the positive law,
being deriv~ from such a Grundnorm, which remains unexplained.
haa an amazing formal affinity to some tenets of the natural-law theory.
Ouguit comes nearer to the Thomistic concept of natural law than he
would e\'er have conc-MM. Vet the attentive reader of DUR'uit's works,
if he know St. Thomas. will be amazed by some essential similarities.
Of course. these are not devaluated by Duguit's fervent protest that he
is not a metaphysician. Duguit's principle of SOC'ial solidarity as the
source and C'ritical norm of the positive law is in fact one element of
the Thomistic natura as thc basis of naturall;lw.

Modern p()~ith'ism. held up a~inst the gaps in the positive law,
introduccd th(" theory that in the case of such a presumed gap the
jud~e had to find out what the I:twmaker's will had been. In the search
of that will lh~ judKe. of lOune. was not lookin~ for what we may call
the psydl0lo~icalact of willing in the soul of the lawmaker. \Vhat he
lookf'd (or did. from a posith'ist standpoint. not t'ven exist. But the
judge toole. r~fu~(' in contending lhat. whate\'er the lawmaker may
have l>sychologkaUy willed. he had willed reason. finality. justice.
So it happrns that the will often disappears; reason, finality. and
jUltier appeaf. essential elements of th~ idea of natural law. The judge
usumf'd. indeed. that tlte lawmaker had willed what is just.

Scholan and jurisu who otherwise show ns> enmity toward natural
law Of who even reC:OKnize its metaphysical basis. often say that
natural law as a body of ("thkal and political ideals. to be drsired de
le~e ferenda 'for future better It>gislation. is intrinskaUy too general.
They say it is too vague. and lacks that clarity and preciseness of
positive law which the practical jurist and judge needs for his
guidance in his profession. In this \'iew. natural law thus becomes an
ideal program for the lawmaker but it lacks all \'aUdity until it i.
vested in positive law. Consequently natural law has not that essential
quality which tradition attributed to it, namely. that it is the aitical
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DOI"ID for existing positive law and for the judges" decisions under the
latter. The strict obliging character of natural Jaw is thus denied.

This objection is prejudicial. The demands of natural law are not
vaguer than the fundamental concepts of positive law. civil and con
stitutional. The opposite opinion apparently 80\\'5 from a positivist
interpretation of the general principle that the judge is independent
of the other powen. legislative and cxecutive. and is subject only to

the law. TIIC positi"ist here interprcts law in the fonnalist sense u
emanating technically correct from the lawmaker. Duguit. though
confessing himself a positivist. objected \'chementl)' to this opinion.
which is quitc familiar in G«man. Frt"nch, and Italian posith'ism. If
rvrrything that emanates from the lawm3king power mrrectly ac
cording to the constitutionally prescribed tecbnique is a rule of law.
then the stud} of la,,' does not desent" a moment of intt'll«twl eam t.
Then the judge would be only an automaton of mere logical subsump
lion: Put the case with iu evidence into the slot. and the juridical
mechanism of I~ical subsumption of the indh'idual ca~ under the
general rule produces the decision. On the contrary. the judl;C' has to
measure the posili\e Jaw with the critical norm of the hig;hcr I.l\\' of
the Constitution. and thr latter with a paramount law. the narural
Jaw. the rule of reason. ~atural law is by no mt"ans mCleh an ideal
program de It'gt' In-t'nda; it is obligatin~, inde-pe-ndt'nt of the fact that
its rules ha,'e been vested in the cloak of Jlosith'e law. OUIC'Twise it
would be a ,tIS inutile, which Hobbes' concept of so\"ereigmy made iL

From the standpoint of juridical po~iti\ ism. the vital distin(,tion
between legality and lC'Kitimacy is impossible. thou~h the so-called
natura1l'ights, the concC'pt or loyalty and of moral obedtence (not
simply compulsory external conformity. to lep;itim.ate governmental
authority as diJtinguilh~ from merely compulsory power) depend on
that distinction. It may be true that natural law recedes into the back
ground when democratic fonns of go\'emment put the lawmalc.t'l and
the administration of law under the vigilant control of tht" go\-·erned.
NeYCTtheless. in cases of emeTf(ency when anifi( ially produced ma
jority decisions oppress natural righu. the idea of natural law arises
again from the ba(.k~ound even in our modern atate. with highly
cleftloped legal S)'ltt"m, or positive law.

In lUCIa cases the issue is legitimacy (the jUllice or the law) and not
JepJitf (t«haicaDy COrTt'Ct law). Our modem dictatorl are maaterI of
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legality. Hitler aimed not at revolution but at a legal grasp of power
according to the formal democratic processes of majority vote. And

, when hc had legally grasped power he destroyed legally the natural
rightl of political. religious. and racial minoritics. and the rights of
individuals as they arc embodied in natural law: freedom of con
sciences. freedom of speech and of association. From a positivist
standpoint it is hard to objeC't to AdoU "I..c~alite" as a witty scholar
called Hitler. The genuine prohlem that so arises is that of the legiti
maC'y of the legally corre(,t acts of totalitarian ~o\'ernment.

This qUC5tion can be amwcred-and is answered thus even by
jurists who profess themseh'es as positivist-only from the acknowl
edgment of an unwritten paramuunt law whiLh since the time of
Aristotle has lx'en called "jU!lt by nature," i.e., natural law. Legiti.
macy. that eminent quality of j:to,'crnmcnt. cannot rest on techni
calities or formalities, on the simple rart of majority vote. The
political It"Ritimism of the monan-hist theory sensed this. Therefore
it did not h"s«" the riKht uf the JUon.,1f( h on the constitution. But it
based the constitution on tht· di"ine right of the mon:11ch or on tradi·
lion. on dur.iliun and trial throup;h centuries. The legitimism of De
Maistre made time God's pi iou," minilttci clnd thus based the ri~hts

of kinKS on prO\"idcnual ~lIIdancc. that IS. on God'~ will. We think
this lC"giumist 1'1 in( iplc is "'lOnK. But this is not the same as saying
that no\,' democratic fcogiurnism is ri~ht. that a just law is what the
majority de( id(·5. that the majorit) is the exclusive origin of authority
and )C"ltitimaC'y" 1.t"J;itimat y lies dt·eper. True. the democratic ac·
ce-ptantC~ of a Ro\'crnmem's IJWS is eminently importam from a
pS)'chologieal point uf vit'\\'. Rut this fau of acceptance is not enough.
It cannot explain as 3n obliA'3tion of fonscient:e the moral obligation
(the- con~luen(e uf leRitim"cy) to freely obe)' authority. l.egitimacy,
so we must conclude. is 3n'ordant-c of a gm'ernment and its laws to
the- principles of natural law; and natural law ohliges because it
emanates from God. who is perfect reason and omnipotent will.

If we do not aCt"cpt natural law, we cannot make that important
distinction bctwrcn legality and leKitimacv in politics. Thus we lose
the basis of any distinction ht"twt'en lawful political authority and
tyranny, bctw~n the moral obli~tionof the free consC'ientious citizen
to 100'alty and obedience and paS5ive external conformity, cowardly
and undignified. to the illegitimate yet technically legal orden of
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tyraDnicaJ govemmenL Thus the idea of Datum Jaw. however much
it may be buried under complacency and saturation of peaceful times.
rises again as soon as the problem of legitimacy arises, And another
conclusion folio,,,. from our discussion. In the ultimate analysis God
is, as Leibniu put it. the foundation of all law (Totiw juris !undameJI
tum Dew est): and this makes obedience and allegiance concordant
with the dignity and fy~om of the human person.

The RSurgence of international law aher the FiTSt World War
contributed notably to a revival of natural law. The reason for this is
dear. In international relations. the positivist demand for a concrete
will of a rule·maker is often practicall}' impossible. Some of \Vil50n',
founeen points. the Atlantic Charter. the common con\'iction that
all nations. small and great. han a right to independence. libert)'.
and security. are as much naturalla,,' as is the bill of rights. Today we
frequently behold the strange speetarle of philosophers and lawyers
dcnyinx natural law in their textbooks and proclaiming its main
principles whene\"er they ha\'e to deal with imerDalional rdations.
today so utterly devoid of justice and equity. Just as frrquemly, ,tir
ring appeals to the righu of man, to justice, to Jibeny :IS an absolutely
metaphysical and therdore undoubted principle. are made by men
who ne\'er tire of stressing rclath'ism in ethia. positivism in legal
philosophy. and sensualism in epistemology.

.. 'Ve may take this as a proof that man. by his rational and social
Dature. is alw3}"S an adht'1"Cnt of natural law and that he must be under
the sway of a wrong philosophy in order to gel rid of nalurallaw. Karl
Betgbohm. who vehemently attacked the concept of natural law in
the second half of the nineteenth century. had to confess that all men
are born adherents of natural law (Introduction of hi. RechlsphilOl.
""hie, 1885). He is quite ri~ht. but he thinks this fact a proof that
the natunl law is unlClcntific. This attitude. that common ICnae is
wrong and that only the "scientific" mind as undeTStood by positivist
lCienusm it right. it an outspoken anomaly. Any true phiJOIOphy it
aitical, educated common secnae; if a philosophy, especially moral,
1OCia1, legal pbiloIophy, blatantly contradicu sober common sense
(DOt to be confused with the changing fashions of the intelligentsia
of our uJ.ll'OO*l balf-educated urban mediocrities), there mOlt be
lOIDethitwwrong with that philOlOphy.

The pramt terival of natutal law, however alight it may be, it
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caused also by the great upheaval in our increasingly secularized
society and by the paganizing of its institutions. The subatance of our
common Christian revealed inheritance is slowly being consumed.
This means that the age of controveny between the divided Christian
Churches. which somehow presupposes a substantially Christian
society. is de-finitely gone. and that we have entered an era of coopera
tion. against paganiring inftuen("~.between the Churches and all who
are of g(KKl will. Upon what basis is such a cooperation possible? Upon
what basis is it possihle e'specially in the field of socia-economic,
political. and international action? Upon such a basis as can be shared
by all c()oJ>C'rating members.·

This basis is natural law. Passions. class conflicts, wrong philos
ophies. lCK) optimiuic reliance on endiess progress, secure under the
rule of nin("IC'("mh ("UlU') m3tt'riaHsm. have dimmed many principles
of natural law. Th" (''-pression itsdf has been purloined. and iu
C'te'rnal apl'("~,1 ro m.m h..~ heen abused by the modern totalitarian
re~im('s. Yet, that lea\'e's 115 hurdened only with the task. of clarifying
its me3nin~ and cl..boratin~ its concepts. Let us get rid of the notion
that our p<xlr will, disturhed by pa~ions, selfish interests. class envy,
and national presumption, ran by itself produce order in our world.
The ordC'r we have to plOdllce must be an imitation of the divine
order of the moritl uni,·erse as it is reH'aled in the principles of
natural I.. ",. It is a law that (an sa)': "You would not have searched fot
me if you had not alrc-ady found me." As certainly as thC' soul is
'lfJlurfJlilt'r C/., isllfJUa, so certainly is !lUT idea of justice in all the fields
of soci:lI life rmfuralitn chri-'tIQuQ. There is no other ,,,ay out{ we
Dlust anchor our sccular, earth I)' order in the throne of God. The
"oughmc55" of that dh'ine order revealed to our reason in our very
human n.tUlre' and in tht" universe surroundi9R us must be the founda
tion and mood for the concrete order (of'do jUf'is) in which we wish to

lh·e.

• cr. Max rribilla. s. J. (./'" 'mr','.rhr £ ...,.,,, \Frcibul'J. 1919). An excellent rniew of
'bit work 11 stTen by John C. Murray io TlleuloglCal Stud.t's, IV. 100 fl.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE STATE





CHAPTER IX

The Origin of the State

I. TIIF. MEANING OF THE PROBLEM

Jo:"FN (or tht" highly civilized men o( our rationalist age the origin of
the St-1fC and its deepest root are surrounded by mystery. Indifferent
skepticism and rationalist utilitarianism could only decompose
the 3l1c~iance of citizens and vilify the symbols that stand for the
state. The)' could dissolve but not explain the state and the politico
juridical order with its compulsory power and supreme aurhority
d('mandin~ obedience. On the other hand, a theory which finds the
oril-tin or the state in irrational. uncontrollable biological (orces is no
more s3tisfa('toTy.~tat("s do not rise, blossom, and wither away like
plants. blindly ruled by the unconscious powers of nature. A poetical
ftgure is not a philosophical argument. Man is a rational being. an
mdcpcndcnt. self·conscious person. And the state carries as symbols
of its power the sword and the scales; it has the Jus vitae tJC ".eds, the
JUS IJelii et pacis: the right over 1i£e and death. over peace and war.
The right. the moral powerI \\'hence comes such a powerful com
munity. with this moral and juridical power? That is the question
e\ er risinR before man as a rational and moral being.

This was the question before the simple mind of primitives, and it
is the most exc-iting question for the modC1n mind. The primitive
mind sought a theological origin. To the primitive mind political
organi13tion originates in the tribal deity. The king, the patriarch.
is the son of the tribal deity. and the primitive state shows a hiero
craric origin. Authority, power. and law are immediately transferred
by God to the king or the rulers. Another explanation. found especially
In monarchist theory up to Lord Filmer's and recent legitimist argu
ments. employs the idea of the patriarch. The power and authority
of the king. and therefore of the state as kingdom, originates in the
paterfamilias and the patriarch. As it is senseless for a child to doubt

'"
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• origin of the family and the authority of the father. 10 it it sense
leu for men to argue about the origin of the state. 01" the power and
authority of the king.

The primitive hierocratic,myths and the patriarchal theory have
lost their enchantment with the progress of thinking. The Son of
Heaven has been deposed. and patriarchalism as promoted by Lord
Filmer is ridiculed. But the problem remains: Where does the stale
come from? It is not so much a question of how this or that actual state
-came into existence in the coursc of history. It is the problem of the
ideal, moral origin of the state endowed with sword and scales, with
majesty and power, demanding from the citizen almost uncondi
tioned aJ1~ianceand the sacrifice of life in the emergency of war, for
the continuing life of the state. In the attempt to cope with this
problcm.[antastic theories of the divine right of kings ha\"c been de
veloped; tired and disillusioned human thinking has ccased to strive
and has...ttied to explain the state as the outcome of blind natural
forces, th~ product of irrational, fortuitous developments of history
or the outgrowth of class struggles with the millennial hope of
a withering a~ay of the state in a classless societ)'. But all this gh'es
to the rational mind and the moral conscience of man no answer to the
problem of the moral authority. juridical power. and compulsory
force of the .tate,

II. HUMAN NATURE IN THE ORIGIN OF 1"I(E STATE

Catholic political philosophy asserts that in human nature is the
origin of the state. Here it must be Itated that "human nature" should
be understood in its full philosophical meaning. Human nature does
Dot mean the empirical, ps)'chological nalure as the politician or the
advertising businessman ICes it. The state originates in the bodily
and spiritual nature of man. l"ature or essence il also the end of
maD" activity and Itri\·ing. Therefore the political statu. i. necessary
for the fulfillment of man', end; the state is an intentional disposition
of human nature.

Two important things are thw made clear: that the state hal iu
origin in human nature as a relatively independent secondary cause:
that it tmanata neccuarily out of this nature in developing it to a
_. of perfection belonging to this nature in the political statUi.
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And this development is natural; that is, the state is not the outcome of
a lpecialluperhuman act of God; the ltate is not a lupernaturalt im
mediately divine establishment. Yet, as originating in human nature,
divinely established, the state is part and subject of the order of the
Creator. To live in the state is therefore God's order. To obey legiti
mate political authority is God's will, and the legitimacy of every
political authority il measured by God's will as revealed in natural
Jaw. Further, the origin of the state in human nature does not mean
that the state grows out of human nature as by physical law, on ac
count of blind, unfree compulsion, but following human nature.
that is. (ree nature. The origin of the state cannot be without the co
operation of the free will of men. There must always be some form
of consent of men to form a state.

Again, as human nature is not completely destroyed by original
sin, but only wounded, it follows that the state is not a consequence
of sin. but that some k.ind of state would hal'e been formed by man
even if he had continued to live in the state of pure nature. And
lasLly: for the redeemed Christians, too, the state is necessary. The
state will never wither away. for it is a lasting and necessary form of
social life. It will never be submerged in the Church, as Dostoevaki
proposed. nor in international society, as Karl Marx thought; nor
will it be useless for the redeemed Christians living in the grace of
God as again and aRain Christian sects since the Manichaeans have
contendC'd, in denying the relative independence of both the Church
and the state, of supernature and nature.

The origin of the state lies in man's nature. Man is a social and a
political being. His bodily nature makes him more dependent on be
ings of his own lik.eness than are animals.p-he idyllic natural state of
the solitary man as Rousseau depicted it. o~brutal natural state of
the solitary warrior fighting against other solitary warriors as Hobbes
described the "natural" man. is utterly unreal. This is conceded by
Hobbes himself when he o~nly says that he will contemplate men
as if they sprouted like mushrooms into maturity. Compared with
this. Leo XIII'. statement is realistic: that aJ man-in isolation is miss
ing care and welfare and as these are necessary for life. God in His
wise providence hal ordered that man be born into a human com
munity; fint and immediately into the family, then into the political
community. for only the latter can afford to man a perfect sufficiency
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of life.' SL Thomas again and again points out that man has Dot fuU
equipment like other animals. to whom nature hll given luBicient
clothing and nouriahmenLI

III. MAN AS A SOCIAL AND POLmCAL BEING

But the idsufficiency of the individual man with regard to his bod
ily life is not alone the root of social life. As integral a part of the
asence of man as the acts of thinking and willing. are the acts which
intentionally aim at other men as their obj«t. like love and other
IO<alled sympathetic acts. Aristotle. in his admirable chapter on
friendship in the NicomQchean Ethics,· stressed this point against the
utilitarian philosophy of the state held by the SGphists. The bodily
expressions of the inner life of our mind. the C)'es sparkling with
anp. the lips radiating jO)' with laughter. the "language" of our
gestures. are inte'l1tionalJy directed to another being of our own like·
nea. The "you" is therefore equally original and simultaneous with
the "I." In other words. perfect self-consciousness is redpT(xal to
·"we-mindedness." as was once well expressed in a \'ariation of·Des·
canes' famous thesis. Cogito eTgo sum: Cogito, ergo sumw ("I think,
thne(ore we are").

Likewise language. as all scholan from St. TIlomas to Leo XIII
argue, shows that aoeiality. and nOl onl)' sociability. is an essential
pan of human nature. Every auempt to explain langu3A'c in a merely
utilitarian way, based on a mere biological dnire for exdlanKt'. must
fail. Language is attached to mind and reason. Therefore only in a
figurative aense may one spnk of a language of animals. ''''hen a mind
exprates iueJf it intentionally addresses anotha mind. This has
been admirably set forth., by Thoma. Aquinas: "I..an~agc is a prop
eny only of man, because in comparison with other beings it is the
privilege of man to have the knowledge of good and evil and ('on
lequently of the unjust and the like. of what can be uttered by Ian·
page. As. therefon. language is by nature due to man and has as ill
natural end that man may live in community for good or evil. for
ript or wrong. it must be concluded. on the strength of the axiom

.... XIU "Doc"doGa. EpJ.·oIlIC. cae. (Brusit ce InsuU. '"-'90''' II. '41•

......... ",.,.,. 11M. q.95. &. .. ; Collin em'.. III. 117......",

........IX.
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that nature does not produce anything for nothing, that man im
pelled by nature shal1live in community."· tn another treatise St.
Thomas explains the spiritual character of language in interpreting
the word verbum at verum bOilns ("crying out the truth").- Hence
language is not the product of a mere utilitarian, unnecessary s0

ciability; for in language itself the innennost social nature of man
reveals itself. Leo XIII once rightly called language the"Principle of
outstanding power in forming community.-

Proceeding from the end of man, the perfection of his nature, the
good life achieved by knowledge and virtue, we arrive at the same
result. In isolation the perfection of mind and of heart is for the
individual man out of reach. The philosopher and teacher there
fore employs dialogue and the dialee tic method. Human nature has
not merely a disposition for a social life. to participate in which iJ
left to the arbilrary d('( i~ion of the individual who is supposedly self
suffirient: for human nature itself is soc.ial. 50 that Aristotle will be
riKht to all ('temit),: A man who by nature and not merely by fortune
is cityless. is either le!ls than man or more than man (d. the c!anleu,
lawless. homeless. solit.n; warrior. the Cyclops of Homer).

Thus hom alLf>oints of "iew man is a social being. He builds up
and li\,('s in differl'nt kinds of communities: in the family, in villages
and towns. in f,a<.torics and shops. in <-hurches and cloisters, and in the
innumt'rahle assnC'iations for innumerable purposes in economic life,
in spiritual life. for arts. for science, for knowledge. and for research.

But Aristotle's die tum meant and expressly said more; namely,
that man is by nature a political being. The stateless is for him the
lawlesa and hamrlcss. This means that the social nature reaches its
perfection in political life. in the !Irate. Man's social nature reaches
its pel fection in citilC'nship in the state. In. the process of self-reali
zation of the soc ial nature there is a state of development where &elf
sufficiency is achie\'ed. One of the social forms is self-suffICient; it is a
dosed (in"uil where the sodoll process comes to its natural end. in a
communit), whkh is sufficient for all social wants and dispositions, a
perfect IQ( icty. This society. representing and enforcing an all
embracing order of law, deciding what is in the common intereat and

• Co,",". in Pol" I. I. quod Gutem; d. ArillOlle. Pol., I. a. ao-a••
IU. Wt"'''''. q.4. a.ao.
• Leo XIII. A1IocUliona.l, la5.
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wbat is just in men's dealing with one another,' is "state," wherever
it appears. And this ~ate has its origin in man's social nature. It is
therefore eternal: it will not with~ away. This lasting truth is proved
by an argument fJ cont,.ario before our eyes. There has always existed
in man a kind of presumptuous longing for a stateless society. In
earlier times, and here and there in later times, religious sects with
a strong antislate bias. attempted to live without political bonds.
They almost all degenerated into intolerant theocracies without free
dom, and went to a quick doom in complete dissolution.

In our days we have seen a powerful revolutionary movement
prophesying that, with the realization of a classless society, the
state would wither away. There would be. as Lenin said, instead
of necessity. meaning coercion, to obey the laws of a supreme au·
thority, only adh~ence to simple. fundamental rules of everyday
aoc.iallife. very soon to be transformed into a habit.' Thus necessity,
the coercion to obey laws, would be "state"; the habit of obeying
simple rul~ would be stateless society. which would exist on the basis
of complete equality and which would exclude any kind of con·
ftieting inter~ts. opinions. and ideas about justice in production.
cliatribution, and consumption. To produce these- habits. coercion
would be necessary. And not to preserve them? These totalitarian
habits would cenainly not produce a state, but an unbearable t)'ranny.
for man has reaion in addition to habit, and man only,' And reason.
Dot habit. is the outstanding criterion of man. Enforcement of habits
is neccsury. but. b)' the way, far more cruel and unjust than enforc..e·
ment of laws that necessarily appeal to reason. Against this kind of
stateless society one may refer to Aristotle again: "The state exists
for the sake of good life and not for the sake of life only; if life were
the object. slav~ and br'!te animals might fonn a stale. but thry can·
not. for they have no share in happiness or in a life of free choice:· "
To destroy the Ilate for the sake of liberl)' means to drslroy libm)'
aDd to produce a hideous monster state,

All these auempu to make the state superfluous by more religion or
a Dew religion. or by a change from a class society into a euless s0

ciety, arise from that perpetual longing of man's dreams to live with-

'ArIIIa&Ie. PoUlJc... VII. a. ,.
Il..-Ia .. rlw "." .f'" II.. IfftlOI..' .... •",•
• A1tItode. Pol.. VII, ....1,
-IW. In, .. , (Jown 1lUL).
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out force and compulsory po,ver. to live without an enforcible
"mult." But so imposing is this "must" and so necessary is the state
that all attempts to have a social Jife without the typical fonn of
state have failed. For a being like man, living in time, dependent
upon the active cooperation of othen and the forceful protection of
his sphere from the intrusion of others, social life is possible only if
the individual member can with certainty rely upon a behavior of
others following commonly acknowledged rules and norms. It is not
the habits that make social life enduring. It is the fact that there exists
a power which, when appealed lO, will enforce the "habits" that will
in tum enforce a behavior of all in accordance with the norlllJ. We
hase our seoldty in society upon the certainty that the rules or, if you
like, the habits, of the mf'mhers will be ohsen-ed voluntarily and that
if not so observed they will be enforced. In this way only can man
lh'ing in transitory time live in society for .secular happiness and se
curity. Thus society, so far as it lives by habits, necessarily demands
the Slatt" as the enforcing so\'creign order. There can be no evasion:
social hfe demands the political form, the state.

IV. PERFECI10N OF HUMAN NATURE IN CITIZENSJilP IN

TIlE STATE

The state originates in man's nature. The social process of man',
nature tc1eolO$(ically finds its final perfection in life in the state. The
political status has its root in the finality of human nature. Now the
concept "nature," ha\'ing lost its traditional preciseness, needs some
clarification. Modern sociologists of the so-called biological school are
inclined to speak of a development into the state brought about by
natural fon"es. Their idea of nature implies nec~ity produced by
blind, laws of nature, as opposed to the spirit'or mind that is freedom.
For them the state is a product of nature like a beehive or an anthill.
This idea was viRorously rejected by Aristotle long ago. It could
never ha\'e entered the mind of Thomas Aquinas. It could arise only
after the old doctrinc of the cssence of man as a compound substance
was abandoned by Dt'SCartn. eithcr for the one-sidedness of rational
ism. with tbe consequence of an exaggt''fated indh'idualism making
the Slate exclusively a product of thc arbitrary will of individuals:
or for a kind of open or sublimated materialism, explaining the state
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•• product of the blind forces of mindless nature. So the state be
comes a physical supel'Orpnism.

When we speak. of nature or of natural teleology we understand by
it the essence of man not in the static sense, but in the dynamic sense,
as the final cause, as the operative principle inducing man to realize
hit essence as perfectly as possible in practical life; in olh", words,
essence is called nature as a dynamic principle proceeding to per
fection. Hence arises the difference between moral law, which say.
what ought to be, and physical law, which simpl)' states what by blind
causality must be. The family has its nalural basis in the difference
of complementary sexes, in the sex desire, in love, and in the mutual
devotion of all its members to a higher and beller form of life by
living together." Yet marriage and family arc hic ~t nU'iC the work.
of a (Tee decision by reason and will. The root of Ole famll)', marriage.
originatcs in a (ree contract.II Similarly the slate cannot come into
existence without the intenention of reason and will. Man, con
templating his \'ery social nature as the final end of the good life.
knows that to fulfill this end he needs c~tain forms of sociality.
These, therefore, appear before his moral \\ilI as social forms that
ought to be: he is obliged to produce these by the \ery nature of h.iI
estCnce, because of the moral natural law.

The state is based on the moral necessity and the stimulation of
natural law. BtU this itself presupposes freedom, which is an l"S5enti,,1
of man's nature. "atural law is now related to the free will of men;
it is nothing else than the eternal law of God, the Crf'ator of that hu
man nature which is not destroyed even by oriRinal sin. Therefore, in
the last analysis, the state is based on God's will. "God has created
man for life in communit)' and has put man into associations of like
beings so that he (man) \MY find in communit)· the satisfactions and
perfections of his nature which he cannot find in solitude. Therefore
the political community especially, in 50 rar as it is community, ought
to accept God as father and originator." u

Thus the progress of thinking returns to its origin. God is the

lI'or .h. reMOft rebRioui. cd.baae commuahia apall 01 'h~fr communi', U •
fa...ny: the orpbaDap: tria to awake-a family spirit•

•t T'be Qurdt IUCCf'IIfully naancipated _an from the barbaric marrfaRe·law by
~.. thu1te _rital COIUnca 81.... be • free CDDtrael of lbe bride. nol of tbe fat•
.. lite .......

II Leo A!Iocufloaes dC-, III, .og (F.nqdIcaI Drtlf,,",U'" 1lIutt).
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primary and principal Quae of creation in the order of its diluent
natures. It is processio Dei ad extra. ••• But this "process" goes on
according to the nature (essence, in dynamic expression) of the crea
tures, even though they are always sustained in their being by God.
the First Cause. The secondary causes. real causes at least so far 81

they are rational beings, operate according to their nature; that is.
rationally and freely. Theirs is pot the necessity of a blind "must:'
but the moral necessity of a rational "ought:' Human nature taken
in its full mnrent is thus the cause of the state. But this in itself means
that the ultimate cause of the stare is God.

The ideal plCJ(.l'S.'i of the growth of human social forms culminating
in the state may he skctcht-d as follows: It is necessary for man to live
in community to rearh his perfection, which with essential finality is
revealed in man's nature; man is "thc·' social being. Hence the real
ization of this nature orcurs in at least two necessary social forms:
the family (in a \'er)' ~encral and broad sense) and the state,16 The
family ha'\ no suhstitute; any altrmpt to dissolve it and to transfer
its social functions to other social forms will, in the long ron, destroy
SO< iety and man him'\cl£.n nut the family itself in all its historical
forms «('.~., the patriart hal expanded family or the tribal kin) is
mt'asured hy the aim of social life: order and pc:ace, imperfect for a
life of happiness anel the full exprcssion of man's nature; it points
to a highcr social form essentIally different from the family. The
family inlt'ntionally postulates, from the fact of its imperfection as
concerns man's SOt ial n:ltur~, a hi~her, 3 perfect fonn of community.
Families Ih'inK tO~t·ther side by side, composed of generations and
hasM on lhe inclc-penclenc-e of the family heads, need for a more per
fet t life a specific new kind of order for their common life, a specific
new authority diree-tinf; the realization of t~leir common interests in
peace and order, deciding the conflicts ilnd solving the tensions which
arise Ollt of their living together.

This n~w order is superfamilial. It is preserved and protected by
a new authority, excelling the authority of the simple family head

16 Fmlily indudlnR lhe bushand·wife, parmls·children, master·tlNYants, ~latio....
OiAo, (the' hou!IC') and rCb"Oml/l (the economic life) are euenuaIl)' related 10 the family;
10 i.Munlicm.

It An illterntln« proof 01 lhls Itatement II a/forded by the fUlile ltllempbl of Sovler
R.ullla to dissolve the famil,., which It am.ldered • hotbed of egoism, inimical to 1ClCial·
tun. After yean, of experimcntins, tbe Sovieu practically returned to the "bourpoia"
ClOIKepU ut famU,.
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or the aUlD of their authority all together. Only in this new form doea
the social process, the realization of the social nature of man, reach
its end, the perfect life, the felicittlS extenua in the political order,
the .tate. This new order comes into existence because of a moral
impulse that is not realized without the free action of man himself.
So thia process shows the state to be a necessary conse(luence of the
GOd-given nature of man, as well as the free work of human action 10

far as the concrete realization of the new order and its preservation
8ft concerned.

v. THE FALL OF MAN AND THE ORIGIN OF THE STATE

This doctrine of the state's origin in human nature and its coming
into existence not without free action by man is made possible by
the theological doctrine that by original sin the metaphysical nature
of man baa not been d~troyed. In other words. 50 deepl)" u the Slale
rooted in human nature that it would ha'·e grown al50 in the status
.'urGe puRe, i.e., without the Fall. The Slate is not a consequence
of sin, The docton had to uphold this proposition against several
RCts which declared that the state originated in sin, and which con·
tended that the redeemed Christian is free frOID the SLale. He does
DOt n~ the state because the religious communiy is wholly self·
lUlicient, has tUll human, moral and, legal self·sufficiency. so that
the .tate as thc order of secular life becomes superfluous. In his
tory. these religious communities could li\'e in such a self.sufficiency
ooly in the tint flower of religious exu~rance and of emotional
exaltation. As soon u this began to weaken, these communities
either dilintegrated or turned into theocratic forms of political KOY·

emment. And from such a theocracy the stcp was ney~r far to a
rather tyrannical, ther~fore shortlived, community. The sinner. the
DOD<onformist. or the dissenter lost not only all righu as a citizen;
aU too easily hc lost ",cn bare human righu. Tolerance under such a
theocracy is impossible. This su~maturali.mdcstro)', nature and its
justified .phere, and mUll be carefully distinguished from the ideal
of union between Church and .tate, naturc and supernature.
VIne great thinken have maintained that the statc would have

developed out of human nature even in the $t4tus nalurae purtle.
11tHdoctriae was claboratrd especially by late ScholaJtici.sm after the
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R.eformation contended that the origin of the state lay in sin." It is
true that the maslen taught that some qualities of the state originate
in lin; for instance. its coercive power. But they taught. too. that in
the Itate of pure nature political authority would have been necessary.
though only a directive. not a coercive. one. There is no need to ex·
plain the origin of the stale by the Fall. because this philosophy has
the state founded in the metaphysical nature of man. not in an ab
Itract. empirical nature of man. as have later theories.

VI. THE NEW SOCIAL CONTRACf THEORIES

The more recent theories of a natural status preceding the political
.tatus (slat ItS civilis) have another meaning. In them there is no
moral ideal necessity to change £rom the status naturalis to the status
civilis. Their concept of human nature would allow the man of the
status naturalis to continue in that status. but for purely utilitarian
purposes. In the doctrines of Hobbes or Rousseau the theory of the
status naturalis, brutal or idyllic. is essentially a practical theory with
immediate political purposes. Such theories are by no means empty
juridical fiction. If

On the contrary. the status natllrdlis is considM"ed a historical fact.
The status naturalis is abstracted from the empirical state in which
these scholan live and from the idea of state itself. an ideal. or at least
real. form of human existence. The origin of the state, therefore.
must be founded exdusivdy in a free contract between men. And
further. tbe new order. civil or political. is in its whole content at
the mercy of the contracting partners. They are free to change the
order arbitrarily or to abolish it. as it suits them. The new order in
its wholeness i. not an objecth'e order. independent in its essentials

•
II Suarel, IH Itfl,bw. III, I; ~ 0l'tTt.n If,"""" 7. ~ftnJ'o tid",. III. I. Bellarmine.

Comm Gd SummG" 'llrol. lIa lIae'. q.!J6. Ft'lInl X. Arnold. Dlt S'GtJUlth" de, Ktmliul
Btll_," ('95c4I.

The: I.eformcra usually mlslntelprl'ted St. AUB"stlne. Dt cw. Dti,IV, •• XV, 'i XIX. 15.
overlooking tbt' antitbetic "yle of St. AI/gustine, who often calb JI4, ... u'uralis what
later WIll "lied ,'a,... ,upnrto.uraill. Mausbach (F.,hill 4" hi. .fugw'inw. I. 5SI) rfshdy
blamea I.. W. Carl)lc (I. ,Gi), since: the (Ilnoua ~ntenl'C. r,,"o,a "_qau Jw'i'ia. 'I_
'un' rtgrtG nil, ",GpO I..,ron",a (Dt nv. ~" 1\'••). mUll be translated not "beaUie
Jusli~ is made remotf'," but "if justice," etc. St. Augustine hlnuelf (De Gen. lUI lit•• 8.
g. 17) IftIIII clearly to totltend that the Itate: would haft nolftC! ewtI iD the ......
na'uru '""VOt or purtl'."a. Defoe.. Rob,tUOft Cru.rM aDd many othu "tcrary picture of the: pntle .....
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of the wiD of the partners. Nor is the lOCial contract really a statUI
contract which takes its validity and power from the objective end of
the community. The new order is not a necessary product of human
nature for its own perfection. Its authority is not an objective one.
deriving its power from God. tbe Creator of man. and its teleological
idea; it derives that power from the actual will of the partners. There
fore the stQ/W civilis is not a n«essary outcome of human nature.
but it is useful, e\'en most ~(ul. Authority. therefore. d~ not re
ceive its power from an obj«th'e fulfillment of its objective end. but
is the sum of the individual rights which the contracting partners
have transferred to the person or ~rsons in authorit),. Such. at least.
W3J the teaching of Rousseau and many others of his kind.

The political purpose was to have the freedom of the individual
guaranteed by making those in power dependent at C\'cry moment
upon the actual will of the indh·iduals. not upon a Jaw binding both
authority and subj«t. Hence there is only -ane justifiable form of
government. the so\'ereignty of the pc'ople= thert' are not authorities.
but only re\'ocable magistratures; tbe state is a kind of public st'T\'ire.
As the individual is autonomous. so the slim of the individuals must
be autonomous by the identification of the ~O\'eml"d ",ith tht' gov
erning." The majority. therefore. is just as absolute a ruler as the
d~ested absolute tyrant; there are no rights of diss~nring minorities.
Actually the ri~hts of the individuals that tile}' had in the natural
status are sacrificed here as completely as they are in J(ohbes' LnJia·
l1uJn. As in Leviathan, all rights are at the arbitrary will of the 5U·

preme power. whether a prince or the magistralt's of a republic. as
Hobbes taught. or the majority in a dcmocraC)'. as Rousseau taught.
This fact becomes evident when we see that both demand a nationally

11 aou.eau •• the amtnditrioa m\'Olftd In his aim: to lind I form of 1!II(l('laiion
wbicb ddeadl and plOIfttS _ilb total force the person Ind th~ gnorI, of nth ".l('UIIC.

yes whJc:b enabIa~ ODe. unh.inc wllh III othrn. to obry nnh himwlf and .cmain as
ffte. he ... before. (eMIt",' NKIIJI. I. 6) H~ hi, frantic allcmp" to rt'tVnnl~ the
wDI 01 aD and rite~I will. That a&ranpt CDuld Mt .ucCftd upon rite 'tlblftuve
and JII1dIoIaIicaI .... 01 R.OUIIeaU·, philosophy. Thus no obJC'C'tiw end of the WIlleanic,. 110 obicd.ive fcIn 01 man', perlectkJn. nor the will 01 C.od 'C'Valinl Hlmclf In
aawre could fonD the end of the Itate. On a«ount of lht' lad of stith an obJf'C1ive
criterion the ....jorit, rule _ tbe technically true exprmlon of the- lI'!fM"at will remalMd
the onl, ...-ieibIe crilerion of lust and unjUit. ConwqllentJ, onl, one form 01 JOVrI1I
.....pet.,..... dmICICnCY in lhe tcdanicallaUC. _hhout an Inrt't1Ull protft'lion
01 dJIIerJr..., ........ and with • pat Ufae for lotal homlJ8"Mt'Y tba' __.iI,
............. "'c of freedom•• t~ ailll no objective IllCUW'C for whar II
.................C.. raIOIL
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unified religion and think that only thus can the homogeneity and
the unity of the state be guaranteed.

In other schools of thought the juridical figure o( the social contract
has the purpose of protecting the inalienable natural rights against
any willful infringement by the government. Here the social contract
serves the purpose of defining a sphere o( substantial freedom of the
citizen and a sphere of free, discretionary governmental action. As the
government exislS to protect the freedom, its regulations and its
authority can only regulate the use of freedom, or put up an order
[or freedom of the individuals, but cannot touch the substance of
freedom itself.

\'11. OnlFA NON-JURIDICAL THEORIES

'Ve may distinguish se\'eral theories concerning the actual coming
into existence of the state. One proceeds from a purely biological con
cept of human nature wilhout consideralion of reason and free will;
another proceeds from the frf'e will and onl}' from this; and a last
one proceeds hom human nature in the philosophical sense. About
the ('omin~ into ex.stence of the state. there are two chief \-'arieties of
theones which exc lude the moral free will o[ men One has as its basis
Darwin's e\'olmionism: the state develops Ollt of the family by the
blind forces of biological life just as the family de\"Cloped trom a state
of sexual promiM uity. ~ot an objcuivc idea. but the milieu is the
creative (actor. The state is only a sociological form produced with
out any intervention of the moral frce will of man, an independent
result of adaptation to biological milieu. Beehive and anthill are
prototypes of this biolORical theory.

At the end or the nineteenth (el1lury this biolo~cal theory got a•
racial companion. The race, a sum of dh'erse social and biological
charaC'teristks, is the basic concept; the state is the blind result of
the stnlggle of those biological groups called r3C'CS. So the state be
comes the \'isible expression of the superiority of a biologicaUy better
«Juipped raC'e.U This theory has today become of tremendous power
in Hitlerism. It explains the C'ontempt for the idea of state as a moral

"T)plcal of this Iheory are Ihe wrllinp of L. Glimplowir7: Gnr/llt'h" 
S'.','hnmm (nrw edition. 19t6) and On R""....."'l'f (lga7). llepfCSCIualha of tbII
theory are to be found amonK 1M cYolutioniau an practically all modem countria.
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institution which Hiderism shows; it explains. too. the utter con·
kmpt for the rights of other "inferior" races and of an international
law among states. because there is no "law" in the biological Ilrug
gle of races.

Marxism. with its materialist conception of history. seems to have
a limilar theory of the state. It is not the biological nature or process.
but the process and manner of production that creates the classes and
therefore the class struggle which produces tbe state. Where the
racial theorists say that hiltor)' is the history of race struggles. the
Marxists say that history is the llislory of class struR~les. The state is
a non·moral instrument of this struggle and will witber away as lOOn
as the struggle is decided. For both theories the state is the product
of blind. non-moral forces. It does not belong to the moral sphere; it
is an indifferent. lawless weapon in a material struggle. Consequently
the use of this weapon is subject to no moral law.

Another theory denying the will and reason any initiative in the
origin of the state came to the fore after the French Revolution and
gained influence among adherents of Romanticism. As a reaction
against the political theories popularized during the Frt'nch Revolu
tion. there developed in Europe an ami·revolutionary political theory
which delivCTed invaluable arguments to the statesmen of the Restora
tion. Since the revolutionary theory made the state exdush'ely de
pendent in origin. task, and order upon the autonomous wills of the
individuals. the Restoration looked for a theory that made the state's
origin as independent at possible of the will of the individuals. The
ltate then becomes exclusively a result in e55en(e, origin. and (on
tinuance of irresistible natural forces revealing themseh'es in political
history. Of coune, these natural forces had to be understood not aJ

merely biological. blin~ forces in a materialist sense, Still. human
will. human conscious action. had to be excluded.

Karl Ludwig \'on Haller's theory. advanced in his widrly read.
voluminou. work. Die Restoration deT StlUltswweruchalten. is the
best example of thrse antj-TeVo)utionary theories. The rral basi. of
the ttate. he maintailll, is the great indestructible law of nature.
namely. that only the superior and more powerful shall rule. To ex·
prest illDOl'e clearly. wherever power and necessity meet, there arises
a relation in which the first will achieve mastery. and the latter will
have to obey in subservience:'. This relation arises necessarily a. soon
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u human beings live together, yet it is likely to be ruled by justice
and to confer mutual benefit. The atate, therefore, is the highest
gradation of the natural relations of subservience in which all social
relations consist. There is never equality and consequent coordina
tion, but natural inequality and subordination. This is the outstand
ing law of social life given by God, compeJling to obedience, and
proved by every page in political history.

The feudal family was considered the best expreaion of this law.
The natural authority of the father, never doubted by the children,
was HaUer's favorite idea. As the children do not owe the father
obedience on account of a covenant, but on account of their being
children, so the citizen, or bette-r the subject, owes obedience to the
mighty, the owners of lands, and the kings. The king is an enlarged
father and, one is inclined to add, rather the paterfamilias of the old
Roman law, with his ahsolutely unrestricted power over the members
of the family. Quite justly Joseph von Gl;rres called a theory like
Haller's a naturalistic the-ory. Historically this theory of the Restora
tion," widely accepted by political Romantidsm, is understandable
as a strong reaction agdinst the revolutionary theory of the social
contract and as an apt ideological hasis for the policy of reaction
against the political uend of "emancipation" from that "ery political
paterfamilias-king. Although this theory found a few adherents
among CatJJolic thinkers, it was so utterly irrf'concilable with the
traditional strict distil1l·tion between family and state, paternal au
thority and political authority, that it "'as won forgotten.

VIII. Ttl! RADICAL TYPE OF SOCIAL CoNTRACT THEORIES

C.ontrasting with all these theories are thos.,e which deny any tcleo
IORical necessity for the origin of the state from the nature of man and
assert that the state comes lawfully into existence exclusi\'ely by a
free social contrat"l. The outstandinR features of this radical t)"PC of
the 5Otial-eontract theory are indh'idualism, utilitarianism and anti
historical rationalism,

The belief in the social contract itself is very old, and there has

"It WII the oOllatorallon" of the .piral of enllghlened despotism. which had al_,.
trealed ill .ubjecu I. feehle·mlnded children and .poke Q)DleDlptuoUlly of me 'limited
InlellipDce of the .ubjecL·
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been no time when it did not find adherents. It is easily understand
able that when a new order appears. with new duties and rights and
with a Dew authority. if immediate creation by God or blind develop
ment is excluded. there must be in some way a legal act of the con·
stituents as tbe cause of this new imtitution. But tbis problem is not
the only one. Another problrm is how and why the new order was
produced. This means. too. the question of what purpose is served
by dIe new order transcendent to either the family or a mere factual
aggregation of various families or individuals.

One point is significant. One type. the radical or pure t~·pe. de
veloped since the sixt~nth century. presupposes individuals or. as
Hobbes once said. adults sprung out 01 the soil like mushrooms. while
the otber type, familiar in Catholic political philosophy. always pre·
supposes the family. and not incoherent individuals. 3.S the first so
cial unit.n

The radical type has as its main prohlem: How can we explain and
justify the power and autllOrity of the state o\'er the individual. an
autonomous. self-sufficient indi\'idual? There is no inner dynamic
finality in human nature demandinl't a life in the state 35 the perfec.
tion of human nature, for the individual as such is regarded as spirit
ually self-sufficient.'1 Consequently. this t)'pe 351Cn5 that it is merely
utilitarian purposes and indi\ idual moth'cs that lead to the forma·
tion of the state. As a result. all the authority of the state is a mere
bundle of conceded rights revocable at the whim of the indh'iduals,
and dIe common good is simply a nominalist word for the sum of
the pril·"3te goods of the individuals. The dangerous consequence.
namely. a permanent revolution, was already dearly seen by Aristotle
and Plato when they rejectrd this type of social contract as it was pro
posed bV some Sophis~. Another consequence of this purely sub
jectivist type would ~ that. from an optimistic conception of human
nature such as Rousseau had, only immrdiate democracy would be
admiaibJe. and a representative democracy would be almost a tyro
anny. Again. from a pessimistic Hobbesian point of vi~. an all·
devouring state absoJutilm would follow. because by this alone could

a The Pilpim ,.then of New £....nd wen: not adherenll of the rsdks' type.
II Similar lhiDkiItl • fouDd iD lOGIC Procacant doculna. No intermediary Church

II .....ry ,.* ""'atlon oItbe lOUt. Iince the Indiyldual II ~1i"oU1ly .eU.llden••
A Oturcb, lIws"c. II not ellauial: a mere ...xisllon for utililarian PUrpGID II enoulJh.
TIle uue e::t..da .. UayWbJe. IJeyood aD, Jep1 fonDa aad a&mW IOdaI .........tioa.
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the naturally decomposing tendencies of the individual. be checked.
What i. then common to both, to the Rousseauist and the Hobbesian
types, i. that in the end the very purpose of the social contract is lost,
that is, the rule of the law of nature in the status civilis and the per
severance of the inalienable rights of the individuals. With Hobbes
they simply disappear in the status civilis in favor of the absolute
power of the state. With Rousseau they are subject to the absolute
will of the majority.II Rousseau. of course, would tell the outvoted
minority that they should try finally to see that their "genuine" will
agrees with the general will as uttered by the majority. As the gen
eral will is presumahly a revelation of reason, that should be easily
possible. because the minority's will must be unreasonable.

But the greatest difficulty of this individualist type of social con·
tract is for it to answer the una\'oidahle question: How can there be
an obliRation to keep the oriRinal contract by those born later. who
are not active partners in the original contract. by the succeeding
generations which are born in the status CIvilis? Again the only avail
able cxplanation would be that the "cry content of the social contract
is reason. Thus. by the social contran everyone binds only himself
and obeys only himself as a rational beinR. But the office of every
acting authority is not to discuss endlessl}. but to Ilecide which of a
sum of more or less reasonable solutions of a ptessillR practical prob
lem should be applied and enforced. It can be said with certainty
that no JOKieal merits of this type of social contract have ghen it im
portance. but that it found followers so far as it could ideologically
help revolutionary movements aRainst the divine right of kings or
other kinds of political absolutism. Its real meaning lay in its ~x

pJosive power of ideological decomposition and political destruction
of absolute and therefore oppressi,,'e forms of &o\'ernment. Its startling
weakness lay in its inability to pro\'ide constructive power. to build
up a sound authority. a durable political Older. because logically it
means only permanent revolution.··

The state is essentially an order of a community of famities and in-
lilt mllil he remrmhered that ROIIIRJ.u was far more totalilarian·mlnded Ihan II

Uluall, thou«hl. One hal onl, 10 menlion hb idea lhal Ihere must ~ a ciVIl ~1igion of
thr Itate. 0. SOCUIl to..'""", 1\'.8.

•• II il Inlftfttlng 10 to.llral In thiJ conneuion the ephemeral tonsthurfons of Ihe
French Rnolulion. based on Rouanu. with Ihe Uniled StaIn C.omtilullon. thr authon
of which were Inlluented by Monlelquieu and Ihe Chrislian Iype of Ibe eocw <DDuaet
and. wllh very few ftcqtllona. DOl by Rouucau.
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dividual. in which the purposes and interests of the whole must be
reconciled to the good of all and to the good of the .ingle persoDS.
The radical type of the social contract in the Rousseauist fonn wu
interested only in the rights of the individuals; in the Hobbesian
form it was interested only in preseTVation of order and unity. and
ucrificed each and cvcT)' individual right. Thc radical type. there
fore. is merely ideologic; it has to serve. for the immcdiate political
purpose of a singular historical situation. either the absolute right
of political authority (Hobbes) or thc absolute and abstract right of
the individual against a veT)' concrete political oppression. The rights
of the individuals in Rousseau's thought were actually the rights of
the third estate. the bourgeoisie. as Karl Marx derish-ely called them,
for their revolution against the ancient regimc; as the rights of the
individuals becamc in the late nineteenth century. and are still today.
the rights of the workers (the fourth estate) in wmmunist ideology
against the now consen'ati\'e bourgeoisie interested only in the preser
vation of the existing order of capitalist propeny, The emirely po
litical. unphiJosophical character of this radical t)'pe of the social
contract it apparent. as is the theory of the so-called natural oriRin of
the state current in the political theory of the Restoration or of the
biological doole

IX: THE SocIAL CoSTRACT THEORY IS CATHOLIC

POLmCAL PHILOSOPHV

Agailllt the background of thc foregoing we can now come to an
understanding and appreciation of the legal figure. in Catholic p0

litical philosophy, of "social contract" as the lepl basis of the rise
of the .tate. a theory which hal been misunderstoOd and miaintcr
preted intra et extra m1lrOI,

Catholic political theory insists that thc Slatc originates in human
nature. The state arises with moral necessity out of this dynamic.
teleological growth of human nature that finds iu self-sufficiency. the
good life. in a social life possible only in the IOvcrcign political order
of the atate. But the concrete coming into existence. the concrete new
order of political life. the concrete organization. is actively formed
by mall'. free aDd rational will. The view of the .tate as a moral or-
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pnism is the universal view of sociality and individuality at once',
of the realization of man'. nature by free will, led by the idea of man
as the teleological aim of human activity, Human nature is not just
a blind, working, efficient cause, but is the consciously recognized
final cause of man'. free activity in socia-political life, The state is
thus the result of a driving power of man's biological life and of the
free rational activity of man recognizing his nature's reali1.ation as
the ideal of his moral existence. The elements which the radical type
of the social contract and the biological theory about the origin of
the state in their respective one-sidedness exaggerate or forget, are
seen here together, It is neither bios (life) alone nor logos (reason)
alone that produces the state, but both together in interaction, as
man is essentially a compound of bios and logos, since he is a rational,
political animal.

The great masters doubtlessly stress the sprouting and growing of
the state out of the family. But they contend that the new order of
political lire is essentially different from all precedmg forms of social
life, and needs free human acts and human initiative as the condi
tion and cause of its birth. There is only one choice: free human
initiative, or the assertion that the state, every concrete state, is the
result of an immediate act of establishment by God. But to support
this last there was only one historical fact traceable: the people of
Israel and its covenant with God.

Thus there remains onl)' one solution. The state individually and
under ideal conditions is established by a contract, a covenant, a
pact, or whatever term is used to denote that the transfer from the
pre-political slate to the political state ideally cannot occur without
human, free action and initiath·e. The legal figure of the social con
tract means nothing else. This is what l.eo xql in a masterly fashion
expresses: "Diverse families, without abandoning the rights and du
ties of the domestic society. unite under the inspiration of nature
in order to constitute themsehles as members of another greater fam
ily, the civic society." II The members constitute the Slate. they unite
themselves: that means that they do so as free rational beings. The
rise of the .tate OUt of a mere aggregation of independent families is
at the same time a natunl development of human social nature, but

II ,fer. Snc1u ~tlu. XXIV (leg,"'9I). -500
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proceeding in the light of reason by free human activity. showing thus
the twofold human essence of biological and rational life. both par.
ticipating and cooperating in the origin of the state.

As the legal figure of a social contract meant DO more nor leu. evi
dently the great teachers were not eager to construct an expressive.
solemn. and formal contract. such as it was necessary to construct {or
the rationalist individualism of the se\'enteenth and eighteenth cen
turies. One must keep in mind that the natural state was not and
could not be thought important as soon as hUlDan nature was con·
sidered to be fundamentally political. Therefore no specific form of
that contract is necessary: it Illay be a solemn CO\'enant, as with the
Pilgrim Fathers; it may be simply the silent but legally important ac
ceptance of the leadership of the outstanding head of one of the fam
ilies: it may be a simple acclamation. But some form of covenant and
consent is morally and juridkaUy nt'f'nsary.

The figure of the social contract gets its importance from the fact
that its necessary content is the institution of a political authority
and a definition of tile form and or~nilation of governmeru. TIlus
its real importance is recognized only when the oriKin of political
authority is explored and the question arises about "hal in the seven·
teenth century was called the pactum sub]t'C'tlonis. For Catholic
political thCOT'} these WCTe the same. The social ('ontract had as its sec
ond main purpose- tllC' institution of a definitC' form of government
and political organization. Otherwise tbe new order of legal justice
would not be a workinR order.

But theoretically the doctrine that the state arises out of human
nature, but not without free human activity of the members consti
tuting the n~w civil community. was of great importancC', because.
by refusing to exclude; the free wilt of the constituents of the new
st.tus civilis. it did exclude all those theories of a dh'ine right of
k.ings. A basis was found for a repudiation of the traditionalist theo
ries as propounded by the antidemocratic politiral theory of the
Restoration (De MaisU'e. De Bonald. etc.). according to which divine
Providence, without intervention of free 1C'C0ndary cauaea. destines
the political forms. especially monarchy, in which nations ought to

Jive. Similarly, the emphasis laid upon the necessary intervention of
free wi)) rauhed in the recognition of the paternalistic theoriC'l. of
Haller. for instance. as naturalistic although they had a 5tTOI1g and
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tempting appeal in their antirevolutionary cloak. But what is most
important. the scholastic theory of the social contract made a histori
cal view possible. Whatever may be said against the radical form of
the social contTact (especially Rousseau·s). the strongest objection
mUll be its unhiatorical and rationalist argumentation. which would
make immediate- de-mocracy the only just form of government. Such
a statement would actually deny the individuality of nations. of
phast'S. and of epochs in political development. The Scholastics' par·
ticular conception of the social contract left open to them the way for
the appreciation of the historical developments of the individual na
tions.

On the other hand. the faulu of the radical form of the social con·
tract are avoidffi_ The difficulty of this form is that it cannot con·
stitute authority in a human moral sense. The leviathan of Hobbes is
simply an ablolute non-moral coercive power in which the question
of a justification of its acts simply does not arise.:' The purpose of
thc Rousseauist 50< i,,1 wntract is to prcsen'e in thc new political
status the lihcrty of the.- indh iduals that they enjo}cd in the natural
sWIUS of Paradi~e. Rousseau's prohlem is to find a form of social com·
munity that makes it possible for the indi\'idual. thou~h living in
commUnil}'. nOI to obey an~'hody but himo;elf and to remain as free
as hefore the joinin~.tf This is the anarchistic denial of authority. and
not a solution to the problem of why men ought to live in the status
civilis and be ohedient to the authority eHm when they themselves
wt"re never aflhe partners at the conclusion of the social pact.

The: Catholic theor)' is that the state originates in human nature.
Buman nature is a d)namic concept. The perfect realization of hu
man nature- is pos~ible only in palitkal life. And further. the end of
the statc is coincident with the individual.end; therefore again.
obedience to authority and .authority iuelf are measured by an ob
jective end. the perfection of man's nature. Authority is not a value
in itself and mU5t neloer be arbitrary. To li\'e in a stale. then. is a
command of natural law and of God as the Creator and supreme

tilt It trlle tha. accordin, to Hobbes the levialhan It lubiect 10 natura' law. but this
natural law actu.ll, hftomes. lUI m",U" as IiIlth Ihe c(lndu~ion of Ihe social conlract
all rij{IJla of tbe indlddWlll perish afler heinl tran.fened 10 the "power:' For Hobbes,
afler the condution of the contract. there remain. only one norm of the natulal law:
lH'e,. IU'" ""/find•.

11 Cf. Con"., wnGl. 1.0.
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Lawgiver. Thus, to be obedient to the new order, which does not
derive its authority from the £Tee will and i. not a transfer of in
dividual natural rights but a protection of them, is of natural law.

The perfect life to which human nature is intentionally and teleo
logically directM, requires the state, The social contract is, therefore•
• status contract: by it is producM the necessary new order of pa
litical life. But though the moment of conclusion and some concrete
features of that status contract aTe still left to the free decision of the
constituents, the basic elements are beyond human will. They are pre
established in human nature and follow objecti\'ely from the pUT
pose of the new order. The state is of the objective moral order,
that is, an order by itself independent of the wiU of man. All lOCial
institutions ha\'e a moral substance independent of the will of their
constituents. Such was the philosophical basis of Uncoln's statement
that the United States as a higher form of political life is an in
divisible, indissoluble union indcpendent of the will of the statca,
once they had constituted the union.

X. THE CONTROVERSY

We can now better undcrstand the comro\"eny that arose among
Catholic political philosophen in the nineteenth century but that has
subsided since. The conlro\'en)' circled round the' legal figure of the
social contract as a means of repr~nting thc free human acts and
initiath.'e in the birth of the state, \\~e ha\'e already poimC'd out that
the antirevolutionary political theory of Romanticism disputed any
free human intl"n'ention in the birth of the state, lIaller spoke of
an indestructible natural law, by (orce of which the stale originates
from the natural jn~q,uality of man in poWt'T, The atate thus Is the
non·int~ntionaloutcome of power and want: power o( th~ powerful
owner, and want of the weak~r for protection and fruition of the
goods of life under the rule of th~ pow~rful. For both the powerful
and the weak, this brought advantagcs and the resulting domination
and subordination '\"35 opm to justice. A more rf'uonabl~ theory iI
repreented by n~ Maistr~ and his followers of a conservativ~ tradi
tiaaalism. In this theory th~ statc does indccd come into ex.istence
widlOUI conacious, intentional intervention of human free wiD.
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Every kind of sovereignty. that of the father of the family as well as
that of the ruler. is the immediate result of the will of the Creator.
Every political constitution, because it is creation, surpasses the
power of man. To say that a people has given itself a government is.
in De Maistre's eyes, as foolish as to say that a people has given itself
its character or its color. No people has chosen its government: it
is Deity that has intervened directly and immediately in the estab
lishment of government."

De Maistre tbus founded the state upon the direct action of Provi
dence, denying that men, as secondary free causes, had any activity
in the binh of the state. Thus monarchy, as the oldest time-honored
government, becomes one of dh-ine law freed from any constitutional
limitation, even from the law of reason. For De Maistre the monarchy,
and that is for him the exemplary state, is founded in the sensw
communis, the opinion unitleTselle. The secular monarchical state
is similar to the papal monarchy. The latter is the creation of God
by supernatural estahlishment; the first as well is an immediate crea
tion of God as majestic Providence without the petty intervention of
human will. As was already pointed out, Catholic political philosophy
found out early that SUdl a tht'ory must lead, not so much to the
defeat of rationalism, of the philosophism of the eighteenth century
and the ideas of 1789, hut to the dissolution of tlle Christian phi
losophy that had 50 carefully established the realm of human liberty.
of natural reason, and of lhe temporal and the spiritual.

Traditionalism, the underlying philosophy of this theory, making
the act of human reason an act of God, could easily lead to a confusion
of human and divine reason in one, and would make the king's will
and law, God's will and law. Ile Maistre's ideas were not widely ac
cepted. BUl his theory in its antirationalist, .antirevolutionary. and
antisttularist f~rvor. has influt'nced many Catholics of the nineteenth
century to disclaim the scholastic theory of the social contract. To
distinguish their political tlu~ory (rom the prevailing individualism
and subjectivism. to fiRht what th~y l"Onsietered wrong in the new
political tllcorin, tllC~Y played down the social contract as the legal

.. NOI'lIfpor C.ennaJn Breton. JlC'Ctor of the In.lltut Cathollque of TouloUR, hu
pubUahed in Bulut... d6 liutlr.'ur, ecdr'lIUllqu, (t917. nOl. sand 4> an exc:el1eDt
crltlci.m of De Maline', theory.
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cause of the state. They minimized the human initiative in the origin
of the state. They began to stress. even to oversttess. the natural u
opposed to the intentional element in the origin of the state. iu o~

ganic pJantlike growth and the providentially directed forces of hi..
tory: all this in an apologetic zeal against modem political ideas.
They would not. of course. follow De Maistre wholly. but they
thought that the old scholastic theory. which made the consent of the
families. the social contract. a cause of the new political order. wu
an outgrowth of the particular position of late Scholasticism.II The
doeton of this had. 50 it was said. in opposition to Lutheran theology.
suessed the importance of nature. natural reason. individual activity.
and human free will as against the supernaturalism of Luther and
the other RefonnC'rs, for whom nature. because or sill. was impotent
even in the sphere of secular life.

Se\'eral ninete.'enth-century political philosophers. thouKh they did
not simply den)' the C071st>PIJUSJ the pactum, as a I~I figure for the
freedom of dIe act of political union. made it mereI)' an external con
dition. They would thus point out two things. Fiut. that lhe order
of legal justice. the political order in its essential subst:mcC'. should
not be at the mcl"C1' of man's will. The ordcr of lCfr-l1 justice cmbrac
ing the fundamental rights of authority and the duty of the citizen
to ohfodiencc in fu"hcrance of the common Kood. that pre-existent
order emarouing from man's nature, should he withdrawn flom the
power of human arbitrarines.s. Making thc consensus merely the ex·
ternal condition for the establishment of the new public order of
political life. these philosophers thoultht the)' had 50 protected au·
thority again!t the dan~ers that the Rousseauist social contract neces·
larily included. Secondly. thc)' thought that thus the prahlem of how
to obligate th~ born. later• not personally panicipatinK in the ("on·
sensus. was best solved: for this obligation was made jndC'pendent
of the COllK'nlUS if that were only an external condition but not a
aug of the birth of the political order with its new duties and rightl.

• TypIcal, for Inlt2ftce, II Betlarmint'· lin""",,", ab hom,"um conunIU orilC;nem
""Iwt. Cl SwIm, IN If'(.• Ill. Co 5, n.I' ,,.. ('Om",,,n;'" m«Ji() coruetllu II I1Olu,,'.'.
m.,uJonma C04kIc". And De op. 6 dW'um. Co,. D.8· un'o (J0I"icft. qlllll non fI' liM
-"'UO~ '."'UG wi MaIo; lk "I.• III. c.•, n.t: If/,o modo co...tdn.... at
hom'n.",. """udo, ,_1ft.., .,.,.." wI"n"". Nil Corucrull comlllu,,; 'n eo,,'"
fJOI;'""- ......,...,ur.
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XI, 1..EGITIMACY OF THE "SocIAL CoNTRAcr" THEORY

However. these I'eaaons do not seem to oblige us to give up the
older theory of the social contract aJ the cause for the birth of the
political order, as long aJ "cause" is here understood as a proximate
cause and not. as Rousseau and rationalism intended. as the exclusive
or sole cause, For the consensus itself is motivated as a necessary act
to institute the political order for the perfection of man's nature and
thus rests upon natural law and upon God's will.

We must, furthermore, not forget that the condition theory in
tended to a\'oid also the principle of popular sovereignty, since it
would withdraw the political order as the element of stability in
social life as much as possible from the volatile masses bent upon
novelties and momentary material advantages promised by irrespon
sible demagogues. This was an era of materiali5m and relativism. of
wild claims for uninhibited riJl;hts and no sense for impUed duties of
an Konomie system whoSt" very essence seemed to be instability, of a
pro~cssi\'e secularism that long since tried to restrict religion to the
private sphere. This was an era when tyrannical majorities on the
basis of popular sovereiWlty seemed to overturn all traditional values,
thrones and altan. In SU( h an era-it was thou~ht- {,ne should a\'oid
('\'en any words that would lead to misinterpretations of the old
theory of popular sonrcignt), and of social contract. So arose the
tendenc'y to minimile human free will in the origin of the state, which
thr elder philosophers had c1oakt'd in the legal figure of the social
contract.

Ye-t it se-rms that all the'le considerations need not force us to give
up the older theory, that the consensus is tht' next cause of the birth
of the state. Costa-Rosetti, who always held to.the older theory. pro
tested that. when human acth·ity as re'presented by the Ie-gal figure
of the 1'tJctum of social contract was minimilcd, the pitfalls of legit
imism could not be avoided and that the birth of the new order of
IClrdl justice remained a juridical miracle. Morally and metaphysi.
cally, the origin of the statt> is human nature divinely instituted,
But that hie el Flune an indh'idual state comes into existence, is born
into life, presupposn a human free act, however stron~ may be the
urge of natural instinct for social life and the motivation of the will
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by the idea of man's perfection. If we minimize human activity, we
may succumb to the danger of biologism: that the state is produced
by the unconscious social instinct. And that would be a contradic
tion of the organic view of the state. For it would overlook the fact
that the state is a moral organism and therefore in idea and existence
implies the elemf'nt of freedom, that its principle of unity is not a
blind law of nature but a free tJlough necessary moral bond intend
ing the common good as the condition of the perfection of man's
lOcial nature.

A true organic view will see in the state a necessary community that
originates metaphysically in man's rational and social nature and
comes into existence hie el nU7Ie as a political body, as a new public
order transcendent to the lower communities of the families and
neighborhoods in ideal \ iew b}' a willing covenant, a decision of free
rational beings. Thus the juridical figure of status contract tJlat gives
rise to a new social statw of the associates is nlled by the idea of the
state. Thus the ('omract Corm does not destroy tJle idea of the state,
but is the reahzation hie ~t nunc of the timeless idea. What Bellar
mine said conccJIling the laws, we rna)', Wilh slight change, say of the
contract tht"Ory. "All things that concern their existence, depend upon
him who acts (ab agellte), but arc in their essence (or idea) inde
pendent of him, because the essences arc timeless and are a kind of
participation in the dh'ine Being. So is the political order of leogal
justice with its positive mutual rights and duties of governor and
go\-'emed in its existence dependent upon the cOD5Cnt, the pactum,
the free acts of those uniting for a body politic. But the foundation
and the final cause of the order and the natural·law basis of the
duties and ril{hts in the order. that is, the t'S3enc~ of the political or
der, is independent of ~uman will. That which obliges and empowen
is not the juridical fact of the contract or consensus, but the natural
Jaw which is eternal and immutable as a kind of participation of the
eternal divine law, which is the first and supreme rule:' 10

The abovc·mentioned difficulty about the obligation of those who
are born into the state without being partners of the contract. is thus
IOlved. So far as a state must exist in order that they may reach their
end. earthly happinClS. they are bound by this end to observe the
positive ruIn of legal justice, Funbnmore, we should Dot forget

........ 0. lAriru. cl\ap.•.
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that the atate is not a ready-made external form, but lives and is kept
in existence by the exercise of the political virtue of all its citizens. It
i. thus kept in existence by a perpetual plebiscite, the continuous will
to live in community, in peace and justice, in order to reach the end of
man. Perhaps this may become clearer if, with all necessary reserva
tion., we compare our problem to that of the family or of marriage.

The rules of natural law for family and marriage are pre-existent,
immediate data from the idea of man in their essence, therefore inde
pendent of human consent or assent. But, that these rules establishing
concrete duties and rights should bind two human beings in a new
social status, the marriage contract (a free status contract) is necessary
as its caUle. Quoad existentiam, the concrete marriage and family
depend upon men; quoad eSJentiam, that is, what concerns the ob
jective end and meaning, and the consequent riKhts and duties, mar
riage and family a~ independent of human wiJI, howe\'er much
positive family laws may vary. Continuance and \aJidity of the es
sential norms, those that make the connection of man and wife a
marriage, are beyond the reach of the wilJ of the spouses.

The contract theory wilJ become dearer, when later on we discuss
the origin and coming into existence of political authority. Thence
a full light will fall upon our problem. For Catholic political phi
losophy does not separate the pactum unionis from the pactum sub
jectionis, the formation of the state and the organization of political
authority, the constitution. The will to a common life in a body
politic realizes itself in the institution of a constitutional framework:
the will to order in peace and justice is in eOJlcuto the will to a
definite working order.

It may be held that all this discussion about the social contract,
the consensus, etc., is rather futile and at leasJ very unhistoric. But
that is not 10. \Ve must distinguish between the quaestio facti and the
quaestio 1uris. For the political philosopher the latter is the more
imponant. And Ihis qua'Jtio juris is: How must we explain the origin
and the coming into existence of the state in a normative way (ideal
ite-r)? And even supposing that brutal usurpation and reckless power
historically have produced more states than ever were created in the
ideal normative way, the problem of justice remains, that only by a
consensu. and acceptation by the people, and never by itself, may that
brutal fact become an obligating mora) rule.
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Thus thu Catholic theory avoids the extremes of romantic political
philosophy on the one hand. and of the individualist theory on the
other. Each of these exaggerated either nature or will. Romanticism.
too much enamored with the uncoNcious organic growth. with the
ailently working powen of history as tbe providential direction of
political history. lost aU too easily the sense of a rational natural
law in general during its fight against the rationalist concept of natu
ral law popular in the era of tbe Enlightenment. Thus it reached a
kind of irrational conception of historical development that leaves
hardly a place for human rational will. In the historical school of law.
it finally came to a negation of natural law itself. Tradition, history.
and duration. the tnt of centuries. were enough proof of the value
of institutions. which plantlike grow up from the irrational power
of the life of the people. Tradition and the length of time are the
sufficient and best tests of legitimacy. Political romanticism and those
Catholic political philosophers who are influenced by it draw near to
political legitimism. Therefore they are unable to master the prob
lem of re\olution and. fearful of the potentialitin of popular IOV

ereignt)· and democratic instabilit}', they embrace authoritarian ideas,
whether these are the ideas of monarchy. or of the so-called authori
tarian state.

The individualist natural law of the era of Enlightenment fell into
the opposite eKtreme. Animated by the belief that all forms of socio
political life arc the free and rational production of human will sup
posedl, quit~ (ree (rom any ohjecti,·c rulc and metaphysical finality.
it supprescs nature. the urge of nature. and nature as the final cause
of the social process. Socio-political life in aJJ iu forms is the ever
chang~blc result of the arbitrary decisions of free individuals. AU
rclations in social life arc nothing morc tban contractual relations
dc~ndcnt in their content upon the free will of the individuab.
Natural law becomes a mere (orm to be filled with any content; it
becomes. morco'·u. a set of subjective individual righu wholly ab
.tracted from the socio-political order: the md of the state becomCl
utility. not the perfection of the already self-suffident, autonomous
individual. While legitimism freezes political life into (onnalum. in
dividualilm succumbs to perpetual rcvolution and ends in legal and
political positivum. sanctifying all political forms and facll. The ora
torical pathos of the revolutionary rationalist Datural law. afteT it
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bad delivered its services to the bomgeois revolution, gave way to a
IOmber contempt for justice and morality, and surrendered to the
relativist acceptance of any political (act, with the contention that it
bad nothing to do with what "ought to be."

Precisely here it becomes evident how important it is to ltay in
the fruitful polar tension of natural urge and freedom. If we leave
this tension, we then come either to stiffening conservath'ism or to

perpetual revolutionism. In both cases we descend from political
philosophy to a mere instrumental utilitarianism or political prag
matism, and lose the only lasting foundation of political life as well
as of political philosophy, the idea of justice.



CHAPTER X

The State as a Perfect Society

I. FAMILY A.~D STATE AS NATIJRAL SOCIETIES

WHEN \\'e showed that th~ origin of th~ state is in human nature.
the basic elements of the stat~ Wefe thus alr~ady determined. We can
best com~ to an understanding of dIe naturt of lhe state by repeating
the pTOCC5I of tbe dC"cJopment of man's 10( ial nalllre. Likewi5e Lhe
different opposing tht'Ories about the oriRin uf tltt" state 'Will show
diift'ent ideas of the nature of the stale and will aCfordingly. h) (OlD

pariscn. lead LO a clearer understanding of thc nature of the slolle as
presented by traditional Catholic doctrine.

Man by his ,-cry nature is 3 social bein~ rC(luirinK ,·:triou5 forms
of communal life "'ith his equals in order to appruadl and rfalize
that perfect form of life, the intended R00ll and the fm.d pUlpU$C o(
his "ery existence. (0 "'hkh hiJ nature dire( 15 him. This purpose is
life according to reason. life in order and pc.-3ce to rt'ali/t' a happiness
for \\'hich he longs wilh an irrepressible desire. L'lumatdy this de
sire will find its fullillmt"nt onlv in rest in God. This life on earth
u the way to God. To Ih'c in ,·irtut. to perfect his naturt. and to work
for the salvation of his soul. constitulto the aim of man. But ordinarilJ
the life of ,rinuc or the rnli73tion of nun's idnl n;slUft" ft"quite:t a
favorable milieu. a staltle order, a cenain salida, Lion of the w:mts of
• being composed of body and lOUt. lIe needs an ordtr of peace. jus
tice. and securit~· in whkh and by the help of which this good life.
this arthly happinns.1 is reached through a virtuous life as a ncces
ary step to the ultimate happinns.

There are at least two neceuary communities in the process of the

'Ie ion tht:ft' is no d.8erente belwceo Arlslolle. I'" StOles, it. Thom.II.
......s o. UId rhl! lichen of lhe United Statft CoMtllltlion and oItbc ConsCfludOll
of r a~""C. lCI. the prambla 01 lhar lao WlUd,uIUm••, It. Atll""'M
•• "GJaria- ideology 01 1M Roma.... tUN at Quillian. loday ....... reject t.be
n"MII~...iI.'JlaiiriPrllJ' Jd"" or die d.- JdcoIDIY. AU are .... die QariafJao uadlrton.
'" -: :. a48
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development of man's lOCial nature. The first and the mOlt natural iJ
the family. It takes ill origin from marriage. the community of man
and wife. The purpose of marriage is twofold: the propagation of
the race by procreation and. equally important. the education of the
children; secondly. the mutual assistance and cooperation for a life
of happiness in the sphere of the home by husband and wife. But the
family is not only the wmmunity of spiritual and sexual completion
of the husband and wife: it is also the community of education for
the children. Furthermore. tht' family is the basic economic com
munity. for C'\'en in a socit"ty of far-reaching division of labor. such as
we have today,lhe family and not the indhidual is the basic economic
unit.lfhat is tht" Ica,-on why progres'\ive sexial legislation demanding
a Ih'ing wa~c rf'ff'TS always to the wage earner as the father of a family.
ThOlt is why our adH'1 tisements appedl to the mother as tbe head
of the hask consumption unit. e\ en in an age when complaints about
the dissolution of the family are frequent. Thus the life of the in
rli\·irlual is emhedded .md immersrrl in the family, Ordinarily each
human beinl{ is in some way a member of a family, and thus it is of
real signifitan((~ th..t rcJi~i()us olders. whose members forego mar
ria~, still retain tht" iclt'd of the family, calhng their superiors "Fa
ther" or "Molher" and their wmmunity a fanllly of brothers or
mIen. For tht" same reason we demand a spirit of brotherly love
in our iOlc.-reouse Wilh one another.

Thus the family i5 a ~enuille and necessary community with ill
specihc non·transferahle ends, the procreation and education of chil
dren and t"('ouomk at Ii\'il~'; Ihe (;lIuily. in a broad sense. may tbus be
perf<'C't (or thne ends o( the economic lire,' But the families increase
in number; th<'ir oriJotinal sclf·sufhdency is only ephemeral. The
di\'i~lon of lahor anel SOCial functions hegins-e:arly in primitive cul
tures and shows that the family has not that self-sufficiency which

:I O"",IQlnUi b Ihe science of the rull'S of Ihe hou~. Ihe ttnl~ of the family as the
rmdlldng and (on.umm8 IImt. Our ml'J(l~rn "t'C'Onomlu" IS ,ull inftuC1Klrd by Ihis idea.
A", d~ln.nd lur ht:'l'dcJlQ an Ihe ~'UI"'QlIC sphne is baled on lhe idea of lhe specific aDd
101..011 proper '"Iue of Ihe nunomit lire. ~'hlch Is nOI Idenlified and should not become
idmuflcd ..Ith the .tlle In totaluariantsm, Whm the and~mceof lhe famil, and
the md.tpen..hlc a.uhor.., of Ih~ falher are made fUlile. the destruClion of freedom
'-ill follClw. II &lwuleS nol be fUIRUum Ihal. spcat..inR4If indh'ldual frft'dom. we actually
ml"ln Inan'. freedOM II a mnn~r of a fam.ly or IS an l1Idull but pcumlial founder 0( •
lamil'lI: at 1ft" th. 'I'ft'Cmm of a hathf'lnr is DOt meant inlenlionall), Inviolabnh, of the
hUlIIe. freedom of the penon. hcedom of uaocialion. of education, aU these center CID che
home and the famUy far more lhan on the abltraet i11djvldual.
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human nature demanda u the ideal. The living in a neighborhood.
the cooperation by families in the economic field, with the beginning
of functional specialization in production. require a new community
order regulating cooperative activities, protecting justice. promot
ing common interests by combined efforts. This community needs a
Dew authority gTeater than that of any of the fathers as such. Such
a community, establishing a social order, administering justice. im
posing rules for iu members independent of ute family authority,
preserving order among the families. and promoting the common
interest, is the germ of a rudimentary state.

II. SELF-SUFFICIENCl' OF A PERFECT SOCIETY

The outst.·mding feature of this state is that the new political order
with the autbority administering it is a sdf-sufficient one. Under cer·
tain circumstances, Utis means an economic self-sufficienc\'. Utat the
society of families and indh'idual members are able to satisfy, by
their own coordinated production. all economic wants of the com·
munity. But it also means more than that. This new political com·
munity. its order. and the decisions of that authority administering
the order are legally self-sufficient. i.e., sovereign.

E\"C~r since Aristotle the chief distinction between the economic
life with its prototype, the family. and the political life with its or
ganizational form. the state. is that the former is imperfect and there
fore calls for a perfect form of social symbiosis. The state is a perfect
society. \Ve may r«aU what we said about the end of man as a p0
litical animal and about Aristotle's idea of the social process, It is the
end of man to come to happiness in the good life whith is a life of
reaIOn, of the aeti,'ity Df the soul according to virtue. But this vir
tuous life cannot be realized in the sphere of u.e family or of the
economic life. This is engr~ too much with concern over bodily
wants.' Funhermore, we recognize the great danger of identifying
happiness with ",ealth and pleasure.

There is abo too little opportunity for the contemplative life. (or
the life of reuon and according to reason, a life aimed at .piritual,

• TIN: ancien.. to • emain ment detphed ftOft(JIft'( lICtivlr,. The philolopher _u a
...... UbenI ........ IaWJft In aonac ... DO& paid 1lIl.c aD art...... bul received a
lift .. &.be fora of cite boaor-arium lor bJa &&trice.
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divine happiness. Thul. over and above the imperfect societies. above
the family and the economic a5S0Ciations. there must develop a new
fonn of social life where the contemplative life is made possible, at
least for the philosopher. freed from solicitude for the economic life.
And this new (onn is the political life, the city-state, where all func
tions of human life, all professions and vocations, are rendered attain
able in a well-established order that securely rests in itself and gives
to man social security (especially to the philosopher, the "wise
man"'), and affords the (ret-dom to realize the idea of man. Thus,
therefore, in the political life the social process reaches its perfection.

I

111. ··SELF·SUFFlCIE....Cy.. IN PRE-CHRISTIAN POLITICAL

PHlI.O~OPHY

This idea of the state as a perfect society, as Aristotle developed it.
waulcl make the state the omnipotent pedagogue. Hence it has been
critiriled as :1 kind of state socialism, for his idea of man reaches its
hiKhest .md last realiation in the dtilcn of a polis.

h is t'vidt-nt that this tt'aching could not be taken over unchanged
into a Christian philosophy of the state. The hiF;hest end of man in
Christianity is not to be a l"ili,en in the earthly cit). but in the city of
God. Man's ultimate end is the glory of God, the participation in
dh'ine life, the salvation of the soul. Therefore, if lhe idea of the
statt' as a p("r(<<t societ~· were to be taken over by Christian philosophy.
thal notion must underRo a chanKe.

Yt't ("ven in andent Greece and by the Stoics of Rome this change
had been at least inauR\lrated. St. Justin Mart)'r once said that Socrates
could be called a Christian.' because his Lnowledge and wisdom went
be~'ond the political life to a contemplation of being itself. What St.
Justin me.lIlt is best rc\ealed in the death of Socrates. Up to the time
of his last trial, he 3ccrpted the common Grrrk doctrine that man'.
nature is to rcadl its happiness in political life; therefore that the
laws of tht' poli., are the ultimate ruin of human life and human vir
tue. In his trial he was accused of godlessness and of violating the laws
or the statt' in his It'achinRs. He answered that the daimonion (his
conscience, we rna)' be allowed to ("all it) demanded his acting against
the laws, his rollowinR rather tfuth and virtue. This was shocking to

'In "polo,~1"0 Chrilli."u; Mipe. PL.. Vl. 597, 5go.
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the Greek mind.' It meant nothing else but that the polis is not the
last end of man. that man is transcendent thereto. and that the "p0
litical animal" is not the final concept of man. Man, that is. his lOul.
his conscience. tends to a higher life beyond the state. Socrates could
ha\'e Bed from the polis of Athens as othen had done when accused
in the same way: Anaxagoras and Protagoras. for instance. He chose
death. thus announcing his new discovery. and giving to the Greeks.
who knew only of the hero's death on the battlefield as a "happy"
death, the spectacle of the happy death of the philosopher. of a man
who taught for the fint time that the immonal bios tlleoreticos i.
~yond the bi05 politicos.-

From the Stoics the Greek conn'pt of thl" state. the ultimate stage
of social de\'elopmcnt. suffered further import3nt change. aher whkh
it could be taken over by Christi.lO philosophv. TheilS was the idea
that. beyond the state and its seJ(,slIffinl"nq'. there is 3 broader (om·
munity: the human race. ~faTlW Aurelius thus put it: So far as I am
AnlQnine. Rome is my home; 50 far as I am man. the wOIld is my
home. Moreover, we shall remember that from the Stoics the Roman
jurisprudence took the idea of a natural law as the c:onstitution of the
civilQS "U1xama, embracing 35 a larger unit with a largrr end the
Greek city-states, "We are members or one body. equals amon~equals"
(Seneca). Thus, even before SI. Thomas took over the idl"3 of Ihe state
as a perfect society. tllU idea had undergone a RTeal chan~e and could
consequently then be adopted without much difficulty.

IV. THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE IDF..A OF SU,F-SUFFICIENCY

BY CHRISTlAS POLITICAL PIIII ~OPIIY

The idea of 4t Chrislian personality. the belit'F that ont' must obey
God rather tllan man. that the thinKS of Caesar are diffl"rt'nt from
those of God. that the ultimate end of man is the salvation of his lOul
which is beyond the reach of the state. and that tht' statl"S thl"mselvel,
though srlf-sufficient and sovereign. exist as coordinated equal memo
bers of a community of nations. all this had from now on to be con·
sidned when &be state was called.a perfect society. Thus was the way

• The .....-lict OCCUR In AnlJ"OM of Sophotlell' Anl'goflr. wbich .110 polntl 10 the
faa WI lhcrw,_ unwritten "WI hipn lhan IhOle of the ".Ie.

• I follow ... the inlerpretalion 01 Socrates' pbilolopb, by ~I Buebel. In b1I
proIoUDd ~"Jr,,1ar1Nil .." Caddell.. CLdpaia, 19J5)•

.. , \I"
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made ready for the Church as a perfect spiritual society, beyond the
state and correlated with the ultimate community, the human race.
The Church moves at the side of the statc, independent, related to
the citizens of all states, to the members of all cultures, races, and
civilizations.

But we can still uphold the characterization of the state as a perfect
society. But it is secular happiness that is the end of the state; the
perfect sufficiency of earthly life, then, grounded on the basis of the
new Christian idea o( man, is its goal.

The state ceases to be the omnipotent pedagogue. But it still has a
pedagogical task, to makt' a good citizen, which is one of the necessary
(orms o( human existcm.e. Uut this tad" of the state is now absorbed
into a new hieranhy of human tasks and is no longer the final and
supreme ,:toal.

The state thus becomes a unity and an order (u"itas ordinis), a
unity of man's social ani\'ities, an order of man's associations for
specific purposcs. Vnder the plOteuhe order of the state, man's
sodal nature dc\e1ops in moral~ and law. in culture and ~onomy, in
ci\'ilil.ation and s( ienees. :'\ot that the state is creati\'e. Rather, the
indh'idual lK"rsnns. in th('ir (ree a!l..\O( iations and in their group life,
are crt"ati\'e. nut the state as an order existing among free ereati"e per·
sons pl'OtC( ts and preserves the creative powers of iu citizens; it makes
order and (rC"fflom pm~ihle for them; il strives that none of the en·
dca\'ors o( human sodaI nature prevail hypertrophically over the
others. hut thelt th("y all grow as halalwecl parts of a well.organized
order in unit)'. The state is a universe whose constituents, without
san i6cing their individuality, achieve the common good. This they
do by converting to unity !iomething which is more than they them·'
selves could reach in diKonnened efforu. The state, therefore. is
unity in diversity; but it is not uniformity.

The self-sullie ienq' of social life must not he understood in the first
place to he «onomie aelf.suffidenl"y. It is rather the social and p0

litical self-suff1Cic.-nry of unity and order. Economic self-sufficiency
ia claimed not for itself but as a means of political self-sufficiency: for
lqr.ll and moral sdf.sufficiency in internal affairs and for independ
ence in forciRn affairs.

Hence the state is a self-suffident, l('gal, and social (therefore eco
nomic) order of families and of individuals so far as they move from
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their individual sacrosanct spheres to form associations for uusfying
human needs and economic wants, for mutual help in charity, for the
pursuit of happiness in their physical and mental life, in truth and
justice. in the realization of the idea of man. Seen in this light. the
v"itas ordinis, the state. is the concrete order of Jaw under which the
individuals devote themseh'es in liberty to realizing the good life.

The state. as a concretely realized unity of order organizing a multi·
tude of families, individual persons, and groups, is necessarily related
to a certain territory as the permanent living space of these families
and penons. Lik.ewise, for the creation, adaptation. and protection
of the concrete order, to make effective the unity of order, there is
needed a supreme po"'er of judgment and decision concerning this
order. This is cquinlent to saying that within the order there is
need of a closed circuit of decision, a sovereign autJlOrity. Since.
therefore. the Of'do is the result of the willing consent of the prople
and the supreme power (the government). this latter is not above
the order but in it. Actually the state ma}' be called a dail) plebiscite.
The state as unita ordinis, creating unity in the multiplicity of fami·
lies and persons and affording this unity a forceful common will able
to direct the multitude to the common good. in its moral asp«t is
essentially the result of conscious cooperation of the associated per·
IODS and exists concretely in the constitutional order. It is the con·
stitution. as the historical result of the coruenJW communis of all
the constituent members of the multitude. that gi\'cs to a state its
individuality. Hence self-sufficiency is inteKTal to the political ordef.
This seU-sufficiency constitutes the supremacy of the orelc-r. The
formulation, functioning, and competence of the sovereign will of
the 5ta~ is alwa)·. related to the order and the common Jtood. But the
order is created anew each day by the consensual coo~ration of iu
members. Therefore a state is rightly caned tyranny when this co
operation it merely the consequence of detailed commands of the
government and is attained only by compulsion. terror. and espion·
age.

Hence Rlf-suffidcncy is not. like JOvereiJtJlIY. a formaJ propeny of
the wUl: it it rather an actUal mode of social being, of social existence.
which from the very idea of man ought to exist.

Selfofllflideqry, then. iJ a political concept signifying the complete
IK'II oJ.... ,....prcbcnaive order. eaentially independent from any
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other order of the same kind. Only II a tendency and under given
historical circuDlltances does the concept embrace economic self
lufliciency. and this tendency is bound to recur under an interna
tional order that is weak. In fact. there seems to exist a proportion
between the lik.elihood of iu recurrence and the strength or weakness
of the working of the international order. Furthermore. this self
sufficiency is legal inasmuch as the state reveals itself as an order with
an the original rights. competences. and powers that are necessary to

produce the secular sufficiency of community life. This it should do in
regard to material life (social. economic. and technical organiza
tion). in regard to the intellectual and moral life (the legal order,
legislation. law-enforcement. and administration. the secular moral
order of civic and social virtues. of culture and public welfare). and
in accordance with the concrete geographical, climatic, and historical
conditions.

V. SEI F-SVFFICIENCY ASD SOVEREIGSTY

nlese original riRltts and powers make it possible for the state to
reach iu purpose independently. that is, \\'ithout subordination to
any power like itself, of the same nature. Consequt'ntly the interna
tional order is an order of <-oordination and not of subordination;
and sovereignt)'. as ",e said. is a formal property of the ",ill, whereas
ael(-Iufficif'ncy is the material content of the idea of the state. It must
be nott'd that this seH·sufficienqr rtog-.uds its independence not in the
light of absolute isolation like that of the leviathan. It is rather a
potential openness to other units of the same order; nevertheless this
&ell-sufficiency works within the body politic and not outside it. The
states themselves, howe\'er. as a plurality. ,form the international
commonwealth with its own end. the international common good.
Now it should be clear that it is the functioning of this international
ordtr as such. iu security. and peaceful working only which is the pre
condition (or a relaxation of the completeness of the self-sufficiency.
But the latter tends most surely to tighten up again as soon as the
working of the international order becomes ineffective. Accordingly
in total war the st"lf-sufficiency is absolute. because total war denies
international order absolutely. If. then, a nation makes self-sufficiency
its absolute goal. this can mean only that the existing international
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order is uttet'ly wealt. or that that nation is preparing fOf total war.
iJ denying the validity of the international order.

Moreover. this self-sufficiency, as the content of the idea of the
.tate. excludes the idea of an absolute so\'ereignty, though it neccs
.itata the idea of a relative sovereignty related to the common good
or of a supremacy ira suo ardine. Though within the sphere of the
.tate. the indh'idual ~rson. the (amil)', the socio-cconomic groups,
the administrative seU-governing bodies rooted in tbe neighborhood,
town, or county or in the national dh'isions of the component parts
of the body politic, aU arc original emilic5 and original social or
ganizations. These the state did not CTeate and may thca-croTe n('\'er
destroy. just as the loyahy to them is ori~nal and ordinariI)' is nOl
enguUed by the loyalty to the state. The statt' as .In order of suhordi·
nation may dircct these assodations to the common guod, To dcslroy
them would mean to rob th(' penons uf OJ pWlt.·clin' shield and to
transform th('m into sex'ial aloms, into mdiffere-nt ohjl'flS tJ13t now,
withoul intrinsic rights and fTe("cluJl15, aTe 5ubjl'Ct to a cemra1i1f,d
bureauCTalic power. Such a power suh\ritllft·s irs (ommands for th~

ord~red acth·itin and frr~ initiati\'c of thC' pennns. familit>S. and
groups th('rrin ~O\-CTned. Such ab,r)lutt" s()\erC'i~nt" in the inll"rior is
opposed to the Christian idea of the statC'. bt"'c""e the.- statl" is order
among persons. their fret'" org:mi7atiol1s. and orh:inaJ ~roups.

On the sante basis. 5O\'ereiKD1)' cannot mt"an. jm.t as M.'lhuffidcnc'Y
does not mean. absolute exdu\i\'(·ness. ullchecLcd 3h5010((' powc-r in
relation to othet stalCl. Out of the plurality of ,tales in which the
whole human rae(' dwells. a communit'; is fonnt"'d. though its e"ist.
mee is naturally in no W3)' so intense and immt·dialc as that of the
state. Upon the statt"S and the individual persons as dti/cns of tbe
world there falls a new.lo)'aJty to the colllmunit\ of nations to which
the slates are open and a new lo)'alt)' to all mankind, to e\~ry f)Cuon
who participates in the dignity of man.T The different orden and

• Thr Itrict plldfiM ••uch 'rVIII clthn r"tleton. Of humaniCartlln IOQtius, If Crom the
...... he ..... opal coollkt betWftll his ~."" to toad and chat dnnandret b1 lbe
...., if from the laceer. r~ CIOftfltet I... ""''ftft chc lolaJe, ro humanil" as • whoW and
dial claaandlld by. pel" of il, lhe state. Both undtn'lluC" 1M lUll.... a nrt.aIlU')' order
tJI .......... n __ 8ad mow a aontNhat anardtk trend. a fund.1mm.al dbtrulf hi any
......... po1IU over 111m. TM humanilaria. pacl6tt \lltGUrd, of tuUM. 1I«t'pC • "orld
IIa&C bcca.. "lIlo1a1tJ it Ie humanil." Butlt DUly br '"rret rhllt 'Mit ..... real problem
wuId only' .... dtoInpri Iabck. 11M' fordp amllkr now bftontjn« an ialernaJ CIOII8Ia
(driI ...-na' wilb a IIIIlftiaily unchanpd cbalac:aa or wldare.
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their related loyaltiea are. of coune. partl of the whole of the order
of creation and all ought to join in the perpetual Benedicile of all
creatures for the glory of the Creator. In correspondence with this
conception sovereignty has been defined as that dominion of a ruling
authority in a given telTitOf)' over iu inhabitants, above which only
the order of international Jaw holds sway. The basic idea. therefore.
is that the statn do not live in a Hobbesian status naturalis of war~

like anarC'hy and selfishness. This essentially anarchic status naturalis
of the states as positivism conceh..es it-to construct the theory of in~

temalionallaw Ihat rests exclusively upon the arbitrary and absolutely
so\'erei/{ll will of the states--is unreal. It is as unreal as the status
'tatrlTalis propounded hy llohhes wilh its war of all against all.

AKainst thiS idea. Christian philosophy opposes the idea that hu
manit)', a lcal tholl~h less intense form of human social existence.
has its n:lUlral mnsliunion in the form of the law of nature, in hu
man ri~hlS. and in a bill of ri~hts of the statcs and that it demands a
true' In~alty hom man as well as from the states, which are organiza·
tional mcmhers of the human commonwealth. Therefore positive in
tNnatiunal Idw. so far as it is natural law applied to the states. is
indep<"ndent of thC'lT will. Hrnce so\'ereignty is restricted by natural
law (.and of (U\lT~ by divine law). Onl)' the positl\ c determinations
and dC'rh'athr Hmclusions fwrn that natural constitution of human~
it)' arc created bv the states.

All Ihis molY helome de.lTer if we tAke into consideration that the
Church. the splTltual community. is called a perfect society with
spiritual ~H'SllfIit icn( y. And. because of its spiritual end, it has also
dM'h,td It'~l. moral. and temporal se)f-sllffident-y. TIlat this perfect
soc iet)' is so\'creil{ll is expressly stated in canon law.' Since state and
Churl'll are both s('lf·sulhl·ient, perfect slx-itties, intended to live
pcac.cfully to:;clher. but each sovereign in iuelf. this is understand~

ahle' only if they dispenac different orders: the temporal and the spirit
ual order. Morcm cr. thC"ir respf'C'tive S()\'ereignty is relative to these
urelC'TI. or relative to their ends, the temporal common good and
the spiritual rC'dC'ml>tion or m"n as two different and distinguished
sphere. in whic.h man lh'es. Self-sufficiency here means that. although
Church and state have a field of collaboration and oE condominioD.

'Can. '00. '0 ronne-cllon wllh can. '96, .,8. "5' I I. '495· See '''Ire. chapter eDtitled'
"Chul'C'h and Stale."
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they have each a realm in which they are sovereign. because they 611
and control that realm independently.

VI. SoVUElGNTY OVU A TE1UllTORY AS A PROPERTY OJ' mE STAn.

Our discussion of the meaning of self-sufficiency leads logically
now to a distinctive property of the state, namdy, its being essen·
tially related to space. to a particular portion of the earth. as a ge0

graphical unit. In con~lIenceof this property, the "Tong organic
theories of KjeHen. from whirh sprang geopolitics and the demand
for living-space. have then to be discussed.

Most of the communities of men are pr~ominandy personal com·
munides. i.e., they organile persons ,,'ithout direct relation to and
universal control of the territory on which these persons live. They
are not personal unilS and territorial units simultaneously and lhey
do Dot exclude other communities of the same kind from a p:utkular
piece of teTritory. Religious communities. for in5t.ann~. are eminently
persona) rommunitit-s; in the same state "arious such communities
can therefore exist beside one another, Labor unions similarly are
personal communities fint and principalh; so is the family. True.
aU these communities are relatM to terril()r~', to space; but they do
DOt n:dude other communities of the S3me dass hom c."ontrol of the
.pace. Churches and unions have territorial di\ ision,. But th~ fol·
low in these dh'uions the primary' territorial ("ontrol uf the state.
Dioceses are circumscribed as a rule ucording to the space and the
&en'itorial subdivisions of the state; 50 are unions.

It is only the state that has territorial so\·ereignty. The srale's end
is as much related to space control as it is related to ~rsons. Thus
the territory which a I~te claims is impenetrable to olhn Itates; it
is the law of a panicular state that rules supremely in a given ter·
ritory and thus excludes the validity of law, the fompetence, or the
IOVCTeignty of any other Itate. The supremacy of national law hu
thus meaning. too. in the sense that ovn a given territory this law is
.elf-sutracient in origin. competence. and effectiveness. While the
Clurch has an original sovereignty and ael£-Iufficiency primarily over
ill members, the state h.u this simultaneously over iu citizen. and
• territory. and ccmsequently over all penona living or IOjoumiDg
upon ill tariaory. This lOVeTeign rule over tmitory i. euential for
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the ,tate', independence, Hence we can undntand the demand by
the papacy for sovereignty over a territory as the necessary condition
of its spiritual independence.I

This original and direct universal rule of the state', law over a
territory and through it over persons is what distinguislJ,es the state
from all other communities. Consequently self-sufficiency includes
the universal and supreme rule of thc statc's law in a panicular ter
ritory.

This assertion must not be misinterpreted in the scnse of an ab
solute rule, or of lhe totalitarian principle: nothing outside the state.
nothinJt exec-pt the state. It means: that the state's law is common to
all residing in the territory: that it does not acknowledge the validity
of laws of olher stales in this len itory except by international agree
ment; that the stale's Idw is supreme and universal, whereas the "laws"
o( other ('ommunities in the state are particular and subordinate laws.a. are the wl1Stitution and bylaws of a union or of conege, or the
charter and ordinanccs of a town. Conscquently territorial and per
lonal exemptions hom lhe jurisdi( tion of the state. presumably ex
dusi\'t", art" not a refutation of this Tille, hut art" exceptions that prove
tlle rule. In callier times we find, for instance. tbat the clergy had a
grt"att"r or smallt"r right of t"xemplion from tbe rule of the stale's
common law on account of concordats. Then the canon law ruled
over lhe exempted persons." In yet earlier times, during the mi-

I ('.."hnll ('ll'!»"r; (OrlolJt'r It, 1916) C"tahh,hM al a necasilV lor the IOlulion of
tlae RlIman Question Ihal anl 11(fl't"lUent bel\\CCn hal) and the ApostoliC See must
guuanlcc to the lalll'r full liberty Ind 100Ie~den~,He requirM thai Ihit independence
mUll not onlv "be eft'""",,'e Ind rt'lIl hUI 'Iilhle Illd mamfesl wub a terruory in exdusive
PIOpel1\' and unoier die ."poItoLc See', jUlisdittion, oil it belongs to veritable IOvereignty
under all condillont InViolable:' a. Charles LOiseau. Stunt-Slife et FtUrinn. (Paris, 1930).
p.116.

101 hll juridical enmplion of Ihe clelgv hom the jur1dlcal 1O"ereiply of the Ilate,
p.lrd) LuetJ on the fact that a uuh comn,on 1."1 was widely abient in the feudal
IUUClure of the mt'flln'al "..ate." mUlt be dllllllBllIlhM frOID the acknowledpent of
tht ranon law 01 Ihe c.lhohc ('hurdl in m:llrinlonial maileD u we lind or found It
in Ccmc.urdau .. Itla modenl awtn. Whtn in thi' way the Itate, (Its law and courts)
adnowledan the ranon law In matrimunial millen and thus refulla IUIlI for divwe:e by
a (Atholir culten nladl, manitd aLCUr.tIIlK to the OIlIon law, tbe state aeu as tbe federal
'Llee docs U1 rcfcrmu: to die .utunom, and Ifghl to It"II govemmenr of I~ member
ItitCl, aclnowlftlgln, Ihelr rightl to leU aovemmmt and refulinB to review lhe aCII of
luc:h ..alft II Innl II lhew remain In their coDlututionally establiabed field. The
dilfercnc.e lie1 in lite faa that Ihe validity 01 the anon law rests Iqpll,. on an Intft'·
nalional treaty. the IXlIlcordal, and the rilhtl of the member ItIltel relt OD the fedcnI
ClOnIlitUtJon.
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gration of nations and just after. i.e.• before the new nations were
definitely established. the personality principle nded under the inRu
enc:e of rather primitive Germanic law. This principle means that
the mbat laws. so to speak. are penonal appurtenanc~,wander with
the member of the tribe. and have no territorial validity: therefore
it dftDands no validity over memben of anouler tribe u10ugh they
may live in tbe territory of the first tribe. A person's law wander.
with him.

In more recent times we find the exemption of consular jurisdiction
and international settlemenu which Christian nations exacted (or
their citizens from the law o( infidt'ls, especially o( the TurLish Em
pire. of China, and o( Persia. These exemptions. originating in in
ternational agr~ments. arise (rom a distrust oE the "foreigners" in
the jurisdiction and administration of justice in thoK' countries.
They are an application of the personality principle. and thu, the
law of the foreigner. so to speak. J>('rmeates imo the tel rilor~ of the
"non-Christian" state. or the ..non....i"ilin·d.. state. i.e., a 'tatt" which
does not acknOWledge or is unable to apply tho~e ~(.'O('r31 leW'I
principles which are common to a)l "ci\'ililt"rJ" nations, It is quite
und~tandablethat in our time nations like China consldl'T surh ~

anpdons of forei$tD~ from their national law as an unju~lificd pene
tration of f<.Jreign law in U1C~ territory of their common Jaw. as an
insulting discrimination and as a diminution of thcir IcJr-lI self·
lufficiency and their 5O\"erei~t)'.

Still anotheT fact illustrates the e5~Olial relations of sute and ter
ritory: the exdush'eness of political loyall)' which SlIlJelsedes in .IUD

ordifle all other loyaltit"S. It was a~inst this l()yalt~· that lIitier's
blood·nationaliJm was dirKted. Thi, form o( nationalism comcnds
that a penonal loyalty to the nation of hinh. likc an indelible note.
follows the man of German blood and supervdes all othl'r loyalties.
especially that which is OWM to the Sl3te in whirh the German
ualionaJ Jettles and of which he becomes a dlin·n. Such a J'rindple
of primeval loyalt)' to the natjon of one'. binh is rightly considered
aJI iIlqitil1l3te penetrarion of the tt'fTitory of a so\'erd~ state by
IoyaItia that in case of conflict must diJ~lve thtt political order of
the ate. the common law of which the immigT3Jll Cilizm accepu.1I

IIa. &.aJIBDDd L Murphy et .1,. Nlcloaal !Ioaal....... prindpla. their applkalJon
.,. die Nal """ Forrip Orpnbatioa and &he ute 01 Ciamal1l abroad for Nut ....
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From this political loyalty which by its very nature is exclusive in
relation to all other states must, of course, be distinguished the love
and reverence the immigrant citizen may cherish for his national cul
ture which is independent of the political existence of his native
('ountry. Thus it was the Jlolitit'al loyalty which the founders of the
United States denied to EnKland; but the English language, the Eng
lisb literature and folklore, even to a large de-gree the English com
mon law, caminued to belong to the national heritage. Political loy
alty, exdushe as it is aR.linst loyalty to other states, shows thus the
nature of the self-Slime ienc y and of the essential territorial character
of the state, distinJtuishing the latter from all other communities.

This diM ussioll sho\\'s the error of a pluralism that puts, for in
stam e, the labor union and the state on the same It'\!eJ. The state, as
a self·~ufhdc:nt tCHllm ial (olluJlunity with the supreme authority to
dec ide- without ..ppe.11 all (J!It'SlioIlS of a political. social, and legal
order, has a pre-cmincme whil h IS not due to an)' other community,
lIot C\("11 tu Ihe Chuah. I'-or this has so\"erci~nty and self-suffICiency
in an order clifft"renl from that of the state, On the other hand, the
impcnell.abilit\· of tht' tCllitur) of the slolte b) the national law of
anothel sUle du('~ Uol C"( lucie tht." fan lh,It mternational law pene
trates che Iloltion.ll dom.lin, and thus rem i(:ts du,: ~o\'creignty of the
IIdtional law. Thc.·re ('",isu, £01 in~t.lIl( e, a tcnelene. y in international
law to J;1\'e to indh'idual persons a hill of international rights, to
~ranl them imlllcdi.llC ant')! 10 illtcmational courts (especially in
(Iuf:stions (OJ)( ('rnin~ thc protection of national minorities). But it
scetUs cle..r that imcrn.alicmal law is fllst and predominantly a law
of nation,;, and only indiu'( tl)' (,sl,lhlishes daims of individuals.

If the ~tatc or ItS a~ent \'Iolal('s a general ntle of international law
and in dOlnR ~() \ iol.au·s lhe pel sun ur the ptopel t} of the citizen of
another state, then it I~ not the national law of the latter statf: that
rules, but uhjet ti\'e illlcrnaciollal law whirh is superior to national
law. If, th('r("fOlc. Ollt' st,lle protc:rts che person and rights of its citi
zens livinft in another stolte, the basis tor this protection is inter
national law ibelr. To r("..li/e this international law is the obligation
and right of carh state as a member of the juridical community of
nations. And if one atate or its agent has violated such rights of a

tr.s (".owrnmml Prlndnl O~, e9-": Plfl II, pp. 67 II., 9S II.. and the documauary
evidence, pp••7' ..
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foreigner as are acknowledged by international law (e.g.• the right
to life. liberty. propenYl access to the national courts and protection
by them). this represents a violation of international law and estab
lishes primarily the liability of the violating state in international
law and before international courts.

Thus self-sufficiency and sovereignty, the impenetrability of the
statc's territory to the national law of another state, do not exclude
international law. The international rights of man, living as for
eigners (or even as stateless) are, as demands of natural law and as
legal reflexes of objective international law, superior to 'national
law. The various orders of law-natural, positive national, inter
national. and ecclesiastinl-order the social life of man simultane
ously and according to their proper spheres: natural law, as funda
mental and general. rules and protects man as person; positive
national law. as determination and derivation of natural law. rules
and protects man as citizen of the state. in his individual personality.
and in his many associations; international law. as a determination
of and derivation from natural law. rules primarily the community
of nations and its members, the states. But as the state consists of
persons and for their sake. it becomes their rule and protection as
men. Apart from these otha systems. ecclesiastical law embraces man
as a religious being. This law does not serve the glory of an extra
individual. substantial being, the Church, but it serves man for the
supreme task. the glory of God and the salvation of man's soul. Natu·
ral law and ecclesiastical divine law are supreme as God·made law;
the other laws are as man·made laws relative. But this fact does not
hinder these man-made laws from being supreme and independent
in suo ordine under God·made law.

VII. GEOPOLITICS

The territorial character of the state. self·sufficiency, and sover
eignty, can lead to nTors about the nature of the state, as can be
ReD from the- theories of "living space" and absolute economic au
tarchy. the biological theory in the lenle of Kjellen, and their newest
uphot. geopolitics. Like other political "heresies." these theories
cake oue dnnent. and not even the most important one. of the com.
plex idea of the .tate. isolate- and exaggerate it. Then dIe)' make it
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the exclusive basis of their theory, thus dstroying the due order and
weight of the elements which form the whole idea.

Thus the demand for living-space (LebenS1QUm)-another name
for full economic aelf-sufliciency--exaggerates a quite natural long
ing of the nation to be in its political existence free from the eco
nomic power of other states. Two extremes are to be avoided. The
one is full autarchy which actually no state can claim though there
exist states with geographical and climatic conditions that may p0

tentially afford a policy of full autarchy. Even where autarchy is
possible, historical developments. political reasons of alliances or
affinity, time-lags in economic and technological development. or
particular advantages of other nations in production, make full au
tarchy actually a regression in international life. The other extreme
would be represented by a country which is economically almost
wholly dependent upon a single product, because it one-sidedly de
veloped only that at the expense of other more complex products.
Such a country's political existence is too much dependent on factors
entirely beyond its control for it to have a reasonable degree of in
dependence.

The demand now for full and actual autarchy cannot be realized
without the destruction of economic interchange, the material basis
of the community of nations. It cannot be realized without conquest
and subjugation of other nations or dleir ejection from their tradi
tionalliving-space, guaranteed and protected by international law.

Consequently such a demand for living-space and full autarchy
implies a Hobbesian status naturalis of a war of an against all and is
the denial of a community of nations. On the other hand, the com
munity of nations and each of its members have the duty to help in
solving a genuine Jiving-space problem of an overpopulated state.
Such overpopUlation in the historically occupied territory of a na
tion is a possibility. But the right solution is not war and occupation
of other nations' territory but promotion of international trade,
liberalization of immigration into undeveloped districts (colonies)
or into countries with empty spaces. There exist states that cannot
ten-itoriany expand, if overpopulated, without destroying the equal
rights of neighboring nationa. 11 geographical situation, climatic.
conditiona, historical development. and lack of n3tunl resources pro
duce overpopulation in a nation. i.e., when the nationally controlled
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territory is insufficient as the economic basis for national existence,
then other nations. the "Haves," have the duty to help such a nation
by exchanging their raw materials for the finished products of the
overpopulated nation. by admitting its people to undeveloped colo
nial territory. etc. The right to independence and liberty of all states.
small and great, is intrinsically counterbalanced by the duty of all
states to mutual help in the development of economic interdepend.
ence as the material basis for an international community of ideals
and morality. The economic nationalism of naturally wealthy states.
able to indulge in autarchy. provokes in less fortunate states the de·
mand for living-space by conquest.

The theory of the nation as a biological organism is connected with
the question of space. and it exaggerates the territorial element. It
unites geography as a descriptive science of the earth's surface, of
the flora and fauna. of climatic conditions, and of the natural reo
sources of different parts of this surface, with the biological concept
of the nation, which is hypostasized into a non-moral being. ani·
mated by an enigmatic vital force which is the suhstitute for the
reason and free will of man. It is the theory of the struggle tor
existence and the survival of the fittest applied totally in a most in
human way to the state as a form of life.12 Consequently an irrational
dynamism of growth and an insatiable urge for territorial a~andize·
ment are considered the very nature of the state beyond the moral
categories. Clothed in the scientific language of the philosophy of
Jife and of biologism, this insatiable urge for power is declared the
law of political life. "No really great power can ever be satiated."
Another camouflage of this theory of lawless power politics is that
of so-called natural borders and that of full economic self-sufficiency.
which logically of course contradict the thesis of the insatiability of
the really great power. Wars are then a non-moral biological "process"

llltjelleo's title for his book is Der StaGt als Leb~nsform, wherein life Is not the life
of the spirit or the life of a lOul and body compound ruled by the Intellect and subject to
moral law, but illaw unto itself. KJellen is not the only promoter of lhis theory though
he wu perhaps the IDOIt popular. It "'ould be easy to give the whole genealogy of this
application of a fundamentally anti-intellectual naturalist philosophy in polillo and
political philosophy which developed in Ihe: lAme ralio as men abandoned Christlan
faith and ill philosophical prGeambula in the philosophlG peTennis. Edmund Walsh. S.J.,
bu published a competent Esstry on Geo1'01rtlCl in Pollti~tll Eronorn" of Tot41 War
(School of Foreign Servicz, ~rgelown University, Washington. D.C., 1941), PP' 95 ft.,
where he gives attention to the philosophical background of gcopolitio and of the
bJoJosicaJ tIIeory of fhe .fate more than other mtio do.
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beyond reason and free will, beyond justice and the moral law.
Kjellen explains the First World War in saying that Germany

"needed" the Suez Canal and the Dardanelles. Because the other
powers refused to satisfy this "need of life," war had to be the result.
This theory is simply a rationalization of the thesis that might is right,
expressed in the scientific terms of nineteenth-century naturalism
and thus made palatable. Machiavelli is more honest; and he was
more "human," too, because politics was to him still human acts,
free and rational, of individual persons however motivated by selfish·
ness, lust for power, and other human passions, and not the imper
sonal life-process of an inhuman superorganism.

Geopolitics, a word we find already in Kjenen's book (Geopolitik.
i.e., geography and the state, is one of the main parts of the book),
became more popular through the German general Haushofer who,
picking up the more casual remarks of earlier political geographers,
integrated them into a system. In this system the territorial element
of the state is united with the Nazi thesis of the racial nation-state
and the myth of blood and soil. It serves in a scientific garb to justify
world conquest hy the l\:ordic superior race, not by the well or badly
reasoned decisions of fallible statesmen, but by the mystical laws of
the blood that supremely rule over the impotent minds of man.18 The

18 l"umelous books and artil1es h:l\e heen publi~hcd about geopolitics. e.g., Strausz
HupC. C;('o/JOlltlrs ('\:('w Yor!.., 1912): Han~ W. WeIgert. Gent'rols and Geographen
(Oxford lJmveruty I'r("~., IClII): Johdnnes Mallern, Geo/,ollllC's (Johns Hopl..ins Uni
versit)' Sl\Iuies in 1l1~tol) anu l'olitkJI Science. 1~1I2). Heretics induce the orthodox
theologians to srudy ag.lln and to formul3te anew the trulh which the herellc distorted.
So the serullls pol!lIcal phllosophel anll 5uenti~t ('dn learn valudble IC'lSOns from the
fallacil-s. dlstollcd thco/les, and open flauus of 'he liVing-space. biological, and p
polil/c.11 theorie~ in I)ld..mg up the hlll{' gram of truth that is found even m the greatest
error. How wuld smh thcories othcl\\Ise he humanly healable? ThoUKh political phi
losophy loay indine to (orget about the geographical situation, the secumy of border
lines again., fordgn attack. the free ac('('ss to lhe freedom of the 5Cven s('as, and the
economic polentilll of war as a malerial basis for Kenuine pohlical indepenuence. these
facti are ne\'ellheless of utmost import.anee especially for the plactical statesman.
Political philosophy does well to take slIch facts into ron••dcrallon, because the reali7.a·
lion of UI moral idl'dls depends not only upon good will but also IIpon an appropriate
weighing of these fJets If politilal philosophy forgets. for instance, the lIlge of countries
for nallonal leCllrily behllld nalural fronllen. the demand for the freedom of the sca.
the urRe for a free access to the seas for a ldnd·enclosed great power, if it forgets the
indusuial resources as potential of \\ar of one country as against the lack. of an equal
polential of war of a nelghhoring country, polillcal philosophy will become utopian.
bookilh. and ineffective. The "heresies" warn us aKolinst satISfaction with easy generaliza
tions, against acceptance of tn/isms as profound Wisdom, against the evasion of practical
teslS of our principles.
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determining function which economic classes and economic condi
tions of production have in Marx' historical materialism. these same
determining functions in the life of mankind are here attributed
to the races and geographical condition. Geopolitics is. then. the
study of the relationship that exists between the various social and
political sciences and the geographical situation. the space relations
of nations. It studies the relation between power, geography. and
military strategy as earlier writers did, but it studies these not in a
detached and merely demonstrative sense. On the contrary. they all
serve as means for the dominant practical purpose of telling the leader
of the superior race how he must act. Geopolitics asks an outspoken
dynamic question and answers it by practical advice, by drawing
blueprints for conquest. Thus it has a remarkable affinity to Machia
velli; he, too. gives advice, draws plans for political action. teaches the
tricks of statecrafL But his study is man as a passionate selfish be
ing, not the m}'sterious biological forces of superorganisms.

Geopolitics thw was at the same time a practical political plan of
conquest and a mighty instrument of propaganda ridding man of
moral inhibitions. justifying power politics and ruthless suppression
of other states by the m}'stical appeal to the supra-individual life force
of the racial nation-state, The individual person, who alone has a
conscience. can now submerge in that enigmatic being, the super
organism. Thus he is relieved of all moral responsihility in the de
gree to which he, as individuality, disappears to become a fully
embodied cell of the superorganism while the latter becomes a non·
moral vital process determined by geopolitics. Politics as a moral
science. the state as a moral person, the statesman as subject to natufal
law and justice, to charity-all that disappears. Earlier times saw in
the education of the prince the main task of politics. Our democratic
modern times sought to see it in the education of the citizen. Now
these "heresies," isolating and exaggerating one clement of the state
and combining it with false biological theories of the nature of the
state, have degraded politics to an immoral technique of conquest
and tyrannical power. Thus they deny that the state is justified only
u the ordo retum humanarum to which vital forces. geography. and
'pace serve as means and never as enda.
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VIII. THE RELATIVE CHARACfER OF SELF-SUFFICIENCY

Hobbes was the first. since the beginning of the Christian era. who
made sovereignty legally and morally absolute. without intrinsic
limits." engulfing man in his entire existence. Against this sover
eignty. accordingly. there is appeal neither to God and to the law of
nature nor to the people. The only appeal is to internal war. and
Hobbes does not tire of pointing out that the sovereign must therefore
be so powerful that an appeal of the subjects to arms will have no
chance to succeed. In Hobbes' concept of sovereignty there is lost
the essence of relative sovereignty, the idea that it involves. in the
case of abuse, a legal or mOTal appeal to the law of nature, to the
dignity of the human person (expressed positively in the bill of rights).
to God and the divine law against tyranny. He ignores all these
vigorous distinctions, for he abolishes natural law, he lets it dis
appear in the wiJJ of the sO\:ereign. He does not acknowledge inalien
able rights of the person; such rights are alienated by conferring them
on the sovereign in the pact of subjection. He does not acknowledge
the spiritual body, the Church, as a perfect sodety; he makes it a de
partment of the state. He forgets about the rights of the intermediary
organizations between the individual person and the state: the family.
the vocational and professional groups, which he (nmpares to worms
in the body of a living man. Hobbes' ideal state became interiorly
tbe prototype of absolutism, the centralized police state, regarding
the Church as a gendarme useful for policing the minds; exteriorly
it expressed itself in power politics in foreign affairs.

Since the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries this Hobbesian con
cept of sovereignty has been losing ground. Modern constitutionalism
has taken up the earlier tradition, and sovereignty begins again to be
related to the content of social life, making the distinctions in that
content once more workable. The spiritual order is recognized as
transcendent to the temporal order. The bill of rights, with its posi
tive formulation regarding the proper sphere of self-initiative and

•• It I. true that Hobbes. like Bodinus. letl the natural law and the divine law limit
lO\'erelgoty. But. with Bodinul this actually had I ~ubstanllal meaning; with Hobbel it
baa none whatever. For with Hobbes the jus naturale dies. becomes a IUS inutile, as lOOn
II the IOverelgo power is established. The sovereign power il the final interpreter and
dilpenter of natural.nd divine law. Thul the difference between natural law and poailive
law disappean and monolithiC. total IOvercignty is born.
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intrgrity of the individual person and his social patterns of existence,
IUch as the family. and free organizations for education and for eco
nomic purposes. is now an integral part of our civilization. The whole
field of arbitrary power-decision in international relations has been
restricted by the growth of international institutions and juridical
bodies with competence to decide authoritatively. Such are inter
national courts and commissions of arbitration. treaties concerning
international economic and intellectual collaboration, the League of
Nations. international labor organizations.

Thus the idea of the inalienable rights of the person or of national
or racial minorities now permeates the rigid. impenetrable borders
of sovereignty and makes their acknowlcdgmcnt the condition of
membership in the international community. It is indeed true that.
since modern totalitarianism lifted its up;ly head. all this has been
destroyed. at least so far as the totalitarian states are concerned. But
this very fact has compelled the states of \\Testern civilization. still
nourished by their age-long Christian tradition and substance. to
reconsider the basis of their common life. We may also hope that
it has made them morally fitter for the rebuilding of a Christian order
ba5ed on an invigorated. rediscovered tradition.

This is a tradition which stresses self-sufficiency as the character
of the state but denies absolute so\lereip;nty. conscious of the "open
ness" of the individual state to the community of nations. It is aware
of the service character of the state in relation to humanity. eager to
cooperate in the establishment of an international order: the conse
quence of the natural pluralism of the states. Thus. as there exists
a hierarchy of moral ends. there follows a hierarchy. a teleological or
der of human communities to accomplish these enels and a hierarchy
of loyalties of man to these same communities. Ideally, a conflict of
loyalties is possible only when this hierarchic teleolo~ical order is
disturbed. All human endeavor works ceaselessly toward an order
without conflicts of loyalties. The purpose of law and order. from the
family on to the international community. is to gh'e each loyalty its
place.



CHAPTER XI

The State and Other Social Groups

I. TilE QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FAMILY AND STATE

THE concept of "perfect society," desi~ated as an essential criterion
of the state, contains a qualitative diffel'cnce bt:tween state and fam
ily, whether the mod~rn two-generation family or the clan, the tribal
group, the kindred. Even though a state arises out of the growing
dan or great family in the course of historical evolution, that does
not hinder us {rom conceiving a qualitative difference between state
and family. just as the oal is teleologically preformed in the acorn.
This qualitative difference is ascertained from the end as well as from
the origin and the specific competence of the powers in family and
state.

The metaphysical principle states that the essence of a thing is
defined hy the end. Now the end of the family is the propagation of
the human race, the mutual completion of husband and wife, the
care for the children and their education. The specific authority that
orders the life of the family is the paternal authority, which has here
a kind of sovereignty. However. the civic family-law regulates and
determines this field in the interest of the common good and against
any abuse of paternal authority. But the ch..il Jaw presupposes and
honors the paternal rule; it cannot take the place of the natural and
moral basis of patcrnal authority. which ends with the children's com·
ing of age, though piety, love, and reverence continue.

The ends of the many intermediary organizations between family
and state, such as economic enterprises, professional groups, institu
tions of learning. and those for the promotion of a particular interest,
are in their nature self-governing. But they are partial and represent
merely partial goods. not the common good. Hence the specific au
thorities that direct them to their ends are imperfect, though still

16g
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ttue authorities in their special fields. however democratically they
may be instituted and however ephemeral their end may be.

But the end of the state is the common good: the enactment of an
order of tranquillity. justice. and peace among the families. the per
sons. and their many social institutions and associations for indi
vidual and group welfare and interests. The end of the state is the
preservation of the order. its adaptation to the ever-changing condi
tions of community life. its protection from disrupting elements from
within and without. All this. however. is done not in the interest of
authority but exclusively in the interest of the common good. There
fore; in case of conflict. the interest of the common good always pre
cedes that of the holder of authority. whereas in the family it is the
very opposite in a case of conflict: the interest of the father precedes
the interest of the children. Paternal authority rules by individual
commands. and the children. not yet fully in the possession of the use
of reason. obey in filial confidence without scrutiny of the commands
as to their reasonableness.

But law is essentially general rule. not indh'idual command. The
law. therefore. addresses the adult. fully in command of his reason
and will; the law is a rule of reason and for reason; accordingly it
must be reasonable. not arbitrary. Moreover. tbe political common
good is not created by the organs of the state. by its bureaucratic. ad·
ministrative lJgencies. as the good of the family normally is created
by the paternal authority. The administrative and legislative organs
produce only the durable framework within which is realized the
common good. The state defines the different orders. determines the
fonns. in which its members. the citizens. out of their own initiative
work for their own material and spiritual interests. Thus. in an or
ganic cooperation and symbiosis. they daily create the common good
by their active or pcwive consent. by their duty-bound obedience to
the of'do~ together with the organa of the state.

II. PATEIlNALlST IDEA OF THE STATE

In accord with the end of family and state. it follows that the na
~u. en~~ \l\ each is diftetent. St. Thomas say' tlUt the paternal
••.,bo.rit! ~y dupelUe only corr«tive punishment. a punishment
rtrlc:rly lltaitecl to tbc PUTpOIe of c:orrcction and not embracin. re-
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taliatory power such a. the king has.1 The reason for this is that the
family does not represent a public. self-sufficient, sovereign order.
Such an order is the state, which therefore can go 50 far as to use
capital punishment against a member who by his acts gravely en·
dangers the order of the common good. This order must be pre·
served in the interest of all, whereas the need for preservation of order
in the individual family is not so stringent. The perfect society re·
quires sovereign authority whose decisions are definite and without
appeal. The imperfect society and its partial authority does not need
it, because its authority, if abused, is subject to correction by a sov·
ereign authority. Intimately related to these differing authorities are
the dispositions we see in them toward their subjects. Whereas the
partial authority of the father must be completed by love, the sov
ereign authority of the state rests on justice. From paternal authority
we expect love in the first place. From the political authority we de
mand justice in the first place. We acclaim paternal kindness and
praise the father's mercy to his prodigal son, but {rom the state
authority we demand justice, objective justice without consideration
of such qualities as appeal to us in the father.

Here, in the last analysis, lies the distinction between public and
private law. However the line of distinction may have been blurred
in the course of history and however questionable may have been the
ascribing of one or other legal matter to public or private law, the dis
tinction itself is of perpetual value. Moreover there is hardly any
legal system that lacks it, that rails to recognize the individual person
and his associations, especiany the family, as values in themselves,
substantially independent of their recognition by the state.

\Vithout this distinction, then, either the substance of the state, the
typical existential status of the political life of a people as a unity,
gives place to the family and its controlling ways of life, thereby weak
ening the stability of the public order and endangering liberty
through an abnormal growth of obedience, or the substance of the
family, that essence of privacy, disappears before the overpowering
state as in the totalitarian systems and with the same effect, the loss
of liberty, the excessive fostering of blind obedience, the lack of jus-
tice. Thus the integrity and validity of this distinction is necessary

for t11~ prnt'11f3tHm oflIf.H.rty. TIJ~rcfOr~. In opptM/t/on to maorslid!
'I" Sfttl., 'v, d.... 17....., ••• ad of; Slim",. 111m.. II~ IItw, q.lf.5, •.••d ••
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em political doctrines, Catholic political philosophy has always
stressed the importance of this distinction, which it had received as
a cherished heritage from the legal mind of Rome.

The abandonment of this distinction and with it of that essential
difference between family and state, between paternal and political
authority, leads to dire consequences, as may be shown by the so
called patrimonial state theory of C. L. von Haller or by Lord FiI
mer's patriarchal theory. In defense of royal absolutism, Lord Filmer
contended that royal authority has its legitimate origin in Adam's
patriarchal authority as the father of all men, not in any kind of
popular election or transfer of rights. It is not completely absurd so
to argue. \Ve should be aware that the consequence must be absolu
tism and that the absolute prince, in addition to so\'ereignty, now
demands the whole content of those emotional values and moral
justifications that belong rightly to paternal authority. The subjects
become children who have no privacy before the father-prince. The
subjects, with immature reason, treated like minors. have no claim
to strict objective justice. Moreover. whereas now, against abuse of
paternal authority a person may appeal to the courts, against the acts
of the father-prince. however arbitrary they may be, there is no ap
peal except to his mercy. Consequently, there is no limit to the inter
ference of the father-prince in the private sphere, suppo~edly for the
sake of the welfare of the state; all security and liberty of the citi7ens
are subjected to the good pleasure, the arbitrary will of the father
prince. Thus the transformation of all public law into private pa
ternal relations of the father-prince to the subject must lead to de
.truction of liberty.

This distinction has important bearings. too, on our problems of
today. The modem democratic state, with its growing bureaucratic
apparatus. is in danger of indulging in paternalism, of substituting
bureaucracy and command for free initiative and self-governed con
ttolon the part of free associations for their specific purposes in the
fields of economics. social welfare. and education. Thus we have a
.tate that assumes care for aU, a state that provides everything faT
everybody. The people, lonRing more faT economic security than for
the preservation of liberty. begin to regard the bureaucratic state as
a father whOle duty it is to give. All too easily the people then forget
that the beDevolent father-state wants control over all their affair.
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and thus may become a tyrannical father. It must never be forgotten
that bureaucracy. in that disparaging sense in which it is used here.
was the creation of the absolute prince and that it represented his su
preme control over the lives and goods of his subjects.

In that deteriorated absolutism returning in modem totalitarian
ism, we can easily find another proof for our contention. Here all law
is public law in essence, if not in label, for the individual is nothing,
and the state is all. If, in addition, private property is abolished and
the family as an essential social form is discarded. the state becomes
all, bureaucracy penetrates every sphere of individual life, religious,
intellectual, and material, and freedom becomes an empty phrase, for
it loses its social basis, the family as an independent protected sphere
of the human person. Then we see citizens regarded as a mere mass
of subjc( ts without rights, the objects of bureaucratic managemenL
The reverence of the old Roman law for the family and its private,
free sphere, Mommsen considers the greatest contribution of the
distiO("tion between private and public law. No community was so
omnipotent as the Roman dty-state; but in no community did the law
abiding citizen live in such unconditioned legal security, both in re
Spet't to his fellow citizens and to the Republic itself.·

The distinction hetween private and public law is not merely a
legalistic. philosophically irrelevant invention; it is one based on
the essential difference of the social forms and on the dignity of the
human pcrson. The supereminent meaning of a bill of rights is the
preservation and protcction of that field of the family, and the in
dividual pcrsons. which is ruled and ordered by the institutes of
private law. And private law is essentialJy the sphere of individual
initiath'e and of the ~c1f.~o\'ernmental activities of groups of indi
viduals. of families. All bills of rights establish first a sphere of free
dom against state intervcntion. Therefore they delincate a sphere
in which the state may interfere only under strictly formalized and
unequivocal conditions, and it is the state tllat has the burden of
proof. This line of demarcation is marked by its posts, freedom of
the person, freedom of worship, of speech, of education (parental
rights). of association, of property, of rontract, of freedom from in
trusion into the homt'o and so on. Thus it establishes a realm free from
state intervention for the person. the family, the paternal authority•

• MomlDle1l. Romische, StGGtlf'echt. 1. '110.
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and the associationa of the persons produced by their own initiative
for any purpose not contradictory to the common good, that i. the
public order, and to the basic religious and moral values that con·
cretely form the fundament of the public order. Other rights that are
sometimes inserted in the bill of rights and that actually are rights
not of man, but of citizens, like the right to. vote and to have equal
access to public office. are related to that demarcation line. in so far
as they establish a government by consent. Thus they give the people
control over the government that is always in danger of falling into
the temptation to intervene arbitrarily. This is the meaning of the
modem growth of the judiciary. which has to deal with justice.
whereas bureaucracy deals with expediency and efficiency and is by
its nature prone to yield to the temptation of paternalist expansion.

III. SociETY AND STATE

From what has been said we can distinguish society and state. So
ciety is the multitude of citizens and aliens. of individuals and fam
ilies. of innumerable short-term or long-term associations of different
kinds. All of these are connected with one another by their free
initiative, directed by their particular ends and interests. in everyday
efforts for the preservation of spheres of life. for individual and social
improvement; for economic cooperation and social progress. These
social relations may be informal and merely factual. or they may
grow in social intensity from loose, friendly relations to contractual,
legally enforcible connections. to the establishment of institutions
and corporate bodies of stricter organization. like parishes. free in·
stitutions of elementary or higher learning. corporate enterprises.
cooperative associations of all kinds. labor unions. societies for hu·
manitarian purposes and adult education, charitable institutions.
What distinguishes these is that they are created by the initiative of
individualJ and groups of the same. The state affords legal hulls.
formal standards. aRd prevents violation of the public order, the
common good and its basic moral values. The state does not create
them nor has the state a right to destroy or confiscate them without
due process of law. The state may regulate them, but it cannot com
mand them. The state reigns here, but it does not govern.

The state is not fOCiety, but rather the public order al a living
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action in society; likewise the state is not identical with race, nation,
or religious community. The racial, national state or religion-state is
a historical form of political life but not a necessary form from the
philosophical standpoint. Race. nation. tribe, and religious group
are but "matter" of th~ real "form" of political existence. the state.
The state is thus the new thing. the form that is the unity of order.
The bond of law is added to the already existing unity of blood, of
tribal coherence. of national group consciousness. of religious com
mon faith. These prestate unities may form a specially apt "matter"
for the political form. they may even bear in themselves a strong
tendency to produce a political unity. but they are not necessarily the
cause of political unity. The state carries its justification in itself. not
in the greater consistency of earlier bonds of unity. To appeal to the
"matter" and its prepolitical unity as tribe. race. or nation is not a
necessity {or the state. For centuries citizens of different nationalities
have lived in the same state. The nation-state is merely one of the
many historical fonns of political symbiosis. As history tells of the
nation-state. it tells also of the nationality-state. like Switzerland and
like the Austro-Hungarian monarchy with some of its successor states.
Czechoslovakia and YUA'oslavia; and it tells of the interracial and non·
national state like the United States of America. Seipel. the eminent
Austrian statesman and excellent political philosopher. thought that
the non-national state was a higher form of political organization
than the nation-state. The doctrine of the nation-state is actually
rather narrow and easily becomes the forenmner of the modern ra
cial state. the rather materialist kin of nineteenth century nationalism.

IV. NATIONALISM A:>:D TOTALITARIANISM

Behind all these identifications. as a political leitmotiv. runs the
problem of homogeneity of a multitude to be organized into a unitas
ordinis. Nationalism and racialism regard the state as the fruit from
the mysterious depth of an irrational. national soul or of an even more
irrational. naturalist power of the blood. State. consequently, is not
the creation of reason for reason but appears as the outcome of un·
fathomable. irresistible moving forces of the godess Life that is mar
ried to Death and bears these reckless. lawless, faithless. irrational,
and power-seeking regimes that find their real end in the battlefields,
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in the intoxication of conquest and subjugation. Catholic political
philosophy, on the contrary. upholds the thesis that the state is the
rational clarity of Jaw, the result of the daily renewed free resolution
of the citizen to live in the ordo. ill the working organization for the
common good. which has arisen out of tbe social nature of man as a
reasonable being and (or the perfection of his nature.

Nevertheless the problem of homogeneity has to be treated. In
the abstract order we need not concern ourselves with it, because the
fundamental homogeneity (or tlJe state is human social nature. In the
concrete order, however, the problem is most important, because the
actual state is also a creation of history adapted in its actual consti
tution. written or unwritten. to the specific features that indi\'idual
iz~ the "matter" at least partially, the actual people, nation, or tribe.
apart from the political individualization by its concrete political
fonn, the state. It must further be stressed that in concreto the com
mon good is not only an order individualized by the specific social
strUcture, economic system and law; it is based also in cotlcrelo on a
community of morals, com,ictions. interests. or even religions be
liefs. This common content in the minds of the citizens, what may be
called their common culture. represents the homogeneity of the peo
ple in its political form of existence.

\Ve see at once that there is possible a wide variation of homo
geneities as the concrete foundation of political unity; but there
must be at least one in addition to that abstract homogeneity of hu
man nature. And there may even be propounded a complete a11
embracing homogeneity as we find it in totalitarianism, 'Where really
the race or the nation or the class in an all-emhracing. all-penetrating
homogeneity is the actual basis of political existence. No room is left
for neutrality OT dissent. Only one loyalty. breakinR all olhen, is
valid: that to the race. nation, or class as the sole basis of political
and individual existence. Men not homogeneous eitllcr in fact or
by will are necessarily foes of the state. Then. of course, no sphere
of freedom is left, because no individual choice or initiative (an be
allowed, for that may lead to dissent and is therefore too hazardous.
The descriptiC?n of such a totally homogeneous state as a monolithic
ltate Ipeab for itself.

While thil represenu the maximum of homogeneity and it to
talitarian. we also find in history a minimum of homogeneity, like
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the liberalist theory with its tendency to minimize all that is gov
ernment and state to the advantage of the free society. The sole homo.
geneity of this is the observance of contractual relations and that
honesty necessary for the functioning of the economic system of capi
talism. The minimum of homogeneity is the belief in the principles
of the capitalist system. However-and therein lies the difference-it
i. not enforced by political means but by ostracism and economic per
secution, just as deftly as is done by political means. Yet even this
minimum, namely, homogeneity as to the law and abiding by the
law, is never merely abstract, is never merely formal, because no
positive law is absolutely open to any and every content; nor is a con
stitution a merely fonnal code oE political organization and govern
ment activities, but embraces rather a concrete material decision
about certain common values that are presupposed as the homo
geneous basis of the political unity.

The bill of rights is not mere formalism but has as its basis certain
clearly dis(overable convictions. Freedom of speech presupposes a
belief in the ability of the individual mind to find objective truth.
The consequence of freedom of speech (discussion and deliberation)
presupposes the com'iction that a plurality o[ men viewing a prob
lem from different angles has a better chance to find the best solution
than even the best eduC"ated absolute monarch, who, by the way, ap
peals to counselors, too. for his decision. Freedom of conscience pre
supposes a deep regard for the di~nity of the individual person and
the sanctity of the intimate religious sphere. Freedom from arbitrary
search of premises prt:supposes the home of the family as the free
sphere of parental authority, for in an Amazon state this rule would
be void.

l'hus \'hes~ hmdamenla\ ri~hts ate not mere formalities but they
presuppose a material moral homogeneity. Only peop\c who na~e

forgotten this can KO so far as to allow even to sul)\ersh'e individuals
the full use of these rights. A Nazi or communist, who denies the
substance of these ri):thts and thus the material homogeneity of a free
democracy in regard to such basic moral values, has no claim to the
free use of these rights, for he practically sa)'s: As long as you rule,
I demand these rights on the basis of your principles; if my revolu
tion succeeds, I will deny them to you on the basis of my principles.
It is with telling force that our language denotes totalitarianism all
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subversive. What does it endanger? An empty form? No. the moral
and philosophical basis that forms the real moral homogeneity of
democracy. The state is in conCf'eto always a moral being. too, for it
lives by the actual exercise of social and political virtues. which con
eem the common good, the status fJoliticus. The measure of moral
homogeneity and the actual wiU to political unity are the measure
of individual liberty. The demand for justice. for observing the order
of law, is the minimum of this homogeneity. The quest for a govem·
ment of law means this. as far as the law itself represents the minimum
of political, moral homogeneity. This quest. indeed, also means that
law is not intended as a mere formal element open to every and any
content, but that its content should be the minimum of enforcible
homogeneity that guarantees the preservation and protection of the
state.

The problem of homogeneity of the "matte-r" of the state (meta
physically a materia secunda, of course) appearl in many historical
situations as most important. When Philip II used the Spanish In·
quisition for political purposes. it was not so much religious fanati
cism that ruled him, but his conviction that religion should be the
homogeneous basis of the state which he intended to build. There·
fore, at least in the beginning. conversion to the Church was enough
to avoid the Inquisition, while apostasy from the Church delivered
one to the Inquisition. Similarly the conviction that religious homo
geneity is the only secure basis for political existence led to the
execution of heretics in the Roman Empire in the Middle Ages, while
there are enough proofs that Church leaders thought this practice
wrong.' At other times, other kinds of homogeneity will be considered
necessary. and dissenters will be prosecuted and persecuted. The hi..
tory of capitalism shows interesting features of such persecutions of

• The blue is ftry tompUcaled. Emperor Justinian (in NOIJltlltJ lSI). like Emperor
TheodoIlus before him aDd later that agnostic Emperor Frederick n, tmpoRd heavy
penaltiea upon lhe hereda. 1"M S«hlensfliegel (1115-55) similarly lhreatena berella
with bumi. (Bit. II, arl. , •• A7). Bialwp Wazo of LA. in 104S declared bimself apin.1
It. St. Thoma bolda tllal' the state has lhe right to infticl capital punishment on the
peniucioullleredc (Sum".11 tlaftll.• lIa 11K. q.lI. a.5: d. IkJlarmine. D. llIldI. III:
Ccm~. c.al). UmaUy the ReWar rulers are more .."age in lheir idea. and aCII
than the dnudullen became. III a community that 10011. [aitb u ." buJa 0( political
....leDCle. ben:sy was CODIidered a rebcllioD aga.Insl the .laIC: JUII II lhe early Purfl....
fa New E.nd abo IheughL For further malerial. lee Eduard Eichmann, Aeht .,,11
Ball '".lWeIurech' ria MiU.lailm ('909) and P. HiDlchi.... G,lehieh,. unci Q_u..
.......... Re,h" (Jth ed.. IlIgo).
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more or less "radical" labor leaden called "disloyal" to the atate or
nation because they endangered the tacitly presupposed economic
homogeneity of a capitalist system by propagating heterogeneous eco
nomie systems.

The homogeneity problem is important in foreign policy also.
The difficulties of the so-called nationality-state (state with national
minorities) in a nationalist era is the following. Such a state thinks it
lacks homogeneity on account of its national heterogeneity. Instead,
therefore, of looking for a different kind of homogeneity, it too readily
is inclined to establish national homogeneity by enforced nationaliza
tion which has as a consequence a continual growth of government
intervention and bureaucracy in stark contradiction to the demo
cratic, therefore tolerant, constitution. Furthermore, states sur·
rounded by strong, covetous neighbors try to increase the field of
homogeneity in order to make themselves less penetrable from with
out and thus stronger by removing any possibility of dissent.

In the last resort this problem is connected with that of loyalty.
Loyalty is more than external conformity to legality. It does indeed
signify that. But in addition it includes an active moral assent to the
values and moral convictions that form the moral unity and prelegal
homO'Jeneity of this concrete political form, the state. Hence it is inter
nal anclsubjecti\e and can be but insufficiently shown by an outward
conformity to the law. It needs special expression by the use of political
symbols, by a readiness for voluntary service and sacrifices in the in
terest of the common good. By exaggeration it may show itself also
in the discarding or voiding of loyalties to something other than the
state, for instam.e. to the pope. Thus in England and in the colonies,
but in Germany too, the Catholic was often considered a rather
doubtful citilen and was kept from office and from tbe baUot because
his publicly professed loyalty to the pope was thought to weak.en and
diminish his loyalty to the crown or the state. He was considered not
homogeneous enough. measured by the standards of the supposedly
homogeneous majority.

In the interest of human dignity and liberty, this concrete demand
of homogeneity must be controlled. One way to do so is by federalism
or regionalism. The single political units that form the federation can
more readily reach a tolerable homogeneity than can all of them to
gether. Loyalty is the easier, the less it is outwardly enforced by con-
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formity. i.e•• adoption of homogeneity. Thus the supreme loyalty to
the federation is strong enough for the protection and preservation
of iuelf and its members. while the loyalty to the member states may
have a good homogeneous basis in their more local traditions. in their
native character and culture.

A further restriction upon an exaggerated demand for a homo
geneity which actually often threatens to issue in uniformity arises
from the principle of subsidiarity. According to this principle the
.tate should leave all social tasks and activities which can be per
formed by smaller communities to such communities. Any task that
free (private) cultural or economic or educational organizations and
institutions can perform. in the framework of the public order of law.
by their own initiative or by their own service to ideals which often
traD5Cend those of the state. should be left to their discretion and
competency. For example. any demand by the state for a monopoly
of education in order to produce such a homogeneity as nationalism
conaiders ideal. is intrinsically vicious. \Ve may grant that the state
has decidedly an interest in the education of its future citizens; we
may grant that the state has a right to demand certain minimum
.tandards. certain supervisory and advisory functions. Yet the state
has no right to monopoly in education. for many educational aims.
religious education. character education. the formation of the moral
comcience. are transcendent to the state. They aim at higher values
than the state itself is. at values in relation to which the state itself
is a servant. If the state. in disregard of the principle of its subsidiarity
in education. establishes a monopoly of education under appeal to
fullest homogeneity of its citizens. the schools are turned into barracks
of the mind. where perhaps robots. uniform particles of masses. are
molded. but whne the moral wells are dried up. the sources from
which the state as a moral organism really lives.

It can be stated. therefore. as a principle that a state is not the bet
ter the more homogeneity it has. Otherwise the totalitarian .tate
would be the ideal; the principle should be: Have as much freedom
u it possible. as much homogeneity and therefore only as much
compulsion u is nccasary in any given situation of history. And
funhermore. loyalties aTe necessarily many. The loyalty to God and
to the Church. to the family and to "my people" (nol necessarily
identical with all the citizen members of the .tate). the loyalty to my
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professional or my vocational group. union. and the like. and the
loyalty to the state: ordinarily they can and do exist together with
out conflict; and the less a constitution or a state produces such con
flicts. the ~etter is that state under the supreme loyalty to God.



CHAPTER XII

The State as a Moral Organism

I. THE STATE NOT A MERE S\'STEM OF LF.GAL NORMS

THE state. as we pointed out frequently, is not a mere legalistic en·
tity, a s}'stem of norms, but a moral organism. It is the nature of man
to live in a sphere of tension, Not in a dualistic world, like Gno~tidsm

that once was and still is potent in heresies contending that there are
two principles. two worlds strictly opposed and separated. What we
mean is a tension arising from a polar opposition of diverse principles.
)fan's task as an individual and as a member of social hodies is to
unite these principles. Such antithetical concepts. though always
leading to synthesis, are the following: freedom-subordination;
authority-autonomy; nature-spirit; reason-will; sO(·il·ty (state)
-individual; power-law; eronomics--ethics. These are the poles
out of which life comes, between which arise its stress and strains. be
tween which it goes on. To overcome this restlessness in the restCul.
ness of God is the longing of man. Chri~tian philosophy has ever
marked this tension, this antithetic character of man.

All perfectionism and all progressivism ha\c tried to do away with
this essential mark of human existence. Th('se systems deny ethics
and believe in the laws of economics. They glorify freedom and. in
detesting subordination and order, dream of an anarchic future; they
deify nature and race or matter and despise the intelle<.t and the
things invisible which only faith grasps. They adore power but "de·
bunk" the moral tradition and the law which for them are merely
clever expedients to fool the innocents. Christian philosophy is aware
of this antithetic character, too. but it a]so knows that it can be o\'er·
come by mowing the hierarchy of values and the synthesis. the can·
cordtmt;a discordilntium. Thus it understood the necessity of bal·
ancing the opposing pressures of these haunting antitheses in human

aI.
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life. it understood their destiny to become reconciled in the moral
effort till they are definitely overcome in the life beyond.

Thus it conceived the state as a unity in multiplicity, as a moral
organic entity. Here were bridged the opposing poles, each of which
means only a part of the full life. Already its "vitalistic" metaphysics,
as opposed to mechanistic. its psychology that sees in the soul the
"form" of the body, both constituting one substantial entity. man; all
these gave the opportunity to see both lines of ideas united. It is
striking to see how. since the breakdown of Thomistic philosophy.
the intellectual life destined for unity goes astray. thinking. 50 to
speak. in a linear way. The overemphasis of individual liberty pro
duces an exaggerated subjectivism to which all "power" and authority
must appear as heteronomous and therefore arbitrary. The pendant
of this individualist concept of liberty is the thesis that all authority
and power is arbitrary and thus immoral. Consequently the idea is
developed that the state belongs to a lower form of human social
existenc e and will wither away. Or the power and authority are, as
in Hl.'Stcl's philo'iophy, raised to the substance of morality itself. One
C'Ollld WI ite an interesting history of political philosophy showing
how. since the Renaissance and Reformation. a philosophy of separa
tion. of antimonies. has replaced the great harmony of Thomism.
To no small extent the longing for a harmonious philosophy. felt
today after the heyday of separative specialization, is traceable to
this.

For Catholic political philosophy the state is not an arbitrary, un·
nt'ces~ary institution, entered into by individuals 50 that they may
f('main as free as they were before. That idea is a contradiction. Nor
is the state the unconsdolls outgrowth of biological life, of an invol
untary. llnintcllectual. blind drive of a mysterious force. nature. The
ordo is essentidlly for reason and by reason, though actually it is in·
stituted and preserved by the will of the authority and by the con
tinuous will of the citizen to realize the order. Yet a full picture of
political life in concreto is impossible without an appreciation of
the power of vested economic interests to sway moral conscience by
tonfusing private interests and the common good. But this realistic
appreciation must not lead to skepticism but rather to the full ap
prehension of moral values in social and economic life and to the
clear vision of the common good as the controlling measure for the
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lOVereign intervention of the state in the &~ economic society. One
cannot say that the state is more important than the individual per
IOD absolutely. for the state is essentially of service character. How
ever. the state. as the highest form of the good life. may demand
from the individual even the sacrifice of life for its continuance. This
it may do because the state. as the objective framework of the good
life for all. is more than one individual's private good.

II. THE SocIAL AND POLITICAL VIRTUES

Sovereign authority is a necessary property of the state. But as it
takes its legitimacy from the concrete service to the common good.
it cannot destroy the ordo in which the lower groups in autonomy
perform their ends protected by the ordo and realiling it just as
much as does the authority. The idea of political life. as the tern·
poral perfect form of human life. is not only an efficacious principle.
it is also intrinsically the end and the norm of existence and growth.
but an end that is realized by free men, a nomt that rules moral
activity not compulsory; blind. animal growth. According to this
view. free. independent individual persons are at the same time mem
bers of families. of professional and vocational groups. of many olher
free associations. of national civilizations, and finally of the whole.
the state. In- this view the state is the necessary form of human exist·
ence on account of the essential end and freedom of man. But this
mstence and this freedom are realized in concrete institutions and
organizations engendered by history. by geogTaphy. by economic and
cultural surroundings. This. then. means the acknowledgment of
the political existence of this people. this nation. preformed as the
"matter" for the political life. This cannot be understood fully as a
logical thing, but remains somewhat irrational in its affective ties of
sympathy, of love. of passionate affinities. Yet these. incapable of self·
direction, require a rational guidance and a conscious governing to a
rational end. measured by the norm of natural law. The state is thus
not an abstract. formal order or system without regard to material
CODtent. an empty shell to be filled with any content. It is order and
iJ the sum total of the persons and things ordered. The state does
Dot7fJve by the law alone. It is more than a logical system of legal
..... although, as the concrete order of perlOns and for perIODJ.
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it lives in the law and not beyond the law, u the biological and
sociological schools contend.

Catholic political philosophy is aware of these interdependencies.
That is why it extols those social and political virtues which live be
yond legal minima and legalistic formalities, such virtues as fidelity,
piety. and loyalty, that are akin to legal justice. Hence the rationality
of the formal legal system is considered not the only essence of the
state; that rationality of the law seems rather to be like directing rays
from a lighthouse, which arises out of the waves of social life. This
universe o[ a thousand diversities o[ spirit and blood, of past tradi
tion and present improvisation. of the upsurge of rising masses and
serenely ruling elites, of emotional preferences and irrational dis
likes, all this life cannot be caught and held merely by legal forms.
The true communities of life (the family. the Church, the state) live
not by legal form; they live and are nourished by the power of love,
faith. loyalty. piety, obedience, grace. They are endangered by the
opposing vices of egoism, treachery, lust for power. revolt, selfish
ness. infidelity, treason against mutual trust.

These good forces are not produced by the legal system; nOT are
the vices completely suppressed by it. The virtues are protected by
the law and directed to the right end. the common good. The vices
are repressed, are made harmless for the order; to destroy their hano
fulness is the work of education, of religion, an incessant work and
an indispensable one. It is the task of the state, giving it dignity and
majesty, to direct to the common good these blessings and mischief
making powers that arise out of the inexhaustible fountain of life.
These forct"s are in themselves undirected and may be used for a good
or a bad end. as all virtues have their opposing vices. or, if they are
misdirected. become vices. They must, therefore. be directed to the
common good by the legal order in the interest of all, and the vices
must he checked as a menace to the order.

Man is not good in himself. The powers, even love and loyalty
and obedience, can destroy as well as construct. To direct them to the
construction and prt"servation of peaceful order among individuab,
families. and their associations born of common interest. of sym
pathies, creeds. cultures, and traditions, and to prevent a war of all
against all, is the task of the state, of politics, that is, the ec:lucation of
the people to be itself the state in an active sense.
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The state is the ordo rerum humanarum and politks is the unre
Jenting task to preserve, readapt, and restore this ordo in a world of
everchanging social relations, in a life of the many which, if left to it
self. is chaotic and would become more chaotic the closer men actu
ally lived together. Thus politics is the perpetual task of man; it is
the original. unavoidable form of human social existence. It is wrong
to say that economics is destiny. No; politics is destiny, the concrete
political order. for law is frozen politics. We should always be on our
guard against the false view. that politics must give way to economics
or business, as li~ralist theory puts it. This is the great heresy of
the nineteenth century, liberalism: the substitution of the economic
categories of utility, production, and profits for the political rate
gories of order. law, and sovereign authority, this de\'aluation of the
political concepts of the state, in favor of economic C'Oncepts and
business practices. But these fields of human activity thrive under
different stars and values.

It was in part a base move, this denluation of the state. It was an
excellent means to construct the domination of the bour~eois type
over all fields of human life. It minimized the state in order to rule
the community for itself. In place of law as the rule of human exist
ence, it substituted the efficiency of business. For the state as the finest
creation of the constructive human mind, for the good life of the
perpetual human community, it substituted the well-oilcd machine
for producing profits, without regard to how they were gaint'd and
from where they came. Consequently, not unselfish service to the
community but economic success became the standard of SOt ial repu
tation. Full moral and public responsibility, that complementary
concept of authority and power, has vanished in (a\'or of the limited
responsibility of invested money. The anonymity of the private corpo
ration. the perpetual interchange of replaceable individuals in the eco
nomic process, has, e\"en in the economic field, destroyed the value of
social responsibility. This it has done to such an extent that the state
must increasingly intervene and, by force of law, reali:.,rn economic
power and public Fetponsibility, because business ethics, individualist
as it was. had tried to accomplish the impossible, the separation
of economjc power and public responsibility. Indeed, business does
not become better when we call politics an ugly business.

The pursuit of happinns is a political concept and it means, too.
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the happineu of the whole, the good order among the citizens that
engenders the individual happiness. Furthermore. this happiness it
not measured by the number of modern gadgets that blatant advertis
ing forces on us. but by the peace and good order of community life.
the development and cultivation of human values. of virtues. of arts.
of religion, of justice. In the metaphysical sense economics is the mat·
tcr that needs the form of order. Its categories therefore depend on
the political categOl ies, the form.giving concepts that have to do
primarily with man, and with the economic values only as service val·
ues, not as the controlling standards. Therefore the end of politics is
the state. the ordo rerum humauarum, the form in which the people.
conditioned by its biological inheritance and fatherland. by its sagas
and spiritual tradition. recognizes itself and exalts itself. expresses
its hidden soul in symbols and in the form of its definite political
existeD< e. in a hiKhcr. more perfect form of communal existence.
Elonomies is a subordinate feature of this community life and es
sentiallya sen'ant to the ordo that lives by justice. piety. loyalty. and
charity as the specifically human values. That is why the state may
justly demand the sacrifice of life from the individual citizen. whereas
it does not make sense to talk of dying for greater profits. Man per
feets himself in being a citilen in the 5tatus politicus, not by being a
successful homo econom.ctu. Therefore again, the legislator holds
the highest human office. next to the priest who cares for souls. for.
as the Roman lawyers expressed it. law means the knowledge of things
divine and human. the science of what is just and unjust. Therefore.
as Ulpian rightly sa)s, the jurist is called a priesl.1

III. POLITICAL FREEDOM AND MORALITY

And again. freedom. the generous gift of God to man as a person.
is so fundamentally a complementary concept of order that economic
freedom is merely a reflection of political freedom. but it may easily
become enslavement when not all the members of thc community
are political1y free and independent from their capitalist breadmas
ters. Hence there exists a certain complementary relation between
freedom and compulsory law as the minimum of legal behavior among
the members of a community. Any community lives on into the fu-

I lru,ltu'iont' (Glii). I. I: Dige.'•• I. a.
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ture by the fact that the individual memben can expect a law-abiding
behavior &om one another. that all will keep the rules they have
agreed upon as the constitution of their community life. Only thus
can man overcome the hazards of his existence. Man desires a secure
future for himself. his family. his property. He ran secure it only by
continuous war (the might of the stronger) or by the introduction of
an order of moral and legal. that is. compulsory. rules. But for the
ake of more material security or for better mechanical efficiency.
these legal rules of compulsion may expand so much that no room
is left for freedom. This happens when the rules are transformed
into individual commands dominating all acti\'ities of the citizens.
who are now passive instruments of the sole free one. the tyrant. Free
dom and law. as a general rule. are therefore not mutually opposed;
but freedom and arbitrary compulsion. or freedom and individual
commands. are definitely so. In an anoy there is less freedom than in
a club or a college; that is why suspecting democracies are against
compulsory military service since they see in it a nursery of militarism.
a foe of freedom for aU; that is why in free democracies. even in war
time. the military power is subordinated to the civil Kovernment.

Therefore law in connection with freedom means chiefly not statute
law. compulsory law; it means rather moral law; and this law is not
the opposite of freedom but rather the protector of freedom. The
compulsory law enforces such standards of behavior as are deemed
necessary for the mere practical existence of the community; they
have been called ethical minima. that need to be transformed into
compulsory legal rules. But beyond these rules there exists in the
minds of the citizens a body of rules not formally enforced. especially
the ethical rules that are at least as important as these minima. Free
dom as distinguished from license means. then. that the citizen. in
free acceptance of these laws. realizes for himself and the community
a higher and more perfect life. Therefore any growth of such freedom
calls for the growth of more sensitive and more highly developed
moral laws.

Man is the freer the more be is ethical. A Slate can be freer the
more its citiIeDs cultivate social and political virtues.' And we can
declare the lo1Jowing as a universal principle. In the more integrated,
intel'Ckpeac1eBt social and economic life, state intervention. that ia,

• II .,.,_ tberefoIe made mue the bula of the repubUc.
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increase of the compulsory minima, grows in the same ratio as social
and political virtues fail to grow. If the banke" of a country with a
complicated credit economy do not themselves develop a high stand
ard of professional ethics, then in the interest of the bank customen
(the public), the state must intervene by narrowing down that sphere
of freedom which was not determined by tbe necessary standard of
professional ethics. Unions may be free in bargaining collectively:
but when their leaders are lacking in the presupposed ethical stand
ards. then the state must intervene with compulsory legislation. Free
dom. therefore, is possible only on account of corresponding ethical
responsibility and obedience. No cynical critic may appeal to the
freedom of science, because this freedom is in direct ratio to the seri
ous. impartial, ethical standards of the searcher for tTUth. Plato grew
incensed against the Sophists because they demanded freedom but
declined responsibility to truth and the coordinated ethical standards.
Nobody can demand abstract economic freedom for employen and
overlook the need (or ethical restraint in the pursuit of profits and
self-interest. The practical outcome would be and has been the en
slavement of the working classes, if not legally so, at least practically.
\Ve see the evidence in the revolt of the workers and in their demand
for industrial democracy.

The test of modern freedom in democracy is not freedom of enter
prise or an abstract economic freedom, but economic freedom for all
citi7ens by securing the rights of the worker and a stronger cooperative
spirit, instead of one inspired by narrow self-interest. The more the
cooperative spirit is fostered, the more equal obedience is furthered
as a rendering of service to the objecth'e purpose of increasing the
standard of living for all, the better can freedom be preserved. On
the other hand, the less the cooperative spirit prevails. the more will
narrow self·interest grow and the more the state, as an administrative
bureaucracy, will reach out into the field of freedom. Thus the state
will become more totalitarian under the necessity of furthering the
common good. Undoubtedly this is not the best way to protect the
common good, but rather the worst; yet there is no other choice.
Freedom, then, will be deserved and won by virtuous service to the
common good. Hence politics is destiny, not economics; and politics
belongs to the moral sciences.
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IV. POWER AN ELEMENT OF THE STATE

Here another problem looms upon the horizon: the problem of
state and power or might. The history of political thought exhibiu
a colorful galaxy of theories: from the cynical worshipers of vio
lence. from the pessimistic glorifiers of power as the essence of the
.tate. to the utopian dreamers and the optimistic prophets of a chilia5
tic society, where there is no state, no compulsory law, no "power,"
but only a free society. History even shows us noble experimenu
especially on the ecstatic basis of sectarianism. that tried to realize
these dreams, only to disappear after a short time or to degenerate
quickly into a ruthless despotism.

The sociological theory of the state by such scholars as Gumplovicz,
the Marxist theory, and the Machiavellian doctrine. together with
that of Hobbes, all regard the state exclusi\'ely as a power organiza
tion beyond law and morality. Law and morality appear to them as
mere camouflage or as an ideological. unreal superstructure for the
only real thing. the lust for power. This lust for power may be that
of individuals following the Machiavellian Principe or of classes like
the bourgeoisie according to Karl Marx or, to go back to earlier times,
like the Athenian patriciate according to Trasymachus. who was the
first to propound the cynical phrase: "Might makes right:'

In oppositien to these theories there have always been doctrines
regarding power and might as intrinsicaJly bad. These doctrines en
deavor utterly to eliminate the power element from the state or they de
mand elimination of the state iuelf. To the first class belong some
Stoic philosophers and Christian sects, like the \Valdenses or the Fra
deelli and in modem times radical liberal theorisu who contend that
the ltate is merely a system of legal ordinances and nothing clse. To
the second school belong all the anarchists (IiteralJy. "no govern
ment"), whether of Christian extraction like the Manichaean SKU

or the many experimenu of religious communist groups like those
of Roben Owens, Brook Farm, and 50 on.' These Christian secu all
in some way assert that, because the state is caused by sin, redemp
tion makes it superfluous for the elect and redeemed. Of course. it
must not be forgotten that seldom were those doctrines objective
and philosophical. Oftener. they are practical political theoriea di-

•a. J'IaDda CalvertOD. "''''''I! Aftlell DMetI '0 Tread (1941).
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reeted against an actual government that arbitrarily used its power
against the disciples of heresiarchs or political leaders in an effort to
suppress their movements which frequently voiced a justifiable com
plaint against the ruling powers. Thus Christian sects oppressed by
the orthodox powers would contend that power and compulsory ap
plication of laws are necessary and adequate only for sinners and not
for the holy ones.

Thus we have two opposed views: the state is power and noth
ing else; the state is law, a system of ordinances, and nothing else. This
opposition of views is based to no small extent on a certain anthro
pology and even theolo~n', as we have already shown. It may even lie
dceper: in a longing of the individual to be absolutely free and un
disturbed, to grow like a flower in a wilderness, to roam through the
woods and plains in perfect freedom and independence in a state of
innoccnt nature. These are all longings that fill the books and dreams
of the romanticists in stark opposition to the Greek philosophers, who
considered the stateless and lawless man a barbarian.

Catholic political philosophy could not accept any of these oppos
ing prindples. For it the antithesis could only become: law without
power; powcr without law. Humanly speaking, both are nihilistic.
The synthesis is: power controlled by law, bv natural and divine
law, determined in positive law, the order ot law enforced against
the la\\ brealer by power. State and power are indissolubly con
nected. Power, the application of force as a factor serving the end of
the state, is one of its essential elements. As a result of original sin.
man was left darkened in understanding and weakened in will. The
individual reason. therefore, cannot always and under all circum
stances wille perfectly to truth, the inner essence of law.

":specially in what roncerns the best ways and means for a com
monly a~eed upon purpose, a thousand different opinions are p0s

sible and all may be equally worthy. The necessary unity of endeavor
to reach the end would be impossible. and the end would never be
realized, if not by persuasion and subsequent free submission of the
dissenting minority; and if persuasion is insufficient, by power and
enforcement the unity of endeavor can be completed. Even for one
who is a fanatical democrat. the application of power and the en
forcement of unity is unavoidable. A perfectly democratic govern
ment, after being empowered by the electorate. the true sovereign.
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to attain a certain aim (e.g.• the introduction of social legislation).
must have the right, after the parliamentary process has produced
the choice of means. to reach the accomplishment of this end by
forcibly suppressing any attempt to obstruct the use of the legally
approved means. In an emergency the essence of the state, as in
dissolubly connected with power, becomes even clearer. Here the
ruler or government has the right. must hne the right, to apply force
ext,. or pruter and even contra legem in order to protect the unity
of the order. But one thing is clear. The use of force must be con
trolled by the moral end and the ad~uate licit means to the end.

The reason for this need of power is that man is intellectually and
morally imperfect. Catholic political philosophy is aware of the al
most tragic existence of man, of his undirected passions, of his urge'
for unlimited selfish pleasure. It knows about those passions destroy.
ing the unity, rebelling against the order, selfishly neglecting the
community. which are all opposed to the social and political virtues
of justice, piety, loyalty, honesty, and charity. It knows that the actual
ordo, the framework of individual and common happiness, cannot
be realized without sacrifices. It knows that the order is incessantly
endangered by selfish lust for power, by uncontrolled self·interest,
by the temptation of rulers to abuse of authority (or selfish ends, by
political corruption. It knows, too, that the actual ordo, through the
shielding of vested interests, can become unjust, that the ch3n~ing

circumstances in social and economic life demand the abolition of
unintended privileges protected by the existing order; it knows. in
other words, that the positive order may contradict the ideal order
of peace and justice.

The order of laissez·faire capitalism thus has become unjust, create
ing unwarranted privileges of vested property rights against unjustly
.uppressed personal rights of the working classes. Formal right can.
under our mode of existence. become material wrong. In these con·
ditions the state needs power and must apply (orce (or tbe sake of
its own end. It must enforce the law against the lawbreaker; it must
forcefully change parts of the actual order which have grown unjust,
even against the will of the privileged interests; it must use force
againat the selfish resistance of the privileged interests that range
themselves above the new and juster order. All men are not con
aistently led by intelligent understanding of the necessit)' and rea-
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sonableness of a just change of the existing order, particularly if the'
latter benefits particular interests and thus offends the interests of
the other members. Therefore the state, as St. Paul says, carries the
sword; not for glory's sake or for superhuman pride and lust, but for
the sake of the order of the common good. The state has power to
use it morany, and that use is moral as long and as far as it is made
for the realization of the common good.

V. POI.ITICAL POWER ASD PRIVATE ECONOMIC POWER

\Ve must distinguish between power and violence, though the prac
tical use of these words is rather confused. Violence is unjust, is law
lcss, is unordered, is wantonly aggressive. George Sorel glorified it
against the bourgeois order; Lenin and Mussolini confessed them
seh cs as his disciples. Power in some way includes the quality of
justness, righteousness. Powcr has the direct relation to the end in
itself just. Violcnce is uncontrolled. unlimited. aimless. Power, on
the contrary. means service. responsibility to the moral end. The
liberalist tendencies in politit'al phil~ophy. whi<.h minimized power
and tricd to dl\'cst the state of any trace of power. have for some time
been proved sel£·decepthe. They disputcd the power of the state.
they tried to ahollsh as superfluous the concept of sovereignty, they
tried to harncss all state activity to cumbersome formalist rules of
procedure; they plOnloled a Lind of panjurism. They tried to do
away with any power relation, dependence. or subordination in the
state's sphere.

This they did hecause they had no idea of the common good as a
value in itscl£. not cxdushely representing the mere sum of the par
ticular goods of indi\'iduals. Consequently to them the oTdo is not a
.statu.s to be created and continuously upheld by the authority and
the p<)wel of the state. but is the order of the society, an automatic
natural one. It is created by free individuals on the basis of their
freedom of person. of property. and of contract. The individuals, for
themselvt's and by their free contractual relations, create substantially
the positive order; that order. if undisturbed by state intervention,
which presumedly is arbitrary. will at any time be the natural order•.
This is the order that corresponds perfectly to the individual gifts,
sk.ills, and abilities of the free individuals, who are also equal as to
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opportunities. A free competitive society is the ideal, a society which,
undisturbed by state intervention. weaves its web of contractual
relations by individual pri\'ate initiative, directed only by well-con
sidered self·interest. This competitive society thus creates automatic
ally at any time and produces as if with an invisible hand the right
and just order, where everybody holds tbat place which corresponds
to his individual gifts and abilities.

The result was not a natural order, or equality, or the abolition of
power, subordination. and dependence. On the contrary, in that s0

ciety so undisturbed by state intenention, the power of wealth, of
capital, and of high finance was established. And while equality before
the law was somewhat reached, the economic inequality. the cleavage
in society between a few rich and the broad masses of poor grew con
tinuaUy. The political privileges were abolished, but the new eco
nomic privileges grew more scandalously. The political dependence
was done away with; but, as an individual, actually living on a short
term labor contract. enacted as a result of his weak bargaining power,
the worker in his life and person was more dependent on the decision
of indifferent, impersonal estimates of cost accountants or fmancial
operators, than the journeyman had ever been dependent on the
master, the subject on the sovereign. Thus that power which liberal·
ist theory argued away in the political sphere. returned aggrandized
and rather more non-moral as private power, yet as politically irre
sponsible power in the economic society.

TI1US the outcome is not a peaceful and justly ordered society of
free men and equals. but it is the modem industrial class-society. In
this society capitalist and financial interests may easily form a kind
of invisible government, strong and nnhless behind the fair screen
of democracy_ The outcome is the modem class-society, the injustices
in the social and economic order that are the more felt as they are in
such contradiction to the solemnly propounded political principles of
human rights and democracy. This contradiction became so stronR
that the laissez-Iaire abstention of the state had to be given up. Social
legislation, which is state intervention. was called for because tbe class
cleavage turned into political issues; revolutionary or reformatory
socialism demanded, even from the most inveterate partisans of
laissez·taire. legislative and administrative intervention on the part
of the Rate. But everything depends now on the kind of state inter-
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vention. If it cures symptoms only, but not the roots of the evil, then
dlere arises the danger that the state's administrative intervention
simply substitutes state bureaucracy and planning for insufficiently
coordinated and cooperative self-initiative. The result may be an
enormous growth of the state's bureaucratic apparatus of social and
economic control and not the reconstruction of a stable order of self
government and cooperative self-control in liberty. But then the
basic fault, namely, the class cleavage, the class consciousness. and the
class strugA'le. continues. and the classes begin to strive for the control
of the bureaucratic apparatus. Each class tries to increase it as a means
of social and economic control of the opposing class. Thus, wherever
the class struggle outbalances the consciousness of political unity, or
wherever the destruction of political unity is the accusation hurled
successfully by the one class against the other, there the bureaucratic
apparatus. growing with every shift in election or Cabinet change.
bemmes the prile of political party struggle. Consequently parties
organized or at least crystallized round class interests. are interested
in the control of an increasing bureaucratic apparatus than in the
fundamental cure of this situation, in the reconstruction of the social
order, or in the limitation of the state to its proper field.

No wonder then that this cancerlike growth of bureaucracy in s0

ciety produces a quasi-totalitarian state, a mixture of mercantilist and
socialist bureaucra('y. With the advent of this evil, all began to seek
the strong state, strong against the class opponent. They had forgot
ten that the really strong state is not the bustling bureaucratic state
but rather the reserved state that rules above the busy citizen. It reigns
in solemn majesty, the imperial arbiter of interests. the protector of
the ("Ommon good. This majesty is typified not by busy bureaucrats
but by the sublimity of political symbols, by the flag, by the national
anthem. and by the calm dignity of the legislators. the Supreme Court.
the President, where the venerable office and the esteemed institution
is more important than personal ambitions and individual weak
nesses. The state is majesty, dignity, sublimity. What is symbolized,
what is invisible to the bodily toye but so visible to the eye of the
intellect and dear to the heart and mind of the citizen. that is the
state, though skeptics and cynics try to argue it away. \Ve may add
that consequently state and religion are more closely related than
modem laicism thinks. It is not a mere custom, but rather a profound
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symbol of the biblical sentence, "By Me kings reign," that our legis
lative assemblies are opened with prayer. Power is thus submerged
in a feeling of responsibility before God and before the people. Here
is the best protection against arbitrariness and abuse.

The theory that started out to do away with the "political animal"
has produced the "economic animal." What a strange resultl A weak
state because subservient to strong class interests; a meddling bureauc·
racy doing away with the self-government and self-control of the natu
ral social, professional, and vocational groups; a concentration of
social, economic. and "public" power. This power controls the whole
community but is "'ested in private individuals and in private or·
ganizatio.n. It is ruled by private interests without tbe counterbalance
and the justification of power, namely, public responsibility and
subordination to the common good. responsible to the people. the
public. the respublica.

VI. THE \VUKENING OF SociAL ETHICS

The first cause of this development is the neglect of morality and
an exaggerated individualism that forgets the basic principle of sub
sidiarity and of self-go\·ernment.

Wherever men live and work together there arises the problem of
power. ThQugh it is a wholesome thing to channel the use of that
power by the imposition of legal rules and of formalized proreedinRS
and standards. what is decisive is the moral restriction. that restric
tion and responsibility which make power and powerholder alike
.ubject to the end of the organization. the common good. This philo
sophical teleology of power bec"omes moral restriction and is stronger
than the finesses of legalist proceedings. which are. as history shows.
only a weak element of resistance against the temptation to abuse of
power.· There is much more wisdom than modern man suspects in
the volumes so frequently published in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries concerning the education of princes. They were directed
against Machiavelli's Prince who is a cunning, clever, amoral poli.
tician animated by lust for power. recognizing only one standard:
'U«aI. In the.e books e.g. in Ribadeneira's Princeps Christ;anw

• The IDOdern Caesarill Iyranny. racing on the prindple of popular IOverelpty.
pJebilcha, aDd even amaa1 franchise. 1hows Ihi, distinctly.
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adversw Macchiavellum or in the more famous De rege et regis
institutione of Juan de Mariana, just the opposite is taught. Piety,
religion, nay self·interest teach the prince the just policy. He is
taught that he may be rightfully deposed, if he abuses his power;
for the people is greater than the king and the king's authority and
power is derived from the people for the sake of the common good
and the popular liberties.·

We in our times are again aware of this problem. Therefore we
try hard to educate {or democracy, meaning of course an ethical p0
litical education of the citizen to prevent the abuse of power by the
modem sovereign, the people. especially by a controlled part of it,
called the majority, which may establish mob rule and then prepare
the stage {or the tyrant. This task of education, an ethical task, is the
best proof that the decisive problem in power is the moral one.

The selOnd cause we have called exa~Kcrated individualism. It ap
pears in the opposition of individual and state. This opposition omits
the most important intermediary wmmunities: the family, the free,
religious. neighborhood, professional. and vocational groups. the free
educational and cultural organizations. by narrowing the freedom of
assembly to politkal Kroupa. The opposition of individual and state is
in a way the secularized opposition of individual conscience and
Church, religious individualism, which was at the root of the Reforma
tion but was somewhat corrected in prat-tit al life, as even appears in
the history of the individual dissenters in the congregations of the
dissenters. This opposition of indhidual and state or, to use Spencer's
famous formula, man versus the state, though it represents a kind of
PCI petual plocess, took on a note of acrimony at the time of the revolt
against the absolute state.

For the absolute state had practically done away with the old inter
mediary organizations. the guilds, the professional organizations.
the self-go\ crnmt"nt of towns, and so on. The absolute state did this in
order to ha\e under itself only subjects, some df them privilt"ged ones
because tht"y were the necessary bureaucratic functionaries of the
police state. With the bourgeois re\'olutions the modem citizen turns
against the absolute prince and seeks freedom in a decided polemic
antithesis of freedom for the individual against the state. So strong is

• A. the old llIylng II: Nunqutlm liberttU gTtltior ,xltat quam ItIb reg' tno. Nathaniel
Midtlem. Th,o/ogy 01 Politla (1941). p. 140.
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that idea of the individual's untrammeled freedom that the democrats
of the French Revolution and to a certain extent of the English Revo
lution ea~rly pick up Hobbes' invective against the "corporations,"
the intermediary organizations. The French Revolutionary Assembly
abolished the political privileges of nobility and clergy in its first reso
lution. Then followed the abolition of the guilds and the professional
organizations. and soon the enactment of the Civil Constitution of the
Clergy. In England likewise the old economic organizations were
sacrificed to the principle of free. i.e., individualist, competition. At
tempts of workers at unionism were punished on the score that they
were an illegal conspiracy. Even in the United States an individualist
interpretation of the rights of man served well to keep the individuals
truly individuals, for some time at least.

The trouble was, of course. that the great pleadings for actualliber
ties against actual oppressions in the police state became one great
pleading for liberty against the state. But this justified liberal attitude.
stressing the dignity of the individual and his rights to self.government
against the collectivism of the police state. turned into liberalism.
which exalts abstract libeny as a dogma. as a creed. as an absolute
value. The substance of community life. then. and its fonns become
relations between individuals without an objective. transcendent end
as the standard of \'31ue. Social ethics. social justice. social philosophy
must give way to new sciences independent of values. to economics, to
political science, and to sociology. Forgetting that all human life oscil
lates in tension between opposing poles (here liberty versus ordo, in
dividual versus community), only the first links are considered. and
the social world must be interpreted in their light.

"Old-fashioned" philosophers, poets, and thinkers, such as the popes
from Pius IX on. began to deplore the destruction of these intermedi
ary organizations that surrendered the weaker individuals. now iso
lated and defenseless, to the callousness of the economically stronger.
They deplored the dtssolution of the family, the pouring of great
masses of rural families. tom from their customs and protective morals
that helped them to live. into the slums of the great industrial cities.
They deplored the disparaging of moral values by the skeptical real
ists and the cynical naturalists of modem literature, the vanishing of
lOCiaJ virtues along with their nursery, the dissolving family. Further
more, they deplored that these individuals were DOW so individual that
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they could not see beyond their narrow self-interests and, when in
trouble. cried for help to the state. For not much else was left between
the individual and the state, which thus threatens to turn paternal.
istic. In such a highly integrated society as ours, this means totalitar.
ianism. They deplored that these aggregated individuals might easily
become emotional, vague, and amorphous masses and, through the
diffusion of general franchise, might become a political mob. an easy
prey for ambitious politicans or a popular Caesarism, a new tyranny.
Such fears were expressed by Hegel, Newman, Pius IX, Ketteler, and
not a few of the fathers of the American Constitution.

It may be that here and there these men have exaggerated. that they
have been rather conservative and have not clearly seen that brighter
side of this individualist civilization. StilJ their criticism is wholesome
and by far not so wrong as that of those contemporaries whose sons all
too eagerly now begin to glorify Fascism. or seek communism. Today
a new evaluation of the criticism o( these conservatives, but a short
time aRo still being shouted down. begins to put in its appearance. A
return to first principles is always a good thing. Let us not forRet that
what is worth while in ourcivilil.ation has its roots in the leading ideas
of Christianity: God. the sovereign Creator and Law~ver, the dignity
of the human person. and the salvation of the soul (or the world bevond
throu~h a virtuous life here. What is worth while in modern civiliza·
tion is precisely that Christian heritage. To the extent that we live
humanly, we are nourished by these values. now long since secular
ized.-

VII. THE STATE AS A MORAL ORGANISM

Catholic political philosophy considers the state an organic unit, in
which, under the preservation of their metaphysical, substantial
equality and independence. the members of the moral organism in
dilIerent, unequal. concrete functions form that organism. Thus the
dignity of the person always exists even in the humblest function of
the organic whole. Precisely this is the most perfect expression of per-

Il &nd in )tenan', Feuille' tUltlche, (pp. X. 17 f.) • striking i1l11ltrari0'l. This some
what lired, somrwhat resigned Ikrptic. doubtful of himllelf saYI: "L'homme \aut CD
proportion du senlimenl ~liRieullqu'il emporle de sa premi~re ~ucatlon et qui parfume
lOUle .. vie. • • • La personna r~llgieuses "lYe d'une ombre. NoUi vivonl de I'ombre
d'une omm. De quoi vivra-t'on _pm nOUl~"
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aonaUty in the service of the whole. which exalts the individual and
perfects the community. This organic idea of the state as a cooperative
whole of mutually complementary functions. with preservation of the
substantial independence and specific dignity of the penon. has been
rightly caned the active. tile forming. the measuring. and sometimes
even the revolutionary principle of Christian social metaphysics. And
further. the function itself as a forming principle. too. Actually the
state doe not find as its matter an unqualified. atomistic ag~egation

of individuals formally equal. Its matter is the individuals living in
tIleir natural and free organizations like the family. the neighborhood.
tile religious community. and the various organizations of cooperative
economic and cultural activity. The quality of individuality is. more
over, a negative one. abstract and therefore easily egalitarian. But the
human being. apart from being an individual. is always a father or a
modler. a son or a daughter. a brother or a sister. a farmer or a towns
man, a member of a certain profession or vocation. or a member of a
religious group. a believer. and so on. And these qualifications consti·
tute his social life. \Vhereas the individual personality is the basis of
equality. the source of inalienable rights. the sphere sacred and
inviolable against any inten-ention from outside and from the state.
the differentiation in situation and in function is the positive social
qualification in social and political existence.

Therefore ilie polemic antithesis of individual versus state as the
total problem of political philosophy is not acceptable. Catholic phi
losophy felt not only that it was much too abstract and unreal but that
it contained dangerous dissolving tendencies. if put in a radical form.
It suspected that this antithesis would lead by fanatical conclusions
from the individual pole to the dissolution of all community. to a mere
social utilitarian interpretation and subservience of tile community
values: family. marriage, profession. These would appear as exclusive
senice values to the profit and interest of the individuals. Marriage
would appear as a contract not much different from a sales contract;
all and anything in marital relations would be at the subjective pleas
ure and will of the individual. Theslalw character would disappear in
favor of a bundle of contractual rights and obligations. merely for the
benefit, interesu. and subjective pleasure of the panners. who must

• CODIeCJuentJy be allowed to void the contract. if the "merchandise"
does DOt measure up to the expeetatiODl. or if the partnera cannot get
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along without a specific moral effon. Similarly the rights and un
limited freedom of the individual would be stressed against the state
as an ordo. while the duties and obligations of the misunderstood
status of a citizen would be minimized and limited. thus delivering
the forms of social life to the wanton selfish and subjective utilitarian
ism of the individuals. This is what Catholic philosophy foresaw as the
outcome of the attempt to base political philosophy on the one pole.
the individual. If one sets out in linear fashion from the other pole of
the antithesis. one comes necessarily to totalilariani!lm with the com
plete surrender of the individual person. who now becomes an in
different instrument of the leviathan. The individual is nothing, the
state (or the nation or the race or the class) is all. in opposition to the
other dictum. that the individual is all, the state and the family and the
communal groups are nothing. Again and again Catholic political
philosophy, from the days of the French Revolution on. has tried to
show how closely related are individualist Liberalism. the Ricardian
economic philosophy of individualism. and modern collectivism in its
different totalitarian forms of communism and Nazism.

For the organic conception. the social process, as we have repeatedly
said. develops in different stages. They are: individual person, family.
neighborhood (town, city). professional and vocational groups. re
ligious. national. cultural. edu(Oational organizations. and finally the
state as the ur,itas ordinis, itself agam a member of the community of
states or nations. humanity. All organizational forms have their in
trinsic values and their objective ends. the upper form does not make
the lower one superfluous; it must never abolish it. nOr may it take
over its functions and purposes. The indi\'idual in actual life does not
nakedly confront the state. the sovereign concentrated power. and
enviously strive to protect himself. to stress his rights. to minimize
powet'. In a society highly integrated by a division of functions. these
social forms con(ronting the state and protecting the rights of the in·
dividual safeguard the individual in the protection of the intermediary
groups: the family as a unity of parents, children. and grandchildren
and as a unity of generations. the town as the unity of neighborhood.
the professional and vocational economic and cultural autonomous
groups. Hobbes, the glorifier of the state, the despiser of individual
rights. was instinctively more correct than many modern individual·
ista, when he hated the "corporations," the groups and organizatioDi
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under the state. His leviathan became more powerful in proponion u
it did away with these intennediary self-governed groups. And it is of
profound significance that St. Thomas caUs the paternal authority a
qlUlSi-regia potestas. W'hen Aristotle protested against Plato's proposal
of communism of wives and property for the ruling class of the
warriors, he did so because this "emancipation" from family and home
would constitute a tyranny of the warriors, who would become the
state.

Thus the social process shows the end values of the intermediary
organizations and their right to realize their ends in the ordo of the
state. Thus it is once and (or all established that the state may not sub
stitute itself for these organizations because it then deRenerates into
the meddlesome, bureaucratic, and paternalist st.·lte, the last step on
the way to t)T3.nnical totalitarianism. Correlated to this is the principle
of subsidiarity, especially noted in Quadrag~simoan"o in a most (orce·
ful manner. "Of ItS very nature, the true aim of all social activity
should be to help individual members o( the social body, but never to
destroy or absorb them." Consequently "it is wrong to withdraw from
the individual and commit to the community at large what private
enterprise and industry can accomplish." 7 From this it roHows that "it
is a disturbance of right order for a larger and higher organil.ation to
arrogate to itself functions which can be performed efficiently by
smaller and lower bodies." Thus the principle of subsidiarity applies
also to the different natural or freely created communities in the social
order. Social life is go\'erned by the principles of autonomy, of hier
archy and intervention. The individuals in their free associations and
natural communities are organized by natural instinct and reason into
an order with a unity represented by the state as a sovereign organic
community. In solidarity of existence, aims, and actions, men live in
this community to perform their highest task, the salvation of their
souls and the glory of Cod. .

The hierarchy of ends is mirrored in a hierarchy of functional as·
sociations designed. directed, and measured as to efficient:}' and good-

, TIle Latin tn:r has here. flf'01"'i4 ffUlf'U et fJrOflrltJ Indwtria flom".t ~(id. The rar
II here concerned with a peral prlndple applicable to all lOCial acdvlty DOl, as may be
mcerpreted from Cbe English ~ion, only for rhe 6eId of cc:onomia. The ambigult)' of
the English waN "indUllry" cIocI DOl AClacb 10 the Lalln IndUltria. The principle
pnerally arr- burcauaadc a:nlralludon and propoundl aUlonomy aacl d·
............ iii tbe IOdaJ order .. rhe principia CDUllrerbalaadna CCIItraUzed authority.
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ness by their objective ends. As these ends, though parts of the whole
moral order, are still real ends, it behooves rational, free beings to
organize themselves and to act in performing the end by their own
initiative. Consequently the lower communities are truly autonomous;
man has a natural right to self-government, in actual organizations
and activities, to perform the objective ends in the ordo. But, in his
hazardous and transitory existence in time and space, with his in
clination to egoism. to passions disturbing the order; to imperfection
in the execution of purposes, with his difficulties in realizing the
metaphysical order of ends in a historical situation, man himself may
become a danger for the right functioning of the lower societies.
Vested interests may abuse them; lust for power may divert them from
service of the common good to the selfi!>h advantages of politicians.
The concrete form and constitution originating under specific his
torical circumstances and sen'ing well for a time may become too rigid
and thus hamper the right function or even he totally inadequate to
reach the objective end. Thus a distortion in the social organism may
disturb the balanced functioning and welfare of the whole. If this
should occur. the supreme protector of the order, whatever its form.
the state in that significant sense. has the right and the duty to inter
,'ene.

The purpose of this intervention is the reconstruction of the order,
the rehabilitation of the function. not the abolition of the part or the
substitution of the state tor the lower society. To illustrate: Economics
is the production of wealth not as an absolute end. but as a service.
end to bring the whole community to a fuller and more perfect life
measured by the metaph)'sical and religious ideas of man's destiny.
Therefore the production of wealth is more than a problem of tech
nical efficiency. of the most economic means; it is also a problem of
order. of justi< e. of charily. For wealth is produced for men. Thus the
individual and functional distribution of wealth and of the national
income. always produced by cooperation among the individual mem
ben and the «onomic groups. is of utmost political importance; any
order in society and state is an order of produl'tion as well as onc of
distribution. Every member should participate as much in this ma
terial pan of the ("ommon good as it contributes to it.

But this is a question of social justice, of the right social and ec&

nomic order. In some parts of the social and economic field, the rule
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is not that of the objective standards of justice and charity, but rather
the rule of unequal bargaining power. Or the abstract forces ~f supply
and demand operate in contradiction to the quest for justice. Or
again. because of ule commercialization of labor-power. the property
less proletarian, in his life and social existence. is subject to the blind
and morally indifferent forces of supply and demand. Thus he is un
able to participate fully in the advantages of the common good: a
standard of living above the level of poverty. an economic security
for his existence. a family life worthy of human dignity. In an these
cases there arises a situation, a social and economic disorder that cries
for an intervention of the state. A readjustment of the economic sys
tem by political decision is necessary if aU the participants themselves
are not able to readjust the mistakes by their own initiative. either
because they cannot cure me distortion of the order or because they
arc not lViUing to cure it on account of a lack of truc appreciation
of justice. But this intervention can never be more than readjustment.
reconstitution. of the order of self-initiative. of property, of free
functioning of the individual persons. their associauons. and func
tional groups in the social and economic field as a stat.lS of the eco
nomic society to be enacted and enforced by the political authority,
the state.

The order of justice is thus the measure of inten'ention. Con
sequently the state has to restore the malfunctioning parts or help
in their self-restoration. It must help to abolish the unjust distribution

. of bargaining power, the abuse of social and economic power against
one group: because such an unjust distribution or abuse is against
the common good. But the state has no right to substitute a bureau
aatic apparatus for the functioning of the (ree associations. nor has
it, by reasons of social perfectionism, a right to meddle continually
in petty tutelage in the affairs of its citizens. A. Smith was right when
he stressed the importance of self-interest against mercantilist bureauc
racy. He was wrong when. by a rather individualist interpretation,
he declared that self-interest controlled by free unrestricted competi
tion would ~ able in a mechanical. automatic way 10 produce a true
social order of justice and harmony.

The organic view of the state offen thus the critical standard. too.
It measures the right and wrong developments in every historical
aituatioa. The basis is the natural law as the IUpreme rule under
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which the state and all its powers function. It may be that practical
jurists scoff at the idea of natural law. But we should learn from ex
periences. Modern totalitarianism grew most readily in national
cultures where for generations the idea of natural law had been
ridiculed and where the rule of judges had been substituted by a pic
ture of the judge as a mere automaton, applying in court any rule that
the sovereign commanded. It grew most readily, too, where the mind
of the rulen was not dominated by the vision of an unchangeable
order to be realized by each generation in chanwng historical cir
cumstances. These rulen were dominated rather by the usefulness of
everything for the flawless functioning of the ant-state or the ma
terialistically conceived race (or class state). This attitude disregarded
the eternal values and the human dignity of the individual person;
a person destined for more than wealth, power, efficiency; destined
for happiness, for freedom in justice, for the perfection of himself
and the salvation of his soul.



CHAPTER XIII

The Nattlre of the Commo1l Good

II. THE OBJECTIVE PUIU'OSE OF THE STAn

IT IS the privilege and duty of man over and over abrain to ponder the
end of the social institutions and forms that gh'e shape to life. Life is
a perpetually changing stream of noble and ignoble impulses. of love
and hate. of ardent 5trh'jng for justice and recurring betrayal of
spiritual values for material advantages. Thus the actual forms of
social life are always in danger of being abused or of becoming obso
lete or unfit to reach their objective ends and thus obnoxiow to the
very end which they ought to sen'e.

It is, therefore. always necessary to measure the actual forms in
their historical working by the ideal philosophical end of these social
forms. Moreover. this re-examination is needed to justify. before the
human mind and the urge for freedom, the restricting bonds which
these social forms always carry.

Now just this very question in regard to the end of the state is. more
than any other question. dependent on the philosophical background
of him who tries to answer it. The basis for his answer is a complex
one. It depends on his idea of man, of man's end in this earthly life
and beyond. It is dependent on his ideas about the existence and
nature of a universal order in human community. aoout life and the
respective moral values to be realized or at least guaranteed by that
order. It is the question of freedom and compulsion, of the rights of
man and the extent of governmental authority, of individual initia·
th'c and superimposed govemment interference with this sphert' of
indi\'idual initiative. It is the question of the independence of the
family and the religious community from the sovereign body politic.
And lastly it becomes the problem of the existence and necessity of a
real COCDJDunity of nations as the highest form of human lodal life.

T'" problem is thus twofold. A mere Itudy of facts may be inter
JDI
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eating and helpful. It may even be sufficient if the political and social
order is not at stake. A bourgeois society may thus not arouse any
doubts in the mind of the bourgeois capitalist who derives a good
income from his vested interests. however much the factory worker
and the moral philosopher. the progressive statesman and the liberal
jurist. may have grave doubts concerning the sufficiency and excel
lence of that order. But. when the fundamental institutions of the
existing political order become doubtful. then a mere study of facts
is not sufficient. With irresistible force the philosophical question of
right. or we may say of justice, arises and demands an answer. And
this is what we have to consider now, always of course being aware
that we do it for the practical reason of measuring the value of the
existing order and getting a foundation for answers to the practical
questions put before us.1

By these statements we have implicitly said that the state has an
ohjective purpose, ultimately in its very essence independent of the
mere factual will of its constituents, just as we have explicitly said
that the idea of the state, its essence, is of a supra-individual character,
that it is a moral, legal. and objective institution and not merely the
sum or its constituents. On the other hand the end of the state is not
absolute according to Christian philosophy. It is inserted into the
universal order of human ends, into the order of creation, therefore
subordinated to the supreme end of all creation, the glory of God.

II. TilE SERVICE CUARACTER OF TilE STATE

When we say that the end of the state is an objective one and is
not the mere sum of the ends of its constituents, it should not be con
cluded that man's end is wholly subordinated to the state; the ends of
the state and of man really coincide. Human life is possible only in
the framework of the state; (rom this (act the political authority de
rives dignity and majesty. True as it is that man is not a slave of the

1 These distinctiolll are today of greatest importance. The tOlalitarian ltate can be
refuted only by a dear view of the end o( the ltate. The dislinction between power and
authority, eminently important espeCIally in the conquered nations. the principle of
lubsidiarity, the distinction between dl! (tI('Io and d, jurll recognition in international
law, of legitimacy and mere legality, aUlhese problems ral on a clear idea of the end of
che Itale; likewise the idea of eminent domain, of lhe domcsclc affairs left to the lO\'a'dgn
decision of thc .tale under International law (Covcnant of thc League of Natioaa. ArL
15,8)·
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atate. just as true is it that the state is not a servant of the individual
dtizen. Therefore the sacrifice of the individual citizen's property.
of his rights, and even of his life in defense of the state, is justifiable.
when we agree that the end of the state, the common good. is superior
quantitatively and qualitatively to the life and property of the in.
dividual citizen as such. How otherwise could we concede to the state
the jus vitae tu: ,.ecis, the right of conscription, the authority to send
the soldier-citizen into war? This is au inescapable conclusion from
the fact that the end of the state is not identical with the individual
end of the private citizens or any sum of them. It is true, as we shall
see, that normally there accun a coincidence: the common good of the
atate and the private good of the citize~s are interdependent; nor
mally the common good and the citizens' private good cannot widely
diverge; they converge so strongly that we rightly speak of a coinci·
dence.

This can easily be demonstrated by the fonowing considerations
which ha\'e great practical bearing. The state does not exist outside or
over and above its citizens. It is not a substance. It exists only in its
citizens, by them, and with them. The sum of the individuals is the
"matter" of the uni/as ordinis politic;, of the state, whereas the form
is the moral end, expressed in its laws, customs, and political con·
stitutional organization. It is the common purpose, usually stated in
the preamb~e of modern constitutions, that unifies, that forms and
organizes the individuals into a distinct political community. The
people, therefore, as distinguished from the state, as a sum of indi
viduals and as a cultural or radal unit, may continue to exist as a social
group while. through the destruction of the constitution and of the
constitutive power, the order of law and the political organization
is destroyed, e.g.• by final conquest by another state.

From this standpoint the state, as distinguished from dIe whole of
the individual citizens and their families, is a servant. Its end. the
common good, can be realized only by enabling the citizens to fulfill
their ultimate and transcendent end, the salvation of their souls. in
pursuing their secular task in peace and security and in mutual help.
Therefore it is not true that under all circumstanc~s the end of the
_tate J'DDIt prevail in case of conflict. The state normally cannot de
mand..,sacrifice. There exist genuine limits to the sacrifices of the
dtizc:as lor the common good, and the acknowledgment of such limitt
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distinguishes the Christian idea from the paganism of the totalitarian
state. In a genuine conflict between natural law and the positive law
of the state, the natural law prevails. In a genuine conflict between
the salvation of man's soul and a positive demand of the state. the
salvation of the soul prevails. Besides these qualitative conflicts we
have what we may caU the quantitative conflicts. Even a just war may
not be continued, if it would mean the destruction of, let us say, 70
per cent of the male population, For what is then the state, the con·
crete unitas ordinis politici, when there are no more citizens? • Fur·
thermore, because the end of the state is relative. never can there
be demanded from aU the citizens the renunciation of their basic
rights of family life, of their freedom to direct the education of their
children, to fulfiH their religious obligations. For it is precisely to

enable them to live up to these individual riK"hts and duties all to
gether in the peace and security of communal life, that the state is
produced.

The idea of the "reason of state" as something beyond morality is
therefore irreconcilable with the Christian idea of the end of the
state, because it iK"Oores the sen'ice character of the end of the state.

The genuine Christian contribution to the philosophy of the state
has been the dQCtrine of this service character of the state. The Greeks.
especially Plato in some of his dialo~ues where he praises Sparta.
looked to the polis as the supreme absolute master of the citizens.
Against it there was no appeal to the gods. political gods as they were.
For the Greeks human nature and man's last end found their absolute
perfection in citizenship.

Therefore it was revolutionary to say: \Ve must obey God rather
than man. Here "man" meant the pagan state in its all-embracing
power. It was a denial that the state's end, the common good, is the
pinnacle of all human ends and values. and that it must prevail in all
conflicts, moral and religious. The state's end now became relative
and limited. If the state was not any longer the moral order itself, it
had to become a part of the transcendent moral order emanating in
reason and in revelation from God. above nations and states and races
and cults of tribal deities.

I Thll may have been the coo8ict which the King of the Belgiana faced In t.fay, 1940.
Before any emotional q\lul·heroic Judp1ent of K.ing Leopold'. lurrender. we mUll
at leat view the poulne amfllet.
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III. DUINmoN OF THE CoMMON GOOD'

Since the ultimate end and highest perfection of man is not citizen
ship in the polis on this eaTth but citizenship in the city of God. the
early Fathers had to recoin the inherited classical word for the purpose
of the state--/~licitas-andlimit it to the felicitas externa or politicIJ.
It corresponds to the Christian idea of the mortal state. of the state
as a framework during the status viatoris necessary for this status and
belonging to its perfection. Thus the end of the state becomes im
manent, belonging exclusively to this world; it becomes the felicity
of this life as opposed to eternal felicity beyond. The Slate ceases to
embrace the moral world entirely; it is no longer tI~e objective
morality. Not everthing that man has, does he owe to the state, as
was held by Hegel, in whom the ancient political philosophy found
a late renaissance. But as little as nature loses its innate dignity and
its intrinsic value through grace but rather reconquers it in an
ele\'ated and sanctified form, just so little does the state and its end
lose dignity and majesty. 1'\ow on the contrary there falls upon it a
ray from the dh'ine Majesty by whom all rulers rule.

Since the time of the Greeks the end of the state has been regarded
as the common good, or the political felicity, a status in which is
reached a perfect satisfaction of all the wants of the c~mmunity and
thus. as the communit)· does not actuaIJy exist without its memben.
of all its members, To quote merely Suarez' definition: It is a state
of affairs. a status, in which men live in an order of peace and justic.:e
with a sufficiency of goods that are reIated to the conservation and
the de\'elopment of the matt-rial life with that probity of moral.
which is necessary for the preservation of external peace and felicity
of the body politic and the continuous conlenation of human na
ture.'

The common good is the prevailing principle that controls any
other interest in its order. It is the creative principle, the conserving
power of the body politic: it is the final cause of the state. iu intimate
end; it and nothing else gives the political, sovereign power its moral
authority and legitimacy. Therefore the common good is the directive
rule and the last unappealable norm of the acts of the sovereign power.
as the object of this power is nothing but to produce. in collaboration

'Suata. 0. Ie,.. IU. Coli. &7.
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with the citizena, the actual realization of the common good. The
common good is the fir.t and the last law. (Salus populi, bonum com
mune, suprema lex.) It turns the external amorphous mass, the mere
conglomeration of individuals, into a solidarist body of mutual help
and interest. into the organically united nation. The laws receive
their justice exclusively through their service to the common good.·
Under no circumstances can it be conceded that public authority,
the end of which is to serve the common good. should be put into
the service of private interests; for public authority is instituted for
the common good of all citizens; and a law that does not serve the
common good is not "law" at all.1

IV. THE CoMMON GOOD A RELATIVE VALUE

Yet the common good is not an absolute value. It remains in the
sphere of the secular life and is viewed from the ultimate end of the
human person and from the final purpose of aU creation. Hence it is a
relative end; its place is not on the pinnacle of the Christian hierarchy
of values. Man's end is beyond this world. His last end, the salvation
of his soul. is transcendent. and that institution which furthen this
last end is therefore beyond the end of the statr. The common good
has to deal with the external secular felicity. yet by this the end of
the state and the state itself are not degaclded. In Catholic theology
nature through original sin is not destroyed and is not made absolutely
valueless. Thus the "world" retains its original value. Similarly the
state add the common good in the sphere of nature belong to the
order of creation and thus are in themselves values, in so far as they
participate in the end of all creatures. the glory of God; all political
power is derived from God and gets its majesty from God. The state
and the common good are not the whole of morality; they are parts of
that hierarchy of moral values which culminates in God. Therefore
religion with iu divinely instituted form. the Church. is beyond the
state, and the common good of the religious community is different
from the common good of the state, just as both communities are
independent and sovereign in their respective orders•

• Leo XIII. eapectaUy In Au milieu and NoI... coruolaUoft. makes a number or ....
dedaradona aboul lbe ClOIDDIOII pod. ct A.A.s., XXIV (IBgI-gI). 5191l•• 641 II.

IlL Tboaau. S..".".. 'Mol., I.llae, q·lO••.••
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When in the nineteenth century secularism took. on a militant anti
clerical air. the contention that the end of the state is relative and is
a part-value but not the chief value of the moral ordu. was described
as a sinister attempt to subject the state, its legislation, and administra
tion to the Church. in particular to the pope. whom the Vatican
Coundl had just declared to be the infallible doctrinal authority in
matters of faith and morals. Thus the authority of the Church
represented by the pope. it was said, becomes actually the soul of
the whole system of human. secular community life. and tbe state
will always be endangered by clerical parties. because the decisive
loyalty of the Catholic citizen is owed not to the state, but to the
religious authority, i.e., the pope.

Such a contention is understandable only against the background of
the nationalism so typical for the nineteenth century. According to
this nationalism, to the national state is owed exc1usi\'el)' and to the
whole extent one supreme loyalty, that of the citilen. Even the famoua
ideal of separation of Church and state. in particular the principle of
freedom of worship. actually became a creed. a material dogma of
religious indifferentism that was considered a necessary basis of na
tional unity. There is a difference between the practical policy of
neutrality of the state in religious atIain and the creed of neutrality
as it was shown in the Third RepUblic in France and in republican
Spain. Neutrality and religious indifferentism became a political
creed, a kind of civil religion which even liberty-Joving Rousseau
deemed necessary.· An ardent anticlerical militant agnosticism. so
different from the private agnosticism of private indi\·iduals. become.
a public creed. The agnostic nation has its own table of values and
either it tries to enforce them-then farewell to freedom--or it in
dulges in relativism. Then the marrow of social and political con
listency is destroyed by the disease of partisan struggle. by corruption
and great infidelity to any supra-individual. supra.material value•.
No. we should be well aware that the best protection of liberty is
this doctrine: that the common good. the end of the state, is only
a relative value and that there are other values higher than the state
and beyond its competence.

• eon".., 1OdGI, Bt. IV. chap. 8. This chapter .hould be read by aU who lhbllL that
amtinalall liberalism (Franer. Ilal,.. Spain) • u peaceful an malterl rclJaioul as AJlpo
Americ:an Ubera1iIm predomiDanl1, 1a.
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It baa been said with much justice that the struggle for the freedom
of the Church from state domination and state interference, a stTuggle
that issues from a doctrine of the independent common good of the
religious community, has contributed more to human liberty than all
the declamations of the Jacobins in the bourgeois revolutions. The
reason it that this struggle rests on the belief that the common good
of the state is not at all the supreme value, but is so only in the
political order. It rests on the confidence that human reason is able
to grasp the fundamentals of natural law; that consequently the end
of the state is recognizable and distinguishable from that of the per
sons and that of the religious community.

Thus the profound meaning of assigning this relative value to the
end of the state is not a depreciation of the moral nature and value of
the state. On the contrary, this insertion of the end of the state into
the supereminent moral order gives to the state a moral dignity as a
servant to the eternal, transcendental end of man. \Ve must never
forget that any attempt to give to a creature, whether to a man or
to a state, absolute sovereign value means simply to deify that man
or that state with the consequence that its necessarily arbitrary will
becomes the final measure of right and wrong. of just and unjust.
Then freedom is impossible; because freedom presupposes reason,
and free will informed by reason. Thus the freedom of the citizen is
actually protected by this relativity of the end of the state, because
now those in authority must be aware that they speak not as a sort of
divinity. but as men, subjected to the supereminent law of nature.
Thus they have to be mindful of the great temptation which authority
over man brings with it, that lust for unlimited power. The idea of
the reason of state regarded as the highest value means nothing but
that all other values become relative. The rights of the individual
person, of the parents and of the family. of the Church, and of the
professional and vocational organizations. all become instrumental
values for politics.

When thus the state or the men who are in authority are made
gods, then not only the positive law but also the idea of law itself
must serve as a well-modeled mask for arbitrary power. Religion, the
Church. is made a servant, a tool of mass ps}rchology to be used against
the liberties of the people. Then the state becomes the cold monster,
and the statesman that kind of calculating cruel power without moral
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restraint. without' moral guidance, u Machiavelli described him in
TM Prince. To ~nsen the end of the state into the realm of morality,
to deny that state and morality are identical, is therefore not a danger
to the state as the anticlerical thinken and parties used to tell us,
but it is precisely the basis for genuine political ethics. Omnipotence
and supreme perfect morality are one and tbe same only in the in
finite God beyond the created world. If man tries to confer omnip
otence and supreme moral authority upon bis equals or upon finite
human institutions. he only creates molochs that devour him.

V. INDIVIDUALIST INTERPRETATION OF THE CoMMON GOOD

The common good. which is the end of the state. is in the secular
order independent and autonomous as compared to the end of the
family. and of that other perfect society. the Church. But it is in·
dependent. too. 50 far as it is not simply the sum of the private good
of the individuals composing the state. It is not a mere nominalist
concept invented by man for the sake of an economy of thinking.
without reality and objective foundation. The presupposition of
.uch a view would be that the idea of the state itself is only a flatw
voris and that the state exista exclusively for the private benefit of
individuals: that the term "common good" is merely a simplifica
tion for the rather complicated phrase. greatest utility of the greatest
numbers. as the individualist school of utilitarianism teaches and
has taught from the Sophists in Athens down to our days. Against thi••
Catholic political philosophy has always upheld that the common good
has reality and is essentially different from the private good of any
mm of individuals.7 Suarez even goes so far as to say it is not the talk
of the state to take care of the private good of the individuals inasmuch
u they are private penons: on the contrary. the end of the state is the
good (felicittU) of the perfect society: and the state has to take care
of the individuals only 50 far as they are memben.'

The individualist interpretation of the concept of the common
good is the following. The state is not a new reality but a nominalist
atatement of the fact that the individuals have agreed to live in cer
tain sociaJ relatiOllJ. exclusively in order to promote their individual

'It. 'I'bomu. Sum 'Mol., II. llae. q.,....,; d. q.JI.....
-Or '-Ii""', III. Co .
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purposes and cnc:b as individuals, not u member'S of a qualitatively
different st4tUS I'oliticus. ~ the stale is nothing more than a nee and
rather arbitrary network of relations between individuals without
an objective reality or true essence beyond these actual relations. thus
what i. called the common good i. only a name for the sum of the
private particular gooc:b of all the individuals. It is not an objective
and qualitatively different reality. The state has only a service value
and is consequently a utilitarian institution exclusively for the in
terests of the individuals as inherently self-sufficient beings. It is
founded by the individuals merely to further their interests as indi
viduals.' Therefore what is called the common good is not really dis
tinguishable from the mere sum of the particular goods of the in
dividuals. The individuals are the only reality. The individual is
fundamentally autonomous and self-sufficient. Anything beyond his
individual existence can be only of service character. can be only
dependent means subjectively valuable (or the individual. In the
view of liberal individualism. the individual citizen appea" as es
sentially self-sufficient and perfect. He agrees to live in a political com
munity only so rar as his individual purposes are thereby served. Any
binding restrictions that seem still to be necessary are regarded as a
loss of freedom, and are expected. through progress. gradually to
disappear.

The typical individualist believes in the final overcoming of any
form of society that demands any kind of sacrifice of his individual
subjective interests and any restrictions of his liberty. The individual
remains a social monad in I..eibniu'sense. Man is per accidens, not by
intrinsic nature. a social being and a political being. Consequently
the common good. which is presumably the end of the state as a
specific fonn of social being. has no objective value or independent
reality. What is called common good is merely a distributive sum of
the interests and private goods of the individuals.

In the opposing view, that of socialist totalitarianism-and all
totalitarianism is somewhat socialistic, and all kinds of socialism be
come necessarily totalitarian in trying to become actual-the indi
vidual and his objective ends are completely submerged in society or

'Rouaeau (Contra' sonal, Bk. I. chap. 6) hal Ilaled the view dearly: "Trou\'er uae
forme d'allOCiation qui dIlend et prot. de toute I. force almmuoe la pel'lOnne el lea
blall de chaque UIOdl el p.r l.queUe chacun I'unillant • tOUI. n'o~iIIe pourtanl qu·.
lul·mtme a rate auai Ubre qU'auparavaftt:'
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state and in its end•. The individuals are mere marionettes in the
service of impersonal powers of economic productive relationa or of a
mystical and irrational spirit of the nation revealed in a deified leader
for ends and purposes that are utterly foreign to the individual. All
socialisms say in one way or the other: the individual is nothing, the
nation, the party, the proletariat is all. But still they have the same
Messianic complex as has liberal individualism. namely, that in the
end that dreadful institution. the state. will wither away and a new
paradisaic millennium of freedom will appear; a stale of freedom
where t'ver}'one gets what is due to him and what he individually and
subjectively wants.tO Socialism is really socialistic only as a means. as
a historical function for the transformation from capitalist to socialist
production. Teleologically. regarded from the angle of its chiliastic
dreams of the perfect socialist society, socialism is utterly individualist.
That final society is non.political, without authority and compulsory
laws. without family and a functional division of classes or groups.
These are only historical stages of a blind {'ausal de"'e1opment of
materialist productive forces. Thus this final society is an amorphoUi
multitude of socialized individuals. classless and egalitarian.1I

VI. NATURE OF THE CoMMON GOOD tN CATHOLIC

POUTJCAL PHJLSOPHY

Against these doctrint"5 Catholic political philosophy contends
that the common good, like the state, is not a mere sum but a
qualitatively different entity, that the common Rood is a new ohjec·
tive good essentially different from the sum of the goods of the in·
dividuals. Of course this is a consequence of the idea of the state as a
distinct higher form of social coexistence of persons. The state is an
objective reality. But does this mean that the common good and the
authority of the state, which has as its object the common good, are

I.This chiltallk dream. rt""ralinR rhe charaern 01 lOCiahlm. hal led acule oblervento.., that fundamentally Ih~ naOllern f0110l ollOcialilm ar~ equally as indlvidual·mlnded
• UbeTal individuaJiIm. Capitalism and IOcialist collectlvi.m art' the one the Iqpl. tbe
other 1M nalUral. 110II of tht" lanlt" philosophy: agnosric Indmdualilm ..ARnOIdc" bec:aUIe
both .c:know~ ftOIhl"l he\<Ond the material sphere. HindhiduaUsmH becaule the,
indu" in the ..me chili.ric dreams of • llat~lea exllrena of Indlviduah

IS Vndoubtt"dJy thert" t"x"tt I muJr'lI. of .hadet in lOCudilm and incUvidualUm, willa
dilfertnl approxlmallon on to the nlr~e exp.caiont. BUI lhe gist of Indlvldualillft lad
IlIda1JIm • IVltems maY adll be .epteRnled In I aetch lite the lbow.
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und~r all circumstances and always the superior value and the con
trolling power in relation to the individual? Or is the whole discus
sion an empty one, so far as in reality the common good and the
interests and particular goods of the individuals are identical and
thus the discussion is mere hair-splitting? Against the first contention
Catholic political philosophy decidedly stresses the fact that the
state has also a service character. Against the second contention stands
the fact that the readiness for the sacrifice of life itself in battle is a
duty of justice for the citizen conscripted for military service in war
time, not merely a free voluntary act of pietas, and hence is demanded
for the common good and is commonly approved. If that is to be up
held, then in the' secular order, in the order of secular felicity, we must
acknowledge that the cnd of the statc, the common good, is qualita
tively diffcrent from the good and the interest of the individual per
son. How are we to find a solution? And a satisfying answer to this
problem is necessary. \Vithout a clear grasp of the idea of the common
good as the end of the body politic, neither a social ethics nor a
political ethics can have a sound foundation.

We havc now to refer to what was said about the nature of the statc.
1£ the state is a rcality, a specific mode of being, namely, social being.
then of course it must have its specific end and purpose. And con
sequently this end, as St. Thomas says, is qualitatively different from
the private good of the individual and any kind of summation of such
private goods.

The common good is formally the good order. It is the order among
persons as individuals and as social beings inasmuch as they already
live in families and other free organizations for religious, cultural,
and social welfare and for cconomic purposcs. The order, therefore.
among penons embraces not only mutual services but material goods
in relation to persons and to their individual or social purposes. Now
an order, if one abstracts from persons or things ordered. is non
existent; just as health can be predicated only of an organism as the
order of the whole in its parts. Thus Suarez says that the common good
consuf'git e'C bonis singulorum.12 Hence it is impossible without the
individual members fulfilling their own particular good. The exist
ence and the development of this actual order. that is, of the felicity.
of peace and justice in the body politic. is in itself a value and is not

II Suara, lh lee., I, c.,. n.s.
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exclusively a mere means for the interests of the individuala. The
music of an oTChestra, the beauty of a mosaic, the ftourishing life and
well-proportioned structure of an organism, cannot be explained ex
clusively by the interests and independent value of the parts, whether
these are the musical instruments, the little stones, or the limbs and
organs of the organism. Beauty, melody, structure, the order of the
parts forming the whole, are values in themselves.

Of course, the big difference between the biological organism or the
J)ee.hive and the anthill state that we may by analogy call animal
states, and the civitas humana is that, whereas their oTder is one of
blind obedience to their instincts, the political order is in its actual
form the result of free human acts under the rule of reason and under
direction by rational authority. It is a conscious process that produces
that order. And as the parts or members that are ordered are persons,
the order must be of service character. A common good, a concrete
order, that would destroy fundamental rights or infringe on them
would be disorder, a mutilated common good. If. therefore. on ac
count of the failure of the concrete order a whole group of the mem
ben should suffer injustices and intrusions into their personal sphere,
offenses against human dignity. then the order is disturbed. Not only
do those suJler who are immediately concerned, but the whole suffen,
too. because the common good is not realized.

This thesis agrees with our common experience. Whenever the
community to which we belong (e.g., town, parish, dub) does not
fulfill its purpose by letting injustices and blatant contradictions to its
end continue. then all the members feel ashamed and hurt. not only
those whose individual particular good is actually and directly hun
(for example, people living in slums). This is a strong proof that the
whole as an ordered entity suffers because the whole. the town in this
case. tolmued a state of affain that, while hurting only a pan. showed
that the whole did not fulfill its end as intended by its nature. iu
nzUOfI d·ltre. Revolutionary forces will then arise with the claim to

restore order, or to produce a better order. All really political problems
are thOK of a concrete order, of a durable. just. and peaceful order.
And all deep differences between the political creeds are differences
of their ideas of a JUSt order of peace, internal and external, and of how
10 construct and preserve it.
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•VII. CoMMUTATIVE JUSTICE

The relation between common good and individual good will be
come clearer by a discussion of the different forms of justice. Aristotle,
and later Scholasticism, distinguished legal, commutative, and dis
tributive justice al partl of the virtue of justice. This doctrine is of
the utmost importance for political philosophy. That it was put too
much in the background in an era of exaggerated individualism has
caused much wrong thinking, and the preservation of it has been and
is one of the most important contributions of Catholic political
philosophy.

Commutative justice or the justice of exchange presupposes the
equality of price and service or merchandise. of equality of debit and
credit: it presupposes also the formal equality and freedom of the
parmers in the contract. W'hat produces a violation of commutative
justice is the actual inequality of contracting power in bargain or in
equality of mutual exchange values. Inequality or lack of actual
freedom in bargaining power or inequality of exchange values or con
ceptions about them is at the bottom of the complaints of injustice
concerning the labor contract in modem times, as inequality between
price paid and goods received is at the bottom of every market com
plaint. But the essential presupposition of all such complaintl is that
equality, fonnal equality, is considered always essential. Thus this
justice regards all contractual partners as equal: to do so, it makes
them persons and, so far as the contract is concerned, free and equal
persons.

That this kind of justice is necessarily individualist needs no funher
explanation. A glance now at our civilization will show us that this
justice. or rather the submission of all human social relations to this
specific form of justice, is dominant and consequently concerns the
interestl of the individuals. Thus the popularity of divorce is based
on the belief that the marriage contract is similar to any other private
contract that is exclusively dependent on the interestl of the indi
viduals. That by marriage one enters an order. a status, as the old
Christian tradition upholds, and that the family has itl own interest
or common good to which individuals have to sacrifice, is a view which
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k practically forgotten. The fundamental error of Rousseau i.
similarly the application of the rules of commutative justice to the
relations between government or political authority and the governed.
But in his system the necessary and well·founded equality and freedom
leads to perpetual revolution, attempts to void the social contract or
to enforce it, thus abolishing freedom even where It is justified.I '

Likewise the liberal theory of the labor contract, considering labor as
a mere commodity with mere exchange value, applied exclusively
the rules of commutative justice, but it railed to see that the vaunted
freedom of contract and equality in bargaining power did not exist."
It failed to see that the question of a just wage is not only a question
of the forces of demand and supply in a casual mal ket situation and
thus of commutative justice, but also one of distributive justice.

From the standpoint of strict justice-and commutative justice is
intrinsically such-separating rather than unifying. the idea of a
living wage or a family wage is a rather insoluble problem in the
liberalist social pattern. True it is indeed that at least the more opti
mistic adherents of this indi·.. idualist economic school presupposed
that the prices (and wages), established by free competition on the
basis of freedom of contract and legal equality in the market. would
be just prices and wages. What was forgotten is the fact that this could
be presupposed with some degree of certainty only if. in addition to
freedom of contract and legal equality, a true equality of bargaining
power would exist in the market. If that is not the case, as is un
deniable, then the prices and wages are so much determined by in.
equality of bargaining power, freed from moral considerations, that
often from the standpoint even of commutative justice sut.h prices
and wages cannot be considered just according to the quantitative
equality of the exchanged values.

A labor contract, whether we lik.e it or not, founds a community,
11 The deep aversion of Catholic philosophy to R.oulIe1Iuism is not owm~ chleRy to his

Yituperative auacU against revealed reliBJOD and apecially the Catholic Church. In
&be fourth boot of the S0ci4' CMI,,.Gd. Rather It is prompted by the feeling that
lloaIRau', lUning potat it disruptive of all human instlturions or mUlt lead. in the
naDIC GI fTeedoID. to oppr_on of disRnten nen where dluenrinlll mUir be tQlcraced
... the take of hUIIWI dipity. The hiltory of aatiderkalitm proves this and. though one
lDay try to explain th. antidericalism by a precrding clericalism. there ~mliOl every.
where 1ft the theory and practice of ClODtfnftltal liberalilm a l'CIiduUID that caD only be
aplUaecl by lbe wronc .an of R.outIeauillll.

14 Va_tim. when it pi mto tbc labor market... tbe attempt to do away wleb iDe
equality 01 bupiJUac power.
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and intentionally at least a durable community of interests, becauae
its wue is a cooperative effort of employer and employees. Economics
does not serve for the production of abstract wealth irrespective of its
personal distribution, but it serves to satisty the material wants of all
the members of society who cooperate in its production. We do not
mean, of course, that commutative justice should not rule the labor
contract, the mutual rights and duties of the partners in the wage
contract. lVe simply point out that the wage problem, especially the
problem of the just wage, the family wage', cannot be treated if we
exclude distributive justice, or as it is preferably called today, social
justke. When in an actual economic system, because of the mechanism
of this system, a family wage cannot be paid on account of the com·
petition of female lahor or child labor, then the mark.et price of labor
will fall far below the level of a family wage. The individual employer
is now in an unavoidable dilemma. On the one hand, general justice
requires that he pay a family wage according to the social nature of
wealth-producing labor. On the other hand, owing to the mechanism
of a compe'litive market system in which the wages are determined by
the impersonal uncontrolled forces of supply and demand, the em·
ployer is unable to pay for any length of time more than the sub·
standard (the family wage being the standard) competitive wage.
What is the solution of this dilemma? None. if we acknowledge only
commutative justice in all social rclations. But if we agree that there
exists a different kind of justice, social or distributive and legal
justice, controlling specific relations, we may then find a solution.

Social and distributive justice refer to the public authorities who
have to take care of the order of the common good. the welfare of
the community. Their obligation according to social justice is to
bring about such a social order and such economic conditions that
the individual member in the community is enabled to fulfill the de.
mands of commutative justice, e.g., pay a family wage. Thus the first
obligation here is for the public authorities to bring about by social
legislation such a change o( the social and economic order that the
individual memben, the employers, are enabled to fulfin their obliga
tions. Restrictive legiilation for child labor and female labor would
thus be a demand of social justice or, as it is sometimes called, common·
Kood justice. We may even go a step farther by giving social justice
a larger content than the traditional legal or common-good justice.
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For IOcial justice adresses the individuals u memben of the Ol'der
of the commoD good. too. Not only are they forbidden to circumvent
for their selfish interesu the measures of social legislation enacted by
the public authority. Would it not equally be a demand of social
justice in this broader sense not to use one's greater economic and
IOCial power against the efforu of labor to build up by unionization a
atronger and less unequal bargaining power for the effective demand
of a family wage? As long as the law of the land admits freedom of
organization. one must conclude that such a demand not to interfere
with the efforts of labor [or unionization is, even without a specific
prohibitive law, a demand of social justice. So at least do the social
papal encyclicals approach this problem determining a strict right of
labor for unionization, which means of course that all othcr groups in
the economic society hue to acquiesce. \Vhat now follows from this
is that in the social and political field commutative justice and ill
specific object are not enough but call for a different form of justice
with the order of the common good as its object. And this presupposes
that the common good is a value in itself and not merely a sum of
private gooda.

If we try to apply the rulC'S of commutative justice to the relation
between state and citizcn, we are soon at an impasse; yct this is
actually the libnal and individualist eflon. We may bc able thus to
desttoy the 'privilcge-state of the ancient regime. But how can we
build up a new state? That new state of laissez·faire was a wcak, pas
live onlooker a! the markell, the markets where goods, services,
philosophies. educational opponunities. and even religious cre~

were offered with all thc clamor of thc trader. And thc only task of
the ltate was to keep the market in order. to protect freedom and
property and to enforce the contracts of individuals. "Watchman
state·' was the appellation given to such a atate by Lassalle with the
approval of Bishop von Ketteler. In the matter of taxe. luch a .taIe
would acknowledge only a cold equality. In the matter of social JeP
latioa this individualist theory. that only recognize. commutative
justice. would say that the proteetion of the market is enough. and
IOCial legislation wouJd then mean inequality by giving one party
privilep that, &om the natural conditions in the labor market. were
unjUlti&able.

In the relation between lUte and individual according to tblI
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theory, there must be the same quantitative equality as presumably
exists, and rightly so, on the market, the place of commutative justice.
Hence the furious attacks against a progressive income tax that does
not fit into that quantitative equality. Hence also the resistance to
lOCial legislation as an attempt against freedom of contract and for
the creation of inequalities in giving favors to one group in the labor
market. The idea that the rights of authority are the mere sum of the
conceded rights of the individuals, is the root of all this.U Thus, that
which since olden times was regarded as a value in itself, qualitatively
different (rom the private good of the individual and called the com
mon good, appean as merely the sum of the interests of individuals.
A remarkable process of juridification, of a panjurism, begins thus
to develop. Without doubt this theory in its polemics against obsoles
cent legal privileges, arbitrary abuse of absolute power, and unjusti
fiable inequalities, was initially quite plausible. But, driven too far,
it simply dries up the life power of the political community, which
li\'es not alone by legality but also by piety, fortitude, allegiance.
And, while the' claim is general equality, we see that the' individualist
theory, if it controls pohtics, produces almost greater inequalities in
social and economic power among individuals and also produces
classes with deep-seated conDicting interests.

VIII. DISTIUBUTIVE AND LEGAL JUSTICE

But the idea of other forms of justice, for example, of distributive
justice, changes the' picture'. Here the political authority distributes
the fruits of the order that it organizes, among the individual persons
and groups, not exclusively on accoum of a quantitative equality.
but according to the basic dignity of human penons and their posi
tion and importance in the social organism. Thus if the market order
does create a blatant inequality in bargaining power so that. e.g.•
family wages are economically impossible, the unionism of workers
must be promoted by the state. Thus the state authoritatively inter
nnes in the sphere of economics. granting protection to worken.
women. children, farmen. and small businessmen. in the fonn of

U One may uk why lbb dbruptlve doctrine did not deslroy the ..ate. Nationalism wu
a Und 01 antitoxin. And the old tradition. dId not die 10 quickly, bue mntinued to IUllaiD
the political framework. ItJa In all aNlUDUPities, the 'Plrit of sacrifice of • few ofleD aved
1M whole.
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IOCiaJ 1.laoon. Thus the state distributes the tax burden. following
the principles of ability to pay and of equality in sacrifices. Thus is
promoted the idea of a living wa~ and a family wage inaccessible
&om tbe standpoint of the individualist theory of commutative justice.
Social legislation has been promoted for years by Catholic social re
formers from Buss and Ketteler. Ozanam and Le Play. Hiue. Leo
XIII. and Cardinal Manning. H. Pesch. down to leaders of our days
like Monsignor John Ryan in this country or Monsignor August
Pieper in Germany. because these men live in the tradition of dis
aibutive. social. and legal justice as well as of commutative justice.

Social legislation is not owing to magnanimity nor is it something
done merely out of charity; it is the fulfiJlment of a true obligation of
justice. It is due on account of the services that the worker contributes
to the common good: it is not to be explained as acl\'isable for utili
tarian reasons because otherwise re\'olution might ensue. It is not a
selfish insurance against social unrest. but it is due out of justice.
The difference in the sen'ices which the state renders to the groups
and classes that do exist-and no abstrat,tion from reality can do
away with these differences and therefore inc:qualitaes-<orresponds
to the difference in importance of the services which these W'0ups con·
tribute to the actual common good. This is the good order in which
persons work and contribute their goods and sen'ices to one another
in peace and justice so that the community has felitil)'. Here 3j;t3in
is evident the eminence of the common good and its difference from
a mere sum of the private goods of indh·iduals. thouKh the common
good grows out of the particular goods. and in the normal state of
affairs coincides with the particular goods of the ind1\'iduals. It fol
lows, too. that in the case ot conflict the private good of an individual
has to step aside. though one cannot say that the private goods of an
have to step aside. because without them a common good is in reality
impouible.

This qualitative difference and eminence of the common good
appean especiany in the discussion of the tenn "legal juatice." By
that is meant the specific justice that controls the relation between
dtizens and the body politic, in particular the common good and
the political authority that protecta and guarantees the realization of
Cht common good. It is that specific moral attitude which is called
JOJalty or allegiance and which found perhaps one of its finest ex-
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pressions in St. Bernard'. idea of the homo fidelis, the example for the
religious orders of knights. It is more than a compulsory obedience
exercised because it is wise to accept a naked, overwhelming power.
It means the very opposite of such a mere factual compulsory external
conformity. It is a free obedience, a keeping faith with the purpose and
the very life of the body politic. It is devotion and fidelity to authority
and to those in authority on account of their service to the common
good. Thus t~is becomes the real object of this virtue. It is not a
personal allegiance to the person who chances to hold authority: it
is allegiance to the end of the state as the forma populi. This legal
justice is what obJi~es the citilen to sacrihce even his life for the pro
tection and continuation of the common good. This duty is not a
consequence of the vinue of piety that we owe to our family and to
our country as distinJ{uished from the state; this duty is not the con
scquen("e of the doctrine that it is better that one man suffer than
that a hundred should perish. In this numerical manner it cannot be
demanded by justke but only by charity. Still to sacrifice even life
is a clear duty of legal justice. because the life of the community in
the order of the common good is a higher form of life than is the
bodily life of an individual.

Professional honor requires of the doctor, the policeman, and the
professional soldier that they be ready to sacrifice their health and
their life in the fulfillment of their duties. The judge, too, by his
professional honor is required to let justice prevail even at the cost of
his fortune. position. and life. aK'linst the abuse of power by the ex
ecutive authority. \Ve do not demand such strict ethics from the
ordinary citizen. The reason is that such professions. in regard to
their immediate ends. arc nearer to the common good and its order
than is, for instance, the work of the cobbler or the mason. These
ends arc hiKher in the hierarchy of values than the economic goods.
They are such b«ause they arc more essential to the functioning of
the order of the common good. as arc law and the forcible protection
of law, health, and life. The relation of these professions to the com
mon good is 50 obvious in all ("ultures and civilizations that the mem
ben of these professions are protected in their livelihood by privil~

in the true sense. They arc in some way placed beyond economic com
petition by means of licensing systems, tenure, a higher prot«tion of
their profeuional bonor. a stronger self-government of their associa-
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dons even in a strongl, competitive and egalitarian society. Their
livelihood is guaranteed to them by social institutions far more than
is the livelihood of a worker, a cramman, or a storekeeper, especially
in a competitive society. But the reciprocal demand of the community
ia a higher allegiance to tbe common good. To the privilege cor
responds a higher duty and, in the case of conflict between aclf·
interest and common good, a higher obligation to the common good.

In earlier societies this fact led to a hierarchically ordered atate
with the professions as the leading classes, enjoying legal and political
privileges. Aristotle wu so inclined to underestimate the craftsman
and the merchant, those who take care of the economic goods, that
he was not in favor of letting them participate in the govcrnment. It
needed a long educational effort of Christianity to make the "occupa
tions," servile work for the provision of the economic goods. a "voca
tion" and thus to hallow the workingman. the merchant. and the
aafuman and his work. So they, too, were conceived as contributOR
to the common good and therefore entitled to receive their share from
the order of the common good by distributive justice. That the indi
vidualist idea of capitalist society, with its excessive regard for eco
nomic goods and consequent making of the businessman the leading
social type, did not accept the living wage in its thcol)' of labor as an
economic commodity, is an argument e con1141'O. This capitalist
egalitarianism transformed all values into measurable market values:
10 the economic value became all important. The service character
of all human labor and social activity was 50 much veiled by com
mercialization that now the self·interest of the individual became the
exclusive stimulus of social life, and consequently the justice of ex
change on the market, commutative justice, became dominant. The
common good logically had then to become a nominalist concept and
not the object of the specific vinues of legal and distributive justice.
The social harmony of economic society became the automatic result
of the work of that invisible hand, free competition of individual.
exclusively looking for their self·interests under an order of com
mucative justice.

IX. THE COOD OF mE INDMDUAL

The ucrifiu of one'. life can have meaning only if by it man serves"own good. too. That would mean that in reality there is no conflict
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between the common good and the rightly understood private good.
The acrifice is only obedience to a law that is even higher again than
the common good, to God', law. Thus we can truly say that in the
ultimate sense common good and individual good coincide though
they do not absorb each other. The actual good order iI the best
guaranty of the private good of the individual; and the righteous
realization of the private good by the citizen is to the advantage of
the common good. To such a degree is this 50, that any grave violation
of the private good of an individual by another is a violation of the
common good with the reaction of punishment on the pan of
authority, the aim of which is the protection of the common good.
Though man'. social nature reaches its perfection in his becoming a
citizen, man does not become a mere part of the state, but as a mem
ber retains hi. inalienable personal indepmdence, his substance.
Similarly the qualitative difference and the prevalence of the common
good do not do away with the private good. The common good is to

be conceived like the health and the \'itality of the organism, which
are different from the members but are of benefit to each of them as
something animating them, connecting them 10 that each participates
in it, and still no member has it whoUy and separately.

The basis of this doctrine is, first, that the political life is a necessity
for man considered from the idea of the perfection of his nature;
secondly, that, as the end of the indh'idual person is in eternity. the
atate remains in the secular field; therefore the sacrifice of life on the
pan of the individual person does not mean destruction but rather
fulfillment of his last end the salvation of his soul and the glory of
God by fidelity to a duty founded on a law which itself still controls
and rules the state and iu life. 'Vhere this immortality of the person
and the DlortaJit)' of the state are not consider~or are not included
at least as a presupposition, this combination of common good and
individual ~ood, this golden mean between the extremes of socialism
and individualism. is impossible.

If once the transcendent end of the individual is denied, then there
remains only a dilemma. Either the state and the common good are
mere names for the individuals taken together, and these latter are
the only reality; or it is a mere biological organism, where the indi
vidual is nothing but a member, having no reality and independent
value ICparate from that organism. Then the sacrifice of life is merely
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a natural event. not something that needs ethical justification as ful
fillment of a moral duty. To put it in other words: Capital punish
menr: ceaJeS to be intelligible for the moral conscience if man finds
himself in that above-mentioned dilemma. The mere agnostic skeptic.
&om the standpoint of his individualism. cannot ronceive a justifica
tion for capital punishment. as he also cannot understand war but is
radically a pacifist; if there is no life beyond the grave. if there is no
living faith in God. and if political authority is not in the Jast resort
from God. then to demand the sanifice of life or to mete out capital
punishment or to conduct even a just war is utterly futile and un
justifiable. For the communist state and other totalitarian states
founded on economic or racial materialism. capit..ll punishment is
no punishm~t. for that presupposes gtnlt. a moral immaterial cate
gory; but it is an operation on a materi.l1 or~.lOism. That is why
totalitarianism is so re<.-kless in destroying human life in a nihilistic
rage. Not with impunity can man organilc the state apart from God
in an agnostic secularism; the fruits are bitter.



CHAPTER XIV

The Common Good as the Measure of
State Activities

I. TilE TASK OF TilE STATE IN MORALITY

SIIARF.z. desnihing the ('ommon good. called it lelicitas extema. The
common good. the end of the state, is an affair of this world. The
spiritual values ell e he)'und the state, its power, or its end; but that does
not mean that they are unimportant for political life. Life is not
separated into compartments, as man IS not a mere bundle of in
coherent functions. This wnhning ot the state to the secular field is
the consequence, e,g., of the fact that God has established the Church
all the perfect soc: it,ty for the realization and dispensation of the
spiritual values. Hence the state has the duty to guarantee the liberty
of the C.hurrh and of worship.

This ft'!rrritu t'''I:It'T1Itl is a 'itatus in which men live in peace and
justitc. Is is the ordo Tt'TUnl humanarum. Peace is order without dis
turhalHe. JU'iti<"t' sigl1lfit's that it is an Older where the original rights
of all the fJlemht'rs and ot authonty arc protected and guaranteed.
Fur onh thus i~ human lile worthy of itsdf. 0111\' thus can the indi
vidual. senm." in his personal life. his family. and his occupation or
profession. dt·\'ote himsc)[ to his transcendent end, the salvation of
his soul. Only as an cm)t'r of peace and justice can the common
good and its protector. the state. participate in the weat BenediC'ite
of all (rl"ature~ fC) God. who wills justke and peace and perfect order
as an imafote of His own essence to be reali7ffl by His free creatures.
It il in lhis order o{ peaLe and iustice that the citizens produce for
th~msl"1v('s in \'arious forms of mutual help and collaboration the
amount of material goods that is ncc~ssary and desirable for the preser
vation of themselves and for an increasing perfection of their nature

519
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u beings composed of body and IOUI. The economic Ufe and the pro
curing of economic goods abo belong to the contents of the common
good. Men should own these gooda with such probity of morals as i.
necessary for the pres~rvationof the external peace and the continu
OUI existence of the state. tbe framework. of the good life.

Compared with the Greek. idea that the state ought to be the all·
inclusive pedagogue of man for virtuous lif~, this thesis is a certain
tatrietion of state activities in moral life. The end of the state is
not vinuous life as such, but only inasmuch as the exercise of certain
vinues is necessary (or tbe existence o( the state and the preservation
of the public order and the common good. Thus the activity and the
jurisdiction of the stale in moral matten are restricted to public
morality. to those virtues that immediately concern the common good.
Personal individual morality and education to that end are not di·
rectly the concern of the state. Thus the "irtue of justice in its general
form and in iu particular forms as legal. distributive. and commuta
tive justice, is directly the concern of the state, but other virtues only
so far as they are actually related to the common good and to justice.'
SL Thomas therefore restricu the legislative and punitive power of
the state to those virtues and vices that are related to the obvious ad
vantage or disadvantage of the common good. \\'e may call them the
public "inun and vices, meaning b)' "pubJic" what dirrcdy concerns
tbe respublictl, the common good. As an example, the great docton
usually refer to the problem of prostitution. They hold that it is the
task. of the state to prohibit. not all the vices, but only those from
which the majority can abstain and especially those that are an
infringement on the rights of others. are harmful to otben. and are
such that without their prohibition human society cannot thrive.
Consequently as long as, in the indh'idual state, prostitution is not a
public scandal but remains in the private sphere, it may be better
that the state tolerate it. because iu coercive suppression and the pun
Ubment become merr chance. Then the dignity and the power of the
law.del''' The attempt to enforce the law, on the other hand. may
make n«essary intrusion and spying into the private .phet'C of the
iDc:Iividual at would destroy the sanctity of this sphere. No Jansenist
ripism could excuse the actual dcstruction of this private sphere
under the allegation that the state must luppreu all vices. For the

IlL ~Ju",.,..'1wol•• Uall.,q.6•• a.•; q.....,; q••oo.....
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meuure of the rights and of the talk. of the state is not the prohibition
and luppraaion of all vices. but only of those that directly or in
directly have a discernible relation to the common good. ~f those that.
unless suppressed. would prevent the community from existing or the
common good from being realized.

In this question what rules is the virtue of political prudence.' not
abstract perfectionism. But prudence is right reason concerning thingl
to be done. It deals with the application of universal principles to
actual situations under actual circumstances. and it deals with the
right means to reach the end. so that it is the end that advises. judges.
and prescribes the means. That is the reason why. directed by the
concrete task of the realization of the common good. the ruler may.
according to circumstances. refrain from prohibiting all vices or com
manding all virtues. restricting himself to the suppression of those
vices that more directly concern the order of the common good. Here
we have the field of right selection of means directly necessary for the
preservation of the common good. for we are here in the concrete
order of agibilia and opef'abilia, the field of social expediency. Justice
and prudence are the supreme \'inues of the ruler. and it is of pro
found significance that the jurisu are disciples of jUf'uprudence.

With this moderation in the problem of the moral task of the state.
Catholic political philosophy is equally distant trom two extremist
views that were popular in the nineteenth century. One is the ideal of
liberalism. that the state is merely a legalistic order. the only end of
the state is to be an order of law having neither a moral character nor
in any way a moral end. The other extreme is the Hegelian ideal.
that the state is a moral absolute. the dh-ine representation of absolute
morality iuelf. The first theory leads to a minimizing of the state;
the other theory. especially when impregnated with nationalism as
a secular religion. leads to the deification of the slate and to the
doctrine that. as the slate is the absolute good. it also is the absolute
master of morals. The state lives and reigns be)'ond all morality be
cause existentially it is all morality. It is only a confirmation of the
old adage. us extrimes se touchent, when we see how in continental
Europe we find in the nineteenth century a coalition between these

'Political prudence I. dl.tlngulshed thUl: II tn'udml,. ,,.,,,,'I1lII. that heJon.. to the
ruler; "....,iII poUln IIm/H'ci,., "'CIlI. that Is the right direction to the commoa
lI'llOd on the part cd the dtiacn. SumlIN ,h#ol., III, q...,. 50.
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extRmes in nationalist liberalism. This political doctrine proclaimed.
on the one side practically against the traditional institutions and on
the other side theoretically against the Christian doctrine, liberty
from all religious, moral, and customary restrictions of the individual
in a militant antic1ericalism. better called antieccl~iasticism and anti
monarchism. It declared itself for total religious. moral, and eco
nomic freedom; but at the same time it oppressed the Church and her
institutions. Out of the neutrality of the state it made a new secular
agnostic religion and. inspired by imperialist nationalism. produced
a state that was u absolute and be}'ond an)' general rules of morality
as was Machiavelli's Prince.'

The juxtaposition of these extremes may again help us in under
standing tbe relation between common good and indiVidual good.
Though qualitativel)' different and each having its own value. they
actual1y coincide or. as Suarez said. the common good ariscs Ollt of
the individual good of the citizens. Therefore the common good in
coner~to is the better realized the more all the dtilens can perfect
their individual good. In other words. it is a clear sign of an impertect
realization of the common good if a group of citizem suffers from
institutional injustices. that is. fTom mjustice arislDg from the im
proper functioning of the public order or (rom its failure to function
at all. To lh'e in peace and justice: in an OTdo 'fn-llm hllmallarum this
is the specific fonn of human social existence. An existence WIthout
order is lawlessness; it is inhuman. But order dOt·s not eXist for its own
sake, because those ordered are rauonal bemgs, persons. Now penons
are ends in themseh'es and are nor under any tjrcumstanccs mere in
struments. Therefore the oTdo politlcw, though a value in itself. can
never be regarded apan from its service funt:tion on behalf of the
ordered ~nollJ. That oTdo. therefore. in conC"f~to must serve the
ttanlCendmtal end of the human person. which is beyond the sphere
of the state and thw establishes the spedfic dignity of the person be
fore which the state must bow. Therefore the main func,tion of the
order is the preservation of personal freedom. of inalienable righu•

• ftonl tbe standpoint of thia coalition and not u ablluaet doctrine. must be evaluated
dae ofteD mtaunckntood aDd mluntcrprcted condemn.ation by the popes in the nine
teealb Clanu..,. of Ibc "modem" theories In politlCl and law.

Tbe UICI of Anglo-Saxon culture bne been JROIlI,.-ehouRh DOl complelcly.....paml
abe dedi 01 Ihew "modem" tbeor. pardy becaanc no .lIhant antlrleric:aUsm Ipran,
up in the fonD of anti·Cbrlstian Freenwonry of the Grand Orient kind and pard, bc·
a .. &bey were _ infected by that heated national..... 01 cootJnenw Europe.
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of the initiative of individual persons, and of their natural and free
auociations in furtherance of what is their teleological essence, the
perfection of human nature. Thus there docs not exist a philosophical
antinomy between the common good and the individual good of the
citizen. A conflict is possible only between the common good and an
interest, not the existence. of an individual person. A real conflict
between the common good and the interests of a greater number of
persons or of a group of persons is therefore nothing but a sign that
the order has become unjust and that the common good is violated.
That is what led I.eo XIII to call for the intervention of the state
in the social and economic sphere to cure the institutional social
injustices against the proletarians. because the wretched existence of
the working class proves a Rfeat Violation of the common good. And
he demanded thili intervention as a claim not of charity but of justice.
because of the common good and of the violated rights of the working
classes. since they were not given their part in the common good.

II. THE ORDF.R OF I.AW. THE FIRST TASK OF THE STATE

To come to a more definite understanding of the end of the state.
it is usual to distinguish different ta~ks of the statC' as the contents of
its end. Thus we speak of law. weltare. culture. and education as
rationally distinKuished parts of the one end of the state. the common
good. They are phe-onome-na. distln~lIlshed and yet. in the conception
of the common ~()od. amalp;amated properties of the one end of the
state, political felicity. the good life as a form of existence. as an
existential status of the political community.

The first ancl fundamental task of the state is the law as the form
of justice. The state has as its final cause the ordo ll1riS, the sovereign
order of law and pea(·e. Every state is a state of law and is a state only
so far as it is an order of law in the positive form of the realization of
justice and peace. To de\elop. to protect. and to preserve this order
of justice and peace. to decide continuously in conflkts according to
justice. is the task of the state as legislator and judge. This task it
performs by enacting positive laws that endure and are respected.
Very justly the natural law doctrine calls the prestate existence of man
the statw naturalis, a status of lawlessness. and the status civilis a
status of law. Still we must note that, as the state is not a mere order of
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Jaw. Irs end is Dot simpl)' the production and preaervation of a l)'ltem

of legalllOl'lDl. The concept of order is broader than that of law. Along
with justice. according to the great docton. the end of the state in
dudes tranquillity. security. and peace. Thua the political and lOCial
order is more than the systemof positive norms as rompiled in statute
books or coun decisions. The law is merely one form of that order.
though the most important because on its function immediately rest
tranquillity. security. and peace. Nevertheless integral parts of the
lOdal order arc also the traditional usages and customs of a nation.
the moral preferences and evaluations in economics, culture. and
aociallife. all that the Romanticists called the Yollugeist ("spirit of the
folk"). These attitudes. values, and customs stand as mighty powen
behind the more visible legal order. and influence and determine it.
The end of the state. therefore, is not merely law. The legal order is
rather a form for something that stands behind it and speaks through
iL It is like the bed of a river. the form through which the life of
the people flows. Therefore the state does not live and the common
good is not realiz~ by the law alone. but they live and are realized in
the legal order as the positive. living form of justice, the continuous
and pcnincm will to ghre to each one what is his due (suum cuique).

We might discuss at greater length this problem of the state as a
mere system of legal norms. because it is most important for the
problem of· state intervention in the sphere of moral and economic
life, especially in the form of social legislation.

III. THE UBEIlAL IDEAL OF THE "WATCHMAN STAn"

The modern Iibmll idea of the "state of law" has its origin in a
powerful reaction against princely absolutism and enlightened despo
tism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as it was carried out
by the economic policy of mCTCantilism, by the strict supervision of
all private life both moral and religious. of family life and «anomie
activity. on the pan of the pat~a) police state. It is best portrayed by
lOme principia conuolling this despotism. In religion it developed
&om the abominable principle. CUI"' Fegio elw religio# into the
pncticc of embodying the Church as a department of the ltate ad·
mi....tion and of endeaveriog to treat the Church as a kind of
tpiriaual police force. not 10 much for the Dke of religion as for the
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aake of atrieter control over the mindJ of tlJe .ubjects, The priest and
the minister become a son of spiritual gendanne, more influential
among the peasants and burghers (the third estate) than is the anned
police. Frederick the Great, himself an unbeliever, and Voltaire as
well, to name only two, were convinced that the homogeneity of the
.tate, that fundamental unity, requires religion. This religion, how
ever, is to be controlled by the "reason of state," subservient to the pa
litical interests of the absolute prince. Though not necessary for the
enlightened nobles and clergy, it is regarded as necessary for the pe0

ple, especially for the children, And the priests are the best teachers of
morality for the protection of the absolute authority of the prince
and for the safety of the property.holders.'

Similarly mercantilism destroyed, in the prince's interests. the old
and perhaps too brittle fonns of an economic society built on the
principle of guilds to make room for the manufacturen. Yet it me
ticulously supervised and regulated the economic activities of the
manufacturen and by an elaborated labor legislation, but one with
out regard to the jult rights of the workers, controlled labor in the
fast growing factories and mills. This strict comrol of economic ac
tivity in the interest of the prince's policies, especially his wars and
war coffen, had no care for the sanctity of private property or personal
rights. The jw politiae and the jw emlnt'ns gave a right to confiscate
private property for state purposes without a duty of compensation.
It gave the prince the right to intervene in judicial procedure, to de
cide any suit arbitrarily by his sovereign authority. It innded the per
sonal sphere by star-chamber trials, by lettTes de cachet and arbitrary
imprisonment, banishment and seizure of property, as the prince,
with a very arbitrary idea of the interest of the state, saw fit.' Thus
the fundamental distinction between public and private law disap
peared and similarly the idea of rights of the people, of the individual

, The much ..untet! "tolerance" of the EnlaRhtenment does not pow out of a reverence
for the Individual con.dence, but is a mere principle of pohtlcal eXpediency. Neither
Montaquieu nor Voltaire nor Iloanu. nor the Puritan. and other nonconformisu iD
Enlland and tn New England demanded tolcranR or pvc: it to dissc:ntCl'l .. a buic
human riKbc. a. Waldemar Curian, Di.IW'itilrhen und .odalen Idem i'" franzihilrhm
X.,holiu,,,,w ('918). pp.•8-10; Thomu O'Gorman. A Hutary 0"11. c.uwlie Churda
.n .11. Un.'''' S,.,., (New York, 1907),

• Uader appealta thJa ;w IWli,io. endowed with the absolute jUl ",innu, the ablolute
prillCe could rally lIy: L't,.' e'e" moi. No Iphere o( penonal r!shu, of the Cburcb, or 01
rtpu or property ClDUId withltand thb arbitrary power.
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•penon as an end unto himself. Justice disappeared in favor of social

expediency or of utility for the state, actually for the interests of the
prince.

Education. too, W3$ subordinated to the interest of the absolute
prince. who regarded the primary schools as nurseries for subservient
Joyalty to himself. and the universities as professional schools for the
breeding of efficient administrators for the extensive administrative
apparatus of the police state.-

But the Enlightenment. in ita doctrines of natural law. had already
constructed the basis from which to attack this unlimited totalitarian
competence of the absolute prince. The time·honored rights of men
embodied in so many sacred instruments like the Magna Chuta or
the liberties of the medieval towns and cities. the stru~le of the
Church to free itself from the tutelage of Gallican and Febronian or
Josephinist practices. the fight of dissenting religious minorities
against the oppressing demands of religious conformity as a basis of
political homogeneity. the rise of natural·law ideas though in an indi
vidualist garb. all these contributed to the risc of a new spirit. The
longing for liberty and tolerance grew stronger and stronger. The
Church demanded fr«dom from the unworthy tutelage of the state.
Religious minorities proclaimed the right of religious freedom or tried
to establish it in their new homes on this side of the Atlantic. The third
estate. the manufacturer. speaking through the mouth of ph)'siocrat
writers and A. Smith. demanded economic freedom from molesting
state control. They contended that the wealth of nations could be
better and more quickly increased by a laissez-faire policy than by
bureaucratic planning. The eternal process. man versus the state.
Wnlt into a Dew phase.

The third estate arises allied with individualist natural law. the
new science of political economy. but not without the time-honored
tradition of Christianity along with its antiabsolutist. personalist
tendencies. The third estate. the dasses o[ industrial employers. and
the lay inteUectualJ. not all of them anticlerical. come of age. They are
tired of the fussy tutelage of paternal absolutism. They want free
dom. All the great minds, Catholic and Protestant. philoaopher. and

• 11It.....DI pre-emjnen~ of the law f.culty .nd the jurisu over the theolotlcal and
die aMI~caI facultiel and their ....dua.... allied by r.bc ahlollltbt PaDDleD" •
..... til' 8ChDillastmarL
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lawyers, employers and economists, the new scientists, plead for
libeny. In their attitude, moral and intenectual, all of them are for
liberty, for the rights of the individual person, for tolerance, for con
stitutional government, for free enterprise and for safeguards of prop
erty and person, for equality before the law. An of them are tired of
the absolutist principle: all fOT the people, nothing by the people.
They wish participation in the government and the construction
of a sphere of freedom from state intervention.

They were all liberals in their attitude. but they differed widely
in their arguments. Though founded by Catholics, the Colony of
Maryland had first pronounced the freedom of worship as a political
prim iple, not as a philosophical one. Pius VII introduced the freedom
of enterprise into the Papal States. At the beginning of the French
Revolution a majority of the Catholic clergy stood for constitutional
government anel the rif(hts of man. Thus the new political institutions
(e.R., bill of rights, representative government, liberation of the indi-
vidual from oppressive intervention in the reliF;ious. economic, and
social sphere) were the ardent d('sire of all. Men had rome to the
tOnclusion that an end should be put to the existing political, social,
and economic orelc-r of a rigid feudalism, of an arrogant absolutism.
and of privileges that had berome senseless oecau<it' their holders had
no longer any worthy social functions but had turned into social
parasites, into im'fficient exploners of senseless privileges. Thus in
their polemics against the anuquated order all were united. All
pleadl"d for liberty and liberal institutions. It is significant that insti
tutions are somewhat in8uenced and shaped by the philosophical
arguments in their favor. To UloC an example: freedom of worship can
be defended as a politic-al pnnciplc from the standpoint of tranquillity
of tht" public order and the common good,T of the intrinsic wrongness
of C"ompulsion in faith on an'ount of a profound Ten'rence for the
ultimate aroiter. the conscience. But it may be and in reality has
most oftt"n been propounded as a consequence of a wrong philosophy.
In this event freedom ot worship can become the cause of polemic
enmity against Christianity, especially against the Catholic ChuTch.
Then in the n:1me of this fr("("dom. the freedom of the Church and of
religious orders together with their schools and hospitals may be

'TbUJ 51. Thom.. (Sum".. 'h'OI., II. lIae. q.IO, a.ll) defends lolerance of Jew. and
Infidell 011 the buiI of the idea of the common aood.
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abolished. as happened in the anticlerical Third R.epublic and in
republican Spain. Thus the philosophy of militant agnosticism does
away with the neutrality of the secular state as a practice. and the 10

called neutral state turns to militant, anti-Christian secularism.
Without exaggeration we may contend that in the bourgeois revolu

tion, especially on the European continent. it is philosophical indi
vidualism and liberalism that prevail. Thus after the new institutions
were created they were backed by inc:lividualist liberalism. But after
the "enemy.n absolutism. had been abolished. it continued to shape
the new world and to interpret the new institutions according to its
individualist meaning_ It became the ruling social philosophy de
manding absolute so\'ereignty in the form of doctrinaire liberalism.

Here the tendency is to depreciate the state and unduly to minimize
its acth-ities according to the laissez-faire doctrine. The state is not
an active element of social life with the common good as its proper
end. This kind of liberalism is distrustful of go\'ernment: government
is bad; only the people. the autonomous fT~ individuals. are good.
Thus the legal order is not a genuine stable order. but a mere system
of fonnal norms with the help of which the individuals construct thcir
relations Jed by their self-interests. The legal order, especially the con
aitutional order. has as its exclusive purpose to guarantce and to
protect a spherc of individual initiath-c as broad as possiblc. The slate
ceases to be a social being of specific (arm and is nothing but an ap
paratus to be used for thc interests of individuals; especially in eco
nomics the state has no right to intervene. Parallcl to this aversion
toward the state goes the idea that political power and autbority are
almost intrinsically bad.

IV. CoNSEQUENCES OF TIlE "\VATCHMAN" IDEAL

Thus an essential part of thc program of liberalism is its idea of the
function and essence of the legal order. UberaHsm knows only ab
.tnet, therefore equal. individuals. It treats problem. of emincut
political and social importance as if they were privatc, indifferent
aJlain of individuals. The whole world of law ia built upon the idea
of fne contracts of free individuals. beginning with the lawgiver and
the ltate and proceeding to marriage and other lOCial forms. Of ut
DIGIt impcmance ia that the material contents of the contracu are left
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wholly to the &ee decisiona of the individuals and their changing self
interest. Law becomes a fannaHsm, indifferent with regard to its con
tenu. The range of this field of individual activity, which is soon ruled
by economic interests as the controlling forces, must be enlarged as
much as possible. No outside authority has a prerogative to interfere
in this field. whether on account of moral demands, religious teaching,
or poUtkal exigency.

Such an idea is possible only in consequence of an extreme optimism
in the power and wisdom of the individual. This is really evidenced
when the classical economists who, with the exception of a few clerics
like Malthus, are mostly optimists. say that the individuals. if only
left free to follow their self·interests in autonomy and to bind them
selves by free contracts, would produce an order of social harmony,
as it were automatically. The social order is thus considered to be
controlled by perpetually changing economic interests and by con
tinually renewed short-term relations without the stability of voca·
tional groups or of functional corporative organizations of persons.
In this scheme the contracting individuals. led by their momentary
interests, constitute by their contracts a social organization that i.
the best possible for the present. It is so because the greatest possible
number of individuals will so establish their greatest possible hap
piness, which is based on the successful realization of their self-interest.
Hence there is no stable organization of society, which is merely a name
for a ceaselessly changing network of contractual relations. The state's
only function is the protection of the individual fundamental rights,
especially in their economic bearing, and the legal protection of the
contracts and of what is disposed by contracts. of property.

Consequently society is organized around markets: markets for
commodities (and labor is considered a commodity): markets for
credit and capital: markets for philosophies and sectarian doctrines:
markets for amusements and literature. The successful businessman,
with an uncritical indifference as to how and where he made his
money, is the IC'ading type of this society. Economics not politics is
the accent. The state, so honorcd by thc ancients and so praised by
the Christian doctors, the state which Suarez called corpus politicu",
'",'ticu," , b«omes a mere public service. The Aristotelian and
Thomiatic principle that life in the state makes man better, is utterly
Itrange to this society, because the individual is already good. The
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state has. therefore, no right to intervene in the sphere of society.
That would be an irrational interference. destroying the calculability
ofeconomic acti\'ity. disturbing the automatically produced and sensi
tive balance of interests. The ethics of such a society i5 necessarily
individualist and utilitarian. The (onn of justice that is accentuated
is commutative justice. that justice which controls the contractual
conditions of exchanges on the markets; distributive justice is a for
gotten concept.

The accent. the attention of intellectual curiosity. does not fan
upon man. upon politics in tbe Aristotelian and Thomistic sense.
upon metaph}'sics. philosophy of law, and invariable ethics. No, it
falls rather upon the indh'idual as a qualitatively indifferent social
atom. each equal to all others and not "ested with such qualifications
as are acquired by the specific social functions of the cleric. the monk,
the guildmaster, tbe father of a famil)'. These qualifications rern.ain
more private; on the market, in the economic sphere, there appear
thc impersonal forms of the businessman, the seller, tlle bu)·er. the
capitalist, the worker. Or the depersonalization goes even so far that
we begin to speak. only of producer<onsumer and emplo)er-cmployee
relations or even of the relations of finance, capnal. and labor. \"'hat
is meant hcre is that abstract capital, abstract labor, and abstract
money rule and dominate human relations. \Vhat counts is the magni
tude of abstract profit. that is. a profit without consideration of its
character as a social premium for a positi~'e contribution to the
common good. Furthermore. it is the abstract labor power that counu.
rather than the indisputable fact that the seller of abstract labor power
is a fathcr, a mother. or a bachelor. Yet these sodal wncrcte char
ackn of indh·jduals arc of the utmost importance tor the person.
themsel\lcs and (or the good life of the body politic. The reason, of
coune, for this abstraction is the optimistic belief that social hap
piness wilJ automatically arise by the free competition of tlJOSC ab
stract individuals.

What is common to all these tcnns is that they are somewhat empty
of concrete lifc. The picturc of economic aocicty-and on «onomies
falb the accent-is one of fr~ and equal indh'iduals, each for him
telf punuing hit self-interest. exclusively motivated by it and ltanding
agaiDIt any restrictions but those necasary to guarantee this chue on
the basis of equal chances. Thus this socicty is caentiaUy atomistic.
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dynamic. ever changing. an immense but unstable network of shifting
short·lived relations in the form of private contracts. These contracts
are motivated not by a common good but by their private interests.
subject to mere formal rules of the law of contracts.

This society has an organization. but only in the sense that the
individuals at their will organize themselves through short·term con·
tracts for the realization of the self·interest. Critics have rightly spoken
of the anarchic chara( ter of the capitalist market-society. Especially
in the economic world do we see these features prevail. Individualist
liberalism. it should never be (orKotten, fought against the rigid
vested interests. representing the stable organization of guilda in
their corrupt fonn. But they fought also against all stable social fonDS
that are intermediaries between the individual and the state and that
were the rcal protection of the individual and his rights in the
medieval sodeiy.·

What this society demands is initiative, alertness, daring. specula
tion. a shatp legalistic mind, and a j('alousy for all the rights of the
indh·idual. '''hat it does not favor is charity. unselfishness. social re
straint. contemplation. fidelity to ethical ideals; these traits do not
pay. It is e<anomic thinking that controls it: it is the virtues useful
on the market that count. That enigmatical bein'f, man, living in
the polis for the better life. man as typified in Socrates or in Thucyd
ides. in 51. Paul or in St. Augustine. in St. Francis of Assisi or in
Gregory VII, in Pascal or in Spmola, man as the religious genius, as
the saint. as the philosopher, as the man of letters. such is not the
idol and the meaSllre. Rather. this ideal and this measure are material
success. mark.et \'alucs. money. The ideal of youth is not the stl\tesman,
the pater patTia~, but the successful money-mak.er or the corrupt
politician. without social responsihility. as also the business executive
without responsibility but to the impersonal capital interests. This
does not mean that other types of man-the saint. the faithful servant
of the ('ommon good. the philosopher. the unselfish educator-do not
exist. for such a statement would be nonsense. "'ithout them society
could last but for a short time. No; what is meant here is that the
economic values and the practical virtues that pay are the decisive

• A Itrlldn,ll1U1tradon ilthe pre\1l1ence or the capitalist corporation with the nqotl.
abWt, of lu ahara the highett point of impersonality. u oppoaed to the cooperaliwe
sulJdl aDd the like. which are euentially penonal orpnizalionl where lbe roa'lDO"
UUerat " YWble aad demaoda pcnooa1loyalty by ita ftIl Dalure.
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thing. Material success alone is what countJ. Men are measured by
these things tint and are pardoned many wrong acu if they but lue
ceed. Wealth. material wealth, however acquired. is the measure. If
it is acquired honestly. that is well and good, but it is not absolutely
necessary. Hence this kind of society develops in iu sociology an
evolutionist theory of the survival of the fittest that of course is non
moral and has no room for the unselfish virtue of charity. Thus this
lOCiety has. as its adequate philosophy, positivism and pragmatism
where the measure of truth is efficiency and where ethics is utilitarian.
That is why this society is unpolitical, is for the minimizing of the
atate as the framework in which man reaches a more perfect life, a
good life. That is why this type o( societ)· has usc only (or commuwive
justice. the justice of the exchange values of abc market, as we pointed
out earlier.

v. THE CoN'TRADIC110NS OF THE LIBERAL IDEAL

Distributive justice and legal justice presuppose a functionally or
ganized society of different groups. But individualist liberalism tells
us that under free competition tlle organization of society is automatic
and at every moment the best possible. Therefore liberalism is against
intervention of the state in this seU-regulating society. In its concept
of the relations between state and citizens. this libcnlism has the
tendency of protecting the individual againn unreasonable use of
the police power, against the so\·ereignty. But we find also among the
jurists the tendency to juridify even the essentially sovereign act which
concerns the common good immediately and directly. The concept of
IOvereignty (thc supremc act beyond the law and .ubject only to the
objective idea of the common good) is argued away. 'The judge be
comes the master of the legislator and the arbiter of the government;
he gets the imperium.

This control by the judge over the representative body, which is a
reSection of changing popular opinions. is in itself a good thing. But
we should bear in mind that what control. is not 10 much the in
atitution as the philosophy and opinions of the majority of the highest
court. Thus the highcst court's philosophy becomes the decisive fact.
the lO\IUeign rule. He who authoritatively and without appeal inter
pn!fI the law, is the true sovereign. Oliver Wendell Holma in one of
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hi, many dissenting opinions cQl1ccming labot' legislation, an out
growth of distributive justice, criticized the majority becawe they
still clung to the ideas of Adam Smith and Ricardo when the social
and economic system had already undergone enormous material
changes. They continued to apply specific rules ofcommutative justice,
the justice that controls the relations between equal and free indi
viduals. to facts that required the application of distributive justice.
Thus, as we have seen, the ideal of an individualist and liberalist
society becomes the depreciation and minimizing of the state and the
exaltation of the laissez-faire philosophy which implies the total sub
jection of the sovereign power to the rules of commutative justice.
Vet such a total subjel·tion of the sovereign power under the rules of
commutative justice contradicts the very idea of the state, of common
good. of artla to which is coordinated distributive justice. And this
justi~e roncems subordination, obedience. and authority. The longed
for ideal of indh idualin liberalism is the prospect of a progressive
devt"lopment that will end in a perfect society without the state, with
out politics, sO\,('Tl"iKD will. or autonomous common good, without
authority or ~o\crnment. which all are, compared with this ideal
status, presumahly a\'oidable evils.

The whole thinK is of course contradictory. The same authority
that ('ondemned in various utterances nineteenth-century liberalism
as the destroycr of true liberty-the Pope-could in the twentieth cen
tury with the applause of the children of nineteenth-century liberal
ism affirm that the state had been weakened. and that that abominable
thing. power. had conquered as private irresponsible power the ec0

nomic held and therewith ('ontTolled the destiny of thousands of small
property holders and proletarians. Behind the weakened visible gov
ernment rule'S an invisible and therefore irresponsible government
of financial interesu. The concentrated economic power of great
combinations in international cartels is even able to have its own
foreign poliC")'. to the people invisible, along with the foreign policy
of the visible go\'crnment. It truly is historic irony that at the end of
individual liberalism stands the totalitarian state.

The grandsons of the great liberals. anxious to protect their ec0

nomic privil~C's against the labor-movement that demands--if fOl' a

- On the tndividualll'lpirit of tbe (IOliunon law, d. 1lQICX)C Pound, slJiri' of IIw
COllI.... lAw.
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while we discount labor-czan and labor-bosses-from modem society
and state just the same things that the Third Estate. the bourgeoisie.
demanded a century and a half ago: these gyandsons hire the wor
shippen of absolute state-control against their antagonists in the
labor-market. And yet this is only the consequence of their wrong
principles. For they could indulge in their contempt for politics. for
social ethics, for social justice and pharisaically propound their
"market-jwtice" because they were the state, because indirectly they
owned the government. Now the founh estate or the proletarians or
-caU them what you will-find that they and their children remain
OIl this side of the labor-market. Therefore they use the same slogans
that were earlier devised by the bourgeoisie: liberty. equality, fra
ternity. for themselves and for their organizations. Actually that in
dividualistic society begins to become socially organized around the
Jabor market. The place in the labor market becomes the nucleus of
new, very powerful organizations either for the change or for the up
holding of the status quo of social power in capitalistic sodety.

These powerful concentrated group-interests begin then to fight
for or against social legislation. The cons~uenceis. unless traditional
ethics or a strong spirit of national unity counterbalance, that both
panies try to control the state which prt'sumedly has the monopoly of
power. For its own sake and in the interest of unity, the state sends
out more and more its controlling tentacles into the struggling
society. In an industrial societ)', without seH.go,"erninR intennediary
institutions similar in function to the medieul guilds. the bureau
cratic state arises. Cancerlike grows that state with the approval of
both groups if and as long as each of them controls alternately the
bureaucratic monster. Finally there comes a point where one of the
groups loses patience or hope and deli\."ers the slate over to predatory
pretorians of the totalitarian ideolOKies. This group sells out to them.
because it hopes to form an invisible government behind them. But
though one can buy pretorian., one cannot control them. They will
be and they are the conqueron.

The solution of this problem-and the earliest signs of that solu
tion are DOW visible-is a new functional organization of society.
This society will have self-governing autonomous groups to regulate
and deat with their own problems in a 6pirit of cooperation. mOo
tivacrd by their rnpective partial common good. That i. the eaena of
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I-ius Xl's proposal of a vocational group OTd~. that is. of a stable.
legally circumscribed. visible order. For what is needed is a realiza
tion of the general principle that wherever there is crystallized power.
social OT economic. there also must be linked to it visible public re
sponsibility. This is the only justification for wielding power. because
power is never an independent autonomous value, It is justified only
as a means for a morally good purpose. Since power is here social
power. its end must be good according to social ethics. fhe trouble in
individuali!lt capitalism is that economic power always crystallized
around capitalist wealth and around labor organizations. but that no
open. clearly circumscribed. and puhlic responsibility to the com
munity or the nation is bound to that power. When someone has such
social power that his deci!lion means happiness or distress and poverty
for huncin'os and thousands of his fellow citizens. then his decision
musl be controllC"d. it mu..t he an openl}' responsible one. Here. too.
we n("ed today a fresh application of the principle of government by
consent.

I am fully aware that in this sketchy presentation some features are
put in reli('f while others have heen negl("(·ted. Still. as a presentation
of dominating t("ncl("nl"ies. this picture is \'alid. The best proof is the
situation in an actual militant conflict. As e"'erybody knows. a ten
dency on the part of ca( h KToup is to use othe! ~ial values and in
stitutions as their allies and espe< ially as their servants. Religion.
the ChuTrhes. and the idea of the nation are brought into the discus
,ion as allies. each gToup id('nti{)'in~ its hmlted interest with justice.
with rdigion. with the national common good itself. Thus strikers. in
particular thdr leaders. may be called reds. atheists. internationalists.
(O('s o( the unit), of the nation. and all this is declared without evidence
being adduced. On the other hand. a sinister conspiracy of high
finance. the inter("5ts of money. are decried as the true power behind
the lC'enes. As often in other instances. it is the emergency situation
that best rC\'eals the true antagonisms, Furthennore. it may be said
that this society lives on because there are still big reservoirs of moral
and religious ideas inherited from the past. ideas which somehow
counterbalance the disruptive tendencies. We should not forget that
Sodom would have been spar("d if ten just men had Jived there. It ia
these unnamed thousands in our nation who. faithfully serving the
common good. keep the social fabric together.
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VI. DtrI"Y OF THE STATE TO INTERVENE

But let us return to our original problem. As we have shown.
Catholic tradition always upheld thc idea that human social and
political life. apart from other virtues which likewise were neglected
by individualism. is controlled not only by C'Ommutative justice but
also by distributive and legal justice. Consequently it accentuated the
public welfare as the cnd of the state. Thus it opposed to the lib
eralistic idea of the emasculated "watchman-statc" the idea of this
"welfare-state." By thllt it meant an existential concrete status of hap
piness (jelicilas polilica) of the whole body politic. as health is in t.he
biological organism. or coursc. it nc\'cr denied that the state and its
authority must live in the law and under the univerSe"!1 norm of
morality, since the state is neither the substance of law nor the: rule
of morality itself.

To Catholic political philosophy the state is more than a disinter
ested automaton that produces and protects a formal le~31 order (or
the functioning of commutative justice alone as the condition under
which the individuals are the perpetr3lOrs of then self·interest and
10 consmlcot a kind of order in their contractual relations. Catholic
political philosophy recognized these truths: first. that the formulas
or the doctrines of liberalist indi\'idualism concerDlng the pure
"Rcchtsstaat," liberty. and equality. for the propert)lcss proletarian
masses are fictitious. that these formulas develop into a questionable
domination by the propertied class. into an unrestricted a\'arice and
beartlessnesa of the masten. which leaves the workers propertyless
and undefended.lo Now in the social and economic field. as dis
tinguished from the political fidd. the relations between finance and
productive forces. between employers and workers, become necessarily
relations of economic power. supraordination and subordin:uion.
Division of labor. the prenlence of property and financial interests
in a capitalist society, and the existence of vast numbers living on the
bub of ahon-term labor contracts and without property produce
these subordinations. Thus thc relations actually threaten to become
lawless power.relations of domination by property and finance over
labor and .mall buainess.

Bc:ca.. of the liberalist. non·interventionist idea of the mere

Ie L-. XIIL.............,."', 'a.
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"watchman-state:' the balancing elements (public responsibility of
the Konomically powerful and public protection of the economically
powerless) cannot be realized. This condition leads to an abominable
contradiction. Politically the rights of democracy (freedom. equality
and fraternity) are professed. But in the economic world where ac
tually the property interests rule, such concentration of economic
power, unrestricted by the ideas of distributive justice, arouses bitter
feelings of hostility. The dominated classes begin to feel they are
wage-slaves. the farmers and small businessmen develop a glowing
hatred against high finance or international finlnce. Thus. instead of
the longed-for society of free and equal individuals, a class-society
appears with strong opposing interests. where socialist theory de·
mands. in the name of liberty and equality, the expropriation of the
explOpriators. On the basis of the same rights of liberty. labor justly
daim"i the riKht of organization. The more that economic concentra·
tion of capital J,'TOWS, the more must grow the power of labor organiza.
tion. The hoped-for society of free individuals and of social hannony
becomes a sodrty where there emerge enormous mass collectiva.
orhr;milcd around capital and labor interests. agricultural and indus
trial iDle-rests, that by tbeir \'ery nature stress predominantly antagon
istic tcndcncirs and not unifying forces. And as the individuals are
organi/cd accordin~ to their conflicting interests without direct regard
of tht'ir common interests as citizens. no social hannony emerges.
Rather. we ha\'c hostile classrs kept together only with great effort in
the framework of the state. We have conflicting allegiances. where
thc allegiance to the dass interest may too easily supersede the al
legianl"c to the state. the alleged instrument of the class enemy. Under
such conditions capital may prefer an alliance with a foreign power
if that power promises to suppress labor. Labor, on the other hand.
may tramfer its allcRiance to a foreign power that appean as the in·
ternational champion of the rights of the proletarians. The paralysis
of thdr own state in the protection of the common good is the result.

This outcome of the liheralist illusion was early and fully grasped
by Catholic political philosophy. But it recognized also that the
Marxian socialist theory, acting as a new social gospel for the op
pressed. offers no genuine solution. Socialism contends that the pri
vate dominating power of capitalist and financial property<lasses
must be destroyed and that it can be destroyed only by de-
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struetion of private property as a legally sanctioned institution and
by destruction of that bourgeois "watchman-state" in favor of a
dictatonhip of the proletariat. But socialist thinking originates in
tHe same presuppositions as does liberal capitalism: in an excessive
regard for material wealth. in a negation of the original dignity of
the human person. in a dream of a statelcss paTadise of thc future.
Thus socialist Marxism and all its variations claiming thc elimination
of private propeny as an institution tend to the destruction of the
freedom and dignity of the person and of the family in socialistic
totalitarianism whiel'l. like individualist capitalism. subordinates the
penon to values and institutions that are cS5cntiaUy service-values
compared to the intrinsic value of the person.

Against these socialist and liberalist aberrations. Catholic political
philosophy upheld the idea of distributive justice with its obligations
to the common good and to the groups within the state. The "good
life:' the "perfection of the order," implies that the state (i.e.• the
political authority), on the basis of distributi\'e justice, has a right
and a duty to intervene in the economic order just as the citizens have
by legal justice a duty to contribute to the: state. This contribution is
not on the basis of formal e()ualit)· (commutative justile) but in
proportion to their personal gifts and economic power. The common
good is the ground on which rests the right and the duty of the state
to intervene in economics and in social reJ.uions. To this nght, par
ticularly this moral duty or the state to rf'alilC public welfare. a just
order. or whatever we may call it. there (orresponds. on the side of
the violated interests of the citizens. a right to the re-establishment of
their rights by a change of the social order and its institutions.

Leo XIII strongly reiterated this duty of the state in the (ace of •
aociaJ wrongs produced by capitalism. He refutes the SO( ialist claim to
IOlve these social problems by the abolition of private propt"rty as a
legal and economic institution. But he blames the libcral~t concept
of the "watchman-state," showing that it has forgotten the proteftion
of the personal rights of the lower dasses and especially of the workers.
The "watchman-state" destroyed the protective institutions like the
guilds and the journeymen associations and so isolated the modem
wage.eamer and left him without social institutions to protect and
defend hit rights and intneslS. nlW tbe exigencies of an economic
system and material wealth were put above the happiness and the
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dignity of human persons and of families. Yet the common good is
the result only of the work and pains of all memben of the com
munity in the framework of the social and legal order. Therefore:
the state must, in proportion to the hierarchy of values and the con·
tribution of the memben, afford protection and care. If it protectJ
espedally the property rights and the freedom of contract without
regard of the nohler and higher rank.in~ rights of the human penon.
of the (auler of a family, the result wi1l he an unjust privilege of the
propertied (lasses. Thus the essence of the equality will be destroyed.
Yet even the humhlest wOIker not only has his human rights but, by
his daily work and by fulfilling his duties as a conscientious father.
dti7cn. and Christian, he also lOntributes in a considerable way to the
(Olllmon good.

If the emnomic system renders either the fulfillment of these duties
or the realization of these rights more difficult, or if the system de
prives the worker of these rip;hts. then the order of the common good
is p;ra\'e1y \'iolated. When this violation is caused, not by merely in·
dh idual incidents but hy an instirmional inadequacy of the existing
economic ordt·r. of its institutions and group relations. there arises
for lhc state a bmding dUly to reform the order so that it can more
pt"rfeoly plOmote the common good. For everyone has a right to
participate in the use and enjoyment of the good life. of the common
g(l(xl. as a member and in proportion to his conlributions to the reali
zation of tht" ("ammon guod. Tht" state exists for man's sake and not for
any class or simply for the production of wealth. And this improve
mt'nt, this reform of the ("('onomic order on the part of the state. is
a duty arising (rom distributivc Justice.

The nced for this reform amply justified the great Catholic social
mO\'t"mt"nt that developed in all modern countries after the liberalist
and indi\idualist ideas pro\lt"d their sterility when they produced the
modern proletariat. the propert}'less wage-earner. The whole exist
ence of the wagC'-earner depends on his ability to make a short-tenn
labor (·ontract and on the prke he ('1m get for his labor on a labor
market which is ruled over not hy human dignity, justice and fairness.
but rather by the impersonal, hlind. iron laws of supply and demand.
It was a ridiculous contradiction to put on the modern worker the
mask of a free seller of labor power and then, without social power
such as property can offer. leave him to the play of these impersonal
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fon:a of the labor market. An even more disastrous consequence of
abstract individualism is that the concrete circumstances and nature
of the fictitious "free worker" were of no consideration on the labor
market. There one hires a kind of commodity without considering
whether the owner of that commodity is a child. a father. a mother.
or a single man. The buyer is interested only in the impersonal ob
jective commodity, labor power. That at least is what the classical
liberal economic theory brought forward. The consequences of this
view are to be noted in the reports of factory inspectors and of poor
law administraton. in scholarly research work, and in gloomy poems
like Hood's The Song 01 the Shirt.

From the standpoint of distributive justice that is an intolerable
condition, a grave violation of the common good. This violation of
the common good gave the oppressed masses a right. on the constitu
donal and natural principles, to form organizations of mutual help
like unions, beneficiary societies, and cooperath·es. It also ("njoined
on the state the duty to reform the economic order by social legisla
tion, by intervention.U This intervention has first to prOlect the per
IIODaI dignity of the ""orker as a man: as the father of a family. as a
woman. as a child, as a religious being. as a citizen. This protection
is dorded by laws regulating minimum wage and maximum hours.
by regulation of work. on Sundays and religious holidays. by regula.
tion of the work. of women and children, and still (urther by protect
tion of the right to association in unions and in cooperatives. as well
as the right to political activit)·. It has then to protect the health and
life of the worker by fanns of social insurance. such as those insuring
against accident. aicknns, unemployment, disability. and old age.
Here. too, it is the task. of legislation to promote the family wage,
though this problem may belong rather to the more basic task of a
real reform of the economic order, which is especially urged by
QlUIIlragesimo anno.

Here what is dilcuued is not 50 much the improvement of an
existing economic order, but tbe reform of that order itself; for the
subject of that encyclical is the reconstruction of the social and ceo-

II to C8tboUc IOdaI philalopby in the late nlftetemth erntury there esilled two
..... The ICbooI of Anfm (Fnnft} ... apin•• Mate intenoenLion; the school of uqe
IIGOd. out io fa'VOf of .tate Jnaenendon. In the general trmd lince the carliat pro.
pouaden ", IDdaI ........ &om YOD BIOI and Kt'udet to Hille and MlUmlna. Leo
xm, m......... 1IWUIa'. appl'CMd the latenentionilt tebool.
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nomic ord~. It ~atl the problem of self-govemed vocational groups
as the bearen and the effecten of social justice. It urges participation
in industrial property and in management and thus the redemption
of the proletarians from their weak and insecure economic situation.
Especially since the monopolist concentration in industry, this con
dition has grown worse and haa led to tendencies of state paternalism
that are perhaps a step near~ to state socialism or state capitalism,
both of which are wrong.

VII. LIMITATIONS OF STATE INTERVENTION

All social legislation is "practical" and consequently will be dif
ferent in various modern states as the capitalist systems differ accord
ing to a variety of circumstances. Still the principles are the same.
First. the right. even the duty. of the state to intervene if the common
good is violated. through failing institutions in the social and eco
nomic order and through the denial of the rights and dignity of man.
Secondly. the measure of intervention is based on the idea of distribu
tive justice: namely. what each contributes to the common good, the
srate has the duty to return in an equal amount of participation in
the enjoyment of the common good. For only under these conditioDJ
have those citizens who fully participate in the use and fruition of the
order a right to demand from the worker the fulfillment of the duties
of legal justice: obedience to tbe law, active participation in politics
and honorary offices. protection of the peaceful order, military service
and defense of the nation. The cry that the proletarians have no
fatherland, that they must be international, has some foundation as
long as the proportion in those things owed them by distributive
justice actually remains a great disproponion.

When we speak of social legislation we think mostly of legislation
about labor. But that is a narrow concept, because it docs not consider
that social legislation inttrvenes wherever an institutional failing
occurs which violates the common good. Thertfore any legislation to
protect the homestead of the farmer, tax laws according to the ability.
to-pay principle. anticarteJ legislation having as its purpose the pro
tection of the small business man, laws that privilege cooperation of
farmers, of borrowen, of small businessmen are all equally the out
growth of distributive justice as is indirectly recognized by liberal
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capitalism, which considen them irreconcilable with the .ystem of
non-intervention. Similarly modem economic legislation for the
averting of bankruptcy, for honesty in the capital market transactions
(Securities and Exchange Act) for the protection of the small depositor
and saver, and for tariff policy, all this is social legislation. It is con·
trolled by the need of equal protection of all rights and by the im
portance of all these things for the common good. It is an ironical
fact that in OUT modern economic society, where many legislative
problems in\'olve power problcms of different group interests, each
group interest if endangered ("ries for "social" legislation under appeal
to the common good. But it is eager to deny the same appeal to other
group interests if such action would change- the statUJ quo of social
power relations. This proves merely how little these groups are united
in basic principles and how clamorous they are for participation in
the common good when their interests require it.

In social and economic relations it is a general principle that
quantity may change the quality and nature of the social body. Social
legislative intervention may likewise. as soon as it reaches a certain
quantity, change the quality and nature of the state. The social
welfare state, as opposed to the watchman-statc. may by exaggeration
grow to be a paternal, care-for-all statc which. becausc of its spreading
administrative burcaucracy. tunu into totalitarianism.

Therefore it is not cnough to proclaim as a principle the right and
the duty of the state to intervene by legislation in the social and eco
nomie order. We mUSl at the same time try to find the limits of state
intervention. The limit is again the common good. That A makes
bankrupts on account of a wrong speculation. or that B. who is a bit
querulous. often loses his job. or dlat Farmer C's uninsured bam is
.uuek by lightning, haa nothing to do directly and immediately with
abe common good. Only if the whole community or the inlcrc5ts of
whole groups have suJlered damage, only when a grave danger threat·
ens which cannot be helped or hindered in any other way even by
organized leIf·help, only thm may we s~k. of a damage or danger to
the common good and of a right and duty of intervention.1I

Four conditions must be present to justify state intervention. Fint,
there must be lOme harm to essential interests and rights of the whole
community or of one of its functional groups, bccawe their right

II Leo XIII. til. eft.. ,,,,
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functioning represents an essential contribution to the common good.
to the happiness of the whole. Negatively it follows that the state may
not intervene if the public order and the cooperative functioning of
the groups is working in security and successfully: no mere utility.
no profitable expediency for itself, which the state expects from an
intervention for administrative purposes. mnCers a right of inter
vention. This limitation protects the public order against any per
fectionist who. cJamorinR for the most perfect world, confen on the
state powers of intervention which. if reali7ed. would do away with
freedom and initiative. Under the paternal police state of the enlight
ened despot we ha\'e had such a perfectionism. where the absolute
prince. like .Iollc-ph II in Austria, intervened in the most intimate
relations of families, between individuals. and in ecclesiastical affairs.
in order to edurate all arcordinR to his standards. In consequence of
this policy. just on account of his well-meant interventions. he died
as a hatt"d despot.

Secondly, that ddmage must hne already occurred or it must at
least threaten prox.imatel}'" The point is that the state must not deem
its intervention as nere~ary without a compelling reason. It should
not inti ude upon the groups. the {.unilie'i, and the individuals. even
from a paternal interest in their better development. For to do so
would be acting lake a guardian puttinll; them into a state tutelage.
That would be offensive to their liberty and their initiath-e.

Thirdly, it must be dCclr that the institutional emergency cannot be
met by any means or effort of those that suffer. especially by freely
enacted measures of scll.help and by the help of other groups in a
lOoperati\'e effort. Thus the state intcnenuon must be a kind of last
resort to master an institulional emergency.

Fourthly. the limits of state intcn"cntion are fixed by the emergency
itself; only what is n('('css.1ry to meet lhe emer~ency may be done
by state intencntion. Leo XUl. who cogently teaches these limita
tions. especially stres..~es this last point. No more matten must be
r~\llated and no further must the intervention extend than is neces
sary to right the existing wronR or [0 avert the present or threatening
danger.1I It seems that Leo XIII knew something about bureaucratic
perfectionism which, allured by chiliastic dreams of a worldly para
dise, prcfen to compel people to be perfect and happy even if doing 10

1I/bid.. §I9-
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reduces them to the ltatus of child1'el1 or minon. He may abo have
known that this bureaucratic patemalism creates vested interests for
administrative bodies which, to prove their right of existence, in a
viciOUl circle continue to discover new possible improvements and
therefore new causes of intervention. Finally a totalitarian manage
ment by state administration of all social and economic activities is
reached with the loss of freedom for the citizens in their free associa
tions. At the same time this policy works to the advantage of an all
embracing political and economic tutelage that slowly strangles all
independence, freedom, and initiative in the interest of a managerial,
privileged group of officials. The interests of these officials have been
substituted for the genuine common good.

All these restrictions presuppose that the existing order is not in
itself wholly unjust or built on uuerly wrong principles. Yet this
problem need not disturb us because, if an order should deteriorate
10 as to deserve such qualification, it would simply be overthrown by
revolution. Moreover, man as a reasonable being will not live in an
absolutely unfit order. He will always build on that order, improve
it, restrain hypenrophies, for life outside the ordo is reaUy inhuman.

VIII. AUTOSOl\fY OF THE LOWER COMMUNITIES

Catholic fX?litical philosophy thus adheres neither to a stubborn
principle of nonintervention like the classical liberal economic and
political theory nor to the equally stubborn principle of socialist all
embracing intervention. It is likewise sure ot the necessity of the
state as the requisite framework for the realization of the Jtood life,
and sure also of the genuine limits of this intervention. Thus. for
instance, intervention of the state in propeny rights and their regu
Jation must never go so far as to do away practically with personal,
individual propeny as a social legal institution; tor, as property is an
emanation of personality, the destruction or excessive restrictions of
property would result in the abolition of individual liberty. One of
the sad facts of modem society is that there are so many proletarians,
people living on shon-term labor contracts; their liberty is therefore
more endanFred than that of a society of f;:(rmen and craftsmen.
Whoever owns no property becomes easily the property of other••
Similarly all public social help to the underprivileged, to people who
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for any reason cannot support themselves, should know that ita vrsy
purpose is to make that very help unnecessary by strengthening the
self.help and self.responsibility of the underprivileged. Its purpose
can never be to form an institutional substitute for the family as a
community of mutual help. This produces that degeneration of the
helpers and the helped, which we call paternalism.

As the basis of this argumentation about the limits of state
intervention, we see the famous principle of subsidiarity, which we
have discussed above. As Leo XIII pronounced in such a masterly
way, the limits of state intervention lie in the emergency that leads
to the inten'ention. Therefore no more matters should be regulated
by the state and no intervention should go funher than is demanded
for the cure of the grie\'ances or tile defense against the danger to the
common good.

This conception is based on the idea of an economy of all the social
virtues and social instincts and their coordinated original forms of
commun~ty life. Thus the state cannot take over all or the most essen·
tial functions of the family and the coordinated task of education and
care of home-life without thus destroying the specific social instinctl
and those social \'irtues for which the family is the cradle and nursery.
Among these instincts and virtues we note the love of parents and chilo
dren, of wife and husband, originating in the simple fact of family
life; the sacrificing love of the mother, the mild authority of the
father, the willing obedience of the children. the solidarity of all
the members of the family and their common honor and readiness
to sacrifice for one another; the responsibility and self-respect cor·
responding to the authority in the family that orders and directs the
home. So much are these virtues rooted in the family and in the home
as their nursery and their place of schooling. that. wherever the state
or any other institution in an emergency must substitute for the dis
rupted family, as. for instance. in an orphanage. into such institutions
the words and the forms of family life are adopted. So strong is this
tendency that in religious celibate communities the specific forms of
the family present the model for their direction (The father abbot.
the mother superior. the sons and the daughters of St. Francis).'·

,. An Inierestllll and Itrlltlnl lIIultration II offered In the Codez }lIm C"llonid (caD.
1114 § I). Though heft an origlna. and independent coerdft and penal authority of the
Clurch il proclaimed ill the spiritual and the IeDlporal &eId. it II auonlly atrestm that
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Nothing hu endangered the whole social fabric of our modem
nationa &0 much as the progressive decomposition of the family. the
ease with which dh'orces are granted. the cancerlike growth of birth
control. In the same ratio as these tendencies progressed. the above·
mentioned virtues. with their powerful radiation into social life.
regressed. Thus a divinely ordered balance and growth is on the way
to be destroyed. And still we wonder about the disturbing increase of
selfishness. of revolt against authority. of the irreverence and the ir
responsibility of )·outh.

An indirect proof may be tak.en from the communist experience in
R.ussia. Following the Marxist doctrine. the family as a residuum of
bourgeois suppression had to be destroyed. This was accomplished.
at least in the lawbooks and in social work.. by freeing dh'orce from
any restrictions. by the introduction of c:ommunal nurseries for
babies. by putting the mothers into factories. by debasing marital
love to a mtte biological effect. And the consequence? A rapid de
moralization in the social life beyond the family, a brutal selfishneu
of irresponsible begetten. a generaJ decrease in public morahty. so
much &0 that these "social engineers" after a shon time returned to
lOme of the despised rules of "bourKeois" family ethics.

The religiow community of di' me worship. the Church. is the
nursery of such social virtues as nei~hborly charity, brotherly hu
mility. a deep feeling of equality of aU who are children of God. in
a common worship and an equal need of redc-mption. The worship of
God is the elevation and glorification of all indi\'idual and social
natural "inuo by which the people. the hody politif. li"es even more
than it livC!S by natural wealth. The worship of God gives to political
authority iu dignity, admonish" obedience to the law, which it reo
gards as emanating from divine authority. To make the Church the
servant of the state means nothing less than to rob her of her contri·
bution to the welfare at the body politic. An inditec.t proof of this
is that all the agnostics from Voltaire on and all the disciples of
Realpolitik from Machia"elli on. made their obeisance to this truth
by hypocriticaJJy dedaring that religion mwt be preserved for the
people. Tbe .ubjection of the Chun.h to the control of tlae state pulls

_ ...... of 1M OJundJ of Trml (tellion Ill. '""'.. cup••) mUit be consJdm!d.
TIle --''''''' .,. .hat &he bUbopi arc pallO'" DOl prOlCauora. .hal .heJ Ibould DOl
• , hi. bu& low: a.boIc mbjClct 10 their authority .. "toni and btGthen-"
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down, the liberty of the Church builds up. When Napoleon tried to
compel his prisoner, Pius VII, to become his dependent court chap
lain, Pius answered that in such event Napoleon would have in his
power not the Pope. but only the pooT monk Chiaramonti.

Economic society with its innumerable free associations and groups
resn upon initiative and seJf-rt"sponsihility and an ethical code of
just equalization of interests wliich is absolutely necessary for the good
functioning of production and distribution of material wealth. In
this realm the state may rt"gulate but not command; hy its laws it may
fix the minimum of honesty. lawfulness. justice. and reliability. But
it is in the fit"ld of t"fOnomic activity that the ,,'irtues of woperation,
consdentiousness. fairness. and ~ood administration find the field of
their appli( ation.11 In the acquisition. au~mentation.and good we of
property. the material ha'iis of the Ireeclom 01 person and family, here
again we exerdse the" irtues of prudence. honesty, trusteeship, lib
eraIlly. If instt"ad of this initidtive and self-responsibility. of trustee
ship and liberality. the command of the bureaucratic state is heard.
then these ,,'inues wane while the pa~~i\it) of state serfs and the in
solence of bur("aucrats triumph in the emt'rgence of the slave state.

There is need of heedom lor JIl these \ ll'tues supporting the social
framework by their growth in their n;uurallllll o;erie~. the lower forms
of sOlial life, but ranking with tht' state, and their procreations, re
ligion. ('ulture, kien«'. dnd c(()nomiu. Hcme thc state has only a
regulath'e function in relation to dIOS(' lorms 01 social life in which
these virtlles nouri!oh. The ..talc (the P;O\ crnment) does not create
them; it is not cre:tti\,('. Th~ ne.HI\,(, remer rests in the people as a
whole. within these forms. a!o the perpetual foundation of the state.

The state, however. whilt' it orders .llld furthers the flourishing
life of the~e forms 01 social lif(' in freedom hy ill'itiwtlllg a true ordo
Tt'rum h14manarum, justifit's itscH by the rCJlization ot the common

II We -rrak here al_U"llh, \\ hal w.(' mcan is. Iherdore, nOI acqmltal of capllalist
abUleS. Whal UIUII he S('t'n i\ Ihal. 11 tht" mC'mlJC'" of the ("("onomie WlCie:I' do not by wlf·
conlrol de:vt"Iop IhC"C VtrIUt"ll and Ihu, 'how Iht"IIlS«'''n "orlhv of freedom. the slate
inlmene! more ancl mOlt' and Ihul. in a ,'kll)Us dlcle. Ihe glo\\'th of slate Intenmdon
at the same lalio dmlinishc:s the \coJJC' for thC' t'xt"rCl\(' of C'conomie ,'Irtues. thus necnsilat·
Jng aptn an Jnrrl':l'lC' of Ilatt" Inlt'nTnlion and 1IO on Tilt" Mlhllion is not slate inter·
ventlon but lM'1f'~\Trnmml. IIt'If'nmtlul b~ hl'Ch ,uJoptcd e:d,ical standards in the
economic IOdet,. Frrcdum in this field is possible only aecon"ng as moral rules, fred,.
accepted. control the punuit of happineu and of ICIf·interc:st of the individual par'
ticlpants In c:'OUahoralion.
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&ood before the citizens and their free associations. Thus it acquires
dignity. reverence. and majesty. And while the state subordinates
itself to the hierarchy of moral values and lives in the law and under
the universal nonn of monlity. a shining ray of participation in the
divine rule of creation falls upon iL



CHAPTER XV

The State in Relation /0 Education and

Religion

~. THE TREND TOWARD STATE MONOPOLY IN EDUCATION

IN THE Middle Ages formal education from the teachmg of the three
R's to that of theology, philosophy, and the liberal arts in the uni
versities was the commonly accepted task of the Church. She it was
who educated the barbarians of the North and the Latin nations
after the destructive march of the migrating tribes; she it was who
led them to the treasures of ancient civilization which her monks had
preserved. With untiring ellort she amalgamated and integrated
am ient civilization. Christian faith. and the folklore of the rising
nations into the new medieval universal civilization of Christendom.

In the sixteenth century this universal Christendom dissolved. The
modem nation.state moved as an independent power at the side of
the Church. In the countries of tbe Reformation. along with the
nationalization o( the Protestant Churches and their control by the
absolute prince as summus episcopus, it even assumed control over the
educational institutions which the Church had created and sustained.
In the C..atholic countries a less radical yet stiH considerable control
ova education developed under the influence of the Gallican theory
and of movements like Josephinism and Febronianism. As the
modem state with its intense national sovereignty grows and the
Churches become departments of government OT are established as
state Churches or even sink to the state of private religious organiza
tions, to the same degree formal education on all its lncls becomes
more and lOore a prerogath'e of the st.'lte. The schools cease to be
lem;na,.ia e~lel;ae, institutions for the education of Christians. of
memben of the Church. Und~r the control of the ahsolute state they
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beCome primarily institutions in which the absolute prince. not with·
out a high moral impulse nourished by Enlightenment, attempts to
produce good and industrious subjects able to execute the economic
purposes of mercantilist policies and increase the political prestige
and power of the state. The schools thus become part of the ad
ministntive state machinery. The purpose of the higher schools is
to furnish efficient servants for the administration in the state Church,
the state bureaucracy, and the state schools. Tht lower schools are
intended to produce skilled and loyal subj«ts.

In the growing American colonies also education began more and
more to be C'onsiderrd a task of the Slate; but here. while the religious
element was at least as important as in the schools ot the absolutist
prince. the school was considered a necessity on the basis of a demo
cratic philosophy; the school had to ~uc-ate the citizen who was not
a subject but an active partner for political self-government. Thus
the national state. united under enlightened absolutism, and the
growing democratic movements both worked in the same direction:
Dools and formal education are a task and a f(Sponsibility of the
state rather than of the Chun"h. \Vith the victorious bourKcois revolu
tions this principle triumphs. Thus the mt'etings of the National As
sembly in revolutionary France are filled, undt'r the influenc!' of
Condorcet, with discussions about public education from the ele
mentary level to adult education. ~ow that the people has become
IOvneign it must be as well educated as the princes were in eartier
times. Fonnal education thus became the prerogative and the re
sponsibility of the state.

Concomitant with this progress of statc control in education runs a
progressive secularization, since rationalism and Enlightenment be
gan to substitute reason and phiJosophy for faith and tlu~oIOKY' a
religion of reason (or Christianity, and nationalism for the univ~5aJ

civilization of Christendom. This process began with the unbelief
and sk.epticism of the educated classes. In the rise of the egalitarian
tmdencies of the bourgeoisie. it produced the class of secular educa·
tion and economic wealth and resulted in the modern apostasy of
broad proletarian muses. which were drawn into the slums of our drab
iDdUlcrial cities.

....:.:With the decay of the proud belief in reason which Enlighten
~-:.-t conaiYed u a lOurce of eternal truth greater than the dogmas
, ..
•,..'ot I
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of the Church, the new philosophical systems of utilitarianism, Jat
uraHsm. and positivism impressed themselves upon educational phi
losophy. The purpose of education then becomes a secular humanism,
i.e.• antiquity plus nationalism but minus Christianity, or it becomes
training for specific useful adaptations of the individual in a world
controlled by economic wealth and technological civilization. In a
world without a faith in things invisible. without a belief in eternal
truth and unchangeable moral laws. everything becomes relative and
instrumental. So become the educational institutions. The state as
the stable order and the nation as the form of political homogeneity
seem to be the only firm elements. So it happens that the liberalist
mind which in the nineteenth century favored nonintervention of the
state in economic life, proclaims, with strange contradiction of ill
gospel of liberty. a state monopoly in education. This monopoly was
demanded by the anticlerical nationalists in the European countries.
They whhed a secular nationalism as a civil religion according to
Rousseau and therefore were hostile to the freedom of education that
the Catholics in those countries demanded. They were unable to
C"oncehc that the KTeat danger to true ch'B and personal liberty is not
the claim of the Church for freedom for her denominational schools
but the monopoly of the state or of the ideologv of the ruling educa
tional bure;uu'ral'y over the schools. The true danger to liberty is a
ministry of public worship and popular enlightenment with too com
plete a wlltrol mer education. The mere existence of free schools of
the Church ha5 done more to plotect the liberty of education than
all the oratory for freedom.

Since the Slale, wilh few exceptions. became secular, i.e. sep
arated from the Church, and since the Church on principle assumed
the right to found schools for elementary. secondary. and higher
education (c.j.e.. can. 1375. I :i79). and since separation of Church
and state made the public schools non-religious or religiously neutral,
a real prohlrm now arose. This problem became aggravated when the
rising modern state. controlled by a minority of the educated classes
steeped in set'ularism and presumably speaking for the people. de
manded an exclusive right of the state in the field of education and
began to oppress the many private schools which the religious teach
ing orders had been developing for centuries.
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tL~CAnlouc REACI10N AGAINST STATB

..... MONOPOLY OF EDuCAnON

Thus it is that, especially from the middle of the nineteenth cen
tuT)' on, a struggle between Church and state arises about the mutual
rights in the field of education. In many countries this strife has been
lettled by concordats with the respective states; in other states a
genuine freedom of education bas led to a tolerable modus vivendi~

though in yet other countries the struggle is still going on. Some .tates
have what is called the confessional or denominational public school;
others have mixed schools with a Christian atmosphere and an
obligatory instruction in religion for the students, separatc~d accord
ing to religiou. affiliation; others again ha\"e non-religious or non
sectarian public schools but give to denominational schools, which
have to be founded by municipalities after a sufficient number of
parents demand it, full equality in financial support from taxes and
full rights such as the non-denominational public schools have; others
again have only non-denominational schools as tax-supported schools
but leave full freedom to denominations to establish their own schools,
which rank equal to the public achools but receive no financial help
from the municipalities or from the state and thus must be supported
by the denominations though their members pay taxes to support the
public schools which they do 'not use. Some states, like Russia. Ger
many (since about 19S8). and Turkey. recognize only non.religious
state schools and do not allow denominational schools at all.

There is no doubt that according to Catholic educational phiJos
ophy the denominational school is the ideal. A religion which rests
on the principle that grace presupposes nature cannot do otherwise.
For this principle means that the spiritual life penneates all fields
of I«ular life, sanctifying and conleCJ'3ting them without robbing
them of their relative autonomy and of their intrinsic value. It means
further that a full aeparation between the spiritual and the secular
is impossible, howev~ much the distinction between their particular
ends. fOnDI, and methods of realization are mtsSed. Just as man. as
a Christian, i.e., as a member of the Church destined for salvation,
aDd aa a ti&iun of the city of man, the state. it a .inglt' whole unity,
10 educadon cannot be consid~cd ex.chwvcly the talk of one of those
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fundamentalaocietiea. of the Church or of the state. A religion built
on the principle that grace presupposes and perfecta nature can thus
not concede that human life should be so divided that the Christian
belongs on workday. wholly to the world and on Sundays to the
Church. Education cannot be the exclusive prerogative of the state.

At least as important as this negation of an absolute separation in
this question is the contention of Christian and natural law that
ultimately it is the parents' right to educate the children. This thesis
of tbe parental right as the primary right has ever been held in
Catholic philosophy. This right is a natural right. All other agencies
which men form to promote education are basically auxiliary agencies,
their rights are derived rights. This does not deny that the parents.
as citizens of the state fonned for a more perfect life, have a duty to
promote education by the help of private and public schools. Nay,
the state authority has an immediate interest in promoting education.
This interest is the greater as, on account of a progressive dh'ision of
labor and of social functions. the parents are more in need of the help
of other "oluntary organizations or of state agencies (public, state
administered schools) in performing their educational duty which
becomes more and more a complex task and less and less a possibility
for the family and the parental authority alone.

It is undoubtedly a naEUral right of the parents to determine the
education of the children. In the interest of the common good l'be state
has indeed a right and even a duty to re~late the perfonnance of this
parental right and to help wherever the task becomes too great for
the family. The state has funhermore a direct interest in the educa
tion of the children, its future citizens, who must be equipped with
civic virtues, political knowledge, and vocational and professional
training in order to be able to promote the common good. This they
do by realizing their own personal perfection in the pursuit of hap
pinCII and in their functional services to the community. On the other
hand, the parents as members of the Church have the natural and
supernatural duty to see not only that the education of their children
is harmless to their faith. the gift of God, but that the education itself
is engendered and penneated by the spirit of Christian piety.t

1 Leo XIII. encydlal II,,," .... Dec:ember 8. »897. For the whole di~ussjOD. lee Otto
Wlllm."n. Tit. Sn.nu 01 Uueation in '" Sociological and Hilloril'al "'P~l'''; tnnslated
from the fourlb German edJtlaft by Felix M. Kinch•• wis. (Beatty. h., Archabbey Prell,
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III. VARIOUS TVPES OF SCUooLS

The ideal type of school for Catholics is therefore a school in which
only Catholic teachen are appointed. where only such t~xtbooks are
used as are approved by the ecclesiastical authority (the bishop). Thus
a full right and an unhindered influence and codctennination of the
whole education is preserved to this authority in order that all learn
ing and teaching shaH agree with Catholic faith and morals. These
demands are Dot satisfird by a few religious instructions, while other
wise the whole instruction is non·religious or neutral.

'VheneveT these demands are not or cannot be fulfill~d. the Catholic
parents must ha,'e a constitutional right to institute their private or
parish schools. which enable them to fulfill their duties to their
children and to their faith. Consequently a wmpulsory attendance in
mixed schools or in non.religiow secular schools is a violatiun of the
natural.right of the parents and of the demcx ratic ri~ht of freedom of
conscience and of teaching. After all, the school is not merely a drill
ing place for the intellect and a means of acquiring useful information
and vocational skills. The school is an institution Cor the forming of
character and of the moral ,,'ill {or a good life of intellcl tu.ll and
moral virtues. A teacher·s religious belief is by no means a mere
private affair of his private life; teaching in it5 true \'otalion is not a
mere impaning of technical and useful information. but a meeting.
a dialogue' between personalities, the one mature and learned. the
other growing and learning, The dignil}' of the tearlllng profession is
in the fact that C"ery teacher ought to become a model. a master for
his disciples.

Ne\·enheless. under modern circumstances and in consideration of
the necessity of education by state and municipalities and of the
character of the modem stale as a religiously neutral state with the
tcparation of atate and Church. the attendance in neutral public
schools may be tolerated as the only practical means of getting an
education. But here a genuine neutrality is the necessary supposition.
Unfonunately it often happens that the political authorities. under
the pretmR of neutrality. actually promote a naturalist educational

'..'-n).fIlIai.... ODe of the belt worb on puallal rlghliin eduClItlon t. the hlltork:al1,.
... .,._tiaDy e&CldIcDi book 01 Jmeph Schroetdn, s.J.• 0. SINnW,h• ... dIr
~"d"'hcolDt,ilChftAturi,..,.d.,,,uztmc. Mualcb, '956-
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philosophy 01' conceal behind the wcml "neutrality" a consistent anti.
clerical educational policy. i.e•• a policy which denies or contemptu·
ously disparages the Christian truths as superstitions to be overcome
by reason and science. and promotes a relativist morality and philos
ophy. A striking case is that of the educational policy in some Latin
countries. especially in France of the Third Republic. Under thelC
conditions any denial of freedom of education and any actual compul
sion or economic pressure upon Catholic parents to send their children
to such state schools. must be considered a grave violation of the
natural rights of the parents to determine the education of their
children and a denial of the freedom of conscience.

What lies at the bottom of this urgent demand for respect of the
right of the parents and of the ecclesiastical authorities is by no means
a disguised attempt to subject education to clerical control. It is
a clear view of the intrinsic limitations of the state; it reftecu the
freedom and autonomy of the lower communities according to the
principle of subsidiarity. It is in the competency of the state and for
the common good to produce such an order and such institutions as
enable the citizens individually and in their associations to realize
the good life Cor the persons. If anywhere at all. then certainly in
this field of education is the service character of the state most clear.
Any pretension of the state, under appeal to the common good. to the
spirit of the nation, etc.• to an exclusive right to determine the con
tents and character of education smacks of totalitarianism, u appears
from the fate of education in Nazi Germany. in communist Russia.
and in Fascist Italy. The same conclusion is evident from the attempt
to abolish educational autonomy in these countries, and also the
courageous contest of Christian parents and of the Church against
these pretension•.

Furthermore the elimination of Christian doctrine and Christian
ethics must lead to the almost inevitable temptation to substitute for
these either a nationalist or a merely humanitarian philosophy. The
consequence will be that the common Christian supernational moral
values disappear and narrow nationalism with aU its separative forces
destroys the common Christian inheritance and with it the basis for
international cooperation and understanding; or mere naturalist
humanitarianism. separating man (rom God. will fall into pitfalls
of utilitarianism or an emotional relativist glorification of abstract
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freedom, All of these will lead to anarchy either by lack of moral
strength or by an exaggeration of aeparative elements or by a re
duction of man's spiritual existence to the material values of the
useful and the profitable, The spiritual crisis thus indicated and the
spiritual problem which they vainly try to solve cannot be met by
material. economic. or political remedies. This problem can be solved
only by a view of man as the image of God and a sensitive awareness of
the limitations of the state in this field of the formation of character
and of the education for freedom of penons who live for purposes
transcending the state.

IV. THE DUTIES OF THE STATE TO RELICION

This chapter should not d~ without some remarks about the
relation between the common good and religion. The state as a moral
penon has duties to religion, to God. Thc statc is not wholly an
arbimrily a~ted institution of free individuals but is, considered
from the point of \'iew of the teaching on the end of man and on man',
socia" nature, a necessary community. Inasmuch as the state is the
result of this nature. it is of mediately divine origin. Therdore. as
~ XIII 53)'1. the political community has to recognize God as its
Father and Creator and owes to Him re\'crence and public wonhip;
a godless state is in contradiction to justice and reason.' In addition,
Leo XUI rcjects also the principlc of indiffcrentism and its con
sequences: that, since all religions are relative and no true religion
exists. it is right to introduce. on the basis of the principle of freedom
of religion, the free public cult to all immignnu into a wholly
Catholic country or to give all religiou. groups in a Catholic country
the right of public wonhip.

As UC"idem from Leo XIIJ'.leller to tbe Emperor of Brazil (July
10, 188g), the rejected contention is that even in a purely Catholic
nation the state or the government ia not obliged to profess the na
tion', aeed or to privilege it; instead the 5t3te ahould be atriedy
neutral. that is, non-ChrutiaD. and treat all creed. equally. Leo
aIIuredly does not .peak. here about the political expediency of
tolerance but about the 1JhilosophicGI principle of indifferentism that
puu trath and error, faith and heray. the Church of Christ and aDy

.~u.. n....
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arbitrary human auadation. on the same level because there is no
truth. because there doe, not exist a divinely instituted Church; there
exist only opinions. equally right or wrong. What is here attacked is
the philosophical and theological doctrine of agnosticism. which de
mands this kind of neutrality. not out of reverence for conscience
but on account of a militant and often persecutory theory of phil
osophical agnosticism and theological relativism. For. as history has
shown in Mexico. in the France of the Third Republic, and in Spain,
tbis theory actually has been made a political creed itself resulting
in more compulsion of conscience against the dissident faithful than
ever before was applied by a Catholic government against heretics.

To interpret Pope Leo's meaning we must, as he does, distinguish
between the state as order, and the people as that which is ordered.
It is only in a figurative sense that we can speak of a Catholic, a
Christian, a ~cular, a neutral state. What we mean is that the \Jrder
of the state, its constitution and laws, if it is a Catholic state, give to
the Catholic Church a public privileged position; that all anti-Catholic
doctrines are banned from state-owned institutions of learning and
education. that the canon law where it proclaims precedence and
sovereignty (e.g., in matters of matrimonial law of Catholics) is ac
knowledged by the temporal law, that the institutions and doctrine
of the Church enjoy legal protection against libel and public deg
radation while the state laws censor and suppress the free circulation
of heretical propaganda. Such a "Cathohc" state presupposes that
the people in overwhelming majority are themselves Catholics. Only
thus can one in a proper sense say that the people, the matter of the
state as forma populi, is Catholic. The state. as forma and order of
such a Catholic people. merely acknowledges this fact positively by
furtherance of Catbolicism as the public and established religion
and negatively by reprC"SSing in public what is opposed to Catholicism.
But we see here that the fact of the Catholicity of the people is de
cisive.

When a people has lost its unity in faith, as happened after the
Reformation, and beside Catholicism other Christian denominations
became a fact, the Christian state of denominational parity emerged
on the European Continent. In each country one of the Christian
denominations prevailed as a kind of statc religion, though all Chru.
tian Churches participated in the privileges of a public-law corpora-
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don. Another practical solution of the problem resulting from the
fact that the people were religiously very much divided, was the
neutral state with neutrality toward an creeds so far as they did not
reject in their doctrines the natural ethical basis of the state. Yet
this neutrality can become and has become (e.g.• in the Third Repub
lic in Franc(') a militant anticlerical, that is, anti-Catholic, quasi-ereed
by declaring agnosticism a kind of new state religion of the secular
state. Today great masses of dtiz('ns are practically non-Christians
in the theological sense. Of course they still live in a certain Christian
atmosphere. in a ci\'ilization that tacitly acknowledges traditions
grown on a Christian soil. On account of this factual situation. the
state may be. in a practical sense. neutral. and out of paUtkal
prudence keep religious freedom for its rule. The law. as the general
rule of the pcopl('. can protfit only what concerns all citiz('ns and it
can promote only what concerns all.

V. RELICIOUS TOLERANCE

On the oth~ hand. the practice of tolerance as a political expedient
means something quite different from the militant neutrality. im
properly so called. of the Third RC'public in France, It rfiognizes
fint. as an indisputable fact. that in place of a unihed orbis cllf'istianw
we have loday a sfiular ch'ilization dh'ersificd in religious creeds
and in social and political morals. The basis of political homogeneity
in most modem states is no longer the religious creed. as was the cue
till the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century,' That homo
geneity is today fanned by the moral standards of Western civiliza
tion, by some common beliefs in natural theology and natural law
and b)' the whole body of secular national culture. Accepting this
fact and acknowledging the doctrine that none may be compelled
ro embrace the true faith-for. u St. Augustine says. man can be·
lieve only with his ttee will t-and furthermore considering the

• Tbia condition was InJbncm by Catholic Emandparion in England and b1 the
mnoval of all poIlflO) real'ittioRl apiRlI ClIthoUn In flit: "nlled ~fft. Ilouucau and
Vollaire baIIl ~lined thaI religious homopnelty Wal neceuary for lhe full r~UDlion
of lbc c:ou-. good. 1t.OUtlnU', Iheory of a ci~ll religion would pcmapa haft produced
IIIOI'e inl~ lban a "CalhoUc" Slate, U we 1ft in lhe luppraeion 01 &be Church
under tilt Tbinl Republic or b,. Nazism In fM nurd Reich.

• Tr"'''' a6 In Jolt.. DO•••
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democratic principle of equality before the law and equality in
franchise, equality of control by all citizens in a government by con
sent, we see that the necessary consequence is the practical neutrality
of the state as a principle of political prudence. because the law as
a general norm for the body politic can protect only what concerns all.
Therefore it will retire from a field where not all are unified and
where also the application of compulsion would be in contradiction
tQ the common good and to the dignity of conscience.

We must bear in mind that the state as a moral person has not
always and under all circumstances the same obligations as has the
individual person by his being a rational substance endowed with
intellect and free will. which is the basis for the duty of immediate
spiritual devotion of the individual person.- The moral person under
abstraction from its members has as sud. no inner duties. no con
science, because it acts only through its constituent individual mem
bers. and when it ans there are only external acts that are performed.
A wTong act is imputed to the state only inasmuch as the individuals
forming the state ha\c either positively agreed or at least acquiesced
without counteracting, though this W;lS p()~ible and thc)' wcre aware
of the wrongness of the "public" act. We may now accept the fact
that the state. all account of its neccs1it}'. its so\'ercJgnty. and its end
(the common ~ood), is thus all·penetrating so that the state and its
end are not indifferent to morality and religion but show positive
relations to them. Yet we must see. too. that these relations can be
actively expressed only by its members, its citilens. that is, mediately
and indirectly, not as in the case with the individual, directly and
immediately. This conceded. it follows that. since the end of the
state is not spiritual but secular. the state, e\'en it it should be not a
neutral but a Christian state. neeels onJy to take into consideration
the supernatural in so rar as the common good is c.oncemed.

As Suarez says. the Christian ruler fulfills his dutics when, as law
maker, he faithfull)' obscf\'C,'s the demands of the ('0111lnOn good and
apart from that does not hinder the supernatural end of the citizen.
To direct legislation to that supernatural end is not a matter of duty
but of counse1.' Consequently only when the state i" co"creto is the

• H, Pesch, LII"rbuc" dtt' National OlllonOmlt, I, 145,
'Suarez. D, le... 111. chap. I. nos. 9 ft. A modem canonist. Cavagni, in billru'luuicma
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political form of a unified Catholic people does religion, this specific
religion. become a public affair and panicipate positively in the
realization of the common good. But when the citizens are not
unified by religion. religion is not the basis of political homogeneity
as an actual fact. When the cilium are divided into a multitude of
denominations and non.religious gToups. then the establishment of
a state religion or a public exercise of it by the state become. impoe
sible. This impossibility arises from the bctthat tbe state can in con·
t:f'elo express a faith only through its citizens as a whole because only
through them can it act in this field. Thus religious neutrality. a
retreat of the state from the field of religious activity, becomes a
practical necessity. For, should the slate compel its dissenting citizens.
should ODe group. perchance controlling the state, force the dissenting
groups, though they behave as good citizens, to confess publicly a
faith they do not accept, that would be a violation of the common good
by producing hypocrisy, violation of consciences, and disturbance of
the public order. The "contents" of the concept "common good"
must be common to all citizens.

Thus "'e see that heedom of worship and freedom of conKience can
be defended by Catholic political philosophy as a practical political
principle out of deference for the freedom of the act of faith. out of
re'"crence for the individual conscience. on the historical fact of the
division in faith. and lastly because of the exigencies of the common
good. That is why Leo XIII praised the situation of the Church in
the United States where Catholicism. it is true. is not privileged by
the government but where the laws and the practice of the government
do not at all disturb its freedom.' That il why dIe Apostolic Delegate
SatoHi, inspired by the American way, asserted that the M3KJ1a Charta
of humanity comprises the Gospels of our Lord and the Constitution
of the United StalCLl

jvriI 1*61id ,cck.lGlid lJlome. 19o&). _" that the acta of lhe Hate must be ardin_liMN
oIIj«,illfl et ruealiN, he dll'ftted to the ultimate end. that Ia. the ltate mUit It lasl
aat~ IUCh c:anclilio.... do DOl hinder diviau: wonhlp Ind miSton and lhal it ..UIl
refrain Iram kl& that uc .iDat the uDlvcnaJ IIOnD oImoraJily (I, I).

, ItllDc.. IV, I. r.
IIreJaad, The Cltunlt .... AI..". SocieIJ. I, 117.



CHAPTER XVI

The Theory of Political Authority

I. PROBLEM OF THE JUSTIFICATION OF POLITICAL AUTHORITY

FROM the earliest times political authority with iu supreme power
appeared to people living in politkal unity of any kind lis something
sacred. It was the p;ods of the tribe from whom the power and the glory
of the ruler came. The early history of Rome. for instance. shows that
the origin of political authority and majesty is the priest-king in his
mysterious connection with the Dh ine. Crude belief would have the
political power transfcrred from generation to generation in the royal
family by the magical. mysterious force of the noble blood of the royal
family. Even where we find the convention of the family-fathen as
the rulinp; authorit)'. e\'en there in the sagas and myths of the people
the politi{al power belongs to a sacred sphere. -\5 originally the law
was the m}'steriomly revealed will of the gods. SO the supreme power
prescT\'ing the rule of the law and the order of peace by wielding the
sword and the scales was thought to be of dh'ine origin.

This di\'ine origin. which we find in practically all the sagas and
myths of old times. was the answer. 53tisfying for a time. to one of the
greatest questions put to men: Whence originates this supreme legal
ami moral authority with unquestioned power to compel. super
eminent above the power of all othen. such as that of the family.
father over wife and children. of the master over slaves or servants?

When man grew out of the age of sagas and when the myths lost
their lure before the unceasing questions of the individual reason.
the problem of the origin of political power arose anew. Thus to the
philosophers in Greece. the jurists in Rome. the successon of the
pricsta as teachen of the people. this problem of origin. import.
foundation, and right of the supreme political power may well have
appeared as the main subject of their political ethics and philosophy.

The {act that after the democratic revolutions not kingly families.
571
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but conventions of citizens or senators ruled. did not change the
gravity of the problem. Even after the cyncial criticism of the .tate
and its so\'creign power by Marxism, which regards the state u an
instrument of capitalist exploitation. and by a materialist philosophy.
which rqrctrds the state as a non-moral organization in which the
ruling class devotes itself to lust of power, an easy life. and conspicuous
consumption. we cannot rid ourselves of the mighty influence of those
symbols that represent the now rather depenonalized supreme power.
And we see in an amazing reaction in several nations a corrupt revival
of quasi·sacral theories of a mysterious origin of the supreme power
surrounded by absurd crazy symbols. personalized in a quasi-divine
"Lnder," who is worshiped as never a primitive man worshiped his
fetish. Losing one's mind is all too often the reward of cynkal criticism.

\Vhen Christianit)' appeared in a political world that had begun to
wonhip Caesar as a god set Oler the plebs o( degraded, once proud.
citizens. the problem of the origin and the extent of the political
power was pUl afresh to human reason, Two ne"' and independent
ideas took their place beside the idea of supreme political power: the
spiritual power of the Church, immediately derived (rom God Al
mighty; and secondly, tht' idea o( the Christian person. who has an
end for himself in another world beyond the state and its power. an
end to whose fulfillment the stale now becomes a sC'n-ant. The theory
of a natural law to which the supreme power is subject. thus received
new force. It had Oared up in antiquity in Socrates' daimonion theory.
in Aristotle's distinction of what is just by nature and what is just
by positive law. in the teaching of some Sophists. and later in the
venerable eternal law of the Stoat and now took on a new. deeper,
and wider meaning. Not all belongs to Caesar. Men must obey the
laws of God-and the natural law is divine law-rather than men;
and Caesar is man. not God. Thus the once unch~ked supreme power
0( the ltate was opposed from two sides: by the right of the spiritual
power and by the right of the Christian person. the mother of the
rights of man. Now the supreme power itself is put into the divine
cosmos of moral ends, It has lost its "divinity" without being made
wholly profane. for it receives a new conseaation, All power that is.
ia from God. Never would the political power of man over man be
moral. therefore, demanding obedienc-e and loyalty even to the
aaaifice of life. if it were DOt ultimately delegated from the Crr:ator of
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man. ThUi the lJotestas temlJoralis continues to exist in Christianity.
It retains its majesty and dignity. and it may demand obedience and
loyalty in iu sphere.

II. THE PROBLEM OF POLITICAL AUTHOR.ITY

During the almost two thousand years of iu history. Catholic
political philosophy has elaborated and expanded its teaching about
the supreme power ever more profoundly and more perfectly. Its
foundations remained the same. though the political and intellectual
environments of its great teachers may have formed selective principles
of a kind for problems whiLh in each era found a more extended treat
ment. Thus the Church Fathers. though their interests were chiefly
practical. pastoral ones. had to fight against the totalitarianism of the
pagan emperors in Rome. as well as against the attempts of the Byzan
tine emperors to make the Church a department of their administra
tion in a complr-te misconception of the state and its limits as well
as of the Church and her rights. St. Augustine and St. Leo the .Great
are two outstanding examples of this. On the other hand. many early
Christians, filled with the idea of an early Parousia of Christ the
Lord and other chiJiastic dreams. delivered themselves over to a kind
of anarchism, condemning any political fonn and authority as anti
Chrutian. Against these theories the Church Fathers had to defend
the legitimate rif{hu of even a pagan polatical power, the Christian
duties of faithful loyalty and cooperative citizenship. They utterly
rejected the assumption of all pohtical anarchism based on a wrong
interpretation of the freedom of Christians (lib~Ttas chTistiana),
namely, that temporal power over Christians is intrinsically wrong
and that the community of Christians needs no coerci\'e political
power, the origin of which is sin. Thus we see the Church Fathers
already fighting a two-front dispute: against any intrusion of the
state into the fi~ld of the Chuf<.h and into the religious sphere of the
individual conscience, and against a depredation of the state as an
exclusive consequence of sin, therefore not n«essary and without
legitimacy for the red~med disciples of Christ.

In the Middle Ages, the ruling idea of which was the Imperium
christianum, the great problem became that of the relation between
the temporal and the spiritual power. expressed. for inatance. in the
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theory of tht two swords. The German emperon, the Most Christian
Majesties. Jured by the glory of the Roman emperon, claimed the
absolute sovereign power in the Imperium. They demanded the right
to wield the temporal and the spiritual sword, transforming the
Church and her law into a mere dependency of the dIvinely advised
ruler. Between Gregory VII. Aegidius Romanus. and Nicholas of
Cusa. on the one hand. and Henry IV, Occam. and Marsilius of Padua
on the other. ranges this discussion that finds its answer in the teach
ings of St. Thomas Aquinas and its best fonnulation in tbe doctors
of Late SCholasticism. The Angelic Doctor, by his reception and
adaptation of Aristotelian philosophy and political theory. gave the
best foundation for a solution of these problems.

At the time of the Reformation new problems arose. The national
state. under the lead of the absolute prince. and the ReConnation. and
som~imes also the Counter Reformation. had disolved the idea of
the Siu:Tum Imperium. The princes demanded spiritual aHcgiance
&om their subjects. excluding any k.ind of allegiance to the pope.'
This practice culminated in the brutal principle of CUJus reglo, elw
relig;o, abolishing an}' \'cstige of freedom ot consciences. The prince
could demand such an allegiance only when his supreme power was
of divine institution; at least not less divinely instituted than that
of the pope. At that time we find the th~ory of Lord Filmer. that, u
the kings are successon of Adam. the father of mank.ind, their power
is thus the paternal power of Adam; or the theory of Hobbes, who
holds that only the sovereign pastoral authority is jure divino and
that the civil sovereign. if a Christian. is head of tbe Church in lib
own dominions.'

AgaiJut this theory the great docton of the sixteenth century,
Suarez and Mariana, SL Raben Bellannine and Molina, wrote their
volumes. It was the origin and the boundaries of the political power
that were under discussion. In their times the orbis christianw was
extended through the discovery of America: the missionen went to
China and Japan even while the religious wan in Europe disrupted

1 TypJc:al of tbia are the oa,hs of allqiance to &he kin, 0( Enpocl after lhe leparallon
from "OllIe. The subject IWOI'C thai In bis CllIIIICieQce be dedara Ihat only the kA". II the
rula' ill aU tbinJI .,lrhual aad ecdaiulic:a1. and thai nobody e1le hal ecdaiudcal and
Ipbitual au&hoI'ity In EftIIand. a. aommm. $...,.1, p. 554. Bac:an ClDalequeDtly ad4raws
J- I. II""",to f1IOd .. o.w .........o-a. aad Bobba 8p that the kJnI II • I'ro
..., (Uriel.. p. SH)•

........~ ran 10. efta,.... FIlmer'.~ ... puN""""'" ....
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the idea of the orbis. Thus the problems of the international order.
of the law of natiom. of the jus belli et pads, demanded a profound
discussion. This was afforded by Vittoria and Suarez decades before
Hugo Grotius, acknowledging his dependence upon these philos
ophers. wrote his famous book. De jure belli et paeis.

After the overthrow of absolutism by modem revolutions. the
new ideas of individualism mak.e a new study necessary. Inasmuch as
this individualism is negative. demanding freedom of conscience
because there is no truth. is too optimistic and therefore unlimited in
its confidence in self·interest and in free competition. thinks that
progress will make authority superfluous. and contends that all rights
of public authority are nothing but the sum of delegated rights of
and from individuals. Catholic political philosophy defends the "im
mortality" of the state, the inten'ention of the government in the
social struggles of the labor market, and the duty to enact social
legislation. Similarly. a~ainst positi\'ism and sodoJogism. which deny
the existence and obli!of.ltion 01 a universal law of nature, the obliga
tion even of the so\'creign majority in the state and of the states
among themsel\'es to natural law has to he established anew. Against
the anarchic strain of individualism this philosophy defends true
democracy as well as the rights of the supreme power. whether its
holder is a kin~ or a parliament. by elaborating the thesis of the
divine origin ot political authority.

In our timc c\'en a superftCial study of encyclicals and the literature
of Catholic thought shows that against modem totalitarianism.
whether of the nationalist. the racial, or the Marxist kind. it is the
rights of man. the sen'ice character of the state', and the rule of law
in the international community which are stressed.

Historical problems as principles of selection and dc\'elopment in
Catholic political philosophy may. at least for the superficial observer,
at first sight seem to exhibit great differences in opinion and teach
ings. They may even produce an impression of contradictions. espe
cially in modem times. It would be easy to quote rather disturbingly
contradictory utterances from Bossuet and Suarez, from Father Hecker
or Archbishop Ireland and from De Maistre or Taparelli. as to the
origin of political authority. We may find one writer condemning
univenal suffrage at anarchistic and another praising it as truly
Christian. Nevmheless. after a careful study, we would also find that
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in their baic teaching both writen agree. Their conclusions. in
fluenced by their political and social environments. differ. Frequently
it is Dot so much the new political institutions, such as popular
sovereignty. univenal suffrage, or state intervention in social and
economic life, which are fought against, but the revolutionary justi
fications of these institutions by false philosophies. Thus a person
may accept the principle of freedom of conscience because there are
only irrele\'ant opinions without objective truth, or he may come
to accept it because he believes in the dignity of the human being and
his ability to find truth. The Christian would accept the last justifica
tion and yet utterly reject the first one. And it may be that in con
demning the wrong justification a writer would go fanher and say
that the institution itself changes its tolerable and admissible form,
on account of its justification. We will find here the same oscillation
between two poles, the difference in accentuation conditioned by
historic environmental problems. that we found in other chapten.
The outsider. looking to more or less ably argued theories. sees an
open contradiction, exemplary for the complexio oppositorum; or.
looking to the basic principles always the same. he sees an unconvinc
ing and valueless repetition of principles. however impressive. Only
the insider sees the unilQJ in diversitate.

III. THE PERSON. THE FAMILY, THE STATE

Catholic political philosophy distinguishes three essemiaJJy diller
ent circles of human existence, each of which has its own ends. its own
rights and duties. and cons~uently its own organilinR and order
producing power. But these circles are not utterly separatf'd. They
live in a kind of symbiosis and are equally nece'Sary that man may
realize his end.

Man is tint an individual penon, free and scl(·responsible, and 10

far autonomous. Yet he is a social being, too. and in the light of hia
nature and of the end of his being, necessarily so. He is a social being
in a twofold sense. He is a sexual being. that is, male and female. Men
and women are coordinated for the sake of propagation and preserva
tioII of their kind u well as for mutual help and completion. For a
....... and higher life they do and must form the community of mar-

,IJIce and faJDiI,., cOnJisting of man and wife. parenti and children.
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Each human being i. man or wife, father or mother, IOD or daughter.
each is in lOme way the member of a family. And even where we
"leave father and mother, brother and sister, for the kingdom of
heaven," we enter a spiritual community that speaks of itself as a
family, where we are brothers and sisters. Thus even where the
natural form of the family is sacrificed, the spirit of the family, the
moral order and the affectionate honds of the family, are still a kind of
prototype. The plurality of t.he families and their mutual coexistence
now lead to a sccond and higher form of social life. to the political
community. Its end is to produce a sovereign order of peace and
justice under the protection and furtherance of which the preceding
and pre-existing forms. the family and the person. can live and func
tion according to their own essence. The common good. the happiness
on earth (/elicilaJ e"tt'rna). the right life (reele v;vere) of families
and individuals and their associations. are the end of this political
form. in which the process ol social de\'c1opment first of all reaches
its end. thouR'h again the Sl.ltes themsch'es form a looser but not less
real community: humanity.

The center of the first circle of human existence is the individual
person as such. It is the realm of the most personal and individual
Jife and work upon ourselves and for the end of ourselves, the salva
tion of our souls and the work of tillS salvation in the order of this
world. Every person has his own self-interest. his own self-love, which
is so justified that it is made the measure of the neighbor's interest
and the measure of charity. The status ot a person, immortal and in
himself an inrli\'irlual and irreplaceable value. is the startinR point of
all social philosophy. And out of this status grow natural rights which
the order of law presupposes and therefore does not create; and which
it has the duty to protcct and never the right to destroy. But equally
out of this status grow duties. without the fulfillment of which this
status cannot survive. Christian teaching gives, as the basis of all this,
the fact that man is created after the likeness of God. The power that
controls this intimate sphere of the human person is reason and free
will; it is conscience. To have reason and free will, to have conscience.
establish" the dignity of the human person and is the origin of human
rights. Their legal formulation may be different: in a materialist
lOCiety their interpretation may be wrong and self-contradictory: in
an individualist society they may be oventressed, with a frivolous
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forgetfulness of the equally important duties. Yet a being with indio
vidual reason and fT~ will, conscience and self.responsibility, IUb

ject to the divine law of the Creator, has his indestructible rights.
The absolute prince spoke of tJle dull reason of the subject: the
totalitarian of our times has made the individual a mere particle
either of an aggregation or of a master Tace, in both ways denying
personality to the individual and consequently abolishing his rights.

The second circle of human existence is the circle of the family.
The Schoo)men cal1ed it vita economica: life around the house, the
homestead of the family. Jts end is the presen ation of kind in the
procreation of children and in their care and education by the parents.
Apan from the care for material economic goods. that embraces the
care (or spiritual Jjtoods, the education of the mind and of the will to
the "irtues. individual and domestic. to charity and to obedience. to
piety and to sacrifice, to justice and to )O\'e. There exist, therefore,
original rights for the parents in ordt'J' that they may fulfill their
duties: the right of the parents to define the education of their
children: the right of the sacredness of the family's home; the rights
of paternal authorit),. But they ale not now absolute as they once
"'ere in pagan laws: for instance, in the laws of the Roman Republic.
They are limited by the fact that wife and children are individual
persons. E"en these rights disappear when the children reach the full
status of seU.respollsibility. May we here 5.'y that the Catholic Churdl
has done more for the liberation of women than any other influence,
by declaring marriage a free contract of husband and wife, nullifying
any marriage the consent to which was not free on the side of each
party, and thus breaking the ahsolute pott'stas patrilanulias of the
pagan laws with. e.g.• their marriage of purchase.

Around the household and brought into existence by it expands
the aocial and economic Hfe. Here the fathers, as equals or at least
as legally free subjects, and the adults beyond paternal authority
eater into numerous contractual relations in order to produce eco
nomic goodJ. to deliver sociaJJy necessary services. and to transfer
produced goods from producer to consumer. Here the frec individual
producers have the fidd of their natural ri,;hts: the right of a free
choice of their professions and vocations; the riRht 10 the fruits of
their work; the right to private property and to freedom of contraces.
But apin this new wt of rights and powers includes the duty to honor
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the formerly mentioned rightl. Practically the dignity of the human
person prevails ov~r contractual rights for profits: th~ duty and right
of the father to tak~ care of his family precedes any contractual rights
of the employ~rderived from an exploitation of his superior bargain
ing power in the labor market. The prot~ction of property rights
must never prevail over pt'rsonal rights in case of genuine, irreconcil
able conflicts. The' fathers and the other adults may further organize
themselv~ freely for culthration of higher interests, such as literature,
arts, and t'duc-ation. All this is essentially a sphere of individual free
dom, of personal initiative and responsibility.

But w~ see at onre that the multiplicity of these social relations
between families and individual adults, with easily aroused conRicts
of inter~ts and ri~hts, demands a protective, coordinating, and
mediatin~ organtlation with supreme authority to put an order into
effect and to decide wnftkts. Thus arj~es tilt' politkal circle. It has
its own end, the wmmon good, thc order of peace and justice, the
suffidency of life for all those it emhraces. To accompli~h these tasks
tht' politic-al form has its own authority or power to gO'·ern. and the
citifens who hy roop('rdtion live the political lile ha\e their new
duties and riKhts as mcmhers of the politic al community. As has been
pointed out, the Sc:hoolmcn distin~uished till ('e orders of justice.
The order of conullutative jmti( e tegulating the relations arising
from contrac'u between pelSons who tor this purpose are legally
equal. The order of legal justice (lo}a1ty, allegi.mce) regulating the
duties of citizens (0 the politkal authorities. The order of distributive
justice rq;ulating the duties of the political authority to the citizen.
But aR3in, the political order dOt's not and may not supersede or
abolish the sphere of the indi\'idual person, of the family, or of the
associations of indiViduals. Sud, substitution would be a per\'enion of
iu end, for it does not exist to substitute for them but to coordinate and
to protttt them. And this requires a political authonty, a supreme
deciding authority.

Though th~ circles are, to their own benefit and to the benefit of
the persons. thus sharply distinguished, they form a unitas ordinis.
So strong is their interdependent unity that where one suffen the
unitas ordinis is endanget'f'd. No sound political lite can exist wh~re
the rights o( individuals are d~nied. No proteftion of the individual
rights can exist where, instead of an ellicient and honest authority,
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political corruption and administrative anarchy prevail. No sound
family life can exist where the individuals care only for their own
enjoyment, repudiating their duties as parents, or where the state.
enlarging its sphere in a paternal manner. substitutes state agencies
for the fulfillment of tasks that belong to the families and the free,
self-governing associations of the citizens in social life. Thus the state
consists neither of families nor of individuals. From the state's point
of vi~, the family is seen to be not a mere plurality of individuals or
a mere matter to which the state gives the form. So the social life
moves in indestructible concentric circlrs: the circle of the individual
person surrounded by that of the family. the circle of free, autonomous
social activities of persons in their cultural and economic life, and
thm, embracing these and affording peace, justice. and order among
them, the state as the unilas ordi"is.

To this differentiation of the social life and its relative autonomy
corresponds a differentiation of order producing genuine power. Thus
the political power is not at all the sum of transferred rights originally
possessed by the individuals or the family heads. nor is it a kind of
enlarged power of the father. as the political theory of patriarchaHsm
contends. Political authority is an authority sui generis. as is its task,
the realization of the common good.

IV. THE TERMS "AUTHORrn" AND "POWER"

The terms "authority" and "power" are used almost synonymously.
Yet they have a different meaning, like auctoritas and poteslas in
Latin. \\Then we we the word "power," i.e., poteslas (Crom posse),
fntWtlnC'e (hom pouvoir), Macht (from machm-Itonnen), we must
Dote that. like its Greek. original d,'lamis. the term has two meanings.
In one sense it mearu mo\·ing. determining energy, according to the
usage of natural sciences. It is that which as a cause detttmines the
dfect. In another sense it mean, the actual ability of a person to
determine the will of another person by strong psychological motiva
tion. even by the threat of applying force to produce an external
conduct according to the will of the tint person. In thi, seme, power
~eaDS the ability of a penon to find obedience to his imperative
demandl. It is the fact of obedience by olhen, that constitutes power.
ObedientitJ ftlCii impfflIntemi fl. /Jolu14lem, we might add to that
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famous adage. But this ambiguity of power, its physical and political
double nature, i. not yet exhausted. We imply most often a norma·
tive clement. too; we are not content with the mere definition that
power is the ability, by whatever means, to determine another person's
will so that this person obeys. When we imply the normative sense,
power means that a penon, as an organ of a social group, of an
organized social entity, has a moral or legal competence, in some
form acknowledged by the members of the group. to determine the
will of other persons, members of the group or persons outside the
group. and has at its disposal such means as regularly and calculably
will be able to enforce obedience.

Thus power endowed with legislative quality, means first the
com~tence. the right. of the power hy the constitutional framework
that every organized group has. rurlimentally at least. to demand
obedience. It means secondly that nailability of means to enforce
obedience to its commands. Such means may range from psychological
motivation through tradition. habit. propa~nda. to actual compUl
sion, the application to the subordinated persons of a greater evil
than any e\'i1 obedience could bring them. ultimately the choice
between the loss of life and property or obedience. But as obedience
is an obedience by free rational beings and ("an never be "blind"
obedience. a new problem arises, because the persons in power are
human beings. too. Only if an existential superiority of the person in
power existed. only if this person were superhuman. would there be
no problem. Obedience to God. the omnipotent Power, is no problem
at all; neither is obedience to a person who has power immediately
from God, unmistakably revealed by God. Precisely in order to found
ro)'al power absolutely and to enable it to demand exclusive obedi
ence. was the theory of the dh'ine right of kings iO\·ented. Yet in the
political field power is not directly transmitted from God to the
person in power. Political power is com-rt'tely power of men by
human law o,'er other hum.1n beings. And then this power, its use
and iu means as well as its obJecti"e end, is subject to moral standards.
The use and the means of such a power are measured by the end lor
which power is wielded and by the rule ot reason. Obedience In
rational beings must be reasonable. must be ultimately determined
by the reasonablen("5S of the end. So the imperative rule issued by
the power must be a rule of reason and for reason.
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Thus the power itself. however much natural law and. mediately.
the supreme power of God may be its origin, is subject to natural
law and is wielded usually under a constitution of the social group
itself. Thus we arrive at the qualifications of power: abu~ of power,
arbitrary power. is a '\\TOng u~ of power against the rule of law, the
constitution of the social group, and a use of power that is against
reason and against the end of the power. Power must be ordered to
the objecth'e end of the social group in which it is wielded; power
must ha\'e the qualities of reasonableness. expediency. and propor
tion of its use and means in re"lation to its end. An absolute power o(
man over human bein~ as persons. is morally impossible because
absolute poWCT presupposes perfect. infallible. i.e., divine. reason.
An indirect proof of this statement is the tendency of all absolutist
princes and modem dictators to claim that they are divine or have
received special revelations from God so that actually not they them·
selvC5 command. but God. There is no appeal and no right of reo
sistance or of re\'olution against God.

\Ve said that the opposite of arbitrary power is reasonablenns of
poWCT or of its use and means for an end, le~ilimilcd by reason. In·
stincth'ely we expect from those in power two things: RYealeT in·
sight. experience. and lnowledge, and a certain degree of sincerity
and honest}· specific to the end and the use of the power. All laws
demand from those who wield power over others a higher d~t'e of
honesty, impartiality. and moral responsibility than from pri\'ate
persons: namely. those persons who have no power. but are subject
to power. And that demand is as \"alid for the president of a umon or
a club as fOT a monarch, the president of a republic. or a judKe. The
obvious inequalit)· between those in po\\'er and tho~e suhject to
power, irrespective of the demonatic origin of the power. requires a
specific intellectual and moral qualihcation for those" in power. And
hCTe enters the term "authorit},...

In the Roman Constitution thCTe was originally an obvious rdation
between the older. more experienced. wiser senators (Stnatus =- assem
bly of old men) and leAislath'e power. The patTes, the (athers. are con·
lideTed the auctores o( the laws. Their auctorittu Rivn the resolution
of the comitiae the sanction, the binding power. Even tbe emperors
Au~ and Tiberiu. felt themselves to be under the summa
avctoRt. of the Senate. "Authority," moreover, ia always used in
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relation rather to penonal, intellectual, and moral qualities than to
the technical holding of an office. So we may speak of the power of
wealth, but to speak of the authority of wealth is ridiculous. Au
thority is, therefore, rather a moral power, not 50 much of the office
or of the availibility of means of enforcement, as of personal expe
rience, wisdom, greater insight and integrity. Power may be abstracted
from persons; authority is never 50. Therefore we apeak Jess of the
power of the judges, but more of their authority founded upon their
higher legal knowledge, their honesty, and their integrity. Yet the
authority of the judiciary is enormous. We speak further of the
authority of experts, scientists, and scholars, meaning their greater
experience and knowledge. An elder statesman may have no power
in the strict senst', yet he may have an enormous authority. Augustus
says of himself that he never had more power (poleS1QJ) than he
possessed on account of the offices transferred to him, but that he
excdled all in authority.· St. Augustine says that he would not be
lieve even the Gospel unless he had the authority of the Church for it
(Contra Maniclr., 5).

In all these examples the relation between authority and grea~

insight, wisdom, and integrity is evident. The term "authority" in
cludes implicitly a certain opposition to the ludgment, knowledge,
and wisdom o[ the subjects, of those who obey. The judgment of
the authority is accepted more readily because of its higher qualities,
as compared with that of the subjects. generally speaking. It is sub
stituted for the imperfect judgments of the subjects, not so much
because that judgment can be enforced by power, but rather because
it has qualitathe superiority. A person has power, legal competence.
to command and enforce obedience externally, on account of the
fact that he holds office or exerts social power by the fact of his wealth.
But a person has authority because of his insight. experience, knowl
edge. and moral qualities. Power, therefore, means chiefly the simple
fact of being obeyed. Authority means to find obedience on account
of the qualitative superiority of a person. impl}'ing also a largely
voluntary, never blind, obedience. We trust, we believe, in this supe
riority. and therefore we obey.

There is no doubt that the ideal government is the union of power
(competence) and authority in all those who demand obedience. So

• S-. p'••• chap. ,... a .... Hclnre in Hmn-., LX. S481•
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we are instinctively inclined to use the two terms without distinction.
Any government should, in that aense, be aristocratic, the rule of
the best. Aristocratic government, so undentood. is not in contradic
tion to democracy, for demoaacy's purpose is to guarantee to the
people the best possible govemmenL It is not in contradiction to
equality. for true equality can never mean qualitative egalitarianism.
True equality is more negative: it means absence of legal privileges
and the accession to office or position of the better man simply because
of his personal superiority in wisdom. experience. insight. and moral
intqrity, irrespective of his wealth, birth. or creed. Democracy is
thus friendly to authority and morC' critical of power in the merely
factual sense. It is based on civil virtue and public morality and there
fore demands these qualities more than other forms of government.
The term "authoritarian govemment," used by Fascism. on the other
hand, is a mimomer. In the traditional nomenclature, Fascism is
rather despotic, related to "power" and not to "authonty."

V. POLITICAL AUTHORITY AS PUBUC AUTHORITY

Political authority is public. as distinguished from pri\'ate au
thority. The Roman lawyen defined "public" as that which refen
to the "s,.'w u; RomtJruJe:" Authority is atwa)'s fundamentally
moral power; if it is legalized, it still draws its power from morality.
Thus it becomes a problem of the objective end and purpose it has
to realize. The all~ance that authority demands. as distinguished
hom mere psychological or physical compulsion, is a fTee assent
motivated in the last resort by some personal conhdence in the moral
goodnea either of the person in authority or of the act required by
the authority. Thus one may rely on the judgment of the authority
and not exclusive))' on one's own realOn. Authority. at least if it
appeals to adulu, necessarily appeals to reason, and we can easily
see that even dictaton, and perhaps they most of all. attempt strenu
oualy to explain and justify their commands by cloaking their aCIl in
moralizing propaganda. No "blind·' obedience to human authority
is possible. Only the authority of God and that of Hi. divinely in
atituted representative, the Church, are absolute. Even in this con
aection we find the saying that faith, which is :went to authority,

'Galul./~.1,I.
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muat be "reasonable."' Cardinal Newman. in dillCUSling the dogma
of papal infallibility. without doubt the highest poaible concentra
tion of authority on earth. says that the pope cannot demand "absolute
obedience"; for if he did demand this. "he would be U'ansgressing the
laws of human society" (Letter to the Duke of Norfolk. chap.•).

In the light of human dignity this is necessary because otherwise
it would not be possible to place upon the individual the duty to
examine the positive commands of human authority with the help
of natural law or of God's revealed will.

Political authority refers necessarily to adulu or to men who have
come to the use of reason. The child is a citizen, but his active citizen
ship is dormant in the lap of the family. It is the sphere of the family.
wually closed to state action. in which the child lives, and it is the
parenu' authority. especially that of the father. which is the point
through which the state authority reaches the child. The child has
no active or passive vote. he is not responsible for illegal acu. and he
cannot sue before the law couru. because he has not yet the full we
of reason. This makes the obedience of the child different from that
of the citi/en. and makes state paternalism wrong. The presumption
that the subject is stupid and the authority wise in iu exclusive op
position of qualities was the oblique basis of enlightened despotism.
a kind of regime that is anything but ideal.

Political authority is public. "Public" means the opposite of the
private sphere of the individual citizen. The private sphere is the
sphere of the individual conscience. the intimate sphere of personal
life. the sphere of the family. and the sphere of the acquisition. use.
and consumption of property in the economic sphere.

We find the distinction of public and private also in penal law.
Thus. for instance. only public offenders can be prosecuted in canon
law, and only for public offenses can public penance be imposed (can.
19~5 § I; I ~ II §I). A crime is funher characterized as ordinis f'n
turbQtio. What is meant here is the extemal legal order as distin
guished from the moral order. Thus every crime as a disturbance of
the external order is morally a "sin" because it is violation of the moral
law expressed in the juridical Jaw, but not every sin is a crime or a
rupture of the external order. The canon law distinguishes thus the
fMum intemum and the torum rxtemum; the latter is the public
sphere. Here either the existence and the dignity of the authority it
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concerned. Ot' the social order among the members of the community
and thus the common good.' Furthermore. this disturbance. besides
being external. visible to an indefinite number of the community. ia
of some danger to the common good. i.e.• the order of the community.
If a penon does not fulfill the duties arising out of a private contract.
this failure is in all civilized countries a civil private wrong but not
the a!fair of the state as such; it is not a crime. because it is not a
violation of the order of the community.

On the other hand. a grave violation of one's honor. which is a
lOCial. public category. by libel or slander, may become a violation
of the order because the order is not a mechanist thing but a sum ot
active acts by the honest members. who by their acth'e collaboration
every moment keep the order in being. One', honor before the public
is therefore an int~l part of the order and thus demands public
protection. Again. the idea of political reprcsentation includes the
idea of a public as distinguished fTom a meTe sum of private indio
viduals. The House of Representatives represents the United States;
the people. not able to act together. make themselves represented,
'"visible" in the Reprcsentath'cs, to perform a dut)' toward the com
mon good which they themselves are unable to perform. "Public:'
therefore. in the strict sense refers to the community as such. not to
individuals or agglomerations of individuals without a common
formative. 'organizing purpose banng on the order of the com
IDUDity. And we may e\'en say that "public" always refers to the politi.
cal unity made concrete in the common good, made cont'rete in an
individual people's political existence. "Public" refers to the state and
the common good.

This dilercntiation is of the utmost importance. When Mussolini_)'I. "Nothing outside the state. nothing beyond the state:' he actu
ally destroys this differentiation, and the totalitarian Itate and tyran·
nical IOvereignty appear. National Socialism and Bolshevism alike
elm,. the existence of a private sphere. Thus their penal courts try

• F. X. Weru a.. Mcor,Nliv",. VI. IS' defillft a a'rel..", .. an act or omilllon "d...
...... &be IOdal order of die Qaurcb." We imply 01 counc lhe validily of nalum law•
....liriIa aDd totalhariaaJaD Call1IOI .y dial nery crime II JIIOnlly 'in. The former
CIIUIOC .....t btcaUIC. ac:amUIIJ to lu Yicw. crime II merel, a forbidden aa 10 whleb
.......... punWIIlIC1Il wlthoul reprd 01 an iauilllic: ialmoralhy of the ad. The
Jailer. delml.. alto abe WM and bI iIuIeraDcltI tho." for heelf. mutt p up ..,.
dfIIJllCI_ baweaa die jaricUcaI and * monllpha'e. between the Internal t.,.". ud
dIe ....-I,.......... the priQ. ADd lhe pubUc Ipbcre.
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to sentence the accused because of their private opinions. There is
no distinction between external forum and internal forum, and so
neither justice nor morality nor freedom.

The object of political authority is thus not so much the individual
as such but the people in its political existence, as a living whole, and
its order, the common good. Political authority meets the individual
will, demanding obedience nolon an equal footing as a coordinated
party,' not as a mere majority of summed-up individual wills. but as
a will, as a power of a hi~her kind, fundamentally different from the
indh'idual will or any sum of such wills. It not only represents but is
the order.produdn~higher will. as the political existence of the whole
is higher than the indhtidual.

Political authorit),. instlttlung and preserving the oTdo 1'e1'um hu

fflO7UITum after the pattern of thl." eternal order, gives to the individual
penons the po'isibility of performing their purpose. If we regard the
state as the concrete durable order amon~ indivJduaJs. families, and
their fret" as~ iillions (ur economi(, lliitural. and educational pur
poses. then Without the state man would be either an animal or a
demigod. Thus the pohtiLal authority guarding the common good
offers to thC' dti/en. too. the sodal and cultural em'ironment in which
he is enabled to strh e toward Ius final go.ll. tht' salvation of his soul
through a life lived in order and auording to teason here on earth.

It is this which gives political authority the dignity, majesty, and
sublimity alW3)S granted it. E\en the most informal people yield to
the symbols ot politkal authOlll)' and to the persons who by free elec
tion c>..erdltC it a rc\crcnce which thcoy are unwilling to give to d1e
exccuth'cs 01 e\'en the hig~e'it entl."rprise.

To it, therefore, exdusin'/Y belongs \'indictive justice: the preroga
tive and duty to puni~h C1 il111nal artion, that is. culpable violation of
the social order whlth po/iural authority is called to protect as a
realization of the common ~ood. This prerogative, especially the
death penalty. can nC\'('r he thC' riKht of an indi\·idual.' The individ
ual's tight of sdf-detcnse is not an Issue of vmdictive justice; it occurs

, II is IntncstlnR 10 w:alch how Iht' fornmla "cnordm.lion. nut subordln:ationM in earl,
PurilanlC'll1 Nt'w .'ngl:and It'd praUlalh 10 a lind of theocraC}'. making the Bible, i.e.,
thole inlerprt'ling tbe Bible. as po,u~lful an aUlhority as Ihe subordinaling aUlhorhiei
01 old bad been.

, Whrre individual. or .MOdallOlII of individuals usurp luch a 1'" nens .t '&IIit., it ill
only becaUIC thrl. is nul ,et a lOCaal order Ind an unequi'VOCal authority etllbUlbed, or
bccallK lbae arc 10 "eakmcd as 10 be 10 a .Iate of dlllOlution.
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in the private sphere: but the accusation, the trial, and the sentence
of a criminal take place before the people as a whole. Especially when
the crime is grave, it is the juron, representatives of the people, not
the oflicial judge. who find the accused guilty or not guilty.- The right
of pardon and amnesty is a typical public act and therefore ~longs to
political authority. never to private i.ndividual..•

• The wholesale peI"~n of JUlti~ and wonts alike can be wen in lhe Nui "People'.
CDurt:' which il1IOC attended by l'eprelClltlthu of the people and does nol proceed in
publie. but Iea'etJl'.

• 11 .. aD uamillikable loken of true! fedenliam. lhal II. of true Ilalehood of the
IDCIIlben of • fedcntioa. that their hilhat Qecutives retain the right of pardon.



CHAPTER XVII

Sovereignty

I. HISTORY OF THE TERM

SINCE the time of Aristotle the state has been called a perfect society
beuuse the social process reaches its goal in the political life in the
st.'lf-suffidcnt community. The idea of autarchy or self-sufficiency is
not an exdusively economic concept. as it may seem to be for Aristotle
and as it is aRain propagandized today" It is-and Aristotle does not
i~ore thi~amoral and political concept. It refers to the social order
of a community. meaning that this order is self·sufficient, embraces
all organs and power to perform the community end on its terri
tory.

Now the order. as we have seen, is not a mechanical, compulsory
order. but an oreler among rational, free bein~5; it is a continuous
moral effort of the authorities and the subjects. And it is an order
nt"C"e55<try for the fulfillment of the end of man. It exists in time and
space. necessitating a decision hie t't nunc if conflicting opinions
arisc ahollt the order or parts of it. Even in the most democratic as
scmbly. diSCUSSIon takes plate only to assist deliberation and to pre
pare fur the deciding vote; an endless disrussion would paralyze
political hfe and produce anarchy, unless it were simply a hypo
critical means of presen'ing the status quo.

It is an order among rational beings subjected to egoism, envy. and
,·iolcnce. the vkn destrllctiv(' of this necessary order. If the order is
to be lastinR. workable. and perfect there must be power preserving
and promoting that order I adapting it to the continual changes of
sodal life. deddinR upon the just. the expedient. and the futile, upon
nec'essity and indifference. distributing social power among conflict
inR interests, and protecting th~ territory on which the order exists
against dislUrbanc~ from without. If such a power, a consequence

lIn the wU..uJlickDcy poJicica of Fuels' Italy and Nazi Gftlaan,.
sSg
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of rh~ PUIpOle ot dJ~ Wlte. whiC"h il the realization of the C'OIJImon
sood. did not exiat. how could we call such a community ~rl«r. or
lelf-sufficient?

Thus the authority of such a community is a sovereign autllority.
The idea of so\'ereigmy is very old, although the name came into use.
especially in its polemic SC~. comparatively lat~, almost at th~ time
when the old words f'epublicQ, f't'gnum. and civittJS gave way to the
modem word "state." like so many of our political concepts, that of
so\'~ignty has its history and its chanK~ in m~aning produced by
political polemics and by the changes of the concepts that influence it.

The word "50nreignty" became popular ah~r Jean Bodin made
it the main topic of his definition of the state.- Even then Bodin's
purpose was not so much to repeat th~ truism that whcle there is an
order there must be a s}'stem of rules for human acts, that there must
be imperium and obedienc~,and that any perfect, sel£·suffici~nt ord~r

requires a supreme, decisive po,,'er. His purpose was ralher a concrete
political on~. It was to solve the problem whether the supreme power
is subject to the law. or is It'gibus soluta, that is. absolute. unlimited
power. Of coune it would not ocrur to Bodinus or ('vcn 10 Ilobbes to
includ~ in this concept "law" the di\in~ and the natural law.

The Middle Ages upheld the theory that law. as a rule of reason
and for reason, not mere wjl1 or command, is beyond the king. It is
the law that makes the k.ing (lex tacIt regt'm). To rule means to serve
the "law"; audiat rt:x quod fJrat:cipit lex, It'f!,t:m 5t:rvart: hoc e5t rt'gnare
(Wippo). Law i" the outcome of a ,pro( ns of reasonin~ in which
those to whom the law is addressed. the subjects. c00Jlf'rate. It is
their answer of moral acceptance of the inner reason in the law that
makes them obey. They obc) not so much the mere pmilhe will as
the objective r~on in the command.- The law is essentially an act
of rcaJOll aiming at the common good; only berause it is so. can the
individual conscience he burdened with an inquiry as to whether
the law is just and therefore binding. Only the law as having an ob
jective rational purpose. the oppoiite of arbitrary, has the power to
biDc:L 10 the regular coune of evenu there exists. or course, a strong

• Joban.. 8odiIIus.l.ft rbc Uvrn d~ Ie RipubUquc (Par•• IS77). Ladn cnnsladon fa1_ a ..... chap, I. .
• 5L~ iSM....... cheol•• 1& llae, q.I,. ,.1) Ill'" that .m1"'''' II an Ht 01 ftUOD.
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praumptiOD that the 'till of the authority is reasonable and there
fore binding.'

Especially does tradition. handing down the wisdom of the fath~.

have this presumption. There is much wisdom in Disraeli's famous t

saying that it is necessary to govern either by tradition or by force;
~nd it is equaUy evident that the more new laws a government must
enact, the wotJC a government js. The concept of law in the Middle
Ages reached an" understanding that the law is something lik.e a
covenant, whit-h, when enacted, is beyond the will of the ruler. It is
thus the objective end of the Jaw that is decisive, not the indifferent
psychological will of the ruler.' The dictum of the Roman law,
stressed by Bodin, that the prince is legibus solutus is usually in·
terpreted as meaning that the prince is not under the law coactive yet
very much directive. A chanKe of the law or a dispensation from the
law is nrvrr. according to this idea. based on car tel est notre pla;s;",
but on thr objective interest of the common good.

Especially under the feudal system the idea of the law as a pact.
therefore \'alid only by the assent of the representatives of the estates,
was strong.' It was against this practice and doctrine that Bodin di·
reeted his attack.

The distance between law and right, Bodin affinns, is very great.
Right refers to Gt:'quum t:'t bonum, law pertains to the majesty of the
ruler. Law is nothing but a command of the supreme authority (De
Rt'publ., I, 8).

Thus the mediel'aJ saying. the J:rw makes the king, is turned into:
"The king mak~s the law." r Thus the prmce It'gibus solutw is fTeed
from the covenants and the pacts originating in the assent or consent

• The poIltMle theory. making the law exclusivelv the outcome of the wiD of the
I'0t~.t., (I'olun'" 'dClI legcoml and therefore IOnlet.hing hning no objective meaure for
Ihe JUSI'« of a law. slilt ocacionaUy reintroduces "n"asnn " ThiJ it does by interpretinC
lhe IllUmed ·will of ehe lawgiver" aad dedanng that tllil "'ill could not have wiUed an
unreaaonable••rbUrlry thing Thul it puu muon in the pta« of will apin.

I A pxt eXlmple it ehe .Iapa Charta, A.D. 1118.
• Perha.. the Itronp ellpreuion of Ihit c:ovt'nanl idea may be found in the corona·

tlon formula of the Itlnl' of AraROn: "We (the Corles) who are as good as you, Iwear to
you who are not befler lhan we. to accept you It our king and lO\'ercip lord. provided
you aucpt aU our Ubertia and laws; hut, if nOl, we do 110t:'

'ApJnal lOlIle popular concepliOQl. it ahC)ul~ be poinled out that Bodin :"11 DOl
limply a _arch... He ClCQIicmalJy lpeaks of the mmma tK"CO"U as beloDpnJ to a
ai..,1e penoa. co an .rlllocracy. or '0 IU ,be alillm..
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of the estates. the representatives of the feudal barons. the higher
clergy. and the towns. His is the summa potestasl he makes the law. his
will is law. He is therefore beyond the laws. not only coactive but

r directive too. The king from now on stands no more under the order
of law, but above it.

Sovereignty thus nleans to be freed from all the restrictive theories
and practices of the medieval feudal order of estates. In place of this
dualist scheme of political organization. is put the moni!ltk system
of the absolute prince, in the interest of the unshakable juridical
unity of tlle nation. Consequentl)· the attack was further directed
against two other theories. First. the secular sovereignty aS5l1ll1e5 an
authoritative interpretation of the natural and dh'inc tlW. It tends to
free itself from any restrictions (rom the side of the papal, the spir
itual. authority. In the "reformed" states it puts itself in the place of
the pope as summus tpiscopus. or in tht' forms of Gdlli( 3ni!llll it tries
to make the canon Jaw and the authorit\ of the spiTllual power \';lIid
only by its own placet. thus transforming the Churda uni\'cr!lal into
national branches forming a part of the state. TllU'i the unity of the
national state. the impent'trability of iu borden to an)' other law than
its own. would be firmly established.'

On the other side. the ltgibus Jolutus meant the abolition of the
customary laws of the regsons. of the inclependenc e of the towus. and
of the self-government of the guilds and the universities, the public
privileged corporations of medieval SOl iety. Thus the (Olurlul static
and hierarchic stratification of medieval socit'ty stt'p h)' 'itt'p W<lS trans
formed into a mass of subjccts who. however pri\ilc~ed among them·
.elves. became equal before the supremt' p',\\'er, It I' true that the
unorganized mass of the old quasi-so\ ercign rights of feudal lords.
freemen. guilds. and towns made an efficient national administration
practically impouible. It is clear enough that the politu al authority.
which must have unity. was practically diswhcd into parlicles of
power. each confticting aU too often With the others, Thus it un
easily be S«D that the old-new theory of the so\'erei~n power of the
king over the national state came to he prf'fencd fur !Ilrong historical

• The IUbordinaliOD of tbe splrilual pmm' to the .bvtlutt prince wal espedaU, luon,
IQ SpaiD. The Crown hid the plltronaF of all Ipirillul bcllefiLei and strongly mmrcrd
the pbcft far all papal aRei episcopal buill and letterl. The CUI'" regto tl'" rd.gao II
....-a.r aample of the abIGlute prince" power.
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reasons.' From now on there exists for this absolute sovereignty no
limitation or restriction by tradition, regional custom., or interpreta
tion of divine and natural law by an independent spiritual authority.
Only self-limitation or self-restriction is Jeft. The sovereign unites all
power in his realm in himself to the exclusion of any other, whether
the spiritual power or the international power of the community of
nations.

The ahsolute king permits himself to be called "vice-Deus." His
power is a quasi.dh'ine one. for he is the one and only interpreter of
natur31 law and of divine law. The natural law, the foundation of
the distin<.lion between just and unjust positive laws, practically dis
appears, The natural law thus becomes actually only a jw inutile; it
hecomes law, according to lIohht'~. by the declarative will of the
so\'ereiK" power; so it disappears completely in the positive law. The
role of the.- highly important c'ontept of natural law cannot any longer
be a plOtt'ftion agaimt the unjust and arbitrary power of the sovereign
as a stancl.nd and mC'3surc of this power. Its essence becomes such
that we cannot appeal to it again'it the sovereign. The will of the
princt' is the law: J'oluntas !Jrincl/Ju suprema lex, instead of Salw
populi stltJrf'ma lex.

Against this (:onccntration of power. with the consequent granting
of privilf'g<" 10 the nohility and the c1er~y as the powerless sentries of
the .tbsolute kin~, therf' arose a new element alongside the traditional
philo'lophy of natural law expounded by Catholic political doctrine.
This new c1emt."nt was the third estate, the bourKeoisie. With it came
the new nawral law of indl\'ldualist morals, the longing for freedom
of worship ancl religion. aK"inst the nationaJiled creed. This move
ment <.Ulminatcd in the hIli of rights, and the declaration of the rights
of man in Lit,,,rl':, Ef{alitt, Fralernile. These haH: a double purpose.
They first proc I;um itg:lin that the sphere of individual, private life
is free from al hinary intervention by the state; sewndly. for better
protection, IhC'y call for government by consent, C'mpowering the
citizens with political riRhu to vote, to elect officers. and to choose
juries; this demand was direfted against uncontrolled "cabinet jus-

, France. Spllin. t:nJ(land. In Italy and Camany. the rulen of the pat cities and the
more powerfullt'uitofial feudal lordl. not thr central power. bec:anle the absolute princa.
Only in tbe late nineteenth cenlUry were Italy and Germany tranaformed inlo aalioPal
ltatS.
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tice," Star Chambers, and lellTes de cIIChe'- In other words. the
tendency is to subject all the holden of power to the control of
the citizens in various (onns of democratic govemment based on the
theory of popular soverdgnty. This last theory. when robbed of iu
philosophical basis. the concept of the law of nature. has proved itself
in recent times an excellent means for the risc of a ncw and far
mightier absolutism in Italy. German)'. and Russia. with this de
terioration: the divine legitimation of the absolute prince. which
might limit ~cesses. has now given wa)' to a nebulous legitimation
by the sovereignty of race. class. or nation.

After many conflicts. the concept of absolute sovereignty is given
up in the interest of the international community. so that a modern
definition of sovereignty can define a state as an independent terri·
torial community with supreme power. subject only to the generaJJy
ack.nowledged rules of international law.

II. THE POSITIVIST CoSCE.PT OF SoVEREIGNTY

\\'e should keep in mind that the concept of so\'ereignty got a new
and exaggerated meaning when iu earlier s~'sternatic surrounding. the
idea of its limitation by natural and divine Jaw. vanished with the
victory of positi\'ism in jurisprudence and the growth of fer\'ent na·
tionalism in politics. Positivism. afraid of all metaph~'siu and tran·
scendemal ideas. and fond onl~' of realities. produced in jurisprudence
the theory that the will of the state is the exclusive producer of the
Jaw, unlimited by an)' transcendental idea or teleological or moral
idea. It is a secularization of the teachings of Bossuet and other pro
ponents of the di\'ine right theor)'."

Thus the exclusive criterion of law is now that it emanates from
the legislative organ in the constitutionaJly prescribed fonn. No other
criterion is acknowledged. This theory is not too dangerous 10 long as
the law is formulated by a democratic process of public discussion and
deJj~tion. and under the safeguards of an inviolable Iphere pro
tected by a bill of rights. a sphere protccted even against the ma-

y ThIt IdaGoI IIourilhcd apedan,. In Ccnnany Ind lIlly, Tbne lhe HcpUan IChooi
&her its dccompolilJon in TmllCh.~, and 1M h~orical tchool wilh lu undcretdmlltoa
'" raron. had ptepated lbe InlroduetioD 01 KftISaJ phnOlOphiQI podd,n_ InlO juru·
prudmce. Thia IChoul fowut many adberCftIJ In Anllo-SaIlOO jurlsprl&deac2 UDder lhc
la8U1DCit cal Humc', lOci BeIItu.', phllaIoph,.

•
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jority of the legislative body. But al soon as this specific method of
legislation is destroyed, as in the modern dictatorial regimes, posi
tivism shaWl its faults and inefficiency. The judge, especially when
made dependent upon the "law," loses the sublime ethics of his pro
fession and becomes an executive police-official and a lOulless autom
aton. It should make us suspicious that those two countries (Italy
and Germany) in which legal positivism ruled the universities for
generations, did not show much criticism of tyrannical arbitrary rule
on the part of a judiciary that had lost iu profession as a dispenser
of justice when it had no other criterion of law but what is the will of
the state. On the other hand, in the common·law countries, the re
sistance of the judiciary to princely absolutism and even to democratic
absolutism of majorities in the legislatures resu philosophically and
morally upon the consciousness that the judge is bound by the un·
written natural law, superior to the positive ldw.

The growth of international law has led to the contention that the
concept of sovt"rcigmy is superfluous and should be definitely aban
doned. This theory has found many apostles and dcsen'cs some pres
entation. Let us discuss the sociological theory, the leader of which is
Duguit.

Duguit criticizes ninetcenth-century positi\'ism severely; for. if the
exclusive criterion of taw is the mere fact that It eman:ttes regularly
from the legislative authority, then the study of law does not deserve
a moment's effort." I-Ie sa)S that the law of a country is the whole
of the rules that are effectively applied by the administrative officers
and the judp;es.1t He is com'mct"d that there exists a law imposed
~ually on the government and the f,!;o\'crned, on 3llthority and sub
jecu. But it is not the metaphysical natural law, as had been held by
the jurists and philosophers from the time of the Greeks and the Ro
man lawyers to the eighteenth or nineteenth century. What, then, is
the law? It is a norm of behavior, a moral rule understood (ormaliLer
as a mere factual rule of beha·.ior. But how does this rule become a
legal rule? By the fact thilt the mass of individual consciences has
reached the knowledge that the enforcement can be socially organ
ized. Can be. not ought to be; for "ought" would introduce obliga
tion. It is merely as a precaution against unfavorable reactions by the

u Tr.i'~ d, droil toftI'''ulimurl, ltd cd., I, 174 f.
II Ibid., lnet ed., Prdace. p. vUi.
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majority able to enforce its rules that one confonns to the rule (for
one does not obey a duty). The Jaw thus becomes a utilitarian in.
dicative of a confonnist behavior: it is not an imperative, since any
kind of determining will has to be discarded.

The Jaw as a kind of utilitarian indicative includes the conaequence
that it has a purpose, an end. The social norm as a law of purpose has
as its end social solidarity. Hence we have here a nonpositivist cri·
terion: for the positivist has onl), one criterion, the will of the state,
and is confident that it wills in some wa)' the good and the reasonable.
But social solidarity as a mere fact in our dty civili/ation has shown
that it can be bad or good. Social solidarit)' we find in the gang, in the
organization of the political boss, in unions controlled by labor racket
eers, in political pressure groups just as well as in rt"lorm organi73tions
of citizens for better government and in political parties. The school
of natural law had a criterion, the common good. the Tt'ctt" vivl'u, the
realization of the idea of man, the order of peaC'e and Justice. I>u~uit.

contending against legal posith'ism which ghes to the state absolute
sovereignty, founds his theory on moral positivism. He abolishes the
sovereignty of the state to introduce the less tanp;ihlc 50\ C'rel~ty of
the majority of the individual consciences. "ConS( icnu:," or tOune,
U not understood as a moral concept, but simply as the: psychological
fact of approval or disappronl of behavior.

Thus a behaviorist rule becomes sovereign. Consequently the con·
upt of the will of the state is superfluous, and so, too, lhe concept of
the moral personality of the state. Therefore international law is no
longer IW gentium, but becomes IUS inter gtmtcs. The state as a moral
penon and as having genuine authority and so\ crciRn power i.
superfluous, it is a metaphysical. inadmissible id('a. The £:tel' are
groupa of individuals of different density in social solidarity, and there
is no hierarchy among these groups, either in their ends or in the
authority of their rules. The le(ifcll world is an undefmed monistic
entity. The old traditional distinction between publi<. law and private
law and the distinction between national and international law be
come futile.J'

U Nicolu PoIid. (u, nouwlla '."d,,,,", du droi' inl".,..Uo'IlJl, 1917) and Ceo..
Ic:dlc (,.,.Im du droll de, .eru. 1951) arc oUlitandiDI dcfcndnt of tllia 1110nlatJc; theory
rJllaw bucd 011 moral poaJcJvtlm.
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III. SOVEREICNTY

Catholic political theory has always endowed political authority
with so\'ereignty. It is the consequence of the concept of the state as
a perfect society with self-sufficiency. Thus, from St. Thomas to Leo
XIII. the great donors agree that the Tespublica or the princ..e or the
legislator has supreme power. St. Thomas says that the prince may
be called lex soluluJ because he can change the Jaw, and because
against him no injunction or st'ntence can be hrought.16 Through the
whole tradition this concept is upheld. the concept of a power against
which there is no appeal and whic..h is therefore supreme in the
hierarch)' of temporal powers. Suarel, Vittoria, Vasques. Bannez, De
Soto. Bcllarmine, Gonet. the Sollmanticenses. Pius IX, Leo XIII,
and PiWi XI all :I'icrih(' to the rejpub!uQ supreme independent power.
The citizen has no lormal and legal appeal against this supreme
power; if h(' h.ld, the power wuuld not be supreme. Leo XlII again
and a~in dt'rlarcs that the state has polesttLS maXIma, supremum
impnlUlU. and that the stolte. like the Church. as a perfect society. is
maxima U lie therefore (ompares the supreme power of the state
to that of thc Churdl. The canon law 11 declares that the pope has the
liupremt' .md full power of jurisdiction. It also states that there is no
appe:t1 from a decision of the pope to an ecumenical council.

The t1.ulitional dehniuon of the sovereignty o( the temporal poWeT
53)'5 that it is ~lIprem(" power in SIlO orcU"e. that it is full power, and
that there i) no appea.l from its deriSion.

This is tlte rOnaldI me.lOing of ~o\ereignty. It means in interna
tlonal life that the I'lS bt'lli et pacis. the decision as to whether or not
there e~ist'i in a !/livcn case a reason (or a just war. is the prerogative
of the son"reign Ix)wer. Only sovereign states may conduct wars.
Suarez says that it would contradict the idea of sovereignty. if for
arbitration of an international claim. a certain arbitrator or coun of
arbitration should be imposed. Arbitration can come only with the
frt't." consent of the states concerned. There exists no international
arbitrator hy natural law among the (ree and equal states. But when
slates have united, by their free, so\'creign decision, to subject their

U SlImma cheul•• Ia lIac. q. aa6. a·5 ad !I.
II Herdrr edlrlon of Ihe encyclical. of Leo XIII, II. Itg. 555: IV. "'
1. Codex, can. la8, 1'9: d. can. '1' ••.
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conflicts to an international court. then of coune the decilioD of thil
coun is binding. But the ratio existendi of that court is the sovereign
will of the states.

Bellarmine is of exactl), the same opinion. that it is common to all
absolute princes that in things temporal they do not acknowledge a
superior. Even the term "absolute prince" was, therefore. not as
tonishing to Bellannine." In the age of the conquistadors the School
men. on the basi. of this idea. rejected the justifications of colonial
imperialism current in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries u
taken (rom AristolJe (Pol., I. I); namely I that the barbaToi, the savages.
were by nature sines and that cons~uently their social organizations
were no states and were therdore open to conquest. And they equally
rejected the religious cloaking o( conquest under the pretense that
the purpose of the conquest was the propagation of the faith. For the
Schoolmen the Chinese and the West Indian states were real sovereign
states, to which this armN intrusion ga\'e a just rrasan (or war.

h there no difference between the Catholic tradition and the mod
em concept of so\'ereignt)'? II To what has been quoted abo\'e we
might add these important terms about supreme power: the state is
supreme in iu own field, or in ordine ad eundtm fmtm CIvilis gu
bnnationis,II in respect to the end of ci"il Rovernment or in genere
,.num civilium." These mean that the supreme power is not un
limited and in all respect supreme, but that it is supreme only in
regard to ccnam matten and to a certam content. Moreover. the
term "absolute princc" as used b)' Bellarmine refers only to such laws
issuing from the prince as contain materially nothing against divine or
natural law. This proposition accords with Bodin's concept of sov
ereignty and is familiar to St. Thomas.1I The measure o( tbe acts of
IOvereignty is to be derived, too, from their ends and purposes. The
so-called modem concept of so\ercignt)' has had since Hobbes' time
no distinct content at all because it has potentially and actually all
things as its content. The stale does not belong to the ordo rerum
hvmanQrom; it is that order. It is the leviathan.

If Sa.ra, 0. 'ea.. III. 7: lH1etUlO /111.., III, Si BellullliDe, 0. SMmrJlO PlIfIlifiu. I. I •......
J' a. lI_tx', characterization of modcra IOftIdJllt"In the Syllab.. of ... (no. It)•
...... lNfruro (adn, 11I.50 DO•••

• "'XJJI,I....,or.aU 1Hi•
.........., 1k 1'0""'" S. PtWlU,•• chap.•: 51. Tboata.. Ju....... tIIIoI.. J. 11-. "I"'",.
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Religion and wonhip become a part of the content of that sover

eignty. The pastoral authority of the sovereign is de JUTe divino;
that of other pastors is only de jure civili.11 For Hobbes a heretic ia
not one who denies a spiritual truth of the doctrine of the Church,
one who puts hia individual faith above that of the Church; the
heretic is one who obatinately defends some private opinion pro
hibited by his lawful sovereign.11 The old traditional restriction of
so\·ereignty. that it is subject to natural and divine law. becomes futile
when Hobbes. distrustful of individual reason and conscience, says
that between the law of the civil sovereign who represents the Church
-for the Church is subject to the sovereign-and the laws of God
there can be no contradiction. His reason for this assertion is that, if
an individual should disobey the laws of the civil sovereign under
appeal to the divine law. there would be no one but the civil sovereign
to pass judgment.I ' Thus the informed individual conscience. the last
arbiter in religious and moral questions. is enurely subordinated to
the civil sovereign. For. according to Hobbes' theory. what is the
worth of a distinnion of natural and divine law from human positive
law if it cannot be different? That must important limitation of
so\'ereiJ;nty by natural and di"inc law which Bodin upheld, has be
come empty words.II

Like religious life. the sphere of family life was subjected to abso
lute 5O\'C'reignty without any restrictions. The universities, which
were so free during the Middlr A~es, were transformed into schools
for bureaucrats to flU the offices of despotic rulers. and the freedom
of the guilds. of the economic or~nizalion, was equally suppressed.
The administration of justice became simply a means o[ unlimited
arbitrary policy. "Star chamber," "Lt'ltus de caclld': these are the

II 1.n'I4I114". dtap.•1. at lhe end. ci chap .0 § Ii The lIOYerf'IP'S power is a wholly
unUmhed power, "et when men fear Ihal e\ll con~lumcnwill ISSue from this Jack of
any rfttriC1lonl and lImhallolu. Hobha colUOlcs them b) maintaimng that without thit
unlimited power lhere would be Ihe pt''1)t'lual war of aU aplnst aU. a thing much wone
Ihan the k"ialhan, And Ihi. unUmlred pawn is inevuable, for ·'whoe\er. lhinkiDI
SovCTt'lgn Pnwn too I'nl, will tee" to mak il ICIS. mull subject himself to a Power
that OIn hnut iI. thai it to IIY. to a STealer,"

.Ilbid,
I. The mOlt omspoken lepl formulation of Ibis lheon', showing that It was not the

ahitrUIC theory of • IOthary misanthrope. blU a polllical princl('le. ill found in &he
prlndple. CUIUI ",io eiUl rtligio.

• 1 It It remarkable that Hobbft, eaprly quodng Saipture in hit chapter .5. omlm an
ftIftIdon 01 the lalllOUI "ooc mUlt obey Cod nther than men," Or perhlps it it not re
lllarbble after Ill, becaUIC Hobbes reprdl the dvU IOVereign u God, D.UI morlalil.
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headings of ~e chapten of political history. The paltry camouflage
of absolutism by the paternal or the patrimonial theory of the state,
aa:ording to which the sovereign is the father and has a father's power
and is the owner of the state as a father owns an estate, only shOWI that
iD abeolute sovereignty the fundamental distinction between public
and private law, between the family authority (patria potesta) and
state so\·ereignty. is forgotten.

The chief reason for the absolute sovereignty which continued
under a nationalist cloak even in the ninet~nth century and has
found a satanic renaissance in modern totalitarianism lies in the fact
that the idea of an order of human ends and of the dhcrse com
munities that are ordered to their realization, went astray. Thus the
rise and the continued inftuence of absolute sovereignt)' is only a con·
comitant result of the general philosophical trend away from meta·
physia and from its consequencc. a material ethics, in fnor of a
geDmtJ positivism. The Jauer is naturall}' unsuiled to distinguish the
right content of sovereignty and. furthennore. makes the principle
that sovereignty docs not include freedom from the law of naturc and
of God, an empty fonnula because the law of nalure is denied and
God is far away.

IV. LINrUTIOSS OF SOVEREICSTY

Catholic political philosophy has al¥o'ays been able to apply the
DeCeII3ry distinctions because it has a $OCial metaphysics and because
itllawof nature is a jlu utile, a working rule. nOI a ;us ;'lutlle, a mere
dad word. As the state is onl)' one. though the most important. of
the natural communities. and as the end of the state is one, though
in the temporal realm the decisi\'c one. in an order or ends. 10 the
political authority has iu natural restrie.tions concerning the oth~

communities as well as concerning the ends. Thus the concept of
IOYC'I'eignly can be understood on)' in the sunoundings of the Of'tW

Rnlm humGlIlInAm. PoJiticallOvereignty refers thus to a partial con
tall of that order. not to its whole. The spheres of the individual, of
the family, and of the cultural and economic organization (society).
reprac:at genuine Iimiu to lOVeTeignty. And as mankind is a genuine
COIIIJIUiIIjt)'. too, me international order, the constitution of the
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natural community of the states, is a restriction of sovereignty. By
thus relating sovereignty to certain contents and not permitting it
to be a mere formal concept with all possible ends aJ its content, it is
possible to retain the concept and yet uphold international law 31

more than a mere arbitrary self-limitation of the states. In this way,
though in suo ordine supreme. sovereignty becomes elastic. According
to the contents. sovereignty may expand or contract, and has done so
and will do so according to the needs of the common good. But it can
never become unlimited or absolute, because that would mean the
destruction of the order of ends and the related communities and
their specific powers. of which state and sovereignty are only parts.
It cannot shrink to such a minimum as to be nothing, because that
would mean the destruction of order just the same. Sovereignty is
thus similar to property.·e

Property is an original ri~ht of the indi\'idual but burdened with
a chan~ing social lIloHRage. depending upon the intensity of social
s)'mbiosis and the rules of social jusuce. In its definition, property is
exdusive, supreme. and full ~wnership of a thing. although not all
thinKS can become proJ'f'rty: not mt"n, not spiritual things. But
property and its use are always under the law restricting its use, and
the owner himself may invest rights of others in his property. though
he himsdf retains the property and remains the owner. Yet. though
property and its use rna)' thus be restricted, even very much re
stricted, it still rontinues to ("xist. If it should cease to exist as an
institUlion. tile natural ri~ht to prOpl'rt}' would be abolished.

Sovereignty as politital independenle within the bounds men
tioned abo\'e has two dements: it is supreme power and full power.
To realize the order or the common good. justice. and peace among
confhcting interests, between diverse opinions about what in the
partkular lase is just. and between sodal groups with heterogeneous
ambitions, thrre must be a supreme deciding power. How would
order othen\'isc: exist if the conflicting interests wt"re left alone? How
would 5e(°urity be established when conflicting interests continue to
fight and so to menace the unity of the order? In the interest of order

It Th~rehu alwa,.. rxlSled thr trndrney to klentU, sovereignty and property. nprclaJl,
.in the paremal theory of Il.oma.uic pulnita! phUOIlJphy which. by such an idenlification.
led 10 aue...
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and the continuation of social life. the conflict of interests mUlt be
regulated and decided. This decision and regulation must be a tinal
one.

All questions of justice and order are concrete ones. What matten
is the application of a general rule to concrete circumstances here
and now. There is no time in human life for an automatic compromise
of conflicting interests. Such conflicts do not settle themselves. Hence
the very existence of an order and the rcalifation of justice demand a
final decision, the enforcement of which is certain; for this is the
presupposition of order and justice itself. The state as unitas ordinis
could br neither unilQJ nor ordo if it had not bt'en given a supreme
power to decide. that is. to produce unity and order with the use of
force if necessary. The strong state is not that state which, as in
totalitarianism. does e\'erythinK by itself. but that state which stands
abo\'e the conflicts of intert"sts and groups as the powerful umpire.
as the preserver and protector of the order upon which all groups
depend.ar An essential element of order is 5el.Uril). But precisely this
again requires that questions of Justin' and equity be dt'Cided hie et
nune and be decided with finalit~·. Without such a final decision
beyond appeal. how could indh'iduals and groups be SC'c:ure. how
could the membt'r rely on the adequate behavior of all othen? It is
pncisely this secure confidt"n(e. this ca1cul.ability of the beha\'ior of
othen in the future, that makes all secure in the fruition of their
rights and the 5ure eApt'l.l.uion of the fulfillment of duties by aU
othns.

It is not unlikely that the Iiheralist attempt to argue away sover·
eignty rests upon the followinK reasoning. There exists a nalural
order in social life instituted h)' the God of dt"lsm corresponding to
the order of natural lawl in physical nature. The moti\'e of ~If·

interest to be realizrd in lil)('ny. limitt'd only by tht liberty of the
others. is the suffident agent for tlae cS13blishmrnt of social and «G
Domic order. As soon as SUdl conditions are dl'rc.ttd. the ordrr. an
adequate and just order, representing the natural gifu and powen

" TJait aplainl _by chc tyrannical lO\trtlgn, who does nor Ictnowled~ rhe nitural
Umi....... 01 lIOVerrlJ:;n',.. necodtt III much force. "I he more the lOft'r"f'ip po_ AI,..
wieJdlt ",limlel. rhe _bee II nerdlao apply. nae,"bJed obq. IbClIt of tbe laws and....,..aJw..1e wiabour .aeruan) beill' comprlltd to do 10 by force, TradJtJon, I ~.'n=brao tM moral nftf'tIlty of lhe rulft. I free llleftl 10 the jUilke. bowc¥er 1m.

Iy npraRd, in dw Ia.., are lhe p...mary 11101"" 01 obedience.
,

" .
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of tbe individuala. will. so to speak.. automatically arise. No autbority
needs to establish a specific social and economic order as in the Mid
dle Ages; no elaborated constitution of society. no hierarchical. stable
order is necessary. The world goes along ot itself. Free competition i.
the only principle of order and it produces social hannony. There
fore a sovereign power with competence to intervene in that field of
competition where social harmony comes by itself, is unnecessary.
Sovereign power need not try to introduce an artificial order when
the natural order of (ree competition already works so perfectly. The
state's task is merely to protect the market against foreign political
clisturhant·e. So the economic society, organizing itself according
to self·interest around the market, is actually sovereign, and the state
appears simply as a markC't police. The idea of political sovereignty
with omlJ)f'tence to intervene under appeal to the common good,
to distributive justice, and with mmpetence to intervene authorita
tively, must appear to sULh thought as improper, unnatural, and fu
tile.

The contention that a decision beyond appeal is necessary to pre
serve the oreler implies two thin~. First, that the sovereign power is
subject to lhe end of the or<lt"r, which is twofold: the common good.
and the preseT\'ation of the ri~hts and dignitie~ ()f the persons and
their as'iOC13tions in the inter~t of which the order exists. The old
aclage that the indh'idual should he sacrifled for the whole is valid
only in a concrete calC of existential conflict, but not generally; for
this reason the totalitanan adage that the indi\'idual is nothing. the
community all. is utterly pa~an and materialist. Secondly, political
expediency, overruling strict justice, and the coordinated virtue of
POlili<a1 prudence raise a real prohJem that can be solved only when
we assert the 5uperi01 ity of the e",istence of the concrete order to any
partial justice in it: only then is expediency justifiable. The adage,
SIImmum JW, .summa injuria, has to deal with this fact. The ncces
sity of a concute d«i,ion in recurring conOins among beings who
are free, though compelled to live in unity, makes the dream of a
civitas maxima in the striet sense unreal. Most of the great docton did
not t.hink. highly of this idea." History also teaches us that the great

" It II ." doubtful that St. Thomas. WMn apr:akinlC about dvi'lJI or 'lignum u d·
lufaclent, meana the medie\·allmpn...",., .. MJme b.,e held. Suarez actulUy ridicula abe
adea of a nw... mAlll....; SClUraUoc, tbough to) inK with the idea of a univerul ChriIdaa
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empires of AJexandft". of the Roman., and 01 the Chriltim empntm
in the Middle Ages were of short duration because there wu no
security, no real order. and no unity. as the supreme power wu more
and more shared by the satraps. proconsuls. feudal overlords. and tJle
like. \\le should never forget that unit), and order in a community
an: the mOTe possible as the memben of such a community are per
IOnal and responsible. The concept of sovereignty. therefore. is not
a contrndiction of the international order; on the contrary. it is a
conditio sine qlUl non (or its existence and realization.·'

Sovereignty thus means independence of another so\'creiRD state
from an equal; it means political freedom in the community of
states. But freedom means alwa)'s concretely frcedom from a certain
compulsion, or freedom to do, not all tJling', but certain things.
Freedom does not mean arbitrariness or hcense. Therefore the
general claim for fr«-dom or absolute so\ertignt)' is wronR. Whcn we
say that the state is sovereign, we sa)' merely thaI it is indt'pendem of
another state, of its equal. not that it is free absolutely. On the con
trary. by sa,-ing sUI>r~mQ in mo oTdme we loglCdlly indude the idea
that the state is dependent upon supranational \'alues and that there
aTe moral and legal rules which are transc.-cndcnt in relation to its
independence. B)' such rulcs the law of God and nature was dearly
meant until there arose modern aRnosticism and. especially. the
deification of the state. The state has a sen-ice character in the moral
wOTld. Therefore the moral and spiritual values and purposes that
fonn the moral world are superior 10 each and all of the stales.

Precisely in the recognition of these \'alues and in its help in realiling
these ends, lies the rea50n for 1O\'ereignty. Thw 1O\'ereiWlty becomes
lupreme responsibility for these purposn and "allies and service to
them. This aervice alone gives so\'ereignty the maJcsty and dignity

-rm,. JlGuaD, IDellni a IOrl of world feduation with the prnt'l'Vation of lOme kind of
iDdependcDce by the fteknted stales He wu Influenced by 51. Augutline', Idea tbal
....Ikr flalU .~ pmenhlr 10 an """,.,.um.

• Wbftt Ir... _ l'UI:~cd •• lIICIDber alale iDIO Ibe League of Nallon•• Ihe Coundl
01 &be Lcapc required ahat. 10 be c1iJiblco for menllwnhip, I ..ale 'hould fulfill the
JoUowInI CObcUtlont· (1'10 ro-- • COfU','u,,.d lO"emnaenl and aD adlDiJUltradOil able
to~ the r.fU- lu",UOft",# 01 .IN f ...',cl .NnItCfI. of lhc ItalC. (I) to be capablc of
..mlaiaint itt &eniturlallntepity and III political irul,.pmdhU:C': (S' 10 be capahle 01
-rtaa ""bIle mlflqu.lit, In all of lu tftTltory: (of' to haft IUCh "nandal retOurCCl II
to provide 1arI, for I~ normal wanll of the IUIIC. (Ij) to have a ",uk"011 end.
~ iM'ion that ..we .tRUlar JUIIlce to all .uhjeQ to lu jucUcb'1' All the
taallci_ could have been utal from the treall.. 01 • Sulfa or a lellanDiMo
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and moral authority that lead the citizen to free obedience in con
sdmce. Any ~~UIe of IOvereignty. that i.. non-recognition of these
moral and splntual values. destroy. the moral foundation of civil
obedience and thus tIle ltate as a moral being. And it destroys allO
the external honor of the violating ltate. Only a state that respecu
the supranational order of values has a right to the respect of iu
citizt"DS and of its coequals in the community of nations.'·

The state does not live alone in the world. Iu self-sufficiency is not
absolute. hut is embedded in a thousand interdependencies with
neighboring states on the same continent. and. likewise with the
world through an identical interest as well as through the recognition
of the identical basic ideas of a common civilization. And from
these facts comes a moral and legal duty to recognize these inter
dependencies. to WOl k with them. to utilize them for the common
good. Not without deep meaning has man. in almost all languages.
<.Ompared the political art to the art of the pilot. The pilot's art finds
the natural conclitions of wind and sea. of storm and calm. this whole
network of interacting. interdependent forces. already given; his art
is to appreciate them. to judge them (or his purpose of bringing the
ship home. Similarly the political art consists in appreciating. judging.
and usinR these facu of moral and material interdependence; iu
liberty or independen('e does not consist in independence of these
facu. but in independence of an equal. of another state. Thus external
sovereignty means that be)'ond the state is no secular authority but
the international order.1I

10 The hllhell farm flf luch conlClflumfll ~mn find In the formula: Sntou.s unIOrUlII

/)" A contradictory form was chac ol lhe choroulIhKtUng C} nie. FrnJerick the Great. who
called hlmaelf lhe linl Rnant of Ibe 11.lle. nOI of Ihc:o moral valurs.

" Ont: mat lay lhal Ihc:o ron«pl of IOYrTrtgnry finc heQrne abtolure whh lbe dei&ca·
rlon of the ahlOhuc:o pflncr 'ama I WII Iddrewed. "Mc:omellio quUI DfW tJ 'til vi,,
Dtw." The caeaaropapalueud developed atln the Rclormatlan (not only by the Rdor
mallon. for wull XI\' fc:olt ralher likc:o Janlel1 I .nd nol like rhe:' medlevallOvereip. for
inltln~, SI l.ou.. OT ~I. Henry) TM If:<Ond elftl1t:nt lhal chanRed lhe Idea of IOverelgnlJ
was 11M! rexr- of rc:ouol1 and the pfOlllt:ll of ...·iU; ...·ill.....hich more and more became
IUbhrary will. not dhecled Ind conlMlled by reason. ThC:OJe II • clC:Olr lendency in the
dt:\'t'lopmnll of I.w frt11ll the old Iht'Ory th.l law U I rule of ratOn Ind for I'CIIOn. to
che modnn theon that law Ja will. It bc:'IiRl with Hobbes; then volunt.rism I'OWI
lhrou,b Hume and K.,.t to H.I and NlerZIChe. unrll in t'ascism and Nazism bouocU-.
unordered. arbitrary will with an un" rontempt for Inlt'll«t bccomC'l the lupreme value.
A real ....rchiNn IIourJahee. denyln. Iny objective. oriBinai nalural order. lb.. JeaYiDJ
&be world a. tbc mercy of anarchic dreamers.
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v. POLmCAL AVTHORJTY SoVEREIGN in Suo ONline

Catholic. political philosophy thus denied the empty formalism of
the idea of 5O,"ereignty. by which any and all things can become the
content of this idea. It is able to point out that in the internallphere
of the state there are fields of individual and social life which by
their nature are not the object of sovereignty. Such arc individual
rights. the rights of parents to decide the education of their children.
and the freedom of the citizens to organize (or their legitimate pur.
poses. legitimate by natural law. not by the will of the 1O\·ereign.
Similarly. the faCl that the' state. lil'e in community and form the
human community implies that there are fields of international life
exempt from the field of so\'ereignt)'. Such are those that are essential
for the existence and development of the international community
without which the individual states themselves could not in peace
and justice perform their own tasks. tlle promotion of their respective
common good.

This understanding makn the idea of sovereignty elastic. \Ve must
bear in mind that historically sovereignty became "absolute" under
the impact of modem nationalism where the principle of unity was
considered to embrace an absolute homogeneity in all fields of lOCial
life: in economics (self-sufficienC}'). in culture «'ontrol of aU cultural
institutions). in religion (r~ligious unity as n~cessary for political
unity). But that is only one historical form and is not an id~al. at we
are com~l1ed to see now when this id~a of absolute homogeneity has
led to totalitarianism and its supprnsion of all freedom.

Only if we refer the term "so\'ercignty" to specific material contenu.
to specific fields of human social life. wiJI it be possible to appreciate
federalism. ,,-hich stands or falls with the idea of a division not of
aovereignly. but of fields of control under two JOvereignties_ If we
ding to an excessively rigid and monistic concept of sovereignty. we
can understand neithrr the sovereignty of the Church in suo o,dine
apart from that o( the state. nor a gmuine federalism. True. a federal
OOIIIutuUon is the final product of a political procCSl by which states.
formerly «Wereign in all fields. now unite. or by which paru or
proviDca of a unitarian ltate grow from below into a sphere where
tp«ific BeIda of social life are definitely .urrendned by the federal
CO"idtlniOD to their IOYcreip conuol. The member ltata of a fedcra·
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lion, by the force of the federal constitution. have guaranteed to them
a field where their power of organization and th~ir authority of de
cision is supreme; where, therefore, the federal power has no right
to intervene. How a federal constitution divides these fields between
the federal power and the state power is rather indifferent, for this
division will depend upon (.oncrete historical circumstances.

Almost certainly the member states are the original holders of
the sovereiR'l powers in this field ascribed to them by the federal con
stitution. This constitution is usually produced by a status contract
of the member states, which retire from certain enumerated fields of
social and economic life. surrendering these fields to the federal
sovereignty. In the residuary field the member state is free from all
inter\'cntion by the fcderal ~o\'ernment. A proof of this is that in
cas~ of conn" t, not the federal government, but a Supreme Court,
\\'()rldn~ like an international court, decides the issues. A further proof
is that the member states have genuine legislative powers in suo
ordme and .that their supreme courts decide in judgments beyond
appeal in ~u(h claims.

Another proof is that the federal constitution guarantees, not
creates. the right of full political existence to the member stata,
just as any imcrnational kaKue must guarante-e the territorial in
tewit)' and the polit lcal independence of its member states. And again.
in the usc of dissolution of the federation. the constitutional limita
tions upon the memher states diSdppearing. their sovereignty expands
instantJ)' to its orig-inal sizf, as it existt'd before the formation of the
federation, \Ve must not be deluded by the fact that in history such
was not always the fart. The state and all other (orms of political life
have no existcm'c as (orms without their maUer, that is. th~ people as
an historical entity and so a potential political body. In that sense it
is the active will or the passi\"t' consent of the pfflple which forms th~

definit~ political form of existence. on account ot a pre-political homo
f(eneity of nationality, economic integration, geographical neighbor
hood. religious unity. or whate\'er may be the potential matter of
unity in the order.

nle objection that there cannot be a divided sovereignty. that
sovereignty is by definition one and indivisible, is not relevant. In the
same order. in the same dClennined field of social life. quite naturally
there cannot be two IOvereignties. "The world does not wish to be
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soverned badly. 'Let there be one ruler'" (Aristotle. MetGfJh'J end
of Book XI). This means only that in the same field there must be
only one ruler or decisive power; otherwise there would be anarchy.

The greatest difficulty concerning the idea or sovereignty is the
positivist dmial that there is a genuine order in the universe, that
this order is an order of the ends of human sodal forms as represented
in natural law, and that therefore there exist various independent
circles of legal order. The IlOSiti\e law is not only geographically. but
also in relation to basic fields of human social life. plurali.stic and not
monistic. The natural law as the basis and crhical norm for aU posi.
tive legal systems is monistic. "'hat has made the concept of saver·
eignty so suspect is the modern idea of the Slate as an institution in
which might is right. It is the idea of the idcnuhcation of simple and
pure power with legal and moral competencc-, lOKC'lher with the denial
that the world is order. Along with this \'jew is the contention tholt
man or the state creates the order in absolute and untfamme)td
arbitrariness-that there is no metaphysiC"oll "end" of the state. that
there are no natural ri.8hts before the state. and no natural rights of
the states in the international community. Consequently that all
order and law is considered purel, man·mad~and essentially arbitrary
and th~refore free from any unwritt~n law arising from th~ ord~r of
th~ nature of things themseh'cs.

But when the line of thought hegilu with the idea of man's lOrial
nature and proceeds to the idea of a perfect. st"lf-suffident society
wherein man Ii,·es for his eternal end in peace, justice. and s«urity,
when thus the common Kood has philMOphkall)' a dehnite cont~nt,

and whm man lives under the order of n:uural law derIDing the fields
of ah~ rule of the various pow", and their mutual riKhu and duties,
then there is no insurmountable difbculty in the concept of IOver
eignty.

The question wh~ther we should give up the ternl "sovereignty,"
as ia today demanded. is futile if ~'C do not see the things that matter.
Without doubt the term is, aft~r 10 much ahule' by nationalism and
phiJoJophicaJ positivism. much tainted. But most of th~ fon of the
term would Dot rewm to matmal ~thiCJ as thl" foundation tor a true
undcntaadifta. They would. indeed, ~ive up the sovereignty of the
political power of the individual states and transfer it to a civitas
mai".." Bat what tbey tbus transfer is simply the same positivist
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sovereignty that they now deny to the states. The principle that law
is what the state defines it to be would then be applied also to the super
state. As Little as their ancestors did would they ever acknowledge
the independence of the Church as in itself a perfect society with a
definable field of sovereignty. Just as lillIe would they agree that
natural law imposes intrinsic limitations upon the sovereign power
of the civittJJ maxima in the inalienable rights of the person, of the
parents. and of the free a58odations of persons in the economic and
cultural helds. All these would appear as mere concessions by the
world-state just as they were ronccssions or arbitrary self-limitations
by the individual IItates, and not as rights prior to and therefore im
mune from the so\'erei~.The civittJJ maxima, we fear, would finally
look \'t'ry nUl( h lile the le\'iathan of Hobhes.

The concept of !IO\'ereignty is wrong when it is an empty formal
conlt"pt opcn. an..()rdin~ to the arbitrary will of lhe sovereign power.
to any and all cont('nts. The con(-ept of sovereIgnty is right and not
danRerous eithcr internally or extcrnally if it is put into its inter
dependC'n( C' with tltt' prin(-iple of subsidiarity and the hierarchical
order of ends, and suhjen to the natural and divine law. If someone
thinks th;tt the wurd "su\'cf('iRJ1ty" should be Ki\'en up. this docs not
matter, as long as its ("ontt'nt, as it is tradltion.11 in Catholic political
philosuphy. is not lost; namely. that it is merely a term to define the
state as a self.5uflitient wultl..t orclin;,f, with the common good as an
order of law, pence. justice, and security, and consequently with the
Will ()("tt"n( e to dedtle finally and authoriLllively in canDiets arising
within tht' ordt"r; that it means the hberty. the political independence.
and the J i~ht to live of the ll1t'mber state of the commumty of nations.
guaranteed. not created. by thai \ ery community of mutual inter
dependence.

Then- is some rt"35(lD to suspect that the fight against the term has
a deeper siWlific:mce, that it is an auempt to do away with authority"
As we h.we puintcd out, the tCfln "authority" has a personal and moral
relation to value more than tht' lerm "power" has. Authority binds
the subject by an appeal to ideas necessary for the realization of man's
end; authority is related to fuller (,xp,·rience. to integrity of character
and to greater insiRht: at IS "nsHKT3Iic. It C3n exist only where meta
physical id("as and moral principles, the ideas of truth and justice in
their full meaning. are arknowleetged. When no objective truth. but
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only relative verities. are admitted, when no ideal justice i, acknowl
edged and when, for the lack of this, might becomes right. genuine
authority is impossible and any obedience is heteronomou5~ in contra
dinion to liberty and dignity. Then are destroyed tbe pt!f5onal and
moral elements of authority as a fact. and also its binding others to
duties not because of will but because of a greater insight into ideas
and a fuller appreciation of moral ,·alues. Then the power to bind.
to demand obedience, is pure arbitrary power, unless those who obey,
obey only themseh'cs in the general will. in an identification of gov
ernment and governed. But from this it would follow that the
majority decides not what is hie ~t nunc just. measured by an ideal
justice. but what &hall be: accepted as just only ba:ausc the majority
10 decides. The concept of authority is thus dissolvf'd. No one obeys
anyone but himself. The consequencc mUSI hc a new le\'mthan. a
revival of the absolute so\'clcigm}' of majorities that alC. o( course.
not genuine statistical miljoritics. but lhc technical me,tns or party
machines and other small political groups. Thc.·se rule by their use
of the majorit)· principle just as absolutely as e\'er an ah~l)lute

monarch has rulfil; or e\'en more despotiulll}. as the tcdullrally
legal plebiscites in the totalitarian regimes prO' e. Authorit}, and
delJlOCT3CY with Jiben}' and equality are not such contradKtinns. On
rhe contrary. in any genuine democracy the (itizt'll has the ri~ht to
be ruled by the bot or the bettef man. "Pc mean thc man or hiRher
political prudence, of more impartial justice. and of higher intcwtty
in respect to ideas. eternal and absolute. however darkened by human
weaknessea. It u never unwonhy (or the {rce to o!Jcy the rule o( the
betta'maD.



CHAPTER XVIII

The Main Task and Justification of
Political Authonty

I, TilE CON~TITl'TIOSAL ORDER

To DE thus soveTeiWl in its order, though it lea\'e5 a field of elastic ex
pansi()n or <unuaction for so\'crd~nty, means that there are genuine
limitations (or smt'rt'jgnt~'. It means further that within these limita
tions there is a held whidl may be called essentially subject to $Over
ei~nty hllt whic h IS iudf surrounded by matters that out of historical
LirLumSlanccs may b~ome contents of sovereign action.

To lhe ("!l.u'lIli;ll «olltents bc1on~s legislation. This means first, the
setlill~ up, tht" prt.'s('rution, and if Ile«"ss.uy the chanKe of the con
stitutional (r,lI11c\\'ork. that is the political order III which a people has
decided to lin' in frt"t'tlolll and ind('pcndence: the oTK3nization of the
Ul)~.Ulk elc:mcnu o( the stilte-kgi!llati\'e, judiciary. and executive
tht"ir ("(Hnp<'lenu's and the mude o{ their formal procedure (constitu
tionc11 OJ <Ier). In states whil h lOllstiltllionall) proclaim civil libeny.
we hnd in tht., lon!ltitution itself Uf in the bill of rights a clearly de
bnrd limitation 10 tht' (',ell i)t' of the sovereign power. Usually we also
find .an cllulUl'r.1tiun of politi< a) rights about such matters as the fran
dlise and <'Ii~ihilit~ fur C)f1iH·. The re;uon for these latter is the control
of the or~alls of the statr- by the citi/ells; the reason for the human
rights is the need fur plOteltion from abuse of power by the govem
ment,

These human ri~hlS art' anually the more important. The so-called
political ris;hts, "'hkh wlutitute Ko~mmcnt by consent, tht" formal
denux:ralic constitution in a 11I00'e l«hniral sense, ,are important
ralher as an additional guaranty of the first rights. This view rt'<eives
an indirect conhrmation from the (anlhat human rights are valid EOT

aU, irrespective of their dlizc:nship, sex, and age, whereas the rights of
41l
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the citizen may be restricted to the adults, to the male adults, or to

those who have established a I~gal residence. A further confirmation
may be found in the way e\'eryone watches jealously over human
rights, while in the sphere of political rights. even in outspokenly
democratiC nations. we often find a considerable indifference among
the potential voters. an indifference that gives oligarchical party
machines their opportunities, On the other hand. the idea of human
rights is intrinsically independent of the fonn of the government;
these rights may exist in monan.hies as well 3S in d~rnorrades,TIlere·
fore the problem of the form of gm'ernment-monarch}', parliamen
tary democracy. or an aristocraC}' of education and property resting
upon a qualified franchise-is usuan~· one of S<'condary importance.

Howe"·er. the problem of human rights and consequf'ntly of the
sen'ice character of the stak is the problem of all forms of government.
because these rights are the houndarit's th.u mark. out the sphere of
freedom of lhe peorsons. of the fami1it"s. and of du.-ir fret a55()dations.'
These rights. whether insertf'd in fOllstitutional chartt"n or not, are
always valid. TIley express most distinctly the sen ire charancr of the
alate. The}' are the standards h~ whkh we measure arhitruy usc of
power. right to resistance. autocraq'. and tyrann~.The)' are preferahly
meant whenever we usc the teml "democracy." They constitute a
sphere of individual initiative and soliaI freedom prot~ tl"d (10m
destruction by democratic majorities as well as hy ahsolute monarchs.
Today they are doubly Important under the formal democrac}' of in·
dustrial urban masses. economically 50 insecure and so prone to sacri·
fice liberty for economic sec. urit\' in state 5Ociahsm; it is tltnt' riRhts
that demand eternal \ iKilance. True. tht'), (an be abused, The right of
propcny.lhe right of freedom of contract, C'spt'cially when interpreted
in an cx(.cssi\'eI)' indil'irluali51 sense. hne Leen abused in JaiMe/·[aire
capitalism. And howe\l'1' much we may nClw b\or ~tate intervention
daigned to abolish th('SC abuses. Wt' UlUst not fOTKet that SUdl inter
vention receives ill measure from these rights themseh'cs. not from the
perfectionist idea of a paternal, bureaucratic. all·provider alate.

LaiJlez-fairc capitalism had. in fan. made these: human rights of

I:n. four frftdomt 01 Prftidnu 1lUQIIC:\dt', Annua' MeMall" co ConJr-. January a.

!d
(DepulJac8t 01 Slate Bulkl1n. JahUJry II. ,,.1. p. 7). WRarn only tl1.- human

tile AIJaAcJc Chaner "p,",ly adhnn 10 "die ripi 01 aU peoplft 10 c:hooIe abe
f1pwc'Q8IiaI u1Idn _hldl Lbcy "ill lift" CDepanlDfttt of kale 8u11clJa. Aupal

,••••p. •.,).
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liberty and property too much like an empty shell for the masses of
industrial workers. But it would now be wrong to abolish these Tights
generally in favor of various (orms of state socialism. The true cure i.
the restoration of these right.s by social and economic reconstruction I

in the sphere of society, as distinguished from the organizational frame
work o( the state, in a formal sense, from the (orms of government. The
~l1ar3nty and protec-tion of these rights is the state's task; since it has
not created them. it cannot abolish them. The right of freedom of wore
ship. the right to liCe and propeny, the right of due process of law and
of equal prut('{ tion by the law, the right to associate for common ends
in the fielel of economic. cultural, and spiritual life, the right of the
parents to dC'lcrminr the ('ducation of their children. and the right of
the Churdl to fIcc.'ciom in her spiritual and organizational life, all
th~(' rights f',ist prior to the stolte. The wnstitutional law and the
(:oonnon law may rC'~lIlat(' th('ir tlst', yet may never destroy their sub
Sl.lmt". The~ ,IIC n.!lura} Ji,l.l'hlS. Whcn thc Supreme Court of the
l'nited States upht'lcl tht' (",oHStitutiOll.llity of compulsory steriliza
tiun in the <aSl' 01 the \'ir~ini3 stenlil~ltion law (2i.1 U.S. 200). and
Jmti«~ O!t\('r W, Jtolmcll a.~uc(l for the Ji~l1t of the state, Catholic
polillral philosnph)' protested \'dlC."mently I against this intrusion of
the ~tdIC. just as somc ~Cdrs later it plOtestcd against the more excessive
13\\'5 of thc :\a/l (~ctlnany.·

From thi~ point on. the importance:' of the principle that the $Over·
('.~n powt'r is suhj«t to nalUTal and <ii\ inc law and that this law is
\dlid. too, for the constituent powt"r in popular snverei~nt)', for ma
)0' itiC"s, !lhoulcl he uudc.-I'tood. The san< tily of these rights, or at least
of sume ot thelll. ill a ume-hnnort'o tudition. Bodin tau~ht that the
pi hate l"w. the (i\ il h,,, and the ri~hts thereby a< quired were immune
hom the:- 50\ t'rc.-iRn p<)wt'r. In tht' "b501ute: ~tatcs o( the German princes
the ,wa I/uat'sila, the wcll-cstahltshcd pn\'ate rights. were thought to

'1 hI' cllncllca! QuGd,o(l'um" anno of ro~ rhlS XI .Jlt'ak~ nprt"'l" of "recons.ruct·
Inl{ the SCJ(bl ordC'r," and d"" n"1 ..~ a .mltle word aboul Ihe c.Olpul.llive siale. "'ho
f'\C'r n'1l,h Ihl" ","chul "III hnt' th,u II h.n to do musth ""h the re-al:abh.hmcl'll of
Ih.. IIJhC'lf' 01 flC'11U1106' hrnlt.m lind wO(I ..1 InUbll\T of grolll", and of property righla
fur Ihc protel.lIlaN. Ind nOI with '1If' f'f!hll(all)U~IMm 01 (be M)·called corporalh'e Slate
'Ioppowl"ll If! demC'JC1uv. •

• Cr. F. S. ikneR. S.I.• in Tht Cot/wilt .\lmd, XXXI. SHI-9I : John A. R\an, Qllul'OIll
of fI'" nay. chap. tu. and 1.ri:JC'rcq. "'''rTlflfi!' atla tilt' 10'1111\', tr.&llI. by Thoma t.
Hanlq-, p Iii, Jultlrr H"I",".u. bank posilhi'l in hi. lepl phllOlOphy.

• U. Nalhanael MUle",. No,;onal Sacin/llm IHld 'hI' Roman CatholIC Church, lug.
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be sacred. The common-law judge established the content of what is
today the bill of rights as superior to the statute law of the sovereign, be
this the king 01' the paTtiament. These rights were thought to issue im
mediately &om reason in the law. not from the will of the sovereign or
from an arbitrary concession or self·limitation of the sovereign power.

II. THE LEGAL ORDD.

The second essential prerogative of so,'ereignty is the establishment
of an autonomous order of law among the citizens, the order of civil
and ~nal law with the judiciary and institutions of enforcement; this
represents a part of the unitas ordinis as important as is constitutional
law. The link. between them is the bill of rights: liberty of the person,
freedom of contract and property, freedom of aSSO<'iation, and pro
t«tion from arbitrary violent intervention, whether by lawbreakers
and criminals or by public officen. On the basis of their fundamental
rights and in the framework of ch·i) protection by penal law. the in·
dividual citizens, by their own initiative, carry on in liberty their
economic purposes. their family life. their cultural activities, their
worship. and so on. It is the function of this order of law to dire( 1 the
citizens while they follow their own individual and social ends to the
realization of the common good. How far this order lcues the deter·
mination of the content of their contracts, their property riKhts. and
their prot«tion to the individuals themsches, or has them regulated
and materially determined by the sovereign, depends upon culture,
manners. nationality. and traditions. But this material det('rminalion
finds its limits. in all circumstances, in the natural r~huof the citizen.
as individual persons, as members of families and of free aS5()('iations.

Out of distributive justice also arises a necessary function of sover
eignty. As the individual. form an organism of functional KToups in
social life of different importance to the common good. 35 they are.
though equal before the law. never equal in personal Rifts, wealth. and
economic and lOCial power, they deserve. in order to fulfill the'lr {unc
tions. a conuibution out of the common good corresponding to the
imponance of their functiom. Provided that the lower official. for ex
ample. the policeman. gets a salary sufficient (or a standard of decency
aDd comfort. the more important oflicen may be given a higher salary
witllout 'rioIating justice. This proponionality between social and
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political responsibility and compenaation, although it produces JOCial
inequality, is not unjust.

Similarly the contributions of the individuals to the common good
should be graduated according to their wealth or their income, be
cause these rest upon the existence of an order of law that ultimately
depends not upon the police and upon actual compulsion. but upon
the free consent and daily assent of all the citizens to the realization of
the common good in their obedience to the rules of legal justice.

Moreover. a necessary consequence of sovereignty is that when, on
account of adverse economic or social developments, groups of citizel1l
fall into a distress that can no longer be relieved by private initiative
or charitable aid, but only by a new institutional disposition. then the
sovereign has the right and the duty of distributive justice to intervene
and to change the economic institutions so as to relieve these groups
from their distress. The fact of this distress is a token that the common
good is \'iolated. That is the philosophical reason why Leo XIII pro
moted SO<.ial legislation and why Pius XI demanded a reconstruction
of social economy; for what is owned by distributive JUStice cannot be
supplied by the charity of individuals. Thus social legislation to give
the working classes a reasonable participation in the productivity of
the industrial plant, 'With the aim of a living wage. and to afford them a
degree of social security corresponding to that afforded by property is
truly in the sphere o( sovereignty. So is legislation preserving and pro
tecting the fanning class in correspondence with its functional im
portance to the well.being and relative independence of the whole.
Legislation to diminish excessive differences in wealth, income, and
economic power by progressive income and inheritance taxation is
dearly in the domain of sovereignty as long as it does not transgress
the basic rights of liberty and property and the imponant principle of
the subsidiarity for all activity of the state. Yet any attempt to produce
economic equality by all-embracing socialization including the de
struction oC the institution of private property itself or by a really con
fiscatory inheritance tax which would mak.e the right of propeny an
empty sbell. would represent an abuse of sovereignty.

All these normal contents of sovereignly depend on the fact that the
political existence of the people is protect~ by it against external and
internal foes. Thus the jw necis et vittle and the jus belli et pads are
necessary contents of sovereignty so far as without these rights politi-
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cal exil&euce. the order of law, cannot exist. This i. true even when the
jvi belli et /NJCiI has. through a desirable development of intema
tionallaw. shrunk. to the case of exclusively defensive war. For the
.tate is mortal. and its end is secular. Therefore it cannot consent to
its own destruction, differing thereby from the individual person. who
can give up the right to resist because his existence as an immortal
being is not destroyed by non-resistance. But states, not being im
mortal, must defend their existence by warfare as long as their exist
ence is not fully protKted by an effKtive international order.

Apart from these nKessary contents. many other fields. dependent
on historical development and ch'ilizing circumstances, may become
contents of sovereignty. Thus, after the education of the states had
been promoted by the Church in the Middle Ages. the state b~n to
organize cultural life by public education. the founding of universi
ties, and the furthering of the arts and the sciences in competition with
dae Church. The state~n to enter the field of economic.. by regulat
ing economic activities which. left to themselves. would have become
detrimental to the common good (protKtion of the consumer; bana
against the abuse of economic power; licensing of certain Konomic
activities such as the liquor trade; or prohibition of trade in narcotics).
But let it be clear that the state regulates an already presupposed free
activity of. its citizens. Any establisment of the totalitarian exclusive
ness of the state, in education or in economics, for example, is usurpa
tion. For it is the free initiative of the citizen as scientist, as parent and
educator, as arust or as producer that is creative. not the state or the
government as SUCh.

Never, then, can the order of religious life and spiritual law become
the domain of political sovereignty, nor can the substance of the natu·
ral rights of the individual person and the family. Sacrosanct, there
fore, are the freedom of wonhip, the freedom of conscience or, as we
may better call it. the freedom from compulsion in matters of con·
Jciem:e. the preservation of private property as a general institution of
the law of the land. the freedom to marry or Dot to marry, and the
ripu of the parents over their children. Thae righu and freedomt
theuuelvCl are beyond the reach of sovereignty. Their use, their co
ordiDation, and their regulation to produce the common good, that it
dearly the domain of the state. The "How," the ''Where,'' the
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"When," the conditions under which these righu and their presup
position, the free initiative of the citizens. are to be used and ptV
teeted in the framework of the general rules of law. are left to sover·
eignty. But their substance as the prerequisite of the of'do is prior to

the state. An order of law is a system of general rules for reasonable
free beings. Legislation. that is. the producing of general rules. and
the rule of law. presuppose these rights and free initiative: they are not
substitutes for them. The reason for the deep hOlTor of totalitarianism
felt by Catholic political theory is that in totalitarianism there reign.
instead of general rules for freedom. the individual arbitrary command
and the empty mechanical discipline of a passive mass of subjects
barred from free initiative but subject to the omnipresent intrusion of
governmental bureaucracy. It is. therefore. evidence of a deep insight
when Catholic philosophy speaks of a field of sovereignty belonging to
the individual and the head of the family equal in suo ordine to that of
the .nate.

It is the purpose and task of politic-al authority to care for the realiza·
tion of the common good. It is its dut)' to guarantee and to protect the
ordo JUriS in which the common good is realized. It ought also to
change that ordo if the chan~ng social life demands a change of that
ordo in which authority as directive and e\en werch'e power and the
citizens in cooperative loyalty and free consent realize the common
good in and under the rule of law.

Thus the common good becomes the moral justification and the
juridical legitimation of political authority. The common good is the
hna) cause of legislation. that most cxcellent prcrogativc and highest
task of sovereign authoritr and power. And this to such an extent that
the law derives its binding power from its direct or indirect relation
to the common good. so that St. Thomas declares that a law not Te
lated to the common good is rather violence than law. and does not
bind.'

III. BASIS 0,. POLITICAL AUTHORITY IN NAnJRAL LAw

In Christian political philosophy the state is considered a moral
organism. This mean. that there is an analogy in the metaphysical

"u",,,.. &Ia"'•••a II•• q.g6. a.4 Co
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lttUCture, a unity in divenity similar to that of the biological organ
ism, but on another plane. The unifying principle of the biological
organism is the soul (anima vegetativa et sensitiva) yet working as an
unfree agent blindly following the physical laws as the organizing and
coordinating force. In the moral organism the unifying principle is
the moral and legal end realized by the directive action of authority
instituting the order and by the loyalty and free initiative of the mem
bers. The order may find an additional basis in national homo~neity
or in a common cultural inheritance. But its essence is that it (orms
the individuals as members into a lasting unity of existence with preser- .
vation of their independence in the lower forms of their social life.

Political authority as the directive principle to unity, as the coercive
principle in C'Stablishing and guaranteeing the ordo, is necessary.
There is no naturallibeny that makes political authority superfluous.
though man has dreamed of such liberty for hundreds of years. As the
social nature of man leads to the state. 50 it leads to political authority.
And this necessity does not arise from sin. It is true that sects, as they
split off from the Church from the early centuries on, claimed such a
freedom from political authority because. they believed, they no
longer needed the law and sword. since they were just. redeemed by
grace and worthy of a Christian liberty from all political authority.
But it is equally true that from the very beginning the Church Fathers.
the great Schoolmen, and ecclesiastical authority taught that e\'en
without original sin, that is. in the status naturae purae, as there would
have been the state. so there would have been political authority as a
unifying principle. Of course. as in such a state human reason would
have been perfect and human will unweakened. authority would have
been only directive. For, since reason is the essence of Jaw and order.
the perfect reason and the absence of a will misdirected and distorted
by passions would have made the coercive power superfluous. But as
human nature is now, the coercive power is necessary. because the
order iJ necessary. Men often individually disaRIee about the partic
ular means for realizing the social order or about elements of the order
iuelf. and human will is subject to passions inimical to order. The in
dividual is too easily subeervient to his own interests without ~ue re
gard to the interests of othen. There must. therefore. be an authority
and a power that decide definitely and beyond appeal about means
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and measures. and compel all to subordinate their selfishness to the
common good.

When it is said that political authority is founded on the law of
nature, two Lhings are meant. First. the ruler or, more generally, polit
ical authority needs no ecclesiastical approbation or legitimation. nor
does the non-Christian ruler need any kind of specific consent on the
part of his Christian subjects. There does not exist a libeTtas Christi4ntJ
whkh forbids the rule of non-Christians over Christians. as sectarians
since the early centuries of the Christian era have contended. The
sole and satisfactory legitimation of political authority is the law of
nature generally, and concretely the fulfillment of its duty toward the
common Rood, the ft:licitas extema tcmporalis. Even the medieval
Church. which anointed and consecrated the secular ruler. did not by
such acts transfer riAhts to the ruler that he did not already possess by
the laws of the secul.lf order. l'or did the Church by these ceremonies
take away such rights. Strictly speaking. political authority does not
need baptism, and the medieval rites of coronation represented only a
symbolic baptism of the temporal power.

It is a misrepresentation of the common doctrine when several
writers. from Thomas Hobbes 8 to \V. \\'indelhand.T contend that ac
cording to Catholic doctrine pohtical authority needs a sanction from
the Church and that, in order to prove this, late Scholasticism es
pecially had tJ ied to roh political authority of its original dignity, of
its metaphysical and religious foundation. making it a mere affair of
arbitrary human will. Thus, it is contended. the superiority of the
spirimal authority and the sanction of temporal political authority
over Christians by the Church could be more easily esublished. This
charge, however. is without foundation and can be understood only in
the light of the pre<:onceived idea that, as Hobbes. for example. de
clares, the ci\'il so\"eleign. if he is a Christian. must at the same time be
also the supreme pastor or pope in his realm. But this has nothing to
do with the common doctrine, which simply states that the power of
the slate rests on natural law, and faith rests on the supernatural die
vine law. The one law does not abolish or impair the other; political

• Hobbes. IlNltltha", espeaallv chap. 41.
'W. Windelbalad. lAh,buch dn Gurhichtc cIn PhilosOfJhie (6th ed.. 1911). pp.158 L,

directed espedal1y a,lwt SUlrez and BeUarmloe.
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authority does Dot rest upon faith. nor does the submission of Chris
tians. even to the authority of a non-Christian. contradict faith. Politi
cal authority bas a field of its own. \Vhen this was especially strf'SSed
by the Schoolmen of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. so was
the chief reason for it: to strip from colonial imperialism its religious
cloak. Colonial imperialism at that time tried to justify itself by the
argument that its only aim in conquest was to relieve the native Chris·
tian converts from the tyrannical rule of their pagan sovereigns.
Against this argument Vittoria and Suarez maintained that such a rea
son ,,-as not valid. because political authority rests upon nature.

The second reason for stressing this theory was the absolutism of the
kings and their propagandists. such as Hobbes and Bark.lay. They
contended that the authority of the king. or civil authority. as Hobbes
called it. was all-embracing. was spiritual as well as temporal. was of
divine law. and left no room for a spiritual authority of the pope or a
Church apan from the state and independent of it. Absolutism and its
philosopher-propagandists would not admit that there is a difference
between the spiritual and the secular order and that different authori
ties could both exist. each supreme in its own order.'

This fight of Catholic political philo50phen against princely abso
lutism in the sixteenth century has been resumed today against totali
rarianism. In totalitariansim. too. there is no distinction between a
spiritual and a secular order; here. too. only one loyalty is allowed;
here. too, there is consequently no freedom. For the ~uarant}·of human
freedom. however 5trangt' it may sound. is the liberlaJ udesiae, whirh
means the distinction between the two orders. Only by this distinction
is a peaceful separation (as opposed to the laicist. anticlerical, and
militant separation of Church and state exemplified in the French
Third R.epublic) between Church and state possible though such a
separation may nOl be an ideal in principle. Wherever that distinction
does not exist, either the independence of the state or. as generally
happens, the independence of the Church. and with it the fTeMom of
conscience. is laCfificed for a monolithic caesaropapism or papocaesar·
ism.

One of the reasons for the identification of the two orders in the
• Hobbel apia and apia telll us that nobody can aerve two mutcn Ind thlt con·

...ueal1y the dvll IOftrdp mUll be the .pWII,a. IOVcrclgn. He IIft1N IlOl to have
perulved that the alJWDCllt the other way round. namely. that the Ipiriuw authorl"
..... be ahe supnme d"U or politIcal authority. was just .. well founded.
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.ixteenth century and later was the Lutheran and Calvinist theory
that the state and its authority had their origin in sin. as the natural
order is sinful in itself. If that is the case. then indeed. to save the
political authority of Christian rulers it becomes necessary to take
them out of the depredated realm of nature and velt them with super
natural authority and to affirm that the Christian ruler's power and
authority come directly and immediately from God. Consequently
even a peaceful separation is impossible, and the complete identifica
tion of Church and slate. as in Erastianism, is unavoidable.

IV. FALUCID OF ROUSSEAU'S TH£oRY

The theory that political authority rests upon natural law has thus
a twofold signihcance. It saves the state and its authority from becom
ing an unnatural supernatural competitor of the Church and a tyran
nical intruder into the sphere of religion. But it maintains, too. that
political authority does not originate in sin, but gets its dignity and
legitimation, its power to bind in conscience, and its claim for loyalty.
irrespective of religious affiliations, from the social nature of man and
10, in the last resort, from God, the Creator of all natures, the Or·
dinator of all orders. Supernatural faith does not change civil loyalty:
it merely givt's new supernatural motivations; it deepens and exalts
the natural duties and virtues of the citizen, as generally the order of
grace perfects the ordt'r of nature. This, therefore, is the justification
of political authorit}" that it arises out of the social process of human
nature at its pinnacle in the COl pus politicum mysticum (Suarez). On
the concrete reali7.atinn of the common good. which is the guaranty of
the good life and the perfection of the social nature of man, lies its
legitimation.

Abstract, unfettered freedom. along with its preservation, is not the
preliminary question for the justification of political authority. as is
the case in individualism of a liberalist pattern. The mark of that kind
of individualism. as cxpresst'd most clearly by its prophet, Rousseau.
is the declaration that the free individual is self-sufficient. To live in
society means to live under rules to be impost'd by authority and to be
applied by authority in cases of conflict among individuals: otherwise
society would be a mere amorphous conglomeration. If men decide
to live in society. the wills of the individuals as single persons must be
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identical with what Rousseau calls the general will. Rousseau certainly
tties to distinguish between the will of all and his mystic general will.
But the necessary identification of the sum of the individual wills with
the general will does not solve his problem.

The anarchic consequence of this concept of freedom is circum
vented by a logical somersault. As the coercive power of political
authority cannot be denied. it is simply stated that practically the will
of a majority is the right and just expression of the general ",ill and
that the dissident individual wills are therefore not the true wiUs of the
outvoted minorit)·. The strong opposition of Catholic political philos
ophy to Rousscauism rests on the fact that for the unlimited power of
the despotic prince is simply substituted the equally unlimited power
of the majority, the will of which can do an)·thing. since it is restricted
neither by the idea of the social nature of man nor by an objective and
therefore will-controlling end of the state.·

Rousseau and aU his followers ding to the doctrine that the e5S~nce

of law is not reason. but arbitrary will. uncontTOlled hy a reason that is
itself controlled by objective being and ends. Rousseau and all individ
ualisuofa similar kin4 have to acceptsuch an identification ofthe wills
of the individuals and the general will because 1h:.t is their only p0s

sible justification of coercive political authority. And this justification
becomes the center of their political philosophy. This voluntarist and
individualist concept of the law of nature serves the sole purpose of
practically establishing and legitimizing the absol ute power of the will
of the majority. as Hobbes' law of nature established and legitimated
the absolute power of the ruler. After that. the law of nature becomes
in both cases a IUS inutile; it is submerged in the positi\'e unfettered
will of either the majority or the one.'·

If we go a bit dce~r. we shall find that the problem at issue is that
ofauthority. RoUSSt'au. as we said. argues authority away by his idmti·
fication of government and governed. On account of the ,:teneral will.
everyone is now subservit-nt only to himself, and is consequently as

• RouIIcau', lheory CUI be UIed In behaU of Jotalitarlanilm. 100, In lhe Caesarian
pkbJldla faYOftd by modenI dictalors. II Wlil Iloullnu who nen demanded a 11mpie
ctril relipoa .. a IICCaIary uDilling fone.1. One fcuwe lbatlhows how much HobheiltiU bad his roolJ In Ihe medieval world.
thou&b tlley Wft'C rather dried up by lhe aDllm~lph"iaIl charaaft' of lUI philosophy.
II ... fact that IDr him aD power dertva In IOIDe way frona Goc1; whereas In R.ou..u
.. lad a campJeIe JeCUlarlzadoft of poIilkaJ aulhorlly and III aeparaticm from any kiDd
oI4htnc orIJIn.
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free in the status civilis u he was before in the sttltw natuTalis. ~ has
been pointed out, among rational beings authority is ·establishm. if we
emit God's revealed law in this discussion, on the fact that the person
in authority possesses a higher intellectual insight. a greater knowl
edge, a higher moral integrity, or more political prudence. Of course,
it is not simply this higher degree itself that matters. but the ideas and
objective common values that have to be realized by the cooperative
effort of the directive and even coercive authority and the obeying
subjects; both. especially the authority, are therefore subordinated to
these objective values. The moral problem of authority is thus depend
ent upon the assent to such objective moral values, because they are
ultimately the measure of reasonable obedience and of the righteous
ness of the authority's imperative rules. In the case of a denial of the
validity of such objective norms and ideas as the basis of the mutual
riRhts and duties of both authority and subject, then necessarily, if
liberty is stressed, the problem of authority must be dismissed by some
fonn of identification. Or if authority is stressed by laying emphasis
upon the concept of security and tranquillity, as Hobbes did, it be
comes unlimited and unmeasured by such objective ideas and rules.
The truth lies somewhere in the middle.

Authority cannot be argued away in political life. It is the very es
sence of the order of law that it is nlid regardless of the fact that a
smaller or greater number of the subjects consent to it and accept it
willingly. But the dignity of the individual person. his moral freedom
and self-responsibility, is not destroyed by obedience if that obedience
is reasonable, if, in other words, the authority is subject to the objective
ideas and moral rules by which aU human life ought to be governed. In
the last analysis, we do not obey blindly a heteronomous will, but we
obey the eternal ideas and objective rules to which both authority and
subjects are subordinated. Authority does not rule by its own original
right, but by its being obedient to these ideas and rules. The source of
all human authority, therefore, is ultimately God, through whom all
rulers rule. If such ideas and rules are denied or skeptically doubted,
there remailll notbing but the illogical identification of Rousseau or
the absolute will of Hobbes' leviathan.

Catholic political philosophy could solve this problem more easily
becausc it made the preliminary question not onc of an abstract liberty
and its preservation, but of the end of poJiticallife itself considered as
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• natural outgrowth of men'slOCial nature. The objective end of po
liticallife is the order of justice and peace, the common good, the good
life as it appears in the idea of man. Thus the justification of even co
ercive political authority is found in iu necessity for men to reach that
end, and its legitimation li~ in iu concrete realization of the common
good. Thus it is understandable that in Catholic political philosophy
the problem of the fonns of political authority. which since Aristotle
have been distinguished as monarchy, aristocracy. and democracy,U is
of secondary imponance. Rousseau's philosophy. howe"er. is nothing
else than a rather demagogical auxiliary theory for the promotion of
an abstract and egalitarian democratism. which resulted concrete-Iy in
a rather doubtful capitalist plutocracy that has little in common with
what we mean when talking about democracy as a political ideal.

V. GOD THE ORIGIN OF ALL AUTHORITY AND POWER

Catholic political phiJo.wphy Jeu both the statc as the form of p<>
litical existence of a people and the political50vereign authority p;fOW

out of the social nature of man. and thus founds it on God. the Supreme
Authority, the Lawgiver of the universe. Political authority. thf'Te·
fore. is ultimately of divine origin. Catholic political philosophy got
its program from two sacred texts. The first is Christ's reply to Pilate:
"Thou shouldst not have any power against Me. unless it were givt'n
thee from above. Therefore. he that hath delivered Me to thee. hath
the greater sin" Uohn 19: II). The second is St. Paul's admonition:
"Let every soul be subject to higher powers: for there is no power but
from God: and thOle that arc. are ordained of God. Thereforc he that
rcsisteth the power, resisteth thc ordinance of God" (Rom. 13= 1 f.).
The meaning of political authority is to ser\'c the common Rood.
Fundamental to it is the insight that nature. the world. is for man the
,14tu.sviu, the way to eternal beatitudc beyond. This wOJ:ld. this status.
must be "in order" 10 that, with the help of grace. men nn achieve the
aalvation of their souls and manifest the glory of God. The state. as the
order which is good by reason and for reasonablc beings. belongJ to
that aU-embracing order of creation which praises the Creator in an

U AriMocle UIed tbe temI "deasocncy" for the deteriorated. corrupt politeia: our terril

-deBIoaaq'" II bit flO'''.
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everlasting Benedicite. The world aJ a cosmos, aJ a divinely created
order, demands a cosmos in human social life, too.

The order of intellectual and moral goods, as well as of material
goods (that is, the whole realm of social forces: religion, philosophy,
the sci~nces. education, technology, and economics, integrated into a
working order of law. into a politeitJ) is generally and essentially neces
JilT}' in order that mm in m~ cr~att'd world may T~ach hif ~nd beyond.
To live in a world without order, to live in chaos, such a condition of
the slalw viae is utterly inhuman and certainly not divine. In chaos
only the hero of virtue could live, he whose virtue is so strong that he
could live without the framework of external law and order. But ordi
narily man is not always and in all drcumstances a hero of \'irtue. A
hero is the exception, The life of virtue generally presupposes order
and law and unity, It also presupposes, as St. Thomas says, a sufficient
amouot of earthly gOods and their use. since they are needed for a
virtuous hfe.lI In another place 11 he says that these material goods. by
the use of which the virtuous life is made possible and the last end of
man. his salvation. is promoted. should immediately and directly be
striven after, in the same manner as we stri\'f' after the increase of grace.
or anythinK el~e that is useful for the realization of eternal felicity, But
all this is possible only if there is law and order, peace and justice, for
without them a secure possession, a just acquisition. and a profitable
use of goods and opp<>rtunities would be impossible. Similarly the
Church pra}s that men may be aided by a sufficiency of earthly goods
so tJ.J.as JJ)ey wjJJ be besteT abJt" 10slTh'~ afur tb~ eternal good; mat me
Lord may give pf'ClCe " in order that W~ may be free (rom sin, with the
help o( lIis mercy. and sate from all perturbation (of order).

To Jive in "order" (to live in the different spheres of human life
protected in the order. to have an oTdo Tt'Tum humtJPltJTum, the inau
gurator and lasting protector of which is political authority) is indeed
a fundamental ('eotral idea of Catholic political philosophy and is
therefore seldom expr~ssl)' treated. It is so central that without it we
cannot ade<luately understand the propositions of this philosophy. It is
of such consequence that on it is founded the moral justification of p0-

II~ Frg. pnnc • I, 15.
11 Summa ",ral., la Hac, q.114••. 10. •

1t The word "peace" comca from the Latin pax, which Is derived hom the Greek ftI'b
IJ*p,mi rto put together, to order'').
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litieal authority in general and its legitimacy in conCTeto. nat there
should be a concrete order among persona and an order of things in re
lation to penons. an "incamation" of the natural order as it appean
in the law of nature," is Decessary for the realization of man's last
end: the sah'ation of the soul and the glory of God. God's eternal law
wills tbat all be ordinaliss;mG, as St. Augustine says.I' This order is 10

important that, according to the words of St. Paul. the authority of
the state receives a kind of superhuman dignity.lf Authority appean
thus as a mirrored reflection of the divine might. of God. the Estab
lisher and Protector of the general order in the universe. \Vhen St.
Paul wrote his admonitions, his "authority" must have meant the
regime of the pagan Caesars. Nevertheless he upheld that authority.
Even where the person in authority is morally corrupt, an infidel and
a sinner, even there, through that sordid humanity, shines a reflection
of the divine majesty by which the rulers rule.

Thatauthority is such a reflection, is also the profound sense of those
myths of all nations which describe the sovereign secular authority
originating in divine authority: it is the only legitimate sense of that
often abused Cormula, "by the grace of God." The state, that is. the
rule of law, the unity of order (un;ltU ordinis), and political authority
that carries the sword not for nothing, has always been regarded by
Catholic political philosophy as the bearer and protector of a grand
moral idea. Hence it gTanted the state and its authority that obligating
dignity and majesty which give to the authority the right in extreme
emergency to demand the sacrifice of goods and even of life. But at
the same time it bound this authority. Only as long as it presenes the
concrete order and serves the common good of all the people for aU
the people, is it legitimate authority, and only then has it the right to
demand obedience.

This explains why, in the period of a liberalist minimizing of the
ltale and its authority, when fashionable theories made the state a non
intruding servant of "economics" and "wealth," Catholic political
philosophy protested by stressing the dignity of political authority. ill

11 St. CbrylOllom (Hom. 13 in £1'''' lUI Rom.) ")'I: ". conlend lhal divine wlldom hu
IIr11tIIpd 11181 .here ~ aUlhodlia. lhal lOme command and olbe... obey, 10 Ibal DOl
eMrylbiftB thall be by chance and without deliberation and reuon."

I'Dt' lib. Grb•• I. 6. 15. An excellent c:oannenlary OIl this " thai of JOIepb MaUlbada,
oa. E,hill A"I'"U""" ., 118.

17 a.aom. 11=4: jobo .t:lI.
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ultimately divine origin. ita majesty beyond the economic and tech
nical values. and ita moral power and duty to intervene whenever the
common good is violated. The state is more than a handmaid of eca
nomia. This idea of the state also explains the opposition of Catholic
political philosophy to absolutism and totalitarianism. to the excessive
magnifying of the state. Here neither the law of nature nor the service
of moral values binds the state's authority. The deification of political
authority puts it beyond morals. makes it an arbitrary power destroy
ing the objective order. a non-moral instrument of a 50-called racial or
economic or doctrinaire elite. not the sen-ant of the people. Thus pa
litical authority loses its dignity and its moral legitimation. Being mere
suppression. it begets hatred and revolt. the hiKhest treason to its end.
which is order. Let it again be said that in attributing to authority a
moral character and the task of making the citizen virtuous. the au
thority itself is subject to the objective moral order. Consequently it
cannot be arbitrary power, but must be bound by that moral order of
which its legitimation is a part. and from which it gets its dignhy. be
cause it serves this moral order. and only 50 far as it does 50. Absolutism
and totalitarianism. since they declare themselves unlimited. are law
less and make lawlessness. As they do not serve the moral order, they
produce non.moralit)· within and without. a fact of which we are the
unhappy witnesses.



CHAPTER XIX

The Origin of Political Authority

I. THE MORAL AND JURIDICAL PROBLEM

THE ~!Date dh'ine origin of poli~icaLa.~thqrj!!, and therefor~ the
supreme legitimation of a power that transcends the sum of the powers
of aU individuals as a mere sum of individual wills. a power that wields
the jus vitae tlC necis or the ius belli et pacis, mU5t be prort'ctt'd against
any kind of misinterpretation. The greater the power. the more neees·
ury is the rational duil)' of its essence, its meaninE{. and its orig-in. The
temptation of abuse and the danger of corruption are proporrionaJ to
the degree of power and authority.l The greater the authority. the
greatCT its responsibility before the incorruptible moral conscience
and to the ideals of which it is the sen ant.

Thus Catholic political philosophy asserts the ultimate divine oriRin
of authority. It asserts that political authority is founded on the social
nature of man and on the doctrine of the Ih inK God # as the source of
all order and of all authorities presen'ing and prolf'cting that order.
The divine source of authority mUll not be interpreted as meaning
that God gives authority directly and immediately 10 Ihe ruler him·
lelf: in other words, that God designates the holdC'T of authority by a
divine immediate act. Such a theory was held by some court theolo
gians of tbe Stuaru and by a few Catholic writers in the era of anti·
revolutionary and antidemocratic romanticism. It approached a view
which is rather old, as can be seen in the theories of the partisans of
Philip the Fair or of Louis the Bavarian.'

I Corruptlo ojttimi pa.rruJ. It has a profound IipUicance &hal lhe third and ,reatesl
teIIIpUIfion of Chrill waa thai of power. C. Matt. 4:1-10.
.... 0( the diIliJr.c felt by Calholic philolophert for the IdeolotrY of nceaiwe

cIaIIoaadIDI la die aJnefftIIlh pmtury it baled on the bcUcl lhal lOme: of the reawne of
dial ideoIoIf are the c::.onMqumca of • delsllc theodlcy.

•a. JJcbanI Scbolz, Die PtAblhilt" aUF :ze" Philip". lin ScM,..,.. wild SoniflJl '"' "111
(tA): Urtlw.,.,.,.ltrdl6chnllnl .. Mr 1ft. Lwlwi,. tlu sc,lrn. 1517-1154 (Rome....
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St. Chrysostom· in the early Christian periodJ. had already mde
the necessary distinction. "There is no power and authority that does
not originate in God. What does the Apostle say? Ergo. every prince i.
appointed by God? 1 do not say that, because 1 am not speaking of a
prince in particular but about the matter itself (authority in general).
I say that the authority of the rulers is a work of divine wisdom and
that it does not leave all things to the temerity of chance. Therefore the
Apostle does not say, there is no ruler that does not come from God:
but, speaking of the thing, he says, there is no power that is not from
God:'

The question with which we are here concerned is thus a parallel to
that of the origin and birth of the state. There, too, we maintained that
the origin of the state is, by way of the divinely instituted social n~t~!,e

of man and its perfection in political life~ God Himself. The actual
coming into existence, the actual founding of the order of legal justice,
however. is regarded as happening not without the mediation of purely
human and natural factors; and this is especially true when the ques
tion of right is considered{ ~i~ the morally nece55jlrJ,.. but..niU heel.d~
<.:i~io..!'_ ~~ !!1e!l unitin.! thc:.mselves to a unitas ordinis that is actually
~e i.mmediate cause of the existence of the state: to explain that ~ct
we use the legal figure of the social contract as a status contract. The
proble1Tl here must be stated as follows: What is the reason <as distin
guished (rom a mere factual cause) that this particular individual or
group of individuals is the holder and dispenser ofauthority? Why did
he or they become so? And why, therefore, must their commands be
obeyed? It is true that a mere positivist standpoint is satisfied with the
old adage, "Obedience makes the ruler." But a free moral being desires
to know why he should obey. Human obedience to man must be a
rational obedience. The adage just quoted would leave unanswered
the objection that for the most part we do not obey on account of fear
or intimidation (as is rather the rule under tyranny). but by a free sub
mission to rules and commands as individual expressions of general

• rules, because we assent to the law and the commands as reasonable,
because we assent to their objective purposes and ends. This makes
possible the distinction between legitimate government and tyranny.

1911, 1914): abo Jean IUvlm,lA probll".. d. "lrI'" " ". "~,., .u ,.".", ". Plaiun t
••, (1910).

'Boa.... &and • (HomilUl ". Ellul. '"' Rom, &s>: Wipe. PC, LX. 115-
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Thus oor problem is not a historical one that could be answered:
·"Vell. this ruling house has since early pmes held the imperium be
cause it has some individual political skill or because the constitution
says it should." Our question is that of the legal and moral reason of
the institution itself. Who is the constitution-making authority? Nor
is our problem a sociological or a psychological one. to explain the rise
of this particular ruling house on account of the economic or social
structure or the specific psychological mentality of this particular
tribe. people. or nation. These are aU interesting problems. but they
are not our problem. which is of a moral and juridical nature. Mere
facts beyond the order of law, natural and positive, do not constitute
legitimacy.

The problem of the legitimacy of the power of an actual authorit,
is not a question of fact. but a moral and juridical problem. There·
fore our problem cannot be dismissed with. for instance, the cynical
remark that wars, conquests, and successful usurpation. and the con
sequent power of facts such as the success in war or revolution. make
our problem futile. Is not the end of the war a peace treaty that at
least rationally presupposes the partly free moral consent of the loser?
And is not that consent as a moral matter the real basis of all rights and
duties? And again. do not all revolutionists. though among themselves
they may joke about it. tr) to prove the legitimacy of their revolution
even after their success? Napoleon thought an anointing and a con
secration by the Pope was necessary. Our contemporary tyranca are
inventive in proposing moral legitimations for their regimes: the sal·
vation of the fatherland. the liberation of the suppressed world prole
tariat. the consent of the ruled in plebiscites. and even, blasphemouaJy.
an immediate mandate of the Lord God. So much are power aDd au
thoritya moral albir. despite all the injwtice of their acquisition and
application. which history speaks of on pages filled with injustice.
broken promises. bloodshed. and teaTI. Human tife in community is
impossible without the universal norm of morality.

II. T~ POTENTIAL ANSWERS TO THE PROBLEM...
There are tbn!e possible solutions to our problem of the moral and

juridical legitimacy of power and authority in an actual order.
The fiat IOlution. Authority and power have been conferred upon
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a certain person by a special act of God, the supreme source of all au
thority and power. Consequently this person possesses authority by
divine law. Such an authority cannot be abolished or transferred to
somebody else by any human act or authority, but only by another
specific divine intervention. The sovereign owns his authority as a
propeny and he may dispose of it only by his own arbitrary action.
This was early the thesis of the immediate divine right of the Byzantine
emperors. as it later was the thesis of the imperial jurists in the medi·
eval struggle between pope and emperor. It was renewed by the court
theologians and jurists of princely absolutism. in the era of the Refor
mation. at the beginning of modern times, and later again by some
political philosophers of the Restoration period. and in the monar
chical theor), of the nineteenth century in Central and Eastern Europe.
particularly in Prussia and Russia. The special act of God was seen in
various mysterious events; among the interpreters of these c\'ents was
Lord Filmer. whose theory became famous on account of its absurdity.-

The second solution. At the time of the formation of the state one
person was so distinguished by natural Rifts and privileged esteem
among his associates that he must be considered to have been marked
thus by Providence as most able for the position of ruler. Though this
person may not have a distinctive and original right to authority, there
exists a duty of the members of the state to accept this person's author
ity as the best guaranty for the realization of the common good. The
reason is that this person by his eminent gifts. his esteem. and his real
authority. already exercises acts that are essentially of the kind exer
cised by a political authority. It must be kept in mind that this provi
dential distinction and the guaranty of the common good would be
the fC"a50n and cause that this person holds authority. The acceptance
of this person as having authority and the consent of the members of
the new political community would not be a cause but only a condi·
tion. Their consent would not transfer authority but only designate
the person to hold authority. The extreme type of this theory may be
represented by the Swiss convert, Von Haller.- He thinks that p0

litical authority arises from the influence and esteem of the most
powerful patriarch in the prepolitical dan. and this by natural law.

'ThUi Sir Robert Filmer conlended in hi, PIlriarcha. that Adam had III lulhorhy
II 'alher of the human ra~ and that the royal houses inherited it from Adanl,

I Karl Ludwig von HaUer, RuloraUon tier S'lI4f'Ulwrruclltl(tm (11110-15)' He WII of
conalderab1e iDOuencc on the antirevolutionary romandc lChool of political tbougbt.
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Another extreme type may be found in De Maistre'. political theory
of monarchy, in which history, that is, the providential direction of
human aftain, designates the ruler valid in morality and law. History
works here as a comen'ative demiurge.

The third solution. Authority, the necessary outgrowth of political
union at the birth of the state, rested by natural law with the members
of the body politic in the process of formation, with the citizen. as a
self-organizing political body. Nevertheless, on account of given cir
cumstances, though these circumstances have no particular provi
dential charac-ter. authority ma~ be concentrated in and exercised by
one indhidual citizen or a certain qualified group; for instance. the
wealthiest or slrongest or wisest. But their lawful possession of this
Dew political authority as distinguished from a patriarchal authority
!sowing to a lormal or informal consent and acceptance by the citizens
originally forming the body politic. Thus the authority originally
vested in the citizens (the fathers) as a whole can le~l1y become the
prerogative of an individual or a special group only by forma) or in·
formal transfer. Hence tbis transfer, irrespective of its k.ind and form.
would represent the moral and juridical cause (cau.sa proxima) of
actual authority held by anybody but the community of citizens aJ a
whole.

Some of the doctors are of the opinion that this kind or lasting trans
fer is for the citizens a moral necessity (Bellarmine T). Others teach
that it is at the free judgment of the citizens as a whole to transfer or
not to transfer, to transfer under specific conditions. or to keep the
authority within themselves as a united body and delc~te to individ
uals only the exercise or authority, not the right of authority itaelf
(Suarezian school). The legal figure in which to express this thought
would thus be a k.ind of pact of transfer. while the owner of authority
by law of nature would be the citizens convening in a united whole.
The di"ine origin of politic.a) authority is in no way impaired. though
mediated through created secondary causes. the free moral decisions
of men. Simuhaneously with the birth of the un;tas ordinis, the state,
the ordo ;wtitiae legalis, comes into existence and becomes valid. The
point is, that it i. a contract with which we are here concerned. The
ordo ;wt;tuu lqalis iJ therefore not a revocable transfer of individual
rights to the authority 10 that this authority would be a mere bundle

, IN Wd6. cbap...
•
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or sum of indivdual rights. On the contrary, the original human rights
rooted in the dignity of the person as a likeness of God can never be
thus transferred. Authority is in no way a sum or a quantity of rights
uansferred from the individuals. The individuals rather enter as mem
ber. into a new status of social coexistence. a necessary one, given the
idea of the perfection of human nature. And it is this new order as a
necessary and lasting one, as a status order, that by its objective end
now begets new duties and new rights without abolishing what we
justly call inalienable rights.

III. THE PLACE OF THE PROBLEM IN THE SYSTEM

OF POI.ITlCAL PHII.O!)OPIIY

The problem of the origin of political authority is important be
cause it is always connected with, though not wholly dependent upon.
the central problem of political ethics, the problem of legitimacy and
justification of political authority. This problem has again and again
attracted the attention of philosophers and nations. Especially since
the beginning of modern times with the ~o\Ving individualism and
the withering away of the traditional religious background of political
theory and practice. it has become the most pre..\ing problem of all.
The new individualist theory of natural law, developed since the
eighteenth century, and modern constitutional theories are witnesses
to this fact. The importance of this problem can thus be understood
easily in the era of preponderant individualism and of various theories
of legitimacy, whether those of the re\'olutionary rights of the peoples,
or those of the divine right of kings advanced by the legitimists from
William Barklay to Charles Maurras.

But we should note that this emphasis produces the danger that the
shifting of accent to this special problem may result in a consequent
neglect of equally important problems. The more the mutually ex
clusive answers to our problem lead away (rom a study of essentials to
one of formalities, the more they reduce our discussion to mere oratory
for political propaganda.

At the beginning of our discussion, therefore. we should not forget
that tbe really central idea of Catholic political philosophy is that of
the common good and its concrete realization. The foundation is the
end of the state, which at the same time is the purpose of any power in
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the state. '!be common good is, by coincidence, normally the good of
the individual citizens. Their original righu and their personal dignity
are likewise of central imponance. From no point of Catholic political
phiJOIOphy can the body politic be considered the mere paasive object
of an absolute imperium and authority coming from outside. The
imperium, the authority of government with its rights and duties cor
responding to the rights and duties of the governed, center round the
common good and the dignity of the human person with its spheres of
life that are beyond state interference. But it was never considered to
stand in omnipotent loftiness above the ordo that the state is. On the
contrary, it was always considered to exist and operate, though not in
every case under the positive legal order. in and under the order of
natural law that bean an posith'e order of law. The wielding of au·
thority is the act of an organ of the body politic: it is essentially of a
service character to the common good and to persons. The An((lo
Saxon doctrine of the rule of law as superior to authority is an essential
pan of the Catholic tradition.- It contains the idea that hoth authority
and subjects are bound by the order of political life, that law, the pre
rogath'e of authority, must be reason, and consequently that arbitrari·
ness in the exerciac of authority is a non-teJeologi(-al exercise, not
respecting the common good, and is void of moral obligation. The real
ization of the common good is not an exclusive result of the directive
activity of authority, but the result of a cooperath'e effort of the di
recting authority and of the citizens with their moral and material
social contributions.

Though the authority may here and there be called the fonnal
cause of the body politic, that is not true in an exclusive sense. A neces
sary eleme-nt of the formal cause is also the- lasting will of the cirizens
to live in the more perfect order of the body politic and their readiness
to obey freely the directive rules of authority, of which only a few are
actually coercive. An equally necessary element is the readiness of the'
citizens to make sacrifices for thdr common end, the common ~ood in
the order of legal justice to which both, the penons in authority and

• To gi~ lOme nampla. CJemelu of A1cundria (StrorruJl". I. 14): "The king II he
who rula according to &he law:' St. Ambl'Ole (Ep. II: PL. XVI, 1047): "The Impartial
coforccment of the laW. CIlIa it .. enacted. ie not 10 be prc\'CQted by the capri", of the
emperor:' St. Am ,. that. alcbough the king may be Itgibw wlut.. juridically. be
it in conedeDcc 1Iy thcm. The Byunllne theory of the em~ror .. abe livina law
hillllcif and ford of the law, ... COIltlDUOUIly rcjcucd by lbe Fathera. a. Ie.
Thomas••_ ..,.... llae. q.g6, a.s ad ..
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the citizens, are somehow servants, Thu. this m01'll1 attitude and the
coordinated virtues of the citizens belong just as much as authority and
the virtues coordinated with it to the formal cause of the body politic
and the unit4S ordin;J.' Political unity is the result of the continuous
will to strive for the perfection of the idea of man in the good life and
the ready acceptance of the directive power or authority, Even the ab
solute prince needs the acdamatio populi, and it is as if in reverence
before this fact that the modern dictators cultivate the formalities of
the Caesarian plebiscite.

IV, THEORIFS OF mE ORIGIN OF POl.lTICAL AUTHORITY

TIle first theory, which was fa\'ored in the polemics of court theolo
gians against demands for popular ~o\'ernment.and which established
a som~what !!1yst!~,!1 divine right ?~.!i~s. has had no influence in
Catholic political philosophy. That theory, accurately stated, seems to
be irreconcilable with the fundamental idea of a law of nature. It is
si~ificant that the few C.atholic r~prt'sentatives of that theory either
omit the rational. clear, traditional concept of natural law, as do some
exponents of the philosophy of romantic restoration,lO or indulge in a
kind of irrational natural law, of a partly naturah'itic origin. as does
Von Haller. It is also significant that they usually exaggerate the malice
in human nature and fa\'or a conception of God in which omnipotence
is made the main attribute of God revealing Himself in history. Fre
quently we find even an analogy between God's power of working
miracles (God is solutw leglblu naturae) and the power of the king
leg,bus solutlu. To God as the sovereign omnipotent lord o\'er na
lure and its physicallaw5, rorresponds the king as the supreme omnipo
tent lord over the laws of the body politic. In the fundamental
problem. whether law is reason or is will, they all choose the second
alternative (De Maiure, Donoso Cortes).u

'This is at leut the Ideal CalC and should be the normal case. St. Thomas does not
ncJude I rather despotic Itlte when authority iI the only anull (ormal", but he concedes
lhe partldpation of the ROverned al the ordinary form.

10 These writerl were fighting bluerly IplNt the individualist natural law of the
e1RhtCCflth.tentllry rationahlm. But It often happened that, indulging in the pralle of
history and poehlvc law, they fOrJOl the doctrine of the Catholic trad1tlon.

n Thla aitidlm does not mean that these writers are wrong in all their theories. On
the contrary, It "mClt fruldulto read and reread their boob, whleb contain a wealth of
fine oJ.eryalloM aad aJUc.al anal)'M1 of the sec:ularlll mJnd.
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The second and third theoriea have been made the subject of contra
veniea. especially since the development of princely absolutism in the
seventeenth century and later. since the era of Restoration. Though
they have had scarcely any influence in America. where the traditional
scholastic idea of popular sovereignty never was the object of contro
veny. it may be worth while to give some tilue to a study of these thea.
ries. because they enable us to undentand more completely lOme pages
in the history of Catholic political philosophy.

The abOl'e-mentioned differences in theory cannot be fuUy ex
plained as simply caused by historical environment. or by the con
tinuous changes, in the historical scene. from a consen-ative attitude
to a prevailing liberal attitude and then back to conservatism. Such
explanations would not take into account the fact that Catholic p0
litical philosophy contains both conservath'e and liberal elements
simultaneously; that it lives in a polar tension, though it is a unity.
Thus it is neither monistic. as is Rousseau's tbeory. nor is it dualistic.
as is Luther's theory. It would not agree with the antithescs; freedom
or order. freedom or authority. the rights of the individuals or the
rights of the state. nationalism or internationalism. It reg-lTds this
monistic opposition of necessary human elements as a grave mistake.
Freedom in order. the rights of the individuals corresponding to the
duties of the state. and the rights of the state correspondin~ to the
duties of the individual. the independence and soverdgnty of the state
in the community of nations. these are its problems,1I

Ne\'enheless we may sa)' that historical situations form a IOrt of
principle of selection. so that in considering the opposing ideas. just
enumerated as poles of tension but in an embracing unity. a shifting
of tbe accent. if one may say so. may occur. Thus it may he explained
that. under the impact of the French Revolution. there arose in Catho
lic political philosophy a school which in alliance with the political
romantics turned aK'linst the dissolving and anarchical elements
which, like the anti-Christian elements. not only slumbered. but were
aetuaJJy virulent. in the tenets of the Revolution. Anarchical individ-

II AD pcrfeclionJIII (and aU pat.lmlsb as weJJ) KO.d Catholic: politkaJ philOlOphy for
IJI lndusivenna. Thry d«ry ii, as they do·the Chu,,~h, u a contrad.ctory ,0ml1ledo
.",mtorwm. fOiFtlinS lhal man Iivel in the lenaion of polar opposites. A fine definfllon
of &be "pcrfcctionin- I find in Pope Leo xn', remarkl Ib01ll l..ammena.l. "He II an
.1U110• • disli.....ed man of tllenb, IcnowledRe, and (IOOd failh. But he Is one of
thCIIe Icwen 01 ~ion who. if one Ihould leave them alone, would overthrow the
wbole -.J4." Dudoo. ummC1lG;' III I. Scira,·Slige (Paris. 1911). p. .,.
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ualum, the continuous revolution implied in the concept of popular
sovereignty as propounded by the Revolution, and the overwhelming
rationalism and frequent atheistic secularism that accompany the
history of France and other European countries in the nineteenth
century, were opposed by many writers of Catholic political philoso
phy. With some sacrifice of balance, these writers began to stress the
traditional rights of the crown as the symbol of authority against un
controlled, destructive popular ambition and avarice: to stress the
providential direction of the nation in its historical development;
against an omnipotent majority without reverence before tradition
and national history. They felt obliged to steess, against secularism and
laicism, the traditional rights and the old order originating in the pre
revolutionary ideas of a connection and union of Church and state, a
connection that was perhaps often too close.

In such circumstanc-es it could happen that the very significant
distinction between the new political institutions themselves and the
philosophical and political arguments which the revolutionary forces
advanced for them, would be forgotten. Not only was the erroneous
and excessively individualist argument for universal fTanchise thus se
verely auacked by so eminent a philosopher as Tapparelli d'Azeglio,1I
but the institution itself was also auacked. Others, too, not content to
fight the faulty arguments (or popular sovereignty and democracy,
or for the principle of freedom of conscience, assailed these political
institutions themselves as found in modern constitutions. They forgot
that technical politiul institutions may be indifferent, and may there
fOTe be defended and upheld on the basis of Catholic political thought
as long as they actually serve the common good.

By this proposition we mean that it is not so much the form or the
existence of such institutions that makes them commendable, but their
functioning in the realization of the common good in actual life. Their
value is to be measuTed ultimately in this service to the common good
and not in the ideologies that helped to introduce them into the con
stitutional order. To give an example: the constitutional protection
of the freedom of conscience by the prohibition of a state religion or an
established Church and by the separation of Church and state, may
historically be proposed and introduced by a philosophically and

II The writer of the famous 141&10 "&lOU"co ., 41rlllo ,..tUftll" published a IU'ClIII
attacl upon unlftl'Ul mnchile.
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theologically wrong ideology. Such is an ideology that contendi that
there i. no access to objective truth for man, that there are only sub
jective opinions equally true or false, and that God has never revealed
Himself and Christ has never founded One Holy, Catholic, Apostolic
Church. The organized religious groups, from the standpoint of an
unknown truth, revealed or natural, are based only on subjective
opinions and thus fulfill the irrepressible urge for religious sentiment
of the citizens according to their various irrational tastes or are in
struments of clerical attempts at control over the temporal power. As
wrong as these arguments are, they do not wholly discredit the con
stitutional provisions of a separation of state and Church in their im
mediate legal meaning: these must be measured according to their
service-value to the concrete common good.

The state has to dp with such elements of the order as are truly com
mon. If, therefore, masses of the citizen have practically given up the
faith of their ancestors, nothing is left for the political order except to
declare itself neutral; that is, to retreat from the sphere of religion as a
legal, public, and direct part of the actual common good. If the state
should compel an external acceptance of a national creed while pro
hibiting freedom of conscience, the consequent hypocrisy would be a
grave danger to the unity of the nation and to the common good. We
see at once that in this manner the political instituiton of freedom of
conscience lives by its own practical merits and not by the philosoph
icallyand theologically wrong ideology that all subjective opinions are
materially equal and that all creeds are equally true or false, as relativ
ism contends.

Another example may be found in proportional representation.
From an abstract and formal standpoint even a democracy is not ruled
by the majority of the electorate. In some states women do not yet
have the franchise. In others, the election districts controlled by one
man may lead to the result that not the majority of the citizens but the
better oiled party-machine of a minority actually controls the state. So
people with strong feeling for formal justice have invented propor
tional representation in order that every citizen's vote may weigh in
the election and that the numerically true majority may control the
state. In an.abstract sense of individualist justice, this seems to be
right. Yet eXpeJience has shown that proportional representation was
for the most part actually detrimental to the common good. It made
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the working of the democratic process of producing a consistent active
unity in government very difficult ..ince it gave extremists golden op
portunity, as F. H. Hermens has proved in his learned criticism.l •

By indifference we mean, further that these institutions individu
ally are not philosophically necessary. but that they are born in the
ceaseless flow of history. conditioned by the individual and par'ticular
circumstances of the state. of political development. of civilization, of
education, or of the prevailing economic system, and that they are
not in all circumstances equally ideal. Their value depends upon all
these circumstances in their relation to the actual common good.
Therefore it is inconsequential to impress them on each and every
nation alike. In a unified Catholic nation. for instance, the principle
of freedom of conscience. on the basis of the modern argument, is un- ~

fitting. In a low civilization with little or no popular education. rep
resentative government has not much chance of functioning for the
common good. but is easily abused for the profit of a small rulin~

class. In such circumstances a monarch, independent of economically
powerful interests. may be a better guaranty of the common good. of
human dignity, and of working justice than a parliamentary democ
racy. In the nineteenth century there was a widespread unhistorical
spirit, and we are still suffering from it today. A considerable part of
the unrest after the First World War. for instance. in southeastent
Europe, was caused by an uncritical rationalist transfer of the political
institutions of 'Western civilization to nationalities which actually did
not yet possess the social and educational framework that makes these
poUtical institutions work and function in the realization of the com·
mongood.

The Catholic thinkers of a strong conservative strain also exagger·
ated the dangers that every political institution presents when it is
abused. In thus contending against the new revolution-born, political
institutions. they were motivated by these abuses on the part of the
revolutionists, so forgetting the above-mentioned indifference.~· The
revolutionists were perfectionists. and in a rather mechanical way pre
supposed that. given abstractly good political institutions, ma~would

U F. A. Hermens. DemoCf'ttcy or A.narch, (1941). I

11 That all political institutions contain the danger of ablUe wu strongly ~t by the
Fathen of the Constitution. Cf. the Bill of R.ights against arbitrary use of m;fority rule.
Compare further Newman's fear of tbe broadening of the franchile. W. Wltrd, Lif. of
CartlifUJI Nftllrntln (1911), II, 118, 51',
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become perfect, because, according to their philosophy, the people is
always good'; only institutions are.bad. We may find, too, in Catholic
political philosophy, an opposite accent. This is an identification of
modem political institutions-the bill of rights, popular sovereignty.
representative government, and democracy-with Catholicism. It is
seen in the so-called Americanism of Father Hecker and in the French
Sillon of Marc Sangnier, though any sincere student will agree that
this occurs rather seldom. Leo XIII pointed out the right line of
thought when he showed that these institutions themselves are histor
ical, therefore philosophically indifferent, though the arguments for
them and the spirit in which they are administered may well be far
from indifferent. Hence wrong arguments and that anti-religious spirit
may produce even a treacherous abuse of the institutions, as has been
shown by the anticleric.'lilegislation of the Third Republic in France
and of the Popular Front regime in republican Spain.

V. THE DESIGNATION THEORY

In historical development we can thus distinguish two theories of the
igin of political authority that have found adherents among Cath
c political philosophers. The one is often called the designation

ry, the other the translation theory. In the late Middle Ages the so
d concession theory found some acceptance among those political

phers who wrote for the prerogatives of the emperor against
pe and were associated with the conciliar theory of Church au

y. John of Janduno and Marsilius of Padua. the author of the
OT pacis, are among the outstanding propagators of the conces
eory. But this theory disappeared comparatively soon after the

ment of the conciliar theory in canon law. The new princely
m did not like this theory either, because of iu antimonar
racter. It made all forms of government mere magistratures,
ousseau did, and it had a strong laicist element, making the

d the hierarchy a mere department of the state. Thus it
C me of some influence only in the political theories of various

ts and in modern laicism.
At tion theory, of hardly any influence on this side of the

had a considerable influence in Europe, especially after
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the romantic era. Why. we will explain later. but first let the theory
itself be studied. ...

The problem is the same as in all other theories: How to ,explain
why political authority with its conscience-binding power rests in this
individual person, royal house, aristocratic senate, and the like. The
Rousseauist "trick," as we said, is to declare that, by obeying the duly
formed general will in the majority decision, we actually obey only OUT

own will, though perhaps an improperly informed will, if we belong
to the outvoted minority. But such reasoning cannot do away with the
fact that, living in the status civilis of any form, we must obey. It can
not do away with the undeniable fact that in every political body there
are rulers and ruled, that there is imperium, authority, and obedience
of subjects; that there is-and this is the crucial problem-decisive,
sovereign authority, against whose decision there is no appeal, except
by a violent overthrow of the constitutional order. If we do not like an
equally definitive decision of the president or board of trustees of our
club or that oC our employer, there is no natural and moral necessity
for us to belong to this club or to work for that employer.llI But since
life under political authority is unavoidable for men and since there

18 The root of the quest for freedom and for industrial democracy in the labor move·
ment is precIsely the fact that the \\orker today is not as free to select his own employer
or to leave his employ as he is prcsumed to be The labor contract is generally not a free
purchasing contract (buying and selling of a commodity on the labor market). Moreover,
it is largely a status contract by which the wOlker enlers a set of rules instituted partly
by the objectIve ends of productIon, partly b)' the more or less arbitrary decision of the
mdivtdual employer. who is the only pohcy.makmg authonty, The employer. before
labor UlllOI1lSm and social legl~lation were introduced, \\as SImilar to the absolute prince.
The contradIction of modern U1dustrialism Iics 10 the fact that it was necessary to tram
fonn the serf or bonded servant of old anto a free \\orker in order to take away from the
employer any respon~lbllJlY for the person of the worker as distinguished from the seller
of labor. Modern industriab~m further needed the bl)) of rIghts for freedom of property
and freedom of contract. in order to ha\e a sphere of economic activity free from any
arbitrary and incalculable inLervenLion of the gove-rnment. But that bill of rights.
necessarily destro}'ing a)) stdtus privilege of the ancient regIme, brought to labor the
advantages of political liberty. of equality before the law. and of democracy. Neverthe
less. as soon as the wOlker entered the faclory-and he must do that in order to live-he
ente-red a set of rulcs. a pattern of social control. that was not democratic. that gave no
inalienable rights. and that often was arbllrary inasmuch as it was the individual profit
motive of the employer which. in a conflict of capital and labor interests. was considered
paramount. Catholic social philosophy has a strong preference for small business. the
small shop. and a broad middle class. The reason for this preference is that. uteru
parIbus, they offer the best opportunity for human relations in industrial life. as against
laJF-scale production with iu depersonalization and bureaucracy. its emptinCIII of or
from human relations. and the consequent unavoidable class struggle.
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is no appeal from this authority's decisions, the problem of obedience
is U"uly crucial.

We have already seen that in obeying lawful authority we do not
render servile but reasonable obedience, because by livinJt in the
order of the common good. realizing the idea of man, we ultimately
obey neither one of our equals nor a majority of them-a mere change
in quantity would not bind us more than before-but God Himself.
Obeying some particular people merely because they form a majority
is unworthy of a rational being. There is no difference in this sense
between the tyranny of one and that of hundreds. as one of the fathers
of American institutions aptly remarked. The basis of the majority
rule in a free democracy is. first. that even the majority cannot make
right what objectively is "'Tong. and that it cannot intrude arbitrarily
into the sphere of the "inalienable" rights of the person. the family,
the Church and the intermediary associations of individuals serving
their own extra-state ends. Secondly. that there is. humanly speaking,
the greatest probability that a majority decision reached by rational
beings after due deliberation will be a reasonable decision and not an
arbitrary one.

Thus it should be clear that in the status civilis we always have to
obey men and not an abstract will of the state. or an abstract law. or
anything else similarly abstract; nor do we by a mystical process obey
only ourselves. Therefore the foIJowing problem remains. How do
those authorities get their right from God to demand and to enforce
obedience and loyalty; how can we be morally obliged to obey; and
how does our moral and legal duty to obey originate? Obedience is
morally possible only when the authority in the last resort is from God
and when its demands are in conformity with the objective end of that
necessary community, the body politic. This principle seems obvious
as long as citizens believe in GodP So the question arises. of how that
competence of political authority can be derived from God.

The designation theory now tells us that political authority is tram-

If The Idea of God worked u a restraint even in the absolutism of the lIeVenteenth and
eighteenth centuries. Thil becomes clear if we compare that absolutism with the pagan
tyrannies of our times. where no trace of freedom isldt. Dostoevski sixty years ago wamed
the Uberala of his time against the future pagan absolutism, compared with which tbe
.~.. of tbe Czars would appear to be an embryo only. Indirectly this is proved by
tile ft1entlea penecution which these pagan tyranniet use against, not 10 much the
aenw. but the ChristialU. They know belt who Is their irreconcilable enemy•. ".

"
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ferred to its holder immediately by God. But this, it says, does not
mean that authority was transferred to the ruler. whether he is a mon
arch or anyone else. by a special "mystical" act of God. What it says is:
God works here. not by d~rect intervention. but indirectly through
the secondary causes. Thus free human acts. the consent of the people
or the election by electorate. is not excluded as it was excluded by the
first-mentioned theory of the divine right of the ruler. But these human
acts are not the cause of the transfer of authority; they are only the
condition. the naturally necessary condition. of the transfer that pro
ceeds immediately from God to the holder of authority. Therefore.
when the fathers of families institute the state. authority does not in
any way. even for a moment. rest with the people as a unity being or
ganized into a body politic.

This theory instead declares that the people has the possibility only
at the moment of the institution of the status civtlis to designate one.
or a collegium. as the political authority. Thus. acording to this theory.
authority and power are transferred immediately {rom God. the source
of all authority and power. to this specific individual or these specific
individuals. It should here be noted again that this theory in no way
presupposes. like the early Protestant. the absolutist. or the romantic
theory. a special mysterious act of transfer by God; that would make
the designation superfluous.

What this theory means may be explained as follows. Historical de.
velopment and the urge ot man's social nature produce a status of
social organization that requires a decisive political authority. Objec
tive circumstances and the objective eminence and the natural gifts of
leadership in some way mark a certain person as the most fit for holding
authority. Then the community. being simultaneously transfonned
into a body politic. has a kind of moral duty. considering the common
good, to designate this person or group of persons as the sovereign rul
ing authority. Therefore wholly in the natural order. that is. without
the intervention of a special supernatural act of God. the transfer of
authority is ascribed to providential direction. while to the citizens as
a whole is ascribed only the designation of the person. Consequently
there is in this theory little room for the contract theory concerning
the birth of the state. This expressive human act is not necessary if
the accent falls chiefly upon the natural historical circumstances provi.
dentially directed. rather than upon the free. though morally neces-
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sary. decision of the citizens uniting themselves in a body politic. The
social contract thus disappears in the contract of subjection.

VI. THE TRANSLATION THEORY

The translation theory, as we called it, has a long tradition. Apart
from the fact that the old Roman law of republican tradition favored
it, it found some kind of formulation by the Church Fathers. As most
authorities today agree, it was at the basis of the political theory of St.
Thomas.1' But shortly after St. Thomas and by such men as his famous
disciple, Aegidius Romanus, the translation theory was distinctly
formulated. Engelbert of Volkersdorf (1270-1327) distinguishes the
pat:tum subjectioms by which the citizens. already united into a body
politic, elect a king and so transfer to him the political authority that
originally rested with them as a whole.18 Nicholas of eusa and his con·
temporary, Gerson, agree with this theory. Cusa uses again and again
the technical expressions concordantia subrcctionalis, pcr v;am volun
tar;ae subjection;s et conse'lSus.20 James Almainus (d. 1313) reports
that it is the common opinion of the great doctors that the authority
is transferred to the king by the political community itself. In what is
usually called Late Scholasticism the theory was not only generally
accepted but became broadly elaborated, and that in such a definite
and convincing form that for centuries it became the only one taught.
Only as a reaction to the Rousseauist ideas of the French Revolution
and in consequence of the historical school as promoted by the ro
mantic movement was the translation theory put more in the back
ground, though it never was generally abandoned. In the European
countries, it is true. theologians began to prefer the designation theory.
But after the First World War the translation theory again returned
to its old traditional place. It is. therefore. not an exaggeration when
scholars conclude that the short-lived prevalence of the designation
theory must be explained more by historical circumstances than by the
exactness of its propositions, as we shall see later.

11 ThJt 11 commonly accepted by American phiJOIOpht!rI and tht!Ologian. and hu
found ptDpOnents in Joaeph Maulbach and Peter Tischleder. The last. in hit Ursprung
uJlJd Trign der StlUlugewolt, hat given the best arguments. cr. also t. T. Delos. O. P.. La
~ intenllJUonole et It's pnncipel du droit pl.lblique.

11 De fWtu. f"Vrreuu.t fine Romani lrnpeni (rJo7-rJll; Basel. 1555). chap. 5.
• De CIPIICOrCIGntid Cfltholica; in Schard: De 1urlSdictione impet'otoru, II, 1_: III 4.
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What. then. are the main propositions of the translation theory?
Political authority, though of course originating in God, rests at the
moment of the formation of the body politic in this body itself. No
one of the members has. on account of individual wealth, gifts of
leadership, or eminence, a right to the authority, because all men are
born free and equal and remain free and equal before they unite into
a body politic. Even at the moment of the formation of the latter they
are still free and legally equal to the extent that the new status civilis
and its objective end merely restrict that freedom in general and for
the benefit of all. Hence, if we exclude an immediate supernatural
and special act of God, there is no reason by natural law why a certain
individual or group in the body politic should have any right to hold
authority. And, strictly by force of natural law, there is no duty of the
members of the body politic to transfer the political authority which
is, of course. born simultaneously with the entry into the status civilis
by the free consent of those who form the body politic. Thus it is the
community itself organizing into the body politic that holds authority
and continues to hold it as long as it is not transferred to an individual.
to a family, or to a speClfic group. In order that a certain individual
may become the holder of sovereign authority. the originally immedi
atc (non-representative) democracy must by a free act of the people
be transformed into another constitutional furm. Consequently no
ruler holds his authority by natural law, but by human law.

There is. then. only one constitution whi(h. considered from the
standpoint of the quaestio jUTlS, exists by natural law. namely. im
mediate democracy, or the self-government of the people by the people
without the intermediary of a representative body.n All other forms
of government have their cause in a transfer of political authority
from the people to an individual or a group. Or. to use another propo
sition, the constitution-making authority rests in the people, in the
body politic itself. and this by natural law. Consequently all constitu
tions, all single organizations of political authority as we find them in
history. exist by force of human positive law. not by divine or natural
law. Thus it is the consent. the pactum subjectionis, the election. that

11 Suarez. explidtly comparing the flecdom of the individual ",ith that of the body
politic. uys: "The body politic IS originally free and sui ItlTIS. Freedom spedlically in
cludes the competence of self-government, and excludes subjection to a certain person,
at lealt 10 far as natural law is concerned. Del. lid., Ill. C.I, Iii d. Rommen. SWlTCZ, p.
545·
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is really the cause of the transter of political authority from the politi
cal community to an individual or a specified group.

It must not be forgotten that the state itself is a necessary social insti
tution. Man is not free to live or not to live in the status civilis. The
difference between this theory and the previously described designa
tion theory is, consequently, that the free consent of those who become
subjects of authority is the concrete historical cause of their being
bound by the authority, though the inner reason for their obedience
remains the moral necessity of perfecting the idea of man by living in
a body politic, with all that this implies in a concrete situation. The
designation theory, however, as to some extent it rejects the social
contract, makes the consent (the election, or whatever form the human
acts that institute a constitution may take) only a condition of immedi·
ate transfer of authority from God to the individual sovereign or other
holder of political authority.

We should note that both uJeories proceed from the same basic con
cepts of Catholic social philosophy; namely, from the same ideas of
the essence of human nature as social and political, of the secular and
spiritual end of man, and of the nature, necessity, and purpose of the
existence and validity of the natural law and the eternal law. The
difference begins when this question is proposed: Generally and nor·
mally, how iuhe birth of the political order, the ordo justitiae legalis,
to be explained; how can we establish the fact that someone, not identi·
cal with the people itself, holds political authority? 'Ve may easily see
that the designation theory places the emphasis not upon the free will
of man but upon the necessary natural development of man's social
nature and upon providential direction. This is revealed in circum·
stances of historical development and conditions of eminence, wealth,
or reputation of individual men, who have, so to speak, a divine voca·
tion to become rulers. That is why some scholars said that there exists
a moral duty of the people to designate such a person, who conse
quently acquires a kind of subjective right to be recognized as the
ruler. From here the step to political legitimism is but a short one and
has been made by some scholars in their fight against the revolutionary
ideas of Rousseau and democraticism: in France since 1789, the date
of the declaration of the principle of popular sovereignty; in Belgium
since 18S1; and in Germany and Austria since 1919.

There seems to be little doubt that the translation theory is the
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most time-honored and that the great majority of the eminent doctor.
followed it. Throughout the Middle Ages it prevailed in the univer
.ities. At the beginning of modem times it found its most perfect and
most perfectly elaborated presentation in the voluminous writings of
Francis Suarez; while practically all canonists and theologians. as well
as philosophers. presented the tbeory in more or less elaborated form
as a common doctrine. All names of some importance are counted
among its adherents; Cajetan (d. 1534). Francis of Vittoria (d. 1577).
De Soto (d. 1560). Diego Covarruviasy Leyva (d. 1577). Bartholomew
Medina (d. 1581). St. Robert Bellarmine. Molina. Domingo Banez
(d. 1604), Luis de Montesinos (d. 1621), Johannes Wiggers (d. 1630?).
Jean B. Gonet (d. 1684). Charles Rene Billuart (d. 1757), and also the
famous school of the Salmanticenses: Andreas a Matre Dei (d. 1674)
and Daniel Concina (d. 1756). Even since 1800, when the designation
theory began to win ground, a galaxy of eminent scholars kept to the
traditional theory. In America there is scarcely a writer of importance
who would controvert the translation theory. And in Europe since the
end of the First World War the translation theory regained much of
the lost ground.

VII. THE SUAREZIAN FORM OF THE TRANSLATION THEORY

To get a clearer idea of the translation theory let us follow the argu
ments of Suarez. who is confessedly the best interpreter of it. After
that we shall study some arguments that have been advanced by adher
ents of the designation theory. Suarez proceeds from the following
propositions.

First proposition. Political authority is a necessary property of the
body politic. Therefore a specific intervention of God is not necessary
at the moment of the establishment of the body politic or afterward.11

Political authority rests with the self-organizing political community
as an essential property according to the nature of the political com
munity. Or to use Suarez' arguments directly: as man, through the
fact of creation and through obtaining the use of reason. has power
over himself and is naturally free. that is. master of his acts, so the~
litical community when first established has at once power over itself.
As man is given natural freedom by the Author of human nature. al-

II Qui cf4' formam dll' eon.r~qumtill ad foml4m.
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though not without the intervention of a proximate cause, the father
who begets, so political authority is given to the political community
although not without the intervention of the will and the consent of
those who unite themselves in political life. As the will of the father
and his intervention are necessary only for the procreation of the son,
but a special act of the father is in no way neces.~ry to give natural free
dom to the son, so the will and consent of men is necessary only for the
formation of the political body; that body's acquisition of its specific
authority does not require a second act of men. The authority is rather
a necessary consequence of the nature of the body politic, which is
founded by God, the Author o[ that nature. In that sense political au
thority originates with God.'1 As soon as men by their free will and
consent, though in consequence of the urge of their social nature and
by force of the necessity of perfecting the good life, unite into a body
politic, authority is simultaneously born and rests in the body politic.
By natural law the body politic is the holder of political authority.
The result is self-government in the form of immediate democracy.

Second proposition. All men are born (ree by the e!lsence of their
nature.' • All the legal forms of servitude are created by man. not by
God. The Aristotelian doctrine that some are born slaves and others
free is completely wrong.n Furthermore, according to their nature
men are equal because they are of the same species.211 Consequently,
by natural law, nobody can have a right to hold political authority
over his equal and free compatriots. And there IS no stringent reason
why this particular individual and not another one should become
the holder of authority.

Third proposition. Political authority consequently rests with the
body politic itself in the form of direct self-government, and the body
politic is originally democratic.21

Fourth proposition. This does not mean that, because of historical
circumstances, social expediency, interest of the common good. and so
on, the original immediate democracy cannot be given up. It means
simply that if there is such a change it can legally occur only by the
direct decision of the citizen or by other acts, but always human acts.

II Suarel, De leg., III, Coli, D.6.
"'bid., c.., D•.!•
.. To quote only one, BeUarmine. De o(ficfo principii, I, 11.
-Bellarmine, CCJmm. in Summam S. Thomae, ad lIam IIae, q.61, dub. 4•
....a.ra: ·Si non mutaret,"" democrauCII met" (De!. fidel, UI, C.I, n.g).
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If we exclude such acts as the subjection of the original democracy by
a neighboring kingdom on account of a just war, Suarez explains,
there remains solely the consent of the citizen in various forms (elec
tion, acclamation, and so on) as the cause of any lawful change in the
original democratic constitution. A transfer is the only natural title
of authority in a person or a 'group of persons, if we exclude a quasi
supernatural act of God transferring the authority immediately. This
last would have to be a revealed act, for natural knowledge does not
show such an act of God. Therefore the conclusion is: If political au
thority is found in a holder different from the citizens of a body politic
as a whole, there must have been a transfer by a free act and consent,
formal or informal, of the citizens acting as a united people. The
question whether there exist reasons for the people to transfer au
thority, is one of expediency, not one of absolute necessity.28

Conclusion. The constituent power rests with the people. Any
holder of political authority different from the people acting in self
government, received authority by a free translation immediately, not
by designation only."

If we compare these arguments with those of the previously ex
plained designation theory, we see at once that human free will is here
more stressed. Human acts are not a mere condition for the transfer of
authority from God immediately to a person or a group of persons:
they are the immediate cause, because the people actually possessed
political authority for a moment or for a longer time. As the will of
those uniting for political life to perfect human social nature and to
live the ~ood life in the ordo Justitiae legalis, is the cause of the state's
coming into existence, the will of the people is the cause of the trans
fer of authority from itself to a king or anybody else. In other words,
the constituent power is actually with the people and of the people.

When the translation theory speaks of cause, we should know that
"cause" must be understood in the scholastic sense. It does not mean
absolute, perfect, integral cause. The point is that it is a secondary
and a proximate cause. For the Schoolmen there exists a hierarchy of
causes, whose pinnacle is the will of God. And the free causes act in
accordance with an objective end. The matter of the consent, therefore.

as In this problem there are differences of opinion: Suarez, though he thinks that a
moderate monarchical government is preferable. does not speak. of a necessity; Bellarmine
seems to think that the transfer is of necessity. Cf. Arnold. 01'. cit., p. 1,6.

I' Suarez, Def. (id., III, c.•, n.17; Rommen, 0/1 cit., p. 180.
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can never be the objective, metaphysically necessary content of the
order of legal justice. The state and its end and the nature of authority
are coordinated and objective and thus far are beyond the will. There
fore the free consent docs not concern the essential content, the objec
tive validity of the principles of the order of legal justice, but
only its accidental individual form hic et nunc. The political of'do
is a status, and a necessary status, that has fTOm its objective end
(the perfection of the social nature of man and the good life) a
natural content that is not at the mercy of the arbitrary will of
the consenters. The social contract and the pact of subjection are
.tatus contracts. The status is ruled by its objective end, not by
arbitrary subjective will. If we always bear in mind that meta
physics is the ever-present and controlling basis, then we will not faU
10 easily into mistakes. We shall avoid especially the mistake of draw- .
ing, &om the use of outwardly identical words, formulas, or juridical
figures (here, for instance, the figure of contract or pact or covenant)
the conclusion that the thought or doctrine of adherents of different
philosophies is the same or is similar.'o 'Vhat is important is not so
much the verbal figure, here the contract, as the metaphysical thought
which is intended by the use of the figure.

.. 'lbfI ia the miatake of Gierke, Windelband, and other «Idea of thia doctrine.



CHAPTER XX

The Controversy aDout the Two Theories

I. ABANDONMENT OF THE TRANSLATION THEORY

As liAS been already mentioned. the traditional translation theory was
given up at the beginning of the nineteenth century by numerous
theologians and political philosophers. after some oscillations between
the philosophy of political Romanticism (Von Haller. De Maistre. A.
Mueller) and what we called the designation theory. The latter won
more and more adherents. Thou~h the translation theory still pre
served a proud company of defenders. the picture of a common opin
ion disappears at this period and we find the beginnil)g of polemics
against the traditional theory. This happens, of course, chiefly in
those countries whose political and religious institutions have been
changed, or at least endangered. by the ideas of 1789. In countries
where traditional institutions were no longer present or were based
on the new ideas of poHticallibeny, as in the Anglo-Saxon wodd. this
controversy was unimportant.

Joseph Maushach, P. Tischleder. Costa Rosetti. S.J., and other
scholars think that this change should be explained by reasons of his
torical developments in law and politics and by ethic-al and practical
reasons. But they do not accept the contention that the polemic really
has shattered the traditional theory. An indirect proof of the vitality of
this theory is the fact that after World War I it again won adherents
and wider acceptance as a result of more thorough research work. Thus
the school that opposed the traditional theory, led' by the Jesuits
Taparelli. Meyer. and Cathrein.lost much influence even in Germany.
where it had found its most perfect expression.

Nineteenth-century European history is to Catholicism the history
of the fight against what the Syllabus of 1864, called "modern civiliza
tion," or the modern philosophy of law and the state, as it asserted it
self more and more successfully alter the French Revolution. The

.51
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Revolution, if one considers its intellectual, ethical, and economic
reasons as well as its political theories, is a class revolution: the revo·
lution of the third estate. This estate. commonly called the bourgeoisie,
had during the rise of capitalism already occupied the commanding
position in the economic world and. by the "philosophers," had as
sumed to a large degree control over the intellectual and culturalli£e
of the nation; it then strove to become the nation. the whole in the
political sphere. The third estate, economically individualist and
liberalist, intellectually deistic or even agnostic, found in Rousseau's
theory of popular sovereignty and political philosophy, which was
nothing but the same social principles it already cherished. a conp;eniaJ
and helpful system of thought. It may be conceded that even without
Rousseau's philosophy the political change from royal absolutism to
modern democratic forms of government would ha\e come. Because
of the integrated unity that the intellectual. cultural. economic, and
juridical life of a nation represents. no deep chdn~e in one of these
parts can go on without far-reaching changes in all other fields.

In the Europe of the eighteenth century quiet but forceful and pro
found revolutions were taking place in the social. the economic. and
the intellectual sphere. The nobility had lost its stamina after bein~

transfonned into the lazy servants of the Toi soleil. Financiers and ad·
venturers had by marriage, adoption. and purchase of titles become
intennixed with the nobility, which thus lost its raison d'elrc. Some of
the clergy were dissatisfied with an episcopate that was recruited al.
most exclusively from the sons of noble families, while many of them
considered themselves spiritual gendarmes for the ruling system. The
higher clergy. whose Gallican interests bound them to the absolute
king, were often civil servants of the crown rather than pastors of their
flocks; of the lower clergy quite a few adhered to the revolutionary
ideas; and a minority of both were "philosophers" rather than theo
logians. The secularist, anticlerical theories of the intellectuals. the
skeptical unbelief of the popular philosophies. and the materialist
motive of unlimited profits for the rising capitalist class, began to
penneate the national life. Thus this life was founded more and more
on the excessively individualist concept of natural law as promulgated
by Enlightenment, the deistic theodiey. the anti-theological rational
ism of the Encyclopedists.

Thus the traditional fonns of social and political life were already
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intellectually decomposed, as they were in practice abused by the p0
litical leaders: the king and his servile bureaucracy. The Revolution
became the climax of a process that had been going on for a long time.
The contradiction of capitalism, rationalism, and liberalist tendencies
on one side, and royal absolutism, privileged classes, and Gallicanism
on the other. could not last long. Rousseau's political philosophy with
all its inwedients then became the most important intellectual and
moral justification for the political revolution. There were, of course,
other justifications for that needed and unavoidable political up
heaval. Christian tradition itself afforded some justifications, and these
were proffered in the first two years of the Revolution by clerical mem
bers of the National Assembly. But they did not have the power of the
arguments of Rousseau's disciples. the Jacobins. Thus the Revolution
tUTnt'd against the basic tenets that the Church held in theology, in
philosophy, and in social and political philosophy. From then on be
gan a struRgle between the concrete French and continental forms of
the ideas of 1789. a struggle that with few interruptions lasted through
the whole nineteenth century and has not ended today. although the
Third Republic is doomed in the deluge of ideas that are even more
hostile than were those which caused 50 much trouble.

In other continental countries. su<.h as Germany. Italy. and Austria.
the contagion of the revolutionary ideas in their specific rationalist and
agnostic French form could not be prevented from spreading. not
even by the romantic reaction in the era of Restoration or by Metter
nich's repressive policy. The momentum was too great, especially in
the intellectual and economic field. The field of politic's could be
better protected, on account of the deeply embedded state administra
tions and the power of standing armies loyal to the crown. But step by
step the ideas of 1789, disguised as "Constitutionalism." progressed.
Thus a remarkable anachronism came into existence.

In the economic and intellectual world individualism and the
liberalist and agnostic expression of the idea of liberty and equality
conquered quickly. But the political system was still ruled by the
ideas of the monarchical principle and the close unity of throne and
altar. Society economically and intellectually lived by the ethos of
1789, while the state lived by the ideas of the divine rights of kings.

Such an anachl"Onism is, of course. in the long run unbearable. Thus
the new classes, the liberal bourgeoisie and the socialist proletariat
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which had just become conscious of itself and began to organize. ea
gerly embraced the Rousseauist doctrine. This they considered the
best weapon of their ideologies. in their necessary fight for liberty and
equality in the political field. It was this fact that led to the militant
antielencafism and the antiecelesiastical effects which we observe
successively in Germany and Austria, in Italy, in Spain and Portugal.
These new classes widely identified the Church with political reaction.
as the defenders of the throne had done, who in Gallicanism, had too
eagerly identified the absolute king's throne with the altar,

In almost all European countries the cry for liberty and democracy.
fint raised by the third estate (bourgeoisie) and then by the proletariat.
was inspired by the Rousseauist theory. For this reason the adversaries
of Rousseau were filled with suspicion of the kind of liberty. individ
ual rights. and democracy that was thus justified. The new political
institutions, in themselves indifferent. were stained by the theories
which were advanced to justify them. Moreover. the drive for national
unity could succeed only against the opposition of the presumed "di·
vine right" of many small and large dynasties which were quick to seek
help and defense from the Church. \Ve must not (orget that in some
countries it was the secret societies nourished by the same Rousseauist
ideas which were the most vociferous promoters of national unity; the
Carbonari in Italy. for instance.

These developments explain the amazing fact that in the so-called
Catholic countries like France. Spain, Italy. Portugal. and Austria the
Church lost successively the greater part of the bourgeoisie, of the in
telJectuals. and of the proletariat. who became agnostic and often
materialistic. In England and the United States we observe no similar
result. There a large part of the bourgeoisie remained Christian, and
the labor movement especially showed scarcdy any signs of a militantly
anti-Christian point of view. This fact can best be explained by the
role the so-called Free Churches have playeo-in these countries. The
working elasses, especialJy loathing the "alliance" of Established
Church and capitalism as they saw it, did not, as their continental
brothers did, drop away from the traditional religion into various
substitutes for religion represented by Marxist socialism, syndicalism,
and the like. The Free Churches offered the working classes an op
portunity to fight against capitalism, to leave the Church presumably

,AJlied to it and still remain "Christians:' As an English labor leader
, .....
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expressed it: "If one has been brought to our ranks by the study of
Karl Marx's boob. then a thousand have done so by reading the
Gospel."

II. THE REVOLUTIONARY THEORY OF POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY

What, then, were the tasks of Catholic moral and political philoso
phy in the above-mentioned milieu? Against the Rousseauist fiction
that the will of the majority is necessarily always just and right, a point
of view that must destroy the concept of natural law and natural rights
as effectively as does Thomas Hobbes' theory, Catholic political philos
ophy had to stress the absolute. unchangeable character of natural law.
Against the rationalist concept of the revolutionary natural law, which
was essentially deistic and morally autonomous, the doctrine of the
derivation of natural law from eternal law had to be expounded.
Against the atomistic idea that the public authority is only a sum of
the rights of the individuals freely transferred and thus revocable at
whim, the proper value and objective function of public authority
independent of the will of the individuals had to be established.

Against an outspokenly individualist and atomist interpretation of
the social contract that made it the result of an ahsolutely free and
arbitrary decision of autonomous and self-sufficient individuals. there
had to be stressed the necessity of the social process in its development
from the family to the state on the basis of the social nature of man.
The legal figure of the social contract and that for which it stands, the
positive will of the fathers uniting [or political life, was therefore
thrust more and more into the background. At the same time provi
dentially prepared historical developments and the irresistible urge
of the social nature to political life were brought to the foreground.
Since the consequence of the radicalism of the revolutionary ideas ap
peared to be an arbitra5Y right of permanent revolution and since the
idea of a general liberty sC'emed to do away with the solidity of an)'
lasting order, it was thought necessary to stress the ideas of order. of
duty, and of legitimate authority and its rights. Unfortunately the
term "legitimate" could hecome identified with "traditional" and
"time-honored," or the distinction between ··Iegitimate" and "legar·
could be too little considered; they could easily fuse into one as mere
synonyms. When that occurred, not so much the realization of the com-
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mon good, but the mere historical and inherited legal rights of the
kings would finally be the measure of legitimacy. And it would be
come a moral duty to restore these rights which the Revolution had
wantonly destroyed.

The radical idea of popular sovereignty was conceived from the new
philosophy hostile to Christian faith and dogma and was borne by
the militantly anti-Catholic Revolution. It became the basis of even
more radical demands for freedom from and against the traditional
institutions and values on the European continent. Against such revo
lutionary demands Catholic writers felt it necessary to stress the ele
ment of historical development, of tradition, in the theory of the origin
of political authority. The more they could reduce the part played by
men's free action as a cause of the origin of political authority in any
person or group not identical with the body politic, the better-so
they thought-they could oppose this idea of popular sovereignty so
dangerous to their be1ovf'd traditional institutions. The more they
could argue for a kind of immediate transfer of political authority
upon this person or group directly, not so much of course by a super
natural act of God, as rather by the directing influence of Providence.
the better-so they thought-they could defend those institutions
and values.

It is well known how the romanticists of all Europe, in reaction
against the unhistorical rationalism of the French Revolution 1 that
rarely refers to historical rights and old customs, turned to history
as the great teacher and became rather suspicious of reason, which
had been accorded divine honors by the men of 1 j8g. Catholic phi
losophers, too, already made suspicious of Revolution.lTY blcS!>ings
by their Church's fate, turned to history. Thus the consensus which
was. according to the traditional opinion. the cause of the transfer
of political authority from the body politic, the original holder, be
came a mere condition. The transfer became a( tually a final designa
tion of the person who is already to some extf'nt designated by
providence and recognizable by his extraordinary gifts. And even the
duty of the people to designate this person alone may be argued tor.
10 that for some of the nineteenth-century writers the consequence

1 We do not find a limilar unhistonal rationalism in the American R.evolution. In
WI Revolution the old common-law tradition afforded an excellent connmion with the
put.
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would be a right of such a person to the possession of political au
thority. These writers felt that they had first and above aU to establish.
against an arbitrary, radical, and absolute freedom and against the
popular sovereignty of Rousseauist hybrid, the ideas of order and of
the rights of the traditional authorities. Against a deistic voluntarism
of free individuals and against abstract, rationalist schemes equally
unhistorical, they presented the idea of the concrete and visible inter
vention of Providence in history.·

It must not be forgotten that many institutions to which the
revolution, as it was called, gave birth, could rise only by fighting
against old traditional institutions. It is true that these institutions.
such as the guild system, the customary law. the now senseless feudal
privileges. and the near relation between altar and throne. had been
already much abused, or even made practically obsolescent by ab
solutism. Yet old, time-honored, and once efficient. they kept their
lure for people who thought historically, who longed not so much
for absolutism as for olden times when all these institutions flourished
in their prime. The new institutions. stained with the faults of their
origin and rising from a hostile philosophy, were not always carefully
evaluated by their congruence with a new civilization. Their origin
made them seem infected with a kind of original sin. So. instead of

• The grave slupicions which the romantiCists entertained arose from sound fce1inKl.
Deism leads 10 a proud voluntarism Though il accepts the world and the human mind
as a rather unfree. mechanical app.llalus ruled by sClenufic laws. it turns volunlarilt
inasmuch as II loses all respect for hi~tory and t1adllion, and consequently for the
inVisible hand of Providence. sub~lItulmg for the la~t the inviSible hand of human
calculalions and pa'l.~ions. The world then ceases to be the field of a free interaclion be
Iween men and dirt-Cling Providence The world 15 but a field for the unlimited free play
of hum.1ll IJCinRS We Ihlllk that Ihis atlllllde explams Why the fervor for natural law.
which we lind so conllemal to eigluccnlh-century deism. quid.l) gl'es way in the nine
teenth ('cntury to PosJtI\'~m. a gencral philosophy that makes thc world an object of
unlimiled chanRe (01 Ihe unlimlled will of man. a philosophy that IS tlUerlv irreverenT
and consequenlly "dehunks" history. DeISm caSI God in the role of constitutional
monarch. who reigns but dOCl nOI govem If removed Him far from the world and man.
The nexI step is the denial of God. The Idea of God is made the creature of human
wishes and dreams or fears; or it is altogether abolished in materialism. In both
atheistic ideolO((lcs. Ihe world, the universe. becomes anarchic In III order and nature.
Consequently either man or m)'lterious physical for~ can do, or do, with the world
whatever they like.

Some Christian sects fell inlo anarchism because they tauRht that by redemplion the
natural ordel "as made superlluoul. The atheists become anarchists because they have
abolished with the idea of God the idea of a natural order. Consequently an atheist can
do WIth the world. especially the social and moral world. whalever he lIkes, because he
denies the transa:ndentat. personal God only In order to become himself like God.
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evaluating these institutions according to their working value in a
new civilization. as Leo XIII unsuccessfully tried to teach the French
episcopate to do.' their opponents centered all attacks upon the
arguments of the original. dubious promoter•. This they did with
justice. but without reference to the fact that the institutions in them
selves and in their working may be indifferent. and should b(' judged
objectively. The new secular civilization. as opposed to the older
Christian society of the faithful. was seen too much in the image of
Auguste Camte. Jeremy Bentham. and John Stuart Mill. who as
positivists believed in the gradual passing of the theological and
metaphysical periods of human evolution. apart from economics and
indwtrial technique. as lower periods of an endless process of im
manent progress to human perfection without redemption. with the
abolition of sin by social economic progress and consequently with
out revealed religion.

The gra\'e mistake was not so much the rise of the idea of the civis,
but the denial of the faithful; that is. the fact that religion was made
exclusively a private affair of the individual in his private life. but
was not tolerated as a public power. Here we have the root of militant
European agnosticism. The situation in England and America was
different; Manning was for the continuation of the established (High)
Church. and 'Vashington stressed not religion in a vague sense. but
a Christian positivism as the basis for religion. Therefore these
democracies do not exhibit that frankly militant anticlericalism which
in a secular civilization is immutably anti·Church.· In most European
countries. however. this new civilization was openly antitraditional
and radically rationalist. Against this form of modern civilization as
it destructively spread its revolutionary propaganda in Italy. France.
Spain, and other European countries. against this philosophy and
their misinterpretation of modern political institutions. the popes of
the nineteenth century raised their protests, and Catholic thinkers like
Taparelli and Donoso Cortes contended. However they may have
exaggerated here and there. they often proved to be more far-sighted
than most of their bourgeois critics. They prophetically foresaw that
once this destructive philosophy of comfortable bourgeois agnosticism

• Compare. the Invaluable memolres of Cardinal Ferrall (Apoatollc nundo In Pam)
Mo noncilJture 1m france, 19'1. and the failure of the policy of tbe "bUiemenl."

'The "No-Popery" campailPJl have. dillerenl Bavor.
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oozed down to the industrial masses, faJIen out from their traditional
religious framework, these masses would tum to destructive mass
revolutions of an atheistic and materialistic character. It was this
foresight that drove these thinkers into a strong conservatism.

III. ALI.EGED INFLUENCE OF HISTORICAL CIRCUMSTANCES

It was, therefore, not always seen that reasonable arguments exist,
based on Christian philosophy, for these institutions, as for the rights
of man, popular sovereignty, and general suffrage. So in the nine
teenth century a dispute raged among Catholic philosophers over
the concept of democracy and popular sovereignty, over the meaning
of the rights of man, over liheralism. over the secular and the laicist
state, and over the separation of Church and state. This dispute
originated in France, led to heated controversies in Belgium in con
nection with the constitution of 1831, inflamed spirits in Italy, and
occurred again in Germany and Austria in 1919 with the new con
stitutions based on the same modern political principles. If America
was spared, that blessing may be attrIhuted to the fact that in America
there was no old 01 der to be destroyed and that it was the common
law and its Christian traditions rather than the ideas of 1789, Thomas
Paine notwithstanding, that ruled men's minds. Today the controversy
between the schools is practically dead. Today the new pagan Caesar
ism of the totalitarian state with its wholesale destruction of all tradi
tions and of the Christian aura of Western civilization compels us
to re-examine the true meaning of institutions, to elaborate the
Christian aura in which alone they can continue to work. For insti
tutions like freedom of speech, general suffrage. and popular sover
eignty have in a mere formal yet distorted sense served the modem
tyrannies as well as they have served modern democracy in their right
form.

Nevertheless it is important to study the controversy in the nine
teenth century between the translation theory and the designation
theory, because this study may shed light on many hardly understood
political controversies. Let us, then, weigh the aTKuments of the
schools. The proponents of the designation theory first tried to prove
that St. Thomas could not be considered an adherent of the transla
tion theory. This proof has so far not wholly succeeded. There is
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still some disagreement. although we think that the arguments for
St. Thomas' adherence are stronger than the arguments against iL
One should. of course. not forget that St. Thomas could treat this
subject only incidentally. In his time no such urge existed for a broad
discussion as existed some decades after his death. But St. Thomas'
disciples. who for centuries fostered the translation theory, would
not have done so with that apparent confidence. if they were not sure
that it was at least a conclusion from St. Thomas' principles.'

If SL Thomas. however. could at least be proved to follow the
translation theory not unequivocally. then it could be construed that
the main proponents of it in Late Scholasticism had left the tradition
in some way and that what for centuries was believed to be a
consensus communis really was only an innovation of the doctors of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Thus the translation theory
could be explained as the outcome of a particular historical situation.
This could be argued in the followin,:t way. The times of Vitloria.
Suarez, De Soto. Bannez, Bellarmine, 'Wiggers. and others were the
times of a very spirited controversy about the nature. the field 01
action. and the relations of the ecclesiastical and the seUllar power.
The Middle Ages. presenting a united orbis chnsttanus, had seen
the struggles between pope and emperor in this orbis christ,a"us. In
this strUggle it was ne\'er denied that the Church universal was the
real community. But meanwhile the first bud'5 of the idea of the
national state had sprung into blossom. Not only was the imperium
in the process of dissolution, but the o.,bJ.S ch.,15tianus, the field ot

• We may refer here to these prindplt'S, as follows. (I) It is the e~c1l1she e~cenence of
rational nature lhat it Itm,es after ill essential end in thf' way of self.le;llknhlp and .elf
direction (qUlUi res Ggens ~l ducens Gd finem). while the non ranolUl nalllle IS dIrected
by outside inlluence to its end (Sumrrul theol. la lIae. q I, a 2) (2) To (IIrer( to the end
11 tbe lask of him whose ead it il (Ib.d.• q go. a 5), (5) Human beangs. uninng them~('lves

in political life. are rational and free. and Ihe end or lheiJ uhlon IS Ihe common KO'XI.
Then it would follow lhat to dIrect somelhmg to Ihe common good i, the tasl- of the
oornmunity. as St. Thomas auertl when ail-mil" ""hme ta,k I' II 10 dueel to the common
good? His answer is, It is the task of the communir) itself Vb.d" cr. Conlra GentJlts, III.
1I0f.). Thus St. Thomu' prinaples lead to the doctrme Ihat ongmally the people in
the act of uniting for the pobricalllfe really beaDle the holder. lhe '!elf ("reeling lubJeCt,
not the directed object. of political aUlhorit), The idea o( the body polillc.lI.an iJldepen'
dent. free. seU.directing penon is included in thil reawmng. Con'leCluently any other
holder of political authority can legally hold it only by a free moral act of lhe com
munity; whether the act is (onnal or informal 11 a lubordinale clueslion. We Ihinl- Ihal
the exceptions agamst this argument and the Interpretation of the Thomutic quotationl
advanced by Th. Meyer (/nst,tutlOflu ,ur" natural". n. 577) are not u compelling al the
quotationt themselves. meadoned above.
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the Church universal, was threatened by the progress of Gallicanism
in France and by the menacing growth of the idea of a national Church
in Spain.

In the countries that adhered to the Reformation. the kings and
princes actually made themselves the summi episcopi, the heads of
their definitely national Churches, as in England and in the Germanic
principalities. What Hobbes called the "Leviathan or the Matter,
Form. and Power of a Commonwealth, Ecclesiastical and Civil," was
in the process of birth. The royal civil power tried to unite and,
in Protestant countries, actually did unite the ecclesiastical. spiritual
power with it'ielf. The new public-law doctrine of the absolute sover
eignty of princes, profusely quoting the Bible, especially the im
mediate vocation of Saul and David to the Kingdom of Israel by God's
command, veih·d the power of the absolute king in a mystical the
ological \'o<·ation. The king's power must be equal to the pope's
spiritual po\\er, a'iM.'rtcd the (Qurt theologians of the Protestant kings,
and here and there the Gallican court preachers of France. That the
pope's power now \\as immediately uansferred by God and that the
act of del tion W,lS in no way a transler of a power residing in the
Church, was ne"er doubted. Therefore, if the king got his power by
an immediate act of God in the same way a, did Saul or David, then
the king's power was at least equal to that at the pope, and the king
could rightly claim also the spiritual power in his realm, as the pope
could do it in the States of the Church, but not beyond them.

It is dear that in the presence of such doctrines Late Scholasticism
had the pressing task of re<.Onsidering the nature of ecclesiastical
and seLular power, their fields of jurisdiction and their relations. So
they first taught the eminence of the ecclesiastical power; then they
taught that each power has its own independent end, although the
two ends are connected, and that consequently each is supreme in
its own order. But they strongly maintained that the papal power is
of immediate divine institution by a supernatural act of God, whereas
the king's sovereign power is and can be only of human origin, unless
another origin is divinely revealed, as perhaps in the choice of Saul
and David. Otherwise it is the act of transfer of power from the
people to the king that is the cause of princely power; consequently
this power is neither of positive divine law nor. like that of the
people. of natural law, but is only of human law. Thus the translation
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theory senred the apologetic purpose of defending the spiritual power
against the destructive inroads of absolutism. The opponents of
Suarez. Bellarmine. and Vittoria say that these doctors in their
apologetic tendencies went too far in their ardor for their cause, even
to the fonnulation of an extreme and unacceptable theory of the
origin of political authority.- Against this criticism we have only to
recur to what we have explained above, and we may again point out
the fact that what is called the Suarezian doctrine was for centuries
the common opinion and is now once more commonly accepted.

In this discwsion one thing is certainly true: that after the rise
of Late Scholasticism we find a fuller appreciation of individuality, of
the personal and historical element in philosophy, an appreciation
already prepared for by the Franciscan school of Seotus and by the
mystics like Master Eckhart and the devotlO moderna in the waning
Middle Ages. The Late Scholasticism shows far more historical under
standing than was ever seen in the Middle Ages. It felt obliged in
theology to point out that human nature is not wholly corrupt, that
man as a free rational being is not, as the Reformers contended, like
a atone absolutely impotent belore the grace 01 God, but that man
by his free will cooperates with grace by helping to put himself into
a disposition, into an openness to grace. The part of human free will in
forming history was more carefully considered by them than by the
too abstract treatises of decaying Scholasticism and its subtlety. Gustav
Gundlach' points out this accentuation of individuality, of personal
responsibility, of the role of personal decision in philosophy and
theology, especially in the new religious societies like the Society of
Jesus with its social philosophy. The ego and the will of the penon
arouse a stronger interest than before; a feeling for the colorful
dynamism of historical evolution, of national differentiations, and of
personal intervention in historical process steps alongside the more
ltatic element of medieval thinking.

No wonder, therefore, that in political philosophy, too, these ele
ments, and especially the role of individuality, of the will, complete
the rather strictly jntelJectuaJ philosophy of the Thomisu, already op-

lID thia connection we may mendon that ProfellOr Hlllinl. the editor of the Arehifl
fIJr K.tholilche, K'rehemecht, fully approved al1 argumenll apilllt thit contention, U
dIeJ were let forth in my boot Die S",,,'eMc tie, Franz Suarez (In hla review In Arch'"
III J/IIIhDlilehe, K,rchenrechl. '927)•
. ~""'1oJie dn "thol.hm ldemwlt und del J"ulHnortleu ('917).
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posed during the Middle Ages by an outspoken voluntarism in the
philosophy of the Scotist school. But this we consider something of a
progress, not an abandonment of the tradition; it made the great
Schoolmen of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries fit to construct,
in their treatises De legibus. De Justitza et jure. the first examples of
a more systematic political and legal philosophy, such as we hardly
encounter in the Middle Ages. if we except the Commentaries on
Aristotle's Politics. However. it is this individualism that induces men
to explain the birth of the state as the union of the fonn (the idea) and
the matter (the people), as the result of a conscious consent. caused
by a conscious will to the status of political existence. It is thus the
common will of the individuals motivated by the conception of the
perfection of the idea of man and by the urge for sociality that produces
the state and establishes its constitution. 'Vhat produces the state is
not the impersonal. external forces of history or the blind urge of
nature or mere facts of war, suhjection. or wealth.

The Late Scholastics had at their disposal far more objective ma
terial for their thinking than had the Middle Ages. The modern
national states had since been born. The era of discovery had brought
to them information about the states of the Indians. the Chinese. the
Japanese. The dream of an imperium. a cit/ltas maxima, was gone.
The growing national states of absolutist rulers were each emulating
the politics of the Unhers,ll emperor. The absolute ruler longed for
the same totality and sovereignty that was conceded to the imperium;
he would be pope and emperor in a state homogeneous in religion,
language. and civilization. (d. the ideal of a racially and religiously
unitarian state of Philip II in Spain.)

The centralism and the newly developed bureaucratic administra·
tion of the law courts and the economic system (mercantilism) found
in the new ideal ot absolute royal sovereignty based upon divine right
a means of destroying the traditional social framework of self·
governing towns. guilds, and junes. In the Machiavellian "reason of
state:' the ruler. already made the supreme and exclusive interpreter
of divine law, was practically freed from the restrictions of both nat·
ural and divine law. The people with its liberties abolished was on
the way to become mere matter of the prince's absolute will. The
translation theory now made it possible to show that the common good
of the people united for a more perfect life is the form of the state.
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that consequently the prince does not own the state, but is an organ
of the body politic, a servant of the f'espublicd. His constitutional
rights are of human, not divine, origin; to protect the personal rights
opposed to the totalitarian claims and quasi-divine pretensions of
the absolute king, his rights were subordinated to and measured by
his actual service to the common good. And the masten of Late
Scholasticism, on the same principle of limitations of sovereignty, dis
covered the constitution of the community of nations (international
law) before Hugo Grotius. These accomplishments were all made
easier by the translation theory. Thus the juridical and political
thought of Late Scholasticism is an integrated part of the body ot
doctrine of the philosophid perennis. It is neither an abandonment
of the tradition nor simply a historically determined excursion. It is
far more a genuine development based on the traditional principles,
thus fulfilling the task which Petavius ascribed to these doctors: "the
explanation of aU that the anceston had taught implicitly, to develop
the germinal ideas of the predecessors." It is a historical truth that
from Francis de Vittoria on, the finest renaissance of the Thomistic
and Augustinian thought is born.

IV. MONAIlCHY AND THE CoNTRACT THEORY

Another .argument against the translation theory is that it is un
historical and contradicts the historical fact of the priority of the
monarchy and that there is no historical proof for a social contract and
a translation contract.' Such an important act, it is said, would not
have so completely been forgotten if the theory were more than an
abstract and rather arbitrary argument. Now, we are not discussing
a quustio ldeli, but a quaestio juris. Therefore this argument is not
exactly relevant to our problem. Besides, recent research work in
ethnology has shown that the primitive cultures were essentially demo
cratic and not monarchical. The chief is by no means a ruler of
absolute jurisdiction, but is rather a primus inter pares.-

The early history of Germanic culture likewise shows that in the
early stages of political life democratic institutions prevail. "The
holder and subject of political authority is the assembly of aU free

•v. Cathftin, s.J.. MON/l'hilOlO1'hie, II, 510.
t &appen. ~nllngc" fllnuchl. GemeiJllchtJltlld.ru, pp. 104, 1.8.
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men of the civitas. To it belong the decisions of peace and war. Its
jurisdiction is concurrent with the jurisdiction of the ordinary
court," 10 Historical ethnology, not the later developed myths offered
in proof of the monarchic principles, is competent to decide this
question, and it quite clearly gives evidence for the translation theory
and popular sovereignty. If we go back to the primitive cultures as the
school of Wilhelm Schmidt describes them, and not to the rather
recent young cultures of Europe, we find that popular sovereignty
and freedom precede the historical stage of popular subjection to
the unlimited sovereignty of a monarch, which an adversary of the
translation theory like Victor Cathrein erroneously considen the first
and on~inal form of government. Thus must be interpreted the old
idea of a pact between king and people, according to which the king's
ri~hts are not original, but are derived from the people. The begin
ning of political evolution was not the subjection of the body politic
to a pl'ince who, so to speak, owned it, but, on the contrary, liberty
and selt·~o\'ernmentin the form of popular sovcreignty.ll

Moreover. the common law and generally the Germanic law until
the times of absolutism retained this idea of a pact in the form of a
{ontract. By thiS pact somethin~higher than the king's power appeared
to he the ded!live thing: specifi('ally, the right of the body politic to
the common good reprt>sented in the orda lUTtS, the rule of law, the
law of the realm. This rule excelled all prerogatives of the king, whose
power is not original but rests on the pact and is lost if he violates the
pal t. In the same way the generally accepted right of the people even
to althe rcsistanle a~ainst the king who \iolates the "law," rests upon
the idea 01 an oriAmal covenant as the cause of the king's authority.

It rna-y be conceded that the legal hgur~ of a tormal contract deterred

10 nO(l~rh' (;Tundlal{~n dtr £uroptinclll'n Kultllrentwirkluflg (19I1S). I, IS. Heinrich
8runnrr,IJI'IItsclll' Rl'rts1{l'sc1uchtr (lind ed.• 1906), Vol I,!:l~ 1j;-18, where the meeting of
the f'ec chizcns fOI leKllOl.uiol1 IS /.aid to line had the 5O\erclgu po\l.er In the onginal
Germamc tnlIM which ID no sense fonned a monarchy as defined b)' the monarchic
theorit·s Iuc\aihng from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries.

11 The: Roman JLlrilOtl Illso folvOIcd this idea. lilpian (Dlgt's', I. 4. I): "cum lege regia,
quat dr Impl'TlO tI"S (prmrlplS) lata tst. populus ~I (prlnc,p') e' in tum omne slUJm
impeTium 1" pott'stt/tem carl/ell"" ("eorl('e••,'" in 'ustiman, Irlsht .. I. II,!I) The prin~P.

(emperor) is bound by the laws as his own authority depends upon the authority of the
law (Cod. ]ustmlflfl .• I, 14. 4). Hpre the original llOvprclgnty of the populus Romanus is
cleally estolblished as it is in the rcscnpt of Theodosius II and \'alentinian II. On the
other hand. Justinian Rems to favor the divine right of the emperor (Cod••'wtinilln.• I.
17. I. 8)' "••. •mpenum, quod nobis .. totltstJ mal~s'a'e ,,,,d.tum est.-
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the thinkers of the nineteenth century. who saw before them the con-
Rquences of an extremely individualist political philosophy. They
concluded that the idea of a contract is the genuine expression of
that destructive individualism which threatened all political stability
witli its declamation of active resistance and established an anarchic
right to permanent revolution. Yet these men did not see that what
matters is a status contract, the essence of which is to give binh not
only to indh'idual rights. but first and foremost to a durable, peaceful
status of common life. necessary for the common purpose of the good
life. and so to the higher fonn of political existence which is the out
growth of the idea of the perfection of human nature. The Christian
idea of a right to resistance does not mean a right to permanent
revolution: it means that the people has a right to the status politicus
as it was agreed upon for perpetuity. That is the meaning of the old
formula of all these political status contracts, that they are concluded
forever. that they are beyond the arbitrary will of the parties. The
idea is that the status and the objective end of necessary political
life should control the subjective wills, and that the status is never
at the mert)' of the arbitrary will of individuals. lI Of COUTse. this is
nothing strange. Lincoln in his first inaugural address expresses the
lame philosophy when he says that in the contemplation of universal
law the Union of the States is perpetual and that this perpetuity is
implied. if not expressed. in the fundamental Jaw of all national gov
ernmentS.

This idea of a status contract may also serve to refute an argument
that was made against the translation theory in the nineteenth cen-

11 We .hould alwa,'S carefully dIstingUIsh this status contract from our utllal conlrut
fa dvillaw; the content or the pUlchaslO1; contract, for inslance. is in the arbllrary will
of the contracting parties. and the ruk.. of commutative justice control the relalione of
the partin. In any kind of status contract there necessarily inlervenes the distributive
and legal justia:. He:re: we find that the: mulual rights are controlled by an objective
teleology, not, as in the civil-law controlct. predommantly bv the arbllrary will of the
partin. This explains the dlfficulue'! that arise in labor problems from the attempt to
lubordinate the labor contract absolutely to the rules of • purchasing contract, the
ClOIItent of which is labor power as a coromodit)'.

Moreover, the limitation upon frerdom of speech can be understood only when leeR

U IUbject to the objective enda of the .Ial", au.lu. Even In our individualist society.
wben a penon become'! a member of a profession, he has to ac.a:pt. even without hi. free
decision, the dutia that are objectively implied by the enet of the profession and that are
mUi beyond aDy decUlOIJ of individuall or majoritia. The freedom to teach doa nOI
and cannot include such an abuse of this freedom as to teach treuon apil1ll one'l
4lDUIIUy. Thi. freedom i. teleologIcally controlled by the end of education. wbich Ia.
UIIOIII ocber thin,., to educaae young people to be pod dtizeaL
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tury: that the purposes, the duties, ~nd the mutual rights of legal
justice can not be made dependent upon a free contract. If they were
so dependent, we could not explain the obligation of subsequent
generations to execute a contract to which they personally were never
partners. It is indubitable that such an argument would bear against
Rousseau's theory, which can avoid its cogency only by some con
tradictory identification. But no adherent of the translation theory
contends that the existence itself and the objective end, the mutual
duties and the rights, of the ordo justitiae legalis are at the mercy of
the arbitrary will of autonomous individuals or of a majority of these.

The social contract is a status contract. Thus it is man's nature
and the teleology of the status politicus that as objective norms con
trol the matter of the social contract; the purpose and necessary con
tent of the lIodal (.ontract are in their very essence beyond the arbitrary
will of the makers of the contract. The objective end is the basis of
the objective mutual duties and rights of governed and governing
in any form of government, whether monarchy or democracy, and
this is the reason that the later generations are bound by a contract
to which they were not parties. They are bound because the political
life is an ohjective and necessary form of human life; if circumstances
so demand, they may indeed change the actnal form of government,
but they cannot leave the status civilis in order to return to a status
naturalis. Such a return would contradict the very nature of man and
of the state which is "a more perfect union of men:' 18 The juridical
figure of "contract" contains only the following two factors:

First, the birth of the individual state cannot be thought to occur
without the intervention of the will-however this will is infonned
and directed by the rational nature and end of men-of the fathen
who agree to enter the status ciVIlis. The states of men are different
from the "states" of animals like ants and bees.

Secondly, the form of government (not of course the essential con·
tent of the status civilis, the ordo justitia,. legalis) is not produced by
a blind urge or a mere accident, but rests on the decision of the people;
the people has the constituent power. The C'Ontrolling idea is the
common good, not an abstract freedom like Rousseau's. Rousseau's
purpose was to guarantee in the political status the same freedom u

I' Lincoln', addreaa RiVes exc::ellent exprasion 10 thi, theory of tbe Union. What lui
1&'" would. of course, be valid a fortiori for any Independent non-federated state.
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individuals had in his idyllic natural status: an impossible achieve
ment. The doctors. on the other hand, regard as primary the order
of the common good. the more perfect life. Thus the exclusive object
is not abstract freedom, but concrete freedom in the order of political
existence. The Rousseauist idea. that to obey another man in aUr
thority is unworthy of the free individual, is in its bluntness utterly
wrong, and consequently so is his contention that man obeys only
himseJf when he agrees with the general will. practically the majority.
In obeying the law we do not obey the abstract arbitrary will of
another person, but the law as the order of reason, measured by ob
jective ideas of justice and peace. of the idea of man. and of perfec.
tion. We thus obey ultimately the reason in the order of law. \Ve do
not obey blindly. but because of a more or,less clear insight into the
reasonableness of the law, the command. or the judgment. Precisely
this fact renders it unnecessary to make actual compulsion a char
acteristic of law. It is by far more the reason in the law that mothates
our obedience than the fear of compulsion and of a harmful reaoion
of the law. It is of course self-evident that the order of legal justice
in concuto is just only so far as it pres('f\'es and protects what is
meant by the concept of natural rights as an emanation 01 the dignity
of the human person and its autonomous end. These rights, we repeat.
are prior to the state and therefore in their essential substance in·
dependent of it. The order of political life may control thelT use under
the rule of the common good, hut only on the condition that their sub
stance be guaranteed. A bill of rights in positive constitutional form
does not grant these rights; its very end is to protect them as the
original landmarks of personal freedom. A bill of rights has, there
fore, only a declaratory character and not a constitutive creative
character.

From a so-called realistic standpoint, one might object that this
whole discussion seems unreal. History, it might be said, shows that
most states came into existence by force. by wars and the naked power
of anns. War, as it is the father of all, is especially the father of states.
But this objection misses the point. It may be true that many states
have been founded by war and by violence of re£.kless, powerful
ganga. But even here it is never the quaestio facti 01 involuntary
obedience to the oppressive group that matters, but the acceptance
of IUch originally unjust rule by the ruled. Only by this moral ac-
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ceptance it produced a state, a moral unitas ordinis with justice and
peace: it is never produced by the mere fact of subjection. A legal
and moral sanatio in radice of the usurper's originally unjust usurpa
tion OCCUR only if the usurper is formally or informally accepted by
the citizelU as a ruler because he actually serves the common good
and observes the 01do justitiae legalis. Consequently even in this case
he acquires authority not by a mere fact, but by the consent of the
community.

V. LEO XIII AND THE TRANSLATION THEORY

It has been said that the traditional translation theory can no
longer be followed because Leo XIII in various encyclicals, especially
in Diuturnum illud If has expressly adopted the designation theory
and rejected the principles that the people as a whole is the primary
and original subject of political authority and able to transfer this
power. It is true that Leo XIII says that those who are to be the
holdt'rs of supleme power in a state may be elected freely and at the
discrction of the people, but by such an election the imlJcrium, the
authority, is not transferred; only the subJect of authority is desig
nated. and it is derided by whom authority should be exercised. Is
the traditional thcory thus definitely rejected? Most scholars who have
studied this problem do not think so. The traditional theory was, at
the time of Leo XIII. still accepted by many authorities. Thus. to
mention only one, Cardinal Manning in his The Vatican Decrees
(1875). shows that he is an adherent of the traditional theory. Cardinal
Billot in his Tractatus de Ecclcsia Christi (Rome, 1921, p. 492) like
wise follows the traditional school. This could not have happened if
Leo XIII's intention had been to reject the translation theory.

How, then, may we now explain this difficulty? The Pope himself
gives us an indication. Asked through a cardinal if he had intended
to reject the translation theory, he answered that he did not mean to
reject the opinions of Catholics, hut only those doctrines which denied
any dependence of political authority upon God and which taught
that authoTity in no way originates in God but exclusively in the
arbitrary will of men.I' The same conclusion can be drawn, too, from

16 Cf. Denzinser. Enr:hirlcl.on, no••856.
II Revue apololitique. 1915, p. 161.
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the Pope's encyclicals. What he attacked so sharply was the RDusseauist
concept of popular sovereignty, or what he called the "modem law."
The Pope criticizes it because it is so utterly individualistic. It pre
sumes that political authority originates wholly in the free consent
and 1J1akes this the exclusive and sufficient cause of political au
thority. It argues that political authority is nothing else than the sum
of the conceded rights of the individuals, which consequently can be
demanded back again at the arbitrary will of the individuals. Leo
XIII says that a stable basis of political life would be impossible
under such a theory, and the consequence would lbe permanent dis
order. Furthermore-and this is its deistic or even atheistic basis-
this theory denies that political authority has any relation. either as
concerns origin or exercise. to God and God's will or to eternal and
natural law; it practically and theoretically places a majority decision
in the place of God. Therefore its basis is a rationalism that regards
human reason as the autonomous source of all truth anel morality. It
is this kind of philosophical justification of popular sovereignty that
Leo XIII again and again refutes. pointing out that it leads to the
disease of communism, the gravedigger of state and civilization. Thus,
as such authorities as Mausbach, Castelein, Costa Rosetti. Feret, and
Tischleder hold. we may conclude that the Pope did not intend to
reject the translation theory. AbO't'e all, the Pope does not condemn
popular. sovereignty as a political principle of constitutional law. On
the contrary, he asserts that the constituent power-and that in the
last resort means juridically the principle of popular sovereignt'y
rests with the nation. with the people.

In studying the utterances of the Pope in the nineteenth century,
we must remember that they were not so much concerned with legal
institutions in their positive form as with the philosophical justifica
tion of them. Leo XIII declares that the constitutions and the fonns
of government are human institutions: they change. and in emer
gencies must be changed, because in their positIve form they are not
eternal; they are not prescribed by natural law, but are accidental,
historical, and transitory. Their positive value rests not so much in
themselves as in the actual service they are able to afford to the com
lOon good. Thus, when Leo XIII seems to condemn the idea of
majority decision, he does not condemn it as an institution, for we
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may well suppose that he knew legal and political history. But he
does condemn the thesis that the majority decision is the exclusive
source of all rights and all duties, an opinion that the fathen of the
American Constitution feared so much that they felt it necessary to
add the Bill of Rights to the Constitution.

VI. MERITS OF THE TRANSLATION THEORY

We think that the translation theory has the greater merits. It
is more consistent and is better suited to explain the frequently ac
cun ing problem of revolutionary changes in constitutional law. Its
tenets make it more evident that authority is more than a formal,
abstract right of the persons in authority, that authority itself is ma
terially measured by the fuHillment of·its end. So the common good
and its actual reali7ation in the order of peace, justice and security,
as the result ot the united efforts of both authority and subjects, is
clearly rClOgni/ed as the principal idea and as the final cause of
political life. We must, of course, not forget that the act of transfer
as cause must be interpreted in such a sense as is appropriate to the
underlying philo~ophical system: the act of transfer is a relative
secondary cause, therefore not absolute but dependent upon the
eternal and the natural law and so upon God. Critics of the transla
tion theory point out that authority is thus weakened, since it is
made too dependent upon the consent of the ruled, whereas the
designation theory gives a better foundation for the authority of the
ruler and makes the divine origin of political power clearer. It has
been further said that the undeniable aura of dignity and majesty
that surrounds authority and is visible in its symbols and in the oaths
of allegiance, is better ~ppreciated in the designation theory than in
the logical coolness and juridical rationality of the translation theory.
It is a fact that conservative thought will therefore have a frank pre
dilection for the designation theory. The translation theory, how
ever, does not despise these aspects of authority. It makes one thing
clear: the state is res publica, the affair of both authority and citizen:
the state is a moral organism, the soul of which is the order of the
common good realized in mutual cooperation and allegiance by both
authority and citizens. Political unity is as much the work of the
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citizens' loyalty as of the ordinating, directing authority. Especially
is the service character of the state in relation to the person clearly
established.

Whether the people uniting for a body politic merely designates
the holder of authority, or transfers this authority, which it originally
holds itself as immediate democracy, to the ruler, is the subject of
controversy in which two trains of thought are manifest. The first
stresses the endurance and stability of the order. It tries to lift au
thority beyond the changing, flowing life of the people; authority
must be firmly established and be inaccessible to the irrational vacil
lating caprices of the masses. The lasting value of a solid order. im
penurbable and tranquil in its firmness, seems to be the preferred
idea. That there should be order seems to be more important than
the disquieting question whether the existing order is appropriate
to the historical circumstances and to the genuine idea of social prog
ress. The state is status in a pronounced sense, the product of his
torical irrational forces, and of traditions much more independent
of conscious. free intervention and detennination by changing polit
ical fashions and popular moods. The translation theory does not, of
course, neglect the value of order; but it is responsive to social
dynamics, to the individuality of the states and their peoples. to his
torical development as a free decision of man. It accepts more fully
the principle that man makes history and traditions rather than the
opposite principle. It emphasizes the individual and the personal
element in political philosophy, and consequently is more progressive
than conservative. more liberal than traditional, more for social
justice even at the price of changing the traditional order. than (or
solid stability. We should, of course, bear in mind that these differ
entiations are not absolute; they are styles or moods of thinking, not
differentiations in basic principles.

The fact that we find these two schools in Catholic political phi
JOJOphy is not surprising. Human life, especially social life, oscillates
between opposing polar points: Individual--eommunity; freedom
and authority; constituted order with the tendency to form vested
interests (expediency) and social justice; changing historical circum
ItaDces and unalterable general rules of natural law and morals. We
ind such a polarity also in other fields. In theology we may find it
in the polemics between Thomists and Molinists, in philosophy be·
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tween Thomists and Scotists. A person who from outside looks into
the polemics of the schools may have the impression of a comple:cio
oppositorum; he will at least find in historical development some
changes in accentuation. as we found them in the history of Catholic
political philosophy. But a person who sincerely studies these polemics
will also find a ceaseless effort to bring into concord the poles that
at first sight seem to ex( lude each other; a ceaseless effort to bind the
world of opposing theories in the harmony of eternal ideas. It is the
deep restlessness of all creatures for rest in God. which St. Augustine
spoke of. that makt"s many people amazed. The conservative may be
horrified to see Capuchin monks with the Irish rebels, and to hear the
strong plt'as for unionism and slate intervention in social and eco
nomic prohlems. The liberalist heliever in perpetual progress may
become wrathful when he reads the Syllabus and encounters the
pessimism that is 50 often uttered ahollt a freedom in economic and
marital life that such a believer considers the guaranty for the per
fection of men.

But life and philosophy. even for the Christian. remain venture
some; we must live in the opposite poles and think between them.
Only the final redemption. the lastiug rest in God. will end the
striving. For only God is pertect intellect and supreme will. charity
and jUl>tice.

VII. TYRAs:'I:Y A"IID THE POI'I'LAR RIGHT TO RF.sIST

Political philosophy in Catholicism has developed and preserved
a genuine concept ot the t}'rant. The epithet "tyrant" is a mark of
the usurper or invader; that is. one who wantonly. without law or
reason. displaces the legitimate and legal authority. whether by in
ternal sedition or by ill\'asion and conquest trom without. But legally
instituted authority. the sO-('alled legitimate prince. may likewise
become a tyrant. when he uses his authority against the common good.
The measure of lcp;itimac)' is. theretore. not legal formalities and
the mere legality of the acquisition of power. but the actual per
formance of the duties owed to the common good. The realization of
the common good is not only the hiA'hest law. but also the reason
and end of political authority as such. If. therefore. the legally in
stituted bolder of political authority behaves toward his subjects as
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a master to slaves. an artisan to his tools. caring only fOT his penonal
profits and his lust to power. and not for the common good. then
such a ruler is a robber of the people's freedom; his rule is the worst
depravity of government.II

Active and passive resistance against the usurper is not only a right.
but a duty for all citizens. For the usurper is an invader and his law
less power is violence, not authority; should he by terrorism and
duress force the people to consent extelOally to his rule, such a
legitimation is invalid.n His laws are not laws, but iniquities. The
usurper is a foe of the respublica. and every one who acts against him
acts in defense of the body politic.

But what about the tyrannus secrmdum ugimen tantum. that is,
the legal authority that becomes illegitimate through a grave viola
tion of the common good? First of aU, the people has a right to passive
resistance. The t}'rannical law that is a law against reason. a law not
directed to a common good, is not true law, but a depravity of law."
Consequently it does not bind in conscience. This passi\'e resistance
becomes a duty when the tyrannical law demands something that is
against the divine good (bonum d,vmum). A t}-pical case would be
a law to compel blasphemous adoration of the ruler as a quasi-divine
being."

But has the people a right also to active resistance against this kind
of tyrantt SL Thomas and aU the Schoolmen answer, Yes. Because
popular uprising is then not sedition, but lawful defense of the body
politic'. inalienable right to the realization of the common good. As
elsewhere, 50 here, it is the common good that focuses the whole dis
cuasion. And it does this to such an extent that the exercise of the
right to active resistance is dependent upon one \'ery concrete ques
tion: Is exerciae of this right, under given circumstances, even more
detrimental to the common good than the state of affairs as it now
exUu under tyrannical rule? Thus prudence must intervene in the
individual case. But let it be noted that in principle a right of the
people to active resistance exists, and that it rests not so much upon
the translation theory, but upon the right of the body politic to iu
comDlOD cood. Hence we must make a careful distinction. A revolu-

.1 sc.,"I"IIomu. Summa 'heol., I. lIae. q.9S••.4 c:.

.,II. 'I1Iom., Sent. 11. DiaL 44. a.• ad 5.
uIL11aoaw. Summa 'heol., Ia lIae, q.gI••. 1 .d 4•
• -..,q.g6, .... c:.
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tion is sedition if it is a forcible attempt to overthrow not simply a
government, but a legal and continuously legitimate government,
one that takes care for the common good and observes the constitu
tion in its service of the common good. But a revolution against a
tyrannkal government is not sedition; it is a lawful use of the people'.
right of resistance, for the tyrannical government itself is really the
rebel.

St. Thomas says that, because of the great power that the monar
chical ruler has in his realm. this power easily turns into a tyranny.
Therefort' he prefers the regimen mzxtum, which contains all the
elements of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy. Speaking of democ
racy, in which. according to him. all participate in government. he
says that by it the order and peace of the people is preserved and that
all love such an order and observe its rules,20 because thus the people
is hetter protected agaimt an abuse of that dangerous power, power
O\er men. The reason why tht' problem of tyranny has lost some of
its importance lies in the fact that restnctive institutions hindering
the (oncentration of power in the hands of one man have grown
stronger and more numerous since the overthrow of absolutism. Con
stitutional monarchy was the first form of limited rule, of a regimen
mixfurn. In the Middle Ages restrictions existed in many torms.11

These restrictions have multiplied in our democratic republics oin
the form of po!>itive constitutional institutions like the bill of rights,
the taxation principle of ahility to pay. representative government,
federalism and self-gO\'ernment, judicial control of administrative
acts. and independence of the courts. together with the principle of
division of power and responsibility of the government for wrongful
acts against the citilen. They have grown in international law, too,
in tht, principle of the responsibility of sovereign states before the
international court and in the rather unsuccessful attempts of the
l.eague of Nations to mediate in international conflicts.

It was this growth of rcstric tive institutions that led Leo XIII to
the view that today the right ot active resistance to tyranny is dormant.
In his encydicals to the Irish episcopate (August I, 1882, and June
24, 1888) and in various leut"rs to the Archbishop of Dublin Uanuary
S' 1881, and January I, 188S), Leo. though not denying the miserable

10 IbId., q. 10Ij••• 1 C.

II ct. C. H. McIlwain. ConstitutiOflslism. Anrlm' and Modem (1941).
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condition of the Irish Catholics which had already lasted for cen
turies. warns against frivolous adventures and against secret societies
that use violence and put their hopes in criminal acts. He does not
deny Ireland's rights. but says that they can more easily and safely be
realized by legal means.1I Again and again he warns against the secret
societies which. under pretense of defending the rights of Ireland.
almost always in effect destroy the public order. Nothing is more
harmful to a just cause than its defense by violence and injustice."
It is true that here, as the best critical study of Leo XIII's political
philosophy contends." practical considerations prevail. A revolution
against England's suppressive power seemed futile to such an expert
statesman as Leo proved himself to be. \Vhat order there was would
only have disappeared in a bloody civil war. and a harsher suppression
would have been the consequence. How far the old theory of the
right of active resistance was accepted by Leo remains still disputable.
It must not be forgotten that in the nineteenth century Catholic
political philosophy was between the hammer and anvil, at least in
the non-democratic countries. On the one hand. it had not much in
common with the democratic and laic..ist ideas of continental lib
eralism; and on the other hand, it found itself hard pressed by con·
servative monarchism because its great mastcrs had defended the
right of active resistance. One has only to recall the much ado that
was made about the so-called theory of the rightful murder of the
tyrant advanced by Mariana. 'Ve may thcrcfore conclude that the
right to resistance in itself and in abstracto was not given up, but only
that it was considered superfluous, acc.ording to the growth of con·
stitutional restrictions of that dangerous absolute power so that the
political (unctions of the right of active resistance were takcn over by
modern constitutionalism.:'

II Lerter to the .'\r-chbiahop of J>ul.Jlm ('doUar)' 5. ISllI) "Multo tutius ar farillUS frm
/IO'er.' u' ea, 'lUlU! vult Illbenlla cOIuequatur, II modo t'la {Jllam leges Jlnun' u'atur-,
cawasque oUenslnnlS n·it,., •.

I' Encydical letter to lhe Irish bishops (August I. 18112): "'Causae quantumvas ,ustu
nihil 111m obaJ quam I'; eI in/",ilS esse d"f,.,lSam "

II Peter Tischleder, Staats/dire l.ras XIII, p. 155.
IIThailhe doclnne of reIL'tance to t)ranny has nol been changed basically in modem

tima, apecially when ra'olulionary parties abohsh constitutionahlm and prO(;Ced CD

wanton abuse of power, may be concluded from PIUS Xl's lellcr 10 thc bishops of Mexico,
FirmiMirrtllm constantl4m (Manh 28. 1997). Dcnlinger, EnchlTldlon, no, 1278. Here the
tIadWoaal doctrine is recapitulated and il is pointed OUI that lhe flghl to resistance
..... co the sphere of natural law and ill not the wk of Catbollc Action.



CHAPTER XXI

Forms of Government

I. TilE PHILOSOPHICAL INDIFFERENCE TO FORMS OF GOVERNMENT

IT IS the essential meaning of the translation theory that the con
stituent power rests by natural law with the people. This is acknowl
edged, too, by Leo XIII when he says that the nation has the right
and the duty to form a new constitution, a new form of government,
if the tJaditional form has broken down; or that the forms of govern
ment, i.e.. monarchy, aristolfacy, and democracy, are all neither defi
nite and final nor inalterable. All of them are subject to changes and
they are difIelcntiated according to the history, the tradition, and the
cultures of the different nations. Therefore the form of government is
in it!lelf morally and philosophically rather indifferent. No form has
in itself an "b~()lute validity. No one deserves a preference always
and under all circumstances. Their value is functionally dependent
on the actual senice they afford in the actual circumstances to the
realilation of the common good. This alone is their last and most
effective legitimation. Therefore neither hereditary monarchy, "sanc
tified through its old traditional continuity through centuries," nor
representative democracy ("all claim an exclusive legitimacy on the
basis of natural or divine law and in its name. The forms of govern
ment are dlan~in~ patterns that the nation actually seeks through its
history, influenced by its individual, cultural background and social
ideals, in relation and continuous adapt:uion to its social life with
the nourishing and withering social forms in class stratification, eco
nomic systems, international relations, and what is called its soul.

From this philosophical indifference to the forms of government,
one may best understand that some extessive propositions of the
founder of the Paulisu, Father Hecker, were criticized by Leo XIII.
The Pope praises the American Constitution and declares that the
situation of the Catholic Church in the United States is very favor-
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able. But to conclude, as Father Hecker did, that the specific form of
democracy as represented in the American Constitution is everywhere
and alway. an unsurpassable ideal for all nations and all times, was
10 unhistorical an assertion that Leo XIII protested. If it had been
said that under prevailing circumstances the American form is the
best, nobody would have protested. But the philosophia politica
i'nmnis cannot simply identify Catholicism and a historical political
form, because the political fonn of government as such does not
actually guarantee the best realization of the common good. ShOllld
that be the case, then Washington's demand for religion and morality
as the essential conditions of the functioning of the democratic rt'gime
would be superfluous; then the Russian Constitution of 1936 would
be a good thing and Hitler's contention would be justified, namely,
that his rule is democratic because he always asks the nation in
plebiscites for approval of his ways.

Democracy, as the term is used today, means not merely a definite
set of technical rules of government, though it also means that, but
rather what we call the spirit of the Constitution. This implies definite
moral ideas of the dignity of the human person, not i1l al,s/raelo, but
;n concTeto; of the sanctity of the family realm and the home; of the
equality of all citizens before the Jaw; the equal protection of their
freedom and their natural rights independent of political, racial, or
religious affiliations. It means the active participation of the citizen
in loyalty and in the spirit of sacrifice in the control of the ad
ministrative organs of government. It means the freedom of worship
and the freedom for the parents to determine the edU('ation of their
children. It means, too, the protection of those classes that, in an
economy of wide and deep differences in wealth and social power. are
in danger of being robbed of their rights or of having only ineffective
rights. It means the protection by law against exploitation in any
form. A country may have a democratic technique and still have grave
economic and social injustices. But to call such a state "democracy"
would be an abuse of the term. Therefore what rings as an undertone
when we pronounce that much abused word "democracy," is almost
more important than the technique. Lincoln's famous Gettysburg
Addraa was a revelation of what is intended by the word "democ
racy: that this nation under God shall have a new binh of freedom
and that government of the people, by the people, and for the people
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shall not perish from the earth." The perpetual, daily new birth of
freedom, that is democracy.

Let us repeat that "freedom" means not some abstract thing, but
these concrete freedoms that correspond to the dignity of the human
person. Democracy is not the political form o( religious and phil
osophical relativism. Freedom of conscience is based upon a reverence
for the final unavoidable responsibility of the individual person for
his salvation. Freedom of speech rests on the fact that man is a rational
being, that therefore public discussion and deliberation should pre
cede the legislative act. It is not a consequence of the belief that all
opinions are equally true because there is no objective truth, but of
man's baving fundamentally access to truth. The freedom of associa
tion is not a guaranty of free propaganda and action for all associations
without regard to the morality of their aims because there is no objec
tive measure for any of them. This freedom flows from the principle of
subsidiarity. Whatever, in the fields of economics, social welfare, cul
ture. and education, the smaller associations of citizens can do, should
be left La them and not be "confiscated" by a centralized state adminis
tration.

A person may "debunk" the freedom of property and of contract
as a detestable device (or capitalist exploitation and think he must
do away with both, but that does not destroy the meaning of these
freedoms, that they are the outgrowth and, as far as they are working
principles, the guaranty of the dignity of the human person. The es
sential clement of democracy, that is, government by open discussion,
persuasion, and consent, rests on the moral idea of solidarity and
loyalty to one another. Thus it is these essentially moral ideas that
are meant with democracy. For these it is worth while to fight and
die, yet not for a dead letter. Other forms of government in other
nations with different traditions, with a different culture, may afford
similar guaranties even under a monarch as was the case in the
Middle Ages or as the ("ase is in the Dutch monarchy. And we now
know also that all (arms of government can degenerate, as Aristotle
taught us, and as we learn (rom the boss rule in some of our own cities.

The discussion of forms of government and of the best form of
government constitutes philosophicaUy a negligible part in Catholic
political thought. This is easily explained. The problem of the best
form of government is predominantly more a historical problem. It
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is to be answered by such concrete factors as national character, .tage
of civilization and education, congruency with traditional convictiol1l
and cultural climate. and many other factors. The philosophical
problem concerns the realization of the common good under concrete
circumstances, and the value of forms of government is determined
concretely by this problem. not by an abstract idealizing of one or the
other of the traditional forms of government.

It is true that at certain times lively discussions took place, when,
for instance, after the French Revolution the problem of legitimism
was brought up and the promoters of the Restoration tried to put
Catholic political philosophy into its service. At that time the sincere
defenders of the legitimacy of the old established monarchy some
times made a mistake. They fought against the confessedly wrong
foundations of the new democratic government, that is. rationalist
and liberal bourgeois individualism, popular sovereignty in the
anarchical Rousseauist form. deism. and so on. They fought also
against the new political forms of democratic government. in them
selves neutral and legitimate only by their service to the common
good; they did not consider the fact that this last function alone
is decisive. The historical foundation and justifications of the new
institutions were identified with the fonns thelnselves and therefore
were condemned as against natural and divine law. They (orgot a
bit too quickly that often the foundation of monarchies was rather
doubtful. too. They also forgot how often unjust conquest. successful
treason. and breach of old established popular rights were used in
fonning a monarchital government. Likewise they ignored the fact
that wrong theories, such as the immediate divine origin of monarchy.
the quasi-divine plenitudo potc5tatis of the monarch, or a juridical
formula from the pagan Roman law, were frequently used to legit
imate monarchy. If Father Hecker and the French Sillon or Lam
menais went too far, then surely De Maistre, the majority of the
French episcopate during the efforts of Leo XIII's rallicment policy,
and the adherents of Charles Maurru' Action !Tanra;sel also went too
far.

II. DE.MOCRACY AND mE FRENCH REVOLUTION

In connection with the problem of forms of govemment we can
DOW pick up and conclude an earlier discussion: the relation of the
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political philosophy in Catholicism to democracy. Historical study
will show that, at the rise of modern democracy and its institutions
in consequence o( the bourgeois revolutions and the violent overthrow
of the ancient regime. the great majority of Catholic writers in political
philosophy were by no means friendly to democracy or liberal democ
racy. Furthermore. the famous encyclicals Mirari vos arbitramur of
Gregory XVI (August 15. 1832) against De Lammenais and Quanta
curIJ of Pius IX (December 8, 1864) together with the SyllabUs pub
lished under the same date scemed to reject the new (orms of govern
ment as a necessary out~rowth of the philosophical and theological
errors 50 vehemently condemned in the encyclicals just mentioned.
There were enouKh hotheads, such as Vellillot and his Univers, who
propagated this theory. Actually the question of forms of government,
of monarchy or democracy, are never mentioned in the encyclicals,
which are neither antidemocratic. nor pro-monarchical, as any careful
reader can easily find out.

Furthcrmore, the same Pope Pius IX, who supposedly was anti
democratic in his offi( ial tcal.hin~. praised the po~ition of the Catholic
Church in the United States and lauded the AmeriCcln Constitution
as almost every pope since then has done. When the majority of the
Fren< h hierarchy. according to its traditional monarchism. resisted
Leo XIII's policy of ralliement to reconcile French Catholicism with
the Third Republic and its democratic institutions. at the same time
we hear the Apostolic Delegate. Cardinal SawJIi. express the foHowing
opinion: "The MaKna Chartas of mankind are the Gospel of our
Lord and the Constitution of the United Sutcs.... Fon\·aro on the
way of prol7;ress: in one hand the hook of Christian truth. the Gospels
of our Lord; in the other hand the Constitution of the United States." 1

In our time political commentaries of leftist or of liberal inclina
tions contend that '·the Vatican" or "the Church'· or "Catholicism"
or "Catholic thought" in soc ial and political philosophy is pro-Fascist,
derico-Fascist and consequently antidemocratic. There is no doubt
that this is an unjustifiable exa~~eration. On the other hand. it is
evident that many or cven the majority of the bishops in Spain and in
haly,- (or in~tance, have sided with ·'authoritarian" or "Fascist" re-

I 0. O'Connell, '·Vne idc'e nouvtlle dans la vie lIu r~re Hecker:· Comple rendu du
4'rmt CO",", srimtlpque Inlernatlornde del Call1OUqu'l (Frlbourg, IV, 1897. 78): and
ArchbJlhop Ireland. The ChlAuh alld Mod,rn Soc,,,,,', r. 117.

- For Italy. cf. D. A. Blnchy'. authoritative book. Church and State In FlUciI' It""
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gimes that pretended to be Catholic as against the antic1ericalism of
their political democratic opponents. In books of some Catholic
writen in almost all countries we will find antidemocratic theories
which get a greater echo as soon as in these countries "authoritarian"
or Fascist or even clerico-Fascist regimes come to power. On the other
hand. The Thomist (1941-42) publishes a study by Mortimer Adler
and Walter Farrel. O.P.• "The theory of democracy." which is de
cidedly pro-democratic: and Maritain writes his Les droits de I'homme
et la loi naturelle (New York. 19-12), which also is pro-democratic
and anti-Fascist and argues against clericalism.

How are we to explain these facts. which can easily be augmented
and which have been observed since the French Revolution? Some
will say the whole proves the opportunism of the Catholic Church it
self. or at least of the Vatican. Some will interpret the Facts as an out
growth of the Catholic complexio oppositorum, acrording to which
almost irreconcilable theses and antitheses ate combined.

Cardinal Newman in his memorable prefact' to The Via Media
points out that "Christianity is at once a philosophy. a political power.
and a religious rite" (p. xl). The Church has threc se\ Cl al departments
of duty: her government. her devotions. and her schools. "Truth is
the guiding principle of theology and theological inquiries; de\'otion
and edification. of worship; and of government. expedience. The
instrument of theology is reasoning; of worship. our emotional nature:
of rule. command and coercion. Further. in man as he is. reasoning
tends to rationalism; devotion to superstition and enthusiam; and
power to ambition and tyranny.... Each of the three has its separate
1C0pe and direction; each has its own interests to promote and further;
each has to find room for the claims of the other two; and each will
find its own line of action influenced and modified by the othen.
nay. sometimes in a particular case the necessity of the others con
verted into a rule of duty for itself" (ibid., p. xli).

This passage in iu masterly distinctions gives us the opportunity to
solve our problem.

el94I). In Spain. Cardiaal Vidal. archbishop of Tarragona. ~fulCd to lip the patoral
Ie&W of the Spanish hierarchy declaring the jUitice of the Franco callie. sec obituary in
.., Fort Timer. September 15. 1945•

•

" ,
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III. DEMOCRACY IN CHRlmAN INTERPRETATION

Let us first make some distinctions concerning the meaning of
"democracy." This word has a scientific meaning, but it is also sur
rounded by emotional connotations. Furthermore, many writers imply
even a certain philosophy or a fundamental philosophical principle.
There are thus many meanings involved and a man may be anti
democratic in the one meaning and yet accept the other meaning.

Democracy may mean a form of government as opposed to monarchy
and aristocTacy. It implies a republican form of government and.
by intent, full equality before the law, equal protectlon of the law,
equality of chance or the absen,e of juridical privileges based on
birth, on membership in a group and so on. Sociologically it means,
therefore. the abscnl.c of a hierarchical structure of society, though
not of offices; it means free and equal aCl.ess to all strata, to all offices
and po~itions of power under cqual conditions of competition. The
quality of a citilcn whkh as a rule accrues to cverybody regardless of
racc, education, economic wealth, (rced, or sex, is the exclusive basis
for all politil.al ofbees. for economic and social positions of power.
Democracy thus involves a go\ernmellt of law in which in an egali
tarian tcndency the status of the individual and his associations and
groups (e.g.• family. <.ultural and economic associations) are all sub
ject to a law that 15 common. to a law equal for all citizens.

Furthermore the law binds the governmental authorities, the magis
trates or whoever rule in an offi<.e. Any order or command of an au
thority to an indh'idual must be a reasonable, not an arbitrary. act
which applies the gcneralla\\'. Sodologkally there may exist and very
likely there will exist a ruling dass, but this dass rules on account of
social or economic power, not on account of juridical privilege as,
for instan('e, the nobility did in earlier tilm's or the clergy in the
Papal States. A further implication, at least in intention, is that this
rule of impersonal general law and the equality of practically aU
individuals before the law irrespettive of their social or economic
status should issue in a go\'ernment that leaves in the sphere of com
munallife as much as possible to the free initiati\'e of the citizens and
their freely formed association. the only test being the accordance
to the general law, the law common to all.

The basis for such a regime is the popular sovereignty of a reo
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publican constitution and consequently the people's control over the
"magistrates," over its representatives. Election by majority vote
is therefore the exclusive method of coming to the highest offices.
Thus ~neral suffrage and shon terms in offices are consequences.
The lifetime terms of justices of the highest courts or of technical
administrators who do not formulate policy is not an exception. Those
who belong to the judiciary should by life·terms become independent
of changing pany governments; by definition the judiciary is not a
policy-making body; rather it is the guardian of the constitution and
the law against arbitrary, unreasonable acLS of the policy-making
authority, the legislative and the executive.

Democracy's innate tendency to freedom is. in most instances.
funher characterized by a definite demarcation of a free sphere of
personal and group initiative. a state·free sphere of human ri~hLS

and rights of the dtilen; the meaning of both is to protect the free
citizen against arbitrary intervention of even the majority of the
legislature. and these rights all together represent thus a constitutional
protection of minorities.

Evidently a general trend to more freedom according to the prin
ciple-as much freedom as possible, as liule coercion as nec("ssary-is
an essential feature and one of the paramount principles of interpre
tation for democratic institutions. A great. perhaps too optimistic,
faith in freedom lies at the bottom of democratic thought. Freedom
is the precondition and the formative element for the realization of
a maximum of social justice and human happiness. Thus the rights of
active citizenship, the comrol of the governmental authorities by the
people, the independence of the courts, and the rule of the law receive
their true proportion and their genuine interpretation from liberty.
justice. happiness. words which are emphasized in the preamble of
most democratic constitutions. ]n order to be workable. democracy
needs a strong sense of unity in principles. balanced by a great
tolerance in regard to all things that do not direuly concern unity.
Democracy thus supposes. instead of loyalties to persons. loyalties to
moral ideas common to all. The colJective moral will to Jive together
in mutual solidarity must be SO strong in all groups that their antagon
utic interests. their dissat~factionwith the social and economic dis
tribution of power. with apparent social injustices. will always be
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controlled by the Itronger moral will to live together and thul UIC

only the legal means of social and political reform and abstain from
appeal to civil violence. Where the antagonism of groups or classes
outbalances the will to live together. democracy becomes impossible.
and its institutions are directly contributing factors to its destruction.

From the standpoint of Catholic political philosophy all these
democratic institutions and political principles are unassailable. They
are even founded in Christian ideas matured to their full meaning.
It is the idea of the Christian personality, the Christian idea of
"freedom of conscience as a personal prero~ative of each individual"
(Newman),' of individual reason-that endowment of the Creator
to man, created as His image and not destroyed by the Fall-which is
the foundation of aU this, however much it may be obscured by wrong
yet transitory philosophies.

Each man is the image of God; each man has a conscience which, as
Cardinal Newman says, is "a messenger from Him who speaks to us
behind a veil"; each man has a reason. Each individual soul is in·
comparably more precious than the whole world. There is no true
humanity without these principles. Modern "humanity" as an ab
stract love for mankind forgets too often in its enthusiasm that each
man is our neighbor. Each indh idual man is, therefore, not an in·
different techniClI "channel" for grand ideas; even the humblest are
not merely "raw material" for superhuman leaders or intellectual
aristocrats. Nor can one man bet'ome a mere instrument, a means.
for the happiness at another man, oE a nation, of mankind. \Ve cannot
agree to found the happine~sof mankind upon the unjust suffering of
a single innocent man. There is a majestic we-atness about St. Babylas
when he publicly and vehemently rebukes a Christian emperor,
bt'cause the latter had a hostage murdered, a boy belonging to a
barbarian tribe. This idea of the Christian person is illuminated by
the doctrine that each for himself must stand before the divine Judge
and is portrayed in those medieval pictures of the Last Judgment in

• The Catholic doctrine of conSClen(e is "'ell set forth in Cardinal Newman'. Letter
to th. Dulc. of Norfolk (chapter 5). Ne"man thl"rl"ln quotes many theologians who
affirm that even an erroneous conscienn:, whl"ther in vincihll" or invincible error. binds
strictly. This i. general Catholic docuine, not onIv .. particularly stressed feature of the
Augu.tinian tradition, which IS a rule st~ consdence as the "light of God" (lliden in
'umine Dti) and Is therefore Ira intellectualist and rauonalthan Thomism. But in this
dOC1rine there i. no difference betwccn Thomists and Augustinian..
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which emperors and dukes. bishops and cardinals are among the
condemned. thus showing the ultimate equality of all men.

IV. JUSTIFICATION OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS

Undoubtedly many eminent ecclesiastics had and some still have
a distrust of democracy. and there were always Catholic authors who
gave such distrust literary expression. \Vhence comes this attitude?
There are three principal answen.

First. the institutions of democracy, even its foundations, the rights
of man, the tendency to freedom, the principle of popular sovereignty.
have been derived from and championed by more than one phi
losophy. Several times we have already pointed out how the freedom
of worship can be founded on a wrong religious indifferentism or
on a right reverence toward consciences; how the natural rights can
be founded on lhe dignity of the human person or on the wrong
principle of subjective moral autonomy of the indh,idual; how
popular sovereignty can be upheld within the tenets ot natural the
ology. of God as the supreme sourre of aJl human authority, and how
popular sovereignty can be misinterpreted as the eHert of a p.lnthe
utic immanentism. General suffrage could be based upon the meta
physical fact of individual reason with full awareness of its being
wounded by the FaJl; and it could be and has been based upon the
Protestant religious principle of subjective individual judgment as
the supreme authority in religious faith and in Rousseau's or Kant's
moral autonomy of individual reason.

There is little doubt that historically the modem democratic move
ments. especially the revolutionary ones on the European continent.
were born of the wrong philosophies. Thus they did not avoid the
consequent extremes and wanton destruction of traditions that were
irreconcilable with the new democracy. In the eyes of ecclesiastical
rulers and of Catholic writers the latter was corrupted in its roots
by these wrong philO5OpAies; and the new democratic institutions were
harmful to the traditions to \vhich the common people still adhered.
though the intellectual bourgeois elite. rationalist and deist as it was.
had lost any feeling for these traditions.

In this connection we must not forget that the leading champions of
democracy on the European continent were a small minority of inw-
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lectuals. blas~ noblemen and members of the professions. steeped in
deism or even atheistic materialism, while the common people. though
partly at least neglected by their pastors. still lived securely in their
religious and religiously inspired social traditions. These "champions
of democracy" accused the Church. in its two offices of teacher and
ruler, of refusing to understand the irresistible need of the new
political forms. They castigated the Church for her alleged stubborn
and selfish defense o( her privileges all too much integrated with the
political privileges of the ruling class in the ancient regime. They
vehemently proclaimed that the Church suffered without strong pro
test an identification of ecclesiastical interests with political privilege
of the old order. Yet the churchmen could easily point out in refuta
tion that the new movements showed no sympathetic understanding
of the difficulties of the Church as a body politic Jiving still in a kind
of symbiosis with the old order. Even more the Church and the
writers defending her could without difficulty show that the "demo
crats" were definitely hostile, not so much to the transitory privileges
but to her 1'4is071 d'el1't', to her doctrine, to her perennial religious
institutions and not only to the transitory forms of her symbiosis
with the old order. It was the "democratic" philosophies which made
a matter of policy and expediency and of contingent political tech
nique a matter of principle, of philosophy. of erroneous absolute
ethics. Thus the Church was compelled to defend her doctrine, her
divine constitution, and her rights acquired through tradition against
a new non-Christian or even ami-Christian philosophy. We have
already pointed out that in this defense members of national hier
archies and Catholic authors did not always make the prudent
distinctions which most of the great theologians and the popes so care
fully made.

V. PROPAGANDA FOR DEMOCRACY

Se('ondJy, the progress of freedom and the democratic institutions
were nOl altogether a blessing for all classes or for all nations. An
exuberant secularism received such an advantage that the unum
necessarium, the salvation of souls, was rendered much more difficult.
The unchained spiritual and social energies that were poured into
the world produced a high instability of social life. rendering the
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normal cat'e of lOuis very difficult. The spirit o( the ·'modem man"
showed little understanding for the specific Christian virtues of con
templative life. A pursuit of material wealth with little regard (or the
consequent sacrifices in human happiness began to divert man's ac
tivity from the religious sphere. In fact, secular utopias of a demo
crati,c sort began to replace the genuine Christian eschatological hope.
Democratic institutions often served to push the religious realm so
much into the background. and to shove secular purposes into the
foreground, that a silent and slow mass apostasy had to be feared. A
democratic contest for equal public education for all could easily
become a contest against the faith of a private religious p;roup, a status
to which the Church was demoted. "Opinion," in democracy. can
mean something very good. namely. a judgment about a political
action arrived at after rational discussion and reflective thinkinp; by
serious-minded men, fully aware of their responsibility to the moral
law. It can also mean skeptical relativism, insincere propagandist
abuse of the confidence of the common man in his politic,al leaders.
It was these potentialities. the wanton surrender of traditional and
well-tested values which again made the conservatively minded Cath
olic writ~ doubtful and ecclesiastical authorities suspicious about
what might result from the progress of freedom and of democracy.

Nob9dy will claim that they were themselves without faults. Fre
quently they were satisfied merely with condemning the wrong
political philosophies and tolerated the grave soc: ial injustices from
which these philosophies sprang. There is. to put it in a nuuhell,
little doubt that a Bishop Kender in Mexico or Spain would have
saved the Church from many sufferings. This diffident attitude of
churchmen and Catholic writers is occasioned also by an unjustified
glorification of the Middle Ages as it occurred under the sway of
romanticism. As an era of faith the Middle Ages will always be dear
to Catholics. Yet in iu social and economic life it left much to be
desiTed. And we venture to say that many a glorifIer of the Middle
Ages would find it in reality impossible to live under the sod..1and
economic conditions and under the feudal state of birth-privileges
JO typical for that period. Objective historical research has meanwhile
IHeiI UI from many romantic ideas about the medieval world. and
... thus corrected in conservative Catholic minds both the picture of
dae Middle Ages and that of our democratic world. Today leading
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theological authorities admit that. in the early nineteenth century
and all through this century of the rise of democracy, ecclesiastical
authorities and conservative Catholic writers were often one-sided.
more prone to condemn what was wrong than eager to praise what
was good or could be righted.'

VI. ABUSE OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS

Thirdly. the general enthusiasm of the revolution-born continental
democracy together with the implied doctrine of national self·
determination produced two difficult problems: a demand for the
democratization of the Church and the abolition of the Papal States.
and with it a grave danger to the independence of the Apostolic See
on aClOunt of the demand of Ilalian democratic nationalism for all
Italian territory.

The demand for democratization of the Church touched directly
the colllllitlllion of the Church. It had little to do with democratic
institution inside the Church and its religious orders and societies.
For the latter are more democratically organized than the outsider
know'!. Election of superiors. dClision by majority vote about con
stitutions and bylaws by a democratically eleeted general council of
the religious order is quile common..Funhermore. access to the offices
in Churrh and religious orders is demonatic in so far as no test of
w('alth, station in life, or status ot birth IS required.' Popes and bishops.
cardinals and general superiors (of religious orders) from the hum
blest origm are numerous. In the case of presidents of modern democ
radelo loimiJar OJ igin is not so common.

Thus democrati7ation of the Church meant something else: the
ele( tion of the pastors by the people; the election of the pope in a way
similar 10 that of a democratil president; the eleltion of bishops by
the people of the diocese. Under the decaying ancient regime the
absolute prime. against the protest of the Church. wielded practically

• cr. Tischleder, Slaa'jlehre L~Oj XIII, pp. 10-11. Schmidlin. Gejchit-hlt: drY' Pilpste
(Freiburx, IOSS-SR), in Iht' chaplt'n whirh appraise Ihe pontificates; Cardinal Ferrata.
Ma nanClII/ure en Jorllnre\poplIl-ar edilion. I'alis, 19u).

a There "ere limes when the ruling claues in Ihe andent nogime reserved for their
younger IOns Ihe bf'sl ettlesiastical benefices or when Ihe cardinalale wu in the hands
of lIalian nohle familia. \'el this is morc: Ihe exception than the rule. Such "privilegs"
were [cit at all times to be IOmething irrl'g\llar.
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the decisive inftuence in the appointment of bishops and pastors to
their benefices. When now the absolute prince's sovereignty returned
to the people, where it belonged according to the democratic theory.
then it seemed a legitimate claim of the people now to enter into the
"rights·' of the prince over the benefices. i.e.• to elect their pastors and
bishops by democratic vote. The propagandists even contended that
such was the original procedure in the first Christian centuries.' But
their case was theologically and canonically untenable.

Furthermore, the Church had fought the absolute prince's rights
too hard to yield now freely what it had tolerated earlier only under
duress. There i~ a further difference: in France and in Spain. in
Austria and in Bavaria. the absolute king was a Cad~o1ic, but the
election of bishops by the people would bring the Church in the
various nations under the control of political groups that often were
not even Catholic in name. but were adepts of deism or agnosticism.
This would have meant the subjection of the Church. not under
Catholic lay power. but under the power of unbelievers. A separa
tion of state and Church was. under such conditions. a better guaranty
of the freedom of the Church and the independence of her divinely
founded constitution. \Vhile the monarchical constitution of the
Church and the pope's authority of divine law could perhaps be de
clared a model for the constitution of the secular state, on the other
hand the democratic constitution and the principle of popular sover·
eignty could not be declared a model for the constitution of the
Church or for the ecclesiastical states, In his encyclical against Modern
ism, Pius X felt compelled to reject such demands for democratization
of the Church. Modernism contends, so the Pope says. that the Church
emanates from the collectivity of consciences and consequently her
authority stems from the same source and is sulJject to that collectivity.
As now. so Modernism argues. in political life public conscience has
produced democracy, so the same conscience in man demands now
democratic fonns in the Church.' But such demands. originating in
the democratic theory of popular sovereignty and in the principle
that.the constituent power belongs to the people. are in stark con-

• Tbe eJectJoa ID the papacy ha, an invoJ¥ed history, .. any blllOry of the popa wJll
..... But for a "democratic" electlOQ there isliule room. The IICc14ma,io populi w.. at
...... of lOUIe Imporsance. Speda. literature by Johanna D. SapQller, LAh,buch tin
..".. Kirc""'rechls (FreibuJI, 1954). I.~. nota.

, Dcadnpr. £nchiridion, no. lI09-
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tradiction to the Catholic doctrine of the nature of the Church. The
constitution of the Church is of divine law and i. not the result of a
collective will of the members of the Church dependent on their
constituent power. The pope, the bishops and the priests do not
derive their authority from any corporate and sovereign will of the
community of the faithful but from direct divine institution. Thus
the hierarchical constitution of the Church is forever unchangeable
and independent of the collective will of the faithful.

From the earliest times any democratic interpretation of the Church
has been constantly rejected. The charismatic and democratic inter
pretation of early Christianity. the conciliar theory in the late Middle
Ages according to which the ecumenical council was supreme. the
episcopal theory in the eighteenth century (Febronianism). the acts
of the Synod of Pistoia which stated that the ecclesiastical offices and
their jurisdictional authority are derived from the community of the
faithful: these various democratic theories about the constitution of
the Church, were rejected again and again.- This does not exclude the
fact that inside the Church in its religious communities democratic
institutions exist. The constitutions of many religious orders and
societies have many demouatic [catures. Franciscanism undoubtedly
contributed to the rise of a democratic attitude in the medieval towns.
The principle of general suffrage. of representation. of the election
of officers for short terms of office, all such institutions are familiar
to the student of the charters or constitutions of religious orders and
societies. It may well be that many a democratic institution took its
origin from these constitutions.

Furthermore. liberalism and democracy had produced in capitalism
a social and economic system which hardly agreed with the traditional
Catholic attitude to economic life. All the antidemocratic writers are
at the same time utterly anticapitalist. And they contend that it is
democracy and liberalism which are at the source of the innate evils
of capitalism and that consequently not by social legislation and by
the progress of liberty can these evils be abolished, but only by a
return to a political and social order modeled on the medieval order.
And here we touch again a source of this diffidence and skeptical at-

• Cf. H. Dieckman. Die Yer/tWung dn Urltirche (Berlin. 1915). pp. 1411.• for early
Christianily; Dendnger. 01'. cit.• no. 1500. Many Proteatant Iectl which den)' a hierarchical
CODltltutlon adhere to the democratic ClOrporate type of ecdcsJastical CODltitUtion.
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titude against democracy: a retrospective glorification of the Middle
Ages as it was so characteristic also for the political theory of Ro
manticism.

Another reason deserves to be mentioned: the dangerous alliance
between democracy and a nationalism upon an anti-Christian basis.
Such an alliance became not only dangerous to the preservation of
the temporal domain of the Papal States. \Vhat ccclesiastical author
ities and many conservativc writers feared was the destrm tion of the
international ties whith bound the European countries together as
Christian states. Once democracy. the sccularilcd state under laicist
and anticlerical leadership. wcre carried away by nationalism as ol

substitutc for religion, then the common bonds of a Christian civiliza·
tion. international as it were, would be destroyed. too. The nationalist
idea would become stronger than the ChriStlan idea; a seculari1ed
nationalism of the democratic masses would thus not only endanger
the unh'enal Church. it would also destroy Europe as a Christian
CQmmonwealth. Furthermore. such a democ.ratic nationalism would
easily condemn Catholic minorities in the national ~tatc~ to a minor
ltatus; thcy would bc considered nationally untrmtwonhy.'

Thesc. then. arc some reasons that explain why from some sides
the reproach was made that Catholic political them)' is fundamentally
hostile to democTacy. The same reasons or. bener. the lal k of such
reasons in the country without any Middle Ages. that is. America.
are sufficient to refute the reproach that the favorable position to
democracy in America is based on opportunism. But any unbiased and
comprehensive history of Catholic social and pohti(al thought in the
nineteenth century would show that from the beginning ot the rise
of &ee and democratic institutions a great many authors of influence
were critical enough of the old pre-revolutionary order and open
minded and confident enough of the new social and political institu·
tioDi to understand that freedom and democracy must be valued

• This happened 01 coune in practically all countries with the growth nf nationalism:
ill Fratue under the antfdericaJ and Masmtic gnw:rmnenu of the Third Republic (rom
IBgo to World War I: in England even Gladstone was not free from .lIeh insinuations;
Bismarck coined the expresaion Nnalionally untrustworthy," Ahholl,h In the United
S&aca we have a native concept of "nation" and therefore a nationalism dlllerc:nt from
die .....n one. tbe Cltholicl here had 10 luller from nationalist bigotry (A.P.A.. Ku
..........). To be sure, lOme of lhe anlidemOtTatic foreca which offered lhf'm-elvea as
... 10 the Church Weft nationalilt, from the ..tdiOft traflfGU' CD the: newa Fudal

,..... Tbac were rather dubious ".uxiliariea."
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positively and can be valued so especially well hom the principles
ever present in Catholic thought. This applies also to the problem of
Fascism and other authoritarian regimes. True. integralist writen
and ecclesiastical authorities of the same mental structure as nine
teenth-century conservatives. have shown a greater friendliness to
these regimes than they were willing to show to democracy. But there
are many more who, without any undue enthusiasm for liberal
democracy, from the outset discovered the totalitarian and anti
Christian substance behind the propagandist and opportunist mask
with which those regimes tried to recommend themselves to minds
disturbed by the weakness of democracies against Bolshevism.lo

VII. THE CONSERVATIVE MIND

But perhaps what is behind these two extreme ways of siding with
monarchy or with democracy is nothing more than the already men
tioned fact of polarity that appean in the history of political phi
losophy. Behind that criticism of modern democracy there probably
lies the feeling that too much easygoing optimism prevails. too much
reliance on the individual, weak in will and in reason, weak and en
dangered. by passions that would now find none of the restrictions
which had been built up in past centuries. In these conservative
thinkers we find prevalent a kind of disbelief in progress and a delicate
cultural pessimism. The optimistic belief in infinite progress, an
exaggerated regard for the abilities of the free individual, the hy
pothesis that, if the individuals and their self·interests should only
be left alone, then the order of the common good would auto
matically arise, all this was according to their feelings somewhat wrong.
For these assumptions are a reckless misapprehension or even a con
tempt of the traditional way of life. of the historical culture of a
particular nation built up in long, long centuries under unspeakable
efforts of successive generations with all its restraints against un
controlled popular passions and individual license.

Culture is not the mass civilization of a mass production era.
Culture is the old families. the high standards of professions. Cul
ture is the wisdom and the learning transmitted from generation to

10 For Italy. cr. the authorfcatfve work of Btnehr; d. allo Stuno·. lmporcaDc book, r".
Eth'" of PoII"CtJ' Coli.bora"",. (Loncloll. 1958), chap. 5.
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generation, something valuable in itself, not a tool for more profits.
Culture is a continuous toilsome effort to build fences around the
moral values against the threatening vandalism in men. Culture mUit
be wrung from death and destructive forces in men. Culture demands
the strenuous vigilance of the fathers and mothcrs in cach gencration;
it can live only in a solid, stablc order. It cannot bc "madc" like
machines and "founded" like manufacturing corporations. It grOWl

slowly. Iu a lasting order, culture is more than a sum of quickly made
and quickly changed laws. Time, not as a mere addition of singlc years
but as duration, that is the proof of institutions, not thcir quickly
acquired and as quickly lost popularity. Timc is, therefore, an honor
for political institutions. There is wisdom in De Maistrc's remark
that time is the prime minister of Providence. It is time as duration
that is a sign of the legitimacy of an institution because thus is shown
approval by a long line of generations.

'Vhen these consen'ath'es study politics, they study Aristotle and
Thucydides, Tacitus and Plutarch. because they are convinced that
all external technological and social progress and all the machines
of mass education do not change human nature. They (ear the mass
civilization, the jungles of our modern cities. They do not trust in the
sovereignty of the masscs; in the majority decisIon of these, one can·
not trust. The masses are not masters of thcmselves: therefore to hand
the government o\'er to them would be the dissolution of culture and
order. The masses ha\'e no dignity and thcrefore no gift o( distinction;
they are an easy prey of faithless and selfish demagogues who lead
them into anarchy. These conscrvative thinkers take Aristotlc's defini·
tion of democracy literally; it is a degeneration of polileia.

This attitude loves the soil and the forests, the farms and the old
small towns, the guilds of the Middle Ages. It is suspicious of the
multimillionaires and the crowded industrial cities and the vast uni
fonn masses of labor unions and the power of their bosses. It is dis
trustful of the many mass organizations before which the individual is
not less impotent than he was earlier before the power of thc absolute
prince. It does not admire the machines and the machine-produced
mall civilization, and ita literature.

The conservative mind dislikes capitalism which denies that the
.absolute factory monarch has any social responsibility for the workm.
To the conservative. capitalism baa substituted for the master«rvaDt
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relation. surrounded and permeated by mutual trust. loyalty, and
responsibility. a cold labor contract supposedly regulating the sale
of labor power between free individuals. but actually subjecting the
laborer to a cruel and irresponsible rule of the profit motive of
corporate money-power. The conservative mind spurns the egalitarian
propositions of capitalism because it contends that capitalism. in
spite of assumed democratic equality, produces by no means equality
but a hideous economic hierarchy based on mere economic success
without regard to moral values. It points out that democracy as the
fertile soil of capitalism is 'Only an illusory trapping for the inhuman
tyranny of capital instead of the benevolent paternal rule of a mon
arch responsible to divine and natural law. Never has liberty existed
more securely than under a pious king."

This attitude may produce a gentle cynicism. but it will never
produce an agnostic; for it believes that Church and religion fonn an
essential part of time and so share its honor. The Church is to the
conservative mind the greatest conservative power. The Church is
the continuous admonition that there are higher values than profits
and material pleasure. The Churrh's dortrine of original sin makes
man aware of the precariousness of matenal progress, of the weakness
of hIS nature; it shows the impossibility of tht' autonomy of the indi
vidual. and the futility of all attempts to surrender the public and
moral order to the selfish free interests of free individuals. The
Church. the protector of the family, stands high in the conservative
mind because the latter values the family more than it does the liberty
of the individual or the power of the state. If anyone tries to under
stand that this attitude is human and always partly justified, he will
also better understand many antidemocratic and antiliberalist utter
ances of a Gregory XVI. a Pius IX, a Taparelli. Though perhaps ex
treme in their expression, they form strains of thought that are a part of
Catholic political philosophy. which is as conservative as it is liberal.

•
II (".ardinal Newman had many of these ronsef\'allve features. ThoURh he declined the

Ihe«mes of De Malltre. Veuillot. and William G. Ward roncernillR the Iheological
doclrine of the IOvereir;nty of the pope and the scope of his infalhbilily and stressed the
rights and dUlies of indIvidual consoence. ht' feared Ihe rl5C of democraC) in the sense of
IiberaJi.m. (W. Ward. Life Of Cardinal Xeu1mlJn. n. 118.515) In his famous Lt'tter to the
Duke of NOTfo/1 (Work.. 18g6. II. 168) he ronfrsses' "No one can dislike Ihe democratic
principle more than I do.•.. AU I know is Ihal Toryism. tbal is. lo)alt)" to penons,
.prings immorlal in the human breast," In the .ame leiter may be found the mOlt
perfect theory of conldence which the liberal mind is 10 fond of (p. 146).
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VIII. THE LIBERAL MIND

But the edifice of political philosophy in Catholic thought contains
also what is called the liberal mind. Since the early nineteenth cen
tury. the word "liberal" has received many connotations so that its
meaning has become rather vague. But if we take it literally and free
it from the polemic meanings which it received when opposed to terms
like authority, monarchism, hierarchism. political privilege. or police
state, we mal' elucidate its true meaning. Then it means "liberty:' Yet
not an abstract liherty without any limitations and restrictions. On
the contrary. it means liberties under the rule of law equal for all.
When we ask "whose libert)'?" it has further the meaning of individual
personal liberty. But likewise it meana liberty for the individuals to
fonn. under the protection of law. associations for their freely chosen
common purposes. "Liberal," therefore, implies denial of juridical
status privileges. In a (ree state there cannot exist groups which have
by Jaw a prh'ileRed status from which other persons may be arbitrarily
excluded on account of birth, wealth, or other accidental qualities.
"Liberal" further means to be free from an overesteem of tradition
and of the traditional order in state and society.

Whereas a conservative will be inclined to vote for tradition and
order in a conflict between the latter and the demand for progressive
justiCe, the liberal will vote for justice even if that means giving up
beloved traditions and risking a threat to the public order. The lib
era)'s mightiest urge is justice hie ~t nWIc. not simply stability and
static order, because he is wnvinced that liberty is the creator of
justice. Therefore the liberal Will eagerly suffer a danger to order if
by that he has a good chance to realize a greater justice. He does not
deny order. compulsion. authority. But he demands from order that
it prove its value especially by being just and not merely long-existing;
he demands from c-ompulsion that it prove its unavoidable necessity
(as much libeny as possihle, as little compulsion as strictly necessary);
he demands from authority that it show the rationality and justice
of its commands. The liberal seeks to enlarge in social and political
life the sphere ot consent by persuasion and open discussion as an
agreement freely enacted on account of the probability that free
agreements offering free discussions of pros and cons have the greatest
ch....-e to be just and durable.
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On the other hand, he tries to restrict the sphere of domination and
compulsion. Agreement and compulsion are means to produce a unity
of purpose and of order. The liberal is for as much coordination
as possible and for as little subordination as strictly necessary. The
famous dictum of the Duke of Lorraine, quoted by Rousseau (Contrat
social, III, chap. 4 at the end), "I prefer dangerous liberty to quiet
servitude," has a liberal ring and corresponds to the modern lib
eral's preference of liberty to comfortable security if the latter has to
be acquired by the loss of liberty or even by a great limitation of
liberty.

The liberal, less pessimistic in the concept of human nature than
is the conservative, is deeply convinced of the dignity of the individual
person, not as an abstract principle but as a fact. His is an uncon
ditional reverence before that dignity in every man. He trusts the
human reason, not only in abstracto but in every man, because every
man's conscience is ordained to justice, and every man has the faculty
of reason ordained to truth. That is the reason why he prefers discus
sion, persuasion. and consent as means for unity. Not that he thinks
one opinion is as true as another. He only holds that fundamentally
each man. because he is a rational being. has access to objective truth:
The liberal does not accept the relativist theory that all opinions are
equal because they are all equally right or wrong. Nor does he deny
objet·tive truth; he only contends that it is the reasonable soundness
in the opinions that matters, and not who utters an opinion. The
phrase. this is a government of law not of men. agt ees with the liheral
mind. For "law" means reason, and "men" means arbitrariness. The
loyalty of the liberal is first to social and political ideals. and to persons
only as servants or representatives of such ideals. From here issues his
outspoken suspicion of those in power and his tendency to formalize
the use of power, to supervise it, to subject it to checks and balances.
Monarchy Tests either on the mysticism of the better blood of the
royal family or on a theory of divine right or on a patrimonial theory
according to which the royal house. similar to a father. owns the
state, or finally on tradition. But the liberal mind wishes his govern
ment to rest on reason and consent.

Consequently the liberal has a strong preference for the democratic
form of government and is prone to social reform. When he uses the
word "democracy" he means more than the techniques, the juridical
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constitutional forma. He means two things: republican government of
and by the people, i.e.• the immediate democracy of Swiss cantoDl, or
representative democracy where the supreme power of legislative and
executive power is delegated in free elections and where nobody has a
formal right to political offices on account of legal privileges or birth
or wealth and where perpetuity and heredity in the highest offices are
legally excluded. Democracy. in opposition to monarchy and aristoc
racy, is thus a state without legally acknowledged privileges. But the
liberal mind means more. The bill of rights. with its equality before
the law. its equal opportunity. its freedom of religion. of speech. and
of association, is e\"en more important. 'Vhat matters is this sphere of
the individual person. of the family, and of the numerous free associa
tions for cultural, educational. and economic purposes, just as much
as the constitutional techniques. The reason is that the liberal mind
expects so much from individual initiative and reason.

The liberal mind is the great champion of social reform. True, the
conservative mind did not like the ruages of capitalism; but it longed
for the precapitalist and predemocratic era. If it proposed and enacted
social reform, it did so more in the sentiment of a benevolent paternal
master who gh"es by magnanimity or charity or even with a view to get
ting the security of order by satisfying the most vociferous demands of
the masses. To the liberal mind the rights o( the socially underpriv
ileged are what matters; jwtice demands social reform. not magnanim
ity or charity or prudence. The eternal quest (or freedom and social
justice does not halt until even the lowest of society has reacbed a
status worthy of man.

The liberal mind thus sketched is quite different from that lib
eralism which was 50 severely condemned with its main tenets by the
popes in the nineteenth century and after. This liberalism, for in
stance, in its application to economic life, was against social legislation.
It based its demand for freedom of religion on the contention that
the doctrine of the Church is superstition. Its demand for compulsory
public education was based on the principles of secular rationalism.
Iu demand for freedom of conscience was based on the thesis that
conscience is the individual's moral autonomy subject to none but
itself and is not "the aboriginal Vicar of Christ . • . the messenger
of Him, who. both in nature and grace, speaks to us behind a veil,
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and teaches and rules us by His representatives." 11 This liberalism,
destroying in its autonomous ethics the universal moral law, denying
in its principle of indifferentism religious truth and revelation, deny
ing the rules of social jus~ice in economic life with an appeal to sup
posedly immutable economic laws; this liberalism, which revels in
the final secularization of our society and derides the old principle that
the union of man with God is the union of man with man and that
common brotherhood originates in the common fa ther,tl this is
the liberalism with which the popes rightfully declined to be recon
ciled.

The liberal mind is subject to extremes as is the conservative mind.
The latter might be induced to defend traditional forms even though
they have become brittle prisons for live ideas yearning for a new,
more timely external form. The liberal mind, in the quest for per
fection, might be tempted to disparage the value of tradition. The
conservative might be tempted to judge ecclesiastical policy and
the Church in her being a body politic according to her protective
assistance to the political and economic interests of the conservative
groups; the liheral mind might fall into the modem temptation to
judge the Church according to her readiness to serve an incessantly
active political and socio-cwnomic reform in the sense of a "social
gospel" activism. The conservative mind, too fearful of immoderate
growth of state activity by expanding social leJ;islation, might forget
the quest for social justice, while the liberal mind, in an uncon
ditional quest for social justice and economic security, might under
rate the growth of state activity and its intrinsic danger to the
liberal ideals.16

11 Cf. the immortal pages of Cardinal Newman in hil Lf'tt" to the Dulle 01 Norfolk,
chap. 5.

11 See, for 100tanee, Harold Laski, Rf'fleetioru on the Rnrolutioru 01 Our Time (New
York. 1943) pp. 196 f.

16 The hiltory of lOcial and political thought sinee the French R.evolulion reveals
those incessanl diSCUllionl belween the conaervath'es and the liberals under various
names: from De Mailtre and De Ronald vcnul MOnlalembert and Lacordaire 10 tbe
Action Iranraue veraul the Sdlon in France. Lord Acton versus W. G. Ward in England:
Ihe ChrilLian lOCia! reform movement (~f. Gladbach, Center ParlY, ChrIStian trade
uDlonS) venltl Inlegralistl (Berliner Ilichtung) In Germany. Don Sturm Verlua Gemelli
before the rile of Fue:ism in Italy and Ihortly thereafter. In our days both attitudes are
revealed each In III poUlion toward the Beveridge R.eport: the one Clltical. the other
rather enthuai.ltlc.
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Political philosophy in Catholic thought with its constitutive polar
system will. through all its eras. show a conservative and a liberal
strain; it will depend upon the particular circumstances of an era
which of them will be more outspoken. Furthermore. each of them
keeps the other from falling into extreme,s: The continuous defense
and attack that each needs and makes against the other prevents either
from monopolizing politkal philosophy. But the student who by
temperament and circumstances is inclined to the liberal pole. will
do well to deepen his acquaintance with the ideas and arguments of
the reprncntath,n of the conservative pole. like Taparelli. Donoso
Cones. and De Maistre. The student who is indined to the con
servative pole will avoid inflexibility. complacency with the existing
imperfect order if he seeks counsel fronl the liberals. If such is not
done. then we wm e~perience the sorry spectacle of the wnservatives.
who. having lost the dislinctio christiana. will uncritically accept any
political doctrine and regime because it calls itself antidemocratic.
antiliberal. authoritarian. as it has happened in our time with an
uncritical praise for the different Fascist re~imes. Or we may experi
ence the equally sorry spectacle of liberals losing also the distinctio
christitmll and forgetting that social progress and sc:<:ular happiness
are not enough as the goal of life. \Ve may see them. with uncritical
enthusiasm for social reform. approve a strictly planned economy in
which liberty becomes all too easily the price which has to be paid for
full social and economic security. Theirs is the danger of Martha. of
an excesshe esteem for the active virtues. of being absorbed with the
reform of conditions and losing sight of the one thing necessary.

IX. THE COMMON GOOD AS TilE BASts FOR THE LEGITIMACY

OF POLITICAL AUTHORITY

According to our discussion. the people holds the constituent power.
that authority and right to give itself a specific form of government, of
political unity and existence. In the act of constituting itself a dis
tinct. self-conscious political identity. the people simultaneously per
fects its will to live together in a constitutional organization with or
without a written document. But once this new constitutional order
is founded in order to realize the concrete common good. once the
citizena. by their formal or informal consensus to live together in a
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more perfect life, have established this new social order, then this
order becomes an objective moral obligation by its very nature and
legitimacy 'as an order to realize the common good. Thus "popular
sovereignty" cannot mean absolute authority, arbitrary power, free
dom from the obligations of natural and divine law. Even the
majority will of a democracy is not by itself absolute authority. Neither
to a pope nor to a king nor to a democratic majority does man as a
rational being owe absolute obedience. The legitimacy of a constituted
authority does not rest in itself. It is and must be based on something
objective, independent of varying subjective and potentially faulty
wills, free from the arbitrariness of one tyrant or five hundred tyrants.
And in the last analysis this objective rule of legitimacy is the common
good in its actual shape as a moral status of a more perfect life accord
ing to God's will revealed in man's nature and in natural and divine
law.

The discussion about the best form of gm'ernment is somewhat
abstract if it does not refer to the relatively best form of government
for the individual nation. Such discussion must concern itself with
the reali7ation of the common good of a partiCUlar nation with full
appreciation of its geowaphic location, its economic hasis of life, its
national traditions, its particular cultural development, and all other
such elements that establish the nation's individuality. A supposedly
general discussion of the best form of government in the abstract
sense means often not more than the disguised promotion of a par
ticular theory of legitimacy. \Vhat matters is that each nation should
find the constitutional form of go' ernment that fits its individuality
and lets it thus realize hie et nunc the order of the common good, the
objective and supreme standard of legitimacy.

In historic reality there wi)) always exist a danger that the common
good of all will not coincide with the particular interests of the ruling
class, of the representative group that exists in every people on accollnt
of its social and economic organization. The moral nature of politics
demands inexorably that whenever the common good and the par
ticular interests of this ruling group do not coincide, these interests
have to yield before the paramount common good. Political tran
quillity is a sign of such a historical coincidence. Political unrest is the
indisputable sign that for broad masses of the people such a coin
cidence is absent. Thus the common good is subordinated wrongly to
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the interests of the ruling or representative group •• it naturally
exists under whatever form of government. even under the most
egalitarian socialist democratic form. however nicely it may be dis
guised as the vanguard of the proletariat.

In the face of a manifest and irreconcilable contradiction between
objective common good and subjective interest of the ruling group.
the common good must and will prevail. The consequent revolution
is ultimately only the last stage in a process that began when that
contradiction became irreconcilable on account of the selfish resistance
of the "interests." And the legitimacy of the revolution and of the
new groups which it brings to the fore is the more perteet realization
of the common good and a new coincidence of the "interests" of dIe
new ruling groups with the perennial objective common good. The
new order thus finds its legitimacy. not in a "successful high treason:'
but in the consent of the people to the new form of realizing the com
mon good. It is the people and its common good which live in durable
identity under all the changes of constitutional law and social or·
ganization as the substance, as the body politic. The state, in this full
sense as the forma pOPUlI, is more than its constitutional law and its
administrative organs, which the jurist and the political scientist
all too simply think to be the state. The state. as unity and order of
and in the people, living through civil wars and revolutions, through
defeats in battle. and the humiliations of conquest. is the indomitable
will of the people to be itself. to live in security and independence. A
nation is a political unity not only through its order of law but also
through its consistent will to live together. It is this will. led by the
paramount moral ideas, which logically is primary to positive law
and constitutional form. though this will can realize itself only in the
form of legal order.

Thus this will to the common good is perennial, but the actual
forms of constitutional law. the (orms of government. are variable.
The .tate lives in the law. it never lives outside the law; but it is
Dot merely the law nor does it live through the law. The state livCl
ultimately through the political virtues of its citizens, through justice
and charity toward all. through the spirit of mutual help and sacrifice
for the common good. "State" means not only a guaranty of rights. it
means DO leas the eager acceptance of duties. The majesty and dignity
which even a most democratic people gives iu legislative, executive,
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and judiciary authorities. the symbols and solemnities with which it
surrounds them. all point to political authority as the servant of the
great moral ideas. We owe obedience. not because the authority com
mands. but because through the commands of authority shine the
moral ideas. the will of God. through whom the kings rule. Only
through the ultimate founding of authority and obedience on God
Almighty. Creator and end of the moral universe. are the dignity
of man and the moral nature of the state preserved.





PART III

CHURCH A~D STATE





CHAPTER XXII

The Meaning of "Church"

I. LibertaJ Eccleszae

IF IN any pair of words. then surely in this one are embraced the
greatest and profoundest motifs of human community life. For many
<.enturies these words formed the headlines over the most exciting
chapters of politkal history. stirred generation after generation before
whidl this same problem was put and is put anew today. The eras of
political history are. indeed. distinguished according to their attempts.
successes. and failures in fmding their answers to this problem. For.
what matters here is not a c.ouple of abstract concepts. 'Vhat matters
here is not religion .IS a completely private affair of isolated individuals
seclud('d from puhlic life. What matters here is the Una Sancia,
Christ living in and throu~h a hhlory that counts its periods of yean
before and after His hirth. What matters here is the Church universal.
the objectivc Christian religion as a living forcc. as the essential
public form of Christian religion; Church is this one. Catholic. and
Apostolic Churdl. ha\"in~ the promise that "He" will be with it till
the end of time. An exdting word it is. the end of time. the death
of history. the final ("mergence ot the kingdom of God beyond the ac·
cidents of time and spat-e. Church: that is additionally in a puticular
sense the Catholic Church. which lives beyond the narrow indio
vidualization of mankind in nations. races. and civilizations; the uni
v("rsal Churd•• the membership in whkh is based on human nature.
{''hurch means that hidden and public life of the saints and of the
religious orders; it means the dogma and the sacramental life of the
faithful in the form of the hierarclllcal order and of the rules of
canon law that establish the Church as an independent perfect
society. the visible community of the faithful.

The Church is the most powerful social form of history on earth.
wise with a wisdom acquired in more than nineteen centuries, a

rP1
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wisdom accumulated in a continuous endeavor against those who out
of sectarian individualism strove for new forms and norma of religious
life. only to be secularized in the true sense or to hark back to her,
the mother of the Churches. above all the thrones and the powers of
the worldJhis Church is anything else but state, though it has alway.
been imitated by the political powers. Again and again the states
have tried to use for their finite political ideas the uniqueness and
superiority of the Church, they have tried to copy the imperial power
and the hierarchic majestic order, ule absoluteness of its divinely
instituted dogmas and morals. There were at aU times and there arc
still in the world of states. those who aped Rome; they were and are
alwa}'s the mortal enemies of Rome.

Thus it is not religion in an abstract. generalized. and therefore
empty sense that fonns the problem. And it is not the many separated
Christian communities that are the real problem. The real problem
in universal history has been and still is the vcry old and e\'er present
libnttu eccles;Qe of a Church which from her very beginning knew
that she was universal. not a Church for the jews, the Greeks. the
citizens of Rome. but a Church where there is neither Jew nor bar
barian. neither free nor slave (Gal. 3:28). A Church. therefore. that
jealously watched against any kind of Erastianism, a Church that
fought against emperors, kings. and demO<.ratic parliamt'nts for her
liberty and preferred this liberty to subscnient establishment as a
department of the omnipotent state.

II. THE CAmol.1c CHURCH THE CnURCH par excellence

The Roman Church has been looked upon as the exemplary enemy
by the stales from the early Roman emperors. who showed so much
tolerance for the innumerable mystery cults in their dissolvinK empire,
down to modern totalitarians who with an amazing clairvoyance con
lca: Either Germany or Rome; Moscow or Rome. This anti-Catho"c
ltand of nationalistl. militant agnostics, and the Third International
shows that the real foremost antagonist to the omnipotent state." is
the Catholic Church, and thus she is the first to be anal'ked however
brutal the peneeution of other Christian Olurches may be.n. aUlrch unites in history and rrality ahe divine with the
hu...... She Jives apart in the world of the states. yet she enters into
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the new connections within their changing f011l1l and has ever to
fight for her libeny in opposition to them; still she remains the same.
She is not a protean institution rambling through history in per
petually changing forms without unchangeable essence. This Church
is the Una Sancta, the stumbling block of any state that makes itself
the absolute. This Church i. the Matef' Ecclesia moving in calm
majesty through centuries and over continents, now abused and again
venerated, now glorified and again cursed, despised and exalted in
tum by "the world" and even at times by her own.

There arc not two Churches: A spiritual one, a Church of love,
of freely breathing charisma, of pure divinity without the firm forms
of dogma and a code of morals and, along with this, another, a mere
external form of adaptation to the intrinsically "evil" world, an
organized visible institution, a hierarchically ordered perfect society
as a Church of legal forms that deals and struggles like a political
chang.eable form with the states, herself becoming consequently a
political form. a cultural secular way of life. indifferent to the hidden
essence of reli~ion. Had we such a division there would be no real
prohlem in this pair of words. But the Una Sancta is both; charisma
and dogma, sacramental mystery and hierarchical order and ec
clesiastical law, spiritual community of the faithful and visible insti
uuion and a perfect society. She counts among her saints the militant
statesman. Gregory VII, and the humble friend of men and animals,
St. Francis; the great St. Thomas Aquinas. Docto,. ecclesiae and teacher
of the centuries, and the hidden Little Flower in a Carmelite con
vent. St. Theresa; SL Thomas More, scholarly author of Utopia,
prudent jurist. stateman, and finally martyr (or the libertas ecclesiae,
together with solitary hermits of the desert, just as she counts among
her saints common people from farms and shops, housewh'es and
sen'ants.

This same Una Sancta, emerging from the little dissolving Hebrew
nation-state, living in the Ghettos and slums of the cities of antiquity
as well as in the palaces of senatorial families and in the houses of
philosophers, endures perse(:ution in the catacombs till a shrewd
emperor, partly to save the crumbling empire, makes her the Church
o( the realm. From then on, her vocation as Church universal is
distinct. The of'bis mundi becomes now tbe orbis christianw. And it
is thia Church with which the states and empires must arrange a
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modus viwndi or fight her. in the last resort without success. "The
Church is the heiress."

And so this is the great theme of political history: this Church.
in the identity of her essence and her mission. with or beside or against
the ever-changing political forms of all the nations of the world. To
repeat: what matters is not at all an abstract academic problem. that
of religion as a natural abstract feature in man's character and iu
relation to the political sphere. to state, and to society in abstracto.
'Vbat matters is not the logical delimitation of a formal abstract
sphere of religion from a likewise fonnal and abstract sphere of the
state. The problem is the endlessly new task for new forms of politi
cal life. to encounter the concrete fact of the universal. independent
Church. older than any of the states. mightier than any coalition of
them. in her end and organization transcendent to them: The Roman
Catholic Church. from the beginning not directed to the polis but
to the cosmopolIS; she is not a community of worship of a nation or
a tribe but of the people of God above nations and tribes though in
the midst of them.

Therefore this chapter is confined to the Roman C..atholic Church;
it is centered round her relation to the dh"erse historical and national
forms of political life. And this limitation implies no contempt for the
other, separated Christian communities; becausr, as far as they con
tend for the freedom of the Church and for the freedom of conscience.
the)' are nemplifications of the same problem. It would be folly to
forget the valiant fight of the Free Churches against the intrusion of
the state into the religious sphere jwt 35 it would be partial to forget
that the Catholic Church had to fight in her own fold against mighty
temptations to sacrifice lhe spiritual good for political power and
inftuence. Gallkanism and such constitutional heresies as Fehronian
ism show dearly enough that the temptations to yield to nationalism
wtte Dot unknown to paru of the Roman Catholic Church. Yet today
the separated Churches find in the Roman Catholic Church their
might)' ally against the oppression of modem totalitarianism. And so'
far u the separated Churches have succumbed to the state. they can·
not praent an exemplification of this problem at all.

There is here neither room nor opportunity to give a full historical
record.. this perpetual process of arrangement belween Church ~nd

ace. the protocols and documents of which fiJI the archives of the
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states and of the Vatican, just u the scholarly treatments and the
violent polemic pamphlets of it fill the libraries. Still the problem
itself can best be shown, however sketchily delineated, by some hiJ.
torical phases of its developmenL

nl. THE HIERARCHICAL CoNSTITUTION OF TIlE CHURCH

From the first epoch on, until she ~omes the Church at the Em
pire under Constantine the Great, the Church develops her structure
and elaborates her constitution on the basis of her divinely instituted
sacramental and hierarchical order: a more internal lite at the time
of the slow process of dissolution of the Roman Empire and the
ancient pagan ci\'i1ization.

The early Church entered a world that comprised the political
unity of the Empire welded by Augustus, his proconsuls, and his
legions. Yet this Empire was not a unify of law and of religion. The
conquered pt>Oples, administered and exploited for tribute, retained
their nath'c laws as far as these did not dash with the right and thc
might of the conqueror. Not until A.D. 212 did the Lex A ntoniniana
under Emperor Caracalla give citizenship to the majority of the
inhabitants of the Roman I-.mpire and thus make the Roman law
the common law of the Empire; the first time that Roman law con
quered the world. Before that, the Jews, for instance, retained their
own laws. Pontius Pilate surrendered Christ, in whom he himself
could find no guilt. to the Jews who claimed the death penalty on
account of their law.

The Roman law now was mostly not a written law: it was rather a
judge-made law, created by the genius orthe Roman jurists. Thus it
early dt'veloped along with the strict formal law. the principles of
equity that corresponded to legal reason and appeared as common to
all men, as a jus gentium, a law innate in human reason. E\"en the
sacred law of the gOds that originally was the basis of the strict civil
Jaw had. at lhe time of the apostles, become more or less a ritual law
for certain functions important for officials and soldiers. Thus Rome
was very tolerant of the many cults and mysteries imported from the
Orient and Egypt.

This was the ItogaI world in which the early Church arose. But this
new religious community was profoundly different from the other
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manifold cults and mysteries. These were more fashionable substi
tutes used by a mobbish decaying and skeptical society which long
aince had lost its traditional religious belief in the national gods.
The cults did not embrace the whole of life but were an escape from
the emptiness of a soulless urban civilization. But the Church. from
the beginning, was no mere casual community of worship which re
leased her members again into the secular sphere full of vices and
empty of \'irtues. She was a total community of life, embracing the
whole man in his very spiritual and moral existence. And the norms
that were the sovereign rule of the Christian's life were divinely in
stituted and revealed laws. not transient man-made laws. The apostles.
those to whom these laws were revealed. were God-sent. The living
faith in redemption from guilt and sin. the blessed ct'rtainty of the
troths revealed by God Himself concerning man's origin. fall. and
salvation, were the basis of these norms; and man, through obedience
to them. work.ed for his final salvation. This all-embracing community
of lo,'e is to the com'erted a community or saints, the people of God.
This people lives under its own divine order, led by ministers imme
diately called by God. Through the bishops as the successors of the
apostles. under the primacy of the bishop of the Roman congregation
and through the presbyters ordained and appointed by the bishops.
God's will is revealed in the Church. The Father sent Christ; Christ
lent the apostles; these sent the priests. It is not the congregation that
transfers the office, nor can it deprive the priests of office.'

Such is the gist of Clement's Letter to the Corinthians. The Pope
refen to the faithful as soldiers in God's army against the enemies of
Christ. In the anny there is authority, order, and subordination. The
Christians are membeTs of the mystical body of Christ; among mem
bers there is order and subordination. And this oreIer. these authori
ties in hierarchical succession. are instituted by God. "He who follows
the roles set up by the Lord remains without erring on the right
path.... Thus this letter shows the constitution of the Church as
already existing, and it likewise sbows Rome as the center of the
Church universal. Hence the Roman bishop Jetties a dispute that
arita in the Corinthian community, when younR men, under plea of
a personal charismatic gift and applauded by some of the euily excited

I JIl.- Jetter 01 Pope Clement 10 lbe COI'inthJanl, dUlp.....
"Irl4.. chap. 4G.
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memben of the Corinthian congregation, removed the resident pres
byters (priests) who had bem invested with their office by the bishop.

Three decisive properties of the Church are thus already visible
which later become more evident throughout the history of the
Church. The Church is a ,isible community of divinely revealed
f~ith with a constitution of divine law and therefore unalterable by
the will of the congt'egations. The hierarchical order is established
at the beginning of the Church's formation in the fint, still enthusi
astic period. The Church has never been, even initially, an anarchic
sect of enthusiasts but rather a clearly organized community of wor
ship with law and ministerial succession of offices. The "ministers"
are not de< tf'd by the congregations even though an acclamation may
have taken place. The spiritual authority is from Christ transferred
dire('tly to the aposl1es by ordination "from above," and the hierarchy
of the ordained consists of the competent interpreters and bearen of
the apostolic spirit; they are the inheritance of God. Equally dis
tin('tiv(', along with the rule of faith and the hierarchical constitution
of the sacerdotal order, is the spiritual authority, the title of the Ro
man bishop to primacy. St. Ignatius of Antioch points this out when
he writes: "Whc.-re the bishop is, there should be the congregation;
jU!)t as where Christ is, there is the Catholic Church," in which the
Church of Rome and its bishop hold the supreme authority.' "Cath
olic," "univerSel1," Ignatius called ·the Church.{The Church has thus
e\en a greater amplitUde than the Empire. The Church's congrega
tions are in Italy and in Asia Minor, in Egypt and in the Iberian
Peninsula, in ~orth Africa, in Gaul, and at the banks of the Rhine:

BUl this was what prompted the pagan Roman Empire to persecute
the Catholic Churc.h more than an)' of the many religions in the realm.
Under the emperors Decius and Valerian in the middle of the third
century this persecution reached its height 'When the Emperors saw
in the Chun.h a state within the state, a state that did not consider
the Emperor the Lord and God, that rejected the sacred law of the
Roman Empire by refusing compliance with the pagan, sacramental
forms of worship of the Emperor-God and instead declared its own

• St. IltOatlul, To Iht SmyrnatftfIJ, chap 8. Cypna" (Ep • 48, 5)' Rome i. the ftduiG.
calholKaf' malrix ~I radIX. For the primacy of the Church of Rome and of the calMdr.
P~Iri. d. P. Dallifol, L'jl(lis~ rtai.utJ",••, Ie Calhollcismlf (9tb ed.• Paris. Iga7); Karl
Adam, "Die UrsprUnge der Prlmatslehre" in Tiibingn Iheol. Qurlalsrllrifl. 19a8, pp.
16.-165: H. Dieckmann. lH Etclaill (Friburgi, 19a5)'
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spiritual Jaw to be divine. Thi. reproach baa .inee then been repeated
again and again. and it is unavoidable for the ~h_urch as a visible
U!'itL.~~ divine law and apiritual indcpcDdc~,The reproach of a
double and therefore doubtful allegiance is and will be reiterated
wherever the state invades the proper sphere of the Church or where
the state makes itself total and absolute. Only a visible Church. as a
perfect society. can be open to this kind of blame. An invisible
Church. a mere spiritual unity without "isible legal constitution, is
Dot a problem at an once the right of the individual person to follow
his own conscience in the sphere of private life is eonc-eded.

In these first C'enturies the Church turned to the practice o~~tl~~

day work. She rejected the disint~ting doctrines of th~ Gnosis,
which the ancient philosoph}" had tried in many wa}'s to smuggle into
the body of doctrine. By this very struggle against the first heresies she
had ddined and clarified her teaching in dogma and morals. The
world bad now ceased to be an indifferent matter for the Christian.
as compared to earlier times. The world, the profeSSIOns and voca
tions. the family and the slate. become the fields in which. byobedi
ence to God's laws. the Christian works for his 5ah'ation; the practical
pastoral task has to devise more and particular rules (or the spiritual
and social life of the Christian in the world. Bdore 51. AUKusline thus
is born the idea of the Church as the City of God, living. though itself
of divine Jaw, among the many cities of men, which are of mere hu
man law. The Church anns herself for the sanctification of the secular
framework of man's life in this world as the pro\'identially arranged
way to eternal happiness.

IV. THE RISE OF THE PROBI.EM OF CHURCH AND STATE

• ~ntine Wal converted to Christianity to no small degree ~
,blUe he thought it possible and even necftsary to prop the tottering

framework pJ ':f.e decrepit Empire. which "'aI drained of aU vital
power by PaPn'ikepticism and hopeless melancholy by calling on
the Dew powen chat radiated hom the Church into the wol'1d and
society. Thus the Church finally emerges from the catacombs. whether
&om. the real ODes or from the figurative catacombs of a merely
toICDIled. private exiatenee. and steps beside the atate or even into it
• die recoanized honored Church of the realm. Here beaiDa the
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.tr,..!!@le for the libe.!'9' _an~ .in~epenc:!en~~~~.9l1U'r,h...a,~

tI!~t nev~r since has ceased.
Over the wreckage of the ancient world civilization, over the

Church that, through the mischance of opportunist mass conversions,
threatens to become a means to the political ends of the emperors and
their imperial ambitions, over the Church tom by great heresies that
are in some measure but masks for political ambitions. of which
Arianism is a striking example, hovers the spirit of the great African
Bishop of Hippo, St. AUSWJ.i!le. Rich himself with the treasures of
am ient culture, he looks sadly into the present; for the picture he.
sees is wretched. And wht"n he looks forward there is' romise
and mu(h despair. So he unburdens his mind in his Civitas De, one
of the few books that have shaped history. This. the rs ristian
philosophy of history contains, too, the fust expression of Christian

\ poJitital philosophy.(!here is onl) one \Va) of sahation for the state:
to become tful}' Christian. As a purely sec \lIar state it willlajie from

·beld to \\OlSe, dJiven by unbridled ambiuons and lust for power. It
is itself In want of a supporting. hallowin~ order. of the Civitas Dei.
Onl} if the new fealm rests upon Christianity as the successor to the
Old Test.mlt~nt theouelq. onh if the state sees lts aim to be the reali
zation of Justice 10 the St'n ice of God, only then can a new (iCe Rouris~~

If the Sleue should iCne onl) secular ends, it WOlt!d .sw:c.um.b..to
the tempnttlom of selfish glory and wamon lust for power and thus
become nothing but a big organized band of gangsters (magnum
latrocitrlum). Then only is the l'mpelOr the best preserver of ihc
Realm when he is the first serunt of the ChuT<.h. Peace, order, and
justi(e hale no sep.arate natural e.... istcncc; they can truly be realized
only by the lnowledge of God and in His senke, as the Church
tea(.hc~. ~ot b) the power of nature, so terribly '\"ottnded by ori,gil!,al
StIll can the ~ealm be built. but ani) by reliance all God's revealed
tl uth, dlspensed by this Chu~h. .

The-Ie is undeniahly a0~eoc..ratkstr.li~in St. Augustine's political
philosophy resting on his peulUlism aoout human namre. \Vith re
spe( t to the natur.tUy Rood l.haracter of sonal and political life, his ,
philosophy It'd 10 an undc.orvaluation that had to be corrected by the

l ieu pessim~tic outlook. of St. Thomas!St. A'$ustine's th~ratism

I (.~uld easily lead.J.~~ ~-!~.the i~~"~~~ t!t~statc's mission is
wholll ~~~rE.i.~alcd to tJ1e Church, even that it is a function Of the
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~ No wonder that out of the C;vitl!l Jbj mw the poUdc:al
i~f th..!_ -L e :. hri~nity. th~~tIS Cft,.is~i~nw,_u
an a!~!>~«:.in nit. ~I}c«: arose. the political prob~~~?f the
llfcidle Ages. those oE the new Rom!'n ~mpire with the Chu~h.One
of the consequ~ncesof this conception was the struggle between the
eti!perar. whci even as a faithful CJlfistian was yet tempted to ~ome
~esar and pope, and the pope, who must not become a mere co.!!.."
c4aplain of the Emperor. The pope must thus fight for the liberltU
ecclt!J1Qe; on the other hand. in the structure of the medieval Christian
WOrld, he lived in the terqptation of trying to become em~ror aii'd
thus reduce the emperor to a dependent secular ann without trye
IOvereignty and independen~.
. The perpetual struggle between emperor and pope-"emperor"

here is only a symbol for secular order or law. state. and lay power
now begins. Again and again jurists and ptlll050pher5 develop 5ystem!
of a peaceful and well ordered svmblOsis or of a clean separation 01
Ch~ch and state without any pohtical interdependence. But in actual
lif~en nmains always a sphere of matters that are (OmOlOn to both,
howe\'er much they may devote themselves to their own fields as
delimited by their specific objecll\'e ends. If both rewKnizc their
specific fields. the real pTObtem is this field where Cl\·1! hfe (omcides
with religious me. as in education. in matrimony. i.e.• whele man
15 a citizen has duties to the state, and as a belie"er to the Church. in
matters that are claimed and actually regul.ltcd by both. Here con
Riets of duties and loyalties may arise for the Chnstian citilen.

The problem is: Who decides how far a matter is common? And
how is this question to be settled? The answer to that question. how
ever philosophical or thcologicallhe foundation may be. is in actuality
a political problrm b«ause it is concemed with the living order in
social life. If both parties are of good will and of mutual undentand·
mg. ready to cooperate for the good of men who are Cllnens of both,
then concord wiD find a solution or at least a peaceful mo~ vivendi.
If one of the panies re£uKS,-and it is mostly the state that does 10

the question becomes one of power: the ltate uses its material power
and secularist philosophies. perhaps disguised as a pseud~re1igious

ideology; the Church. relying OD the Lord's promise to be with her,
defmdf Mr rights. not always successfully. not always prudently. until
a Dew modus vit1endi or a new concord can be agreed upon. Ti\w the
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theoretical problem is accompanied by the practical political problem
of realizing the perennial ideal in changing forms of living together.
Even the clear separation of state and Church. though it simplifies
the practical problem. raises the new problem: What happens to the
,secular U~~e if the Chri~tian inheritance of its citizen _is definitely
j)iIshed into the sphere of private life, and public life is thus com
pleieTy aechristianize~. with no longer a Christian atmosphere?

Even under the rule of separation the problem becomes com
plicated when the liberal state. with the principle of the least possible
intervention. is by the devt'lopment of social integration compelled to
intervene more and more in the field of the supposedly free society. A
point may easily be real-hed where that intervention touches the
recognized sphere of the Church. Thus even the most friendly policy
of separation may again face the old problem: \Vho decides what is
essentially a spiritual matter. and how shall the common matters be
regulated? As lon~ as the Church belie\'es in her public mission and
feels that she is a vi!lible witness and a spiritual yet perfect community.
she cannot leave this answer simply to the state. nor can she leave the
answer to the final decision of an outside arbiter. She must decide in
conjunction with the state. The libertas ecclt'siae, the independence
of the order of the canon law, the true sovereignty of the pope.
representing the Church. these cannot be given up without sur
rendering the mission of the Church. Between Church and state or
whatever may be the combination of names. there exists a system of
relations that from time to time needs a concordat. an agreement
reRulatinK the matters common to both with respect of their mutual
independent competence in the order specific to each. If such a con
cordat or modus vrtlendi is not possible. the result will be a struggle
for the libertas eccles;ae against the state. which changes from being
a partner or a neutral into being a persecutor.

On the facts just mentioned is based the contention that. in the
last analysis, it is the Catholic Church that is usually meant in the ex
pression "Church and state." She has taken up the fight fOT the
libntas Ecclesiae afler each defeat and restored that liberlas. Th$
E~stern Church and 50 many separated 9u~..r~hes.!~,!!y!: !!~~~~u_~~.!o

\the subjugation oi tlle Churc~: t.9. nlPPasedly Christian rumin more
for le~_0.P.t!n F.mtia-n15ril. However much and often the papal Church
'may h,.ve fallen into the temptation of acquiescence to control by the
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state. her history is richer in victories over this temptation and the
tempters than in defeats and momentary surrenders. This fact gives
to the Roman Church that power to attract to reunion. for she tries
to unite the separated Churches though none of them tries seriously
to win over the Roman Church.

V. TyPES OF RELATIOSSIIIP OF CnUReH AND STATE

\Vithout exaggerating the dynamic course of history. we may dis.
dnguish. in the perpetual quest for the due arrangement between
Church and state since the decline of antiquity. six main eras with
many mixed fonn~eriod: the struggle of the Church for her
libeny against the a Is at identification of Empire and Church
on the part of the rulers of the \\'estern and the F.astern Roman
Empire after Constantine. Th.!!.l.~!'_ti_fif2~ion hnally succeeded in
Bpantium after the 5Ch~m and from there found its Erastian form
in the Orthodox Church of Russia till the downfall of C7aTism. In
the western"pan of the Empire the great popes. such as Innocent I,
Leo the Great, Gelasius I. and Gregory the Gre,lt, succ("ss(ully de
fended the liberty and independence of the Church from the F.mpire
and of the pope from the emperor. with the galax)" of such divines as
St. Ambrose. Hosius of C.ordoba. and St. Augustine. assisted by the
faithful doctors of the East. such as St. Athanasius and St. John
Chryso&lom. TI.le Ambr~~a~ pI !!l~ip~e. that e~!,! the most _~!1f!~tian
emperor is in the~ch but not Ol'er tbe Church (SeTmo contra I
AUJCenlium, !J6; Migne. PL. X\'I, 1061) was upheld succ~ssrul1yI
du!ing this ,trugglt" lasting thrc-e (enruries against Bpantine CaeJal'Q-1
papism. which puts the emperor of divine right O'\'cr the Church all
the IIUIOCTlIlOT in both the spiritual and the secnlar field- ortne on~

Che-"Empire and the i!J1}>t"rial Church. 1
~d riod: the Church. almost su(.( umbing to the Empire"s

lOVer tv, with the pope almost becoming a dependent coun bishop.
is finally liberated by the successful (ontest of ~e.&oiLYibfor the
liberty of the Church'<r:~period: an era in which the Christian
world. for a mon time at east, ~ ruled by the pleniludo polesllltis of
the pope: as the lord of that oTbis Ch,.;sliarnu supported by the
canonisu, only to lose rather suddenly that exalted position and fall
under &he power of France. the fint national .tate in the Middle
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Agea. in the ~lled Babylonian caetiV~ at A:~non. This period
is marked by Innocent III ana 'Boniface IIr;"n the transfer of the
Apostolic See to Avignon; it ends with the double dissolution of the
mundw Christianw: politically with the emergence of sovereign
nation·statn and sovereign territorial states of absolute princes; and
religiously with the Reformation and the final establishment of
separated Church~ often becoming national Churches. These are
the mat;4..of the(~ period.

The lfi.!!.Ji period begins with the bourgeoi~ revolutions. with the
rise of the sC'{"ularist civili7ation of the new ruling dasses. when the
state has ceased to be Christian and has become, in relation to religion.
indifferent, militantly laic, or simply neutral. After World War I. the
first period of a world revolution the outcome of which is still un
decided. the ~xth;,period surts with the rise of modem racial. na
tionalist, or proletaTlan totalitarianism. In the Middle Ages the state
was Christian. Catholic; after the Re(orm..tion the state was at first
strictly denominational under ahsolutism. following the political
principle: Cu/us rt'gio t'/us rel,/{,o, a token that homogeniety in
religion of the subje( ts was still wnsidcred the hasis of ch ic lo}alty and
of political existence. With the Ideas 01 personal liberty. freedom of
conscience and of worship. so old but )'et newly and differently
founded. first the tolerant state emerges. It is still Christian so far
as it re<:OWlizeS'the different Christian churches as public institutions
of equal rights or at least tolerates those that are not expressly state
Churches (C'stahlished Chunhes).

Later, with the prQbrress of secularization and after the futile ~~

tempts at a unitt"d slate Church and under pressure of the dissenting
sects or Churches. the neutral state emerges. R~igion is nQ.longcr
of importam e as a !lasis for ~litical ho_mogeneity. The neutral state
intTOduces the se-paration of Church and state either resulting in ~

pe3ccruT modus vivmdi s,'lfeguarding the libert)· o( the Church 3!.
for instancC', in the l'nited States, or turning anti-Church under the
disguise of anliclericalism. Thus it transfomlS the political expedienCy
of separation into a philosophy' of indifferentism, and introd.u~es~a
third denomination, a new politic¥ a~ ci\'ic pseudo-religion in the
form of agnostic secularism, in public life as it occurred in the Third
Repuhlic in France. or of religious and philosophical Liberalism
in Italy since late in the nineteenth century and in Spain frOm
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1951 to 1958. In theR countries l.atin freemasonry wu the
leader in the fighL However. at the same time there evolved a
process of general secularization more and more transforming modem
society. traditionally still living on its Christian inheritance, into a
less Christian and a more and more non·Christian status. There are
still Christians in this case. but there is no Christian society. The
result is modem ch'ilization, posith'isl, antitheological, purely secular,
given utterly to material progress and a thousand diverse philosophies.
But the human soul and the soul of a people have a true hOTTor
wcui in regard to the religious sphere. Thus the new totalitarian
beliefs, sham substitutes for religion which has ccased to animate
the framework of human society. find the stage prepared. The per
petual problem of Church and state enters its last and most decisive
era, the outcome of which in the individual statt"S is either a rebirth
of Christianity and with it of all things that dl~nify man and make
human life worth-while, or the emergence of the Rodless mass state
of human robots and slaves working for empty ideals of a millennial
earthly paradise under the senseless domination of limitless dictator
ship.

The great theologians and philosophen. in their voluminous works
and profound theories. delineate the history of this de\'clopmcnt, but
not as partisans like the legists or the curialists who pleaded for
political iuues. The theologians and philosophers try rallier by cool
reasoning and hant thinking to state the prohlem and to find the
solution from theology and natural law, from political philosophy.
Bright examples are St. Thomas Aquinas. Sualez, BeJlarmine. Leo
XIII, Pope. philosopher and statesman in one, and Pius XI the Pope
of the interregnum bridging the bloody phases of the world rc\'olu
tiOD. the two world wars.



CHAPTER XXIII

Church and State in the Era of Faith

.}
I. THE FIGHT AGAINST CAESAROPAPISM

L\FTE.R the establishment of Christianity as the public religion in the I

Empire of Constantine (31 I ). the first struggle for the libertas ecclesiae
begins with the Caesaropapist efforts of the new Christian emperors
in both halves of the Empire: in the Western part (Rome) and in the
Eastern part (Rylantiulll). In the latter Caesaropapism finally wins.
after the great schism and so concerns us no further in OUT discussions,
however interesting mav be its history from the standpoint of the
perennial problem of Church and state. The great bishops and patri
an.hs of B)lamium (St. Athanasills, St. John Chrysostom, St. John
Damas< t'ne). who fought as valiantly as did the great \Vestern doctors
ag.linst this Erastlan identification of sacerdotium and imperium, of
the temporal and the spiritual power. could not avert this Caesaro
paplSm that e'·entu.,lIy died in the bloody throes of the Bolshevist
re\'olution. FlOm helt' Eastern Christianity may arise again with
its valuabJe theoJ()br1('aJ wisdom. its colorful rites, and its profound
mystical uadition.

But in the West the fiKht was successful against these Caesaropapist
efforts of (;l!ri~~n ~.P~~<.?r:s ,~hg 1feTe_s~IJ J09 much subject to the
idea of a certain d~\ init)' daimed by their pagan prede'(~rs.)Here

that atrophymg -of lafe. spiritual and politkal. so characteristic of
Byzantium, ne\cr occurred. Here. under the leadership of the See
of Rome and. at times of weaknesses and defeats in this See. under
the leadenhip of great theolo~ians and bishops. the fiKht against the
encroachments or C.aesaropapism was repeatedly resumed. Here the
theoretical weapons for mastf'ring this eternal pro_ble.!!!..2LtJt_e.J!l..!!!!!!!
r~I~!i~~!!.J!el.W~ ChurclUln~.!~ 'yere .fQ.rged and impIovedJ.._Dot
without the ht'Jp of Eastern ecclesiastics. like St. Athanasius.

O!!I..~e peaks_o~ ~!s ~4~~~21!'~.n.l.?n. ~.!!'~~~without
5a1
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pretense of complctelJ,* .QLj~t distributipn ()f a&C~jn the im-1
po!WJce of ~e peaks here b~~ht before the _rea~. ~.~e said]n
a ...E.r~ious chapter. the history of thi~ problem IS 10 extensive
and int~cate because, since the coming of Christ. aU history is per
meated by the history of the Church, the most gripping part of uni
venal history; not without reason do we measure historical time in
years before and after Christ.

\Vithout doing injustice to any of the Church Fathen, we may say
.that the m2!,t important formul~tion~r t.!!~r2~lel!!.~!.~~urch and
~te~as mad,e by St. Am~r~. A scion of old senatorial nobility and
a consul for the Italian provinces of Uguria and AemiJia. Ambrose
by the acclamation of the electorate was made Bishop of Milan as suc
cessor of the Arian Auxentius, before he was even baptlled, though
he had r«eived a Christian education. During his episcopate the
\\'estern Roman cmpcron resided mostly in his dio<"ese. Thus he had
the opportunity as well as the dutl' of maintaining the freedom of the
Church universal "'henever imperial ambitions endangered it. ~nI
spiritual matters. Ambrose explains, a la)'man, e\'en the emperor, \
has no authority or competence. In that realm authority belonRS to
the bishops even over the Christian emperors. l To the emperor belong
the palaces, to the priest the Church. The Church is thus independent
in her creed. in her sacred law, and in her propenies dc\'oted to I

worship. Ambrose rejects \'chemently the theory that the emperor is l
the living law (l~" animata). that the emperor has by divine right an,
absolute political power over all matten spiritual and temporal. The
pagan philosopher Themistius had propounded the thesis that the I

Deity had sent down from heaven the imperial authority upon earth. j
in order that men might appeal from the immo\'able rigid law to'
I law that breathes and lives.' Thus the emperor's will would be law
upon earth in the Church as well as in the state, as Emperor Con
KaOline actually contended when he said: "\\'haIC\'Cr ( will. that is to
be considered a canon" (ecclesiastical Jaw).- He considered himself
the law, apiritual and secular.)
~brose refutes this theory of Caesaropapism and say. tbat the

~.ee!or~ in the Church. not over meChurch, and tha~,,ev~n WhCD he
IE". til; Micne. PL. X\1. 1048.
• a. Eo a. Goodeftoush. ""I he Political PhiJoeoph, of He1leniatk 1Japb1p," ,.,.

:,... s,tut.u.1 (1"&).94 I.
1ft, AtJaaaasiua. 8;,,0,. ",illn. chap. g; MIpe.I'G, XXV, nt.
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lCJ!s1ates in his tem~l field!...!!!.. ~~ !lot entirely legib~ltdUlj l

he is SUbject not onty to the divine laws but also to his own conscience
which tells him to keep the laws; for the objective application of the
law. once the law is made. must not be prevented by the caprices and
arbitrariness of the emperor.· The great Ambrose addresses The- ~

odosius thus: "It is not worthy of the emperor to deny the freeaom
of speech. or of a bishop not to say what he thinks. Nothing makes you
emperors 10 beloved as your regard for the freedom even of those
who owe you military obedience. For this is the difference between
the good and the bad printes. that the good love libeny while the
bad love servitude. Nothing IS to the priest so dangerous before God
and so ignominious belore men as not to say freely what he thinks." 
The libertaJ christitma and tht'pr~u~.'En~!ousne~ of the spiritual
power, of ecdesia!ticaJ il'!dcpe~~ence. are ~om~ined in these wordS.

The next peak in the theoretical de\ elopment of this problem" oc
eun with Pope Gelasius.r (492 496). In lils famous treatises about
th~.~oEwe!~, .¢~Iasl!t$.had alreadl.a. when deac~n ami secr~ of
PC!pe Felix III. in ~!I~ f!T~at letter of 488 P?int~d out that the e~or
is not the lord aT the Church but the wn of the Cfiura.:'Re contmuCd... .. ...............-.._.__......_...... --- ~ -
thcit the emperor cannot intcnene in the spiritual order. for here
the priests. not thr secular power arc competent. \'Then he was Pope,
in his famous letter to Emperor Anastasius. he developed thS lbmry
of the two JlOwcrs as it is <ommonl)' known. The famous sentences of
that letter hnc bem quotcd and interpreted in every discussion of
the problem of Church and state, from the early Middle Ages down
to the Galliran disputros and modern S('iemific discussions.-

··Two things there are by which the world is ruled. the sacred au
thority of thro pope and the royal power. Christ has ordered different
dignities and duti~ to the offices of each powror .•. so that the(
Christian emperora need the pontiffs for the things that pertain to
e"erlastinR life, while these nroffl the imperial dispositions for the

, tourse of things temporal:' Here the independence and the liberty
of the Church as a pot~staJ ' at least equaT to' ulat of the state is clearly- -- --

• F.fI. 8': Mipe, PI•• XVt. 1047. A",.,. Pro"h. Ddtl,d. 1.77·
- Efl. 40 (Ad TheodoIiulII). MiRne. PL. XVI. \148.
• A weahh of literature on this subject Is g1\'t1\ by Frlch Catpar. ~ltielt.. des

Pa",ttufJU (lgsS). 11.749 fl. For tht' lexI of Ihe leuen. see l\ligne. PL. LlX. 41.
, There hu been an allempt to uctlhc: a Ipc'ClftC meaning 10 the distinCtion between

"aacrcd authoril)N and ·'ro)al power." However much IIUl'tont.. and fIOtnt. ma" be
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~blish~aa4_~~it the conclusion that to ~ch_~s ~isnec!~~c

sPliere•. the spiritual religious Ipher~ to .the ~urc~. the tem~ral
~ sphere to the ~~~. The whole problem fr~'!1_~~~~ the
dis.~e.timlbetween. thae..aph~es. the subordination Q{ ~~i!.~~lfic
~tters under each of them; and then the problem of the ~4.mat·
ttt'S. mattet:' that by their very nature may belong to botl!w~~n.! fo!,
matance. education or matrimony(1t may be noted that. after thC\
vfclory of religious individualism and the principle of separation ofl
Church and state. the problem remains, but it is now the right of
freedom of worship as an inalienable right of the person which inl
the constitutional law of the religiously neutral state is the basis for,
the distinction. Freedom of worship implies an obligation of the l
secular power to abstain strictly from any interference in the religious'
sphere# this abstention being thw the formal presupposition of that
inalienable righlt'For the Church, of course. this ri~ht is not one'
against the spitrt~al authority. its constitution and its law, but a
protective limitation against the Itate. although this principle also
forbids the state to ofter the use of the secular power in the interest
of the spiritual power and for the protection of the dogmas and dis
cipline against apostates and heretics who are dtilens or raidents of
the state. Thus in the neutral state this right stt\·cs as a basis (or the
liberty of the Church against state intervention. This right. in the
form offreedom of the faithful from the state. often the freedom ot'
the Church from the state. I

clltdnpf:lhed in ancient Roman ClOftIthudonallaw Cd. R. HeinR in Hrrm~" LX, 548),* distinetioa cUsappan arly in the Christian en Cypnan UteS 1'O'~'''' and auc'orl'"
wilbout cIiaioct.ion. a. H. !toch. Ca,hNFa Prln (1g50). p. 5"i. note I. And Celaslu,.peat.
01 lIIraqw potesl. and dun.. lhe Maddie Apt II wu always duo #'Ofe.faf,. for lhe
power 01 the pope. of lhe Church. aocI of the k.ina. 5t Thomas tonIlllently ura tbe wore!
fIOlauu aad DOt auclor;'•. Boniface VIn In U...", Safleca", (l>cnz., 001. 468 If) UteS
.pruU41Jl potn,., and InYftMI fIO"~fIII, aDd says: Oporlel oule". ..• el '~m~l,,"

...nor""", ",,",uI; """Id po,a'/.,i. In Late Scholuliclms onl, fHJu,,,,, II uaed. cr.
Bdlanai., Ih potal4U Summi Ponl.(adI; Caf'ft'iul Alnandn Pelavinua. De POUliot.
1toMoJIl Ponli!kil. Art exception II CaJelan. Commenl4,.. de ,omf.HJ"ailora~ alKton'a'u,./IU" COftt'iIii.IfcNftu. Gcnon. HervcuI Na..lJs, Quidon. JOh ParISIen•• and IDOIt
authon from the ifceenth a:.llury on UK fIO"''''. Leo XIII abo am_tendy Ullet
1»talIU ,ccluiu and potm. civilu• .. a peru'" 01 hll encydlcab will Ihow. In the
canca law (Codn. CM. 118) It II saId WI lbe pope h.u rovereip .ad full power
(Iu,.",...... ., pIe,..m fIOlat4Um jurildktltlflu) as CORCftnI faith and IUGrab. dildpllne
lIDd JO¥CUIIlGll. ThJs l1O'n... II Independent. qtuIIfU hUmAft4I a,"tori,.,.. The .11epd
diIUnc.t1oD bftwem ..elonta (01 abc Church) aDd /JO'a'. (01 the lUte) __ &bUl
witboat apedic IDIelIIIiDI-
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II. CoNVERSION OF THE GERMANIC Ta.IBU

While ~he Eastern ..p~t!iat'Chate. from t!te Caes~ropapism of Jus
tinian_ '?~'. ~aau~fJy lost its ~eedom and. after its sepa~dQD...from
Rome. definitely beca-me a ~~~den.c.I of tl!c: s..ta_~e. the Roman
pontiffs succeeded in preserving the necessary independence of the
religious sphere in the organized papal Church. Just before the shaky
political structure of the Empire bordering the Mediterranean col
lapsed belore the tribes of the barbarian invasions. Gregory the Great
sent his mis'iionen to England. From there the conversion of the
Germanic tribes beyond the Roman frontiers could be initiated. So
a new Christian Europe was prepared in the homelands of those
Germanic tribes that. fint as mercenary soldiers and generals and then
as masters. had (ome to the world of Roman civilization. At the cradle
of this new Furope. of these new political formations of feudal states,
stood thc popes. mindeclto preserve the t,bertas ecclesiae. Gregory the
Great. in the f'pitaph upon his tombstone. was called Consul Dei. Not
a consul of the Roman Republic but tbe Consul of the new rising
Civitas Dt'i in the Middle AKCS.·

Yet from the C.hri!lti,mi,ed Germanic peoples and their legal think.
ing arose the weatest dan~er to the liberty and independence of the
Church. namely. tbe intrusion of their national law of family and
consanguineous relations and their particular, somewhat materialist,
leg.ll conlepts of landed property. These secular laws threatened to
o\'ercome the spiritual law and thus to split up the Church universal
into ~~tional Churches dependcnt on the state. If victorious in a new
cmpire. they would make the pope the court chaplain of the Emperor.
and the Church a servant of the impeTial power. From the convenion
of Clo\> is. the King of the Franks (465-511). this process of a "gcr
manilation" of the canon ldw quickened its step under Charlemagne
and led finally to the formidable clash between Gregory VII and
Henry IV.

St. Boniface. the English mission~r of the Saxons. and his helpers
in the C'Onversion of other German tribes. like St. Ludger and St.
Adalbert. had implanted the gospel. The prudent Greek. Pope
Zacharias, had recognized Pepin. the mayor of the palace of the

• The epJl.pb Ja ,Jvea ill CrqorcwJua,lM GnabdnalJu,ln tin PfluU. ed. ScbDJmaDa.
.Iu. p. II.
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Merovingian dynasty. contrary to the law of succession of the Mer
ovingian royal house. "To him is owed the name king, who has the
power of the king." Charlemagne had then united the Imperium and
the Church in the new Holy Roman Empire. He began to consider
the bishops somewhat as imperial officials for the administration of
the Empire, and the hierarchical system with its learned deria as a
useful organization for the same purpose. This is easily conceivable
because the unity of the Empire as a body politic needed a staft of
skilled administrators of whom there were none to be found other
than in the ecclesiastical organization. The danger which here loomed
up was perceived by such an eminent Pope as Nicholas I. What had
happened to the Eastern Church under the Caesaropapism of Byzan.
tine emperors threatened now to engulE the Roman Church. Yet this
Church had until now successfully upheld tbe principle that the
Church of Christ must remain free and independent. But before
Nicholas I could perform his task. he died.

About this time the Empire of Charlemagne had been divided into
the Gallic Roman pan and the Frankish German part. Though nl·
maining parts of the medienl world, these two parts developed in·
dependently and produced the opposition of Romanism (Latinism)
versus Germanism. Meanwhile the papacy had fallen into the darkness
of the tC'nth century. The papal throne had become the spoil in the
political struggle of Roman noble families. Yet in Germany ec
clesiastical life flourished. Great emperors, filled with the th~tic
dreams of Charlemagne, became reformers of the Church in the Holy
Roman Empire which was definitely established by Ouo the Great.
But this reforming intent constituted, on the basis of the Germanic
feudal law, a grave danger for both the Empire and the Church. Quo

. the Great perceived that the increasing hereditary character of the
fiefs, which "'ere tbe foundation of the Empire's administrative sfs
tem because the income from them supported the administraton,
mUll menace the unity of the Empire. So he began to prefer bishops
u holden of imperial fiefs and conacquendy of administrative offices,
becawe the fiefs would return to the emperor at the death of the
bishops .these could not have legitimate offspring. He funhered tbis
practia bf making the bearers of hia policy deria, and he invested
them ..... ring and crosier, looking more for administrative ability
lD IhcIIrmen than for ecclesiastical and priestly fiUlCli. His IUCCeuoo,
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filled likewise with the dream of the new Empire, continued his prac
tice. Bona fid~ u they were, they tried mostly to follow the line of
reform as it emanated from the rel~ous earnestness and spiritual
enthusiasm of the Cluniac refonn. But they could not avoid the in
trinsic contradiction of their policy: the spirit of Cluniac reform and
of independence o( the Church as against their political expediency of
using the hierarchy for the secular purposes of the Empire. The
grcatest spirit of tbe Cluniac reform, Gregory VII, when as tbe monk
Hildebrand he scrved in the Roman Curia, bad to oppose this con
tradiction in the struggle for the libeTtaJ ecclesiae from imperial
power, and (or the independence of spiritual sacramental law from
the secular consanguinity and family law of Germanic origin.

Simony and marriage of clerics had long been the external signs
of de<.ay. Emperors, like St. Henry II, filled by the spirit of Cluny.
had to intervene against these ecclesiastical malpractices. But there
was, too, a practical cause for intervention; for, if clerical celibacy dis
appeared, then the hert'ditary character of the ecclesiastical offices
followed. This very feature would weaken the unity ot the Empire by
the growing might of feudal families as hereditary holden of the
imperial fiefs. But with what jU'ltHtcation could the emperor proceed
agdinst simon)' and the traftlCl..cTS In cfcesiastll al offices if he himself.
though not wielding spiritual aUlilOril), arbitrarily appointed to
spiritual offices?

At the bottom of this dilemma, as the very basis of the whole ques
tion we find the Germanic Jaw of fiefs and of the family, and the in
stitution of the "private l'hurch" (EignlkiTche).· It was a particular
feature of Germanic law, espel ially in iu earlier and cruder form.
to have the righu of persons rooted in landed property. This view of
an economic ch..ilizalion that rested almost wholly on agricultural
property and on income from it, mostly in kind, makes the ownenhip
of real property and iu inheritance in the family the center of the
legal system. Real property thus hCWll1CS the foundation of almost
all other rights. pri\'ate and puhlic. And this was especially so since
the cruder Germanic law. unlike the Roman law. did not carefully

• The IIlerature aOOm lhe F.Il:r"'ttrchr (.cclrllll propn4) I' cxtenshe. Ulrich Stutl
and hi, di'C/pl,. have darifil"d the nalure and hislory o( Ihis insrltlltion In numen".
boob. OppwitJon to the theories of Stllt7 h., hem VOlcM h" A. llopsch. Wirbelulf"iche
und .oda', Grund/ap" dn eurofH'lSch.n I(ul'u"ntu'ecllllmg VOl. ClIuar bis auf Karl L
Gr., td ed•• II ('9&4). "0 D.
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distinguish between private and public Jaw. Co~quently the owner
of real property, the family under the father, had a right to an other
rights in any 'way connected with the landed propeny. Jurisdiction in
civil and criminal law was accordingly rooted in the ownership of
big estates; and this jurisdiction. like other rights, was salable. Con·
sequently the nobleman who built a church or a chapel on his estate.
the king who founded a monastery or built a cathedral for a bishop.
both considered themseh't"S the owners or the church and holders of
such rights in die church as patronal care for divine service. direction
and use of the income from the church. and the appointment and
deposition of the priest or bishop. Thus the ordination and epiSfopal
consecration as legal institutions of the spiritual law. of t.he sacra·
mental order. became more and more to them a mere external con·
dition and not the basis and very essence of the ecdesiastic office. This
office was thus in a certain way secularized and laicized. Not the ec
clesiastic law but the secular law became dC<"isive.

The king consequentl~· re~arded all churches. especially episcopal
churches. as under his jurisdiction; his so\'crcignt)" on the basis of
secular law encroached upon the sphere of the Chun h and threatened
to supersede the canon law. Instead of the (ree spiritual sucression by
sacramental law. supranational and supernatural in ordination and
in the l~yjng-on of hands b)' the spiritual authority. the mere secular
law of blood and family succession be~n to prevail. \\'hen the
episcopal churches were considered thus the king's own churches, the
bishops who were at the same time imperial administr.ttors must be
come servants of tbe king. Henry JII seems to ha\'c rc~arded e\'cn the
episcopal church of the pope as his own imperial church. when he
pronounced Gregory VI guilty of simony and deposed him by his
own authority, in spite of the accepted and time-honored rule which
declared: PrIma sed~s a nemine judicalu1.10 The Emperor considered
himself the FectOf' ecclesiae.

The bishops meanwhile had thus become the vassals of the king.
Vet thit identity of sacerdotal dignity and administrative office seemed
in the eyes of the emperors. animated by the wiJJ to rdorm. to be a
right thing; and it might appear so as long as tbe empcron gave the sec·

leOriplaU, from the Symmamlan faltllic:ationa. a. L Duchesne. Llbn fH't'I'i!iew"",
Val. J (••). pp. c:us.iii I.; aad E. Caspar. G'Kmm" ~ POl'sl"',",_ Vol. II (1955). pp.
1078.
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ular office that waa at the same time an ecclesiastical office to a worthy.
spiritual ecdesiastic. But it is clear that all independence of the Church
was thus lost. The supernatural, spiritual office and the sacramental
law have become a mere annex to the law of family succession and
real property; they are suffocated in this embrace. Simony and an
abominable spoils system of ecclesiastical offices are the consequence.
though never so inte-nded by the emperors. The identification of
Imperium and Ecclesia, of secular office and ecclesiastical dignity, of
real property ri~hts and canon law, was tbe fundamental. vicious
cause. The struRgle for the liberty of the Church. {or the independence
of the spia itual authority and the canon law in all its branches, from
the s('cuJar power and the secular (amity law was inevitable. And
this stru~le had to become a stru~R'Je for leadership in the mundus
Chr;st;mlUs, for in this Ji~ht both emperor and pope alike conceived
the medIeval society. This strn~Kle. so often misrepresented. took
plac'e between Gregor)' VlI and Henry IV.

III. CU.GORY VII AND HF.SRY IV

In promoting the Cluniac refonn the German emperors contributed
mue h to the ~rowlh of a Christian dviJi131ion and actually freed the
papacy from the jCcllous su ire of the Roman nobility. But this fact has
nothing to do with this struggle. It is quite clear that the imperial
attempts to relonn the Church rested upon legal conceptions which
neither the papacy nor the F.rcl~s;a u,,;versaUs (QuId accept. It is true
that lIenry II and Henry III fought a~ainst the marriage of clerics
the samt.· toniest as th.at of Gregory VII. Yet their legal reasons and
mothes were very ditlerent. The emperors would ha\'c free fiefs, not
hel itahle in a family. The celihate holder of an imperial fief, the
spiritual and 5t'('ular oflkcholdc·r. unable to bequeath the fief and
offit.e to his own pro~cn}'. increased the imperial power and the unity
of the realm against the centrifugal tendencies of a feudalism ,vith
its heritable hets. ~l!Lwhat mattered to GrC"gory was the continuity
and .independel~ce ~~.l~l~ spiritua~l~w.l of the ecclesiastical office and
thus the lil>crty of the Church. The institution of private churches
and iTu:'-mai'fiaRe or clerics threatened to bind the sacramental suc
cession of ecdesiastkal offius, freely transferred by spiritual authority
in the hierarchical order of the Church, to the secular law of blood
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and family. They threatened thus to mak.e them mere legal de
pendencies of the sovueign national laws of the German peoplet. The
marriage of priests with the consequent hereditary character of the
ecclesiastical office and spiritual authority in the officeholder's family
according to secular, national law would destroy the sacramental law
and the unity of the Church just as much as would the investiture of
bishops with ring and crosier by the king. In place of the ordination
and consecration according to spiritual law. there would be investiture
acrording to national law. The national secular law would thus en
compass the spiritual law and destroy the supranational unity or the
Church. No longer 'would the spiritual order. effected through
spiritual succession and free sacramental transfer. rule in the Church
universal. but rather the secular law of blood. of the family. of the
clan.

Every law based on blood and family is bound by tribal, national
homogeneity. Consequently. if ruled by this Jaw. the unit), of the
Church unh'ersal and the supranational character of the canon law
would decal'. and national Chure-hes would replace the Catholic
Ch.urch. The danger was not so much to any J«ular claims of the
papacy. any petty ambitions of the hielarchy. but to the spiritual life
of God's people. the very liberty of the divinely instituted Church.
That liberty was the e55C'ntiaJ object of the fierce struggle which was
fought so bitterly because on both sides there existed a consciousness
of well-grounded right.s. T.2...Henry ly._!!r~ory'5 ~emands were
le!=ular !n9Q\'iJ.io!'s. \Vhat he"pUt torth against such inno}iti,2.ns was
il!J!!s e'y~ a good right and a just com~tcnce inherited fr~m pious
anccston "'ho had used such rif(hts in order to reform the ChtJrW.aJld
to impro\'e ecclesiastical discipline, Yet in the eyes of Gregoq.....hat
Henry IV as5C'TU is lin and offense against the time-honored un·
changc:ablc law of the di\'ine order through whicb alone man can
receive divine ~(e and jal\'3tion. So for Gregory the liberty of the
Churdi 'becomesthe dominating idea. nle imperial secular power
has no right to bestow spiritual offices. bishoprics and abbeys. Lay·
men ha"c no cornpeteDC'C'I in thc realm of ecclesiastical law. The mar
riageof priats is proscribed. Nobody is permitted to attend the Masses
of a DJried pritst, Gregory is aware that his restoration of ecclesi
udca1law to its due place means suffering and tean. war and persecu
tioa for many. especially for hilDlClf. He is convinced, however, that
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he is not fighting for his personal righu but for the imperishable right
of the Church. of the sacramental order.

The King is not penurbed by Gregory', new and yet so old decrees.
He continues to appoint bishops and to invest them with the symbols
of their spiritual authority. Then Gregory thus addresses the King:
"Thou. Henry. promisest much. but thou actest against the rules of
the Church, and that means of St. Peter. We merely restore the right
of old. of the holy fathers. in our decrees, to which all princes and
peoples must how as to verities ne("('ssary for salvation," 11 If the King
persists in his practice, the Pope will not only excommunicate the
guilty one but threatens also to reIrase all subjects of the King from
their oath of allegiance. That would mean the destruction of the
legal and moral structure of the feudal system at the top of which
rdgns the imperial maj~ty legitimated by these oaths. Henry answen
sneeringly in addressinR his letter to llildebrand. not Pope. hut the
"false monk" and calls out to him: "In virtue of my office as Patriciw
Roma,.,~s given to me by God and the Roman people. I revoke from
thee all papal authority and order thee: Descend:' n This is the
essence of the struggle: the Fmperor as Palrici1u Romanus claims to
he the owner of the Roman Church as his private church and con·
sequently claims supreme aurhority ov('r the spiritual order and the
ecclesiastical hierarch}'. The Church as an institution would become
a mere administrative instrument of secular authority. which would
not become spiritual by the contention that the emperor's office also
is of divine origin and has a sacred character as the prot«tor of the
Church of Christ.

To Gregory VII nothing is left but to make real his threat and to
pronounce the canonical excommunication. He does tbis in the (orm
of a prayer to St. Peter: "8y \'irtue of thy grace. nOl for the sake of my
d~s. it hath pleased thee that dly Christian people obey me.•••
To tbe honor and for the protection of thy Churrh ... in \'irtue of
thy authority 1 forbid KinR Henry. Emperor Henry's son, who has
risen against thy ChuKh with unhC'ard of arrogance, thC' go\'ernment
of the Empire and of Italy, And I release all Christians from the oath
they have sworn to him. • • . In thy stead I bind him with the tie of

II R,,utr. G~JO'ii VII, III. 10; ed. E. Cupar. pp. M»' I.
I' The orlJinal by E, Bernheim, QUIllen 111' GuthlCh,. MI lnwIUluntrd'a. II, 7G;

cf. p.".
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curse. in order that the people recognize that thou an Peter and
that upon thee. the rock., the Son of the living God has built His
Clurch which the gates of hell shall not overcome:' U Excommunica
don .truck the heir of the emperon when he was at the height of his
worldly power. For the ernperon had indeed established that identity
of Church and Empire which consequcntly bound to the spiritual
excommunication the secular ban and logically led to the legal de·
strUction of Henry's political authority. \\'hen Henry saw that his
vassals, the princes of the realm, preferred to (ollow the Popc's spiritual
authority. the King went to Canossa. Afler rhe! 5rrll~gle had lasted
longer than the lifetime of Gregory' and Henry. the immediate cause
was Rttled in the Concordat of \\'orms (lin). In thiS the Pope reo
ceived what he needed, the spiritual fT~ u-ansfC!r of lhe hierotrchical
offices. The successful fight against clcrical maTtia~c had meanwhile
&ustrated the inheritance of spiritual oakes and of e(( lesiastical
property by the ofl'sprinR of the dcl1O' accordmJ:t to secular, national
law. The independence of the canon la\\ and thc free spiritual suc·
cession of ecclesiastical offices and thus the IibC'f\y of the Church had
been established, until the stru~gle R.ned up llnew at the time of
princely absolutism and the "ictory of Its n.mon,lhst states.

IV. CURIAI.I"iT5 ANP LEGI~

What distinguished this media'al era from the later era of a
pI~lism of 5O\'c.-reign nation.,t3Ies was the consciousnes5 of iu people
~t Church and Empire do not Ihe in separate lphc:rn and that rhey
are not t\\'O societies, The dominating (onsdou\neu w.tS rather that

,oDe Christianity reigned in the unh'ersal mundJlJ ChryJtia'lus and
mat the Christian had a double dtiunship; in the Empire and in the
Church. The contemporary writers, thCTefore. did nOI spnk 50 much
of the relations ~twem Church and ,~te as o( the tCQliooi of.&he
~m:- the ~~Periai a~d-~e fiPaI pow~...-* 'CCular .-l.tbf,
~L~N-_1),emedie"a} suugglc between the two powcn was.
iIiadore. also a struggle for the luperiority of the one over tbe other
ia-~ leadcnhip of dd. unheraal Chriltianity u'nitcd in faith" aid
~ With this problem are (oncemed the proJXMitions of tfte
DidMu, P4/JIU Gr~gorii. The right to this 1eadctlhip filled the mind

u...". OH,. VII.IU. 10, cd. Eo Cupu. PP'1701.
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of I.!'nocmt III. It found itslut and proudest expression in ~~ce
'!Ill's bull Unam Sanctam at a time when the realization of this claim
wu already an impossibility, .hordy before the outrage of Anagni
(1303). Yeot the claim of the medieval papacy was directed not only
ag"clinst the assertion of the emperor's superiority. This claim struck
also at the tendencieol toward national independence in spiritual
mattns among powerful bishops who in one and the same person were
princes of the Church and the Empire's hiFjhe5t princes as the Em·
peoror's vallsals. Many of these mighty men had looked with suspicion
upon the efforts of Nicholas I (858-67), who worked hard for the
freedom of the Church from the encroachments of the imperial power.
These bishops had reproaC'htuJly contended that the Pope was trying
to make himself the supreme lord and the emperor of the world.

In a pee uliar way. contrallting lines of thought are thus entangled
in the idea of the 1IIurrdus ChT;st;amIS. On the basis of the unity of
the Chure h, the pope (I,lims the primacy mer national synods and
o\'er bishops who, as officials and vassals of the emperor. are bound
to the lalter by their oath of fcudal allt.'t;;iance. The 5truggle for the
unity of the Church bt>C'omes a struggle for the liheny of the Church.
In the li~ht of the idt.'ol()~i(al unit)' of the mU7Idus ChriJtianus, this
(";mly benml("5 a daim to superiority (wer the emperor. Howe\'er much
the national tendeD( ics h3\'c outlasted the papal and imperial idea
of the unity of the Empire, in the minds of the contemporary the
010~i3ns. c:monists, and Icgist5. the idea of the unity between 1m
fJt'Tlum and £",-leJ;a was dominant. on the basis of the common
Christian faith ",hkh for med the element of political homogeneity.

This unity \\'as so strong that whoe\'er re\'ohed against the S£CUlar
order sinn~l also against the spiritual order aaording. to tbc..commOP
opinion: and whoc\'cr, by spreading heretical opinions. end.:mgered
the unit), of the Churrh \·jolated also the secular public order.n~
excommuni<':llion b)' the spirit\lal power ",as followed by th~ ban,
outlawry on the aide of the I«ular power,u which became thus the
5t"tular ann of the spiritual power. The Christian faith, memhenhip
in the Church, was in the laws of the £mpire"iiu: fouru:buonoTiitan's
t'aithTy C'ii1i~~~hip. This e"pl~ins .!!!~J~r,5_~aius.~r..!!!e§ws who
Jh'cd, so to s~ak, as alien residents. ~w1er a kind of JUJ p"l!J:.rinomm.
Aner this explains, too. why this whole struggle was so bitlerly con-

at cr. Edu.rd EkhlDann. Ac'" "lid a."11 .'" R.iclur«111 d4I AltI,diU"". 1I0Io
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tested, Moreover. it helps us to grasp why the paTtisana of both fac
tiona. the curiaJists and the legists. did not Ihrink from falsificatioDs
like the Donation of Constantine and why the Jegists used the R.oman
law of the pagan emperon (or their arguments."

The curlalists contended !!!.~~wIDe.t\Y..Q..~..(t.~).e II:3§.). had
~1Vc:';"Ly"CTirrst:1JiiPiimmd Kinf' to th~~ and that"ifu.:
sesr r"!!Wl"W fiieit2!l.!YJ~~~~to"!1J~:~fern~~~~·,~}
l~_~t~ ~~t.~~~.~1I,l~!,'~~powe~ w~.<!.~~~ed (rom teo
R.~n emperoR. The.l'.a}~~~ tha~ t~e c:..J!l~~r liaa received
~! secular sword in lb~,!DC;_,!!x~~.~~~~~~5!i.!...eJi!le spm!!!.al
8W~, ·_J!'i!!.1~.!It l>.Ijli....~!J~ nibtl I~~~~~J.l1 once claimed that, in
tbt medi~l"fe~~1 ~truclUre, ~c: emperor is me"1iigI1nl '\'amt of
~pe.l. It is true that Pope Innocent declares that tlutlting of

I1IDCe'does not ~ognizc:a superior in temporal matters and is th('r~

fore in the secular fit'ld free and ind('pendcnt. i.e.• so\'t'rcign. It is
true that the: popes usually claimed jurisdic:-tion o\'('r the secular
princes only on account of moral lins because the princes, as mem
bers of the: Church. wn-e subject to the canon law and the: moral
rules of divine: and natural law, of which the Church is tht' suprt'me
judge and the interpreting authority.
~~u~!l:;a~rt'ticallyclear lines of distinction could be: dra~n

~twc:en the field of secular compete~ce: and independence and the
field of the spiritual supreme authority and the canon law. we must
~t'~t that, fm ths-mc~i!\'al mind with i~ongconJ('iousnCSlof

uWJ)'..~cx liaes were in practice rathn- indistinct. In the juridical
field we find a competition between the c:cclcsiistical couru and the
dyi1 courts without such dear definition or their mutual com~ence
in.practice as could be: determined upon theoretical. reuonin,g,_The
pope an depose the rmpero~.~C!~~er princes when~er they
"i~re their dufiei-lO the: Church 01' to their s!J,!.Jj~!._~~.~.when
ever they commit a sin against their political duties. The bond between,
1M ruler and the ruled was the feuebl pact or mutual10yalty. If the'
ruler broke this pact. he: broke a secular contTact indifferent in reo ~

Jation 10 the spiritual taw. but he allG broke the moral law and in some ;
I

II BuulI..u,.. {Ad L RClIIa and I.... De apt... paIIUm••• 15\.'):.~.... :
tbIt tile empaOl II the lord ... IDOIWcb 01 &be wbole world 1I'1hdJ • htndc.- a. '
....... 0. .,.. 111. dulp. ,.
I'd.lkh.'pn. 01'. til.. p. JO.
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way the spiritual law. u the mutual oath of loValtV had been sworn in
solemn fonn surrounded by the rites of the Church.

The emperor's P9wer ,!Ild the po~~~er are relatedJikP '9999
.and sun. & the moon receives its power (rom me lun. 10 tile emeeror
r~ceive~!is po~~_!.1'~~!he .Ee~. Thus th.e curia1i.s.~...!~erted the
,u~!!~~~f.C!f ,the: spintuaJ power over ille-seculat..po.wCL.Wbeg the
I~~ .~ssert~ the equality. of. the secular power. Boniface VIU
answered: "The Church has only one head, not two l!eads like .J
monster." If nle original coordination and equality shows thus._a
strong tendmcy to a superiority of one power over the other. Innoc~t
IV" strcSSt's this oneness against the earlier dualism when he says that
the S\I("ccssors of St. PC'ter with the pontifical power received sim~l

taneous)y the secular power. That could be directed against those
It'gists who aucrted that whatever secular power the pope hc;,l~...!!!

his Patrimony of Peter, he had recf'h'cd it from the pred«mm.Qf •
the emperor, whether Constantine the Great or Charlemagne. Yet the
cnriali~ts mt"ant the empire. not rhe small papal states. These p?1~iCi ,
of the partisans must seem strange to the student of history when he
recalls that at their vt'ry hf'ight. in the late thirteenth century. the
kings of the growinF; stares of ~rance an'CfJ;:iiifci.n~]aa already dis
solved the i~t:a.?!~~l.~~':.'~~l) _empi..!~ in f~v()r of one of a pJ~ra1i$!!!..
of Im'mim StaICS; likewise that the national tmdencies in these
countries began to show up again in the national hierarchies, for
instance. in the form of Gallicanism in Franc-e and similar tendencies
in the English hierarchy. All this made Henry VIU's breach with
Rome ea..y )If'<"3Use the majority of the bishops with their clergy sided
promptlv with the national kinwtom.

The papa) and the imperial doctrine of oneness thus carried the
germs of deC3y in tht'mseh·es. Imperial superiority would mean the
F.rastian subservience of tilt' Cbun:h. the loss of tbe freedom of the
Church. the end of the independence of the spiritual order; thet'e
ft;»re of the main presupposition of the orbis ChristitJnw# iu intact
faith. p~.!.. sl!ft"r~oa:.i!L_~c~~~ing ro tbe claim' of thuurial~

took away (rom the ;jp'n'or his hi&h~t..4i!in.~_ICJitimation cqp
(r~m~. by tneJiOWrr u r~~Ll~~and national kings and their

... ~

If III of,,",,'" fiU. 1ft the famoue buU V_1ft Sad."., 80ILifKe .-d • IiID8ar _
prtIItoo.
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ceaseless struggle for sovereigftty. y~ any wgJc,pUng of the Em.,
'l!Ug back..U!!nst the papacy since the risingt-national princes. whet I

~erhad destrol~..iJieEii'erre, !~~~f.a ta\·C?1'l!~_opport..uni.tt:-_t
the lime of the Refonnation. to establish national Churches in the
Pro"n-mtnf countries. and stat7CbWt:hes in Qiili'OTic' CQ.uD.~ ~.
cCmrmg to.t!!~ C?allical) panan. .-

Thr student of history knows that the dominating unitarian idea
was the Augustinian cOllcept of the Civitas D~i. mixf'd, in contradic·
tion to St. Augustine's ideas. with theories that the Empire or the
papacy was the legal successor of the old Roman Empire, which had
become "Holy" through Christianity."

v. RElAnON OF CHURCH AND STATE IN MEDIEVAL THOUCtlT

Yet with the rise of Aristotelian~lin the medie"..1 universities,
far away from the noise of polidcal polemics between the papal
anialisu and the imperial leRisu. a nM\' polili( al phiJo\()phy. a new
concept of the state, had dt'\oeloped. In a scarcely perceptible process
.c;ber.e evolved an interpretation or Augustinian ide.u in the sense of
Tltomist Aristotelianism. The new c0f!c~pt gf. tl}~al$)!J~.ased y,pon
~~tj'~C?f_ ~tu,!31 law ina;pendent of ecdesiastical ways of think
~. I",pmu", and sacerdol;um are no longer one and thf' same. !.he
.tate is conceived as a natural intrinsically good form of political,
.eJf.sufiicient life. It is a perfrct society with a proper specific end. the
KCUlar common good. and in its proper field it is indt"pendenc of ~hc
airitual power. The mutual dutin and rights of the citizens and
of the temporal power are independent ot the status or the citiJeDS
ai Christians. Evm the pagan state is no lon~er, like the AUR\lslinian
clVitlU 'ennui, mora1ly bad. So the concept of the state is freed from the
~lopcal cloaks. of the curialisi' thinking. 9n the other -hand. the
~ur:.cb~~ also recognized as a ~rfect 5OCietI.~~ spiritual end.
lOVereign in the !pirilual order. flee in the world of the stales. The
Qi'ui'cb steps into the place of the f'~Jpubli'(J ChTutiana, but as a
lpirihlal iociety. The Empire iI recognized for what it is, an un
realizable political dream: a pluralism of,tates. forming a genuine

...... aitlel-. of tbillDed1cYa1 mblatcrpretation of St. A.......... Idcu. d. Delat.
Ol......... p....
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community of nations on the buit of natural law. is willingly ac-
;:epted. ....d....1.'V\o."'l el, •

"/( St. Thom3lacknowledges in principle the poJitical rule of infideb
over Chrisiians. The divine law originating in graLe does not abolish
human law. Most cerrainly it does not abolish any already existing
political authority of an infidel, because political authority rests upon
natural law. The infidelity of the ruler does not exclude the obedience
of the Christian citizen. Of ('oune, when the ruler of a homogeneously
Christian people apostatized or used his authority against the religion
of his people, tht'n the ruler deserved to be deposed. In the eyes of
51. Thomas it was therefore not a deposition in the legal sense when
the pope ded.lTcd that the apostate ruler had lost his rights and that
the subjects wt'rC' freed from rheir duties of alleKiance. The spiritual
power that had consecrated the pact between king and people at the
solemn coronation made a deel.uator)' statement about the de facto
breach already t'xisting. And SIKh a dedaratory (not constituth,.e)
statt'mf'nt was at that time deemed necessary b«ause the pact was
scaled by solemn religious oarh. The dcc.1aration that the oaths were
annulled was nec.essary in the interest of the certainty of law and order.
In otht'r words. the comJX'tcnu.o of the spiritual power to declare
secular rulers deposed and to relt"3sC' their subjects from allegiance
de~nds on positive law and on historical circumstances. After 5uch
laws and cirrumstances ceased to exi!lt. the declaration of the Church
would he in the field of the secular order without legal consequences.
The foundation of this doctrine rests upon a distinction of the two
powers and the assignment of different spheres of human life to each
of them. the distinction of two orders. of two spheres: one of them
tOordinated to the spiritual power. and the other to the secular power.
~ides. t~singlc!,etoS of t~_~1':!nEire w~gh·eE..$?.a_~d, th5.P!~r:!'J~

)!.i.~~..!l~~~.~~as !~~lC'd._ThC'rdore ~~e f.robl~2~~·
r~~y..2.! one .J?O~c.-~ o\'~r t~e other changed. No 10ngC'r was the
~robf(.m tJ1c:3"rtual t.uperiority in the one and uniVers.ll orbis Chris
!ii,i"w:'tJit1\ ~he plurality of stat'n-th-e- q,~~sti~)fl f)(."C~me this: 1\!lW.
'e.fitTti9fJllLiPiDJi(c1iCTQriiIQ tJu: Cln.u:,Jl. and W~3!!'p~e!esJ~dQ.Dg
~5,ltats? T!te state \\Ia! _1J.9.!:...!?a.;~t 2n. nalu.~~~ ~e.!
...hri.uani,ed (orm of the positi\e law of the old Roman ~m"p"lI:~l~
.anfvenalmcinarThVWf,TcnF.i'istoMus had sPOL.en of. as wen as so
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maDci of the w1J F'&lam. Thus was cleared up one line of thought
w~ Augustine had fint touched upon in his Civitas Dei but which
had been obscured by the early medieval idea of the Christian Empire
.. the Civita Dei; namely, that the dream of a univenal ~mpire co
incidingwith the universal Church with the abolition of the pluralism
of states has ne\'er been realized and will hardly be realized. The
Augustinian skepticism aboul the Roman EIDpire. which under the
pagan emperors was for St. Augustine the C;v;ta tern,.", anything
but an ideal, appeared anew in the foreground. Wjt~.!~~~ the idea
o!..!.'p'lu~li~ of ~!ldeR'l1d,nt Irarcs liNi.ng-AaturaUy ia. ... p.asefuJ
apuuIPiqk1·

,A"Both (lO",en originate in God. Therefore the secular power i
subordinated to the spiritual power in matters that concern the sa)v
.tion of lOuis. In mauen that (oncem more the civil rammon ~ ,

. a person is obliged to obey the secular }lOwer rather than the spiritu I
POWCT; ••• unless with the spiritual power is connt"cted the scc'ul r

,.pawn' as in the Church statt"S where the pope holch the 3lme or bo~
powen, the spiritual and the secul:u." 10 This last sentt"nfe must n~t

be takm in an absolute sense; itll1cans onh' the l'cco~itionof a legetl
positive fact, namely, that where the pope has the It'C"ular power .,.
positive law, the distinction is not applicable. It ('annot mean that i,
virtue of his spiritual power and on account of the fact that tht
spiritual power is superior, the pope holds ip.fO lure by divine di~

pcnsation also all secular power direnly and ne<cssarily. The decish';
fact rnnains the cleaT distinction of two orders, of two dift'eTen~

sphera, one belonging to the stale, the other to the Church. 'Vha~

matters is the recognition that the secular common good and its orde;
of law is independent and original and is Dot a positive legal concession
from the Church.

lelL AIJIUIline wu Ilcpdcal about the much praiJed Clear AUPIUI: for AU«UItul
alDlUd huOI die Romani their atready wcakmcd Ubnry (lH Cw. /ki. III. II). The
......ted 1M" rotn4rft4I under AuptUi aa...lh· De\eJ nillCd. St. Augusline nbJml
~&I,.: HII • DOl ,et ace:omp1i&hcd... we Ire. There are slilI wtn suing Oft amonl
aaUaaa Cor rule. and between IrCU thne It warH (MilM'. PI•• XXX\'I, SII). The Church
II DOC IhDfrect 10 the Empln:. TIKo Church 'nd. be)ond tM Empire a:uionl that she hal
to OuittiaDiIe. The Church ia DOl the Empire. The Church Is '",n grtl,er. amonl and
...... 1IaliaDL Tbia II • tiDe or thlntlng thaI" now rni¥ed. It II unaiD thaI lhe 6nl
....... 01 MaftO Polo ditamlrinrthe Empire of tbe OUftCR. and t.hc mJalonary loumcyt
GI Pfaadlc:u frian tJe,ond the frontic,.. 01 chc Empire and 10 counniel that ...... hid
........ the Empire, conjured up thfl new thoupt of • plaraU.,. 01 ......

-1InI.11. Dill. 44, q••,a.s ad ..
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Of coune, a sphere and a form of coordination exist between Church

and state. This proposition depends naturally upon the fact that the
Church is supranational. Wherever the Church is nationalized, she
wi,lI live in freedom only ai the pleasure of the state. Yet as little as
tbe Churlh exists at the mercy of the state, just so little does the state
exist at the mel'cy of the Church. The state owes its being, which
is morally good, not to a consecration -by -ih~ CnYt.c_h nQI...~~

It~ematural order of grace. It is good by its nature. Its legiti~.!!~n

is ~himately the common good, not its service a,J)c:.Lsubordination t~
tbe Church. The state of the natural order. even the non-Christian
stale. is not a plOduu or the de\'il or a consequence of sin.

St. Thomas rcco~niles the problem not as a legal problem based on
Romdn taw or on It"~al documenb of whi(h some were forged by the
parti..:,"s of the FmpeTOr or of the Pope. hut as a philosophical one:
Clnm.h .1Ild st'lle in ~enclal. not as a practical problem of a historical
!'oiluation ali the <llriali!'ot'i and the legist! saw it. namely. superiority
ot the papal spiritual power or the Imperial temporal power, one
O\'t"r the Otht'l in the unitarian Empire of the mundw Cilristianus.
The \'alidity of the lonscitutlOllal law of this munduJ Christianus in
its hhtoril al fOl m at some mument during the Middle Ages was not
the liuhjC"Ct ot diS( u'i~i()n. What arose as the eternal problem was the
fe'lation betwt'en the ChristIao'statcor thCst;ite Ey "irtue of"ilalUftl
Jaw un the one hand and tht' Chulchj supranational, es.tablished by
positive divine: law. on t!IC othc!:: '

Some ~ hol.ns thuulo\ht the~ dis((n ('red in this new idea of the state,
imrodun'd h)' the Thomisllc adoption of the Aristotelian polity, a
L.ind of d}nolmitc. with whit h the medieval unh'ersalism in its the
(X filIi«" ~1"lJ( ture w.n hlown Up.ll This is clouhtful. Then" is no reason
to suppose that St. Thomas knew about such consequences or expected
them. lie was indiftetent 10 the politkal life of his time. though his
era was shaken by the hcated di!iputes between the Guelphs and the
Ghibdlinc!l. h('lWCt'1l the Pope and the Emperor. His works reflect
no p:lrt of this moving struggle. ='le\'ertheless the new and yet very
old polilical philollophy was used 3f(3inst the medieval world by the
politic-al propagandi'lts of the rising national states. Their propagan
dists exaggerated one idea o( the new doctrine. the sovereignty and the

'J For lllllante. Ouo \lOll Gierke and WiUteba Wlodelbaad. the lauer IIlOl'C lor &he
poUrlcal theory of l..ate lkholaatklsm. a. "ommen. S.....~z. pp. If81r.•1Id ,......
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indePendence of the state, by removing the idea from the lOcality of
the doctrinal cosmos and making this independence absolute. Yet
against such abuses there is no protection. When Luther or janseniul
took. from St. Augustine's doctrine of grace one ideoa and made it
absolute and thus falsified it. they, too, arrh'ed at wrong and mutually
contradictory theological consequences.

t It was not the theoJ~iansand scholan who used the new idea of the
~te based upon natural law as a desttu<;uvc criticism of the mediaal
J)!?litical ideals. The politic-al and littoral')' enemies of the papacy (Mar
,mus of Padua, Occam, and olha partisans of Louis the Bavarian
or panisans of Philip the Fair) are the ones who deserve such a re
proach. The nominalist school of Occam is on the whole' the reJl~sent

ative force in the decomposition of the medic\'al world of thought.
The unity of tension, the harmony so t)'pkal for the Thomit.tic phi·
losophy and theole>g}', is slowly dissoh c.'d by t'xa~erating one side
of the polar unity of tension. by one-sided, onsidcration of an idea in
the cosmos of ideas. Throu~h this, the order in tht' tension, the unity
that arches o\'eT and l"mhract's the opposinK poles, is destroyed. Thus it
is that the Occamist doctrine of tht' pren·tll"nce of will and omnip
otence OVeT the intellect in God makes the idea of a natural law im·
possible: the strong indh'idualist trend rna"'" the fommunit\' r(,cede,
aI it pUll the will into the rore~roul1d and nt'~'('c1.5 the order in the
unh·ene. This indh'idualisrn cle\·e}ops. as it docs in rdiRion 50 also
in the 'phere of political and international life, This. tht'n, is the
autumn of the Middle Ages when the ",inter seed of the modem era
iasown.

Such thrologians as Marsiliu~ of Padua draw the picture of a srcular...
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lof the pope and the priest: but they have no power to discipline and
! punish. Such a power belongs only to lhe community and to the
Ceneral Coundl; the state may lend its secular arm only where the
transgression of the canon law was at the same tiane a transgression of
the sicular law, This is the complcte inversion of the extreme curialist
theory of Augustinus Triumphus,'- who ascribed to the pope the
p/~nitudo /Jott'JlatiJ over the whole Christian empire by virtue of
positive divine law. Now in the thought of Manilius the sccular power
takes the plae e of the pope. or bettcr the so\'ercign imperial people
rules the cmpire in whkh thcre is no pla«.e for the Church as an
independent perfC( t sodcty with its own spiritual law and its own
hieran hie al ord("r of offi( C~. Marsilius did not au,ept the hierarchy;
for him thcre is no difference of jurisdiction between pope. bishop.
ptif'St. or la)man.
T~us of the potential fC!rEls _o~ tJ:te rela!ion be~wee!l G~~r~h aqd

st!t~ whic..h modern history will produce. some forms are alrea4y
antic il,a!ffl in mt"clit".\'~ll)()litic-al li~c;~n«! the~r!..!h!re is, of cour~.
this difference: in the Middle Ages the politica~ fu1P.:l~wo!~ is the
u~ivc'fSal mundl4s Chr;.\I;auru. in modern history it is the plural~m

of sovereign stat('S. The Caesaropaplsm of Frederic II and of Manilius
of p..dua is follo\\ed by the Erolsli.m ncitionoLl Churches under the rule
of the "enli~hlenect despot," -I hen in Thomism Willes the coordina
tion of Chua h and state in the wncordat in which each is considered
suprt"me in SlIO ord",~. and this eonc.ordat as a public treaty regulates

'the matters which as r~J m,xtQ~ concern both. The form of a com-....... -,...~~ ...

I plett' K'jlarallon or Churc..h and the religiously neutral Slate was an
.impossibility for the Middle Agt"S with its unquesao~edf~U>ta
Al,!'lited Chr~li.anilY, .

u ~umltl. tI,. po",l." F.ulrJldr It'd. b, Richard $lhob. 19Z9). a conl~,al book
all.inst Occam', SOfflruum ".,ida". 1h~ .ranc.~n "'lIham of Odham or simph Ocam•
•he IUlnCT "f Iht' nominah... ,inti mauKulalol of the ,.... mock,.". an Schowllrram. ".iII a
'C'nlle alllhm of ll~..tues In polni",,1 phn\ll(IJlh~. )I..t o' thnll are printed lthough
nOl f.lIltlC'..h> in (".oMhast. "'"",a,.,.',,o Roman. Imp"''' / IfilS). SI, If a. funha-•
•'tlliothrlls Bnrhmn. (). \I , "Od,ham', PolaucO'l IdnJ.· R"••rt., of PoIUICS. \'. 46a If.
• 01 II .hort blOKrllp!n of tllP huclC'tlinR 'dar. ICC R. L. Poc.lle in Daniurtll? of .\'.,iorual
lhot;ropl,.,. XU. S\t If. MarliltUI of Padua dC'VC'loprd his lhrory in the tunnus lNfruar
,..n. (Iatm ftbllon by Rtchard !Kholt, I",l. whIch laC' wrote '..hc-r .IIh Joita of
Jand'mo. who had conncctioaa with the IChool of Joachim de Flori and their dleoIy fII
the _«'GIll ,,'riluelu Mthout power. canoo law. or hierarchy.



CHAPTER. XXIV

The Era of the Reformation

I. LATE ScHOLASTIC THEORY OF CIiURCIt ASD STATE

THE IO-Called Babylonian capth'ity of th~ pop~'S in Avignon (lg09
'/6) is. after the last and exaggerated claims of Boniface VIII nnd of
Louis of Bavaria. not only the end of the mt'di('\'al opposition of papal
and imperial power in the unity of the Empire. It is also the beginning
of a new era. For the kings of France wert" as hU!ltile to the Empire as
they were hostile to tbe papal claims of superiority. The mtmdw
ChristitJftw dissoh'es definitely into the phualism of national st3tes.
and the rest of the Empire under the Hapo;buTR mnnanh~ is C'(l'ldlly
subjected to a process of diSM>lution in the: ~rowin$: mi~ht of lhe
princes in their tcrritoril'S. Although thl'Sf." tt'n itOl ies «)Jllinue to
be nominally parts of the Empire. the actual power and the juridical
independence of the princes is mightily (o\tt"lf."d through the Reforma·
tion ana the acquisition o( the title Summrlns('()pu~on tht' part of lhe
Protestant princes. imltateel h}' their C.llholi' (ollca~uC'sin the StaatJ'
lif'chentum. This was a polk)' to make the national hie-raRhy tub
ject to the prince. to make lhe Church oJF{.lniZalion a departmcnt of
the state, and to diminish thC' spiritual suprt"mC' jurisdiction of the
pope in fa\'Or of national iynods or of the national hierarchy de
pendent on the absolutC' prinl'C'.

Now the modem problem of Church and statf: arises. In the ietea of_Ie we must make some distinctions: the Catholic state, as. for in·
1taDCC. France under the ancient regime with the outspoken nation
alist features of Gallicanism and prac.ti'ally no tolerance for heretin.
which later. after the revolutionary movC'menu. was given up in
favor of 1M principle of tolerance; the Protestant .ute. like ~n&land,

the Scandinavian countries. and Saxony. with an established Church
ofnali~and Erastian character which shows originally no tolerance
for CIdaolia or diaidents but later accepu._~~'prindpleof tolerance....
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~"n..gui.hed "fro~ ~he principle of equality; Chriltian states with
a alTong Catholic minority under recognition of the principle of
parity or equality of the various Christian denominations (Prussia,
the German Reich or Bismarck); the denominationally neutral state
like the United States, then the anticlerical or laic state as it emerged
in the Third Republic of France since 1904, and finally the non
Christian states of pagan ("ountries as the era of discovery brings them
forth. In our times we have to add the anti-Christian totalitarian
states like Nazi Germany and So"iet Russia. In each of these there
will arise specific answers to the problem of Church and state.

It is upon the Thomistic political philosophy and not upon the
exaggerated theori~sof some medieval popes and their curial partisan.
like Augustinus Triumphus that the doctors of Late Scholasticism.
such as Viuoria. Suarez. Bellarminc, attempt a new solution for the
perennial problf'm. just as later Leo XIII, pope and political phi
losopher. answered the problem for the modern political era upon
the sam~ basis. Between them lie th~ attempts to nationalize the
Church in Catholic countries (Gallicanism) and the more or less sue
u·s.dul attt"mpts o( prim.ely absolutism to establish state Churches. that
is, to make the Church a mere administrative department of the
ab5()luli~t stdle in ordel to wntrolthe whole I1fe of its citizens.

Two new points of \'It"W about the relation between Church and
Itate clIlerge in chc si~ccel1Ch t.entur)". First, the full unification of th~
plenitude of spiritual and of temporal power in the hands of the
absolute monarch through the Ref01 mation 3S. for instance, under
Henry VIII and James I in England. Se<:ondly. the non-Christian
(pagan) Slate in the newly discow:red continents. for instance. in
China. in Japan. and in Me",iw. These afforded an excellent example
for the natural-law concept of the state. Both these events serve the
docton of Late Sc.:holastidsm as an opportunity for a more profound
study of the relation btolween Church and state. In the following part
we shall refer to Suarez and Bellannine. though it would be easy to
quote numelous other S(-holars of the lime.

It is true that both doctors, Suarez and Hellarmine. laid down th~ir

theory at least partly in cootro\'enial works. But this must not divert
our att~ntion from the fact that in their non<ontroversial and usually
more profound books the tenets of their theory M'e fully developed.
10 that we need not depend on the m~rely polemic literature. On the



CHAPTER XXIV

The Era of the Reformation

I. LATE ScHOLASTIC THEOay OF Cultaell AND STATE

To so-called Bab)'lonian captivity of th~ popes in A'"ignon (I~Og

76) is. after the last and exaggerated claims of Boniface \'111 and of
Louis of Bavaria. not only the end of the medil"'"al opposition of papal
and imperial power in the unit}" of the t:mplre. It is also the beginning
of a new era. For the kings of France' ',ele as ho~tilc to the Empirt" as
abe,. wert" hostile to tht" pap:d rJaims of sUJlC'liofit,," The mlmdw
ChriJ'iGnw dissolves definitelv into t.he pllll.lli~m of national statn.
and the rest of the Empire under tilt" H"I)O,I)lIl~ ll1()naH.h~ is C'<IU.llly
subjected to a process of dissolution in the Kt()win~ ml~ht of the
princes in their territories. Although th~c tcnitolles (ontinue to
be nominally paru of the Empire, the 3ctual pet\'"er and the juriclic:al
independence of the print el is ll1ightil~ fustered tlafou~h the Refonna
lion and the acquisition of the tule "iummt'II;J(otm~on the pan o( the
Protestant princes. imitated b~ their C.uhohc collea$tues in the Staals
liTchentum. This was a poliC)' to make lhe: natit)l\.l hictan.hy iUb

j«t to the prince. to maL.e the Church Or~JnilallOn a drparuncnl 01
the state. and to diminish lht' spiritu.lI lupremc juri~it.lion 01 the
pope in fa\'or of national s)'nods or of lhe national hi('rard,)' de
pendent on the absolute prill< e.

Now the modem problem of Churrh and starr arisn. In the idea of
llate we must make lOme dill;nctiona: die CatholiC' 51atC', as, for ;n
1IaDCC, Fnnce under the ancient f«'gimr with the- ()uupoken nation
alist features of Ga1licaniam and practicall)' no toler:tnre for hcretin.
which later, after the 1't'\'01Ulionary mo\'etnenu. waa given up in
faYOr' of the principle of tolerance: the Protestant state, like E.!'.Iland,
dJc Scandinavian countries. and Saxony, with an established Church
of natioaal and Erastian character which shows originally no tolerance
far CaJhoUn or dissidenu but latft' aacpta the principle of tolerance

w
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8!...~tinpiahed fro~ the principle of equality; Christian states with
a strong Catholic minority under recognition of the principle of
parity or equality of the various Christian denominations (Prullia,
the German R.eich of Bismarck); the denominationally neutral state
like the United States, thm the anticlerical or laic state as it emerged
in the Third Republic of France since 1904, and finally the non
Christian states of pagan countries as the era of discovery brings them
forth. In our times we have to add the anti-Christian totalitarian
Slatel like Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia. In each of these there
"'ill arise specific answers to the problem of Church and state.

It is upon the Thomistic political philosophy and not upon the
exaggerated them ies or some medieval popes and their curial partisans
like Augustinu5 Triumphus that the doctors of Late Scholasticism,
suth as \'ittoria. Suarez, Bcllarmint". attempt a new solution for the
~rennial problrm. just 35 later Leo XIII, pope and political phi
lo~opher. answered the problem for the modern political era upon
the- samt' basi., I\t"t\\'t'cn them lie the attempts to nationalize the
Church in C:uhohr ("ountries (GaJlicanism) and the more or less sue
(C'~ful attempts of prinU"l~ ahsolutism to establish state Churches. that
is. to make the Church a mere administrative department of the
absolutist it.lte in order to control the whole life of its citizens.

Two new points of view about the reladon between Church and
state emergc in the sixteenth centuf)'. Fust. the full unification of the
plenitude of 'pilitual and of temlxlral power in the hands of the
abwlute monarch throliRh the Reformation as. for instance. under
Henry \'111 and James I in England. S«ondly, the non-Christian
(paRan) state in the newly discO\'ered comint"nts, for instance. in
China. in Japan, and in Mc",ko. These afforded an excellent example:
for the natural-law concept of the state, Both these events serve the
docton of Late Stholastit ism as an opportunity for a more profound
study of the relation ~t\\'C"en Church and state. In the following pan
we shall refer to Suarez and Bellarmine. though it would be easy to
(Iuote numerous other sdlOlaTl of the time.

It is trut that both docton. Suarez and 8cllarmine, laid down their
theory at least partly in cOl1uoversial work.s. But this mwt not diven
our attention fTom the fact that in their non-rontroversial and usually
more: profound books the tenets of their theory aTe fully developed,
10 that we need not depend on the merely polemic literature. On the
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other hand. the controversial boob give a vivid presentation of the
actual problems because they answeT the attacks of the opponenu.1

What wrre the a~rtions of these opponents? As Manilius already
had done. they denied any jurisdiction, spiritual or temporal. of the
pope and the Church under him. For .e:q!~,JJ to use this royal con
troversialist as an example. there i. no distinction henveen the spiritual
and the temporal power. Both belong to the king. The royal power
is of divine right just as lDuch as the pope's authority. Even more 10,
because the pope's authority is derived from the original authority
tating in the ecumenical council. The divine right of thc king can
be restricted only through an act or grace by the so\'ueign, but not
by a pact between king and people. Even )ess can the king's divine
right be restricted by the pope's spiritual or tcmporal power. direct
or indirect; for already bdore there was a pope the di,'ine right of
the kings was established, as the Bible pro\'es. James suffered himself
to be called a vicar of Christ. The power of the Ling is compared to
the power of God to work miracles.J

BecaUK the royaJ authority U immediately of dhine origin, it
cannot be restricted bV the human decrees of Parliament or by the
spiritual authority of the pope. This lar theologian, James I, who
prop up his theologkaJJy founded absolutism with 5uan~~ theories
taken from the Old Testament, places th~ royal power over IIle papal
power. The royal power. being of divine right. u unrestricted and
truly abtolute. As soon as the Church is nationalized, the king unites
in his power the plenitude of power in lhe spiritual and in lhe tem
poral realm. Consequently hc has full jurildi<:tion in matten spiritual.
We leC that the argumems which MarslJiw of Padua. for instance.
protfercd arc repeated here. But now, instead of popular sovereignty,
we have the kings divine right. and instead of the t:mpire we have
Ibe .tate. The argumenu are still clothed in medieval language and
fiparcs u they are e\'ttQ in Hobbes' books.' They abound Wilb quota
tions &om the Bible and theological authon.

I ..... wroIr. o,/eruiD~ a'IaD';au ItIIwftur _,,_......n- nnwa. NWDerOUI
~ &lie ......_ IeUarma.', CDDUOWenW boaU .pinal B.rcla,. J.... I. and
..... we 10 k foDnd in o,wr. _,,," (Puit. 1870"14)' CI. Rommen. tIfJ· nt.• pp. t5S.....

• PnadI 8IIcoIt. 0- 1CWrII.. VII, a: cf. dw im'nKli-.r ..... 01 Marc BIoeb,
1M ,.. ....., (Publkadaftl of «he , w dis leeu.. 01 Ibe U.......'Y 01
......... 'Pt).

........ ....., , Pan III lIn.te adxlare of nciclftaUla aad biblical
...... (do a.). I. dIIe __ I (fa), lie ...... dill die ...
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Suarez and Bellal'l11ine assert against this argumentation that the
Church is an institution established by a direct and immediate divine
act of Christ; that the Church is a perfect society and has her own
entirely independent and specific end, the salvation of the lOuIs £01'
which Christ sacrificed Himself upon the Cross. The constitution of
the Church, her hierarchical order culminating in the supreme and
prime authority of the pope as the successor of St. Peter, is likewise
instituted by direct divine dispensation even as her unity and uni
\'enality throughout the whole world is beyond national, racial, and
other distinctions. And further, the pope's authority is not derived
from a concession by the Chunh either as the ('ommunity of the faith
ful or as represented in the ecumenical councils. T~,~ papal authority
is. truly of d~,'~~e right. The so-called c,?ndliar theory as it was pro
pounded by the rom'i1iar mo\,ement at the time of the councils at
Basic (IHI-37) and Constance (1415-18) by men like John Gerson,
is fully rduted. In the eln-ti\'e an to the papacy the cardinals do not
uander an authority that somehow after the pope's death and before
the I~itimate election of a new pope re~ts with the Church as an
orWlnized body or with the CoHege of Cardmals. The ele(live act of
the latter merely designatcs the ncw bearer of the monarchical papal
power of dh'ine right.·

\'cry different are the faLts (.om,emin~ political authority and the
king's po,,·er. It is true, this power originates ultimately also from
God. But this authonty in its concrete form as monarchy. aristocracy.
democracy. or as any sort o( mixture of those. 15 not instituted by a
di,'ine act. This concrete form is. on the tOntrary, ot human righL
Wht'll. th('refort', anyhody not identical with the people itself is
"csted with it. this is owing to an act of transfer from the people, at
least if we consider the q~a~stio luris. An)' historical constitutional
organization of politkal authority is consecluentl~· 1uriJ lIum4ni. not
1uris div;,a;. There exisu no divine nght of the king as assmed by
the panisans of the kings.

lOVerdp. If • Chrbtlan. Is ht'ad of the Church in his nwn ,"1m In the foUowi.. pan
ppht he pramt' a mall.tlM of kUarmiM', lhr .\U"'''IO P<JJllifi«. The ul'uaaus or
aU CUD.nnoe,maU,U arc MmUa. on C'Alb .nlc. ThC'rdlllc WC' cal) conran ouIX1\"CS with
the arptJDalu 01 rcprCRntath-e allthon liLt JIOI('I I or Hohbes, and Suaru 01'
BellannlM.
-a. Btihop Hcfeie', CoM,hntpuhiehl. (.d cd.). \'01. m. chap...
• For SlIIU'U. ICC ....auaen. 0". cil" pp. 1.,1.
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SimiJaTly whUe me Chon:h'. end illUpentat8fll. the illite'. eacI
Ja a natural one: the pel statUi and the perfect order of the ......
pod in the sphere of secular life. Ht'Me politintl power it called
I«Ular and temporal. Furthmnore. wberctaa 1M Church II neat
IUily universal and unique. i.t.• ratholic. tbe pluralism of the It.1tet
it quj~Datural according fO the na.ure of dlr lCC'"ubr t'nd. Yel even if
1M nrhff utopian drt'am ot a "'orld 5rare could bt' a«('pted, this
would not change the fan thar the rnd of this civitas mu;mll is .tiU
IeCUIar and lmlporal.· .

From these ditferenCC'S in origin, end, and constitution. follows a
luperiority of the Church o\'er the Slate. But what docs this statement
mtan? It means fint a sublimity of the Church over the state, a
primacy of the spiritual. As the eternal sal\'ation of the immortal lOul
is more sublime than the secular weUate and the temporal order, 10

is the Church mort sublime than the state, As the spiritual power,
~ing spiritual and immediately instituted by God, has a higher de·
art(" of participation in God's omnipoteO( e than the 5('( UldT po,,'er
engaged in the <)rdering of the secular sphere. so thc spiritual au
thority is more sublime than th~ t~mporal powtT. As in the hierarchi·
cal order of the ends of creation the sacred and the spiritual end is
higher than nnhly happiness. as the soul is hi~her than the body. 10

is lh~ communion of the l3inu. the Church, tugher than the secular
state. The end of tht 5late. the \'alues it is lallcd on to produc~. are
asentially inlcnnediat") in the order of human ('nds and in relation to
highC1" mds. Th~ last and 5upnmt ~nd, at least as long as men be·
lieve in the immonatit)' of the soul and in the holiness of Almighty
God. is the salvation of soub and the glot) of God.

II. THE THF.QIlV OF INDIRECT POWU OF TilE em'RCH

The Church is the mediator of salvation and the communion of
the faithful united in holy sacrifice (or the glory of God. Th~ state,
in which mao lives in the order ot peace, jauticc, and tranquillity as

.Suarez It ch!ddtdJ, ..pin•• unfftrd worht ".'f'. BdI.rnaiM' it more 'rltftdl, 10 ..
t1PUu IUlIli....; but .. the mel of hit d_uMon of 'hia problna he MY' thai II may ftDt

be "'ble I. -.rua SIKh .. world l&ale aod that con.eqUetltly • pluna_ 01
...1 ....scr l~ rule of International Jaw m.,- ~ prdrrable (Suar.. Dc k,..
ID. cNp. 0'" • '"plld fIirfal, ,,,.,,,.. DrIp. ,. ICCC. e. D. '1.~. 1)1......,...IIfIW. I.,: 0l'n•• I....
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in the ,'411'"., III which maD hu 10 work for hit lalvation. the
lute is only an intermediary end. According to the order of the enda
theft i. an order of the c.ommunitia senring these ends. The higher
the cnd. the higher the community devoted to the rnlization of thil
end. In Christianity tbac is no standfMlint from which the aalvatioD
of the IOU) is nOI highn than all s«uJar happinm. no standpoint from
whit It hca\'cn is not hiKhfr than the world; there is. therefore. no
5undpuint from which this subordination of the secular happincu
10 clemal salvation (:an bt' doubted. Hence the luptriority of the
religious sphere over the secular and consequently of the visible
Chun:h o\'er the s«ular communities, the spiritual over the lCCular
puwer. The modern neutral or ('\'en agnostic state recognizC5 mis
brt principall)' by ahstaining (rom any intere(erence in the religious
sphere. through re('(~itinn of the fuedom of worship as a funda.
mrntal right of man, not only of the citizen.

Ytt with the enablishmrnt. gene-rally and abstractly. of the greater
sublimity and superiorit)· of the Church and of the spiritual powa.
the concrete problem of the interrelation of both powen and of the
compC'lt"ney of Ihe spirirual power in the field of the temporal power
is not sohed. The doctors of Late Scholasticism, in accordance with
St. Thol11as' poliliedl philosoph)'. had distindly elaborated the thesia
of the Iru(" sO\'ert'i!t"ty and mdependence of the secular power in
SIAO o,di"e. This "au suo ordwe" 111e.1Ot. besides other things, es~
dally a dC'm;m 3 lion ~f the order of the spiritual power. Bellarmine
and SuarC:1: (dute the mcdicul curialut theory of the unrestricted

, power of tht" pope," ttr"lmr6lJ1ms, Such a thesis could not be upheld
after 51. Thomas founded the state upon the basis of natural law.
huwt'\er un,lt'utandahlC' it was agAinst lhe bad.ground of a feudal
s)'stem and the idea ot the universal Empire of the mundw Chns·
luUlw. The <urialist thC'ory of the so-c:a.lled pole.sla.s direcla in tem- ~

pOf'alibru was not takC'n seriously by Suarez or Bellarmine.'

'Thf' hoots of Rfoll:nmlnf' Ind \'ll1nrll. 1~l'runK Ihll Ihr rapt' hi' no trmporal
IUII'CllcllOIl I.. dlviflC' la., wne pUI on II~ Index umJer Ih~ COIucrulh.~ lule of SlXIUS V.
Afa~r ahe de"th of tlill ru~ ab~ pluhlbillun "as quid.I, rc\'Okrd. (',f. I.e B:achrlet. S.J..
Itt'lIo"",;,., ,"'Ghl 'Otl N,dHl.III1 (Par it_ 1911\. pp. '!tglf. A pwlnoport of \'llIorll'l lheory
may Ill! htund In lnlJrlrrtft 'IIr It.," TIlrol.• 1.1 11917). ~8. Suarez was dcnounc:ed but
not pul on the Indel(,...bit shell"" t1~t al lhal lime Ihere were Ilill powerful drdes that
upheld the lona alner vanished mtdle\11 \1«",'1. Tht'le views Wfft not held by III the
popel. Even Inn~1 III...~ have Iftn,.KJftd ahlt the Kinw of FranC'C in umfHWaliIJ..
"'lWncncm ...n;..... ,,~opou.. \Dc:aetal. Per IIlfne,.blllfmi Mlalle. PL. CCIV. liS.)·
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'Thae docton deovelop instead the so-called th~rI._c!...thc indirect
~ in matters temporal. The presupposition of such a theOry 1a
dii propOSition -that the stale is principally IOvUeign in suo ordine,'
thlt there exista a sphrre of fuU independence for the temporal power
ordinarily and as a rule. because the state has a relatively independent
end and is truly a perfect society. Yet we have to point out again an
important distinction. Much depends on what the state is in the
combination, Church and state. Is it a Christian state? Is the king or
whorver wields supreme authority a Christian. and is the people.
whose political formd is the state. a Christian people? Or are the
1'Uler and a greater part of the people non-Christian? We must fur·
Ibn remark. that for none of the doctors did there exist Il:'parated
Christian Churches or different Christian denominations. There ex·
isIS only one Catholic Church and those Christians who had left the
Catholic Church were. in the eyes of th~ doclOn. her('tics. The
docton. indeed. refu~ to acknowledge the destruction of the unity
of the faith as a definite fact and therefore were more inclined to
COD5ider the Protestant faithful as personally guilty of heresy in the
meaning of the canon law.' Therefore "'hcnc\'cr tht'5e doctors .peak.
of th~ Christian 5tat~ or the Christian ruler they mean a Catholic
ruler and a Catholic prople. though in the errs of the canon law
they may be heretics.

Since the Christian ruler and a Christian people are. as Catholics.
mmtbns of the Church and thus subject to the spirirual power and
the canon law. there is no legitimate doubt that to su'-.h extent a

~ clearly definable /JoleSI4J indrrt'C'la exilll in all such political matter.
a concern the spiritual sphere. In such ("ases the pope has the au·
thority to bind morally and in conlCience the sovt'rt'ign and the
dtizal; he has the right to "'oid seculu laws that are against religion.
against the faith. and against Catholic morals; he has the right to free
Catholic citizent from their al1~ianceto a Catholic but hn-etical king.
if the king abU1a his power against the Church and the faith or if

-.n • IUia ..... bcmJc II Inro- who. rlaouP by ",Ud bept_ • IftJaber oIll1e
CA&hoUc Cburda arid reutntftl Ibe .... of a QrIIlJan. pmlnadoull, dcsdes or brinp
bdo doa.bI au, of the trut" 10 be belle'Ved by diYlne and c.,1to1K (aI(h (C.J c.. can. -,is
• a). 'or a ..... 10 be pUll of hft'aT. M tn.. o_ciuccl, malln.1tt faa. doctri.... lAo
XIII KbowIerJ&a dill AI"",' - ,,,,, eh';',. "';9. """ ,,,.....,... map quo'"
IIDIuIllale _proba (T.....,. '11lura. NO¥ember _. _,.) Such aUmi are POI beRea fn
die ICricI ..... cllouP cbdr opmiClftl are beredcal...... their Oaurehel are ........
CltUl'd.- Ia _ oIIjccdw ....
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he gravely endangen the common good. But a canonical proceeding,
a legal sentence concerning the unjwt act or law, ia strictly necessary;
in other words, the strict and formal application of the rules of pre>
cedure of the canon law is the presupposition of the papal judgment.
And we 'should not forget that at this time the canon law was con
sidered valid in the Christian states concurrently with the secular law
and ev~ above the latter in spiritual matters,'

If in the relation of Church and state the latter means the non
Christian slat~, that is, a state in which the citizens are neither Catho
lics nor heretics in the strict sense, and the rulers of which are not

~ subject to the spiritual authority, because they are not baptized and
, thus a~ not \'alidly members of the Church. then the picture changes.
The do< tors had a Rood example to illustrate their theory after the
di5t"overies of the p~gan states in Asia and America, In these non
Christian states the citilens of which. as non-baptized pagans. are not
subject to the canon law, the independence of the state on the basis
of natural Jaw b«omt"S "idC'nt. The pope has no right to transfer
the 5O\ereignty of such states to Christian princes. Not even under
appeal to lhe divin~ commillSion of fOO\'erting the heathen has the
pope any ri~ht 10 in{rinJ;e the sovereignty of these states, however
much international law acknowledRes the freedom of the missioners
to enter the territory at these states in order to preach the gospel.
These non·alTulian 5O\'ereiKlls of non·Christian citizens cannot be
dC'pos~d or punished by the pope. even if the crimes committed should
be against natural reason.IO Over the infidels tht pope has no com
petence or jurisdiction. generally and normally. Only when the non
Christian so\'ereign uses his power to hinder the free preaching of
t~e gospt"l, or when he JXTS«utes wantonly those of his citizelU who
ha\'e received the faith, or when the pagan sovereign indulges in
hpman sacrifice. then may the pope summon Christian princes to
egteT the country of the non-Christian prince in order to hinder these
crimes. Yet. as Suarez points om, not 50 much on account of a specific
spiritual power as on account of international law that guarantees

'The I"in applirarion 01 rhe anon lIw, ~en "hen rhe: "crime" or IIIe rukT II
DOtorloua, .. It........, upheld by both Su.m and Ddlannlne. aphllt lOme minor writers
or their lime. a. l.oaalDt'h. ofJ. nt., p. 161

10 ham, 0". d. '""'. ",", tltfOl., Dilp. 18, Ret. 4, n.!. Bcllarmine. cr. $UIllWlO
PfWltiM_, XV, e. Thll arpmelu II qaJnaa Wydlt. who CDntmdltbal Chrislians mOlt DOt
obey a kllll who II_
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the freedom of the mission and gives to the members of the inter
national community the right to protect th~ innocent against the
aime of human sacrifice.

We see here that the docton of !-ate Scho1ulicisW would not allow
any abuse of the faith ·or of the Church to excuse the colonial im.
perialism of the en of discovery. The basis for this theory is the
principle that the state. founded upon natural law. has a true and
genuine sovereignty and has an independent ~nd upon rarth. Grace
does not abolish nature; so too. the Church d~s not make the natural
community of the Itate su~rftuou5. From this prindple follows the
practice of tolerance. Subjects of a Christian t>rinre who have never
been baptized (the opposite are the herrtics in the sense of ranon
law) can under no circumstances be ('ompell~ to b«ome Christiana.
BeUarmine is nom opposed to thr practil..'t' of inlllin~ non·Christians
to baptism by offering them cauin pTi\'ileg~ and advantages. for.
as be sa)"5. to beJit'Ve is an act of the free "'iII.'1

The famous theory of the indirect powt-r of tht' pope in the tem
poral field means only this: By dh'ine institlrrion the pOpe' has no
temporal power nor any direct power in lhe field of !rcular palatial
life. Hi. authority is in the formal sen~spiritual, notlrmrKlral. power.
This docs not deny that the pope may rightly atquire temporal power
in a ter.ritory. the Church star~. nor does it exdlJde the pope's political
IOveTeignty in such a territory as a political ne<'es5ny for the true and
declive independence of the spiritual power.

On account of the subordination of the end CJt the state, the sec-ular
bappinea. to the end of the Church. the salVAtion of the lOuis. a
subordination of the temporal power to the spiritual powrr is a n«es
sary consequence in the internt of the supc:rl()r end and only so far
.. this end is conc~mcd. The spiritual power has lhr right to inter
vene in the field of the t~poral power if acts of the latter injure or
actually endanger the superior end. Evidentl,. .uch an act of inter
vention is t'Xtnordinary and cannOl be considered arbitrary u the
burden of proof. 10 to .peak. liel with the in(enening spiritual au
thority. This theory of the indirect power of the spiruual authority
ill the sphere of me temporal authority i.. tl\~rdore. by no means
limply the opposite to Robbe.' theory. T!!.omMJiollbcaactual1y giva
ro~MQ'lar.m1CT the full spiritual ~...d_ leCub\r power. just as Rou..

II ....S. AraoId, ,,..,,IHN 11M CflrdIMl ...",..., p, 14••
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seau, in hia demand for a religion civile, gives such a power to the
government. Yet the doctors of Late Scholuticism utterly refuted the
equivalent but reversed theory of the cuTialisu (hierocratic theory).
namely, that the pope wields the full spiritual and temporal power
in the Christian world, They contend that the pope's power is one.
the spiritual power; and it is this power that intervenes indirectly in
the temporal sphere. which is in itself subject to an independent,
LrUly sovereign, temporal power,l'

III. THE SITUATION IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY

The relations between Church and state, though philosophically
they may be detCTmined with comparative clarity. demand in practi
cal policy and in the individual historical situation a concrete de
termination by positive law. Therefore th~ history of the theory of
the relations between Church and state is accompanied by the history
of the political struggle between the spiritual ~d Lh~ temporal law,
between the policy of the popes and the Curia vl!:.~"V1:t1te policy of
the tempnral rulers and \i<"e nrsa{lu long as the Christian world
existed as a unity and e\'en later. as long as the national states con
sidC"rro themselves Christian bC"cawe the people were still consciously
and practically Christian, in odler words before the rise of a mere
5C.'Cular ci\'ilizadon and before the state became religiously neutral,
dl;lring aU this time any change in the field of one of the parties.
Church or s~le, caused achangc in the other. )
--::n;; time when Brlarmine and Suarez wrote was a period in which

the widening of tCe r~Ct1n the gannent of the Church together with
the risc of the nalional stale produced a favorable environment for
the rise of established national Churches and thus gravely endangered
the existence of the supranalional Church unh·ersal. The king •
sumed a new form of the older concept of sovereignty more u a
personal properlY, leas u a propeny pertaining to the state or to
political authority in abJ/raclo. The sovereign legibw soJutw~ freed
from the older conception of the law as a pact between the king and
the estates of the realm and therefore unchangeable by the one-sided

II Only in tM Qurdloltlte the pope hu botb ,owen, yet ttUUli'n (by chance). a.
JRnClCCIIC III, DecrcuJ. hr WMRbikffl: "Ja certain countrla w nerdw b? chIInce ...
lbe teaaporl1 power,"
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act of the king. thil lOV~ign inaiated also that he should be freed
from the restriction imposed by the- spiritual law. And so the sov
ereigns become now the opponents of the POpe". whose IOvereignty in
the Church is established after the rejection of the conciliar theory
and the lueceasEul Counter Reformation through the decrees of the
Council of Trent.

It wu feudal legal institutions and the ideas of the Roman law
with which the m~ieval euriaH.t. the promoter of a papal theocracy
in the orbis ChristUlnw. had cloaked his theory of the all-embracing
plenitude of tbe papal power. Now the IOvertignl of the rising Slates
and their helpen, the legislS, made we of the same Roman law against
the curlalist and against the imperial theory. They apply the ideas
of the Roman law used by Augustus Caesar and his succel5On. the
empcron of the world, and latCT by the curialist. to their own national
sovereignty. Thus tbe secular so\'ereigns gain a formidable increast
in centralized power that gives them the ICRitimation to destroy the
kudal centrifugal illltitutions and the li~rties and the self,~o,·em·

mall of the otirs and towns and the rights of the estates; an inhabi·
WllS become unrcstrictedly subjects of the IOvereign.

At the same time the Ipiritual law of the Middle Ages, a patrOL
regulator of a great pan of political and economic life. was eithe'r
aanstonned into national law in the Pr~lestUlt llat~ or bs;p~.t.

partly at least. under the control of the ~~'crei~ t y't;~1Iican~:'"
The philosophical theory had been pTOpound~b, men lik.;-xfanilius
of Padua whose D~ft1lsor fHlcis was after£)!.5~ freuuently printed.
Though the phraseology continu~ to be rtdoleiu o( medicval fonns,
the ideas themselves were modern. The national kings found funher
powerful allirs in the idtaJ of the Renaissance and in th~t of
humanism. The formrr lumrd minds away fTo~~uCWD and
suprmaluraliJm of the Middle Agn lowud an optimistic joie de
~~t!!!!!..nI an accentuating of worldly art. and lCCular lciences.
~iavel1j)WI'Ote his new textbook of politics and put the "reason
o{ic:ate" upon the throne. ThUl he weakmrd the inftuence of morals
ill politia and~~ an art of politia beyond the rulca of
morality. The<buman~ considered lhellllelvCl courtiers and ad
viIen to the IOVcrdp u they were the IUCCCStOn of the deria and.
fccUnt~ UIJC of freedom topther with the burghm in the town,
helpef ID iDaQlUnte a new secular culture. by no mcana papn or
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unchristian but with a strong consciousness of independence hom
clerical Jeadenhip and from theology,

On t~e_o..!her ~.a!!d_.the claims of the curialists and the actual politi
c.!!..inR~ce .of. the papacy did not agrer. The Babylonian captivity
in Avlgnon. tlle IChism of the an1ipoPes (IS78-1417), and the rise
of the conciliar theory had weakened the papal authority. Under the
doubtful political practice of playing one king against another. the
power of the papacy grew weaker and weaker. The people's faith and
their regard for the coercive means of the canon law and for the
justice and holiness of the Roman Curia had suffered grievously
during this period. Once. in the era of faith. the canon law had in
ftuen(e in many fields in the social and economic spheres of medieval
life dther because the tt'mporaI law W35 imperfect and unfit or because
the canon law courts. usinK the more flt'xiblc rules of tquity and
natural law•were better dispensers of justice than the rigid and formal
nath'e law.

Bm meanwhile the canon law had lost much of its reputation
bc<.3uSC it was too often used as a mere instrument in the political
5t1ug&le of wOlldly-minded princes of the Church for power and
enrichment and h«ause iu certainty and moral power had immensely
suffered when f10PC and antipope used it a~ainst each other's fol
lowers, So in the minds of the people. who were influenced by the
lUoc:kericJ of many humanists comparing the ideals and the dark
rroBln,.. of c1f'1 kal Iile. the spiritual law and the clergy lost much of
their power. After I.J!'Jo l~mdeT and louder rose the ull (or secu.lari~

li.on 9f ChURh pro~rty and of ecclesiastical law. which were stil1spir.
itual and l:lC'rf:'t1 only in name. Pious souls retired from the world and
found the W3)' to modem de\'otion (dt1lo/ia moderua) in the commu
nitit'S of tht' I\rethren of the Common Life and in other congregations.
whost' spirit found its bot expression in The Imitation of Christ by
Thomas ;\ Kc:mpis. The more active Christian elemems longing for
a rdorm in head and mt"lIIhers, such as John Cerson and Cardinal
~idlolalor CUIa, fa\'ored the conciliar th~ry (Council at Constance.
I.Pot- IH, and Council of Basic. I.U1-'7) because they had grave
doubts aboul a reform of the Chun:h coming from Rome and there-
fore tumt'd to a ('ouncil as the highest authority able to inaugurate
the longed·for reform of the dt'solate condition of the Church. Yet this
conciliar theory lKlually became a weapon in the hands of the ab-
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lOIute I«UJar IOverefgn for the establishment of .tate ClurchdolD
in the sense of GallicanUm. On the other band some princes. animated
by the fe.!!or of reform, brgan on their own authority to reform the
ecclesiastical conditions in their realms. Thus they helped to prepare
the way for national Churches in establishing tbe right to control the
external organization of the Church. Other princes not so pious wed
these de\'elopmcnts to enrich themselves or to aggrandize their power.

IV. INFLUENCE OF THE REFORMATION

Shakcn out of its complacency by the tempests of the Reformation.
the papacy began its own reform helped by new religious orders.
especially the Jesuits. \Vhat it had lost of its maliC'val glory and power
the papacy and the Church parll)' rcco\'cred through its growing
spiritual and moral power. Yet it could not pre\'ent the development
of the Gatlian ideas and of national Churches in which a great part
of the spiritual law. bereft of iu independence. was transformed into
a Jaw comrolJed b)' the xcular authority of the absolute king.

The advenaries agailUt whom the doctors of l.ate Scholasticism
had to fight were the partisans of the rising absolute sovereignty of
the national kings. ,,'ho claimed not only the plenitude of temporal
power, but abo full IOvereignly in tile spiritual sphere and over the
canon law. The Erastian subordinauon of the national Churcb is the
consequcntt of the new concept of absolute sovereignty. This con·
apt meant also freedom from the ruin of the spiritual law, either
by exemption hom this law on account of the divine right of the king.
or by claiming the full spiritual power and uniting it with the tern·
poral power. This. then. il the new rival of the Church and the pope:
the absolute king of divine right. This theory of the divine right
.hould snve to make the king in aU ways atlcast an equal of tbe pope:
it mould serve also to make the Idng the sovereign over vast fields of
apirituallaw. if Dot ill full master as was demanded by the protestant
princes who became the I1Unmi episcopi of thcir state Churchn. The
.beoJute prince calls hilDItlf "k.ing by tbe grace of God:' This very
old formula was now directed against the formula "by the grace of me
people" and alto apinst "by the grace of God and the favor of the
Apostolic~."

The EnaliIh Boolc 01 Ctmom (by Laud, 16.fo) declares in canon
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I: "The most high and sacred order of Kings i. of divine right. being
the ordinance of God himaelf, founded in the laws of nature and clearly
eltablished by exprell texts both of the Old and of the New Testa
menL" Each of these princes of divine right considers himself a son
of god. So Grasaaille. a partisan of the French monarchists. WTote in
1538: "The king of France is in his kingdom like a bodily god
(cor/Joralis dew)."

We have already point~ out that the king was considered to have
a miracle.working. sacred power. The old religious custom of the
anointing of the king when he was crowned was now interpreted as a
kind of sacral act conferring immediate divine powers upon the king.
In corroboration, such oratorical phrases as that of Peter Damian
were used: "1 he kings are also priests of God and of Christ and they
deserve to be called 50 because they have received the sacrament of
thelT office" (I.il" grat" chap. 10). The king, 50 Chateaubriand cen
turies later still held. thus becomes the head of the Gallican Church.1I

Any SU('h "s"lDltiftcation" of the king's majest)' in the dispute between
spiritual and secular power had manifestly the aim of repressing the
spiritual power or of subjecting it in most of its competences to the
dh'ine right of the king.

This exalting of the king's 5Overdgnty. of the temporal power, to
a mystical height. to a quasi-dh'ine majesty conferred on the sovereign
directly b)' God. is found e\'erywhere: in Spain and England. in France
and the many smaller principalities in Germany. when at this time
the lauer began to thrust off the overlordship of the Emperor in
Vienna. This general trend is common to the princes irrespective of
their heing Catholin or ProtC'stanu.

Without doubt the Reformation powedully helped this trend
since Luther especially bad to ally himself and his separated Churchel
with the Protestant prinC'CS revolting against the Emperor, who re
mained Catholic. No wonder tbat. in spite of Luther's originally
spiritual concept of the Church, the Lutheran Church with tbe secular
prince as thr supreme head and in England thr Established Church
became the clusical type of national Church. Calvinism. with its
strong feeling for the \'isibility of the Church. in its whole outlook.
more activist and independent. felt little inclination to the idea of
national Churt'hes. and in its fold we find the school of those who

.. (EUWft eompll,n, VII, 170: d, Bloch•.". ri,., pp. 186 I.
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contend apioat the abaolute monarchs and their divine right or
spiritual supremacy. a contat incomprehensible to the Lutherans or
the Erastians of the Established Church, In Catholic political philos
ophy the divine-right theory was alwa}'s opposed. as is shown by the
much discussed theory of the tyrant and the right of the people to
depoec and execute the tyrant. This theory. totally irreconrilable with
the doctrine of the dh'ine right. presupposes a merel)' human right of
the king and a distinction between the spiritual papal power and the
IeCUlar royal power.

V. GALLJCA:"HSM A:"iD NATIOSAJ ISM

So the era of national Churches t~ns. It lasts until the ideas of
lilK-rty in the modem re\'olutions become \'kt()riou~: out of these
ideas arises Itep by step the modern. religiousl)' ncutlal stale. Yet
thae ideas of chillibenv proceed partl)' also from the famous frrcdom
of the indil'idual conscience. an idea that slowly de\'elops from the
earlier idea of religious toln-ance, Puritanism and scc t.n i.masm arc
the roou of tbis freedom. Both. as minontiC's. deny the riJ;ht of the
stale and of the king. a heretical rul('r in theil e~es. to intcT\'cnc in
questions of religion. Thus under Cromwell the En~li5h Parliament
declares: "As for the truth and power uf reliKion it bean~ a thing in
trinsical ~twecn God and the soul. we ronleh'e. there is no human
power of coercion thereunro:' V pon thu ri~ht of r('h~lous freedom
o( cooacience were founded later the righls of man and of the citizen.
After the great 5«uluization by the phiJosophen. thC'Sc rights became
the magna charta of the modC'm democralil. and ncun"l stale. Here
begins a new phase in the relation of sute and Church, marked by the
tendeDcy to establish the various types of acparation of ltate and
Qurcb.

Let u. return 10 the idea of JUlionaJ Churches. lu more or less
dilt.ioct presupposition is that. as in the Middle AKC'S. lhe rdiKiou.
faith of the people is .uti considered the necessary basis of political
homogeneity. The religious minority is polilically dUfrancbUed or
penecuted, like the Caaholia ill England and in the Scandinavian
countries. or dw Protestants in Spain; or it it compelled to emi
pace at Joas u &he abominable principle prevailed: C"lw regio ejau
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".Iigio. Thia principle was later l'eplaced by the principle of dw
tolerance after the wan of religion had failed to ratore in the varioUi
states a uniform and compulsory atate religion. Yet tolerance is a wide
and ambiguoUi concepL There are many degree. and kinds of toler
ance.

In its historical development. it means fint the right of religioUi
diuenten to be free from compulsory conformity. This does not
exdude the state Church as the t:stablished Church nor does it imply
civil equality before the law of the land; it means only that the dis
senters may privately, though not publicly. worship God without
hindrance fTom the go\'emment. The next form of tolerance may be
that the dissenters acquire the right of public worship and are polit
ically emancipated. though the state Church continues to be the
Established Chur<.h with all that is implied thereby. for instance. that
the taxn paid by the dissenters are used for the state contributions to
tbe state Church. Finally there appean religious equality. No Estab
lished Churda e),is15. But the Christian Churches. the Lutheran. the
Reformist and the Catholic Church. all three are recognized u
privilCRed Chun.hes. as "wrporatiolU of public law"; rhey are finan
cially supported by the state that considers itself a genuine Christian
itate on account of this public and constitutional recognition of the
Christian denominations. Typical for such a relation between state
and Churdaes wcre Prussia. Swiucrland. the Netherlands in the
nineteenth century; in these states there exists tolerance for all who
do not belong to the privileged Churches. So we ICC' that the concept
o( tolerance plesuppwes one or mOle prh"ileged Churches rhat legally
h3\'C a union with the state and whose members enjoy. at least prac
tically if not legally. certain political pri\"ileges. such as easier ad
mission to public offices. grants to the Churches. to the seminaries and
1(,.110011 from the general public funds. l

The religiously uniform sta~ of the abaolute prince. whether that
of the Reformation or that of the Counter Reformation especially in
(onnection with the rilt' of nationalism. mUit come into conRict with
the univcrsalspiritual power of the Church. The r~n is that the
absolute king. if he 11 a Protestant, claims as su"amw epucopw the
full spiritual power in Protcttant states: if he is a Catholic. he claims
in his domain a wide control of the ex.ercise of the spiritual power
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absolve the'citizen. from the oath of allegiance or from obedience to
the king." Second: Though the spiritual power belongs fuJly to the
pope. he has no absolute power but a limited one, as he is always
.ubordinated to the general council. not merely at the time of a papal
schism. Third: The spiritual power is limited by the generally ac
cepted canon rules of the wbole Church and by the rights, customs.
and institutions of the Gallican Church. Fourth: Though. in matten
of the faith, the pope is primary authority, he is not infallible unlc:sa
the whole Church a~t'es to his pronounced dogmatic decisions.

It It'Cms as if the tables arc turned. All that the pope claimed for
the liberty of the Church is now claimed by the absolute king: all
that the absolute king rejected (popular so\'ereiWlt)', limitation of
the rO)'31 powt'r by popular righlS, traditional customs), these. trans
ferred imo Gallian "bw," art' now used against the allegrd absolutism
of the POpt". No wonder that the reftective Fendon called those lib
Dties of dJe Gallican Churrh "Jl'n·;tuL!es." The king. laY' .·tnelon, u
practicany more the head of the Church than is the pope. Liberties
from the pope, sen'itndes to the kinK. The Jail}' rules over the bishops."
Esp«ially the intrusion of the highest rO\"al couru, the paTJiamenu.
helped to transform the alleged liberrin into senriu.dt's as they used
the appeals (rom abust' of spiritual power as tbc means to control the
canOR law and the spiritual authorities.

One may concede that the worst lOuld be a\'oided as long as the
king, the fourts, and the public officials wt're faithful members of the
Church. But when the agnostic philosopbcn of the Enlightenment
gave up rhe traditional reJi~on and indulRM in rationalism without
a poUtive Christian faith, what would remain? Tht' Chun h, religion.
is now degraded to a mere instrument of Ie( ub. politics. Ju truth is
denied by the ruling class. But iu utilit)· tor the control of the Itill
faithful peopJe. politica))y and economically oppressed. is undeniable.
Catholicism ~ialJy 11 firm in iu principles and docs not lea\"t
much room for rn'olutionary private opinions of indhiduals. There
fore. as a popular ltale religion. Catholicism il eminently usriul.
however ridkulous may be its dogma to the enlightened clUift. The

f. ''''''IIOUI•• ~ak Clman. fnte'l'pl'fted Ih. 10 maa dull unci« no dRUm·
__ ..., a Una be ct~ by the pope, abe anarch. or • (Ilnmdl, "'" thouP he
..... be. rrnnt, • hft'edc. a peneauCll'. or an 'lbdI«. a. W. Gwiaa, 0fI. al.. p. e.
~.a. J..,.. de MAbu•• Ik ri,UH ""iaJrw tp. "1 .. &be .a,. ed1doa). wblcb II •

J'~lt 11_ tJl .... IamouI Du ,.".
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priest is an excellent teacheT of obedience to the authorities, and he
works for JeD than do the gendarmes; he will take care that the belief
in the divine right will endure all oppressive polity. Thus eventually
the Church becomes a mere instrument of politics in the hands of the
absolute king. But the monarch will now regard her only for her use
fulness to this end. without respect of her truth, her independence, and
her own sovereignty. This is the last consequmce of Gallicanism
when the political authoritit'S have become religiously indifferent."
This position of the Church in the state explains. panl, at least. the
fury against the Church. which fills the revolutionary mind. Since the
Church has b«ome too much a political institution, the revolutionary
zeal turm, as it does against the throne. so against the latter's political
instrument. the Church and the clergy. This explains, though it does
not justif)', the militant, anti-ecclesiastical passion of the re\'olutionists
in the old Catholic countries and the (au that their systems of the
~paration of state and Church actually became systems of a militant
oppression of the Church and iu educational and religiow institu
tions,

\Ve ha\'e presented Gallicanism as the t¥pical form of the relations
of Chunh and state under absolutism. By Church is meanL of course
the Catholic Church, Printely absoluusrn is convinced that the full
and umli\.·idt'tl an~i.m( c to the nown depemls on re1i~ious homo
Kenc~il)' of the people. Absolutism IS further (0", in('ed that. for the
auainment of this full .dlegial1ce, the Clum.h must be wholh' subject
to the comrol of the crown in all mauen that are IIQt pIJrd~' sacra
uU'nual and strktly dogmatic. Thus the external order of the Church,
the hieTilrchy and lhe clergy, hC'f property ami thC' institutions of
eduution and charity. all must be subjected to a mmute petty control
of the state.

Thus a union between state and Church or. as the slogan went,
hetween throne and ahar. was e~tabli~hed. Yet in lhi; union there were
not two free and equal putnen established in a modus vrt't'tId. in
lhme fidela of human iOl ial life in which both had an interest, while
ouuidC' of thest' both cnjoyM the Iiherty and independC"ncc of perfect
lodetle•• eacb so\C~rcign in ill order. On tht contrary, the union was

If A careful owner wiU nOlI«, tba, MlllIOllnl bal UIICtt!d opinion. "hlch look lUI

pl(IGUIly Uke C.llicanlsm••, do oplnlcm. npn'lLWd by 'I(tIIIC .dhcom". of F,anco In
Spllln I hi' it not ncolulhinlJ' ...SCI.... in a ('..Ibolic. "mnlr' ",m rollow C.dla&.aD Una
Le~.UllCalb. aet...... iIcd natioll&liam aad 1U Inbelmt totaUwianbm.
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-established by the aervitude of the Church and the domination of the
ahIoIute state. So it ia no wonder that the enemia of the abeolutism,
W philosophers of the era of Enlightenment and the rising bourgeois
daues together with the religious DODconfonuuu in the Protestant
countties. fought, .. they did against the throne, so again.t the altar,
the .tate Ch.urcb. The least these groups demanded was that the
political righta of the citizen .hould be diasociated from membenhip
in the Church: the medom of the individual to religious dissent with
out any consequences (or his standing as a citizen. Full tolerance in
religious matten was demanded even though an established Church
or a union between Church and state should continue because the
majority of the people in (act belonged to the established Church,
the Church privileged by the state. The most that these groups
demanded was a full and definite separcltion of Ilate and organiled
Church. This separation could mean a simple and pure neutTillity
of the secular power or ... militant secularism that intended to produce
a political pseudo-religion. a ci"il rf'ligion. "'hich was claimed by
Rousseau and his disc:iples, the freemasons of the Frt'nch Third
Rt'public. as in our times it is lhus claimed by Nazism and rom
munism. The principle of fre~om of conscience used a$folinst the
organized Church would then become a flO",erful ",'eapon of persecu
tion of the Churcha



CHAPTEll XX V

The Modern Secularizetl State

I. THE RISE OF UNBELIEF

OUT of the turbulent revolutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries emerges the modem state. It is built upon the rights of man
and of the citizen. It adheres to the principle of popular sovereignty.
It produces a new ruling class. The clergy of the ..neient regime is sue
ct'CdC'd by the intellectual man of secular education who in the
European continental countries is most often a'i agnostic or even a
mililant anticlerical. The nobility is succeeded by the entrepreneurs
and capitalist proprietors. Often these latter are interested in a sus
tained influence of the Church only as long as that influence serves
their interest.

The new political principles and the new «onomic system are in
themselves not opposed to the doctrine of the Church. But the the
oretical point of view from which they are demanded and the rna·
terialist interpretation which they receive may well be irreconcilable
with the leaching of the Church, as we have pointed out again and
again.

The new state is not a 'tate founded on upitt of fajtb. Moreover.
some of iu elemenu were already astir in the ~ncient regime. The
words "tolerance" and "freC'dom of conscience" were already used in ~

the articles of the Peace Treaty of 1648 that ended the Thirty Yean'
War. Wherna on the European contincmt spiritual "personalism" of
the individual conscience in religion could not pre\'ail, if we except
the Imall group' of pietists, this "pcrsonalism" developed more sue
ccssfully in the Anglo-Saxon world. I IS roots were the doctrines of
the Nonconformists and the spiritual enthusiasm of the many sectarian
movements; most of these adh~r~ to the doctrine 01 predestination.
lVet. if the individual is predcstined. all external attempts of the state
or organized Church to inOuence the internal relation between indio

5IS
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vidual lOul and God must be futile. Consequently &eedom of con
lcience is the tint religious principle. a natural right. as Oliver
Cromwell said. (d. Cromwell. Speeches. ed. by Carlyle. Ill. 68.) )

The overemphasis on the inner life of the lOul. the iDvisibility of
the Church, the rejection of a hifiarchically organized Ghurch u
the mediator betwt"en individual soul and God. the enthusiastic
prophecy and the e\-angelical Tr\'ival in the rrligiotls community with
the denial of sacred offices instituted by divine law. all this leads to
an outspokrn ~Iigious indhidualisrn and to egalitarian democratiam
in the religious community. This is simply the indh'idualist form of
common priesthood and the rejection of all hierarchical elements.
"'Ve are not O\'eT one anotht-r. but with one another": "conlOCia
lion not subordination": thele are the new principlc{Full tolerance
full P.2litigl riKW for Jr,,·s. Turks. and pagans are the fon~uence.l

Only against Catholia was tolerance not much exercised either ill
England or in the Sew England rolanies. For these "national" demo
::17US, the pope was a foreign sovereign; the Catholic who r«ognized
the pope's spiritual authority was considered a political enemy in·
::apable of ch-it rights. This is understandahle only if by this word
'tolerance" was meant. not a genuine freedom of conscience. but
rather a practical principle in politks. Tolerance meant. therefore.
adherence to religi~ il1dhtdualism and implied theologically the
rejection of the Catholic Church. 50 that a Catholic adhering to an
"intolerant" dogmatic faith could himself not claim "tolerance:'

From this snongly indi"iduali,t freedom of cOJUCienu is derived
as JOmething new the freedom of the penon. of property. and of speech.
just as the ecclesiastical egalitarianism in thc congregation leadl to
popular soYcreignty in polity. The remarkable thing is that. wbe~
ever posiible. a peaceful ~rafation of SIC and Pwrda it jO'Dyltpd,.
but without that anti-Chnstian militancy that later ia 10 evident in:
the countries of the European contincDL On the contrary. a sort of
Christian aura permeates the new democratism. Yetlhc libcrtia that
were considered new were OOtlO new in political constitutional prac-
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tice. But thae libertia of old tradition, naturally IOmewhat changed
in the new social·enviTOlllDent, received a different interpretation and
a new foundation.

Thae liberties in their new interpretation became at once the
subject of discussion between state and Church. And the more 50 as
in the continental countries the new interpretationl had a militant
and outspoken antittaditional and anti-Catholic bias. This is the
result of modem naturalism, which sprang from the Ipirit of the
Renaissance. Nikolai Berdyaev rightly points out (The End 01 Ou,
Time, chapter I) that the humanism of the Renaissance, in spite 01
iu incorporation of antiquity. was not anti-Christian. On the contrary,
it was a grnt daring attempt to fuse classical antiquity with Christian
humanism that issued from medieval Christianity. Yet the era 01
Renaissance humanilm contained the germs of decay.

It was through the absorption of Christianity with the theological
controvenie. between Refonnation and Counter Reformation that
the other half of Renaissance humanism (natural man. free individual
personality as distinguished (rol11 the ala;ma Christiana) was let free
and shed its Christian theological tradition. Yet this meant that then
human enerRies went wholly into the field of secular philOSQpbJ awl
au. ipLP 'be palliAl vien,n. imQ politi" (reM fmm the restrictioll
of Christian elbjn imp ccgpQmig ISlNgled Hkewiac from Chris"i!!
e~. Reason and will. not faith and akctic-al virtue. earthly hap
pinm and freedom of the indi\'idual with a naturalist connotation,
t\Ol the aalv3tion of the soul and the consoling mcmbcnhip in the
mystical body of Christ, these became the prevailing values. So il
happened tNt modem civilization which is natural and is withoul
an undentanding for the .u~matural faith. ,!hich is secular and ~

without consideration of the life be)·ond. which is consequently con·
cerned mOitly with the production of hedonistic material values
denied the real values of revealed religion by measuring it accordin@
to its contnoution to material progress. The outcome of this procell
of dechristianization is then jpdi'l=rfiNR the final belief that it is
neither b'uth aor God·. revealed word nor virtue that matters. but
utility for material progma and succas.

So modena scculariat dvillJation waa prod~. Life circles aroUD~
man U 1M ~lar citizen and his economic, politial, and scienlik
interat+ UDdeoiably there II a ItJ'OnI teDdeocy to put the re1iPoua
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life into the private sphere. to regard man u the believer. the faithful
Christian who makes civilization a Christian one. u a IOIIIeWhat
strange figure in public Iife.l\,elipon becomes a private affair or eYeil
perhaps the pardonable oddity of the private citizen. The C.hurch
becomg M usociation, a private organization of people, legally not
4;fferent from clubs and associations of men with hobbies. The accent
in this secularist civilization is on material values and consequently
produces the utilitarian and hrdonistic ethics of the nineteenth
century with their premiums upon material success and material
pleasure. Hence the sos;ial institutions. u. for example. marriage.
cliange their meaning. t.farrige becomes wholly de~ndent on the
ability of the parmen ti; find subjective satisfaction without much
repro for tilt' objecti,..e end of marriage. transcendt'nt to individual
interesu. The state, too. 1056 its dignity as a mC301 to the perfect life:
it becomes a night-watchman of saf~ and stands for the promotion of
uade. of profits. Educottion here mUllS less a strengthening of the
moral character: ever more and more it means t«hnical preparation
for a lucrative' job. nli. new lCCular civilization is predominantly
materialistic. Jt can last only because it lives on the inherited valuClof
Christianity. and it can last only so long as this inhuitance is'not
aquandcred. But the proceu of dechrutianizing society is undeniable.
and it.il indirectly Ihown by the attempt of the ClulI'da &0 l'echri5tianize
lOCiety.

Under thae circumstances the mod~m slate brcame neutral in
~tion to the ChuUib. however mudi in lOme countnes an aura of
Cbriitian culture surv1vt'd. This n~utrality as a practical polity was
dii ieOOgnition or the fact that the JXO.Plc living in the 'late wCIe
r£YaiewlY fPlit up inlo numerous groups. none 01 which was even a
considerable minority. not to speak of a majority. Theiaceful ae~ra·
don of state and Church was thUi the consequence: fo t is the y..,!~ed
~1i&ioo of the great majority of ill citizent that ma es the state a
~!k..m:_. llo!f:!~t_IUK':\T!Jerefore the modem consdtutiona
5tabJiJbcd &be principle of r.hlhs g.yrch iDtb~. When
tIiiruling d.. in 1M modern alate is violentJy anti • then of
COlIne &he ItpUatlon of state and Chuteh heloma. uadet tbe DaIIt of
........ penecudon or at least the CathoUcOumh. _ .......~
ia.J.atiD countries. A third tJPe of the modem state. uaualIy ~ble
...,..... the tnditioaallDOlW'dlical element hu DOt beaa over-
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thrown. is the QIIi'sj,p '''% that is. a state which gives civil tolerance
to alheligious groups. but privileges in public law to the Christian
Churches (and the Synagogues) under the rule of equality. This
Christian state practices a legal and political coopet'ation with the
Church by '=oncordat) thus maintaining a qualified union between
Church and .•tate. -

Cerman states like Prussia and Bavaria unlill918. Belgium. Switzer
IJDd. and the Netherlands are typical for this kind of Christian state,
while the outstanding example of a peaceful and friendly KPU;uiQ.D
i' the United States. On the other hand. France under the Third
Republic since 19~3 and the late S2anish Republic of 1931 are ex
amples of the militant laki.n type of separatiCJ1l.

II. TilE ASSWER OF TUE Cm:RCH

The Chuf('h an5wt'TS the new C1\'ilil:ltion and the new philorophy
of law and of state in condemnin~ the principle of indifferentism as
the basis of tolt'ranre. in repudiating the printiple of the separation of
Church and state as an ideal of political pro~ress. The Church rejects
the new p05ith i!tt d(x:trine that makes thd'O\CIsign wil1 of the !tate
the source of all Jj;f) and thus denies both the validity of natural la.;"
and divine law and the independence of the sacred order of 9Pgp
~. The Church exposes the materiali,t philosophy and the naturalist
elhics thal underlie this positi\'ist philosophy. whcthcr a capitalist or
a Mani,t \ort. whi( h pr~tends to reprnent the heir of the bygone
theological and metaphysical era, leadinR mankind now in an infinite
immanent progrns to an C.lI tilly paradise. The Clu;lfch also rejects ,
the essentials of Gallicanism. the appeal from the spiritual courts to
the secular (Ourtl on .-,count of an alleged abuse of spiritual power
and because of a misc-arriage of justice by the ecclcsiastical courts or
adminiltralive offices. She condemns the principle that alwaya and
evUXWMtc IhS Fular law should prevail O\'eT the eanop law, as sbe .
rejects the doctrine ,ijlat concordats may be arbitrarily re"oked by
the !tat~ according to the atatc', interests and according to political
ex.pediency. and she rejects the modern th~is that the Cburch has no ~

righ" in education and iDllfUCtion of the faithful and their children.· ~

•a. De.....' (I""'. flO••e". Enqdfal ,,1Nri ..., (DO. 'lIr1); eaqcUa1 Q---...
(ao. leII); aDd tbe Byl...... 01 I'" (IIGL 1701 • .). AI Drnd...... roo&raolC .,.. &be an.
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The most decisive act to strengthen the Church in her encounter
with the new civilization was the declaration of the Vatican Council
that the pope is infallible when he pronounces ex cathedra definitions
of faith and morals for the whole Churrh. At the same time this
Coundl did away with the remnants of the conciliar theory. of the
Febronian and Gallican theories. Thus was tbe Church now prepared
to challenge the new secular civilization marked by optimistic faith

ImIe of the S,lIabu. maT bt- faund only by relatinR the proluitlont to the context of the
\'ariout docllments (mostlv mncUcab aud aUCKulions) flum wbiLh the mndpmnalicms are
taken. I( this achoice wele follo"-at by all who prelend 10 know the !I}llabu•. mu,h hard
feeling and misundpntandmlt would I~ aWlIded. 1 he' allll"'xt is dl."li~he. aho",nl the
liJlu in whieb the propc..i1iom are rondrmnl'd..~nd u is Ihr 101'10. of Ihrology to el3horatt
the leose of the p05ilh-e proposition that folloWll from Ih... form of the wndemned
proposition.

The c:ondemned proposilwn no. 6~ m.ll ...n ... as an e,amplc. "Ir II alJowN! 10 wflh·
draw obedience from 1qhllnace prinC'n and 10 rebel again,c ch...m·· I he Ilkhr Ih....l. II
then. It is nor I1I000ed. elc. Bm th" prop()~lllonmtl~l Ill" lead .nd ullllt'lAtood III the Iighl
01 die rradition 0' C..Jloohc Iheolc"" and IJUhciul pllliowpll\ IIlhl' I, done. " appean
that "&eKilJlDlIle:' as ",e h.,e .......n. IOwt be unl!('ntood not in Ihe It'll.... af I lexnimist
theory of De Maistn or olher rom.1nlJn,u. nor In Ih... llXht of the thcorv cd 'he dhlne
rizbt of princa. but In rhe ....11M' of St. 1 hurna.s. Suarez, BcI"'rmint'. and the Schoo".
Or would it DOl be prepuiterous 10 demand ot~ch('nce 10 thf' pnnC'l!' who i. lilt mall,. and
juridicaUy kgilllDllte. if he should demand oll('(henct' 10 a I•• lhat " n',denll~ aRainst
balural or d,',n... lawi lw'lll1'" of lhe prolxallluN h..,e 10 be: illterprett'd "ubin the
hilaorical~nd of a militanl anti·CtJri"lan lI!)(orali~m In m"nm" whert' only a
maaU ruling dais indulged in IhlS anllrehKlous hh...rah~m wlllle tbe lDlIJurU,. 01 the
peopk Wtte faithful adherf'lIts to the CatJIC"hc buh TillS 1il~I..llSm has, therefore.
link 10 do wilh lhe .onal and political idrab of l..Jrordairr. Oz:anam. and Monlalember'I,
the liberal Calholics In Flancc. or wilh ,.hat it lodav ullrct a hhrr..l. Ihat i., a penon
who 6gbts for the lIbenllon of 1M prowlar.at. "ho prcfen demuc.t ..,,., ""ho is in fa\'or of
IOCRIJesitbtion. 1 bae "hberal C.ubuhu" "e,e ne,e, condemnt'd. a. Bhhop DUfNlnloup
aplaiDed in his pllmphlet aboul the S}lIabu. and Ihe •.n"eliul', 'I hi, pamphlet wu
apptO\'ec! by aOlH. a. w, Guuln. 01'. I'll .• p. a'5. art. "Ubc".hswe cathubque" In Di,'.
,. lMoI (lith.

In ..rd 10 101n'an«. we must tll"ln!;"lsh bf'lwrt'n thrnrt'tlnll dOK"'alic tnlerancz.
ciril tolerance. and poUtital tolmanC'e Th~ fnlt i. lmpoaibl.... t.llher the Churdl hal Ihe
truth or ir ha not rhe tluth If lbe lauer ""ere uuc. all religions "'Oldd be on a fNIr•
• Indilfererauua holds. But no genuine re1lJlon. no C:hurch. can lolC!'nllf' In Ita fold
CDDtradictory dogmas. What abolll ('"Ivil lolf'taMf'f Pius IX (Uenl~ no. ,6;8) wndemns
.,. enmtty toward non·Cathobcs and admomsbrs thaI lhe Sa.. 01 (harhy demanda Ihar
we do &ODd 10 lhem. Whal " pohtiullLJlcrao,e, II I, ((111.11 lrf'llment In ,.olllical mlnen
aI aU rdiIJoaa. Of (Dune. this Is conditioned by hitluflCal clrrUmllllK.Cl. When ill ,g06
lite Cenler Pany in Germany demanded, in it. "foJeranu: Bill. equality of treatment for
aU rriipJal. lbit bilJ W8I neva diYpplO"ed by an) rccJniullaJ authority. Here the
CDDCft'te iruerats of tbe common £ODd hl~ to be con'id~red. The reliltioUi freedom
whkb tile CatholiCi of the Unltrd Statft ftltoV by the consUtutlonaJ pro~WoD of me
~ aI Cburdl and ..te baa beca praised by Plus IX and l..eo XIII and abelr
• I I ,,'rom tbac remarb it fullows that WP Ihould devote al much time to the Itud'
.... '''4aI dGcuIDmu and their true 1IlaIdnI- we are Iccnlloaaed to pye &0 "udJ'
III.... laII or """""lcal JUOrIIiIJ-.
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in infinite progress and despair of faith and religion, by thousands
of isms in religion, in ethics, and in philosophy, by blatant agnostic
secularism, by relativism, by nationalism in international life, by
positivism and materialism in social science. by the worship of mighL

On Septemher 20, 1870. the 'White flag of military surrender was
hoisted over the Vatium. The secular dominion of the pope, the
~hurch.st~~, was swallowed- up by the new national state of Italy.
Yet this flag was not so much a token of capitulation and decline, as
the adversaries all too optimi~ti(ally predicted and the unbelieving
intellectuals with a condescending sentiment of pity presumed. The
event was rather a symbol that the Church looked confidently with
all her spiritual weapons to a new conquest of modern dvililation.
We find this optimism in Bishop Kettelcr. Ozanam. and Cardinal
Gihbons. and in the numerous Catholic mO\ements in theology and
philosophy. in the re\ ivaI of Catholic literature, in the imposing
movements for 50Cial legislation. There aWolLcns something like the
spirit of Gregory the Gn'at, who left the dr( timng Roman culture
and be~an the miuion among the barLarians. as the effete and snobbish
Romans £"ailed the Anglo.Saxon and the Germanic tribes.

All these currents unite in the venerable personality of Leo XIII.
I pope. philosuphe~~ncl _st~_~!.man) lie inaugurates a new meeting

betwce'iillieCTitirch and modern ci\'ilitation. He did not speak the
austere and pessimistic language of Pius IX who, disappointed after
his early frit'ndlmess toward the lihf."ral tendencies hefore I ttt8. con
demned in angry sentences ule materialist and agnostic foundations
of modrrn dvilization. Leo X111 spoke a lanKtaage which the modem
world could understand and. while in principles he remained as firm
as Pius IX. he .howed much understanding for the ncw institutions
in the social, e('onomic, and polltkal world. So the modem world
began again not only to understand the languolge of the pope. but it
also felt the spiritual and moral power of a Church that had been
declared antiquated and outmoded by the in.tcllcctual leaders of
secularist civilization in the n.ineteeWh CCQlUtf. L~ XIII miCle
Thomistic pllilo~ophy the norm of Catholic studies. He inaugurated
the Ralliement policy in France. in order to reconcile the democratic
Republic and French Catholic-ism. He endl"d the Kultnrkampf in
Prussia and so prepared for the rise of Catholiusm as a social and
intellectual power {or the re-Christianizing of society in the exemplary
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lOCial movement of German Catholicism. Cardinal Gibbons found in
Leo XIII profound understanding for the specific situation of the
Church in the United States and for the liberty of the Church under a
constitution that had established separation between Church and state
as a principle of polity.

In numerous encyclicals and allocations this Pope, who became a
social and political philosopher of world-wide reputation, enunciated
the arne principia as had stood for centuries in the shelter of Catholic
political philosophy. Yet he st't them forth in a language that was
classical and modem at the same time. And the principles were not
pronounced in an ahstract manner but ,,"cre used to show the way
to the solutions of the concrcte prohlems that had been produced by
the new democratic and republican constitutions of the modem state,
by the social problems that npitalism had produced, by the philo
IOphiaal problems that the dc\"clopmr-nt of the sdencC'S and historiOiI
resnrch had t"\·oked.

Thus there arises a new form of the doctrine mncC'rning the relation
between Church and sLue. It is a new stdte that produces the problem,
Dot a changed Churdl. Scholars not WI1\cu.lIlt with the history of
Catholic political philc»ophy e\'en went 50 rar 3S to say that only
since Leo XIII has there e)\,isted a Catholic politkal philosophy which
is adapted to the modem times and enabh.'S lh~ Catholic people to
have iu own polity.- Onl~ the last part of this statcm~nt is correct, and
eminently so. It is, therefore, n~cnsar}' to give a r~port of this Leonine
theory in which the problem of the rdation betwe~n Church and
modern Slate is presented in masterly fashion and which is for the
time being the pattern for political philosophy as well u [or ec
daiasticaJ pohty.

III. LEO XIII ON TilE LilJt>TI4J £ccl~s;ae

The fonn of the Christian religion "'as from the beginning and by
divine institution a hierarchically constituted community with a
diatinct comtitution and a definite internal order. The CbriJtian
religion is a visible. organizcd Churcb, not a sect in the aociological
ICDIe. At DOGe of iu historicalltages ot development wu ChriJtianity
mady. spiritual. invisible community of subjective religious rae,ture,

In..die ........ 1dIolu JlNda ill GM' tIIr MMbchm J'''/_''fI, (I,.". p."..
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merely an unorganized group of religious people with the same
religioUi personal experiences and emotion•. The Christian Church
panicipates in the two natures of its divine founder.

Leo XIII points out that in Christ. the head of the Church and the
example for it. there are united the human and the divine nature, a
visible and an invisible nature. In the same way the Church as the
mystical body of Christ is the true Church because its visible mem
ben draw their life and their vigor from the supernatural gifts and
the other roots whence their proper nature and life emanate. There
fore we can H'e the Chllr<.h as a social hody. the animating principle
of which is Christ. For Chnst would not merely have disciples of His
doctrine; lie wi)hed that lIis disciples should unite in a society. in
one social body. that is. in a Church. Thus the Church has not
merely developed into a perlen society. but this nature of a perfect
society was established by its Founder 50 that the Church for the good
of mank.ind rna,. fight hk.e a wdl·or~ani1("d army. This constitution
of the visible Church is undldllgl."clhle and perenniJI. The Church
is a perfect sodety because it has an internal prinCIple of life and a
visible wnstitution that do not <.olUe from without; on the contrary.
thesc are intnnslC and essential to the Chun.h by divine dispensation.
Therefore the Church. by Its \cry nature, has ItS own and original
legislative authority. h is a demand of true Older that the Church's
legulam e authoTlt}· should be independent; the Church must be free
in its oaganiullonal and juridical life.·

\'et, in spitf' of many slmllantif'S. there is a great difference between
the Churda and the state ac("ordmg to their different ozigms. ends.
and intrituic naturf'S. The origin of the Chunh is the direct divine
act of foundm~; the Church is of diVIDe righL the .!!!~..Q.~i,g!n~t~it}
11l,!f!!jD nacw:( .and cx.LUl by Datural I..w. The end of the O!.!!rch is
fJl5 Hlntion of wds. The end of the sta.ttUlss:~r order an~ e~rt..hly

~~iD~.The constitution and the offkes of the Church are divine
law, unchangeahle. pe~nnial. The constitutions and governments
of the stales are of mere humanlaw to'be~Ch__nac.d when(yer !be
("o_mm~ r~TO(the~ple requires It. The peo!?le ~ dti~cDl. and as
Christian membc.'rs of the Chus:cb.,ye embraced b] both. the !piritual
and"the '«\li~;;;:ielY:"ei.!""·h~of tl~~ soci~i.i~ I!as_~e!~~n !.i;;ita-

-The orlgtnallexl may be found ID Ifllrx•• IV. af: V, 169: VI. as8. TlIchleder atws
the _ .., ",. ft'., pp. fig t.
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9.2..~ !I!dicated by their proximate en~ ~~~ ~eir d!~~t natures.
Each of them is circumscribed as by a circle. to use Leo XDriOWh
words, inside of which each acts in accordance with iu own independ
au rule of law.'

Consequenl1y the subj«tion of the Church to the sovereignty of
the state as Gallicanism and Erastianism practice it, is to Leo a grave
misundentanding of the end and the nature of the Church as a true
perfect society. The Church must be free and independem in her
sphere. In her hierarchical order and in her canon law and in her
freedom to teach, the spiritual authority must be the independent
master and the 5O\ereigll judge of her own aUdirs. nndi~llJrbed on the
part of the secular power b}' any considerations of c),.pcdiency and
usefuln~ for the secular field. WhatcH.''r in human affairs in any way
belongs to the saCTni sphere or to the sahalion of suul, or to divine
wonhip. all that is wholly under the authomy 3nd the ind('pendent
judgment of the Church.'

"to this sphere of the Church belong the sanaments and their
uphindertd administration by those whom the spirirual authority
bas called and ordained. To it bt'long aiM) the flee ptc.u-hing of tbe
gOspt'1 and of the dcx·trine of die Church. the (rtedum of missionary
aciivilf. the freedom of "'onhiping in au.ord.lUte "'ill, the teaching
and the Ipirituallaw of the Church; to it belongs tht freedom of the
Ipiritual authorititS to direct the dergy in upholding the ecclesiastical
discipline free from an) inter\'enrion by the st"Cular pmVC'f on aClount
of an alleged secular sovereignt, or of social cxpedicnry. The Chuffh.
therefore. cannot be compared to a private a.uo«.~tion of citizens
which receives iu chaueT froUl the Kcular power, as subject to the
control of the secular power. and obtains iu power to legislate by the
gra« of tbe state.

\\'bal is the content of this libt'ny of the Olurc:h? Some essential
elemenu m.ay ilJustrate this: the hierarchkal order. the election of
the po~. the transfer of the cl_il( opal uffK.e, tbe education and ordina
tion of the clergy and its subordination under the hieran.bial au
thorities aDd undt'l' the canon Jaw in doctrine. in ecclesia.tical
adminiatradan, and in diJcipline. The dec-tion of the pope must be
free: aDd 110 t«ular authority 1131 any right 01 direct 01' indirect.

• ..,.,.. ... '511. (!ftqdlc:lll"...."",." Dri).,,..,,,,".
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positive or negative, intervention. Since Pius X's Constitution Y«ante
Sette A/JOStOliC4 (December IS, '9'4)' the veto ofthe Austrian Emperor
u the successor of the medieval emperon has been abolished. This
veto (or "exclusive") constituted the emperor's competency to give
nOlice to the electing cardinals that the probable candidate for the
papacy was not persona grata to the emperor, His Apostolic Majesty.
It was last used against Cardinal Rampolla in 1903. Today any such
"exclusive," even the simple expressed desire of any setular power for
the eleClion of a certain candidate, is absolutely prohibited,

The appointment to the episcopal dignity likewise must be free.
No secular power has any right to appoint a cleric to the episcopal
oflice, By virtue of concordats the secular authorities may hue a
certain influence upon the appointment of bishops. Thus most con·
cordats provide that the future bishop must be a citiTen of the state
in which his diocese is situated, Often the pope aJ:;Teed to communicate
to the serular ~o\'emment the name of the Landidate for the bishopric
in order ao learn if tht' nndidate was, for re'awns of a general political
nature, not prr.m"a grata to the ~O\ emrnent. If after a certain time (
the ROH'lIlmcnt has molde no stale'ment, dIe pope is entitled to make
the al'pointmt'nt. In most concordats it is conhrmcd that the holden
of 11I( h ecdesi.tsti,al bcnefilcs as al e fully or p.1rllv supported by the
&late, m""t hold dei/enship in the state and must ha~c: agenenl educa·
tion such as prescribed b)' the ~O\·ernm('nl.Other stipulations regulate
the opcning of cstahlishments of religious orders and soc. ieties and
the administration of their properties, or the) may determine that in
this rq(ard the canon law exdush'ely should rule' without any inter·
"e'ntion of tht' gtl,'emment. In some of the last concordats (e.g.,
Germany, Italy) the clergy has I>e't'n baned from political a((h-ity on
tK"half of any poliliral party. This is nothmg extraordmary' nor d~
it mean any I.1C1'iflCC' of the politi( ...1riKhts of the indhidual pricst in
(.. 'or of Fa$( ism. The canon law as a rule states that members of the
dellO' must not be candidates for the olliee of deputy in the representa·
tivc chaauhcn. and that thC'~ must not accept su<:h offife without the
pc-rmission of their own bishop and of thc bishop in whose diocese
the elertion takes plal:e (can. 1~8 §4).
Th~ education of the clergy must be frt't' from state interference.

l..eo XIII comparC'l the riRht of the ChurLh to educate her clergy to
the daim of th~ state to f'ducate ils army officers. Just 1(5 here the state
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daims fun aDd exclusive rights of education by loyal and expert
ofIicen. 10 the Church has the right to require that the candidates for
the priesthood be chosen and educated according to canon law. Tbia
right is of the utmost importance for a true fTeedom of the Church.
The absolute princrs have always tried to get control over the edua·
don of the clergy. Thus they would have a kind of spiritual gendannery
that could be used in the interest of the state: and the clergy. imbued
with Eraatian ideas. could be used against Rome and the papacy, as a
luitable tool for the repression of the fr~om of the Church.

The freedom of the gospel and of doctrine means the denial of
any competence of the secular power to censure or suppress papal or
episcopal encyclicals and lellers. It means the freedom of the teaching
Church to impart her doctrine to her mt'mben and to pronounce it
openly before the public. The fTeedom of the S3<"famenlal dispensa
tion means that no secular power has the right to dis<)ualify a man on
aaount of race. language. or color from lus righl as a Christian &0

have access to the sacraments and the hoUSC$ of worship.

IV. THE FIEl.D OF CooPERATION

What has been dealt with so far is clearly of the spiritual sphere.
where the true 5O\'ereignty of the Chun..h and of her spiritual order
u be)'ond qucllion. Yet we find social institutions thall-Oneem both
tbft Church aDd the lUte. nlUS 'Qig;j;lgc betn-em Cathotia may be
.ubject to both laws. the canon law and lhe ci\'il law. The Church
considen matrimony a supernatural co\'mant. hs f'SM'lllial propertia
are unity and indissolubility, and these obtain in Christian matrimony
a .peeiaJ fixit)' on au:ount of the sacramental character or matrimony
(C.j.C.• can. 101! §2). Cofl5t'<Juently the marri..ge of all those who
by valid baptiuD arc memben of the Church is lubjcc: t not only to
diviDe law but alJO to the canon law. while the secular power hal ahe
competence to regulate the civil cffecu of matrimony.

In modern ti~a the earlier identity of canon and civil law con
caning the aseDtials of matrimony. the lull recognition of canon law
fOr ~ujfPOrJ" by thc secular power (or iu Christian citizena. h.u
cascd tel exist. It iJ an undeniable trend of modem civiJillltion to
i«uiaq.e ~~I me, 10 lOOJeR social instituaioDl Ind the polidul
~,,,,,~JCioa in i" objective divine form, from me OIurch.
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ThUi the foundation of matrimony bas become a civil-law contract
W:,hJch. subject to the general rules of the law of contract. is dissoluble
under civil law at the will of the contracting partnm in certain con
d~tion. determined by civil Jaw. So the modem ch·i) law denies
such an essential property of matrimony as its indissolubility. in con
tradiction to divine and natural law. The Church. therefore. cannot
acknowltdge the civil law ("oncerning the bond of matrimony. espe
cially for those who are validly baptized and are consequently mem
~n of the Church. subject in matrimonial law to the divine and canon
law. Marriage betwe~n Christians is in its concept and essence some
thing imrinsiully sacred. Therefore it is just and equitable that it
is ordered. not by the ordinanles of the state. but by the authority of
the Church. whi{h alone has power over the sacred.'

The sauament in m.trriage is by no means a mere adornment. a
superfluous religious C'eremnny that is added to the essential civil-law
c..onuatt of m.mimony. so that juriditally this civil-law contract. sub
ject alone to the sec ular 3uthOi il~'. is the main point and the sacra
ment unessential. On the contrary. 10 all matters that concern the
bond of matrimony and its essentials. onl) the Chun h and her spiritual
law is comprtent. Therefore- the Churlh can unde-r no circumstances
ad.no",lecl~e the secular jurisdiction in maltt:15 concerning the bond
of matrimony. ~r(~ j>rolloullced by the secular judge for members
or the Chur( h duly married in accordance with canon law is in flagrant
C'ontradktion to the di\ ine and canon law ami to the sacramental
character of matrimony. Especially in countries whe-re the great
majority or the people are Catholiu. 5ur11 a contradiction between
'h'i! law and canon law is out of plafC'. Things may be different in
('ountries where the majority of the citizens are not members of the
Church. as we shall sre latC'r. •

This daim of the Church over the bond of matrimony does not
mran thatlhC' Church claims an exdusi\'e jurisdiction in matrimonial
l.tw. It means only the prectdence of the S3C'ramental law o\'er the
dvil law in matten that concern the sacramental character of matri
mony for mem~n of the Church. Yet the Church does not deny ~!
~imony,u it sen'ea for the preservation and propagation of human
soriety. is closdy connected with hum_an relatlc?11S that immediatefy
follow hom matrimony but belong to the sphere of secular life. su~

"Wd.. VI• .,. \'11. ''11: \111. '7S.
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~.2!Y~l1J telilions bclwcca hQJband "nd wife, the lep! Ua~!!itiea

of the huaband for the wife and vice versa. the mutual duties of sup
P,2rt and abo all these matten that are connected with matrimony
.;i.~1Ocia1 and economic union. To regulate these relations between
husband and wife and between the marrinl couple and third parties
is clearly in the competence of the secular authority. to which is
entrusted the care for the common good and whose duty it i. to dirt'Ct
the social community of matrimony and of the family to the common
good.' Yet the state. the civil law, has no authority to void the aacra·
uaenta1 union between memben of the Church. It has no jurisdiction
OVeT the bond of matrimony. Therefore divorce according to the
civil law has not the power 10 ,"'oid the matrimonial contract validly
roncluded by memben of the Church. It is thus impossible (or the
Church to acknowledge a right of tbe state to void the matrimonial
bond between validly baptized persons on aCtount of radal discrimi
nations, as the Niirnbcrg ami·Semitic laws provided.

The sacramental character of matrimony. and the identit}, of matri·
monial comract and Acrament (or ChTistians have. funhermorc. the
dfect that the Church annot ack.nowledge the mere civil-law marriage
as matrimony....&tween Christians. The Syllahus of 1864 declares
that a men civil·law marriage cannot constitute a valid marriage
between Christians. i.e.• between members of tht' Church. Leo XIII
confinns that the union between Christians without the sacramental
form is not Chri.stian matrimony at aU. If Chrutians conclude a
~aniagc only before the civil authorities. they fulfill a "custom" of
the secular society but. according to canon law. they live in illicit
CX!Ocubinagc and incur the appropriate censures of the Qnon law.
The validity of matrimony between Christians is thus determined by
apirie.uaJ law.

This does not exclude the Church', tolerance ot lawl which prelCribe
a dvil marriage ceremony for Chriltian citizen. 31 a requisite condi
tion for the lqal eleclS of marriage in civil life. To fulfill the
demaDds of &be civil law concnning marriage may even be a duty for
ChristiaDt in order to secure to the married and to the children chose
le:p1 rigbtl and that leplltatus which tbe civil law affords. Of coune.
in atea where the put majority of the people are ,till lDembers of
&be Church in Jaw and in fact. the ideal is that the avillaw limply

.~ .....tI-7db1""'''''''~
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ack.nowledge the nonna of the canon law concerning' the bond of
marriage and the matrimonial contract. Consequently in such ltatea
the civil law should not allow divorce (or citizens who as Christiana
have contracted a marriage according to canon law. In the concordat
with Austria (1954) it is aweed that the R.cpublic of Austria acknowl
edges all marriages contracted in accordance with the canon law and
granu them the full legal status of the civil law; Austria acknowledges
(urther the competence of the ecclesiastical c..ourta concerning the
bond of matrimony; i.e., the validity of a marriage is exclusively ruled
by canon law with full effect in civil law.

Evidently such a rule of the canon law presupposes the unity in
faith and Church membership of the people. Wherever the people
are not in great majority members of the Church, there the state and
the civil law must lC'gtslate about the form of marriage, about the
matrimonial wntract and all the lebral eflcas of the latter. And it
may e\'eJ) be tolerated that a state, in which only a minority of the
citizens are members of the Churth in law and in fact, does not
ae-knowledge the norms of the unon law concerning marriage even
for its Catholic citizens, at least as long as the civil law does not com·
mclnd something that is in contradiction to the canon law. This status
is indred not an ideal one, because the cil il law may acknowledge
between members or the Church a matrimoni..l contract that according
to ("anon law is void and forbidden.•·or example, the state gives full
legal status to the second marnage of divorced Catholics. whereas
the canon law rqprds such a marriage as bigamy. By such a discrep
ancy betwecn the civil Jaw and the ecclesiastical matrimonial law the
latter ~omaa mcre ac(.cssory to the decisive and exclusively enforci·
ble civil law.

The least tolerable status exists where the .?non law is expressly
invalidated and has no inftuence at all recogniztd by civil law. Here
the ch'U "iaw seems to comider Chriuian matrimony merely as a
private affair or a tolerated CUSlom or pious people. Yet matrimony
between Christians can neva be a world)' affair. It is not a contract
like any other contract c.oncerning worldly affairs. As a true status
contract and a sacrament. matrimony is beyond the whim and le'lfish
imereslI or husband and wire. Most especially has the modem trend
10 facilitate divorce. in connection with the materialist philosophy
of birth tODtrol, undermined the pillan upon which IUts the ,!eallh
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9f~tions. the family. Yet the Church. presupposing the state and the
family as the secubr fonns of the social life of the people of God.
cannot leave these forms to the vagaries of quickly changing popular
philosophies. It will always be the purpose of the Church to reach a
ItatUi where the same peTSOn may live as a Christian under me norms
of the spiritual law and as a citizen under the rules of the civil law.
both acknowledging Christian matrimony as a sacrament and as the
.pring of life for the people of God and the people of the state.

The foundations of this ideal of cooperation between Church and
atate are lint. the proposition that no ~al contradiction can exist
benveen the rights and duties of a ChI istian and those of the citizen:
This foUows from the order of ('nds of the human communities. This
order. derh'ed from the idea of man's metaph)"Sirnl nature and end.
directs the \"3rious communitin (the familv. the sldte. the community
of nations) to their corresponding ends. The Church. issuing from the
ame divine origin though in a 5upt"rnatural re\'dation. has her own
end. n.is end is autonomous. and the Churrh is a sdf·suffic..ient.
perfKt society. She is not a mere rdi~ious sexiet\' beSIde the lC'Cular
lOCietics; she is not subjC'Ct to the 50\erC'ignt~ of othel sex iClics. such
as that of the national sute or of the majollt\" of the m~mbcnof the
Church in the sense of popular so\'ereigntv. or or a l'topi.m world Jute.

Funhnrnore. the wbole bod,' of du~ ends of the \'ar ious ("onnnunilies
docs not constitute a mere agglomeration but an order in which one
cod is alx)\e anolller or under another in spite of its relati\'c in
depmdmce. Thus the fami)). although its objecth'c end is essentially
iDdependent of arbinary interference by the state. is lubjec.:t to the
regulative power of the lUte. And the state on its pan, although it is
aovereign. ia yet as a member of the community o( nations subject
to the demands of the international common good and the rula that
JoRkaIly follow from this mode of existence. From tbis we conclude
that 011 the order of ends follows an ordn of the corresponding com-

• mUDitia. And in this tenlC we lay that the Church. whose spiritual
end is .uperior to the ends of othel' communities. i. superior to the
other communitin 10 far u &he realization of her end is concerned.
HeDCe the Jpirieual power is in the lime way superior to the power
of die .... Yd 10 conclude that therefore the I«UJar power is in
aD 1111'_* iD every regard .ubj«& to the .piritual power iI. It
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we have leen, very wrong, because political authority it truly sovereign
in suo Of'dine. in its realm.

However clear and distinct this proposition may be in abstf'acto, the
concrete life may, on ac«:ount of its ever<hanging circumstances, of
abnormal individual situations, produce a conflict. When both powen
contend that in a spedfic matter they are sovereign, when the secular
law df'mands an exclusive right and absolute lo}'alty where the Church
cannot want it, what then? In this case the superiority becomes evi
dent. The Church, conscious of her vocation and of her divinely
insriulled anthoTlt}' as teacher and interpreter of the revealed word of
C~od. will a~rt her 5upt"riority, FOI the Church is then in the same
~iti()n in whi« h the indl\'iclual Christian conscience is when met by
cl dcmand o( thc state th.1t is a~ainst wmdence, Just as the Christian
(ofll'd"I)(' lhcon aOlflll5 that it mllst uhey God rather than men, so
the Churdl must sa)' that she musr 01>(') God and not men. And she
will do su bt·( all..e, thou~h th" indi, ielUdl, un~ ience may be erroneous,
the' Church and her supremc :lIIthont\' do not err, howe\'et' in·
ade«lu.llc. in indh iclu.ll (.aM'li, the polilV and practical means of
a"'1e..tin~ thi, 'illpc'riOllly nM\' h,,\'(' ht'c.-n ()nly to an era dominated by
materi.. lism or a~n(Jsti(13m, doc's tim print iple seem strange. Yet,
wht"rtC"\t'1 tht' spilitllal C"l1d of IIMII ill it( kllll\dedged and God's re
\'C.'alecl word r(,cu~I1I/('d, this SUpt'l iorm' is the necessary consequence,
if the ChUrl h .mtl nut the i\4,).Ut,d iluli\ idn.ll wnsdenc.e is ret.ognized
as the cll\ lilt'" IlUttltlH'd 'lurJtual .amhorJty,

It is lluW this otdl"t ul human ends lh.lt (orhids the Church to be
IIldiffC'rt'nt to lhe' spht'lt' of pulituallIt("'. The Churdl. sa)'S Leo XIII,
unnot be indillerctll to the l..wI that are \alid in the \'arious states,
nut su far ill» t)wy art' irelll.... 1.1\\'5, hut !lU far .15 they transgress the
competency 01 the 5tate and trc.·~pa5s upon the held ot the exclush'e
c.cnnpett'III y C)f the Chul( h. In !lUl h a (..5l' the Chun.h has the God
J.;i\'en dm)' to resin. whc.-n it law of the state violates religion, The
Chunh mUM thc.-n du all in her IXIWCl that the Spirit or the Gospels
rule' in the laws and imtltullutl5 of the state,' If e\'er the Church
should ab.ludon lhis (ulldamt'ntal pmillon, she would abandon her
5t"lf. The Chun h would thC"n be dt'gradc"tl to it mt're prh'ate associa
tion (or the (urr.hcran«:c o( prhate reli$tious or ethical ends of private

• Ibid" IV. a, (£,ntldlca) SiI"srtlliIJ. CllriJ'i«nor).
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individuala under the IOvereign domination of the state: 01' the Church
would become a department of state administration for the further
ance of sccular ends of the secular, cultural polity of an absolute state.
Yet even the religious liberty of the individual is directed against the
atate, against its abuse of compulsory power to religious conformity
on account of political reasons. For the members of the Church there
cannot exist an unlimitC'd right to religious freedom. because this
would contradict the nature of the Church as a ~rfect society gifted
with spiritual authority. The right to reliftious freedom means ulti·
mately the freedom of the Church. not a frt!edom of the individual
against the Church. So even the modern secular or reli 'ousl ncoutral
.tate recognizes in its right of religious be om the spiritual sphere
i'ii'Which the Church is supreme.

In trying to visualize this relation betl\'cen state and Church. we
may suppose two intersecting cirdn. The segment common to both
circles would represent the mixed matters. where both communities
have an interest. while the ~t of the circle'S would fan strictly under
the supreme rule of either Church or state. How great that .egment
of the mixed matters may be. depends largely on historical eire-urn·
atanees. Thus it may be greatn in predominantly C.atholic countries.
while' it may be vny small when the state, on account of the num~r
of denominations among its citizens. is religiously neutral and confines
itself to purely secular fields under the regime of the ",paration of
Church and state. Yet any total absorption of the state by the Church
or the vice vena would be disastrous to both. The Church absorbing
me .ta~·1 power and end would be in danger of using spiritual pawn
for the poJiticaJ ends of the state it has absorbed. The Itate absorbing
the Church would be easily tcmpted to abuse political power in the
ralm of rcligion and faith, which again is vidoul because. as St.
Augustine laYS. man can belinc only wilh his free will. at Political
compulsion in matten of faith is a contradiction in iucll. Caesaro
papism g jOlt as wrong as papocacsarism.

Tbe indirect power of the Church in matten temporal must be
diltinpiJhed from the concordatory rule OVrl' thc mixed maUerL
Tb.it indirect power originates in the qualitative superiority of the
Qun:h', cad aDd coosequmtJy of the ecclesiastical authority. It is
the penni' of teaching and of judginl. It means that the Church baa

Ie'"ur,.Jo-tt., ....
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the right and the duty to teach th~ .tate in matten of polity in 10 far
as they concern the ultimate end of man, the salvation of lOuis. and
the glory of God. It meaDi that to the Church belongs the power to
judge the sins of the political power and to proclaim what is morally
right or wrong in politia upon the basis of natural law or positive
divine law. The pope. says Leo XIII. must be able to continn au
thoritatively what is contained in divine revelation. to declare which
political doctrines are in agreement with it and which are in con
tradiction to it, In the same way the pope must be able to conlinn what
is intrinsically good or bad in the realm of morals. what has to be done
or omitted for the salvation of lOuIs. Otherwise he could be neither a
secure interpreter of God's word nor a secure leader for man to
eternal life.n

V. TilE IND£PE~'DENCE OF POLmCAL AUTHORITY

Too easily modern writers draw fTom this statement the conclusion
that this daim of the ecclesiastical authority to mterpret the word of
God and to judge O\'er the whole field oE mOralil)' necessarily wntracts
the mdependence and liberty ot the poliueal authority in its secular
order. whic:h has been confirmed and ack.nowledged before. Thw. it
is said. through this claim the spintual authority, infalJible in these
matters of faith and morals. actually subordinates the totality of the
social and political life to its supreme and final control. Papal theoc
racy. with its absolute rule o\'er the state and the social and economic
life. would be the consequence.u But this as certainly absurd. For it
would presuppose that neither a natural law nor a divine revelation

II ..Woe.• IV. '7 (Encyclical s.f.I.enliGt ChrUI,on.e).
It EapeclaJly aft~r thr Vltlcan (Aluncd'. drc:laRtlon of Ih~ dogma of papal fnfalUbnily

wt'~ .tlth 'nn or .u'pmOnl Im,1If'd Glada,oM'. agrnah-e pamphlet apinSi tbe Vatican
(~uncil and the rrpliea of MoInniliR Ind Newman Ire 'amoUl Actually the dogma wu
not a n~w doc.crlne. but u old u the Institution of the papan C.eI'cainly thia infallibility
don not meT to juridical mane'f' ... for inatance, the depouuOQ 01 princa. Pi.. IX 10

e'1lP"'Mly declared In hb allocuIWD of ,871. d. Feuler (Secretary of the Council). La
'T." " .. '.!We in/tdlibilil/ dr. po",.; translaled from th~ GCTman, 18';1). It doeI not
radl Into the fif!ld of men poUllral and eamomic problt'nlL Whm th~ cardinal tepce.
!M'rafino \'anuI('III, in hi, add~ at lhe C.llholic Meed.., In Ellen (lgo6). demanded
aultt obeclicPCII to the papal authority In political and lOcia' manen, this wu later
qualified wllh the wordt "in 10 far II ~lipm II COIl('erntd,'· Thia qualiic:atioa ..
•cr~ bY PI.. X in hit brwf of Occob« so- .gutS. 10 CardJDAI Fbchcr 01 CoJopac. pro
dalmin, i....... 01 CalhoUa ia &Daucn llOft-rcllPOUSi d. Joteph SchmidliD. op. dI. III.
ts. '58.
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exists. and it would further presuppose that the political authorities
areea~ to issue laws and decrees that are flagrantly in contradiuion
to natural and divine law. But it is prepostt"1'ous to suppose such a
thing with the exception, of course. of the new pagan tyrannies. Yet
it is amazing to observe that the world. earlier so jealous of its frttdom
hom papal criticism and so sensitive to any exercise of this papal
prerogath·e. now complains so loudly that the pope docs not vigorously
enough condemn political practices of the l}Tants.

It must not be forgotten that. on account or the long influence of
Christianit}', pllitiral authorities Tardy issuf' laW's or folloW' a policy
which isdircctly in contradktion with dhine and natural law. Church
history shows us "ery few inlen'entions of the highest «r1esiastiral
authority in politics and e\en fewer which were nOI. at once or latcr.
acclaimed by the majority of impanial persons as sound and justififfi.
Besides. to d«lare a state law incfIecti\'e because It opt"nl~' contradicts
natural or di"ine law, ddds no ne" obligation to the fitilC:n', duties
to hold such a law ineffective. nor docs a declaration of this son make
such a law im·alid. Such a law is intrinskally 'Old by 115 own menu.
We must nole (unher that Ihis claim of indITet t power does not Imply
a positi\'e direction of the political authority in ways and means to
the funherance of thr common gOO(1. The positive ta~k of political
authority is its very own and is under its own jurisdiction and so\'ert"ign
oom~ence.

The competence of the Church in maltf'n ot mornllt~· dOC'S nol
imply any competcnu' or tht.' Churc.h to teac.h or judRc ahout what is
economicall)' sound or uSt.'ful in etonomic polic y. about what has to
be done cOntTC'tcl) by IOdallcJ(isl.Hion to fulfilllhc demanch of social
justice, about which arc thf' hnl me.ms to a\old wan or to guaranrtt
peace. about whieh are Lhe best methods in rducalion. whkh iIlC'K31
acts must be punhhed .and how. All this is left to the free dC'C·ision 01
political authority. Thus this indirect power is not a distinct power in
iuelf in addition to the spiritu..l power. It is the ",me spiritual power
turning its face to the world ot politics. to the sec'ular re:alm. This
indirect power c:Iuct not mean a power over politkal and secular
matten inasmuch as they arc of a political nature, but inasmuch u
aMy are subject to the rule of Datural and divine law, of which the
Quid! is the teacher and authoritative interJlret~r. Whoc\'t'r dt'nies
I~" power. a.ums implicitly that political authority is intrinsically
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infallible or that the spiritual power has no competence to declare
a sin to be a lin. an injustice to be an injustice.

There is Itill rampant a political modernism that thinks itself free
from the teaching and judging authority of the Church and claima
the entin' secular world for its own sovereign and absolute rule. This
modernism" considers itself free to disregard the authoritative de
cisions and teachings of the Church in moral, legal, and JOCiaI matters.
It holds that the principle of a living wage. not merely the practical
ways and meaps for attaining it. is morally without obligation or that
the principles of sGlial justice, howC\'er clearly taught by Leo XIII,
are of no importance lor the shaping of the social and economic order.
From lh~ standpoint of Catholi<-isffi there is no doubt that such a
modernism is inadmi5Sible. For it would surrender the objective rules
of univrrsal natural and supernatural morality to the sovereign judg
ment of indl\'iduals or to the 5uhjrctive and often unstable opinions
of interested groups. So this modernism is not so much a defender of
Iihrrty from suppnst"dly arbitrary acts of the spiritual authority. but
rather the denial of authority itself and of spiritual authorit)' e,'en in
its own field '

Pope Leo XIII. who a55erted the independence and liberty of the
Chunh as a true perlcn society, who urgell the superiority of the
Chun-h and her end lt1 thr hit·r.m:hy of ends. this same Pope does not
tire of stressing the true so\ erel~t)· of the Slate In SIlO ordine and
its n"ture ""I a pc.-rft·("\ IOfiety. Seldom has a politicoal philosopher 10

earnC'sdr emphasized the' d'gnit)' and the m.ljestr of the secular au
thority. For l.eo XIII the stale is a dispcnsation of God's will re
\'e3lin~ I fimselt in the law of naturf'. Hence it stands of itself and does
not need a fonsccratic)O by the spiritual authority. Obedience is due
by the Christian to political authorny for tltt' sake of the common good
irrnpeethoe of the denomination to which the person in authority
~longs. e\'e'n though ht' is an agnostic or a pagan. The state has ita
own indept'ndent sphere. its own end in which it lives and rules
without the fear of an arbitrary inter\'ention by ecclesiastic authority.
All that ronferns the politkal and civic field is of full right subject to
the IOvcrt'ign ded.iou of the political authority. The reason is. as
Leo XIII asserts again and again, that both authorities are IOvereign

.1 So tamed by rlUl X.I In his encyclical Ubi lIt'tItno (DemDber IS. -pa). a. JUltI A.
Rm. £ftC7C"litwf6 of Piu XI (19rr). pp. 40 f.
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in their respective spheres and that both should be mutually inde
pendent and unhindered in the realization of their .peeific ends, in
accordance with divine dispensation in the form of positive divine
law fOT the Church, in the form of natural law equally of divine oriRin
for the state. This so\·ereignty which Uo XIII and the whole tradition
attributes to each perfect society. to state and to Olurch. is not absolute
and unlimited power embracing an spheres of the individual and
lOCial existence of man.

On the contrary. this concept of sovereignty, besides being subject
to the clearly defined di\'ine and natural law. means that in the
totality of human life certain distinct spheres are assil{ned to each of
these sovereign authorities. The objection that the Church daims the
supreme decision in the problem of what has to be regardC'd as dhdne
and natural law in application to concrete caSe's, does not nrry wcighL
For if we accept the fact that God has rco\'coaled His will in the
Scriptures and in natural law. it is obvious that in the fundamental
principles there can be no disagreement. For in this use both au
thorities acknowledge that they are subject alile to the clearly reo
vealed will of God. As long as both authoritin are mnse:ious of bdng
subject to objective supreme ruin which neccsurily are clear and
unequh'OCal. a conflict can arise only about the applkation to a con·
aete situation of conclusions remote from the hrst prinnpl~, or the
conflict will be one about the concrete elements of a fanual situation.
ID such casn the appropriate method is that at peaceful negotialion
until an agreement about the remote conclwiolU or the elemenu of
the concrete situation 15 reacht"d. This will be rasy if on bolh sides
there exist mutual confidence and Rood will.

Thegreat difficulties arise whm in the mind of one of che authoritin
-linee the rise of princely absolutism this has been in the mind of
the political authority-the idea of divine and espec:iaJly of natural
law fada away aDd iu will. the will of the state endowed with com·
pulsory power, is declared to he evrrywhere and without any limita
tion the wpreme law. Then of coune any common basi. for a peaceful
coopmuion illacking. To the Church nothing is left but to resist and
10 light for her libm,. This must especially occur whne the totali·
tarian ItaW Ion 10 far at 10 abridge even the rcligioUi freedom of the
iDctividual citizen. that is. when the stalC makes iu political ideology
• reHJion and demanda from the citizen an absolute aDd exclusive
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loyalty such as is owed only to God. Then the Church would be driven
again into the catacombs because the Christians could not continue
to live as Christian people upon the basis of the fundamental right
of the religious freedom of the individual.

Against the accusations of nineteenth-century liberalism it can be
said that the liberty of the Church was at the same time the best guar
anty of the freedom of conscience. For history shows that it was far
more the stilte that threatened the freedom of conscience than did
the Churrh. And "'hcncver it seemed that the ecclesiastical authority
opprcssffl the mnscienccs, we will find that it was not this authority
that oppre~scd but the secular authority which by chance was united
wilh an ecclniastical dignity and abuscd the ecclesiastical authority.
Today we sec that no secular government was so outspoken against
totalitarianism as were the pope and, for instat!ce, Gcrman bishops.



CHAPTER XXVI

Cooperation aNd SeparatioN

I. THE COSCORDAT

THE diffutnce of tht spheo1"C'S in which eo3ch perffit society is sov
ereign does not exclude their mutual roopn-ation in theo fornlation
of man's life as a cirilen and as a fait1lCtd member of the Church. We
have ah'rad)' pointrct out that th~ exins a spherr uf mixed mailers
where tht same institutions (e.g., miltril11on)') are f;ovemed by canon
la,,' and b)' civil law. Further, the state, thouKh e,,( luded (rom any
inftuence in the sphere of hierarchical order, may ha,'e an interest
in the political loyalty of the clergy and of those (leI iu who will be
made buh0p', Sational minorities in a multmational lOtate may right
fully dnnand priesu who are able to fulfilJ their crdcslastical dutirs
by mastering the lanf;'Uage and culture of thbe minoritie,. The ccn·
ttal government in luth a state is interestc:d to iCC thaI this right is
Dot abuxd for disruptive propaganda by tile ,tate to "hilb tlus
minority by its Ian~uage and culture is kindred.'

EspccialJ)' where' by custom and tradition imritutlonal remlUDlI
of the rarlier strong union between Church and state are still existing
or where the people ate in an oVC'rwhC'lminK Itl.lJority stiU members
of the Churth. tllere actually the same mt'n arc embraced by twO
Ipheres of duties as mt'mbC'n of the COTfJUJ Chmli Tnyslicum and as
membcn of the CorplLS I'olil;cum m)·Jticum. Thus the Church is
caned to serve the welfare of the same mm and the same society
whom the state seo'es; in such a rase an intimate (ooperation between
Church and stale it mott fitting. Yet even ",hC'J'C' Carholia are a
miDority in a stale. a concordalory cooperation between Church and
Ute and not a acparation may be useful.

'.... pre". of _'-'I" ha"C found CDDIfdnaUoa 'n lUIIy (OftCIJI'daca 01 .....
....... a. -.sat "lib Poland ('C'IIndry 10, IpS). wltll U.hu..... (Apdl •••g&t)•
... aUlUDia (Nay 10, 'P7),
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Fundamentally luC"h a cooperation between Church and state it
the besl polity, though in concrete situations the separation of state
and Church may be more fruitful. This cooperation in the form of a _
concordat does not presuppose that the Catholic Church is privileged
by public law or is the only recognized religion in a state because
the people are Catholic.' Nor is the concordatory cooperation hin
dered when the constitution asserts the fullest freedom of religion
and dedarn that no established Church exists. In some European
states the l.utheran. the Reformist. and the Catholic Church have the
privilegt'S of corporations of puhlic law with the right to public ex
ercise of their rult. to autonomy. and to collection of taxes with the
help of the Slale for their subsistence. But this condition does not
rxdude the fact that prindpally the S«'paration of the Church from
the stale exists. The relations between the twO are in the varioUi
cOlinuiC'S 50 conditioned by tradition and the development of con
stitutional law that it is impossihle to brmg the whole problem under
tht simple ahernathe of established Churd) or Gallican state Church
on lhe one hanet. and separation of Church and state on the other
hand. ~or is scp..ration a SlIlKlc: and unc(luhoc.al type since, as we
shall Stt', thert' are sevelal types of s('paration.

The reason for concordatory a~eements l~ stated by Leo XIII. It
is true th..t the pru~imate end of the polili(al authority is different
from the md of the spiriwal authorily and that it realizes its end in
different ways from thosc- of the laller. Yet inc\'itabl)' the two authori
tics in their Beth'iucs Will conle into (ontan. Each of them rules Ol'er
the same mcn. sometimes it happens that both authorities have to
regulate the same malleTS though from diffelcnt points of view. A
dash between them would be'rontnr) to good sense and to God's wise
ordinanfe. C.onsequC'ntl}, wheneVel" both authorities meet in the

IThe mncordll wilh Spain II''';') Itltft. for In1Ian~. thaI che "Cachollc ApoaloUc
Roman religion" II che 01'11_ reh.ion 01 che Spalllsh nallon. The concordac with Ecuador
1,861) lCales IhaC lhe (".altlulic Aposlolic Ruman rrliltion ·'Is Ihe reURion of Ihe R.epubUc
of F.ctlador and will bfo fn~r p~ In all iu rlRhlS and prertlplives.·· Ahouc Cburch
and Ilale in I alln AlM'n,a. '"' J t.Iu"d Mecham'l boo" o( Ih..1 litle (1954)· The concordal
wlIh Itatv (h'brua" u. 19&9) lil.ewbe Nyl in MI. I Ihal Ihe (".alhollc Aposlolic R.oman
ItUITIon b lhe ~Ie RliCksn ()f Ihe Ilait. ~el wilhoUI t,r1nchnS che exerrile of olher
rehlinul n,lel m lhe fTftdom 01 rnnllCience. All tllIl II limph a declaralory alakmeDl
0I1ac:1I. ·rhe AUlerun conrordal 01 June ~. 19M. ,Iala onlt Ih.u "Ihe .'ualnan R.epublic
panll and tteura 10 lbe Huh Roman C.tlhl'llic ("Juarcl, Ihe f~ nercite of ill Iplrilual
poweor and 1M free and public "ercl~ 01 ill culc." The riahl of religious freedom II
Iu.lranteed In Arc, ,8 of lhe Conaciluuun of May I. 19'"
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regulation of the same matter. it i. just tbat an order and a rule should
exi.t by wbich their mutual interests and rights are ~tablisbed. and
the causes of clashes are removed in order that a collaboration in
ooncord may be made possible.-

Such a mutual agreement concerning the rdations between Church
and state and their rights and dutin in matters where both h.&\'e a
vital interest. since early times has been called a conC'oroat. Such I

solemn juridical treat}' presupposes that the Church is considered an
independent and sovereign perfect society which lives and negotiatca
by its own right. not by any concession of the state.

It descnes mention that conC'ordau ~Idom demand sacrifices from
the sovereign state. though ninet«nth-century liberalism often con
tended otherwise. Most oftm the Church shows lJT~ter understand
ing for the needs of the state than the latter shows (or the spirilual
interests of the Church. The offenders against the spirit and letter
of the concordats have been the states and their naJers. The old sa, ing.
that the history of the concordau is the histoT)' of the griefs of the
Clurch. is quite true, Often the political rulers appro.tlbed tile
Church with friendly gestures in order to make a conrord:u and thus
appeu as panics "onhy of international confidence; or dley tried to
kill in the bud the awpiciolU of their C3tholic subjects by coming
to aD undmWlding with the Holy See. As lOOn as this "scrap of
paper" was signed and the useful political purpose thul had been
achieved. then "sman" interpretation or incompatible legislation on
the pan of the political ruler began to ,"oid the rights and COlll

petendes of the Church 10 IOlemnly agreed upon. Hitler is the latest
example of thia practice.· Another way for the Itate to rid itself of
ia obligations is the one-sided annulment of the concordat by appeal
to high sounding phrases. such u "frredom of consdence" or "li~n
tioD &om cJerical.ilm.··

n. THE LEGAL NATURE OF THE CoNCORDAT

The legal nature of the concordat has long been a matter of dis
pute. The curialist partisans of the medieval theocratic theory con

a ThIt ....main Ihoupl In ....ioua WauancCI 01 Leo XJIJ: d. 411«.. I, aD: II. fa;
In.... (8ecydk:al4,...IIUIIJ dM"., .~e,.,W),

.4'.&baDJeI Mkl1em. N.,1onal5odG1_." ,IN RftM.. c.lMlfl CIa",d. c•..,•........
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tended that the concordat hal the legal nature of a privilege granted
freely by the pope to the state.1u it was a privilege. though vested in
the form of a treaty, the grantor wu considered to have the power to
annul the privilege at any time and unilaterally, whenever its COD

tinuation would be of advantage only to the state. Yet from the side
of the state the concordat would be irrevocable as long as it was
favorable for the Church. The reason is that u a privilege the con
cordat is actually an ecclesiastical law and therefore wholly subject
to ecclesiastic-al authority. The partisans of the rising absolute state.
with its ideal of a state.controlled Church. answered with the so-called
legal theory. The Church being only a community in the ltate, not a
1O\'ereign ('ommunity beside the state, is in her external and legal
organiution subject to the state. A coordination of state and Church.
both so\'ereign and free. would then be absurd. Consequently the
roncordat is not a genuine treaty; for that would mean that the
sovereign amolulC' stale condudes a treaty with its own subjects:
e\'iclently an ahsurdity, Therefore the C'Oncord3t is, so far as its
fOntents are conu:rned, a free concession of the state in the legally
in'lignifuant form of a contran or treaty. Actually the concordat
leKally exists only as a state law. Consequently the state can annul
the (()mordat whenever it plrases. sin<c~ it is not legally bound by its
own law; for the state is absolute.

The extremist nature of both theories is ob\"ious. TIle commonly
accepted theory among Catholic authorities in canon law and political
phiiolOph)' is that the concordat is a true legal treaty in the sense of
the general thwry of contracts and sp«ifically in the sense of
international law. The concordat is a bilateral. legally binding treaty
under the rules of international law. which recognizes both partits.
the state and the Church, as having moral penonality. with rights and
duties. as suhjects sovereign and independent. therefore competent to
contract treaties. The Hoi)' See. the pope. is recogni7M as a sovereign
authority by the practice of the majority of the states which entertain
diplomatic nolations with the Holy ~ by plenipotentiary amba&
sadon or ministers and which recognize an Apostolic nuncio as the
representative of the Holy ~ to their governments in accordance
with international law. Even statrs that do not entenain international
relations with the pope recognize his sovereignty in the sense of ia
ttmationallaw.
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That the concordat participates in the nature of international
treaties becomes evident wh~n w~ scrutinize the papal view•. A treaty
iI an agreement of two partics about the same object. This definition
• given by Leo XIII when h~ states that tbe concordat is conclud~
when rulers of statcs and the Roman Pontiff come to an agreement of
minds on a special matter.' The French concordat is call~ a solemn
bilateral pact b)' Leo XIII. and Pius X calls it a bilateral agreement
obliging both parties. like all treaties of this k.ind: the concordat,
according to Pius X, is to be judged by the same rules as all interna
tional trtatics. that is. according to international law.'

This nature of the concordat as a legal treaty implies the following
difficult). Both parties of the treaty are so\·ert'ign. They arc conse
quendy not subordinated to any hightt authorit}· competent to ar
bitrate or to judge, when a dispute between the parlin arises over the
interpretation or the application of the treaty in a concrcte case. or
over the important problem which arises when one part)· contends
that the trcaty has become inapplicable on account of a substantial
chaD~ in the circumstances which gavc risc to it. This is the general
problem of the clllwula Tebus sic slafltrblU. It means that. when a
notable change has occurred in the circumstances and maU~rs wilh
which the treaty deals. the literal applic.ation of the [feat)' to the un
foreseen changes would be a~ainst equity and justice. eSp«ially 10 if
the application of the treaty provisions should endanger the substance
of the independen(.e and existence of one of the partin. If 5ueh a
Datable change and a dang" to the existence and independence actu
ally ~xistl. diU cannot be decided by a superior authority in a final
decision bccau~ no earthly authority ~xisu over the Church by defi
nition. cven if the utopian dream of I world stal~ should becume true.
because even then the Chun.h would ~ a poumtial panner to the
world Slate and DC"" its lubjccL

This lC~nu to be theoretiuJly a dilemma on account of the im
lIWleJU limits of the juridical form. Yet it doa not prevent the
acablilhing of a new agreemcDt by mutual consmt. At lean the popea

•",I«.. II. '5' (lfflllltWuU 1Hi). For otber quocatloM from Leo XIII.. wrltl.....
......... the lraIJdwactcr or tM conCDrdat. d. P. TtkhJedfto• .,. at.. p..... vJctor
CarJuda. 1.4"""" 4Jrr M",..'"...,... II. lot..... quoulJoaa bolla oehtr P"'fIll!
................... kpI Ra,ure 01 &be ClIlIKOI.... AI • uuc bUalcnl tral}' IepU, ...
......, DMW1 • bDda putia.

I En "dkat 'dw...-m ftOf, to the de'IJ anti people of rn.c.. February u.I'"
I
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have Ihown much readineu to oblige in luch cases. Those who usually
appealed to me dawu14 were the atates which. under me influence of
liberalist agnosticism. tried to get rid of treaties that were reproaches
to their materialist polity. With full confidence we can say that. in
luch disputes. the Church has always shown a full undentanding and
complaisanre. This fact is evident in the history of such events; for
instance the Prussian Kulturkampf or the dispute with the Third
R~public in France, Therefore it is wrong to characterize the con
cordat as a mere armistice in the unceasing struggle between the
spiritual and the temporal power. The Church's point of view is that
a pt'ace is possible and that she is ready to make all sacrifices necessary
in the intercst of a peaceful modus vivendi, one compatible with her
C'lsence and divine task. We must not forget that the stronger an
authority is morally, the easier it is for such an authority to yield to
the justified demimds of someone else; the quitk appeal to a sensi
tive prntige is a mask of moral weakness and uncertainty,

II must ~ kept in mind that the Church can do without concordats.
The fully satisfartory SItuation of the G.1tholic Church in the United
States seems to be a proof of this, A shrewd obscn'er remarked that,
since l~ XIII, the Church has ceased to address herself to the rulen
and the prinres. and addresscs herself morc and morc directly to the
Christian people. Apparently, with the progress of popular govern
ments and the principle of a free Church in the free state. the spiritual
authority (an rely more upon the faithful people and tbeir increasing
efforts to re-Christianize modem SOCIety than upon the political
exigenc:ics of an autboritari..n Ro\'enunent, The same trend becomes
apparent in the new papal polley to ket"p the Church and the clergy
out of the arena of politics. as pro\'ided for in some of the latest con
cordats. As a more proficient method to accomplish the same pur
pose. the ultimate task. of the Church. the gl\'3tion of souls and the
formation of a lOCial and econumic environment from which a new
Christian soriety may once more arist", Catholic Action may be more
important than reliance on the leKal letters of cOllcordatory treaties.
howev~ little we should depreciate th('ir ,·alue. The solution bf the
lO<alled Roman question. namely. the Lateran Treatv with Italy and
the fC'COgDition of Vatican City as the sovereign patrimony of St.
Peter. minutely amall when compared wiLh the expropriated Papal
States. points in the same diret'tion.
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The Lateran Treaty has not "restored" the political independence
of the pope by his control OV~ a territory that would enable him to
defend his independence and the liberty of the Church with armies,
as was a historical necessity in the Middle Ages and in the era of
absolutism. Pins XI o~nly declared that ht would not rely on in
ternational legal guarantin but on the moral guaTantics which, of
coune, rest in the souls of the faithful and in the minds of aU wbo
again. after the ravages of an agnostic faith in reason, science, KG

nomics. or political power, believe in the spiritual power of reliRion
and undentand tbat man is more a homo f't'ligioJ'lJ than a homo
politicw or economicw and even less a ru cogdtulS or a homo /Wole
ttlrivs.

III. A WaoNc IDEA OF UNION BETWE.F.N eHtlRe.. ASD STATE

The concordat is not necessarily a tokcn that no separation of
Church and slate exists, though its foundation IS a mUlual at knowl
edgemcnt that the Church and tht' state should wllaboratt. This is
without doubt the ideal situation. We do not UK' hC'rc- the term "union
of Church and state:' \Ve wish to avoid an)' mist3ken notion of an
identity between Churcb and secular society or ,tate in the form of
national Churches. State and Church arc two societies different in
end and power and orpniution. two distinu perfect socictiC"S. St.
Robert Bellarmine explicitly denies that even th~ Christian Slate
(i.e.• the body politic of a Catholic peoople) and the Churcb are united
as matter and form, body and IOU1.' So we have to clistinKui,h the
Catholic type of a friendly coopmation between Church and Chris
daD state in a legal form from the full union between Chun h and
ltate as it bas existrd in England since t!le break with Rome, in the

•a. AI'IlOId. 01'. al.. p. 100 DOle If. IJ Ihit I c:ritinSID of 51. Tbomat 'Sun"... "ttot.
I" Ibe. q.1o. •.1 ad '> who, qumtns St. lit." NaDaDlCll. IItl that t~ trmrofll
power ....bordinated 10 the 'Plrieual po-cr as is the body 10 the __l~ W,. think Ih.1
....,IIIIIDJd 1IOl be .....,.ted. bowe\ft lDudi It ma, haft bftn .-! in eallkr tllnt'll.
........... triO uedef all drallII'JtanftI haft ttt. tnckpmdmc:c of both tbc ttlte and the
QaucIl,..,....,.t in Ibri, own ordef. 1M CJd..d.... world aJftUliDl two pnfft1lllX~llcs.

act! eI .... laM ,.. own form and .w on mltler; ahry do not aJftIehu~ • moral •
......... die ICrica .... Vee .bey baw CO ~te in ftlIICOI'd and unify for the
....ale _lID aft both cit,....ad failbfW. f. dill caopnttIon tlte ..., 01
.... II DOl Ient. The .., 01 JUItke•• 1cpJ onkT of menen, caoperaaJon. II
_,. We -....Jd .. poiat OIIt that kIb,.tne". -lUIIe" II. QarMt1aD ..ee, the
....... of _"'_111 ,.mer ...ben of die ...... Cbutda.
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Established Church, and u it exuted in the various forms of national
Churches in other predominantly Protestant countries. But thil
Catholic type must be distinguished alsoofrom Gallicanism and other
attempts to nationalize the Catholic Church as we found them in the
eiRhteenth century. An example of these attempu is proposition 85
of the Synod of Pistoia (September, J 786), which proclaimed that a
national council could decide without appeal to Rome in contro
venies concerning faith and morals, 10 that such a national council
would ~ dttlared as quasi-infallible in questions of faith and .morala
{Dcl1zinRer, nos. 1593 fl.}

The union or Chuffh and state in England as declared in Article
!l7 of the Thirty-nine Articles is also different. While the Ga1lican
Chllrc"h at knowledged the dOt"trinal authority of the pope and his
spiritual power beside that of the gt"nrral councils and the rules.
('USloms. and in~lilutiol1s prt.~ef\·ed by the French Kingdom and the
Gallic-an Chur< h. the English ChUff h dt'nies any doctrinal authority
and any spiritual power, especially any canonical jurisdiction. of the
popt'. Consr(luenrly the kill~ .Uld his couru. thouRh they do not as
sume doctrinal authority, h3\"e jurisdiction over the Church at l~t
to the- exte:-IH that the ~piritu..l I.lW of the Church and the order and
di~dpline in lhe Churrh. the Prayerhoo"- includrd, are subject to the
dl'pw\dl of thc k.inK (toddY the P.1fhament and the Judicial Com
rnin« of thr Privy Council). so (hat Ihe ~t'lIfiaJ a("t of ecclesiastical
Il'Ki~lali(ln. the sant lion. is in the hands of the supposedly still ChriJ.
li:m ,'et t('mpor:,1 authority.

Sud, a union is not acceptahle from the slandpoint of Catholic doc
trmc. A union llt'twC'en Chun h and state, or hetter a cooperation in
tOnwrd and unit,· 01 bnth, would m{'an nmlual fespeC( for the ind~

J>e'mlt'nn' of e.IC h in suo mdiue. It ",ould mean the acknowledgment
or the canon I3w in matten lhat are adnll11edl~ of spiritual nature
((".R., mduiIUOII). hi(,l.n(.h~·, clerical education. and lefr-ll exemption
of the dtrgy from the s('(ular juriMiiction in ccortain matten): the
rccotCnitiun of the Coatholic reli~ion 3.S the religion of the ~pl('with
th~e C'onst"fluC11u~S: pri\ ilege o{ t'xdusi\'{' public cult. recognition of
Church holydays. Catholic public schools, protfftion of the Church.
her institutions. sanamelltl, and doctrine against libel. contempt.
cte•• in the penal law. mem~rship of higher state officials in the
Church. and financial .upport by the state for the eccleaiuticaJ iJa.
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ltitutions 10 far u they cannot tuum their functions on their 0WIl
raources.

It needs no proof that sueb a union is possible as a practical policy
only whrre the people of the state are in great majority Citholica. Yet
under this condition the union is actually no problem at all. but
simply a trUU01. Therefore' it would be wrong to lay that such a
union bdween state and Church is a necessit}" or should always take
place. nle condemned thesis 55 of tht> Syllabus of 1864 (the Church
should be separated from the state. and the state from the Church)
does not imply this, The true thesis would demand that tht' circum·
stances be considered. St. Roben Bellannine expressly states that
state and Church may li,'e in union or in separation. bec:lU~ handa
mentalty each can exin without tht' other,' Yet this fact docs not
nullify the principle that the ideal status is the union btotween Chun:h
and state ",henn'er the circum'ltancf's allow it. and that the separa·
tion is nevt-r in III,j/,aclo an idt'al status, From this it follows that the
circumstances makt> the actual SC'paration of state and Church a tol·
erable or even a saJular}' Slatus in the concrete inrt'rest of the common
good as Yt'ell as in tbe- interest of the a,urc..h.

1\'. REUClot's Tm f'RANCE AND Sf.PAUTION

lVe must now distinguish !Jct"'cen tolerance and It'pal7ltion. Tol
erance implies that thc state. howner muc:h it .uJ..no\\'led~cs a state
~Ijgion or gi ..·cs I)ublic prnilq;cs to the religion of lht' majority of iu
people. docs aJlow dissidrnu It-fuin minority rights and refuses
to use political prnsure: and juridical compulsion to (olet' them into
Ihe priviJeged religion. Various t)peJ of toJt'rance are possible. First:
• simple absenc.e of le~l compulsion (pcn«ution) without giving
the rt'ligious minority any righ... as dlizcn5. thouRh tht' state may gi"e
thmI prouaion as aliens. They arc allowt'd to prat.liu lbcir worship
privately in their homn or ill meCling·housn by apedal conceuion
hom &he atate. The)' ma}' a'en be allowed to ha"c their privo1le schools.
Sac:h was ... tolerance given to the Jew. and to the inl1dC'11 in the
medinat.~In the second type eM dillidcncs .ue admitted to full

.". ...... fttMI. 'So C.'7. I" .1Il't. ",11. p. ~. IcoUa..ne dedarII dill h
.........Ji CIIc ..... dIlr ponu'" Net to dal -ay wl.lh IpJrUuaI ................-..........
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rights u private ciliul1I but are unable to hold offices in the state,
to vote. etc., as was the rule in England before the Emancipation Act
for CathO)iCl. and in Spain for Protestants in the early nineteenth
century. The third type would be full tolerance tor organized
Churches under the principle of parity as it slowly developed after
the wan of religion on the European continent and as it was applied
in the Germanic states in the nineteenth century. In these states the
memben of the Christian Churches (i.e.• the Lutheran. the Reformist.
the Calvinist, and the Catholic Church) enjoy the same rights, civil
and political, as publicly rc("()gnilcd religions. In addinon, on account
of the bill of right., ea('h citilen has the right to religious freedom.
This mtans--to mention only one constitution, that of Bavaria of
1818--that the simple worship in the prh'ate home is allowed to
everybody inespc'Ctive of the religion which he professes. It means
furtlu~r that in the choice of his religion Clef)' .adult citizen is free
or that a change of religion has no juridical or politiul effects. In
such a statl' of parity of the Christian Churlhcs. these latter enjoy
nC'verth("\css certain pri\ ilcges ()\'er other religions: they enjoy pub
lic worship, their hol)'da)'s are remgtll1rrl as I'ubhc holidays. all in·
strurtion in public clemcDtan S(.hools is ghCD on a denominational
basis, they enjoy protectiun of their institullons and worship from
pUbliC' libel, deruion. and puhlsc mme.-mpt. In such a state of parity.
as we ha\'e pnint~1 out, the Catholic Church usually entertains con·
wrdatory relations. This implies that the Church accepts these parity
states and thdr policy of full toler.mec as ne<.cssitated by the actual
requirements of the common good.

Yt't the Church cannot appro\e the philosophic.al principle of
reURious indiflrrentism distin~ui5h~d from the prartice of tolerance
as a political principle of comtitulional law in the interest of the
common good. Tht' philosophic-ally untenahle and theologically he
retiul principle of indHft'ftntism implies that aU Churches are equal
b«ause none of them has the whole uuth, and that the indh'idual
person'. opinion dett'rmines 1\'h:u i5 true, wh:n is good. and what is
(;00', word. ThffCf()rt' it deni('~ divine f(,\e!ation and the Church as
the iJUtilution cre.ued by Christ for tht' salvation of lOuis. Indif
(eofftuism, togetht'r with tilt' pi ilu iplc of feJiKious freedom or freedom
of conscience bast'd lIpon indiffert'ntism, means the denial of ob
j«tiv~ truth in religion, of lht revelation of God. and philosophic:allf
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the denial of the ability of the human reason to reach objective truth.
Indifferentism is thu. nothing but religious and phil()5()phical ag
nosticism. It is obvious that th~ philosophical and theological the
ories of indifferentism exclude the namre, end, and claims of the
Church, and via- vena. Thus the Church can never recondle herself
to indifferentism as a philosophical and theologkal principle, how·
evno much she shows understanding for what the 5t:lle on ac-count of
religious divisions among its citizens can do and cannot do in the in·
tet'at of interdenominational peace and the furtherance o( the com·
mon good.

The student of the histoT'}' of the nineteenth century will k.now
that the cin:umstanc~ under which the Church was (onstraint'd to
accept religious freedom and equal tol('ran('(~ in wholly Catholic
countries have been wantonly and arlihdally produfcd hy small
diques of anticlerical radirals as dlt·~· caJlc.·d themseh·es. ,hou~h they
actually were zealous enemies of the Churc-h. Thew cotl\)ldr.\ti\'cly
small groups of bourgeois inte1li~enlsia in the l.atin countnes were
mostly associated with or united in the frecmason lod"es.-

Through control over public opinion and oVt"r the new universities
and through their political influence in the rcprescmaU\'c bodies of
the new constitutions which were introduced after the Frend, Re\'o
lution .in all monarchies, these members of the liberalist honrgC'Ois
intelligenuia won an inftuence far beyond lht"ir numerital strenRtb.
especially since their political aims were fa\'orahle to the In; u~l'ftJire
economic ideals of the bourgrois entrepreneurs. So they thrust their
antirdigious policy upon nations that were nm only nomillally but
in their greatest part. though ~Ihaps not sufficiently \·ocal. Itill pro
foundly Catholic. In the pos.session of political power. of the means
to form public opinion. they inaugurated aR"linst the Catholic Church
• policy of religious oppression in the name of religiou. fr«dom but
with the actual dmial to Catholic religiow orden and to the Catholic

tTk JocIIs to Italy. 5peift. ud Fruce _etC &he reu4ezyoua and 1M hotbed of an
a:nerIy .Wwtt aau.QalhoUcJlm. they Wfft 1M sparheadl or 1M ....acb DOl oat. _pl_
... c:IeIJy _ qat... anrlhlal lhal is Cllholic or emt (".hr_dan. They were 6J1ed wllh
... ..... 01 JlOUlll':llual Jllmbin_. The IlIIaIOnk Iadp:t In lhe Gft'Iunlc and
"'''''Iooniu GJUIItr. (walh a.hc n«pdClft of Au.erla) and In Anp..... couDtrfes
fe...~ &be L"tliled SCalel) appar nth" co ... fracrmal ud iridal orpatJa
.... carid purpmew or for ...,....~ aod do _ ab&:Iw _ .~.

___..u.c.tholk .rb. t.bouP l!IcT ...y be' ralared wkh die ......1...
......... ..I.,.....,...~II.. whkb 1M lad.. orfputted.
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people of the same principle of freedom for which they pretended to

fight. as any fair history of the Church under the Third Republic in
France will show.

It cannot be denied. on the other hand. that this influence is paTtly
owing to the reluctance of not a few members of the clergy and the
~pilCopate in thcse Latin countries to scparate from the ancient
reKime and acc~pt the new constitutional principles of popular IOV

ereignty or more democratic restrictions of the monarchical power.
This reluctancc was only too good an opportunity for the ultra
conservative or ev~n reactionary powers to take the Church as a
kind of auxiliary force into its sen'ice. It must furthermore be men
tiont'd that in these countries the workers in the rapidly growing
illdu!IItrial centers were qiuckly lost to the Church. The pastoral care
and the education of the clergy in pastoral theology were not de
"eloped in the dtrection of fountcraning the suclessfu} propaganda
or Marxist so<.'ialisDl. which contained philosophic tenets closely re
lated to those o{ the agnostic intellectuals. Often a deep cleavage thus
appealed between a rural Catholic population and an ulban agnostic
population. This c!t>a\age weakened the inRuence of the Church in
the most populous sections of modern ch-ilizalion. in the urban in
dU!ltrial ma~.

We think that l~cordaire. 07.anaOl, and Morualembert. who ae
knowledKl'd the inevitable trend of modern d\ ilization toward more
fret"dom. were mUTt· right th.m their Catholic ad\"ersarics like Veuil·
Jot. llistorical honest)· demand~ also thell we concede that certain
POpt"s (e.g.• Grct(or) XVI and Pius IX. in the latter part of his
pontifirate) did not always show an appreciation of this trend. Ac·
mrcling to S<.hmidlin. a great drawback in Pius IX's pontificate was
that his methods and maxims were often mistaken and ill-advised:
that his political \'iews and C'Cdesi:lStical policy. after the terrible dis
appointment of the re\olution of 18..8. tumt"d from excessive eD
thusiasm for libt'rty to the opposite pole of rigid conscnatism, so that.
howevCT fruitful hi, pomificate was for the spiritual well.being of the
Church. he almost failed in all that had tu do with material culture.le

so JOItpb SdlaUdJJn. D~. nt,. n. log In hit ~moires,Cardinal Ferrala nota abat Plus
w.. aware of these ,hOTtfOmlnp' "Wl' IvllC'm and my policy have had their time: but I
am 100 old to chan•• M) IUCCCIIOr will hne 10 do ItM (F~t•• Ml'fftOCP'f'$••gao. I. sa).
Wbonet Iludlet !.be pontificate of teo XIII will~ how eaceUeatly aad IUCCCIIfuUJ .
.ua:aeor cbanlfd thaI COUfIC.
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The Memoires ofCardinal Ferrata show allO how a part of the French
episcopate reacted against the rondJiatory policy of Leo XUI and
thus contributed t& the victory of the principles of continental lib
eralism against which th~ had fought 50 binerly.

The separation of Church and state is the final stage of development
in most of these Latin countries, though in Italy and Portugal a new
concordatory regime exisu and one is in preparation in Spain. How
much this regime depends on the admittedly transitory politkal
regimn. at least in Spain and Italy. only the fUlure will tell. In the
United States we find. (rom the beginning of its formation, the
RpBration of state and Church in the ('onslitulional provision that
there shall not be an established Church.

V. TH~ NAn:a£ OF SErAIUTION

8t'fore we discuss the t\\"o prindpal types of the separation of
Church and statt', we shall ghe a dearer dt'5("t'iption of this rather
vague and ambiguous phrase. Tht' St'paration or Church and state is
a recent affair. In history. tht' idea occurs ~haps 6rst in the spiritual
ilt concept of the Church as I.ulher in his earlier )'ean favoTed it,
when he bumed the Corpw juris canonid. In this symbolic act he
strud·at the "isible Church with her hierarchy, htt distinction be
tween clergy as the teac.hing and jurisdl<.tional part and the laity as
the taught and p'erntd part o( the Church. He stTuck. at the visible
Church of the sacramental and hierarchic-al OTder and of the canon
Jaw, which claimrd to ~ the dh'inel)' instituted mediator between
the Christian IOU) and God. Surprisingl~ soon, Luthtt gave up thil
idea, and Luthnanum IUfTcndcrtd readily to an Erastian subjection
undeor the prince as Jummw episcopw, i.e.• to the JUictest union of
OJurch and llate' with the Christian ruler as the head of the orpnized
o.ureh anI! with membership of aU subjecu in this Church as a form
of political homogeneity. Many sectI tried a JCparation in the timet
after Luther. Yet hft'C, too, the ICCts showed a remark.able tendency
to let die whole realm of civil and political life be controlled by their
rcJiPous dogmas whenever they could do so. u. for iRlUlnce, &he early
Puriaaas ill colonial New England showed in their theocracy, w.hich
is~OD betWftft Church as an orpnized religioue group and the
ptIkaI community. Only after die pdDCiple of tolerance bad pvcn
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the reJigioUi minorities a guaranty of non-interference by the gov
ernment and after the acknowledgment of the freedom of cOIIICience
aI a human right in states without a unified religious majority, could
the idea of a separation of Itate and Church arise. For from now on,
the state not only retires from any intervention in the spiritual sphere,
but d«'ftkres full indifference to and disinterestedness in the religious
opinions of itl citizens and the organized religious groups in the state,
thut leparatinl{ man as a chure-h-member from man as citil~Politi

cally the sphere of religion is ",holly and strictly neutralized, and the
state ~comes a 5e'(:ular institution with a Christian atmosphere as
long 3sthe majority of the rilizens hold some mentialtenets of Chris
tian doctrine and morals, The stale may become a wholly secularized
non·Christi;m sute when. in iu extt"nJaJ and internal policy, even
these Christian tt"nc~ts are sunendcred. Then e\'en the Christian re
liJotious faith of a KToup of its dti/c:ns is as indifferent to the state as
is mem))('uhip in a dub lor the promolion of spiritism or of vege
tari:mism,

The <Ollstitutional prinriple ot 5~paratlon iriipltPs the following.
fi!}t. no rdigious KlOUP or Chult.h enjo)s an)' Juridical or political
pri\ ik~cs. non~ rccc.-i\'cli :my dire-cl or indiren financial support from
tht" state, llUWC\er much diftcrentialion may exist socially between
ChUf£hcs for the weahhy. for lhe poor. for fundamentalists. or for
liht"Ials. St." ondl)'. the Churchf's and the religions assoriations. the
parishes and the diCK CM'S. afe Iq~aUy organized upon the basis of the
dvill.IW. the lAW of the land. They are not corpor.nions of public law,
that is. with pri\'ilf'gcos anel prero~ati\es ack.nowledged by the state.
such as the riRht to make laws. to It"\·y taxes. to be exempt from certain
rules of e-h it law. In the United Sl3tes. cities and towns are corpora
tions of public law, ~hirdly. frum the standpoint of the secular law
the orKanilation of the Churches is left to the will of the members.
This Il"d tn the rlifhndlic'S (}f Irusteeism in lhe United States. a situa
tion th...t was remedied hy internal ecdesiaslic.al me.ms. not by any
assistance from thco ch'il law and the secular authority. Fourthly. the
1l1f-lJ relations bcn\'em Church and state are reduced to a minimum.
The state may reg;ud the Church as a social and spiritual inRumce
able to aftect c("ftain internal and external policy favorably or un
favorably. But It'gaUy the Church and the state have no official re
lations with each othef. The separation presupposes full religious
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freedom and at least a kind of govemment in which man as a believer
useparate from man as a citizen. This seems to be Leo XUl's view of
separation. which he declared to be the result of the separation of
buman legislation from the Christian and divine legislation.It

Such a ~paration is never the ideal in theory. Under certain his
torical circulD5lances it may be the best form of the relation betwet'n
Church and state in a seculariud ch'ilization. This is 10 especially
when the majority of the citizens no longer belong to the established
Church or when the continuation of the union between the Church
and the state "'ould lead to compulsion in faith and to hypocrisy.

, because the majority of the people have actually given up allqiance
10 the Christian Church. Then religious freedom and the legal neue
trality of the state is the honest consequence in order to give to the
mission.ary power of the Church that freedom which may once lRain
produce a state of albin whae a re-Christianized people will find a
form of political existence, a state. that deM'fVCS by iu re\'ercnce for
the Church. her law, and her end. tile adjccth'c Christian or Catholic.

VI. TH~ Hosnu. TYPE OF SEPAunoN

When we now study the separation of Church and Slate we should.
with Leo XIII. distinguish the radical or milicantly hostile type from
the peaceful, friendly type. The first we find in the ao<alled Catholic
countries dmcd "by the above mentioned anti-Catholic intellectual
aDd lOcial Hfoupi. The second type has found its best expression in
the United States.

The radical type. militantly hostile to the Church. hu been de
vdopcd mostly in the so-called Catholic countries. The buia for the
aepantion was Dot solicitude for the common good. it was not the
desire for peace among a plurality of Churches and I«ts, but rather an
adherenu to W philosophical ttnetl of rationalist liberalism as a
kind of civil reoJigion in RoUJSe3u', meaning. Supernatural faith is
~.~~pJy denied. The Christian rules of monrity and ~~~ divine
law aft publicI, declared either a myth, inecoocilable with modem
Ideace or with the proletarian revolution. or they are laid co be only
•.~~nda~rument of elmc:a. arrogance aDd of political anti
~ratic lftC,tion.~.~ political life contequend), are to be

-*-cycUcaJ .........
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";lIed w!~hou~ cODSideration of absolute Christian and divinely rc
v~led law, but excluaivcly by the immanent rule. of political or lOCial
or even proletarian science.

1t.2!!.~!t.iJ)' be leen that.mch.a. "religion" of indifferend.m, even
of anti-Christian rationalist scientism. in the new laic religion of the
stale, when imposed upon the citizens in public univenitie. and
schools, in the laws and adminiatrative practices, makes of the .tate
an instrument of the rationalist unbeliev«I of the intellect~l ruling
class to deSlroy lhe tradilional religion of the still Christian people.
This n~ religion becomt'S the public reJigion of the state while the
('..tholic religion is declued to be exclusively and wholly a private
affair of the citizen.

To pursue this anti-Catholic policy in a state where the people
still have a strong Catholic tradition, the Church and her institutions
are made the subject of exceptional laws standing in contradition to
the bill of rights and to the democratic, liberal tenets of the political
constitution. So the state claims absolute control over all education-outside the famil)·. The state destroys the Catholic schools, the in-
dependent univrrsitit'S under lbe Church. It forbids the religiC?!U
tecl( hing.orden to continue their schools though their memben have
qualified as teachers in euminations ordered by the general laws of
the stale. The property of the Church is confiscated and~ in violati9n
of the will of the donors, it is used for the promotion of the godless
instruction of a non.religious lhic morality in public schools. The
cathedrals and other churches are declared national properl), and
given to the Catholic fX'OpJe ror usc only. Tax privileges in accord
am"c with generalla""s given to institutions or charitable, educational.
and religious ch,uarter, glanted without any restrictions to associa
tions conformed to rlte new "religion" of neutralit),. are denied to
Catholic institutions. The priest is even denied entrance into publicly
owned hospitals to administer the last rites to a patient. however
much the patient or his relati\'cs may demand it. 11

til hac ..tonishinr prletka ud 11"" ran ~ found in the Illrute book, of the Fracb
~ubbc. d. Lcc.anuct. L't!:I", d, III 'Nner '0.... I. 'rouae".. r;"ubliqw. Vol. 111. For
cxc:eptionalleablatlon. d. C.onimullon of rhe Spani&h Ilcpublic, .\rt 16. In aU COQIItria
wbm demonallc lonna of pernmcol ,",ere propapled in an a1lian~ ~IWftD a Mania
labor mmancnl and an apOllic bnulJCOislr unet.., Ihe kadenhap of Latin flftlDllOml.
the rlabla of the common lft'C'al law and of lhe bill of rights ha\'C beai denied to
Calhohoand eapcdlll¥ 10 Catholic rclilCioUi ordrn and lheir mrmhcn.

The principle or religious oeulrallcy of the public 1Choola. acxordilllio die Rpualba
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The basis of IUch a type of separation is that fervent philosophical
liberalism in the ttaditionally Catholic countries of tbe European
continent which. in its militant agnosticism and optimistic pro
gressivism. is as much a foe of revealed religion as Marxism is. The
Ie~.!!on is, therefore. not simply a demand of practical policyOn
account of &he £act that modem sodety and C'i\'i1ization is fa("tuaUy
non-Christian and religiously indifferent 50 that the state as the secu·
lar form of such a society bas indeed no rdations with the Church. On
the contrary, the separation is a political weapon aJf-\inst all re\'ealed
rerrgrOo" on the ground that religion is the foe of frC'edom or opium
for the masses, because religion and lhe Church arc rC'g:ndC'd as tbe
reactionary foes of the SCC'ular ideals of this kind of liberalism. The
political purpose of the ~paration is thus the destruction of revC''ired
religion and of the Church as its presener, From LItis standpoint we
mUst undcntand the "iolent reaction of Chunh amhOlitic" .and of
the Catholic laity against LItis sort of liberalism and this t} pc of st>pa·
ration. both nry much different from liberalism and St"paralion in
the Anglo-Saxon countries.

of Qurdt and "air, wu nor ~cn:p'ed HIM fuJe by Ihe an.kltrlr:1I grwrmm~n. of I~
ThinlllqMabilc. Arillidc Briand'. Ulntion Ihat the gr:lnd purp_ of thr "Bn R"1t1l'OIlI
public Khoob was 1M IUppraaaon 01 aU R"hglOUl f.alth, shOWI that an the mind uf tbe
antic::lerial memift of t~ Church "Muuahn" "u on" a a.ft) Ilos.r;ln 10 drc1!lu' wt'll·
8lC8llDat ealboba. at pounced OUI bl George Sorel (lU/it'ClonJ Jur I. 1·lolt'"cI'. 6th td • p.........).

At aa namp~ to show how far blind biptn caD 110, lei UI cile lhe 101l0\Ooing from
Fnltft A law of 1118; coofucated ID the form of .1 1:111 the ,"m .u'rrulng tn a fc-hltlUU.

GIdcr LbrouRh lhe dath or a IMnlOO of Ihal orcin. hrc:auw rhr oukr inhcrued the
"'dowry- (deu In the manl" of tM C J C • can .....7 11.1 of tbe deuucd nlanber l)u11nlr. ourbrak 01 ~..... Hwr an tbe French Sudan. Iht' cou'mmmi tfmlllnded .boul
-....0 InDo. a cfo"lJ In frtJrD lhe mOlbrrhouw for hun, who. upon r1w fftJUftI 01 the
palUDtill. bad buteaed 10 lhe Slmten d.lrricli and dlCd lbar nUJung Ihe Il«.t.. a.
LccaIlUCt. 01'. df.• III. as. Thll II DOC an Qttpdonal Q,w.

At we have alrad, pointed out. thr auhude of lhe rphcop.'c and lhe tlt'r., in Ihcte
c.dIoIic ClDIIOlria .. noc alwa,.. polldalt,. fauldna 1 '"' Inu~k bcl"ft11 Ibe rcl.xlout
ud abe udrd..... powers .. .....1DClI allowed to bt,CImC Idcnrificd wllh lhe
ICnJIIk' between IIIOII&rchilaa or ractionary WnJrrVllu.m or anlllllwral ",mil' l(t Ihe
MI\ paliUcal inl&icutionl on lhe one band. and rqttthltramUII, etr-JnaiK ~"rDCnt.

Of aaore UhC'ra1 (oral of pohtial and lOCIal life on che other hand. ThUi the (undamental
dJIlpote MWftIt oppoUftW rcl'lJOUS and pbiJoluphical prlndplC'l .... nsfl,. ownhadow~
by a aIrik ower .. IlIACbIlDC'ftw "'UCS. cn-er ,he IDOdrm rehtlcaJ. ftI'IIlOIftk, and ..aal
_'lUi.. wbich. aplDie aU ioBtc. hmIme tM I,nthult 01 lhe ccmllkt ower the (unda
-..1aI iIIua. Thus we do aoII elm,. lhat.lor iOMaRa'. the French cpllCOplcl' Wf)uht haM
........__I ,. nprClllch from lhe anlhelllic'lut pmmot,q (Jf dw new poIillCill
........ .-e cauin 10 ckvelop. lhan if .11 eM bkhop ..... acccp1ed the wile
IWIl4frMf fl'IkY 01 1.co XIII. The teudy 01 &he IMIIIOIrI uI Cardia•• Ferrar••ad of
oct.r~ ...... (e.t.. 01 LeuOUCI. Curian. 5c.bmldlln) will bear ...... 10 &be
_ of dait aaDd.....
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That the Church in the person of the popes hom Pius IX to Pius X

vehemently protested against such a hostile aeparation of Church and
state, cannot be surprising. Leo XIII was quite right when he said
that such a type of separation denies to Catholic citizens the minimum
of fundamental rights and all the rights of the common generallawt
of the land, subjecting them to an exceptional Icgislat\OD inimical
to the principles of democracy in the name of which this legislation
was hypocritically in3u~uratcd. uo XIII was right when he stated
that such a type of separation can only be called a persecution of the
Church in ord" to suhstitute a new paganism (or the Christian faith.
C..onSC'clurlllly this type of separation is solemnly condemned as ir
rCfOndlahle with the faith. the dh, inc and natural law, and as intoler
ahle under all drcumstanres. For this hostile separation robs the
Church of ht"T riKlll~. the ('..11hoHtS of their lcligious freedom. and
God of the puhlic honor due to Hlnl; it also undermines the state
it'lt'lf allel its autlun il'·. For no ~tate can live without the beneficent
'orre5 ot dl\'ine religion. 'I he new pagan politil:al religion or agnostic
sc: it·uti..m mU$t le;ld to J,;cneral skeptiCIsm and cynic-OIl ridicule of
tht· hl~r of mOT,,1 and t i\ il ,mlll'S through which alone. in the last
an.ll\Si~, the body politic thrh ('5, ~o stale can live, no laws and rights
can prt'M'I\-c thdr 'igOl", no (i, il lu"alty l.m survive, when the gov
('I nmcnt in the name of reh~ious freedom persecutes the Church and
nit·s 10 (''1lolhli5h Ihe lralbitory and hatren philosophy of relativist
a~n()stiri~", :n 3 d"ll Tt'li/{lOn. The stalt' may he neulral with regud
to the IcliKiuus heliefs of its dti/ens; but this neutrality must not be
made a ch il religion.

\'11. TifF ACCf:PTA8J.E T\ PE OF SEPARATION

For lht" di~'u,\i()n (), tht' milder tl'llC of separation, the United
Stales otkn the hl"'ll ('xample, Tim type. in c'ommon with the hostile
tYlle. halO a~ ils pI intiple th.u lhe Chmch is not recognized by the laws
as a prrft'C"f snc It'ty with her uwn 1.1"'5. The ('anon law regulating
matI imony. fur ill~t.m(c. is considered h'''lr-'lly not existent. The
Church in hfOr organi"lliunal p.uts, dicx'e~ and parish. is organized
under the l ivillaw of the slatt' like an)' other incorporated association.
The existenre 0' the Churda is thus not endangered. "'et her character
as a perfect sodel.,· with original authority of legislation and juria
diction. with disciplinary and penal law. is disregarded. Thus the
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CbU1"Ch may limply admonish. advise. and inftumee the faithful. and
this only so far as these latt~r voluntarily accept iL Theoretically this
practice of the state denies the nature of this divine society and lreatl
it like any other of the free associations of the citizens in the state. u
Leo xln points OUL11

Yet this state of affairs is ine\'itable when the majority of the citi
zens belong neither aCluaJly nor juridically 10 one religion OT Church.
when the people are divided among many Churches, none of them
repr~nting the majority. Since a specific form of religion is DOt
common to the people. the state as the promoter of the common good
cannot afford special privileges to any of them, because this would
be CODtrary to the constitutional principle of equality before the law.
Under such circumstances the posith'c furtherance of the true Church
of Christ through privileged legislation may be considered be}'ond
the scope of the state becawe such a furdlcrance is not considered a
pan of the €ommon good. The protection of the: religious conscience,
of the rrJigious COD\'lclions of the indh'idual citizen, becomes a task
of thc common good. Yet it seems e\'idcm that this form of religious
freedom, protected from political interference, has not that militant
and antircligious character which the same constitutional principle
of religious freedom can r«~ive when the totalitarian state demands
an exclush·e and Amolutc loyalty from its citizens in aU human mat
tns; for here the prindple is manifestly used to persecute and destroy
the Churdl as a foc of the onl)" admissible forms of a pseudo-religion.
that of communism or of ra<..ialislII or of nationalism.

It is true tl13t. according to tht'Ology. there is only one true. Apos
tolic and Catholic Church, and this Church, as a divinely instituted
perfect society, dcscn'cs a privileged position since truth has always
privileges over anything that is nOI truth. Yet, under the aoo\'c
mentioned conditions, the state docs better to become religiously
Bcutral: i.e., the sute gives full religious frt:edom, retiro born any
poIitive 01' nqative intervention into the religious life of its citizen.
And it~ 10 simply as a matter of political prudence and as the
protector of the common good. 1& abstaizu from any judgment about
religious truth: it abstains from intervention, not becaLLIC it adh~
10 the theory that aU religiona are equally true or false. Its practice
of re1igiOUl freedom and separation is a mere poliC)' cxcrciled in the

IIMI«." IJL aa"
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interest of the common good without any philosophical pretense of
indifferentism as a philosophical or theological principle which, ap
plied to politica, leada by intrinsic consequence to the separation of
Church and state.

Thus it mwt be clearly understood that the separation al a consti
tutional pTactical principle of policy must not be the consequence of
the philO$Ophy or theology of liberalism or indifferentism that has
been so strongly condemned by all popes from the encyclical Mira"
vos arbitramUT (18S2) of Gregory XVI to Pius XI. Consequently the
same constitutional article orderinK the separation of Church and
state may be hanhly criticized and condemned if the people living
under that constitution are in great majority faithful members of
the Catholic Church. The same article, in the constitution of a~
pIe widely divided in its religious creeds, may be not only tolerated
but actually welcomed as. rebus sic stantIbus, the only suitable plan
and. for the Church, the best regulation of this matter. The encyc1ica11
just mentioned. with their stern protests against the introduction of
the st'paration of Church and state in countries ha\'ing a majority
of Catholic citizcns, does not contradict the (norable attitude of the
Catholic hierarchy in the Cnited States toward the separation in prac
tice here.

Pius IX. the Pope of the S~'llabus of 186... praised the status of the
Catholic Church in the llnitt'd States because it enjo)"cd "unrestricted
freedom" (d. S(:hmidlin op. cit., 11. 211). Leo XIII praised the just
laws and the good constitution of the United States. which enable
the Church to live and work in full security and without any prejudice
under the protection of the law of the land and of just COUTts.'"

This acknowledgment of the fine status of the Church in the United
Statn must not lead to the conclusion that consequently thc separa
tion of Church and state is always and intrinsically good and should
be the example for all states. Leo XIII expressly denies this opinion.
He says it is a false opinion to hold that this status of the Church is
intrilUically the best and exemplary.

U LoII";nqWl oct""l (January le. 1!tg:,\): ..filM, VI. 1411, In the leuer to the Americaa
Calhollcs (April '5. ,got: Allot'., VIII. 101 ft'.). Leo XIII acl.Bowlcdp lhal. allbouP
the Catholics do lICIt enjoy any pth iJcFs. Lhe lO,nnmern d~f\'ft prouse bea.. the
Catholica are lD DO way blndered lD the enjoyment 0( their JUII freedom.



CHAPTER XXVII

Social and Political Catholicism

I. THE "NF.'I'TRAL" DEMOCRATIC STAn

Wit HA\'E said that in many countries tada)' the n~utral state, with its
various typn of separation of state and Chunh or only loose: col·
Jaboration between them. is characteristic of modem times. The
earlier presuppositions for a strong union between them had van·
iabed. The monarchy with its quasi.divint" rigtll. founded on tradition
and religious sentimcnlf independent of popular ,"jews, could not be
maintained in the face of growing unbelief among the rulinll classes
of the modem national states. This fact diminished the ptmibility of
publicly sho1\'ing the Christian charatter of UJe COIDOlon people;
the modem J13tional and democratic state ~mc their form of
political cx.istenn. Thus lhc neutral 'talC is the concomiunt develop
ment of the process of a secularization of tht citizen. who in hi.
private life may I'C'main a Christian. but in his political life becomes
a ddun in the strict lenS(', namely. abstracting from hi. Christianity.
The unity in fajah and religion .iI no loagcr considered a nec~ry
clement of homOFllrity for political unity. The national cOllscious
Bal. the national culture or ch"ilization. steps into the place of TCo

JijigD. "To be' sure, the JX'OpJe sliIJ live on tbe Chri.stian inheritance;
there nists Kill a Christian aura reprt5t'l1ted in the customs and
mora. in the religioUi folklore, and in the spiritual life of the re
ligious communities. But it is undmiable that the Christian substance
is either progrettive'y diuolved by agnostiwltJ in the ruling edu·
cated claMa and by its cruder form (popular Marxitt aocialism) or is
ctiJukd by doctrinal indilerence to a mere social morality helpful
for rapectability and necessary in iu disciplinary power of tradition
for the protection of that minimum of public morality and private
boaaIy withOUt which no ordncd polity can txisL
~~ bcaMDa PO:QUy mote and more .hnln'aD1-
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It occun in lOme .tate. that the politically ruling claJsa become even
militantly anticlerical. and glorify a secular humanism as a "civil
religion" in the deistic sense of Rousseau. Consequently the various
fields of public life are slowly dechristianized as. for instance. educa
tion and the universities. Thus many of the institutional channela
through which the Christian tradition of a people were handed down
from earlier generations are secularized. Furthermore. the impetuous
industrialization drives millions from the TUTal distrieu. where Chris
tian em'ironment is stiJJ strong. into industrial cities. where the masses
often starve reliRiously and turn then to religious substitutes like
proletarian lOCiaHsm or to popular unbelief. or to the many super
stitious pseudo-religions. such as astrology. or political radicalism of
a communist or Fascist sort. On the other hand. the neutral state as a
democratic polity "'ilh representative government and freedom of
355OCiation gave to that part or the people who remained Christian
the pcmibility or organizing popular mo"ements for the defense of
their Church and for the re.Christianizing of society and of the nation
in its cultural and et:ollomic life.

So it (omrs that the age of the neutral state. the era of progressive
secu1..niz.iuion. betolnes the aKc of the great. popular Catholic move
ments of politic al ilnd social Catholicism. These mo\'(~mcnts usc the
modem political liberties for the prot«tion of their religious life
and its inslltutions against parliamentary groups that. like the lib
eralist amiderical partics. try to oppress the Church. to monopolize
education for th('ir unchri~tian philosophy. and to abolish the re
ligious ordt'n and congregations. Furthermore. they arc convinced
that the economic C"Onditions of the proletarian urban masses form the
fmile soil fOT proletarian socialism. And they recognize the justice of
many demands of the modern labor movement. and the necessity of
preserving the rural fonn of life for a large class of farmers and. by
suc..h meam as cooperatives. of presen'ing a broad middle class in
husiness life. The ex.istence of this class rests on propeny and not OD

contracts. but is threatmed by the development of big business. For
these reasons, Catholics organize their mo\'emenu to promote social
legislation for the free dt'\'elopmmt of Christian trade-unionism. for
the ('ooperativcs in protection of farmers. small businCSSIDen. and
artisans. against tbe overpowering competition and monopolist tend
ency of capiulut "big business."
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"Political Catholicism" WU Decessary wherever the political lfOupi
that controlled the "neutral" ltate showed an outspoken enmity
.inat the Church. u in France, The political organizatioD of
Catholia became inevitable wherever a nationalist political doctrine
regarded the Catholic Church as a state within the state thus endange1'
ing the national unity. as Bismarck did in imperial Cmnany wben be
initiated the Kulturkampf. Social Catholicism became a necessity
..berner the industrial masscs.loosened from their nligious tradition.
were an easy prey to antireligious Marxist socialism. For Marxism.
in spite of the theoretical duJln~of Karl Marx' writings, found in the
eyes of the proletarians a spectacular justification when extremely
cozuervative churchmm. muundc:'ntanding tbe changed social and
«onomic conditiOl1l, sided with the capitalist class against even the
just demands of the industrial worken. In countries with a ttaditional
and constitutional union of Church and state, ulil estrangement of
the industrial manes, following a similar estrangement of the educated
dalleS. from the established Church. Protestant or Catholic. led easily
to the theory that the Church. united with the Slate, unfriendly to the
proletarian m~, is limply a meaN of oppnuion of these masses.
Thus we witness in such countries the great apostasy of the urbaD
IIIaIIeI from the established Churches. The reason was that the latter.
out of inertia. aloofness. or misundentanding of the radicalism of
the worken' mov~mmt. did not early enough develop lOCial move
menu which ack.Dowledged the just demands or the indUluial masses.
The bourgeois ltate. the capitaliat class. and the nohility tried to
OOIIcrol and to UK the Church for the protection of tbeir political
IIDd economic privileges, not always without IUcceu on account of
the Ibonsigtn.ednna of churchmen. \VIlen. tberefore. Church IU
thorities did not appreciate the just demands of the proletarian claues
but~ satilflcd with a mere condemnation of proletarian socialism,
the Caurch appeared 10 be an auxiliary of thr ruling cla.ues. Con
aequendy the hatred against the ruling c1aJsa and the bouraeoil
lIMe in unioD with me Church wu transferred 10 the Church. whOle
aeparation from tM lUte and nen active .uppraajon became a de
IIIpad of radial proletarian lOrialism. This i. indirealy confinned by
tlir.'ftrJ dilerent development in me Anglo-Saxon countri.. How
.4iNrr much of this difference we may alCribe to particular historical.'.',Jopweaa, to oaUoDal cbaraaer. mel other .uch iDlueaca. It II
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updeniable that the long eatablished existence of Free Churches along
aide the state-CbUTCh, and the social reforming zeal of the tint made
it possible for the labor movement in these countries not to be ....
sociated in the same degree with a mass apott..y mixed with enmity
against religion as we find it to be in othet' countries. It is obvious
that a merely ntgative condemnation of proletarian Marxism with
out a full recognition of the quest for social justice in the industrial
prolf'tariat is of little influence and that the positive task, thf' realiza
tion of the demands for lOCial justice by social Catholicism, WaJ tbe
right answer to these questions.

These movt'ments had hem devt'loped with the assistance of an
undcntanding clergy and the sympathy of a far-sighted hierarchy.
Above aU, they had been de\'elopcd b)' an enthusiastic laity which
rrcognized the signs of tht' times. Thus their objrct was not merely
dc-fensive. preservative. These movements would do more than simply
protect thoJC' who were ,tiJI Catholic and preserve their faith. A
missionary spirit animated them. Tht')· saw as their task the re
Christianizing of industrial 5()('iety and of modem secularized culture.
They knew that a "sanctuary Catholicism" or a "Sunday Catholicism"
is not enough. Aware of the intimate relations between an economic
system and monti!}·, bctwenl a good order in state and society and
the good life and the salvation of souls, they consider~ it their
task to rebuild a Christian society and a Christian culture. Thus these
mm'C'menu embraced the Catholic not onl), as citizen but as a mem.
ber of the economic 50Ciety and of the nation, and inspired him with
the wiU to re<hristianizt' these orden of human social life. A flourish
ing organi,ational life developed thus in countries "'here the mis
sionary spirit fostet'Cd thts(' movements. In Germany we find the
Jlolltn~T~i,..founded by \Vindhorst the statesman. by Hitze the priest,
by 8randts the entrepreneur; the Christian trade unions; the Chris
tian fannen' cooperatin: the Catholic youth organizations of worken
and students: the Garres Society for the advancement of sciences, the
teachen' auociation. and the Borromco Libraries Association. In Bel
gium and the Netherlands we find similar organizations of which
the lOCUlI is one of the most effecth·e. The richness of this organiza.
tional life it ably depicted in numerous scholarly books.

In the parliamenu, CathoJia. sometimes together with Christians
of orhfl' denominationa, formed political parties sucb as "the Center
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'arty in Germany, the Catholic Party in Belgium and the Nethertanda,•the Christian Sorial Party in AlIstria·Hungary and. in later times,
the Popular Pany in Italy under Don Stuno. and the Catholic party
under Gil R.obles in Spain.

n. DESTRucnON OF PounCAL AND SOCIAL

CAmoLlC1SM BY THE TOTALITARIAN STATES

Some people have spok.en disparagingly about these movements.
particularly about "poUtkal Catholicism:' These criticisms have
been made especially since in Italy. Germany, and Spain th~C.alholic
parties were unable to pr~ent the risc- of dic..tatorial totalitarian
regimes. It has been said that such paniC'S prO\'td a burden for the
Church becau~ their exi.tence led to an identific3lion of pany politics
wilh Ihe Church. Foes of the Church rondenmed thfte parties as a
mocIem I«ular ann of me Church and ridiculed them as clmcal
parties.' Both \-iews aTe wrong. Thete parties were not a secular arm
of the Vatican K'rving iu policies nor did th~ Identify themselves
with the Church as a hierarchically organized reliwous institution.
They w~re limply political associations of C..uholic citi,ellS. using
the democratic potiliol liberties (or the good of the "'hole ptople.
workiQg for the prescn.uion of Christianity, of Chrislian morala.
and of narural law in political and international life as well as in
Ihe national and economic life of their own slales.

They were and still arc the answer to the problems of their timn by
Catholic people. living in the (TImework of a nculral ltate. threatened
by other parliamenta.r)' parties hostile: to their faim and lheir Chrisuan
way of life. eager to defend thmuelvn bUl caRer also to &et'\'e the
common sood 00 the basis of natural law and poJitKal justice. By
etdatding their constitutional righu they held the field open for the
wort of the numerous organizations of the SO<3l1ed IOC i.1 Catholicism.
This is indirectl, proved by the fact that the totalitarian Slala not

J J. tIIoDId be IIOfeII heft I.... I~Ccnle Pan1 In c.er.u,. ac.cordJaJ 10 lit ConIdta·
..... a -CbrIIdn ClDnMic..d...1 puty- 0IpeD 10 IIQA·CalhoUc ChrtsdutJ. AlthouP
.............. depcuJs -ere lIIGIdy Catbotia. lbe Centn' Pal1y ... '* a .....1·
_"al part,.. 011 die ocher bud. the fftqllftll ~C'h 01 iaterdeoDraJaalloD.JfsaI fI
-11IItIJeiL _ faa~ 10 a cUIpucc ill .. 6nt docadIt or cbe rwadeth
....,~5 ditn about dIc Quill.... (1101 "'C8thoUc") lrade
......a;~ c.lIlch,« tIIr bnIrtI..,..,.. Vol. 111; Nell........ .,. d'..
pp. II - - drtr CHrftI-GariWIMI', alt. "Gewr~Nk."

~ 'W'~ ~
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only destroyed the "Catholic" parties. a logical move since mcb
parties presuppose representative govemment and a pany 'yltem,
but also began to destroy the organization of social Catholicism with
the greatelt ruthlessness as if they knew that here was the real enemy of
totalitarianism. The Church tried to preserve cmain organization••
contending that their main purpose was a religious one and conse
quently belonged to the protected field of Catholic Action. Even a
su~rfidal study of the [ate of these organizations in Nazi Germany
or Fascist Italy shows how ineffectual this protest was.' It is of course
trUe that the one-party governments, for reasons of propaganda. tried
to distinguish between "politkat" Catholicism and. as they called it.
"religious" Catholicism. They professed themselves the defenders of
"religious." that is, gcnuine, Catholicism, in supprcssing "political"
Catholicism. which t~y aC"("Ullm all a degf'neration and betrayal of
religious Catlloli( ism. Thus they made use of the time-worn propa
ganda of agnostic Iiberali5m. It is funher true that the Church con
cluded cOllwrdats with Fascist Italy and Nazi Gennany and that in
both uses the Church's (,oncept of "religious Catholicism" embraced
tbe activiti~ of most of the organizations of 50( ial Catholicism. But
tbt" inner lugi( of tot.1litarianism made the protecu\'e ankles of the
concordats a dead leller in both cases.

The professcd antiliherali~m of the totalitari:m regimes and their
much advertised Ion for the Ch..i~tian national traditions led to opo
pressiolu of Catholic life compared with which the anticlerical lib
eralism of the Thild Repuhlic is preferable. These organizations
stand. so to spcak, betw«n "Church" and "world." Through them
aC"cordinl(ly thr rC'ligious forces radiate into the public life in order
to re·Christi:mize it: by dC'Stroying or re!trining them and thus
limitin~ the CJlurch to the ..sanist)·... totalitarianism tries to establish
its world outlook, its philosophy of racism or nationalism as a civil
religion in place of the traditional religion of the people. It docs
the vt'1)' thing that RouSH''''' proc.laimed necessary for national unity
and that Cambon tried to do in hi~ laidst If'gislation of the Third
Rt"publk. The terrible diffcren,e is, of course, that thC' totalitarian
regimes use mort' ruthlt'SS, more perfidious. and more Cl'uel means than
eYer anticlerical liberalism could aflord to use.

No shortsighted criticism should blind us to the fact that an active

•a. Mklleftl. op. nr., pp. 55.·. 8.t ••
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work for the re-ChriatiaDizing of modem society in all its spheres. in
philosophy and ~C1. in lit~rature and education. in «onomia
aDd politia. national and international, dcmands not only faith but
allO the good workL It demanda tbat ideals become embodied in
institutions. in laws. in the practice of economic life. in the artistic
ItaDdards of literature. in the common con"ictions of the people:
the realization of the ideals in such good works comes not by orden
aDd commands of ecclesiastical authorities alone. It will be the work
of the faithful as citizens. as membcn of their \'ocations and profes
DOllS. u scholan. scientists, amhon. and arlinl. All too often a
contempt of social Catholicism and. where it existed. of political
Catholicism comes from a son of supematur..1ism which escapes from
a matC'rialist post-Christian ch'ilizacion in despaIr and "'ithout hope
to re-Christianize it. and expc'Cts divine imen-ention or indulges in
escbatologial prophecia It leaves thus the natural world. the secular
talmo to the folCes of c\ il.

We are aware that the activities in 5O<"i<11 and politi( al Catholicism
can lead to an exaggeration of the aClh'e lile ",hlth losn sight of the
unum necessarium. Such misplaced emphasis un lead to a routinc
oforganizational technique which so enc10sn tht" supernatural motivc
and the rrJigious cenc~r ch.u ch~ laut'r art' in daJlJ(t'r of being su8~
by externals. External acth'ity can thus subm~Tgt' dlt' sauamcntallife.
But~ exists a right mt'dium between the c,,"tremes. The Christian
is a dtizm of two .·orlds. of the' City of God and of the Cit,. of mt'n. lie
is destined for the fomaer. bUI he musl live and work for hiS salvalion
iD the btter. Onl, a choice few can leave the world and de"ote them
selves wholly 10 the contemplative life. The otht'TS must live and
W01'k in the wodd though they musl not become or the world.'

I The JDlueaa: of Sodal Catbolldlnl In J'"!!W"i"l from lUll 'fJOI"" .,edaU, lhe
lDdacrtat ....ten " Indllft'd, prowd U _ (lDftlnnpl.le tbt .e...... feI-u and the
raped die Qurdl CDID....ndI an VUIOUt ClKlIU'.. wbkb it d1r«d, propofllonale to
&bt .. 01 SocW CaillOUet.. aDd otha CalhoU, ..... Dlpn","on AII1 COIDplI'" 01
die ,.pccliw fipra .1I11boW fhll Campa.... "" tnIf.ncr. the Wft'y few Gtpo..alou of
Iodat Calholact. ... Mateo • Spaut. u4 &he uadeaiable fact thaa the lndUluial
-..-. iD ..... "CI&hoUc" CDUDUia are l1moII -boUy antJOu.reh. aad 1M many....ba"". 01 Ioc.1IJ caaboUde in ....U1Il. GmIIa..,. or HoUend. ad the equally
uadeD.... fact a.......... ClDuaa'" tbe ted.......... are _, pard, ........
........ CIa...
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THE COMMU%':ITY OF NATIO~S





CHAPTER XXVIII

The Nattlre and Scope of International Law

I. THE PLURALITY OF STATES

TJfE state is the completion of man's social nature. The procas of
social ~olution finds in the forms of political life its terminus, its
essential fulfillment. But in time and space the individuality of the
single stale does not rcst solely upon its being a social and technical
apparatus, a juridical frclmework of mere formal norms for qualityless
"indi\'lduals." On the contnr,', the actual state is a historical (orm
that retehcs ilS indh iduality in time and space from the people, the
nation, of which it is the form of political existence. The state is the
"(nnll" of the people, 50 that the individualization of the stare is
eSlahhshed by the people and the geographical space where they are
sellied.

"Nation." drrhed from ",uuci," mrans that thr individual man is
not ani)' a rational animal in the ahstract sense of the philosophctl,
but also a being who re(ehes his individuality by being born in a
spn-ilic em';ronrnrnt and inro a s~ ilic family that is itself. in its
biulc'Kiral. spiritual. and cultural existence, a part of a greater pre
politual unity, the natlon. The nation is individualized by its his
torical sclf·consciousnru and its traditions in mannen and morals,
and by lht' t'ducational influt'nct's of its traditional religion and its
imcllectuallife, i.e., by its culture. De Maistre and Momesquieu both
desc:ribe this historical individuality of the nation, which tends to
fmd its indcpendC1lt form of poliucal rxistt'ncc in the state. Dc Maiatre.
criliciLinK the rationalist abstractions of the m..n of 1789, says that
th~ tried to make laws for "man." But no "man" in this abstract
sense lives upon this earth. "I ha\'c seen Frenchmt'n. Italians. Rus
sianl, but as concerns man, I declare that never in my life have I en
Countered him:" Similarly the subtitle of Montesquieu'. famous

• De Mllstre, COfUIdlNllOfU ,ur fa 'f'",,", ch.p. f.
'15
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book, Esprit des Lois, points out the relations that JaWi have with the
constitution of cacb government, with the mores, the climate, the
religion, and the commerce of the people. De Maiatre·. criticism,
which is common to the memben of the romanticist movement, WII

directed against the rabid rationalism of the men of the Revolution,
the SODS of the rationalist Enlightenment. It stresst"d or perhaps ex·
aggeratt'd the faCI that in time and space th~t irrt'ducible individual
ities of peoples or nations are what form the individualizing material
element of the state. Consequently there exists in history a plurality
of sUtes. And upon this plurality reslS the facl that the states among
themsel\"Cs ha\'c a disposition toward a community of statcs. a family
of nations. The prindple. "whert\"C'f dlC're is .society theTt is Jaw." is
as \'alid for it as e\'er: and this law is the Jaw of the family of natiON.

Thus the idea of the autarchy. of the independenr(', of the liberty
and so\'ereignty of the state. the thnis that the 50( ial proct'ss of man's
natu~ perfects itself in his political existt'nct' as a (iu/en. don not
deny that the Itatt' is some way o~n to its equals. It does not deny
that beyond the indh'idual state therr exi!'lJ a broadt'r. moreo (am·
prchmsive community, mankind. The phil<*>phkal hasis for this
community is the fact that all Frenchmen. Italians, and Russians arc
beings of the same metaphysical essence; they arc all n:llional animals.
Gifted with an immonal lOul, the indi\'idual penon 415 an "im3Rc of
God" ff'('('ives an incomparabJe- diJtDit)' irrespeorti\'e of his nationality.
This dignity arist'! from man', being ordered to God. who is. as per·
lOIlal Goodness, the absolute end of man, tnnsc'cndent to national
detenninations.

II. THE 8ROTttEilHOOD OF ALL ME....

Man's lOCial nature is based as murh on his pe'nonality as on his
iDdi\iduality: men as men. not only as frenchmen Of Russiam.
panidpate in the great Bt'nt'diciu of all CTnlUff'S 10 the Crt-ator. This
philosophical idea 01 a brolherhood of aU men in the inu.-mational
commurUly in a raJistic ImJC not unknown ((J Sioic phiJ050phy re·
ceived in Ch~n political philosophy II powerful support from
the idea of tilt univnsal Church, the Church hc'yond natiom and
nat. where there are neither Creeks nor barbarians,

The Curcb, at we aid. ia orcin-cod not to the /Jolis. but to the
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cosmol'olis; it haa u iu counterpart mankind organized in a com
munity of natioDJ. Christian politicaJ philosophy. starting with tbae
ideaa. could therefore uphold the plurality of the states. the idea of
the panicular state as a perfect lOCiety. and Itill exclude the na
tionalist philosophy of power poJitia. according to which the states
nec~rily live in a kind of natural ltatus like wild beasts. as the
pessimism of Thomas Hobbes pictured it. The states by their very
pluralism are destined to coexist as members of an international com
munity of nations with iu coordinated constitution and system of legal
norms. just as the citizens of the states aU have human nature in
common and upon this basis form the highest and broadest com
munit)'. mank.ind. This is why Catholic politic-al philosophy never
indulged in the unreal dream u( a 'World-statt without (orce and power.
as did humanitarian pacifism. This. too. is why it did not content
itself with the 1)("S5imistic statement that a perpetual state of war. inter
rupted b)' shoTt truct's. is unnoidable simply because there really
e"ist only nations Ih'inR without a real communion among them
selves. ()n the contrary, the pluralism of the states finds its existential
perfection in the order 01 the community of nations. in the teleological
nrdin.Hion of thC" indi"idual states to the wmmon good of mankind
in whith politkallilc finds its ultimate (orm of perfection. Christian
politil'.ll philosoph~. (00\ im.cd of the proper \'alue of the state and
the ul1Iqu('ness of the one Church coordinated to all mankind. can
nut he ~ti~lic.·d with the indh idualism of states. The states form a
mmmunily and are not isol.ltw. ahwlute1y independent forms. but
are called to li\'e in mutual saladarit)' in the order of justice and of
JX"an~. re"li,ing in illlerdC'J>endelll ac.:tion the common good of the
communit)' 01 nations. This is a perpetual indestrue..tible (orm. issu
ing from the.' .u.tuaJ 1)luralisUl o( the states on the one hand and from
the fact of mankind as a real c:ommunity on the other.

That Ihi, itle.l of the wl111nunilY of mankind found its home espca
dally in Catholic politic.:al philosoph)' is no wonder. for all the funda
mental principles of this philosophy fa\'or it. The idea of God. for
example: theft' i, only one God. not a pluralism of national deities:
the worship o( God is therefore in its C'SSCnce human, not national. Or
the idea of man as a perwn with original dignity. an immortal 5Oul.
a transcendent end bq'ond the world of mortal states and transitory
national cultures; tbere will be at the end of time a redeemed man-
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kiDcl when the world of utes baa vanished. Or ill idea of natural Jaw
rating upon the metaphysical order of being. and iu teleological
ordination tuming into the moral normative order for the free wiIJ
informed by the intellect of man. irrClpcctive of binh. From thi.
ItaDdpoint the states. themK'lves collective penons. are subject to
the order of natural law and are directed to the last end of the (Wation.
to imitate the divine order of justice and prace renaled in the creation.

So strong is the natural idea of a community of nations that it is
more OT IC'SS dearly conceived in hi"ory as soon as the tribes awake
&om the materialism of animalist blood relations and catch a glimpse
of their coquality in human nature. The exchange of goods and native
products by commerce and travel is (arrit'd on for a more pcl fect life
of the participants. however much the proximate purpose- nlay be
individual gain. As the moral and lqpl basis of such exdaanRcs is retOR"
nized. apart from the internal norms. if prt'Supposn that wmmonly
acknowlcd~ norms are r('('oguizcd for thC' participants. Without
reliance upon luch norms. no intcf('ourSC" would ~ possible. E\'en
war as an act of one pmple af(aiost anolher people is rccognilcod early
ill hiltof)· as an affair that pardy mlergt'S inco the external form
of law or that is at least a mailer capable of the leg:tl form and abl~ to

seule normatively relations ~tw«n peoples. to lx-Kct a new status of
mutual interdependencc and of reliance upon the newly t'Stablished.
finn. and durabl~ tr~atits althe foundation o( continut'd inttTCou1'se.
We know how strictly and formally the Romani adherC'd to the legal
ritual in the declaration of war and the n~otiationsfor pt'3C'c.

Yet a dear aDd distinctly circul1l5C'Tihed international law ilnd a
tcientific understanding and clan6cation of tht'St' customary norms
arise vay late. Ancient Grteee was nOI well eCluipped (or such under·
ltaJ'lding brca,* the ckeply·roolrd distinction bf'tWtftl Grft'u and
barbarUns pcrmiued only a Jaw common to dIe Creek city·nates and
their colonia. ColUCquently the basic homogeneity of that Jaw was
DOt human natU1'e or mankind. bUI Credo cullure. The Roman jurist.
his mind iDspirecL in spite of imperialist expanliont by tile Stoic
Yision of a world..tate. was the first who aproacbcd in • srientific
IIWIDe'I' the idea 01 an intunational legal order under thc Dame of
j1U ,.,.fi"m. For Stoic phi1olophy. an men. whether ,Iavet or frce
maa. are brethraJ. equal membni of the great community of man·
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kind.' Thus Marcus Aurelius, the emperor-philOIOpher, said: "In 10

far .. I am Antonine. Rome iJ my fatherland; in 10 far as I am man,
the world is my homeland:' During the Middle Ages, many, at least
the most important. rules of a cooperation of natioru lay hidden in·
the common feudal law system, at the pinnacle of which the canonists
put the pope. The legists assigned that eminence to the emperor.
Still it is the religious cultural homogeneity of the orbis christianus
that is the foundation of intercourse between members of different
nations and between the nations themselves. A genuine international
law. however. based principally on the law of nature and ordered to
mankind as distinct from Christendom, was valid in the sphere of
nature and independent of the order ot grace or supernature. Such
an international law (ould be conceived only on the basis of Thomistic
philosophy. This philosophy put the state on a strictly human and
natural basis. It distinguished between theology. the order of grace
and faith. on the one hand, and rational philosophy. the order of
naturt', «'xperience and human nature. on the other hand.

Thus St. Thomas laid down the theoretical basis. After the emCl"
gence of the nation·st2te from the feudal embrace and the discovery
of non-Christian states in the Orient and tbe Americas. the docton
of Late Scholasticism could build upon the Thomistic basis their
conc'ept of the community of nations and its order of law. And this
was possible because. on the basis of the Thomistic political phi
losoph,.. the Chri$tian nation-states and me newly disco\'ered states
wcre both apprehendt'd as tnaly independent states, regardless of
their belonging to Christendom. Thus the great docton of Late
Scholasticism developed fint. ~fore Hugo Grotius, a complete scien
tific sy$lCm o( international law as thc constitution of the community
of nations and of mankind. They did not. of cou~. invent or intro
duce dais law. Some such Jaw. as a customary rule to which men
consider themselves hound. is present as soon as a regular intercoune
between tribes. and between city-states or peoples arises out of the
ever-present idea of natural law and common legal reason, however
clouded and ovenhadowed by national prejudices and uibal ex
clusiveneas. The origin of international law is the intercourse of the

, nations among themselves and even a slight grasp of their common

'5eftcca.I,u"",",. no. 95. ,I.
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interc:sb and their common nature. What the great docton did wu
first of all to make these customs the subject matter of a systematic
scientific study. Th~ found the principles. the nature. and the man·
ing of these customs aDd with these th~ rational ordt'r in the com·
munity of nationa: tht')' initiated the philosophy and the juridical
theory of international law. They could do so because the feudal
jurispmd~nce was proven unable to grasp the reality of the nation·
states and of th~ newly discovered states in the F.ast and the 'Vest
Indies while Thomistic political philosophy gne them tht S( ientific
instrUments for a full comprehension of the new facts. A strong con·
tributory (actor was the attempt of Iberian folonial imperialism to
justify its conquests and wanton destruction of p3J.t3n statf'S in "India"
with the contention that it did 50 to spl'C'ad th(" ROSpd and expand
Christendom. In strongly criticizing this unjust and ag'~Msive im·
perialism. "inoria. Suarel. and their companions had to elaborate
the concept of international law as to form and l·ont~nt.

III. DEVELOPME1\'Y OF A LAw OF NATIO'S

\Ye said above that the bc-havior of tribn and nations ohc)'inJt ac
knowJedgN rules and cwtoms of th~ir inl~rcourK' prc.·u·ded the
scientific undnstanding of lhne lOCiol~ical faclI and workinlt niles.
Now the Hellenistic community of city-statn pra( ti( cod SUdl ruici and
customs. Though the Greek philosophers but ~Idom made thne
nomu and mles the subject of studies. they at least OUI h'ed at the
distinction between the particu1.lr laws of the diftC'Tent indi\'idual
city-states and othn rules which were common to all of them and e\'en
to lOme adjauol ~dolU. These la"., WeTe therefore able to RO"'C'rn
relations among Iht'mSt"lves and tht"ir cilium in inlC'rcou~with one
another on the basia of these commonl, acc~ted ruin and ('UllOIUI.

Aristotle. who received thi. distinction fTOm Heraclitus. noticed that
chit common law Wal widel, identical with what he called natural
Jaw, 10 thM it aPfQRd ... dele11OinatioD of natural law.

The ouLlpOken)y normative mind of the RODlam under Stoic
infIueftcee incorporated in ill own thought thil idea of an interna·
donal law ctimly appearing in the thought of Arittode: allhough.
of couiIe. on .(('ount of limilar historical circumnancn the legal
minddftDme could haw dt'ftl~ rhi. idea. AI 1008 as Rome wu a
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small agricultural community it lived according to iu jus proprium,
its rigid civil law erected on the penonal buil of citizenship and un
able to deal legally with a non-citizen. But with the development of
intercourK and of commercial exchange with neighboring states and
with seafaring trader nations. customs and rules for contractual
dealings with the alien traden were developed by a special judicial
magistrate. the praetOT peregrinw (142 a.c.).· The practice of this
praetor in his decisions and opinions now de\'eloped certain rules for
economic intrrC'Ourse that contained immediately evident legal prin
ciples of the juridical reason. principles of natural law and equity and
conclusions thelcfrom,· ntis early law of aliens. the cradle of the
jw gentium, is international commercial law. equitable and flexible.
the informal result of legal reason. Later these rules were applied.
precisely became of their propriety. among citizens themselves. To
the JCRaJ reason. then. the free human person appeared as the subject
of these rules irrt'Speclive of ~rJOnal ,h'i), ie., national law. Thus
there was perceived as the un"'Tinen product of natural reason. a
law common to all free men and valid for all. a law of all peoples
(IUS ~t'ntium). It contains three ns~ntial d~m~nt5: it is common to

all men; it is obK'n'ed by all men; it is not the product of a national
lawmaker but of natural reol50n.' Thus the Roman jurists were in
dined to identih' IW gentium and natural law and in addition to

plaC't' under the 1abcl/14J g,""';I41n what today is differentiated as inter
Dational prh'ate and international public law, at least 50 far as it is
unwnltrn law,' In Ihis tlrfinition. the idea of an international Jaw
enlen scholastic political philosophy through Isidore of Seville's El"j
mologiat', f

St. Thomas uses the "'ord "jw" in two ways. Fint. it means "law"

• Jkofor~ Ihal dm~ fht' fnr«,fmen or Ilirm (OU1d haYe! lbe Ole of lOme norms of the
riftl law bY the privlko!e of 1M ,.... eo",_cii. a. Voi.hl, Du Lthrt vom 1'" PICI,,",I,.
uquum " bun.,,,, .,nd 'lU .~n"um IItr ROlli" (IISS). I. lSI ff: Co1cmal! Philipeon. TIw
lnltTflllflCtJl411,JIw lind (;U"OfftI of .....rirIIr Gn," IItId Ro..... 1.94·

t C-J. 5ar Hmry MaiM......n ...' I• ., (Ewrymao·. Ubnryl. pp. 196 f••""''''.I....lIIul_•• I. I: MAO oatiOQlthat are ruled br laWllnd cuscoms .. pard,
Ihcu (,two llWi. ~rtl) &l,Kb at are common to III men. For w\\acner Ncb nation estab
lish" for itJrlf I' tt, national Ia. and II calkd d\'iI law u lhc ~rlkuw la. of this
CftII.... 8u. whal na.ural reuon 11M acablisbed Imon. aU men. is oa.ened by III DIIt'"
nu,wbcrc and it caUed ;IU ,,"(luna. u the IIw tltat III DlllOb. <I_n.a) obICnc."

'11le aarrower dmnltkm is pYftl by (Ilpian: "Quod DatUI'll omnia Inimalla cIocct..
ClDftlnina it to lama17 law and CDMidcrioa DIIl'lle U OppoleCllO mind (Cajua. loc. 01.).

tV.C.... D...
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u JepJ D011Il; secondl,. it means the m.nerof the norm. the "jUltum"
as the juridical good. Therefore the jw gentium can mean general
juridical DOrms usuaJly found in almOit aU national law .ysteml.
as a law common to aU peoples.' On the other hand. St. Thomas laY'
that one must distinguish a twofold ;wlum nalllT1ue: one that is com
mon to an animals • and one that belonp to man. the rational being.
as a yule of his sorial life. \\'henever St. Thomas speaks of the
justum fUJlur4le in this sense. as the content of iw gentium, be means
those necessary conclusions from the principles of natural law that
by force of inference are themsclves natural law. thouKh the form of
theR norms of the jw gelJ/;um rna)' be posith'e inasmuch as they form
integral parts of the propn- laws of an nations.le We should note that
by "conclusion" is meant what is aeec-pted generally and equally by
aU nations as a true 010ral and legal norm. recognized with certainty
as obligating and commonly o....rved. in this way sanctioned and
acquiring the fonn of positi\'c law. But we still sre that a clt'ar diJ.
tinction between an international private.- law and an intcmational
public law ruling the community of nations is not urged. The reaaon
is the medieval idea dial the orbw chrislianw, headed b)' the empeoror
or the pope. was actually a continuation of the ancient Roman Empire
and its constitutional law." Under this presumption. of course. the
jus gentium would be conclusions from the prindples of natural law
as to content. and as to form and sanction it would be international
civil Jaw instituted in all natiOnJ alilte 31 the integral baau of IOCial
life."

• !c.~. s...... lMoI.. .. 11_. q.,..•.4: -dh'lctirur jut pos!ri...... In ,.....due
aj.. ddle.M

•

'5c. TboauI ...... heR V1pUD·' de6niricla 01 /III ",,"mIle: Mquod natun _fa
..fatal.. dGuC.M

"U. Cicero. IN ~c.. III. 5. I,; ea'hrrin. GruJld,.C,1IIft ".a.nrethll ("11). P.57:
Mauabada. N.'IIITlrlIt ... ,./II.""t'" #19"). p. 67.

11 "J1w jariIU 01 ahe Middle AID la"ORd oae "".,,"' apedaUy' H.. the ftlJperCI'
liN' power 10.... &be wbole __Ill b)' hb Iawll1 MOIl oIt'" (~... BarlOllA) ....creeI ID
d1e .......h,e.

'8 aea.. Ihtl ..tmal·law ClllHftll 01 dJc CODa'p' of ,'" 1"1""'" In II. TbomaI' writ·
... bat DOl .... darJ, cIia&ioaulibed IJ'OID r~ ben CIlIIIlftll of ". ,""Ullt, DlUDCl"
that k ClOD'.'ned pGIlli"e rub II'ft'd upon by un..,.·.....'.. utlool fvolunlaril& la.er
prewJoa), paw lIIbu..drnc.nd........., ocaar. 51. Thomu ..'" that pri"'" plapeny II
...i... III ;.. ,...,; while Leo XI1I delead. tbe m..ltule of ""me property
.......- upon utanl ....~ .w in .hill alJeaed cUlerau:iI • eon'
~. AclUJJY. there' Is no .. CODtndkdoa II abe ;. jftII...... In 1M Mind GI
It. on-- ............... be- .be priadpJa of Da.ural Jaw••btlt II. ......... law
..... 'De aidca ..~ owerloo\ed ahe dllfercncr betWftft the ThoInlldc #uI ,.,."..""
..................,.1 ..., .... &be ...... ,., an.... ilia Valid. ",bleb apoa III.
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The change could come only when. fint. the slate wu rlcognized as
a self-sufficient sovereign body politic with supreme ultimate power of
decision in its sphere, as an autonomous moral person not subject to a
superior. whether emperor or pope. as supreme lord of the Of'bis chris
t;amu. Then the Empire is not the only body politic, a civitas maxima,
for there exists a plurality of independent states. And secondly, it had
to be acknowledged that in spite of the independence of these states
and of their IOvereignty they form genuine pans of this universal
community, mankind, organized into a true community of nations
with a specific order of law, as a counterpart of the Church universal.
These presuppositions become more and more distinct as tbe medieval
idea of the orbis chr;st;lJnus, organi7cd into onc great civitas (the
imp,rium with iu feudal imerpretatiuns), fades away with the rise
of the national states in ""rance, in England, and in the Iberian pen
insula. At the same time the disc.overics of new states in the Far East
and in the \\It'll Indies ascertain the fact that there exist beyond the
Empire independent states which no legal interpr~tation can sub
ordinate to the emperor.

No'" the time is ripe for a scientific concept and a systematic pres
entation of imt'rnationallaw as the public order of the community of
n;llions. And it is thus the great masters of Late S< holastidsm and of
the Thomistic re\'i\'al in Spain bct.ome the falhers of international
law: Vinoria and Suarez. They arC' more than mere forerunners of
Hugo Grotiul. Hugo him.self in the Preface to his famous work, De
ltlTt pari! rl brUi, acknowledges how much he owes to these men.
lIu~o, of course. was to find a new situation. The wars of religion had
ItabHizt"d the dissolution of the Church unh·ersaJ. The new state
Churdles let accrue to the national state a formidable increase in
power. transforming them into absolute so\'ereign states without any
supereminent authority. Thus Hugo had actually to bef{in anew.
while for \'inoraa and Suarez the Church unh'ersal was still an im
portant element of the idN of the community of nations.

IV. NATURAl. LAW AND JN1'ERNATIOSAL LAw

\Vhat, then, is the basis and whal are the prmclples of international
law as a public ordn of the community of nations? \\'e have to put

wolunrar'" ....it c:onWM In contraclual 101m freely produtft'l po!Iillft laws lbar are YSlId
ODly bft:a~ abe wDIl 01 rhe GOIIrractuaJ parrMn hne 10 deaded.
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this question lint to distinguish the order of and for the community of
nations from the norms that rule the ')'Item of international private
law u emphasized by the Romans in their iw gmtium in oppoaition
to what may be called Ius in'" gentes. \Ve may. therefore. use the
figure of a stratification in the rules that ordeT human social life in
ill entirety. TheTC exists. so to speak. a sphere of rights of the human
penon anterior to the political forms of existence. nlis sphere is
that whieb is today made concrete in the bills of righu that are part
of the modem constitutional law of civililed nalions. The'Y are a
puine limit to state interference. These rights are not national but
human. and are consequently international human rights." Their
lubstancr. however difle~nt may be the positive formulation, is
life, liberty, property.

Their recognition, their prottction in due prOfess of law in the
lqaJ S)'SteJD of a state. is the condilio Jine qua 1Ion of the rt'cognition
of any state aa a. membeT of the community or nations. Viuoria mtant
this when he said that the right to intem~ltion31commf'rct' is a natural
right which is. of COUrK. feasible only if the .bon·mentioned rights
are recognized. Thus we ha\'e a sphere of rules that art' \;Ilid not be
Quae lUtes recognized them, but l>«au.IC the)' arise Immediately
from man's social nature and pnsonaJ dignity; a sphere of righu that
are human and thn-erOft' international. and thus ~'ond th~ J()\'t'r·
eignty and the arbitrary wilt of the stale, That thne riRhu and the
objKtive rules following fTom them arc b~d in natural law is
crrtain. Consequently ther 3f~ ordinanft'S of naluroll law to the SlalCl
aDd thw are part of the order of international law inasmuc:h u thef
produce obliR3tions of the It,un. Their positi\'(' furmulation appean
ill the rrratmmi of aliens. in the protrcuon ahelU ff'('t'ive from their
home state; thiJ pfot«tiv~ right, thil duty of the home state, results
iD ratricdng the- power of the state whnc the aliC'1l li"'es. It is con·
KqUGllJy against intnnational law to ckpri\'c alims of lift' or pmp
ftty without d.w proc.a. or law. to anest tht'm in .m m~1 or arbitrary
maDJICT without OIUK, or to deny them access to the couru. Even if
the rap«tive .~ce:'. own national Jaws are bdow th. international
lIaDdard. mil is nor an excute for die violalion of these international

&la. n. Dedu of die "h.oI M. by • ansdlU« de Droll
Ia&au&iaDII, Odobcr II••,.. f&rUrdil 1AdI&. New Yo").
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human rightl and the necestary conc1uliomtherefrom. They represent
a genuine objective limitation of sovereignty; their consistent and
wanton violation may become a just cawe of war. An appeal againse
them to tile national common good is impossible because this common
good itself i. essentiaUy a concrete order to preserve and to protect the
fundamental rights of the citizens of the particular state not as cit.UeDJ.
but as human persons."

On the basis of natural law thus arise (or man as individual person
certain rules establishing the international rights of man that con
sequently become obligations for the Kates. The reason is man', social
nature, beyond his equally natural situation as a citizen of a specific
nation; and these riKhu as human lights penetrate the borden of the
states, m:lkin~ them cooperative members of humanity. This is ac
knowledged b~' all doctrines that recognize natural law. Natural law,
howc\'er con( CIVed. is a law that ruJes human relations regardJess of
riti/.t'llship, i.e" membership in a body politic united by a positive
Jq;al order, The JUS gtmtium of the Roman jurist and of St, Thomas
rull'S human relations in the absence of the positive Jaw of a state.
And it may bt- ron( eived as the law of the natural status as opposed the
oretiull)' to the d\,tl status. Hence is....ues at once the great diJIerence
between the Thomistic I"S "GtI,rale and, for Instance, the Hobbesia.n.
Spin01istic IUS nalural". For the Roman jurisu and for St. Thomas
the ,'IJ naturale referring to man, not to the citizen, is reason: for
Hohl>l'5 1145 nallmde is nature as opposed to reason, and is conse
quentJ}' rni~ht: the ..hilit)· of self-preservation by physical force is the
hasic right from whkh issues 11,c war of all against all," The cil'i!statul
then assumes to itself all natural law and natural rights. transform
ing them by the sodal contral·t in the fonn of the Pactum 5ubjectionu
into inlanal positi\'e law. The states in their absolute sovereignty then
live for thclllseh'es in a status of natural law which is identical with
that under whith the indi\ iduals li\'ed. Internationally right is
might. ilS it Will before the indl\'iduals formed their statcs. The way
Out of this dilemma would be a world·state. which, then, is the only
logical solution for pacifist positivism.

It Thll .. \'iuGrla', and Suart'" Idt'll whrn IMT dKluc thaI the hUlDaD ..crlfke of
papn n."Ollll It a I~ catur for • tUff war of in,~ndcm.

1& Hobba, L...clN".I, chap. _,. Spinola, 1',.lahu potltl"", n,1I4. ,. la, ...
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V. MUNICIPAL LAw AN)) brrUNATlONAL LAw

Beside this Ius "Gtur.le gentium as distinguished from a ius i",.,
gentes exists the internal (municipal) Jaw of the individual .tata.
Man as a human penon bas, root~ in his very nature and his end.
rights uanscendent to the state. forming a barrier agailUt intrUlion
of the state in internal national law. But lDan as a citizen. in his social
and economic life: and in his cultural life, is surroundt'd and ruled by
fbis internal law. Still, as a human being, man again emerges beyond
fbe confines of national law into that ultimate community. mankind.
This cornmunit), however loosely knitted. compared with the relative
density of the state, still is a true ('ommunity and has iu own constitu·
lion. fundamentally the natural law. as had bffn rt"markcd by the
Roman jurists when they found this natural law to be! t.he content of
tbeu jus gentium. This view of man as C'SSt"ntially lh'ing in \'ariDus
communities and belonging to dillcrent le~' 5lstt'ms is the only 1'("

liable ba.$is for a lTUe ronct"pt of the international order. For once the
national law.s~.tem is made the only valid and arti\'e one, then, on
account of the implied absolute so"'ercigmy of the state in rdation to
tbe individual penon intemally and to mank.ind and other states
ext~ally. either an international order as an objccth'e fact with its
moral and legal implications must be dmit'd or, if it is accepted. it
must be considered to be lotall~' .11 the ",ill and pleasure of the indio
"idual Slates. Such an ordt'1'. of CO\If'S(". endangered by any whim of
aoy 51ale, "'ould lack an ~nti.11 of the order Jdea. namt'ly. duration
and objeclino ,·alidity. II would thul rC'prt"K'nt nOlhing but an empty,
PJ"'erleu legal c.unouflagc of an irrational and nn·eN.casing struggle
for pawn.

If mankind is established as a real community based in hum.n nat
ture and in the imagt' of God of this nature, it foliowl thallhis human
community InUSI be an orKaniZt'd ordCT, moral and Irsal. of the JUleS

which are, as we havt" s«n, the Gutl-ome of that same social nature of
man. The idea of the sdf'lufbcieory and aumnomy of the .t.lle. of its
bring a peTItti society, don nell exclude the membership of the state
in that (ommunity of nauons. For an individual 'tate. for rt'aIQN of
eftir:imcy and expedimcy, for fUIOIlS of hutory, geography, biology.
climate. and culture. is oet'Cllarily fettrictt'd to a part of mankind, to
Dations 01' othn lOCial group. aa iu malter'. and is confined to a
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.peeific pan of the lurface of the earth, 81 experience and history teU
us. Thus, in addition to the .pecific metaphysical unity of all who are
men, it followa from the fact of the coexistence of ltates that these
.tates form a true political organization of mankind.

A social nature and a receptiveness to social forms of life that we
find in man, we find also in the state, whose self.suffic.iency is not
an absolute one. The state is a member of the universum that in some
way is itself una f'espubL;c4." From this social fact. and because the
statn are moral pt'Tlons. there arises the necessity of establishing an
order of law by which the relations of the members of the community
are ruled and directed. This order at a pOllliti\'e one receives its prin
ciples and its end fTom the objective ideal, from the universal com
munity of nations destined to Ih'e in peale and secure coordination
and to re'alin' concrete' justice and mutual ht"lp in furthering the wel
fare of all and in perreC'lin~ the social nature of man. This quality, as
we hnc It't"n, is not a privilege of any specific state but goes beyond
the reach of the state. Thus this social philosophy starts with the
di~nily and end of the indh'idual human person and his fundamental
ril(hts as directi\'e to any kind of C'Ommunity and communal authority
as the forms of social life in which man accomplishes his end. The
social forms serve ultimatdy the indhidu,\1 person's spiritual and
material interc)u. The idea of man that is the origin of all social forms,
from family to manl..ind. is also the ultim.lte end of all social forms,
for their end is the perfection of the idea of man in the individual
persons.

This. then. is the basis of a coordination of the international order
among the stalC'S and of lhe internal order in the states: the}' are co
ordinated as their spedfic objects and their common goods arc
coordinatcd and directed to the ultimate end, the perfection and
happint'SS of man.

VI. MONI..M IN INTUNATJONAL LAw

Catholic political philosophy can acupt neither the monistic nor
the dualistic intt'rpretation of international law. C.crtainly not the
monistic one. for it would C'Stablish citht'f the international lqal

~. "To". orb" qui 'n .UqIlD modo ell una ~pubJica." \'inoria, IN /10'. riv. (1.,..
edltJon). p. 110, abow Sua.eI. d. "ommCR. loco "'.. p. 178.
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order or the national lepJ order u the supreme order. In the tint
case the internal national order would be nothing but a derivation.
an authorization and delegation from the intemational order. Th~
would be only on~ fme Itate. the civitAs maimQ of the community of
nations. by the grace of which the individual Itates would live. Thus
even the int~rnal so\'ertignty of the state would disappear: the in
ternal order "'ould, irnspective of its autonomous interests and its
common good. (orm merel)' a dependent pan of th~ IOveriegn inter
national order. The statts would then not e\'en have that inde
pendence which. for instance. the autonomous dominions in the
Britiah Commonwealth of NatiolU have, or that inde~ndC'n("C'which
the League of Nations presup~. They would be administrative
bodies. not "ruling themsel\'cs freely": their "tC'rritorial inttogTity and
political indepmdencr" 11 would not br a prnuppositic)n of the inter·
national order. but a lDere grant ~\'0C3bleas thco inter~t of the civitQJ
mdxirM d~manded. All national allain "'ould be decided by the
exigencies of international interests. Thus would be bOlD a luper
ltate. which must be carefully distinguished from a feder-uinn.

A federation is a status of symbiosis of free Ilaln, in ,,-hich only
interests and com~tencic$ are di\'idcd ~twcen the c('ntral govt'm
narDt and the m~ber states, while the- Hfxorl)' and the autonom)' of
internal com~nciais guaranteed by the status. the' pac-111m fo~deriJ,

DOl by the central government: the ftc-e states. therefore. remain in·
d~dent in tIleir competencies. A conflict can arlsc ~Iween a state
Jaw and the federal constilution; yet the conflict between a state law
and a federal law is always a conflict concerning comJ~ICn(ies divided
by the ptJelum /Mae,.iJ, not by the will of the central RO\'nnment. We
may furr.her lily that C'\"m the fedenl Slain prnuppolC for their
actual w viverldi a minimum of cultural and hiltorical homogeneity
aurpaaing by far the homogeneity of mankind. So tJlt' international
ordn- praupfJOlft the independent and me statn; for they are as
such the addressees of its lawl, and lhe order iue:lf can achieve its
aauaJ poeitivc fonn onl)' through &he .Lttts. whfm' internal working
order and sovereignty is a conditio sine qutJ non of the international
order.

A ICICOIId lIlOQiJtic ICbeme proeecdl from the luppoaition of the
abIoIate lOV~ignl}' of the iJldjviduaJ .tate. In iu cXUeIDC form it
............. he&. Ana. a aDd ao.
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denies absolutely and with much intriDlic logic that the international
order is an obligating one. There iI. then. no legal order between
.tates. What controls ao<alled international life is power and selfish
national interests. All that rules among the nations is a natural statUI
such 8J Hobbe••uppolCd to exist before fear of violent death and
need for security compelled dIe individuals to put an end to the war
of all agaiJUt all. And 'this war is interrupted only by short-Jjved truces
made for merely opportunist rcasoru. A true legal order is considered
impossible among 5O..'ereign states.

There exists only one source of law. the will of the sovereign state.
and that will is exclusively de"'oted to the furtherance of the national
intt"rnts. A more considered view does not deny the possibility and
historical existence of a legal order among sovereign states even
thouRh they may be the ex.elusive sources of law. So intemationallaw
is said to originate in a temporary .elf-limitation of the sovereign
Slates for opportunist reasons or out of a suitable utilitarianism. It
is thus the positive will of the states that creates the international law
ill toto, and any state may arbitrarily r~\·ok.e it if its interest changes.
Supposedly there exists no true community of nations with such
speCific common good as the organic unity of the common interests.
of justice. peace. and sccurit),. Consequently what is caBed inter
national law is sUfh as an external law of the states yet dependent only
upon the aClual will of the states.

Fcchng that this is a rather shak.y hasis (or the international order.
some maintain that. though the: whole of the international law is
("feated only by positive will and depends only upon it, nevertheless
the duration of the law is guaranteed by the general legal principle
('omOlon to and. so to speak. axiomatic for allla\\'. Pacta sunt urvanda.
This is. of roune. no real help. First, one of the practical reasons o(
the .eU·limitation theory was ex.3ctly to \'oid treaties that had IOSI

their meaning or had turned against the national interest. the supreme
master of self·Jiulitation. Thw the principle of pada SUrI' sen/czndtJ
bee-arne relatin by the demand of the state to decide by itself and for
itself under what conditions the general rule should be actually dit
carded. Inltomalional YW so becomes merely fontractual law. All
international relations. like human relations. according to this way
of &hinking. have their exclusive basis in subjective interests and 6Dd
their ~dusive form in contractual conacnt that produces by the UDioD
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of subjective wills for the time being an order festing merely on those
subjective wills. The status, the fact that to live together is more
than contractual relations, is just as completely disregarded as the
faet that ~en contTactual consrnt receives its objective meaning not
ao much from the arbitrary wills of the contractual partners as (TOm
the objective idea and objective end for wh~ realization the contract
is initiated; the communion of men in the objective ideas, peace,
justice, and the perfection of man's nature, disappears here. \Vhat Je.

mains is a mere formalit)' of contractual relations.
\\'e mal' undt"nund why the monistic foundation of int~ational

law is unsatisfactory by con.lidering the following points. first. it is
an attempt to avoid natural law by recognizing onl)' positivism. i.e.•
the theory that the will of the state alone is not only the producer,
but also the source of obligation, of law. I.aw is "'iIl, actual will and
nothing W. Thus is denird the metaph}'Siul b:l.sis of any JeR31 and
moral nonns in the intrinsic a.sence of man, of the state, of mankind,
norms which for the practical reason and the free will become ideas
and mds to ~ realized and are thus dirC'C'tivt' and rt"Kulative nonns
for human aeu in rnliling thdr ends. No longer does obJC'rtive bcoing,
the idea. conuol the autonomous will; utility, opportunist purposes.
lUll for power, fear for self'pre'5C'I"\'ation or the power of cirr'Unlstanln
may control it, but not the eternal norms that the Creator revealed
in His creation. This rnignation rnu upon the agnostic theol')' that
our mind cannot penetrate into the nsencn of dlinK!. that what we
experience arc only the ntcmal phenomena which gi\le liS no knowl·
edge of the thing in iueJf. of the idea of DUD and of state and of
mankind.
~uendy it is impouible to diJco\'cr the unlvermm of human

lOcial and political life as an inuinsic ordn of being. in which cor·
responding ends or goods exitt for the indh·jdual prnon, for the
stale. and (or the international community of stalea u an organization
of man.killd; the earthly end and good of tbe penon. tbe common
good of the lute. and the common good of the international c0m

munity that as directive and rqulati\'c ideas reprt'K"nt dae absolute
DOODI independent of OUT COIK1'ete will in iu production of the
forms of our lOCiaJ and political life. This agnOtticilm by implication
makes ODe bUild to finality (teleology). to the end of an irutitution or
• IOCiaI form. 10 iu u ...... fi1Ulw. jfl nature aDd idea.
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A funher. consequence is that the moral law and the ethical ideals
are declared to b~ worthlns and needl~u for the legal ord~, 10 that
law in the positivist acNe becomes order by compulaion. Then, of
coune, th~re is only one choice: either there is an intemationallegal
order, necC!ssarily an order of confpul.ion with a sov~reign ultimate
pow~r in the community of nations, reducing the states to meTe ex.ecu
tive, administrative servants of that truly total and imperial civitas
maxima, the present God; or what we call international order is some
thing that livC'S only by the grace and the subjective wills of the states,
strictly and absolutely dependf'nt upon their changing dynamic in
teTt'St.. The phrase "international community" corresponds to no
reality: it is only a cOD\'enient expression without any /undamenlum
in 'U. So the reason of state of each state, the ragione d~l stato of
Machi3\'elli, becomes the suprf'me lord of this freak. international law.
Pt'an~, juslice, and securit}· are nOl international objecti.e goods,
but suhj('('"tiH" opinions or prop.1~anda 5)of,tans, while the only reality
is the s~lf·inter('stand tht' self.am,.,-andilemelll of the indi\'idual state.

VII. Issl'FFlclFSCY OF P04iITIVISM

Tht'f(" is little' doubt that these monistic ulq)ries are unsatisfactory.
TIley are 50 much the' ronSf'<}lIt'nces of a SC"ientific ideal de\'oid of
MCJ>f'rit'nfc. how("vcr much thcv appeal only to factual study and
experience' 35 3K3inst metaphysin, that they have created between
lCit'nre- and c:onnnoll sense 3 clt>3\'at:;e 50 deep that political and
social sciences have hf'C.OIne b~' rar mure 3 Sf'crct science than e\'er was
scholastic philosophy, which ri~htfully has been called the educated
siSler of common sensc. And so irreconcilable with the faclS are these
theories that their propounders, not only when they tum practical
political leaden but even while they propound their theories, appeal
to ideas and profns "ery concrete ideals. This very professing is as
good evidenc'e aRainst their theories as Karl Marx's r~peated appeals
to justice and morals are evidence against his professed historical
materialism.

Let me giv~ an t'xampl~ that speaks for itself. In his Ldrbuela des
J'ollnrecu, translated into most modem languages. Friedrich von
URt tries to remain a positivist while attmlpting to J't('ognize the
lqal character of the international order. That the law obliges even
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against the will is for him the decisive distinction of legal D01'1lll.

The norma of religion or morals on the contrary, he sayl. are autonOo
mous: they do not oblige the person against hil will. But to oblige
against subjective will is characteristic of any norm. technical. re
ligious. )C"g3I, or eotbical. Usn says that the state must remain a mem
ber of the international community of nations. becawe the state is
50 bound by the strong ties of international tTaffic that it cannot
leave this community "ton though it should will to do so. The power
of circumstances ties it to t.he community and that is, he say•• proof
of the legal nature of international (public) law.II

But he forgets that moral law and legal law ob1i~e equally. The
differenu is that in lC'gal law there exists a procedural way of en
forcement. Besides its internal ohligation. presumably just. it has an
ntemal necessitation. It is a discipline of compul~ion. But is it not
true that such an enfordbility is in intt'rnaljonal 13w srarcdy de
vd0rM? Is onlf that part of intcmational law ohligating whi,'" can
be ph}'Sically enforcffl. or the- e-nforce-mcnt of which by othen must
be feared by the single statr? Thus the- qut'Stion of what inlernal
obligation is. brcomes a quntion of application of power; that IS. no
obligation at aU. The so<:llled internalional Older would become an
order of power ",lations. the oppo1ite of iu trut' mnning. and op
posed to "'hat almost "cry ime-mational al(Tecnlcnt professa as iu
pu~: namely. 10 de\'Clop international cooperation and to guar
antee peace and security on the basis of justice and bonor. as. for
instance. we 6nd stated in the preamblc of the- Co\'t'nam of the uague
0( Nations.

The will of the ltates. whether in the (orm of a .nutual contract or
in the form of a muhilalt'ral cO'·C'JUnc. ij n01 mou~h to oblige thac
autonomoua wills. The obligation must be an obje< ch'c one. And
this is 10 obvioullhat (.wt hinuc:1f. alfolilUt his own positivist thf'Ory.
acbowledga iL He says that the rommunily of nations rcstS on the
ida of a coordillation of the ,-arious Slates with their individually
defined drcles of rule and mutually a( knowlcdRed realms of power.
From this fuodamcnaal idea follows directly a whole .erin of legal
DOl1DI by which rights and duties of lcalet are ~terminC'd bdwte'D
themlClva. Thae nonna need no special C'ontra«ual acknowledg·
-.eat to have obliging force. They form die aolid substance of the

"Dill ""Urretlt, (11th ell,). p. 11.
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unwritten international law, its oldest, most important. most sacred
content.

These righu (fundamental righu of the states). he continues. are
not imaginary natural·law concepU. but legal norms that. according
to the thesis of non-contradiction. follow from the concept of the
communit}' of nations and do not need the form of positive law. be
CIuse without them an international law is unthinkable. As the
rights that follow from this basic idea are immediately due to each
state as a member of the international community. they may be called
international fundamental Tights of the states. They are implied in
the foneept of the slate as OJ subject of rhthts in the international
community and as a member of this tommunity. So far as these funda
mental righu are objects of positive agreemen15 between states. such
agrt't'ments have a mere dedaratory character. or what matters. are
sp('Cific applications of a sC'lf·e\·iclC'nt prindple.11

"'hat is interestinK in theM: ICntenccs is the fact that here an a
priori of tht' pmith'e law is openly adrniued: that from the assumed
t"ssence of the states and the nature of tht" international community
:IS ohjf'ctive- Tt"alities follow Iq;al consc(juen( "s, legal rules that are
legal wilhout the inter\'enrion of the positive will of the statt'S; that
hne' tht' criteria of natural law. The dift'ci cnee between USll. who
pro(esse-s himself a positivist, and Vittoria or Suarez is not the thing
ll\el£. The diffcrt"ncC' il that SU31Cl and \'ittoria openly call these a
prioris natunlla"" whie-h they t"vide-ntly are, and that Uszt is ashamed
to U$C that ahhorrcd word. Thoc critc-ri:s are not legally irrelevant
mornl idea,. but lqIlll nonm thal obliKC' independently of any will
other than that of tbe Crt'ator of man, of states, and of thC' univenC'.
The-yare the juridical princiJ)Jcs for the p<»ith'c intenlational law
and the direclh'e prindplcs for its formulation.

VIII. NAn'RAL LAw A.'t nil! C.OMMON BASIS

On lhe hasis of natural law. then. we may also find the solution
of the relation bt'twem the intemal ot'dC'T of the- national laws and
the external omt"T of intC'rnation.tl law, They have :I common source,
human sociality and the natu~ of man which finds its realizations in
tbe llate a. well u in the community of nations. inasmuch as both

"Ihut.• pp, III L
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are forms of perfection of the' ide-a of man in his rational. spirituaL
and material existence. They have a common end. the perfection and
happiness of man in his social and political existence. They have a
common principle. the natural law; and they have different positive
elements, though these are coordinated to one another." R.ules of
iDtcrnationallaw an appropriatt'd by tht' internal order of municipal
law; or the international order commands or forbids something to
the municipal law: it superim~ itself upon the municipal law.
demanding iliat the latter fulfill ct'Ttain standards of civilization.
which the community of nations considen the minima for all its free
and independent memben.1l

On the basis of natural law. certain fields of human liCe and certain
institutions are coordillat~ either to the: individual. to the state. or
to the communit}' of nations as fields of autonomous proper affain.
as spheres of fundam~ntal li~rlie5 and of self·initiative. For the
individual th~ litx-nie'5 are t'mhodied in tht' tonslilutional bill of
righu. As libertit'S of tht' fret' and independent state's they h3\'f' found
their formular.ions in tht' aho\C~'·m(·nrion~d fundamental ri~hu of
the statn as members of the intern..tion~d cCJmmunity, a5 the a priori
of the latta's veil' exisl~nct' and fun< lionin~. Sud., for instance. are
the rights of t'ach nation freely to determine its form of go\'emment.
prQ\ojd~ that the standards of international ctlncs and ch'ilization
are mt't; of each nation in independent t' to realizt' Ihe order of the
common good in its «onomic. lCRal, and social institutions; of each
nation to proteCt its citizens at homt' and ahroad.

Such a right in relation to fellow mcmbns is the riRht to he undis
turbed b)' foreign intt'I'Vt'nlion in its own affain. a right that Imp«*S
a dUly upon olher ttalC:S not to disturb the internal order of any
fellow state by funhering fifth-column a« ti"il)' or b) aiding ~ditious

poupt or conspiracy a,pinst the nt.,blishcd go\'cornmt'nl. provided
again that the gmeralltandarlU or internationally rccOWlizcd political
ethia and cidli12tion are not offendtd by 'he establisht'd government

• Modft1t .......IU.IOM ftpraa ddt "ulll '" "plleltl, or Implldll, ".11"1 .ha. lhe--IJ acbowkdFf pdnaplft of ''''('marlon•• law .rr r-" 01 1M ....ioNIliw.
a. CoeIrilul!OII .. 1M Untied SUI'''. An. III.•. (,"man c.;omdludoll or lht: Weimar
...,...••,.,..,,,,. An. 4: AUllCli.an CaDalJtUlioft or tgl9-tos.e. Art. ,. and rhe MW
c:-....n.... (DaUI.... An. I. Caaldlu.... 01 the Spanblt aqtablk, t93': ."a. A...... a
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in quation. This qualification must be made because any grave
violation of the fundamental natural law by a tyrannical government
necessarily becomes an international affair. For such an open viola
tion of the very basis of the international order is an immediate
danger to the international order itself. The principle of non
intervention does not jUltify the toleration of such an outrage against
the essence of the international order.

These rights are largely internal. protecting the sphere of the state;
other riRhts arc external. The \'ery existence of the community of
nations implies the right of external commerce. the access to the
wealth of the earth." This is a consequence of the interdependence
of the members of the community of nations and would therefore
make illq,r-tl a total economic' autarchy with ab'iolute separation from
the world ecollomy. lIence a certain degree of free access to the world's
raw materials is a genmne right of the memhers of the international
(OUlDlunity. To this ri$;ht corresponds a duty of the individual state
to take into consideration the weHare of othel states, whenever, in
the interest of iu own common good. it thinks itself to be compelled
to I'wlect iu interno.1 industry aud agriculture by high tariff waJJs.

The international commumty has its own common good. in which
each state as a memLer of this (()l11111unit)· IJ.lTticipates. The national
common good is not an ah'iolute and egotistic \'alue that justifies
an)' and all measufts of seclusion from international economic life.
C,()n~(luently peact" and international justke demand that each state
in adjustin;l its e<'onomir policy under the guidance of the idea of
the national common good shuuld lake care that such a polie)' does
not gravrly violate the international common good. The right to
freedom and independcnc.c in an)' community is ah\"a)s controlled
by a rC'Sponsibility of its m('mbC'rs to the end, to lhe common good
whic.h is the Ta;SOPl d'll" of this communit)'. t:conomic nationalism
('an never be justilif'd hy appeal to the national common good. because
it leads to the dissolution of the material basis of the international
(ommunity and 10 t'vt'lJtually, out of fear and jealousy. to a Hobbesian
natural status of intern.nional life,

While these rights refer to the staUIS of peace. there are othn rights
that emerge in the' status of war. From the principle of territorial

.. Plua XII. Peace PnII.am (Dcctmlln 14. '941). a. Hany c, Komia, Prarteil"- .,
~,no. '1fJo.
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iategrity and protection of its internal order of the common good, the
individualleatc has not only the right of self-defense but the duey of
self-defense. And further. as long as (he international community has
not developed a procedure of arbitration and forcible protection of
ita memben. even a right to offensivc war by an individual Ilate
may be acknowledged. when directed against an unjwt international
atatus quo. As we will dC\'ote a special section to thc ethics of war.
we do not enter into further discussions here.

What, tJlcn. iJ the meaning of these rights?
Rights are never a~tract legal entities. but arc alwa)'S related to

the objecth'c norms of a social order of duration. to an order of func
tional imcgnlioll in solidarist woup life. WhcnC'\"er we say "rights"
we mean Tights that aTe founded in a SUt ioll order o( solidari~tcommon
existence. Thcrefore in actual life we Glnnm separatc rights frOID

duties. The rights and dutin .arc t.hus the 4.:omplcmcnt of the social
order as tJle law of the group or community and of Its (,ollslitution
and of its institutional produe..tions. But this prcsupposn not a simple
indiJfcrcnt fact. like the order in the beehive. bUI a common end o(
the group as the reason of its constitution ilnd institutions. For the
diJIttence between the ~hive and the human IOdety. whatevcr its
name (family. labor union. state. or communuy of nations). is that
the buman society has its end in illtlf and tJaat this objectivc end is
sought in freedom by the free acts of the rational members. The
order of the group. iu actual functional organllation. is therefore
regulated and mc:a.surcd by this idea. The idea as the final cause is
the principle for judginR tJae c..ommunities as the rt'alizations of the
idea in history. For 10 human lOCietit'S W~ hne al~aY' a moral. in·
t~rnal "ought" bnide the phy,i,al ··must." while in beehives thert"
iI only a ph)"lical "must" and no "ough'" at all. Therefore the righu.
though alJiltr.Ktly impliM in the exutcn(e of the suhject. arc the
countnpan of the functional intcgr.uicm or the lubj«t IOto the actual
order. The righes btc:ome utual 10 the sorial function performed b)
the subject of the right as a participant in lhe IOlidariat life of the
whoit' o( the 1Jroup or community. Yet the rights arc not mere reftc"es
of the COftCTrte funnioning; tht1 are the cOlliCquenu of the .ubstan·
tial dignity 01 tbe human personal subJrct as • eel(·vaJut'; and they

..are abo the consequences of the IOciaJ IIOllure of the subject and his
nahll'al end WI aD be reached onl, by lift' in lOCiety. Therefore it
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Is the objective end of the communal life as a service to the objective
natural end of the member that forma the basis and the regulative
nonn of these rights and duties.

Hence we cannot say that these rights are bestowed exclusively by
the will of the community or its will-endowed authority. Nor can
we say that the order and the authority of the community is a simple
concnsion or transfer of original rights from the members to the
directing organ or authority. The nature and the end of the com
munity dircctly and the nature and end of man ultimately aTe what
form the basis of the order of law. The concrete a("rs of will of the
constitumts by which the community is produced and holders of
authority are determined. produce the historical community as a
realization of the idea and of the end. Tht" plurality of independent
states and of mankind as a true community. therefore represents a
bc-ing that exists. not as a free produnion that could be or could not
be, but as the natural out~owth of human sodal nature. The end is
peace and justice. that is. the jus(ite, order, and s«urity of mankind.
that whole which is divided into a pluralism of states; the object of
each of them is the same: justke. ordt"r, and security internally. Of
course this order itself is again related to man's last aim: to achieve
the salvation of the soul and perpetual Il.lppint'ss. And it is also a
way to perform the last end of all CTC'oltion, the: glorif)'ing of God. As
man is the image of God, and as God rC\'t"als Himself in the ideal
ordn of being as a rnult of the analogy of being. this order becomes
lhe: end of all human social cooperatlon and of community life in all
irs "aritly of fOmls,

It is this objt'Ctive basis of the positi\'e law ot nations that is the
most important contribution of Catholic political philosophy to the
theory of imernationallaw.

IX. SoVF.REIGNTY

~ XIII criticizes the nineteenth-ecmury theory of international
law for excluding the Christian moral norms from the general law of
Ilalions.- TIICSC norms had the wonder'ul powt"r of uniting the na
lions into one family. But the nations. rejecting them. began a reck
leu punuit of their selfish interests and power polilics and poisoned

II """am mV'1ri ......." (Mardi I,. 19ot).
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their common life by an m~joua imperialism. The general lUtes of
morality and justice were discarded: the ICCUrity and freedom of the
small nations from the arrogance of the more powet'ful atates were
forgotten. The exclusive aim of a non-moral foreign policy became
the increase of one's own power and one's own national wealth: and
that intemational policy was ruled by momentary utility and material
ad~antage to luch an extent that the success of an act, even of the most
immoral 3et, "'as thought to be the true me3sure of intemational
proemure. Thus, Leo XIII says, material power is made the highest
nann of human rdations. This is the reason for the enormous anna
mcnt race. The dubious lX'an~ which is prncf\'c:d at that price inflicli
damage that measures up to the dama~ of a dryastating war.

Again and again, from the earliest timt on. Catholic political
philosophy. prexcc:dmg fTom the idea or man's dignity and man's
prerogath'e of nding the earth, has declared the fact that mankind
is a true community, qutUi u",. f'f'Jpublico. a family of nations, bound
by brothcrly Im'c. And Ihis fact, distinct and fundamcontal cnough
10 that r\'en t)Tanu and mnqucrors desecrate it by usmg it as a IOn
of propaganda for their wanton aggTt'ssion, is the intrinsic measure
of all P'Sitivc parts of inlemationallaw, not the absolute so\'errign
will of tht" stale or the 5UCCt'U of power polilics, The international
common good. thc order of justice. peace, and sec-urity for the in
dividual man's sake, is thc purpost' of intemational cooperation. All
nations are. inaenaiunally from their 5ubjC'C'tivt" existence and teleo
logically from tht'ir "ny ohjectivc nature. as parts oroC'frd to the
whole. to mankind. and tht")' form a gmuine community of objecth'e
character. TIle "'iII of the" state finds the nonns of natural lOCUlI
justict" u given. What the will ('3n do is to malc connete in the hiJ.
torir:al cirrUmSlaf)fC'S thu ideal objecth'c end; but the wiJI of the
Kale: docs not CTeatC' it.

Tht'1'c is, thCTcolore, no place lor unlimited absolute IOYt'1'eignty in
the international order. t.iberty and independence. yes. Liberty to
rule internally u the individuality of the nation, born out of hislory.
tradition, culturr. and climate. wills h, in the n'ef-\'31id framework
of na&UIIIIlaw that rtfen to man and not to national individuality.
Indcpf.ladence. that is, to livt" fm itself, to decide for iUf'lf the forms
of.~ "amen&. the economic order. and the lOC:'ial order without dis
....xe from otheT Itatet u long as ill d«isions are not apinll the
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univenal law of mankind. against natural law. The authority and
power of the individual .tate in ill competence and exerci5e is thUJ
coordinated to the fundamental fact that each sta~ is a member of
the family of nationa, subject tbcreforc to the ("temal laws of the end
and life of this international body. Thus the fundamental order of
international law is Tealiter given with the pluralism of states and
idealitn with the nature of man and the end of mankind. This order
is objective and, in its essence and end, is not created either by the
will of the sovereign states or by a self·limitation of the absolute IOV

ereignty of the states.
There is. conKquentiy. no place in this philosophy of international

law for the prinfiple of strict nonintervention. The realization of
the international order is the task of the cooperative effort of the
individual statt'S. and the mntinuous existence of the positive order
is their responsibility, individually and soliclarily. TIle right of libcny
and indrpendence of the indh'idual state receivC'S iu measure also
from the ;ntnnnl;o"al common good. (rom the undeniable fact that
each state can fulfill its humane mission as wdl a) iu national destiny
only as a member of the community of nauons. Therefore the con
tinuous existence and the prf'serntion and the defense of the rights
of eat'h mf'mht-r is not olll~ the duty of each member but is also a
maller of solidary rt'S(lonsibility of aU the member states, as this
solidary respomibility is the guarantee and mak.es possible the ef
ficiency of the international order itself. If by wanton disregard of
the basis o( tJ1CSC rights the libert), and inclept"ndencc of one member
state is endangerC'd by unjust 3AAI"cssion. that a~ession is an affair
of all member states. To say". am not my brother's keeper" is simply
a denial of the objective prder itself. The offer of one's good services
in a quarrel between nations was ne\'er considered an imen'ention,
even when the principle of noninten'ention on the basis of absolute
sovereignty preniled. Thus we ha\'c a silent proof of the nlidit)' of
the &upcreminence of the international order. The ric:.her a nation
is in population and in natural resources, tJle less it can retire (Yom
the duty of upholding the international order even by intervention.
provided that the way. and means of actual intervention are sound
policy under given cirromstances. Strict adherence to the principle
of nonintervention puts tbe principle of might mak~ right first in
iOtcmationallife because it pUll a material premium on the violatiOD
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of the international order. nil is the reuoD why the principle of
DODintervention hu been condemned by PiUl IX."

International law especially ia in need of natural law becaute it
Jiva not by an administrative system of enforcement, as doc:a internal
ute law. but ia in its influence and regulative power dependent upon'
the cooperative. coordinated acceptance of iu obligation by the ltates,
because it lives by mutual good will and moral consent rar more than
by enfottemenL It mUi lives, and it must live, by natural law ramer
than by positive law. So powerful and unavoidable is this truth that
even those who do not belie\'e in peace and justice. the aggresson and
c:ooqueron. appeal to the emotional power of nalurallaw in defense
of their violations of the international order. This they do by pro
pounding a new and apparently jWler order. Thus even in their
aime they bow before the might of the moral nalural law as it lives
in the eternal laws of the coexistence of fTee nations within the in·
ternational community; a law that "ought" to rule impressing itself
• Cod', will upon the conscience; an order of peace and justice whose
rules are not silenced. even if the voice of all olher la,,'s is drowned
out by dtc inhuman noise of arms.

-'I II uner.., .... 10 aUribu,~ lhia conckmnaliOD of ,he ptfndpl~of nonlnr~'faa
...poU&iclII aitUlllioa oIiM Papal Surcs. -bolt' ~lliJlrn~wa. lh,earnwd bt· tM lulwa
mMeiIICItt for aad_a' unir,.. It is ..mftilna aid lha' PIUI (ond~mht'd nonbucncn,1oD
....,.. bca.. In th. QIC it .. urpd b, the Howe of SA,'o) apinlr lh~ prorrcdoo
....... to me Papal5&aaa by NapolcoD m and apinsl pleal of tIM: ".pal Mata b mrer
...... to the AIIIU'O-Hunprian mnnaKb,.. II Ihould not .. forJlUf'_ I~r the priocJple
." DOGlatft'ft'Dtion II condftIIMd ropIba Will. the (oUo"inl' n~l m1ahl matel rip.:
.... die~ aI ... waillll acl Nres the Injuslitt>: and rhat Ihe mot!.... ", .-triot_..... aD, au.. The ddc of IIC1Jaa '7 alII Ibae doculnea £rroru ". e'~ ...,.,.,.........



CHAPTER. XXIX

The Catholic Doctrine alJout War

I. WAR AND PEACE

TilE common good of the international community is justice, peace,
and serurity for ill mem~n.An international order is fundamentally
the conSC'qumce of the pluralism of stares and narions. Mo~er.
this order lives by the actual consent and acceptance of the member
states. But for rhe time being. as an order of coordination, it lacks an
undisput~sovereign legislati\'e power other than the mem~ them·
selves. and lacks also an executive apparatus of enforcement. Once
these truthl are concrd~, we are confronted with the problem of
Jlf'"ce. jU5ti<"e, and aecurlty as the object to be realized wherever it
arises. or the prohlem of what means there are to enforce the con
tinuous validity of the international order. This is the problem of
pt'are and war.

This problem can be solved only on the basis ot natural law. Dur
ing the timn when the nations had surrendered to the power idea
and to economic impn-ialism. Catholic political philosophy raised
its solitary voice in praise of peace, of natural jwtice. of mutual
undent.anding. and of conscience in international life. Funhennore.
it worked for the introduction 01 new legal institutions able to
reconcile the opposing intC"t'tsts produced by the changing life of the
international (.ommunit),. which knows nothing of an etemal. static
slalw quo. It is not enough to abhor war and to shout: "No more
warst.. A cercain kind of pacifism is so quietist and passive in its be
Ji~f in progras as to think that merely to will "no war" is enough.
We know that international life. like aU human efforts. lives under
the law of imperfft'lion: that therefore the will (or peace must nalize
itself in elasdc but strong nl"W institutions. in which and through
which the abstract demand for justice produces what is concretely •
iust. Thus from the beginning Catholic political philosophy rejected

If'
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the emodonaJiIlD that calla the soldier u muroerer••• that depreciatn
the ethical virtues connect~ with war, IUch as patriotism. fortitude.
and the IOlidarist spirit of comndeship in arms. It did not despise
the soldier. however sternl, ic condemned the merely instrumental
militarism which is never ooncem~ with the moral problem in war
but only with tactics and strategy. with mere technique. This mili·
tarism. once it is set free (rom moral obligation. makes war a craft
to be practiced by human hordes of robots unable to rebuild. able
only to destroy.

Wbcnc\'cr the 10\'ers of peace indul~ in a meTely emotional and
nqptive attitude. whenc\er lhey II)' to "bu),,' peart' insteoad of build
ing it. then instrumental militarism will win the d.-y. It is not enough
to long (OT peace: wc mlUt build institution5 that arc fit not only
to produce peace. which is the mcre abSC'ntc or w;ar. but also to produC't'
justice and the just order among nations, And e\'rn mOle important
is that tational. 'tTong. ethical will to Tc"lile. in a hinoTifai situaticm.
peace through jwticc. an ethical will that 100'" bc~ond IMouiotism.
beyond historical legalities. to tIl(: international common good as the
paramount principle of legitimatoy in illlcfIlaliunal law. It is this
ethical will Ulal gives to the positi\"e I~g:tl inslitutions their strt"ngth.
their dlicicncy. and their dignity. P("at e IDe..ns 01 i~inally well·
established ordCT; peace. thcn·ror~. is jUtt order ..mon,; nations. That
this can be established without ap~al to aflllS 1.5 the fundamental
conviction of Catholic political philosophy.

War is not the elect of a m)stical. biol~ical forcc C'alltd "lifc":
it is not a natural eflect. unavoidable and irrepTnlible. aJ natural as
birth and death. That war is such an effect has been aucfttd again
aDd again aDd not dispro\'ed by centuria o( c,,"pcricn(c alone. Yet
ill true basis is a materialist concept of international life. According
10 this concept the statcs willliye foreller in a natural statUI of one lute
being wolf to the other. The states arc in themselvC'I i"ational and
inaponsibiecrnrures of that unfathomable. uncOnJCioul force called
""life;" the aud goddeu. Thry are born in and by a tuuule beyond
ftUOD and law, pow 10, and die in IlTUgies wilh younger, more
powafullU.ta lbal wiu follow cheir predrtftlOn in mortal lU'ugglc.
in aD uaendiaa cycle.

Whahcr the ultimate I'aIOD iJ me ttnaaJc of raca. ..Guraplowia
.. it. « of duIa, • Kux iDU'rpI'eaa1 it. or of m,.teriouIlOUll of
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nalioN. aa modem nationalism saw it. is indifferent. That mysterious
force. life. is primary and uncontrollable. it is said; we can but execute
ju hidden drive or surrender in suicidal defensel~n~.Any attempt
to see in history more than this funereal procession of nations and
states. senseless. incomprehensible, enigmatic. is futile. However great
the variance in particulars. such is the fundamental auumption of
those who. because they have despaired of sense in history OT of reason
in man and thus of God as the Lord of history and of nations and of
mton. think that ~ace is a chimera and war the most natural effect of
life.

lt should be noted that on this assumption not human imperfection.
not ,"sufficient rt'ason. not a low degr('(' of international morality. is
the reason and cause of war; life or nature. itself irrational and sense
It'S!!. is the cause of war. and pc;Ke.- is thercCore a pause. a recess forced
h)' exhaustion or taken for prC"paration of new wars. And the state?
Tht' 5tale is then a hody politic thai h)' deSlin)' conducts W3T. Law is
then a blind natural law likco KT3\·ity. and human belief that law is a
mOlal rule for free human a( 15 is an unreal rettex in human consciou&
n~, whie-h itst'l( is \till coal n·ne).. a dr cam of th~ onlv reality. life. Right
is then the c..onsdous rcfkx of the status quo of power. Might mak.es
flghl. Flom the.- t"nthusiasLS of the fJhiJosop!l~ of life to the technicians
of militarism. from tht' hdie\'("n in perpewal return to the cynical
skrpliu who despair of a sense in histor)' and of rca~on in man, all
are of the same opinion: Wolf IS a ndmral. una\oidable e,"enL

11. PACIFISM. fCOlltOMIC ASO Ih:MAlltITARIAN

Against this radical prowar philosoph)' th("re has stood. ever since
the rise of modem bourg~isso<:iety. an antiwar philosoph)' as radical
as the rlut. We rudY reduce this philosophy to three main forms. how·
ever often fusions of tht'se forms rna)' ()(:cur. \\·hat is common to all
these (omll is an idea ot evolutionary progrns that in the end will
produfe a stateless lodety. a ciuitas rna:nrna of all mankind. where
wars are suptrfluous t>C'l":&uSe the' true' soun:e of wars. the plurality of
It~Uet. has bee'n removed and where a millennial realm of ~3Ce and
of perfect. SC'Cure life will be achie\·ed.

We may charattcrizc lhe fint of thest fonns as economic pacifism.
Its basis is the bdief of classical economy that \\'ith the de\'elopment
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ofan iauematicmal division of labor the world economy will ultimately
makc stltet IUpcrtlUOUL lnatcad o( competitive national economia.
with the consequence of wan in protection o( tbe national economies.
thcir market. and their raw·materiallOurces. thne will arile a pacified
world economy in which economic individuals. but nOI national econ·
omies. compete. The general dislike of state' and polity u an uneco
DOIftic. irrational clement in their rationalist world-vieow made most
of these thinkm cosmopolitans. to whom patriotism is the remnant
of • cruder stage of social progress. As economic li~ny and self·
interest. like an invisible hand internally and ",itllout state interven·
tion. produce IOciaI hannon)'. 50 will the same principle'S. once tbe
plurality of the Slatn is fading a",ay. produce a world harmony,
Hol~rs of this th~'l' pointeod out tha. Wats are «onomicaltv un·
sound and neY« pay. that modem technique is international. and that
props points to an economically foundC'd civitas ,n4JCi'n4.

Another (orm of padiUm ma~' be charactcrilC'd 35 humanitarian. III
adhermts originate in two groups that form international sttata
through our national communities. Tht' s~ ifaf e'nds and interfttJ
of these groups are. or at le'ast s«m to be, not directed to national
ltales but to man1'Jnd. One of theose J;TOtips com••risn thC!' scholaR.
litnary men, and anisu 10 far u in their artutic crcOltion thry ar~ re·
lated to mankind. Thus mankind and altr rosmopolilan idC!'al of an
international (nut-miay of the sen·ants of the True. of the Good. and
of Ihc Beautiful arc the unifying forcn of a humanity that is broad
instead of nationally narrow. On th~ secularized b.lsis thnt' mt'll try
to aDulate the medieval idt'a of a unifird orbis d"is/,4nw. P~rhaps

they too caail, cqu.a~ mank.ind ,,;th modnn boU~IJ lIOCict, in ill

iDlnnational featUl'ft. They l1Iuan, show tbe aame disd.lin for the
ida of nation. of stalC. and of polity as do 101M of lhe economic
pacifisa; and they show. too, a ct'nain .)Iasu.re in "debunking" 1\"hat
dwy call1he mJlba of Dational histories. ht'1'O\. and gmrnnmcnll. nais
briDp them dOlt' to the pacifism that found iu home in the modern
proJdariaA IDOVmlal of intt'mationaJ lO('ialilm. That.adalism. too.
bdje\'a in ahc final cklivC'.'l'aACc of mankind in a cW;t4S mJI:rimtl with·
GIll JtaIa. They mainrain that latn arc only inllrUmenb 01 exploita·
don bp the capicaliM daMeS. and all wan arc therefore rooted in che
edIr.eDce of &hac exploiting inltru.menll. Once the prolewiaC. whOle
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very existence directs it to mankind. and not to states and nations,
riles in a world revolution. it will. after the ,hort epoch of proletarian
dictatonhip. give binh to a civitas maxima without classes, states, or
nations. and con~umt1ywithout wars. The Communut Manifesto
is the best expression of this prOphdic rxpectance. What is commoa
to the international of the mind and of the proletariat is that both
sec in the nation and in the atate only transitory forms of social de
velopment. which are already losing their function and need only be
rC'VC'aled as thC' basC' instrumrnu of rC'action or oppression. These men
do their best to vilify the soldier as the military servant of the state.
thC' soldier who for the Christians fulfills a uue vocation; wherefore
we speak of Christian IOldic-n. ThesC' men debase patriotism and other
\'irtuC's like fortitude when these are felated to war. They ridicule
military cti5C'iplint' and national history. lienee they deny implicitly
tht' ethkal problC'm of waf. But somC' of them may at the same time
glorify thc !IOfidarit, of the class warriors. the wild violence of the
proletarian mown rising in frvolution against thrir opprC'lSOn.

An orclinR to the "'iew of this humanitarian and proletarian pacifism.
the coune of hiSlorinl devt"lopment will produce the republic of
world fid,cns. C'ithrr as enlightened minds freed from dangerous emo
tions and trihal allt'gian('n or as economil produceR freed from aU
class distinctions and war producing class struggles. Consequently
thi, drvC'lopmt'llt. 10 it is said. will brin~ about the perfection of man
L.ind, which. without national tensions and class C'onfticu. produces
t'tf't nal peat e in thC' mmplcte satisfaction of all man's desires, spiritual
anrt m'lIC'Tial. This parihst tlt'lirf in pt'rpctual progrt'$S is anthropo
c~mric and immanent since it supposts an immanent genCTal law
of prOJVC'SS and an immant'nt historic-al trlcoloR}' of this progress that
enda in an earthly paradiSC'. Its secularism is distinct.

III. RADICAL FOUlS OF Rr.UClOt'5 PACIFISM

ThC' stronKftt expressiun of mcxlt'rn pacifism is founded on religious
belier•. This rdigiou.dy foundC'd pacifism. like religiously founded
nationalism. the M»un'c of "holy" wan. ranRcs (rom Mahatma Ghandi
and his followen in the doctrine of non.mistanet' through many
Christian ICCti (e.g.• dte friends aud the Mennonites) to groups in
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the Catholic Church. These last are found esp«ially among IOCiaI
refonnen and youth groups who strive for total or radical Christi
mity.

Any genuine religion is by definition not imman~nt but ttanacm
dental. Any gmuin~ religion refen beyond the visible nation to the in
visible brotherhood of mankind. Any ~nuine religion strives to tet
the peace of the soul in the di~ine life. under whate\'er masks it may
be hidden. ndiate into the world; for the mind is stfonger than
weapons: love. not war. is the ultimate producer of peace. Any re
ligion not rontftlt with mc-rely determining the life of the individual,
always intends the reform of social groups. too. The ada~e. unUJ chris
tianw, ,"ullw chrislianw. is a general criterion of all transcendental
tcligions. Furthermore. howe'in quietistic a religion may be. its im
plication is always that the world h3.S to confonn to the tran$(Oendental
religion's ideal. ab!ohlte and (","C'rnplary as ie is. Thcrtforc all hi~her

tcligi~ are apocalyptic and hne their spt'dfir nc:hatoIO\fY: an idC"al
status of the world at Ihe end of time. for ",hicb all adherrnu
&DUAl work. Of course this is nOI the imm;lOC"nr nalural progreaa of
ninelet'nth-crnlury liberal secularism. nor that of hislorical material
ism. It is the outcome' of man's moral ('onformi(~ 10 the rdigioUJ ideal
with the aid of divine lnten'enlian and IradC'nhip.

The ideal of 8uddhi~m is flighl from the noISY world into the
quietist contemplation of the ,,"orld beyond. C\o'm thouRh thlll is the
complete passhrity of nirvana. BUI this "C'n ideal rdf«u into the
world an abhorrence of ",ar and dr-darn pe'3("(' to ,)CO thC' pm))",ltatul
of the world on the hlii, of common brotherhood. The donrints of
ConfuciUl and the rtli$;ion of Tao oppose all the C'Ul()lional puliam
that produce ,,·ar. Similarl,. the J('(ords of ",an in ancient Jf'Wish
hiItory must not make us forgC't that the religioul leaden. the prophets.
proclaim a feign of pC'at" C' as lhe end of Juda, as Isaias said: "thC1 shall
tum their swords into plowshares. and their 'I)('",n into ,icklcs"
(I•.•:4).

The idal of peace as the- rnult of rC'IiRion baa found itA IDOl! per.
f«1 npftMion in OJruUanjty. The Christian gosptJ is • It'I'mon in
behalf of peace. Love ('Yen for dw dc-my' iJ a COInllWld. not simply

1 ,.... ddaltn haft ..aftfabMd ttl " ••1. 5:.' I. aftd LuU e..,. dIf' wont
....,.. p, acIwnuy. IlOl polltkal CM'III! •
....... -, tWa II prcpaI&CIOa For die Inti. t_ non·Jew "'.........
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a COUDJel. Christ is the Prince of peace: He brinp peace to men of
good will. True, this peace that Christ gives. the world cannot itself
give. Thus Christ's peace means not only and not even primarily a
community of nations without wars. The peace of Christ means fint
of all that by redemption the original, true order between God and
men has been rotored; it means reconciliation with God. an internal
resting in the pea("e of the soul that is again received into the orda of
Cod and the rommunion with Cod. That is the peace that the world
("annot give. As little as this peace can be made a humanitarian ideal
of "this world:' 50 lillie can it be a secluded affair perpetually alien
to the world. The peace of Christ radiates as a formative power into
the world.

In the world, too. there ollght to be peace; the order of justice
glorified by the fundamentetl law of neighborly love ought to rule.
for man 'Works out his salvation in this world. Man needs the peace
and security of this life:. The Church pra),s el"ery day for "pcace in our
day!!," that wt' may l~ "5ft urt' from all disturbancc" (Canon Missae:
"Lib~ra nos"). \\'c: lead thc ,"irtuous IIfc b~t in peace and security.
And that mt'am in a ,,"t'll·establishcd social, political, and spiritual
order. Srcurit)· must not be undt'TStood as onl), «anomie security. It
OlC'ans in the fint plolce spiritual .ecurit)' of the conscience found in
a workinR ~thiC31 order with undoubted, comlDonly accepted moral
ideAl,. We should bt'u in mind how much this s('(urity is threatened
h)' the: pas..\ions of liu'nse, of haned, of lust. of ,"anity. and by the
diaholital hut (or destruction of material and spiritual values. We
should know how unordered sexual passions and unordered acquisi
th'cne-55 and proht-secking endanger the P<'ace of our social and ec0

nomic life. Man', life' is ReneralJ)' pos.siblc only in an ordno of peace.
The Christian, hOWCVCT much he reverences the heroic virtues of the
suldit'r in ddC'tlK of the order. docs not bcli~'e in the intrinsic whole
sommm ot war. The Christian, however much he \enerates the citizen
who in war unilit-c. his hfe and possessions {or the common good of

n.'lnna' f1Iftb" Rut ,,,.. a,dtude .... dlaDjled by Chris•. He said tbal~ IIIIft .. oar
nellJhblJ'. _ ahe SoIma,ILan ...hom lhe o'lhodos J~"" dtllptled ... bereaic. CbriIa',
IrlmdUnCil to dw p&4Wkan.. t"ow haled aas-coll«ton of lhe R.omaaa. Hil miracuIo1II
fnvr to aD CJtInor of 1M oc:rur-aion a..,. lIlad man, Ulber Incidents In tbe GoIpds Ihcnr
INI lhe IDlImmand...tow \QUe mcan.M muM DOl be reatrincd 10 ahe pnftac epbete. bUlt
akQda to the poUriuI aphae ""0. nae Otrilliaa dtiaca may have • poIkic:al Joe ....
he Ipll. but he __ not bale hhD. •
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the body politic:. dMi not believe in war u the creator of new values.
For war is only protection or restoration of the order of peace and. in
itself. i. DOl productive. This is the commonly aC('C'pt~ and. from
CbristiaD pmniaes. the necasary doctrinal basis of the ethics of peace
and wu.

If. thm. Christian groups have a specific pacifism of their own. they
go beyond this common standpoint: tht'y imply that they draw more
br-lftChing conclusions than ate generally drawn by the common
doctrine. Some Christian s«u (e.g.. the Manichaeans. the Wycliffitn
in the latC' Middle i\gCS. and the .-ricnth and the WitnC'55t'1 of Jdlo\'ah
in our own time) beli"e Christianity and peart lo be 50 identical
that war of any k.ind is forbidden to lhe clisdplC's uf Christ. In the
Catholic Church. especially ,incc lht' t'nd of \\'orld Waf I. ct'nain
youth groups and authOR. larmm as "'ell as pl iests, ,,-ithoul an)' in
tanion of abandoning the tradition:d doctrint'. hq;an. not indeed to
erect a new doctrine. but rather to propound the theory that. bccau5C'
of w modnn lechnoJORk31 dl"Vt'lopmt"nt of our timt". a just war must
be c:onsidft'Cd impossiblt', They hold that one of the' requirrmt"nu of
a just war. the suitableness of tht' mt"ans of war to Ihe purJl(~ of war.
cannot be met today. Some o( these men. too. d«l:ut"d that ,inre
about 1600 a cnuin fet'blenC'SS and C'omplian( e with nationalism had
appeared in the ethiC'S of war. togelhtt "'ith a wC'ilkcmng in prindpln.
There had become apparent a divt"TJion from full religious Chrit
danit, to a lO('iaJ and f.uhuraJ Christianity that was indmt'd to yit"ld
to the demands of the world (tht t"apitalist world. tht)' frequently
emphasized). Casuistical moral thmlogy and the Irndenq 10 ilnonlmo
dace oneself in some wa, to the new. at leoUt non-Christian. It'C'ulaf
d"mulion h.1d produced a kind of dihnro Chn.tianity ill comf~red

to the full Christianily or the Gospels. The npr~nt3ti"eDint o(
thae groups is SL Francis of AuiJi. C.onw-qucntlv the 'pirit of
brocberly love iJ a«ml~led to the utmost. The strict rationality. the
II«ftIUily Il'pantive and ullftllotional propt'rtie. of law. of ordn.
aDd of jUilice remain in the background. The I:Icrirlf'ial spirit of com·
mwaily is extolled at the C"Xpc'DK' of the rights of the indh'idual.

Let~ quote a (}'pica! ItaterDftll: "War 11 unchristian. jf by C,riJ.
tiaDity we mean. not a measure" of duty and a minimum. but a com
pIew turNDdcr 10 &he 'Pirit of Christ Ind a full realiuuion of Ilit
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example. According to tJu~ standards of a final. full. and perfect Chn.
tiaoily, war i. unjun for the Christian. There remains only paasive
reaistance. but not active warfare." I An apocalyptic strain is evident;
the realm of God it near. "The victory of pacifism stands before the
blood·stained doontepa of mankind," The pacifism of these Christian
groups. especially that of Catholic groups jwt described. must not be
confused with the pacifism of leftist<ommunist or skeptical groups.
The padhsm of communist groups is too instrumental. For any kind
of pal ifism in a bourgeois state that is a potential aggressor against
the fatherland of the proletariat is a protection for the lauer. The
pat ifism of a disillu~ioned, skeptical youth, nourished by intellectual.
who 10'lt the national and traditional ideals of progress and culture in
doubt and despair, is a weary. o\'ermature pacifism without idealistic
end'l. It is wlf.irony uuied by the loss of nationalist ideals and an
awak.tnin~ to the dreary emptinm of a life where a person works that
he may not despair.

Radical pa('ihsm, whether on a merely humanitarian or on are·
lil(ious h.uis. is daalauerizcd by a frank neglect of the problems of
pnhthal philo5nphy. of stolte. of gmC'mment, of 50\'crcignty. of inter
n,niunal tlW. and of power. Therefore- the- real probl~m of war is
5(;mely ~r.uped. FUrlht'llIlore, we must nut forget that several of
these KIOUPS ncglt"("t the important distinction between the spiritual
!lpherC' and the le<.ul.u sphere: small religiOUS groups living in the
framewol k Qf an ordett"d state can easily regulate their affairs by an
identifu:alion of the ~piritual and secular spheres. The historical
rerord uf 5uch Kt'()UPS molY ,how th.it the spiritual leader tends to be
lOme the lawmAker. the juetp;e. and the rt'onomic director of these
cormnunitin in the IClulu sl)hc:r<: of their existence. Hence they can
do" ilhoul RO\ errJU1cnt, state, or the likt". hC'Cause they are a religious
and let uldr pulililal fomIDunity in one. But the guaranty of their
existence:' is curtly the existence of the political order that surrounds
their lOlDmunilies..

• 'mrh 'I.Innml••• ,hit, from Dn Sitl( cia Pori/Umw (Berlin. Verlag der Scholle).
cwlell.. Iouutl nellwt~rr in CiC'l'many alter 1919. and in Fran«. England. and A......
aud abc, In lhe tTnhfd 5,;al"" and In Ihe SClhtotlanda; • loken of how deeply the poatwar
Rt'ftt"fldon .... mo\Td by ,he 1o\"C of ~ate. and how much II fell ~lrayed by pen
meDII lhat ClllJliDued power paUlia. bua.lnaa U USUAl. and pelIJ polltkL
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IV. THE IDEAL 0 .. A WORLD STAft

The true problems of war and ~ace arise from the premise that
lllaDkind is organized into a plurality of indepe-ndent. free statft that
live in an order of coordination and not of subordination of one to
the other. And this order. upheld by the conaent and active support of
the member stales must guarantee to its mnnbcn independence.
fnoftIom. and intf'gTity, f'Vl"n tllough for the time being it lacks com·
pulsory instruments and organs to enfoKe its functioning and to pre
WIlt t~ disturbance of tb~ rights. Even if we supposed that such
an organization n:istt'd, thtn still would remain the problem of a
der~in war. If e\'en in tbe best organi1~ state the police cannot be
omnipresmt. we 3~ still It'SI ~nlitled 10 eXp«1 tOmplete protection
from a morc cumbersomc intemational orpniz.1tion. The- prohlem of
war and peace-. along with the dillim:tion bel"'C'en just and unjun
war. prnupposn the independence. the- territorial and juridic-al in·
depc.ondeoce, and the freedom of states. For onle the c;vll4J maxima
is realized in its full meaning, any war would hot d\ it war or would
be' a punitive police .ulion of the world 5O\Crej~ .:l~3inSI subordinate
law·breaking social groups.

Thus the first qUC'Slion is either a pluralit)· of 51:1tCS or a (W"4f

maxim,. "'ith p3l'i1moum world lK)\·nci~tv. SUt h a "olld w\Crt'ij(lllY
i. DOl implied in the idea of lhe unilV of the human ull1'CiC'ncC'. of
the natural and moral law: nor docs it folio,,' hUIII Ihe dniwution of
Cod .... the s.upreme and univusal ruJC"f. For ,o\"(TC'lgnry i'Kludrs Ihe
power todccide. without appeal. an act~1 juridical problem. to ellm
a decWon by appliration of the genC'r.lI rule or norm The IOvereign
power ..... by dt'Ciding. not ira obJlrtKto about general rules. but .n
Coru::r~loabout the nlidity of lh~ rulC" hie "t nunc, of ill apl>licadon
/ric" "",,c. The 1O\'C'reiKR malt'S Itle f~njtc la\\': hC" embodies the
abltract rula of ItJlural law in thr positive law. In dlt' intftUtlonal
community. mC'refore. tlae only pouiblc 1O\'creign would tw an as
lembl, of the natiOl1l. It almle muld K't up ruIn. It (ould institute
orpaa 10 cn(or(.c lilaC rulcs in mallCI'S that arc the aflair of IhC' CClm·
munity by consnu or by tM "ny nature of the" community. with due
rap«t to the ~ully !UIUraJ prerogatives at thr mt'I'Dbt'n. A ('om·
IDIIIIiIY 10 COIJIlilUlcd would be" nearl'r to a redera&.ioD with divided
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sovereignty than to a unified civittJI muimG with unlimited sover
eignty or competence.

It is a faet that Catholic political philosophy in general does not
propound IUch a universal world monarchy or empire of a civitlJl
maxima. But the temptation to do so was strong. especially during the
time of the medieval orbis chri.stianw. The legists. the coun jurists
of the emperor. trift.! to prove that the emperor it the univenal mon
arch. while the curialists. as late as 1595. declared that the pope is the
sovereign or the orbis christianw with absolute and unlimited power
in temporalia.' Dante in his MontJrclJia dreamt of such a univenal
monarchy under a Christian emperor. But the great philO5Ophcn
thought otherwise. Although St. Augustine. for instance. believes
that such a world 5tatt' would be of advantage for peace and order. he
maintains that a plurality of small states Ii\'in~ in peace is preferable.
St. Thomas. too. presupposes surh a p)urallly of states, independent
dnd free. Of the l..ate 5<.hoI.15ti(5 who ,'cr) broadly discussed problems
of politi(al philowphy. Suart"l eXI)rcs'ily repudiates the idea of a
wOlld monolrdl) • or world republic. ~I()reo\'er. he did so while fully
:tW:Ul" that. as the St'( ular partner of a unl\ crsal ChUlCh. a universal
world sute would powerf\lll~' rc('omm~nrl itself to the thinker. The
na.ionallzation of the Protnt.tnt Churdu.:~ and the consequent in
tcnsifaration of nationalism was, at that time. not )'et accepted as an
tStahlisht'd rat t.

Rt-Ilarmine. although mort" friendly to such an idea. declares at
ante thai he is thinLinJ: chicfh about a fedcration of sovereign princes
undn the Pmperor. in tht' Sf'nS{' of the Roman law. As he beliC"es that
such a fcder.&tion cannot be realized without Wil\'C wars and violmce.
ht' ("Om~ to th~ con( lusiun that predsely bc:ColUse of national and geo
graphic dilferendation a plurality of mdh'idual independent states
is justified.' This .tat~m...nt is "cry important. The concrete state is
indi\'idualil~ as the political form of f'x;~tence by iu "matter" (rna
ltrill suulfJa): that i•. its peoplc Kttled in its f(cographical situation•

•n AWl...,,,,,, "" ......,,,..'" {loth ed~ l.e ~c.b~ltl••(tl'), p...16: d. James Brodrick.
Th, uftt.JUf lI'or1of 81tt.u1d Robrr. " ...tu C..,tI'·III,.II".,.""fU (London. '918)••• a.&'

•a. "ommen. StM"IIlrr, cln ",.1115...,.". I'P' I,t", ,
.". $"'""'0 AntI.,.,.. {('~ _"... I...58}; d. \'. Catbrcln. S.J.• A'."."',,,,,,,.,,.,.,.,

II, 119: d. further the CDDIpM.UOUI raetYC 01 the p<Tft Oft tbis quntion' Titcbleder.
S....",h,. L#o XIII. pp. 400 I.
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The common good CUI be realized only by .daptation of political
and legal institutions to the prepolitical individuality of the people
who form the state and to the exigencies of that geographical and
climatic part of the globe in which the people live. The greater a
state becomes. the less political coherence it has and the more bureau
aatic cenualization may be needed to guaTantce the necessary unity
and the minimum of a working ordtt. The international community
is thCl'e'fore lllUI respublica only in a limitt'd sen~. in so far as it has
natural law for its constitutional rule. But it if not a true f'f's/Jublica
because it has not by its very nature a so\'ereign unh'ersal power of
decisions bc-yond appeal and of lawmaking. Hence in the e-v~nt of a
grne violation of the objecth'e order or of the rights of one state by
another. there is no international sove-rt'ign power to r"tort' the oroff
and punish the violator. or to restore and protect the infringed rights.
For the state there remains onl)' lelf·action b)" force: war.

V. THE JUST 'VA.

Olniously the aim of war is pcact'; that is. lhe salidarist order of
coexistence and cooperation. an order that implit'S the inttgrity and
indcpmdence of the pann~ in the order whid'! realiles th~ rommon
good of the community of nations. Order and lhe rights of the states
.imply each otht'T; they c~xist and are valuelns in the-mst'ly" and
apan fTOm each olbt'T. If we speak of ex.ternal so\·erciRDt~. "'e an
mean only such a sovereignly as is compalible wilh lhe solidarul
order. Hence whal limits the SO\'erci~ly is the fact of the order that
limiu the lO¥ereignly. It is not self·limitation of tht' absolute. UIl

limited SO\'ereign will that produces directly or indirectly the basic
priacipJaohheordn. however much the-competence of inlt'mational
orpns may be inCl'nJed by a mreat of state sovt"~ignt}· fTom .pC''Cific
poljtical fieJda of action.

nut .ritn tM problem of war restoratiort of the violated ordt1'
or .. a prouetion of iJ1fringcd ri~h And from both dlCSC e-Ie-menu
IDIUI be drawn th~ criteria of the just or unjust waf.

The dUtiDction. between jtUt and unjUlt war implies that war is
DOt iGtriJUically unj..... eithft' from Iht' standJM7int 01 nalunl taw or
from dJ.e IWIdpoint of Christian echia.

The llale bas two "peell. Internally it it a selr..uRicienc entity.
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a closed institutional _}'Item essentially IOVeTeign 10 that it may fulfill
its end. tbe common good, which coincides with the good of the
people considered individually as persons and groups and associa
tioOl of persons. Extemally the state is quite open to cooperation in
the reaJil.ation of the international order that il peace. justice. and
security for all nationl. The actual fulfillment of its internal end. the
temporal common good. is the presupposition of its international c0

operation. or. as we put it above. sovereignty has as its counterpart
intt'T"national rtsponsibility. To be a responsible member of the inter
national community presupposes independence and self-sufficiency in
the internal order, The duty of the state in international cooperation
for the realization of the international common good is the comple
Olt'nt of its undi~turhed right of existence 3S an independent. sovereign
national order. To fnlhll its (ommon Rood is therefore the conditio
s",~ qua non of the 5t,ue's international duties.
Th~ S\..\~ iSle1npoTa\ and, as Thomas Hobbes Tightly said. motta\.

So is its ("nd. :\ surrender of its right to defend the order of the finite
,'omnlon good ,,,ould be for the state a self-contradiction. ThCTe is no
paralld with the ri~ht of the individual penon to non-rcsittance
and tu ..b.mdonment of self-def~n5~ because of Christian lo\'e. The
indi\'idual pt"l'5on may act so because his end is spiritual and because
he is immortal. The ordo (.'oritatis may induce an individual to non
rt.'alstane"f". lO \olunt:I1Y S3crificr of his life for the life of another
~rs()n. (nut c\"cn hcT(' we mUSl qualify. Theologians maintain that,
fur example. a f.lth~r should not 5aCTifice his life for that of an indi
,'idllal without dcpcndcnu: for the ordo caritatis does not abolish the
orda jWI;liae.)· But this individual right of non-resistance is not for
the statC'. The statc is mortal; its end is finite and temporal. Should
the realization of this end be gravely ~ndang~red by foreign "unpro
mL.t'CJ aggrnsion." , then the mortal state has in fact no choice. It has
not only the right to defend itself in war. but it has the duty 10 rCo
,ist; a duty to itSf'1f and to the ~pl('. the political form of whose
existence it is. as well at a dUly to the international order that can
(uJlction only as long as the individual states uphold their indepcnd·
mc-e in realizinR the order of the national common good. But the

• (':I lhuIm. OJttu d. "''''id ''','ul'' IAeoll;tfifll. Trace.• Ul. Diap. ..
"rbe formula of fllCldftn Ift'IItift (If arbitralIon and tondUation; c the Treaty a(

Locarno (Al&. a)••tudI '-plW. 01 lOur•• lhal a ~ed lQiaaion ClDDIidend
'-bIe.
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state u ~presentrd by the government cannot sacrifice the major
ity of iu people. Moreover. apparent aggression may really be •
prudenl and limely Ict of defen.ive warfare. A nation need not wait
until the armed forces of another country have actually invaded ill
&onden.

But has not Christianity made wan .upnftuou.~ MUlt what may
be a right and a duty for natural man. remain a right and a duty for
a Christian? \\'e have already pointed out that war has generally been
considered unjust. and therefore forbidden to Christians by various
Christian s«u since the early cemuries. Against tbis opinion it muSE
be stated that. as long as dtere does not exist a J>raclkal inltrument of
intn'lYlional arbitt3tion and toocilialion which would makr wan
supnfluous. Christian ethics has never considt'red war intrinsically
unjust. bowe\'t'!' much it ho~ that Christian brotherly lo\'e would
do away with thC' cauSC't of war. From tht" enl, Church F.u.heTi on. tlle
great docton hue declinC'd to condemn war absohllC'ly. St. Ambrose
condemns wan of looting. but not miliurv K'n'ke: he n'cn praises
milicary fonitude in war as a Chnstian virtue.· St. AuRtJltine. who
wu a lover of peace, writes: "Do not beliC\'c that he who servft in
war cannot pleaJC" God." • St. Ikrnard sa,-. to the JOldiC'f'I that Chri..
dans vbo kill lbeir enemit'S do nOI sin. nor do lht'y lose tht'ir lOuis
wbeD slain in aclion. l • This is a ~rmanC'nt doclrint' of a,ri.tian
echia. \\'ben authon like Fathn Str:nmann or Vanderpool or Fathrr
OToole profeu that war toda~ is ;ah~'a'i unjull. tb~) impt)' lh.1t. on
accouDC of contemporary cirrumsranct'S such as dlC' total charactrr of
war. the intrinsic vidouUlCSl of this kind of warfart ilnd the dt'vclop
menl of international law ha\'e made modml war an inrfficient. 1('1..

Ie.. and superfluous mnm for lhe vindaution of international justice.
But they cannot say that W3r was at all timn and undt"r all circum
JtaJKa api... Chr;.aun cthiu.

WilT is DOC a natunl. irr... ional t'Vcont like I thundefllorm or an
earthquake. \~;ar is intriMicaU)' the Krvant of juslice and pnce. It is
a meaDJ to dcfmd righll or tu ft'ltort" thC' international order of peace.
The aim of war is peau with jtaLiCt'. Tberdore war an be directrd
apiDR an UJljusr peace. an unjutt ,,.,.... 9"0. BUI ic U QC'Vef aD md
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in itself, nor it it the irrational in.trument of blind natural forces
that supposedly rule human destiny, War is thm principally a prob
lem of political ethia and of justice; the art of warfare u merely a
servant rontrol1ed by moral and juridical categories. When war and
the art of war arc made ends in themselves. then we have cruel, im
moral militarism and the subordination of all values to the tech
nicalities of .trattgy and tactics raging with destructive power through
the world and trampling down peace, justice. and civil order. Not the
peaceful tractor but the destructive tank and the bomber are the gods
or such a new order.

War is a problem of ethics and law. It is either just or unjust. The
other distinction of awessh'e and defensive war is not at all 10 de
cisiYe that any aggrcuive war attempting to change the sialus quo u
it happens to exist must be always and under all circumstances un·
just. Such a presumption would suppose that the stalus quo is neces
sarily just. or that there exist means other than war to rectify an
unjust slalus q"o. But a slalus quo with a mere absence of war can
he, as St. Augustinc said. a falsco peil(c. Therefore the distinction be
tween a just and an unjust war is not identical with the distinction
bttwecn aggrt'Uive and defensh'c war.U There is, of course. a strong
presumption that a ddt'osi\'c ,,'ar is in g('nCT31 just. But it does not
follow that any 3KKTcssive war is alwa)'s unjust. 'Ve should not (orget
that, like rhe mode-m conrtpt of nonintervention and of neutrality.
the identification of aRRTnshe war ",ith unjust war is rather new.

The principle of nonimen'C'ntion was formulated as late as the
time of the Holy Alliance, It was directed against the claim of the
Holy Alliance of a right to internne in internal affairs of other states
in prot«tion of its principle of I~timacy. The principle of non
intervention had. therefore. two elemt'nu. Fint. it proclaimed the
right of self·determination of nations in an antilegitimist. prodemo-

Il" IOOd IUUltnl10n II olem! lno 1M Itroftd Finno·lt.lItIiln WIIr in 1941. FilllIDd
dftJlmt war 10 I'ftIIW'f terrilOf\' Ihal II had m1cd 10 RUiliI b\ I ~I" uealT in March
1940llln Aulhll' MIa•. nui a lIew sidhu qllO. ItthniQIl) pnttful. csislcd. In July,
I!HI. FlnlaDd luaclted Ruala afln Hldn had mld~ an I~icm upon ,be liner OIl
June ". '94" ~ 1lIOII pnamul ...,ionI approft'd of Ihc ~mnlsh aqra.sh'C. wat ..
lot,,, U IU ailll wu ct. fftloradCID of 'be al.'"" qllo of 1939 as II had been eslablished by
n.ioUilrealia '1OUt '1'9°" Only whm Ih~ Flnnhh ".'l!' rontinucd lhe war bryond lhe
IIMs or 'be .,.. fllO of 'm and btopn 10 da'. new lerritory. did. allies of RIIIIia
dedawe war .,.... finland. Stacia.., of Stal~ lIull d«l.ued lhat Finland DOW was ta·
dulliAa ... oj_ .....caaon: 'hi. IllIplin Ihal before tbc ,t.,.. quo of '959 .... reached.
Finland could be COftIidcortod I I"" 1JIfNO'.
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cratic sense. Secondly. it claimed that any intervention fo1' the pr0
tection of the monarchical internal sl.,UI quo of a nation reprcteDted
an unjust aggression.

Apan from this. the principle of nonintervention can mean. and
has meant, that the so~igntyof a ,tarr gof'S 10 far that even help
to an aggressively invaded nation is considered unjust and a violation
of the principle itself. Apart from help based on allianc:es. therefore.
neuttality was considered an oblilfoltion for all states not immediately
concerned. It does not rtqui~much reR«tion to understand that the
foundation of such a concept is the modrm idea of unrrttrirtrd KWer·
eignty on the one hand and a voluntarist concept of the international
order on the other: that cO~l1mtlywar is a morally indifferent
atlail' between SlalCS. and lherc(mc nOl subject to qU3tifiations of
just or unjust bdore the forum of natural moralil~". On the basis of
such reasoning. war is a technical means of national poliry: dl"\'oid of
morality. its conduct may be standardiled b,.· tht" inlem;uionaJ rules
of warfare 00 land and on ~. For puFpOSn of prop:tganda. moral
grounds will ~ prof~ to jUltif)' a Win. But for the posit.h·ist idea
of international law the actual moratit)' of Iht' nuS(' of rhe war i.
j~levant.Only rights and duties crcatro b)" tr~tics and no'" in dis
pute among sovereign statn are at issue and are to ~ IJrol«tt'd or
enfOlt'ed by arms. Consequentl,. ~'hat is violated by \\'ar is not the
objecti,·c onIt'T of the intt:m3lional community. for whit-It ~t1 meDl
Ix-n art' responsible. Rather it is onl)'Utcsc panicutar rJlthu and dutif't.
If that is graDt~. there must t'Xilt as a counterpart Ie) the riRlu of w.u
a right of nonintenentioD and a duty of neutrality for the statn Ihat
are not panin to the tnaty. But if we put the imcmational obj«th'('
onkr lirat. 10 be realized by coordinat~ frtponsihiliry of the mrm
ben. if we procttd from the idea of a community or nariOlU. the ex·
isunce of which is DOt me result of the changnble will of lIates with
unlimited lOYtrt'ignty. then the problem of noninlenention is vcry
dilfnau. For DOW evidently the validity and working of the inter·
Dational on.ter. in pt'Ke and in war. ckpcnda on me solidarity of all
Ilata to the international common good. And it becomt't clear that
all IUln art' C"oIl«lj~('ly and indi\·jdu.dly rt'lponlible for the ron·
tiDUOUI realization and prottnion of tbe ordtor. Hence a breach of
thaa ordn becoma an alair for aU members and may live them a
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lalt cauae and even ~ duty of poaitive intervention under certain c0n

ditions.
It should not be forgotten that the justice of the status quo is as

important for the justice of a war as is the violation of contractual
rights. On the other hand. we should keep in mind that the policy as
distinguished from the princi}lle of nonintervention bad a salutary
effect, too, during the en of imperialism. This policy made it possible
to localize wan by hindcrinR any dispute between neighboring states
from d"eloping into a war of allied groups taking active sides in a
quarrel which in iuelf was usually limited and did not basically change
tht existing sialus quo and balan(c of power. The constitution of
the Lea~e of Nations undentood the nature of an unjust status quo
wht'n in Artic.le 19 it stated th..t treaties should be revised if their
m:untenance pr~enu a danger to world peace. The international
(olllmunit)' !atks for the time beinF; a SOl erci~ authority that, like
the ~tate- authority intC'mally. un rightfully change a status quo which
h.\5 be"ome unjust. Therefore if peacc(ul means are of no avail to
c-hange an unjuSl st6tU.~ (/uo, there ma) arise the actual oppression of
a st.lle hy this status quo, I.et liS not identify the just war with the
dde-nsive war generally and absolutely.

\'1. CalTDIA OF A Jt:ST "'All

What. then. are the Criteria of :1 just war, always provided that no
ohligatory arhitration is c~tahli,.hed and that peaceful instruments
for sc'ltlin~ international disputl'S are nor :l\"ailahlc:?

The just war ,c(luirl'~ scH'r.d conditions.•·irst. that it should be
decl:ucd and conducted hy lC'gitlmatt' su\'crt'ign authol it)'. "Sovereign"
in this iCnse IOC.1I1.5. as "iuuria. SU~\fel. and Bcllarmine say. that the
conrt"St:mts h.",(' no 1)()\'1ihility of .\ppeal to a court of arbitration fOT

settlement of their dispute: or for the reparation of an injury suffered.11

Warfare is the pIC'f(~ati\"e of w\erl'ign sUtcs; their constitutional
authorities exclusi\'ely arc allowed to rC'~rt to war. \\'ar is protection
or restoration o( I..w and of a ICf(al Older between sovereign states.
As long as no instruments for these sJ>ec:ific purposes are created by

n a. llomanca. oft. aC.. p. 197. DclLarmine. Dt 'II'N. chip. '5: Viuoria. Rtlfd.. S and
e. 0. jlD' hlU.
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the community of nations. the only inattument to establish and pro
teet the intemational order by compulsion ia war. War ia realizatiOD
of law and justice. There is no enduring legal order possible without
the certainty of its enforcement: a "jotation of the basic rights of
one participant io the ordC'l' is intrinsically a violation of the order
it.seU. Ooly ""bere the participants in a Itgal order protecting their
very coexisterK'e have a certainty that aU members will conduct them.
selves according to the order. binding on all, is thne peace Ind
security. But this certainty de~nds upon the actual chance that any
violator of the legal order will be punishtd and that the ord~r will be
restored by actual compulsory intef\·entioD. In any system of IUb

ordination the sovereign authority has the tight and duty tu compel.
In the international orckr of coordination such an authority. pro

treling by force and 5O\-'rreignly dCtidinR tiMhts. violations. punWI·
menu. and reparations or rntitutions. is not innate. The application
of force nC(C'lSary in this I~I order u.. therefore. an affair of the in·
jured party or of othcr mnnbcrJ of the order of coonJinatiofl. at
least as long as the partidpanu in the order hal e not by mutual asrC'e.
mmt~ up international bodies for the protCtlion of the order and
for the setdm1ent of di$pUICS amon" tll~mSC'I\"C'S. Jo:"m if th~ bodin
were introduCM. the "'''r<'Ullon of thdr dcci,ionJ ","ould ,till be left
to tbe members of the ord~T. 10 that the order is as suong as it th...
willingnns of the membC'rs to enfon c it by amls. The collapse of
the w~e of ~ation5 w:u cauK'd by the unwilhngnn, of iu most
pow~ul and lhert'fore most rnl'0lUible memlH:11 to fulfill their ob·
ligations of rorclbl)' prote«ang the order...AppcaK'mt'nt" was a wrong
policy b«aule it did not protC(.t tbe order but (.olUidtted only the
individual intt'TnlS of the appt"3,ing nations. It dlUt introduced a
prtmium on unjust aRl(rn.ion in pl.&Ccs where the indh'idual int...,.
au of the appea.sinK nations wt'rc thought. although "'rungly, not 10

be io'ol\'ed. for this appeas.c.-mtnl polin' c.lt'arly showed that the ex·
clusive argument in intC"flUtionallirr was poWC"f and arrnamenu. The
COfttroJHn.c idt'a in tlte prohlt'ln of war is thnefore the ni.tmct> Ind
midit,. of the intC'Tn3tional ordn. not only tht' indh.idwal interests
and I«urit,. and the rights of the indh'idual ltate, as if these lutes
Jivc:d in a Hobbnian nalura' .tatu. of a wn of all apiOlI aiL That i.
why, for iallancc:, Vinaria U)'I that the rulen have the duty to pro-
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teet and fCltore the international on:ler since they themselves are. u
we may say in modern termI. the organs of the intnnational commu
nity.··

The I«ond criterion is a just and suffICient cause. Here again we
have to stan from the idea of the international order and from the
fact of the community of nations. The justice of a cause (or war is
dependent upon that. There is not possible a cause at once just and
opposed to the common good of the community of nations. National
glory. aggrandizement of the individual nation. and selfish lust for
wealEh annnt he just e3U5t's. howevf'r nic f'ly they may be disguiscd in
slogans as a riKht to lh'ing SP.1CC. a right to raw materials. or a right
to pros~rily.

The duty of all nations to promote intC'T11ational trade and the
corrnpnnding intc~rrslSof all nations in international commerce. the
coo~ralion in intt'mational t'xchange, and free a(('f''SS In the 5O-C'alled
wurld market show by ("ontrast the va~ucne~of lhe above-mentioned
sIOlP"" The slngans "If' a( lUally an iO\'euion of cau~e and effect. For
the s,,\mc nations that fUSI proclaimed them prod3lmcd perfect eco
nomit autau hy al t1wir polili( al purpose. and then complained that
they were suffocated in tht'lr poor ("ountries Wilhoul raw materials. the
anC"5S lU which was fmhitlden them ~uppuwdl)'b) the "ha\'e" nations.
The sophistry of this 3rl;ument ap~..n at onet' if we are aware that
their politiul aim il complete aUl.uchy. which is' an impossibility for
most nalions and would dMlmy thar inlernalional community which
is a (ommunit" of mutual ex(han~eand commerce for material wealth.
a.. well as for t'ivili'lnR an ul1lplishl1lt'nt.s in scientific. cultural, and
imellcctuallik The idea of complcole economic and national autarchy
would actually rtjn·t the' (ummUnil\ of Il.ltions. It would not remove
frictions: it would immmsely increa\(' the'm. as re<:em e\'ents pro\'e.
U aUlarthy is oO(e (omC"in·d as paupcrization. and international ex
chanKc as prosprorilY, it follows that the de\Clopment of an interna
tional eXthanRe of Roods and scn'ices in peaceful cooperation is the
helt guannt)' of the indt'J>t:'ndent exiltt'n«~ of the nations and that
seclusion in aUlarchy. economic and nalional. on the contrary, is the
b1'e't'ding ground of cealClna wars.

&I VI,,_" 1«. n,. (1..... cd" p, 15).
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VII. TH£ DOCllUHE OF CaUS4 ]wtll

The justice of the CIIWtI b~1Ii pmuppos" the international order
and the existentiallC'Curity o( iu members. Thence it (0110\\"1 that u
a just cause for WaTt innp«tive of the distinction between aggrellive
or defensi\'e war. there can be ('onsidered only a \'iolation of the inter·
national oni", and an injury to one of its members, And. we musl
add at once. a gTa,'e ,'iotation of order and right., For war is iuelf
such a calamity. it brings faith so much ullhappinc55. dnlruction. and
sorrow. that the rule of proponion must ~ applied. War must be the
servam of a higher purpoSt'. whkh can be only the prcscr'\'3tion of the
intCTllational ordn and the protection of tht' memhC'n' ri((ht or rxist
mee, i.e., of tht'ir IOJidarist and indh'idual existenre and li1>e'ny.
A W3r is just wht'n it prot«ts tht' internal (ammon I{ood and ;5 ({Jf

related to the common Rood of the n:mons. to tht-ir pt'an"hll and
secure coexistenre. and to thdr mUlu...ll\ ~uar.lIl1Ccd libc.·n)' and in·
tegrit}· of life and honor, C.onsecluentfy only a gTue violation of tht'
order and a p"e injury to a member ltIdkcs war JUSt as a punishment
and a restoration or rtoslltution.

M''',ri41,'er, a just QUSC is. r,rst. a \'jolation of Ih~ t~rriloria' in·
tqrity of a stat~ by force of arnll and a rdu",' In rC'stUfc the Jlalw quo
and 10 pn indrmnilv. Secondly. a ~r3\'e \'IUblinn of Ih~ fundamC:-nlal
rules of tht' community of nations. Thirdly... W;&\c inju..y to the
honor of a nation. Tht fIrst point is ob,'ioul. An inu"mallona' unlt'r
has as its main function peace and lCCurit\', l.t'., iotes;" it)' of ('xisttn,'('
and of wnw.", 35 wcll :as indt'pmdt'nrt' of Ihe mnnbc'r5 and reli..n, ('
upon loyal fulfillment of the intcrmtional oLlilr-ltions. whether tht"¥
arise bom the order i~1f imphcitly or from l);trttc ular trcaties. All
great docummtl of lntemationallaw pro\'(' dIaL Thc InR\lc or Na,
tions Covenant formublC'5 tht'K' principlts in it" prC'amblc itt the \C~ry

purpose of itl e"istmcc. nle IO<alled ProlOeol of Gmeva of OctobC'r
a. 1914. likev.iJc It'll up as ill pUrp<*' the prC'WJ'\'iltion of the peate
and I«urity of natlom whOle t'xhtmce. indC'pendC'n«. and territory
may ~ mdaDgrmI. The- l.ocamo Trn_)' Jimilar., dulares the 03·
Uom' desire (or I«urity. Tbne documents speak, too. about the
lOIidarilJ that unitn the memlJn\ 01 the international community.
of che _ity to obserVe' ICTlIpuJously the obligation. of tft'8(ies.

'J'IIr IftODd point needt mort' dilC:W6ion. ap«bUy aI it hal bet'n
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neglected since the eighteenth cntury under the domination of the
idea of absolute sovereignty. and of a voluntarist concept vf inter
national law and the so-called principle of nonintervention. \Ve say
that it has been neglected, inasmuch as it was applied only to nations
("onsidertd inferior or uncivilizcd. France, EnRland, Germany, Italy.
and Russia each prnerved a fight of intervention in certain spheres
of interest in valions parts of the world. and they all considered it
dlt"ir riRht to intervene when Chri!llian citizens or residents in Turkey
or China were ill-treated in "iolation of the fundamental ruIn of
inlf'rnational law. There existed. of t.ourse. a tendene,- to call such
intrrv('nlions punitive expeditions and not wan, although St. Thomas
would ha\e c.alled wille of these expeditions just wan and very likely
would. on the other hand. ha\e refused to ~i\'l~ the title of just war
to man) slIuJiUtles amon~ rivllizrd nations that wrrr claimed to be
just Wdn in lhl" l.ut «~nlurics. The idea of (i\"iliLation to a certain
extent incl udes the a,\umption that a tOdt" of genera Il~" act.epled funda
nwnt.tl prin( iplcs of international law exists and that to observe this
rode is the- prt"Supposition of bemg wnsidered a memUer of ci\'iliza
tion and of the: community of nallons.

How far. then. is a W'3\'t' \iol.uinJ1 of lnternationallaw a just cause
of w.n if the: "iol:uion at the 53me time I~ not a <hrect. gra'"r injury
agaill\l a memher st.ltef The foundeu of the theory of international
law. \'iltona. SUUt"7. and othrr philosophers ot Late Scholasticism.
hdel .10 immedidte ()(C'inion to discuss lhl$ point. an occasion furnished
hy the Spanish and Portugne~conlluistadors and their colonial can
(IUCIlA in Lhe nc\\"ly disto'"tred IndlC~s. The conquistadon tried to
jmtify the-ir impe-lIalist wars h," sa~ing that they were mainly in
terested in the deSITUl.tion of idolatT)' and other ("fim" against nat
ural morality and were fighting for the propagation of Christianity.
Thw also Lhe conquist.i1don of our day pretend to fight for a
new and thC'rt'forc supposedl)' better order, for the spread of Aryan
d,·iliz.1tion, or for ("ommunin justlef'. What is the answer of Vittoria.
Suarez. Solo. Bcllarminc? They utterly deny that such claims are
just cauSC'S for war. SlIlU el. as he dt"nin any ri~ht to dispossess the
infidel.. of the Holy l.and simply beraus(' th('y are infidels, so he denies
any right of a Christian state to mdk.e war upon a pagan statc simpl,
because tbe Jauer indulges in idolatry. He deniC'S further the presumed
right of armed protKtion for miuionen.
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But what U Christian subjects of a pagan ltate are persecuted by the
.tate authorities? Then the Christians should fim make we of their
right of nnigration. Only as a Jast resort will Suarez allow W81', armect
intervention, for the protection of persecuted ChriatiaDl. But thia
intervention is permissible in the fint place not as the preroptiwe of
a Cbriatian Tula, bu~as the result 01 the pope's appeal to the Chris
dan ruler, who is thus dearly an instrument of me papal competence;
the Christian ruler as Christian ruleT has no such rompetft1cc It to
begin with. It is lh~ .ren~ or innocents that could in ,biJ cue afford
a just Cluse of war. St. Robert BeUarmine makes at this point a sood
distinction bet\~C'en \1014ltiol1$ of natural morality and \'iolations of
natural justice. Only the latter ilTe subject to punishment by human
authorities as \'iolations of social duties, Violations of the rights of
God (idolatry) and sins directly ag..in" on~1f (e.g., intoxication)
arc not the affair of human authority lint and directly, Thus. only if
thC'feoccun a gt'3\C \10lation or the IW IIU11I41"11' 50cietaliJ or a Krious
offense "pinst innocents. can an intcn'mtion by war be justified. Even
then the intn\ention must br luited to reach iu purpo~without ltill
gravn dama~ to peace and order. Thus the injury or innocents is
the typical case of a RTa\'e \'iolation of tbe international order and
tqJfescnts a just cause of war, alwa~llupposinR tbal the intervention
is capablc of aU~ininK iu purpose and that the damages caused by
inten'mtion art' ROt RU'atC1' than tllt' cb'Jl"lRt 10 dat' common good,
Dational and international. caused b,- the \"iol:..ion.

A funtlb rettrKlion it that the riRht and dUly of intervention de
pend upon thr dut}' to thr statt"s own common good, If by inttTVl'Dtion
thc common good of tht' illlt'nt'ninK statr is RJa\'rly imperiled. this
state has no duty to intt'n·me. For the Tnloration of peact' and rnli
IUtioa for tbe injury arr the purpoK of ,,·ar. If thc rDaLf'rial means are
insuflicimt, nm a jlUt ("3~ don not aff01'd eitha right or dury of
ilUl'f\'Cnl.ioD. Thence it 'oUO\\'s tbat tht' prt#f\'ation of the in.n
national order and it. vindication in tht' fa<t o( violaton are Clpeaall,
tbc taak of the ,,'eaIthy ad might}· ltata. DOt of tbe small and weak
natiOlll. Walth and iu lOCial C!'ftec:t. pown, bring with them in any
kind of human communil,. a highn raponsibilitf for the pmena
ticm of the just ordn in Ihis community. In rut, the inequality iD

. IIa. OIl. rit.. pp. lis. III. Vic..... ",_ dI.. I: cajltu - II. ..,....,
....... ,1woL, Solo, ". jwtitM ••• ;w.. 1.50 .
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wealth and the ('onsequent increase in power of the richer nations is
justifiable only by assuming higher and more comprehemive re
sponsibilitin. The League of Nations was progressively suffocated as
Lhe mOTe powerful nations ignored their higher responsibilities and
left the smaller nations without prott'<'tion.

The philosophers of Late Slholastidsm regarded as a just cause of
war a 'tate', continued and unreasonable refusal to afford freedom of
commerce and of traffiC". that is. a complete refusal to participate in the
intcn13tional,Qrder, because: SUt.h a strict and anconditional refusal
is against the vcry n.~nn~ of humanity as a true community and
would repudiate the international common good, apart from the fact
that it would be a gra\'c \iolation of charity. The basis of this con
tmtion is the general law of natuTaI sociality. the conviction that
humau ~(ldety and its law. natural jU5,tke. are prior to the state and
that the !UatC'41 theDl,elvM hne a duty to cooperate fOT the realization
ot the ideal unh'cn:,l community of nations Olf.,a natural tendency of
humanit~, whit h is tranS( cndent to the indiVidual state. Hence the
tcndc-ndC'S to ('conomk autarchy and seclusion achieved by the cug
~t'rdt("d pwtcltiml of hil(h tat iffs may easily be considered breeding
gTOlmcls for war. Whf'rt"341 the dt"vt'lopmt'nt of international economic
(Oopcr.uion and tr.tdc m.!v c~tabli\h SUdi an interdependence that,
unclt'r ("rrtain {"in tlm~t.U\c M. Wilr l)("('omes a thing that does not pay.

The thilll t'1('Dl('Dt is ... f.,'Ta\ c injury to the reputation and honor of
a nation h) anu.ht"r n.. tion or hy subjt'Cts of another nation for whom
tins nation. ac.(f)fdin~ to iu imernal constitution and intl.!l'1lational
hlw and uI.l!otcs. is rt>'IKlIlsihle. At a time or nationalist vanity and of
t"x3~t'rated K'OstU\cncss 1ft qucstluns of national prestige. this cle
metlt IlcC'ds a urdul disuwion. We must again proceed from the
existence of the intrrnation.ll order itsclf. Wherever there is society
there is law. and where\ er there is law there are persons. Personality
ilOpliM digni.)· a~ the ontnlngiral fonscquence. and honor as the social
consequence. Mutual honor 15 a requisitc of any human community.
It is the r("On of Ii ht"rty. indt"llCudence, and the intrinsic value of
the mem~ras a pt"rson. A rommunity that does not protect the honor
as well as the existelll(" and libelty o( its members cannot endure. lOT,
aI St. Thomas says. honnf is the highest of external goods.lI In its
ultimate caUle, the desuut:lion of honor is the destruction of the

11 $ wol., u. llu. q. loa. La; q .
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clipity of the person and f'erlden him incapable of full membenhip
in the community. Honor meana. so to speak. moral existence. and it
• genuine object of the inalienable right of self-preservation. An un.
just and grave attack upon the honor of one nation by another nation
ia. th~fore. as serious an injury as a grave violation of ill territorial
integrity would be.'· •

Honor is indeed one of the fundamental rights of the memhen of
the international communit)'. the relations of which are founded. as
the covmam of the uague of Nations declares. upon "jusuce and
honor:' 1f. tbm. a gra"e injury to honor QnnOI be repaired rxcept
by warlike acts. ",,'ar is in principle. as ultima ,.alio~ justified.Ap~
mellt by France and England in 19~8 was a serious derelinion of the
duty of IOlidarist defellK of the hono!' of thf' intC'rnational community'_
small mt'mben. 10 the extent that it condoned Hitler's abominable
vituprratiOlU upon the Austrian and C:ln:hoslovakian gO"emmenu
and nations. Too late Francr and England undt'ntood that Ihis "itu.
prradon could not be justified b,. "prate in our time:' AU these
thinp-libeny. indt'pt"ndence. self·prncn·ation. solidarity of the
community of nations. and honor--are integtoll pam of a whole that
cannot nist with anyone o( them laclting. Tht- fact th.t. for moral
reasons. indh'iduab may sufl~r ,iJifiulion ,·oJunl.lrily and nftlle to
defend their honor. is not 3 wund reason for drmandinR by an appeal
10 charity a similar altitude from the 'Utt. The IUle that has lost its
honor is DO longer a state. Its moral ~xisr~rkr is datro)ed. A SUt~

that is unwilling 10 dt-fend iu honor ,,"ould actuaUy hrlp to weaken
the intnnational order. for that order morally nisu by and through
mutual hOllOI'. Furthermore. any human community for human and
eanhJy purpolCS tw lint to Kromplish jUltice and then charity. Whal
is owed by jUltiu (and honor 11 JO owed) ('annot ~ replaced by
charity. Justice and honor are the foundation, charity the crown, of
all human communities.

We must now add a last critmon: the juatice of the aUK mUlt be
«naill. Tht' aulhority that dceJarn war mUll IX' certain of iu datu
UIcI of the objective justict' of iu cau~. The lOVn'eign authority is
here implicitly judge in ill own cause: although in (()Rducting war the
IOVCftip authority acu u an orlan 01 the community of nationa, ill

....... .. __I, tlCIClIpCed dDctr..... d. .......f1eW....... .". dI. ,. las:
II •••• "0 eil.. p. ..,..
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own rights are alto the question at wue. It is largely party and judge.
10 that impartiality ts a most difficult moral task. And thb difficulty
increaaes if. inacead of full certainty. only a probability about the
juatnca of the ('lUtU belli can be reached. Although in such a case
the general principle of courts. that the deRl"cc of probability fixes
the right in litigation. is appticable. the better coune is arbitration
by an impartial authority. Only if this i. not accepted by the opponent.
then may the claimant proceed to war. But what if the claims of both
states are equally probable? If it is a claim for territory, the general
rule. melior est conditio possidenlis, prevails. on the assumption that
the possessor is in good faith. Apart from thill. there would not be a
juSl cause Cor either party. They would be bound by duty not to
procetd to war but to submit the problem to arbitration.

It need not be especially stressed that the right intention is a neces
sary part of the just cauae. that the justice of the cawe and the justice
of the actual conduct of war are controlled by the purpose of the war,
and that the restoration of peace is determined by reparation for the
injury that itself was a violation of the international order. A war
that Roes beyond these limin. a \\'ar that is one of revenge. that is
malicious dnnuction or has as its object conquest beyond restoration.
war in which the just cause and the right intention are 5uperseded by
militarist, immoral pleaaure in military ad\·cnture. such a war be
comes unjust, howcver just it may have been in the beginning. \Var
i. atrietl)' just only aJ a means for the protection and restoration of
order and peace; it it the ultimtJ FtJtao and is a just means only if no
oLhcr way is posaible for the achie\'ement of peace."

\'111. THE JlTST CoNDl'Cf OF WAil

The third condition of a ju.t war which was especiaUy noted by
Late Sc:bowticism is the requirement of the debilw modus. This con·
dition means that. before a state proceeds to an aggrcssh'e war to

r~cti(yan injury inft.icted upon it by another state OT by citizens under
the responsibility of that state. the injured state has a strict duty to

try all peaceful mtans of diplomatic negotiation. offer of arbitration.
and 10 forth. before it may jnstl)' proceed to war, that is, foTcibly
establish its right. N the objtc.·t of war is the restoration of a broken

" Auptlww. ". nvi,.,,, Dri, XIX. 18,
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order of peace. the protection of rights and the reparation of in
juries in the order of pe8Cf'. the just cause disappears as eoon as the
offending state offen satisfaction-restoration of the right and in
demnification (or the damages.

War as an act of intt"mational justiC'f' rmtains e5St"ntiaUy under the
rules of international la"'. which. thetefore. go\'erns the wbole con·
duct of war. War and its acts aff' not he}'ond law and order. The Chris
tian philosophen and theologians ha\'c striven for humanization of
warfan'. as it has heen caJlC'd since the ninetecnth century. Many
roles that the Hague Conferences cnacted as international law in
1899 and in 1907 had been antkip.1ted b" the Chun.h and the fint
students of international law in 1.3(t" Scholastidsm. Tht' "Trt'ugn Dt'i
(end of the ele\'enth centu...,·) protected the ch man population and
their homcsteads as inviolable, War is conduned hf'twf't'n armies and
states. not between civilians and pcoplt's. 1 he killin~ of civilians.
ptople who do not hcar arms. is unju..t if it is inrf'ntional1v or ne~li.

gently donc and not hy mert' and un;1\'oicJahlc 3('ddent.a' l.~ XIII's
furtherance of all stt'ps taLen toward hUl1lanilin~ \\"arfarc is (OInmon
knowlmge. although Italy succl"\.'"dt'<1 in its protC'St a~:tinst the- partido
pation of a papa) reprcscmath'c in the n("go~iations at The lIa~uc.

The work of Benedict XV and later of Pius XII to promote further
humanization is too well known to nl'("d a dctailed an-ount,·e
. In conn«tion with the dt"IJiIW modw of "'ufart' tht"reo ar;!I("S a

panjcular modem prohl~. Has not the moot" of warf61rt' ht"C'Ome 10
indjscriminate and inhuman bccau4Je of wlal and mnJaanizro war
with airplann. submarinn. and tankl, that a dt'Mttls mod"s is today
impossible? Is not a reasonable halance prallicalh excluded between
the purpose of war and the dnuuction which l1Iudern imtfummts or
war inflict on armies. nations. and national (ortunes. not onl)' on those
immediately concnned but on all nJemhen of the international com
munit,.? Some Catholic writCTS" contend that stich a balance is im·
po.ible. lVe must brar in mind that most or the ahC'J"e·memionrd

II a ......ra. 0. IHUo Fit' • c••• 11.&-1.: c.,. n. '-'4' Jkol1armiM. Com , II. 1I11e. q'4u.
_ Father X. AnIOId. S'IUJI.Il,.h,,. ie. e,m'- Btll., p. Illg. t.ale ~hab'tl(i ft!pt'l!Imlil
pal ,....... hryond rbe ThonIudt IMnry of war. 51. 11lOIII11 did not etpeciall,
__ion 1M .""UI MOlIIII • an ~kmrnl of • jUtt war. He rrRlaim in min, ....nen too
.,.... uJIClIl koawa law In ita applkadclIl 10 ..arl.,f:: d. O. 5chDIfn&, ,,..,,,.....4ftIQIII"''''''' hi. TItoma II. A""itI. nd ed., '!)!O. pp. lOS ft,..a.~ of ,.,..~, I!d. by Ham C. K_~, W.....n...on. '94"
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JUles concern not 10 much defensive war aI they do aggreuive war
and its jwtice. A nate may be free not to resort to aggressive war to
TeStore a certain right or to repair an injury inflicted upon itself, an
injury that is not itself war but still an international delictum. Yet
it is not free to refuse defense against an unjust aggression. For de
fense 31rc1inst unjust aggr~..,idn i. not only a duty of the stat~ to its
own citizens in the protection of the internal common good; it is
also a duty to the inu~mationalcommunity. The intunational order
is pracn'ed not by a superior authority with sovereign compubQry
power. but by the free and independent members of the community
in their own solidarist and individual responsibility. Therdore non
resistance to the unjust a~~reS50r would be an unjustified inval
idation of the international Older by the non-resisting state. The
undoubted tiKht of self-preservation is in an order of coordination
logkally balitn("("d by a dut), of self-presen-ation.

IX. TilE Dt:Tn:s OF PUBl.JC AUTHORITIES

,,'e have st.tled the doctrine of just war chieny from an objective
point of "iew. Let w now discuss it born th~ subjecti\'e point of vi~,
and C()n,id~t the cluestions which arise. What are the rights and duties
of the puhlic authority, or the soldier, and of the citizen?

The real problem is this: Under what conditions is an aggressive
war junihed as punishmem for a violation of the imernational order
Of at a rcdr~ss for an injury suffered? Defensi\'c war offen fewer prob
lems. We have already pointed out that the justice of the cause or
war must be certain (or the puhlic authority. I-fence th~ other party
in .he dispute is IUTlllal,'eT and maler.aliter in the wrong; its grave
\·jolation of 3 right or rule of the international order makes it guilty;
l«."gilily and mOlally the offense is an international del,clum. Conse
quently the- war as ullimn Tatio of the enforcement of law then falls
undc.·r the rules of \·indicth·( justice. Precisely because of this facl the
Ir:lte procet'dil1J( to war as "indicator must be certain about all the
clements of p;uih: e\'il intention or grave negligence, notorious il
legality of the Ole. t that is declared to be a violation, and absence of any
doubt about the malerial fafu and about the legal rule that governs
the case. The soldier who participates in such a war can generally
rely upon the rightfulness of tJle decision by the pUblic autJlOrity, u
can tbe ci tizens.
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The complication arises in tm'itoral disputes or in .uch diapula
. u are usually enumerated in treaties of arbitration and mediation.

These disputes may arise about existence. interpretation. and appUca
lion of treaties between the particsto the dupute; about the exi.tence
and application of a rule of intemationallaw conceming the dispute;
.bout the clements of a fact or about ala act of one of the parties that,
if proved to exilt. would be a violation of an international obliga
tion." It is implied in cases where thert is no certainty about the
justice and the legality of tJ,e objcct of the dispute or about fin....
JfIl:ie guilt of one of the partics. To say that this is a good case for
arbitration or mediation is no great help: for the real problem of
war arises aftef one of the partin has d«lined any son of ltgal set·
tlement under the t~aty or under posith'c international law. because
it contends that the question in dispute falla nt'ither under the treaty
nor under any commonly accepted posith'e rule of intemational law.
Thcn only arises thc crucial qUeition. whether the party that propmed
all peaceful means has now ule right to mfoJ'("e its contf'ntion by war.
Of COUnt' we must suppose that the whole matter is of IUt"h impor.
aana as to be proportionate to the unnoidable damages that any war
causes. The difficult)' St't'1JU to be that the dispute is ori~inall)' similar
CO disputcs of the dvill..w ilnd or cli.tribuli,·~or commutativC' justicr.
and Dot parallel to those of pmal law and thereforc of \'indieth'c
jUltict: and funher, th;;u in such dispuln the certitude of d,e just
QUIt' is implicitly nOI compl~r and bto)'ond any doubt, 10 that war
would become the arbiter betw«n partin ~hich hale no unque.tion.
able and full right. although thr right of onr party may be bt'tter and
~ probablc than that of the other and. in addition. both parties
may ~ in good faith.

The derision would br that the state dcclinin. prospoul. of arbitra·
tion and mediation thus "IOlal" the intf'ntatjonal ordrr. b«ault' the
vny essence of peace and order prcsuPI)()$('I the willingncsa to bawe
dilpula arbiual~ or olhco.'ilC peact'fully lellied in jUtriC(' and
equity. The statr that wantonly de-clines an arbitration or other peace·
ful KUlement of the ditpUlr commits an injury apiml thr intrrna.
donal order. an injury thar, if gnvC' mough. would give the other
put)' is die dispute the right 01 raon to wat at the 001'1 available way
of .,Iftnconl. bean_ in the international order u ycc DO .uperior

• Go~' r.' til the l.apt .. ,..tJaaI, An.•s ...
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power enforca the law. The just cauae ii, then. nOllO much the pre
sumed OT altogether certain justice of the claim of the one pany, but
the wanton l'efuul of the othu pany to settle the dispute peacefully.
In this case the toldier and tbe citizen may rely upon the public
authority, because it has rightfully fulfilled all international obliga
tions of law and morality." •

A crucial case would be one in which both partin refule to resort,
or fail to resort, to arbitration or mediation at all. If in such a dispute
the ri~ht of one party is more prohable than that of the other pany.
has the former party the riRht to proceed to war? H~e the authorities
cfis.1grce. Suarez deC"idt!S that the state with the better right may proceed
to war. if after careful scrutiny a judge would have decided a similar
dispute in favor of that state. Vasquez and Layman disagree. St. Al
phonsuJ. though not reje('ting Suarez' opinion. concludes that in
prnnice no jult war e\'cr occurred which rested on only pTObable and
nOf ct'Tfajn rjghu." Thert' js unanjmjr~· when the rights in the dispute
are ('(Iually probable. Here there exists no C3UK' for a just war with
out the intcorvention of arhitration and mediataon. For the outcome
would be a just war on both sides. which is monstrous."

II Thc l.aKUC of Sal.lonl Covenant II In alJ'ft"lmt wilh thil scholastic doctrine (An.
II. 15. 1~. 161

'1 'mater ,), In"... I«t S. n.'. Alphol1s111 l.iK\lorl. TII.oI. mor.• Bit III. ITaet. 4. cap. I.

n,.04. wllh quouliona from \·."tun and La,·mln. Cf. J. B SchUller. Mkmerllunp
Iur Krlrph'hrco d('l fro Suun:' S,.hDllU'dr, X\' (19~). 51'7.

'4 C.onlTrninllhew' II" ,hJCU.IORI, 1IJ11le dispulCI hl\C arisen lina .~. Vanderpol (to
I.. 'lUI""' d"""..' ,. Claru....rwna,.. 1911, and tsp«iaU,. in LA dOt't"ne kOla",. 4.
druil dr: «aurrT,. 1919) Itlnled lhal sinrc Ihe fT_ ot LaIc Sthol...iCllm. apedaU, IiDc:lt
Suarn and Molina. a _Ikt'mnl of IIw Iheof) of lhe jUII ..ar oa.uned. 10 lhe peal
dam-Il" of human "';COI\. 1'0 51. AURlllllnc .nd 51. Thomal ..:lr il nclu,h~ly an IRllra
IDnU 0' vinditlivc jUlIICC. and IbC'",'o~a punilhmt"lll 'or. Cft"taln and «J8vc JDOraJ aad
ltpl RIllIt. Sua~1 and "Sohna. \"andcrpol An. lubordiDatcd war to the rules 01 dis·
tnt-utile' ,uttJce by ..uadOR tNit OM parn In aD ;nrcmauonal dispUle mal. on accouat
01 • ,.., trW/,..,. raon 10 ...r; Molina C'Ycn IntTOduced commutall\~ justice aad the
opinion that ....eerl.1 WIOnl (.."houe Sude) _uld be • cauee foe a jUII /alQ(fCllive) war:
CORtcqumtl,. • IIl1e thai Fr. ~ (I a pari of another Ilalc'l lC'nico.,. in good faith. thoulb
,ullwut riBbt••Ad the ltale lh.t IcpU,. owns Ihc rlKhl muld 1'ftOIt 10 I Wif which lor
both partia ,,"ould be jUlI. brcaUR tM poaet.to, in ,;oocl fahh would U\'e a caUle far •
JUI' ddrnth~ w.r whU~ 1M lepl owner wuuld bale: a callSC for a jusl agn::aive war
by haa objC'Clift dde ul GWQcnhip. Vanderpol has found a lupporler in father St..t........
H'dll,wM und R','tAl,,'" ("lGdtcrung dn all.... IIrt'11Ken K.r.....cnl:· p. 86). al
IhoUJh .ppamnly the ....JCKi'y 01 aUlhoratiea do nol follow auit. ca. 1l0mlDeD. S,.....
"Ian" Ir. S.... po sen; khUllft. loco til.; F. X. Arnold. S,utJIPh,. 1J,1t.nai1ll. pp.
dtl.).

V.....rpoa and S&ntmann. both .rdent padfista. have DOt ....mdcDtly cooaIdaed abe
laa thai. while St. AuplClDt aod Sa. Thomu remain rather pneratba their rem...... abe
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What about the individual citizen's conscience? Fint let us repeat
that the question concerns the justice of the war, not aggressive or
defensive 'War. The problem \\"Ould be simplified if it concerned only
defensive war; for there is a strong presumption that a defensive war
is just. But defensive war is presumably just not only because the
general rule applies. that melior est cdJldilio posside,,'is. or b«ause
it may be said that the slalus quo of pca~ has always the presumption
of justice. or that in defcnsh'e Waf undoubted rights under tbe given
slatlU quo are always defended against un;u!'t a~nsion. A just de
&mive war is also a rl'3lization of the intt'm:ttional ordt"r o( peace
and justice; the attacked state not onlv deft"ncl, it5("J( and its rights
but it likewise defends the intt'T11ation:t1 order, international justice
and morality. on which the defended ri~hts l~al1~' and morally relt.
But defense or the intt'rnational ordrr i5, in addllion to the rt'drC'Ss
for an inju1")' or the- rcadjustmt'nt of an oh\ iou~l\' unju~t statw quo,
the function of an aggreMive just Wdr, to(). Tht' moral and legal
justi~ of an 3ggt'"Sh'e \\'a1" is far more complicated. t fere the dif.
ficulties for the indi... idual consc.-i...nu ma....uisto. It i\ t'll\\' to sav simply
that nobody must participare in an unquntinnahly unjust am~si\'c
war. But in reaHt), thefe arc pr.le.til3Ih .lImn\{ nt'\(,1 sud. uncclui\'(x.tl
cases. If, then, most cast'S 31"(' «l cf)mplicarm. how f3n th(' indh·jdual
amscit'DCe come to its decision? To sav th.lt it an.., in all wars not
opmly and clearly unjust rely upon th.. clt'dslnn of the public au·
thority isobvioml)' not a fulh' satisf.u.ton solutiun.

Perhaps we rna)' come n('arer to the heart of tht" "rohlt"m by the

!Me lIdIoIaJIic phftt.ophrrs. IlIOn' hItlMtC2l1, mintktf and mt1crrntd with cM .clual
...cRW probIftM of Inrnnateaul taw, '" no mrJInt "~~"_I" tM tUtt"f pnndpll"l.
... rriId 10 apply rhe~J pfiadpln and tonc:l..__ In rhe' Iller,.! tulllf.lkall'd W(nld
.. ...-eaello ...Ift thac they .....round thNII. Tb~ ~(UC't- of St. 1 hom» arc far IftI
-.pi.... and ..niatlf' "bin I~ thai d~ talt' 5choIaIt1CS bad to cnmldn And moll

............. dilpatla all' DOt to »1111* and opat at ~.ndnpnl and Mt.u"an" tt1ppmt'.
II would be br:clet ro IUaI bow 11I'0Il'" .he blC 5c.boblda UlaM .rbilladun and mcdia
dlIn • Ibr pt.........,1Oft of RIOfl to , in thnt" 0.. All roo drm wrtl munlng
..... 01 _Id~ ••pli'" too lhe '''1'''-_ of ."I"""altonal hho and ordtor.
• , urrowi.. dowD • just .ar eiltwr to cIriftN\-tO .ar. "'hkh ... aanlUfit.tiofl of •
.....,...,. ".,.., fN, or 10 an~t~war onl, .. an h»uumeol of \'lnd!e:tlve
,..•••e. .., m 01 ..r. ptft "'" the' comptk'llltd 1t'-'rUles.•'" nOf IOhftf. 1 M
__ we __ • abe ~"'1Clmd beu fh&o _e we will lI, I.P'f'I'"I b' Itw ....."
............ pcacdul ....'umcaCi for tIM: ICUJcaacuI of IDlCtnadonaJ dbpUIa. ThiJ
........., 10 a.t1llClll atnonl parifm. of 1M IIIOft tmotlona' lind _Its 1M"
,...,.. .. pmt••d 01.... _ ...... flurthe'nDOfl'. tM 6df'lt"' "Indk'llw t ice it ralher
.............. 01 CDOfcUucioL .... aulbor....t.e Lcdnq_. Njec:t 11 II ..
dIIf1If. WSt.bDIn .......
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following reaaoning. The best opportunities for the individual exUt
where there are freedom of the preas and freedom of speech. They
afford a chance for the issue to be presented broadly and objectively
and (or both .ides to be heard. A Kood opponunity exists also where
the representatives of the people have lOme control over the foreign
policy of the government. Arlbthcr favorable factor would be a con
stitutional provision that the most concentrated competence of lOver
eignty-the declaration of war-be ex.ercised "by plebiscite or at
Jt>ast by resolution of represcntati\'es of the people." H And lastly.
that "diplomacy ahan proceed alway. frankly and in the public
view:' ..

Only where these facton an some way operate, has the individual
citizen an acuss to the elements of fact and of law that mak.e the
jU5lke of the usc. Where no freedom of speech and no (re~omof the
press exist, whC'Te lhe puhli<' authority is unC"OntrolJed and the citizen
is Inerely the subject of tendentious pTo~ganda. he has hardly any
access to the ohj«tive fa(ts whit'h constitute the truth and to the
justke of the case, and must nolens volens rely upon authority. The
more that inlenlalion.al frictions may arisc through the growth of
international il\lC'rdcpcondence. lhe mOTe should the opportunities for
judgment of lhe indh'idual citizen be int reased by thC' general accept
ance of the constitutional righu jusl mentioned. The more. too.
should intellectu~1 ,"ooperation of nation... of international under
standing between economic and whural and religious communities.
be promoted. And let us not forget thilt It is the acaptance by rulen
and rulC'd of the unh'en.,1 rule of an equally unh'enal morality that
wiU afford tllt' best ,hanee for the individual conscience to decide
upon juslice and injuslice. For we believe tbat dictaton and dishonest
cliques or ruthless pTCSSure groups in more democratic states, caD

drivt' John Doc and Ricruard Roe int,o wan only becausc, by insin
cere "patriotic" propaganda. they are able to mak.e them believe in
the justice of their ausc•

• This JH'OPftI81 ... mlde by Cardinal Cupalri In an auchorlzcd Interpretadoa of
Pope Bencdlu XV.. pcaa: acllOA of AIIIUlc. 1917 (.f.A.f~ IX. 4'7) in tbe Idter of tbe
CardJoal to Archbilhop~"I of Sent (Fra~). Onober 7. 1'1'.

M Plm of PrftJdalI WiIIDn't lalDOUl FoulUeA Polou iD hIa IDCIUJe to c.oacr
(Jan.." ...,.8).



CHAPTER XXX

Means of Avoiding War

I. THE Moa.u. \VU.L FOR JUSTICE

EVIDENTLY only a f~ " ...n can bt- ronsidt"rm jnft "'an if mt"alured
by lh~ strict sWlc:brds. Y~t wars sum to sprinR up suddenly from
Dowhere and to ~rupt irrationally likt" t",uthquOIlr.rs. An}' war. jUlt
or unjust. is tbe father of many e\'ils; a disnlption of th~ intnna'
lOCial oTd~r, of famili". of industrial proounic.an. of intrll«lual and
moral progress, and of the ~ucationalprOC't"SS. "Thus it IS not sO much
th~ legalization of war. tbe alte-nlpt to subjtet c\'C'n 'War and warfare
CD lepJ and moral rulC'S inspi~ by humanity alld Christian mcmllity.
that is th~ main goal of Catholic politiul philosoph\" That "oal is
atba- the law of peace, War is at bnt a douhdul mC"ans of retuning
the order of peace. Therdort othn, peaceful. Ibeans ot avoiding \\oar
aDd of preserving pact' have 10 lw found. Such a l,uk I1ln be re-aIOn"
ably propounded only if we are con\ inc~ that war IS not a natural
necessity in intnnational lift. And it in\ol\'tl • «leaf undc:utandinR
of the cauaa of war, Peace at any pricr may be- ('\'m morr wrong lhan
war. how~t"r impnf«t a m~a.u war ma~ be of dctidinft just and
unjust: and bow irnperfrct a "'ar is may bC" iIIustralt'd b" tht' cynic-al
rar:aan WI God. 1M l.ord of justice, is aJ~·.t)1 ",jtb the IlronR'C'1 bat
talions. Thus ariJts the demand to sub,ututt lht' moral poWt'f of
right for lht' matn-ial pown or we~pons; to let up the power of right
in GppoliriOD to the right of pown,'

Of caulK thit ckmand is IOmC'lhin~ other th~n a drmand to avoid
war by simple pusiviry on the principlt' of n~·fft"tance. It mUDI
aD activt and wt'DUOUIllriving for the rule of Ltw. and mt' continuo
QUI ad.pation of treaties that reprelC'nt the lJOIitive inlcmatioml
order to &he e\'cr-dwlging economic inte1ftU and political relations

•••••n Xl'. A.A,J.. IX ("-7), f'" lAD XIII........ to ........... Cur. JcpIaa'"....'
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of the memben of the community of nations. The "rule of law" may
be an empty phrase and, worse, a propagandist weapon of power
politia for the preseTVation of the positive intemational Sl4lw quo
among nations, no matter how "unjust" that positive status quo may
have become because of changing population trends, economic con
ditions, and national "interests," and hecause of aggyeS5ive political
ideologies, A demonaC)' may thus he conr.idcred an excellent politi
cal fonn b«ause it is flexible, because it is not a narrow. rigid form
of the simply existing 10( ial Jtatw quo, but afford, unrevolutionary
ways and mnns of changing the SOl ial order according to the life,
the interests, and the pro~ess of the whole, as well as of the persons
and thdr 3MCK iations which form the whole, Thus internal political
rrictioru need not result an e"tnna' nationali5t aggression as a diver
sion from inrtornal re\'ok

What matters is the inner spirit of the I~aceful equalization of
0ppn!lin~ KToup-inu,'rcslS. of unselfish coopt"ration in the service of
the country, of govt'mment by consent. and of free c.reation of new
public and prh'3tt' agencies to promote tht' common good. \"'hat
matlC'TI is the willingness of each ~lOup to a(knowlcd~e the freedom
and the interests of the othc:"r groups and the willingneo;s of ealh group
to avoid ide-ntif)ing its p.trtic..uJar Rood .Illd intert'St with the common
good, and therC'fore itSC'1f with the nation, All thf'SC make JX>S$ible a
pr3ctfu1. unre\olutionarv, but ncceMal'}' and ju~t change in the in
ternal social Jtatus quo without an external exploiion into war, And
let us not forget that ~o\'crnment by consent does not mean the
passive ..y~.. of the majority, but docs actually mean the willing
cooperation and :u:U\'e participation of all. numerical majority as
wdl as minority. in the furtherance of the common good that belongs
to all and ne"'tt to a single group. Thus a den}(x:racy livcs in the
ordrr of law. but by the social and political virtues of patriotism,
hont'sl)', incorruptihility, cooperation, and mutual fraternal love.

In tht' intcmationa.l order it is fundamentally the same. With pro
found meaning Bt-nedkt XV spok.e of the moral force of right, In
tbat is included. apart from posith'e law, the spirit of natural equity.
the willingness (or woperath'e ("harity, and the mutual moral consent
to protect one'. own righlS ani}' by U'n'jc'C' to the rights of othen and
not by their denial. The mere posith'e form of law in its rigidity is
DOt enough to goarantff peace as a living order for acu"e realization
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of the common good. The idea of the League of Nations hu IUlered
much because there arose among leVeral Uta the suspicion that the
League had become a political dnrice for lOme of the great powers to
legitimate the status quo set up by the peace treaties: and by the SUI

piooo of smaller alates that lOme mm.ben of the Council inter
preted the Covenant so as to avoid in&mational responsibilities for
collective security under the Covenant. The ill-famed Hoare-Laval
agrcemmt upon Ethopia, a member of the League, is a good example
of such e"'UiOD. That pUblic opinion assailed this deal as treuon
against the spirit of the Covenant, corroborates the vit'W that it is
the spirit and not the legal letter that vh·ilies.

HO""e\'er much we may praise the positivt' form of law, law itself
is the servant of order, of the international common good that lives
by tbe power of moral ,'inues, Diplomats steeped in Irgalistic thinking
and narrow nationalism are not always 100,t'n of Pt'3c'e. Tht'f'e is an
erroneous jurisprudence that distoru the moral wntent of bw by
callous interpretation of the leuer. Such IDtC'rpreullon may m.1ke
right wrong and "Tong right without an ('\-ident chan~t' in the letter.
Thus dl~ muse be dt'l"t'loped and fOilernl in a dt't'~r Ipht're of
the mind the ,'inun of jtutice and of charit), Juris /JTa~u"/4 Junl
lIMe: hOJUJte vivere, n~mln~'" bYd,,~, IUllm (U''1"~ tribllne. Th~
Itonnte vrvne is the tint PI'K~pt and th~ haslJ of the two other pre
ceplS. The rigid order of formal law is ne~C'r luffidt'nI. It nllRt l~

comp'C1~ by ehe onin of natural ('()uit}' and uhim3ldy try. the order
of maternal charity, by a 6n.11 unity of moral standards common to
humanity and pt'ffect~ by Christianiry. Tht' early idt'ali'm of the
Lague of Nations "'as slo"'ly stifted panl)' b)' the piWi"e spirit of
"splendid isolation" exhibited by the- most powerful dt'l11ocracy.
and pardy by We rise in the succnsor-tlaltS of lhe Austri.1n monarchy,
of new nationalisms thae Wt'fe fundamentall, a denial of the common
good on which the structure of Gme'\"ll had to be builL

POIitive law is always lOIIlewhat imperfect. Thne i. lOmethinR
tngic in positive formal 1.1., in the IC'11K that such law is neenanty
rational. rigid. and productive of vated imnC'tll whit h lDoIy become
diametricallyoppolCd to justin" and chanty. taw is always io danger
of bccoaailll • dishonored terVaRt of power-politia inauacI of being
thedirertiwe powtTof IOriallife. Formal law h.... inherent limitations.
"J'herefore. 10 fulfill ita millioD. it requira • hiSMr IIIOI'aI order u ia
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pel'Cllnial mitigating corrective. That order will alwa}'J be the order
of natural equity and justice and, as the last and lOVereign order, the
order of tharity. the order of IOlidarist responsibility of all panicl
panu to all and to each.

Law separates: charity'and frat~alsolidarityunite. Only on the
basis of this natural cquaJity .and thil fraternity can the order of posi
tive international law be constructed. Only then will the law be truly
a dir«tive moral power. the supreme guaranty of peace. and not
meTel)' a "~ instrument of power·politics. For solely by this sanctifi
cation of positive law may its enforcement in international life be
jusrifit'd. Not the leut'r of the law by iuelf but the spirit of justice
m.lkes the enfoTCement of the letter legitimate. In the international
order these J>rinc.iples ale far more important than in the internal
order. The intttnational order. less dense and less comprehCD5ivc
than the national order. iu members less homogeneous than those
of the narion. is an order of consent and coordination rather than of
lubordinalion and of thai sentimental emouonal coherence 50 typical
of the nationell lommunity. Therefore it resu to a veater extent
than the national ordtt upon natural r<luity and solidarist fratttnity.
In the intt'rn...l order we appeal to our national traditions. to patri
otism. 10 common e(onomic and (ulnll,d int~resu. to th~ law of the
Idt1<I, and 10 lht' 'pit it of our (>fople as conctet~ historical entjti~.

In the intem:uional ordC'r Ihe appeal is necessarily to mOle general
ideas: to hUI113uil\. to Chri..stiamt)'. and to natural equity. This does
1I0t m(";)n that tht' app<-al is morcllll wC'3Ler; it means only that greater
ubstadc:. ale: to be: 0\ ereornC' before thesc ideas can exercise their
auual mOuC"nt·C'.

But let d.ere t~ no minake: the more loosely knit an order legally
is and the more nbS( ur~ the actual interde(>fndence in a community
is. th~ more must that order ~ built on the principle of coordination
and th~ morC" must the fre~dom and integrity of its members be
Itrnscd. In Ihoft. the Older in such a community depends more upon
the rule o( mor..1idcoU. on mutual fratemallo\'e. and on an agreement
upon tht" },",,~slt ,JJUnt. Failur~ to comprehend tbis truth is what
Pius XI rebuk.ed in the years after World War I: "Peace was only
wriuC'n into treaties. It was not recei\'cd into the hearts of men••••
Unfortunately. the law of violence held sway so long that it has
wea"en~ and almOlt obliterated aU traces of those natural fceliop
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of Jove and mercy which the law of Christian charity baa done 10

much to encourage." •
But just as formal law without the ideas of ~uity and charity is

without faKe to produce a real peace, so, on the other hand, do these
ideas. in ordn- to ~ working forces in society, need the positive form
of law and enforceable rules. Ubi socillllJ, ibi lw. International law
iI the R~X of the actually existing community of nations; and thit
community is made a community by common intt'resu, by a common
end. by allegiance to common vaJues. It is tht' prelcogal end that caUs
for the leg:al forms. But the lqr-al forms have to follow the society's
specific nature and mode of existente. A SOl iet)" of coordinated free
and indt'pt"ndent mem~" can ~ organized only on the basis of a
trUe common good. whose furtherance u concci\'ed ill common in
terest; a common good. whose: realization coindd" with tht' particular
good of each member. Tht're is no place for lupc'flor cI;Jims and
aupnior righu becauH' of ract' aUpt'riorit,·, of <llhutal ,uperiority.
OT of economic imperialism in such a SOC'iety, since such dainu would
deny the fundamcm~1~luatitvof the me111ben hdorc the law. Thu.
the legal institutions for noidance of "..ar and promotion of Ilt"ace n('cd
the continuous daily COIlICDt of the fIlembC'r stalCS. That f.et iJ the
Ip«ilic, una,oidablc difficulty of an orde'r of «)()Uhnalion. It rf'
quires. for the (realion of institutions for arbitration and m~ialion

with decisi\-c authority. "unanimit,· and genC'ral (ofUC'nt:' aal..ro XIII
riRhdy said.·

\\'e must not forgt'l that lhe old d~b~lllJllO. 111(' pc>htk.aJ annihila
tion of a ,ute. C"'m if it JP"iI\'dy \"iolaln the il1lt'mauonal order, is
coday oblolt'te, The lin~lC' n.llion tonlt'nu to an illlt'rnatio.,al league,
a ffdt"ntion. or wh3le\'cr "'t' mal' call il. JtJlVIS UIIS ,""bUJI "'ith the
rights of indcpmckn('e. territori.1 imCOKrilv, elc.• prcwrved. the rili(ht
of self.prnt"rvation nnt of all. In other words. no intcrnational tri
bunal lJYy issue tilt' dC'alh SC:1llt'nCC" of a ",('",ller ,~tc an)' morc thaD
in a true federation the ('C'ntral authoTlt)' by iu own rompetC'llCc may
diaoJ\'c a member stalt'. The ~nse 01 all legal orde'r iJ Rranting the
dmlarration and roordinalion of spher~ of Jibe«y of diJcretionary
competencc and individual aLtion. 10 the constituents. Thus a growth
of international law mrans the utignmmt of fields of lOCial lile to

• bcydkaJ UN .,c.....
• Web...... ,.."".". tIII4 ""It"..,.. "'S, p...
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international regulationa: but if the transfer were total. there would
not be states any more. but only the civittU m4JCima.

II. LIABILITY FOR ACTS OF GOVERNMENT

Here arises one of the atost complicated problems in interna
tional law and international ethics: the liability. moral and legal.
of a people. a nation. politically organized into an independent state,
for the illegal and criminal acts of its government. which constitution
any represents the organized nation in international life. That these
aru. surh as an unjult agRT~ui\'e war, cannot be executed by the
go\'emmcnt. i.e.• the few penon! in authority. alone. but must be
~,,~utcd by armies, na\r'ics, and airforccs. Le., by millions of citizens,
makt'S the difficulty. The punishment of those constitutionally re
sponsible (or the criminal act is a simpler proposition. But what
ahaut th~ millions which arc the nation? If the nation is declared
guilt)'. can then the state, as the political form of existence of the
nation. be diuoh'ed or dismembered as a $On of political death pen
alt,,?

The diffK uhi~s are many. First, the state is not a substance, a
hH>ostasis, in reality separable from lhe people or the nation. To
dis.'IOh'c ur dismember the state must mt"an, therefore. the dt'Struction
of the nation, of that "matter" of "'hieh the Slate IS merely the political
and legal, but not the exchl51VC, form of social existencc. \Vhat is
imporl.lnt is dtl" self-( onllCiuusness of the nalion under the abstraction
of its "Ilatc" (political status). As long as this self-consciousness Ih'es.
the dismemberment can be enforced only by actual and continuous
force. as the rumple of Poland amply proves «(rom 1795 to 1919).
The dislncmf)('nnent of a historically ~tabli5hcd nation can be
etfectnl onty by its dispc'nion through the world. as the Romans dis
pt'ned the Jewish nation.

Secondly, in modem niminal law it is accepted that a non
individual uiminal Kuilt. a collt'C'tive guilt (e.g.. o( a l~'nching mob).
cannot be 3cnptcd (with a (ew rather artificial exceptions). The canon
law lull adnowtcd~es, in the imerdictum, for insunce. collective
punishment, because it acc:epu collective crimn of comnlunitics such
II parishes. diocncs. lawns. and states. But the canon law treats such
communitin as miDO" (d. an. 100 §! with can. IIOf) and thus
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diminisha the imputability. It stata furthel' that thOlle not pel'lOll
ally guilty are exempt from the main punishment. prohibition of
the r«eption of the aacraments (can. 2176).- But never is the diI
membennent of the communify a legal punishment.

Thirdly. the individual citizen in the compulsory framework of
even a democratic state. not to mentiorla totalitarian slate of Caaar
aD dictatonhip or of an absolute monarchy. don not actually have
that bwdom of individual d«ision and of indi\'idual actin and OpeD

resistance against the dubious or appa~ntly evil acts of this govern
mmt that any theory of coUce.:uve "guilt" prcsupposo. The individ
ual. with his whole existellCt". is 10 immened in his national cuhure.
in the political entity of ",'hich he is a mcmbtr. that only exile can
free him from this immenion. Thit (act mak.es it almost impossible
for him to ha\'e full knowl~ge and to freel)' acre-pt or tolerate the
"criminal act" of his gon-mment. Thus the indi\'idual Ruih or hia
acquiescence in face of coercion by his KO\'tT1lment is scart ely C'\·ident.

Founhly. the tacit prnupposition or sut:h a theory of collccth'c
guilt is the following fallaC')': Each nation or pe'ople has that govern
ment which it likcs or dcsen·cs. and conscqut"nth' the Ro\'crnmeDt
in power an Itay in po,,'er only b«au5t" the (lC'Ollle allpW\'t o( it. or
at least moraU,. luppon it. and ailtndy condone the Crtminill aCIi.

although. according to me fallaq. they necd not do 10. Thi. (on·
U1IUon is fallaciow ",,-hen applied to non'(1":Idiuonal J;O'·(TDmenu.
i.e.• when applied to dictatorial regimn that .tay in power by terror.
by denying any son of bill of rights or any kind of impartial and
indtpe"l'ldmt judiciary. Hence the citizens arc umblc to fCRdter dis
approval opmly and collt'Cti\·cJy. The dictatorial fCO"~nmen(control.
all aIIOcialioftl of the dtilt'n in wch a ltate ,,·;th the help of the
prhil~ class. the pany; it tbu. diPOJvt'S an,. olhcor asIOCulion. The
cIeoiaJ of Irccdom of lpeuh and of a.uoc:iation and dar control or per.
missible UIOC'iatiom by the one pany mt:ans dljU Ibt: dilolpprc)\,'ing
cilil.ml arc isolated and cannot coliccti\'C'ly oraanizt their disap
proval aah"t"ty. Thry cannor do to "en ,),uliyely, .irn"e Ibe dictatorial
regime compeb the iJolatftl citiun to be a memhn of the controlled
orpniza.... proftsSional. economic. cultural. and. if possible. reo
1ipMu. III a COWItIJ wilh a bill of rights and fr« elections. a pern
menl c:aDDOi ..,. in pawn apiOll 1M will of II. majority. But in a
.a. ......E~• ....,...", .. e-fn /""' c:.....;n....... pp. ...
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dictatorahip such a condition is not only possible; it is of dictatonhip's
vrry euence. By monopolizing all economic. social. and political
power through the controlled UIOCiation. and by compelling the
individual citizen to belong to them or to be Konomically destroyed,
such a government can, with a .trictly organized and conspiratory
party. control absolutely the 'large disapproving majority. which is
not an organized majority but merely the arithmetic sum of millions
of iJOlat~ dissenting individuals.

These considerations make it very difficult to construe a "collective
guilt" in the sen~ of penal law and retributive justice. It must not,

. however, be assumed that those whose righu are violated by the ag
RJ'nsin dic'tatonhip have no just claims for reparation and restitution
for damaRcs. The prople under dictatorial government, though not
criminally guilty as a collective whole, may still be liable for the luf
ferinRJ o( the unjustl,· attacked neighbon. This liability arises from
the iIIrgality of the colle<..lh'e acts and the consequent imputability
of the effects of the acts to the collKtivity. In municipal civil and
pt"nallaw we ha\e a similar situation. A city government is liable for
dama~~ suffered b)' perlOns on the icy sidewalks of that city, though
it may be c.onsidrrrd impossible for the go\'emment 10 rectify the
situation. A railroad is liable (or all dam..\8es, even i( it has done every
tbing thai may be reasonably expected of it to prevent accidents. A
corporaticJD-not onl)' ill managen--may be fined for violation of
anu-trust laws, though the corporation as an impersonal assoc~tion

of capital c:annot commit a crime.
Of primary imponance at this point is the following comideration.

The lexa1 order exists to protect all memben, to forbid and to concede
acu to memben. When, through the illegal act of a collectivity,
though witbout "guilt" of the latter, the rights of other memben are
violated, justice then demands fint of all that these rights be restored
and damages paid. because security in one's rights is the fint rtWon
d'll"e of a legal order. So the duty of reparation is imposed upon thOle
who caused the violation. irrespective of actual personal "guiIL"
Furthermore. it Hems to be a right of the memben of the interna
tional order to impose upon the state which "caused" the illegal acts
certain individual obligations and restrictions in rights in order to
achieve security. if tbe danger of illegal acts exists and even if the
people or nation II such ia not unequivocably "guilty" of that dan-
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.... The oaI, admissible ailmon is the security of the intftnational
order. and ftOt t~ pre-atabJished "moral guilt" of the nation (or the
criminal acts of ics "go\'emment." against whiC'h this nalion would
have to be "prolKted" if erront"Ous idc.........uch as nonintervention
or absolute so\'ereignty-or even collusion of interested groups in
other atates did not prohibit such "plotee:tion:'

III. A••ITRAT.ON

W~ may distinguish between instrum~nufor the avoidance of war
and instrummu for posith'ely securing peat e .and inerroning the
chances for the contintuuon of the /t'tInqfl,Il,/4S OrdinIS To inC'F~a~

thee chances would mnn especially to hinder thC' dndopmeOl at
potential causes of "'ar and the developmmt of silUations in inl~ma·

tionaI affain which. by tht'ir injustke. rna)' potentially bt remote
causes of ",-an and may by carelessness or contpla(t"nc)' quic.Uy lx-.
rom~ so dangerous thai th~ merely neg:uh'C' inslfummu for 3\'oiding
war will be aD insufficient dam for ac(umulatm emotinnal ruren.

As means of avoidinK ",..ar there e.nly appt'u condh..uon. mC'dia·
lion. and arbitration. The fint two are by tht'ir nature politic a1. It
is not 10 much a legal problem that is 10 bt 5Oh'C'd, bUI a problt"m for
which there exists no dear and commonl\' a((~pled or p<lliti\C: rule:
or treaty. The third. arbitration. is ratht'F a form31 judie ia" pro
ceeding used for the- solution of 1t'P1 probl~ms lak.e the IntC'rprC'lOltion
of an intC'mationat trc..uy or of an,· punt of inte-rnallo"..1 law. «hC'
nittm£t' of a fact that. if pro\en. would I~prncnt a \'iol;nion of 311

international treaty. th~ nature and KOpc' of tht" rt"pafdllUD due- on
Kfount of the violation of an international oblirtation.· A (ourt of
arbitration may be ~ up from time to time for tlat' W'ulclIlent of
individual e:ata or. like the international court of .arb;rTat;on or
ganized by the Hague C.onvmtions in .&)9 and l!to7. it may be It't

up as an insututional. permanmt court of arbitration. Somt po\\'t"rs
had proposed to make this coon a court of obliRatory arWuation; rcol
this pro....1did DOl find approval The coun rl'111ainC'd ortt" clf fac.ul·
lativc arbimlion and thus 10M much of iu inftuC'lKe. The sentence
of a court of ubitraUoa is a trUe legal decision (An. H, of the Hague.a... ow ................d_ .... aaedYl_ Ia ao, 1"1,** of Inla·
•••• It •••
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Convention of 1907). Thia of course presupposes a legal matter as
lubject of the sentence. Yet there are many caaa where the disputes
are 'lot of a legal nature but concern political or economic intercsts,
u. for instance. the demarcation of spheres of inftuence in unde
vdoped countries. Often the parties except from treaties of arbitra
tion luch disputes as c:oncerD'''vital interests," "national honor," or
the "intqp1t)· of their tenitory." Then the procedure of conciliation
should follow that drawn up in the peace plan of Secretary of State
William Jennings Bryan. According to the provisiolU of this plan
the states should oblige themselves through a system of bilateral
trroalies to submit to an investigating commission such disputes as
are not suitable for judicial arbitration. The treat}' parties bind
themst'lves not to proceed to war before the report of the commission
has been publi!thc:d.

A nOll'worthy dC'\'elopment of the idea of arbitration is to be found
in rhe Treaty of !\rburarion and Conciliation between the German
Rtopublic: and Swiucrbnd (1911)' because this treaty makes the
tormal prO( ",UTe of condliation obligalory if one of the litigants
llaims that the case is not a Iq;all)' arbitrable mauer, but concerns
its pnlafi( al indepc"ndencc. territorial integrit)', or most vital interests.
Then the fOurt of arbitration decidcs upon this exception and au
thoritalhdy reja:ts it or rden it to the permanent coundl of con
ciliation. 'I he report of thiS ('ouncil is, of coune, not a decision that
hinds Ih(' liti!o!;dnu.

A st,.p fun!u:r. at leasl so far as legal probl~ms are concerned. is
th~ PcrmauC"nt Court of Intemational,JuSlke established at the Hague
in 1920 1I('('ording to Artitle 14 of the Covenant of the League of
Nali()n~. Its dcdslons in legal disputcs as well as its opinions on legal
maU('TI ,ought by the Council of the League of Nations, han con
tributed Arc:.llly to the dC'\'elopment of international law. Neverthe
less, toven the C.m.enant of the League of Nations does not establish
a strict, obliKatory arbitratlun. The 1914 Protocol of Gene\'a. which
would m..kc arbitriltion or acceptance of the jurisdiction of the in
ternational rnun obligatory (Art. 3. 4), was never ratified by a sufti
dent RIa jurity of the member nations.

Mediation and conl'iliation are specific political means for the

• Slmllall,. Loamn TmlfT. Art. III. Ind in c:onnec:tioD wllh &he various WCIlem
tmItfft, API)e'ntUu. B. Co 0, ! (B«I&iWD, frlW:C. Poland. CaecbclIJcmkill).
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IOlution of international disputes of a political, non-legal character.
The Hague CoaventiODI of 1907 declare in the Second Title that any
member of the international community has tht right to offer iu good
services of mediation to dilputing .tata and that luch an ofer of
mediation may neyft' M considered an unfriendly act. In the Cove
nant of the League of Nations an eJab6nte apparatus of conciliation
and mediation was worked ouL Ie containa first the quw<oercive
conciliatory intcrvmtion of Anicle 1t, by which the memben are
obliged to submit to arbitration or judiciary decision. or to an eond
nation by the Council. any dilen-nct'S that might lead to a rupture:
they must iD no case proceed to war before the expiration of a three
month dl"lay after the d«ision of the arbitrators. or of the court, or
the upon of the Council haa btm rtndeTed. Although undeT the
Covenant conciliation or arbitration (submiuing the dilpule to the
ioternational coun) semIS obligatory. acuaatly A.rticle 15 PfesUP~
Wt this is not 10. because it obliges the member states to submit any
international dispute to the Council for ("ornpletC' eumination. If
the Couocirs report is ace:cpted ulU.nimoullv by the mcmbcn of the
Council (the litipnu not counted) thm the member ,tates oblige
Wl.1lIrh'C5 not to proce('d to war against the litigant accepting and
abiding by the recommerubtions or dt'Cilions of the report. If no
unanimity is f('ached. though all rules of concihation ar~ o~.

the mt'lJlbt'n aft' ht'e to d«id~ about the nftnury means. inlluding
n'eD war. of maintenance of rijtht and jusuc~ (Ankle IS), Any mem·
ber. or ~m noR-lMmbt'f. of the leapt' that doa. nut abide by tbe
raJa of conciliation and proc«ds to war withOUt rqard to th~ rulCl,
is cODlidereet 10 have ~dncd war aRail1lt all the other members.
Consequently economic. financial. and military unction. may ~
UIeCl • .iJw the law-breaking ltik. But how and ...ht'D the IOlnctions
sbouJd be urcd is a decision Id. 10 Ih(' mt'fJIt)t'n; the- Covmanl did
DOl envisaF an international miliLaf) police force and did Dot inuC)
duee fedenl t"x«ution.

All &hac "arious meaDi of avoidinl war were embodied in the
CoYftIam of the Lngue of Nations. tht' pUfpote of which. uc:ording
10 the pll8lDble. is "to guaranI« ICCUrity and the rule of international
law on. basil of jIBtice and honor." ThUi the League CoveJW1C
codift•• quui-cocrcin coociUatioD procedUft, aa we have 1('CIl. It
..... faIther a arona tt'lldt"ncy to make arbitration obligatory where
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the dispute iJ arbitrable. It introduce. a regime of facultative military
anctionJ (not an international police force) and of obligatory eco
nomic and financial san('tions against a .tate that proceeds to war in
violation of the League Covenant. It endorse the reduction of arma
ments to the lowat point consiltent wilh "national" KCUrity (not
"domestic:' as in Wilson's fottnh point).'

This hopeful development in intemationallaw has been applauded
and assisted by Catholic political philosophy. Pius IX heartily wei·
corned the disarmament proposal of Napoleon lIl. Leo XIII was a
studious proponent of the ideas of the Hague Conferences, especially
o( the proposal (or arbitration of international diaputcs, which, he
thought, should be by iu nature obligatory and compulsory.' In the
consortium of the nations. says Leo XIII. thae is lacking a system of
Itgal and moral mearu to emure the right of e\'cry nation. Therefore
nothin~ is left but to rnon immediately to the use of (orce and
th~n("e arises the competition of states in the development of their
military power. In thne circumstances the institute of mediation
and arbitration is most opponune, and corresponds in every regard
to the' aspirations of the Holy See. That attitude is a confirmation of
the traditional theory of intnnational law in Catholic thought. We
hne C'ftrlier des< ribf'd the IChola.nic dO( trine and shown that Vit
toria. Suarez. and the othC'n think that in the orbis c1,rul;anus. be
cause of the moral authority of the pope, it is a moral obligation for
Catholic ruins to appc-al to the pope u mediator and arbittator be·
fore going to war. The samc scholan regularly hold it a duty that,
before proceedinR to war (dt'fmle against unjust aggression excluded).
the ItatD must submit their dispute to mediation and arbitration..
Moreo\'er, as we have ~n. it is tht' refusal to submit the dispute to
aoch a proc~urc that reprcxnu a just cause for war; at least, as just
as the righu in dispute. According to Catholic political philosophy.
war is hot an unavoidable event, but an imperfect, nry imperfect
institution of positive international law, to be abolished by better.
more perfect means of establishing justice among free nations. Mili
tary victory i. not always proof of the better right. but is often only
the proof of beUt'T annamenu and more ruthless violence. (Cl St
Thomas, in Pol., I. 6. lectio oJ·)

'The IenIa -National" ... IUbIlllu&ed upoD the cIemaDd of J......
• TIIdtJeder. pp. 400 r.
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Leo XIII himself .et~ as mediator in international disputes. In
1885 he acted with success as mediator between Germany and Spain
in the disputes .bout sovereignty over the Carolines ArchipelaRo in
the South Pacific. In the 6nt decade of the twentieth Cflltury Pius X
arbitrated the dispute Mtw~ Draril. on the one side. and Peru and
Bolivia. on the other side. conccming the territory of Acre in the
Amazon region.· During the Fint 'Vorld '\'ar. Benedict XV. "'hose
highest honor was the ftencrally attributed title "Pope of Peace:'
never desisted hom attempts at mediation. On ..\ugust I,. 191'. he
demonsmucd in his pnce m6S3gt' that the fundamental point ia
to Jubstitute tbe power of law for material force hy the introduC'tion
of obligatory arbicr..tion and conacquemly of sanuions alt3inst a
state rdu»ng to submit its international di"pUIC5 10 arhilration or
rrfusing to accept the decisions of arbitration.'· :'\umcrolls Catholic
associations for international peace hne t~en the prnmott'fs of ob
ligatory arbitration and welcomed the COl rcspondinR :trtidt"S of tht'
League of Narions. just as they were the most disappointed "'hell the
League began to Ihow that institutions without strong moral ideas
all too easily succumb.

IV. DISAAMAM,tliT

Perhaps the- most important contribution to a durahie peact would
have been disarmammt. SinC't' the- standing army hnt ill.pt'arc,od under
the- rule of the abtolute prinC'eI and in the 5C'1'\"ict of their poliry of
aarancliummt. the frimdl of pcaC'l~ h.1\'t' alw3\'J imi.'t'd upon dil·
annamt'llt as an integral element in the pr~ation of ~C'e. 01\0
armament became ~'cn mort' important whm. durint( lilt' Frt'nch
Rnoludon. gmenl conscription was introduced. This was madt' pm
sible. of COU1"R. by the industrial revolution. Modem t«hniqut' Woldt'
it pmaible- 10 equip peopla in arms with all the appunmancfS of
modn'a warf2ft. Now thnf' hu bef'n added the privately owned and
apitalU&ically managed aI'RWDf'IIt industry. Under tht' law of capi·
talist prodaaian. the profiu from arma manul'acturc produce. to·
pcber with riaiDg uationalism and impcriati.t expansion. an ulJItablt'
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balance between peace and war. However much capitalism or free
trade IDay in dieof)' prefer peace, historically the alliance between
capitalut technology, nationalism. and economic imperialism pro
duc~, together with conscription. a political atmosphere charged
indeed with clangen of explosion. Indwtrialism thus produced a high
potential of war and a trend avay from limited warfare and limited
war aims to more or Ins unlimited war aims and total warfare. No
wonder Ihat the demand for disarmament grew in intensity in the
same rario, from Czar Alexander 1'. proposal in 1816 to the proposals
of the IlaKue Peace Conferences in 1899 and 1907. These atternpu
met with httle success. because of the spirit of nationalism and the
molterialist belief in the power of armies as the best means of eco
1I0mic i"'JlC'riali~m. The- (onftagration of 191..-1918 again proved the
necd of dis.lnnament as an integral pan of a durable peace. So it
was. IIIC~n. Ihal disarmament was made one of the main tasks of the
Lea~uc of S.l t ions,

No Rreoltet help to diurmament has been gh'cn than by Catholic
political philosophy as enundated by the popes of the nineteenth
and lwcnticth (cnturics. upeciallr Leo XIII ne\'er tired of pointing
out the nrrnsity of di~rmament, "For many lean past:' Leo sa)'s.
"pe3(e has been ratht'T an ap~arance than a reality, Possessed by
mmualluspi, ions. almost all nations arc competing with one another
in ctluipplJIK Ihcffisch'es with military annamenl.5, ..• This armed
peale' <annot loUt muth lon~(r:' 11 Against the widely quoted adage.
"s. vis paCt'm para bt'lIum," l.to dt'Clare-d that thc enolmow anna·
lUt'nts mAy ~rhap.s put off for a certain time the outbreak of war.
but that th('y arC' unable to allord a solid and durable peace. These
armolmclll races ptodutc distrust and jealousy rather than abate them.
They let men look. sorrowfully into the future and put burdens on
the nations that may be even more unbearable than war itself."
Consc.-riptlon is hiut'rly criticized: "Inexperienced routh is given to
the dangers of military life far away from the counsels and education
of pare-Ill.; in the Rower of youth )'oung men are taken away from the
farms and the collrgn, (rom trade and faclories. to the camps. The
expenditures (or .lTlIl.lmenU exhaust the treasury. the wealth of na·
tions melts away and the wealth of the citizens is crippled; this armed

11/6141.. XXVI (a~),1''''
,.,""'.. X.XI (aNg), ,8,.
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peace is intolerable.·· 'I The dudon of thia problem la a contractual
limitation of armament for all nations on the buil of equality. Thil
equal renunciation of an exaggerated militarism would liberate val·
uable powers and means (or peaceful work that are now bound."
Benedict XV in his peace appeal pt'Opos~ a just agreement upon a
mutual and simultancoUi disarmamen.. following common rula and
guaranties within the necessary and sufficient limirs of the praerva.
bon of the public orcin in each alate." Similarly. obligatory military
aervice ahould be abolished by gennal agreemenr: and. as a unction
against ,riolanons of the lattC'l" agrttmC1lr. a gennal world boycott
should be proclaimed against the nation that reintroduces univel"llll
military Sl'IVice.

II llri4. XX" ('....). "4.
'.Ib. Wt'hbftl. '"-pilI"", .,." rr.'tfriftJ~. 1'15. p. so
........1.1\· (1'17). f17-



CHAPTER XXXI

AlJo/ishing the Causes of Wllr

I. NATIONALISM AS A C.U;SE OF \VAIl

THE measurn just discussed are mostly concernt'd with the avoidance
of war as a meaDl of reatoring justice or of defending it. From them
we must distinguish measures whose first purpose is the avoidance
of an)' state of afIain that would produce conditions that may lead to
war as the only solution for conCf.ting an unjun statUJ quo. \Ve must
1)(" aware that a strict legal statw quo in the international community
is as impossible- as is a consiwtional Jlalus quo within a nation. The
beller the means which a constitution pW\'id" for adapting the
political framrwork and the: law to Lhan~es in the social and economic
world. the less such a nation is threatened with fi\'il war, Peace does
nor imply the ri~id securit)· of a sia/l•.' quo, bur the community's
abilitr to change: the slatus quo by peaceful means whcne\'cr its
cominualu.t' ooomC's a gfnc injustice. Thus other means of s«uring
peace in a changing world are as important as the means of merely
a\'oiding ,,'ar. In odler ,,·ord5. ".t' must 5trh't' ro do away with the
potC"mial caust'S u( war. Such cault's ma)' be: of economic origin. A
nauorual population. for ('xample. so inneasn that it cannot live upon
its own country', fertilit)'. al kan nOI with such a standard of Jiving
as its history and ci\'iJi13rion malt' suitablt'. The macabre dt'\'jct' of
artificial birth control is unacceptable becaust' it is against natural
law. There remains cmigration or dc"C'lopmcnt of expon industries.
the products o( which un (ht'n sen'c as paymC"nt for tltt' importation
of food and raw matcrials. Now it i. clear that actually the )ift' of such
a nation depends upon the sure rxpcct3tion thar the basic principles
o( international law implied in the t'xistence of a truc community o(

nations will be generally obscrvt'd, Such principles include freedom
of thc ICU. the unhinder~access to raw matt'rials. and the adoption
of a prudent tariff policy by the other members of the community.,
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of nations in which the InteTelu of aU. as parts of the international
common sood. n:ceive due consideration apan from any single na·
tional interest; a selfish and reck.less nationalist tariff policy is just as
disruptive of the international orela u wan are. The defense of a
nationalist tariff policy by the urging of the sovereign common good
overlooks the fact that the nationalltommon good is in some way
dependent upon the intnnational common good. the order among
nations. Consequently economic collaboration and a JUSt compromise
betw~ free trade and protection of home industries. free access to
raw materials. and freedom of the' sea are as nt'C'csury for peace and
security as are diaarmament and the madlinery of mediation and
ubitration.

Modem nationalism haa produc~ other potent causes of war in
cultural autarchy and nationalist vanity. in the claim of heing a chosen
people. a mast" race. Of the nnguard of liberation of the proletariat.
All meR arrogant prnumptjons have one thiug in cornmon: th~t

li\'e upon the dcsuuction of the very basis of the community of nat
rlolll (iu common valun. ill univenal ruin whi« h unite the memo
ben). and dar)' introduce inslt"ild politicaJ prJncipln of organiution
which keep the mm1~n apart and let them one ~lPinst the other.
Any community. especially the internauonal community. which as
an order of coordinoltion la(u th.11 inleruitl of sorial cohatnce 10

I)'pical of tht' nation. livn by what is conlt IOllll}' and intentionallv
common to all memhen. To r~u(.e or w exurpatc "'hat is common
(common economic mttTt'Sts. commonly accepltd basic \llun. com·
mon elhiul nllt's. formed into law. or common phiiOlOphif31 and
~Iigious convictions) meant of (OU~ to destroy the (onimunity and
10 return to the b"'It» "lUlural" status of the .-aT of an apirut all.

No douht. the mnrt' the nations turnN to nationaU,m. the more
they datroy~ tht'ir common hmtagt" of Christian cuhurC". and the
Kwer weft the 1fttrainu encountered by lI...l a"Offant nationalism
which. bei. uuteruliJt. is limpl)' blind to the transcendental im·
material "alun thai are by nature intcomatioml. So it becomes an
im~rati\'t' Dt'Ca.tily to drvtlop cultural and intt"ltectual collabontion
to revitaliu. to prncnt'. and to inc:re~ tbe common heritaJe. to
mIeftn the nations from tht' narrowness of thrir nationaliat grecds.

In edUQluon. in our intellectual lift', we mUll tum 1Dcrasingl, to
.. undcntaIJding 01 ocher naliom. ~ mUll cultintt' what it com·
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,"unil. Here the role of Chriatianity baa been far too neglected. The
agnostic mind of the nineteenth century. the proud positivist fol
lowen of Comte who lubstituted Humanity for Chrinianity. the
modern lKularilt turning quick.ly into the materialist, the admirers
of a non·Christian idea of a laicist humanity. considering religion a
private aft'air of individuab u. IeCluaion from public life, they and
their ideologies have proven themselves impotent. Thus cultural and
intrUee:tual collaboration must reflect Christianity as the common
heritage', reviving what so long hal heen buried under the vain
proclamations of an agnostic philosophy and relativist ethics. One
cannot build an enduring community (i.e., unity founded on a com
mon end) upon a negative unity that denies common values and enda.

II. NATIONAL M,NORITIES

In ("onnfition with this point it may be remarked that nationalism
produced the awkward problrm of national minorities.' mak.ing mi
nori,i~ COJlsdous of thcJnsch'n by attempts at denationalization and
dcli\'t'nn~ to thenl the wt'aponJ for their struggle for liberation. The
gIO\~.. th uf nationalism increased state interference in education, in
rdiglCltIs lift'. and in folk traditions with a \'iew to complete assimila
tIOn and lhus. at a progressive ratio. !\Hught to suppress national
minorities at the very tilDe they were becoming progressively con
IdotU. o( thf'msd\'t'S by that very growth of nationalism. So national
ism lcolt to thco world after 1918 a problem that has not yet found a
saud'l( tor)' solution. The (onlinuation of this war-breeding state of
alfain \\as uwing to SC'\'cral causes: fint, the "overcompensated" na
tionahsm of the- nC'W stain in Easle-rn and Southeastern Europe:
saout!Jv, the incrc~ of state acth'ity in the lives of the citizens aris
109 trom thi, n~ cultural nationalism and a narrow.minded ec0

nomic nationalism; thirdly. the j~lousy of the controlling national
majorities in the new slates. onc against the other;' fourthly, the

1 Thtrco nl... an mOI11tOlIl l1lrr.tlUl't' abour mmorities and ap:dal1y about nalional
mlno'h'" (j N""o'" ~'.f".1Id ~.'WN' ~finori'lt'S (RoyallnltilUI~of lniernadaaal
Alfaarl, I.andun. 1""1; b~rt aedslob, I. ""'''tl~ dr• • Ilonalalu. Paris. 19So; 'pal
Seipel. nit ,""'Ia'" Gnmdtar lip "',ndpIt....,a,nap. 19a8, An excellent critk:ll d..
ftJItMn h ,hi' of Irk" Hull. ":Ii.,ioaal Self"r~rmlnlrlcm RftDIIIidered" in SocUl
,""",th. X U"'S>•• I.

I 8aI. UlUluatcd by tbf partldpatlCln of Poland Ind "unpry In tbe dismembameDt
of tM Clecttaltowakla" "ale in rhe afleraaa&h of &he Munlcb Conmace 01 Septaaber.

'....
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COIltradicuoa between an abstract concept of the principle of nadcmal
aeJr-determination and the economic and political reality. There~
besides, the partial application of the principle, a fact that wu con
aequently considered a diminution of their sovereignty by the nations
upon whom tnaties for the pl'Olection of minorities wne enforced
by international law and the Lcague..,f Nations: Poland, Czechoslo
valda, Hungary, Rumania, and olhen. as compared. for inatance.
with Ital)' (Tyrol) or Belgium (Eupen.MaJmf'dy). Funh~nnor~. some
minoritics were border minoritia and looked therefore for protection
not to the League. but to the fathcrland. Thul the new states felt
dubious about the 10)a1ties of their minorities and became swpicious
and jnlous of thc "protcc lor" stalf'S, A condition dc\'t'1oped lhal was
far more inftuencN b)' power poIilia than b)' Jaw and order. 'Vllen
the L.cague of Xations was brokcn in ilS prcatigt" and power by the
independent great powcn s«king onl)' thear o\\'n inrCTcstl. it was no
WOllOO th.ll with the conquelt of Ausllia the' whole framework of
the peace treaties "'as dntro)'t'd under the imract of Nallsm. thm
toler.led b) the \\'ntem statnmen» a praumpli\e corlU>n S4nitiUrt
against Bolshcrism.

~fore- the- natlon.tl re"olutioru of dlC dlird cstate- thtTC ICllUly
existed a problrm of Ralional minorilin-. Mnlieul d\·ili,.alioo was
DOl e~en aware of mil problem. nat pc'oples of tilt \'anous lords and
fT~ towns, the inhabitlnu of gffllTlphic.ally circ'umk1 ibC'd provinces.
lh'ed under the slcndt'rly dt'\'t'lo~d II.ue of a kinK. and their IO)'alry
to him united chem but 1<JmCly. The- mUle compfC'be-luh'e ullity of
existence of oaJl chat people Ih'ing accoldinR co thar traditional par·
ticular law. and cwtOlJU and ctooomic.1J1y K"U·sadfJtit'DC w.u t.hc
Church. Wal Christendom "'ilh pope and emprror. These lWO wrrc
tM boad.of unity. The Church and lbe-unon La,,- ruled many hwn.aD
aJlain and developed and adminiltetcd man,. Ie( ular functions, such
.. lOCial WtUoa,C'. prOlcuion of me poor. and cduC.ltion. which only
in modem timts WCTt" takm O\'C'T by the 'tate. The Church at Chrulc:n·
dom wu the inl.C'p2tinR dement or politiul UNty.

The nationt-the GtTrnanic nar'on, rhe' (~.JJic nation. and 10 on
felt aMmicJ"e. to bC' aM cbughlCn of tbe Church. Then the absolure'
prince', • the samt" historical ptOCt'II in which the' medinal universe
felf 10 pi«_ (a.uuel,. the riling oJ nauoa lUtes). united in bis lOY"

Cftipt) aU the' political power thai durins feudalia. and dty-
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freedom had beftI distributed, mid, or granted to the lower c0m

munities. His new IOvereipty wa a polemical concept directed fil'lt
against the Holy Roman Empire, the orb;s christianw, and agairut
the representatives of this empire, the emperor and the pope singly
or t.thn-, and apinst the political freedoms of the cities and againlt
the immediate power wielded-by the feudal lords OVCT their terri
tories. ThUi the absolute prince became the exclusive representative
of the "people" in his realm, while the medieval forms of popular
reprnentation, the eltatn, either disappeared or became powerless.
Thus the modem nation·state is established from above by the IOV

ereiR1\ prince, not from below by the ~ople as a united, self<onscious
nation striving by iu own decision and power for the political form
of life. the ltate. The "nation" in the modem ~n~, then. is not an
entity de-tCTmined in iu historical identity by itself biologically or
racially, or by iu metaphysical collective spirit. On the contrary, the
"nations" are the product of the political will of kings and statcsmen
like Riche-lieu and Cromwell, Cavour and Bismarck, the Romanoffs
and the JlapsburRS (in Spain), at least as much as of the collective will
of that emity, the nation. There does not exist one exclusively de
termilUnt factor which produces a "nation," either race. geography.
biolog'kal characteristics or the fabulou, IJre-existing national spirit.
Ifistoricall~' the nacions are the result of a variety of fostering and
rC'rarding faccon, but O('\'Cf of ant' or two distinct facton alone.

But n'm under the cover of absolute 1O\'ercignty the regions. the
old tribal unities. and the prm'inccs prcsen'ed to a certain degree their
indi\'iduahty and traditional way of life, and continued to live their
own Ih'CI in comparath'e tranquillity be)'ond the line fixed by the
administrative and judicial centralism of the absolute princes. It was
the French Re\'olution that piueod against the exclusive representa
tion of the country by the sovereign king the sovereignty of the
people and the national assembly as the representative of the nation,
one and indivisible. The legal basis of this new order is the self
detnmination of the nation as opposed to the rule of the absolute
king. The political ideal is the unity of the nation in the political
form of ft'presentatave drmocracy. Each nation, awak.ened to self
conscioUi life, is thus considerro to have a natural right to political
independence. not only from the princely ruler (result: democracy)
but also hom the historical political frame in which the DOW .self-
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COItIriOUI national unit Uvea. fiNo nation baa a right to exlat save u a
atate" (Wyspianski) The principle of self-determination, therefore,
meana internally popular IOvereignty and democntic rule. Externally
it means the right of secession from the older non·national atate
Clftted by conquest. marriage, or inheritana by the royal house and
kept together by a traditional loyaltt and "dIe sweet and paternal
symbols of Irgitimacy." Of this last the Aunro-H ungarian monarchy
ia the outstanding example. though not the only one.

After the Fim \Varld \Var the historical framework of the non
national state of the Hapsburgs "'as destroyed by appeal to the nther
absmct principle of national self-determination. i.e., nalional sover.
eignty. But in iu abstractness this principle IS in Su( h stark (ontra
diction of the facts that the result of the dcstrllttion of thco Hapsburg
monarchy was the rise. not of nationally unifit'fl states. but of multi.
national statn, .u(h as Poland, Czcchoslo\'aki3. Rumania, and YURO
Slalia. The demcxTatic clement of self-detcorminalion, re-prC'lC."nuauve
gowmment, "'as not of much nail. Most of the nM\' Sl3tC'S turned
rather quirkly away from rrpr~llath'e gm'rrnmt"nl to various dic.
tatorial forms or at least to a dt'aT and SO\'C'rt'l~control of tht' multi.
uationaJ Itatt' by tht' nationally strongnt group.

Thus they brought into doubt the principle of tht' ~ttality of ,he
uational groups: i.t'., ant' of the national group' tuok o\er the role of
preferentw reprcst'l1taUvt' of tht' multinational state. MOlt of thC'm
pVt' up fuU demOC1'3CY pardy to fttablilh ~ "'od,ing polmal unuy
through the control of lht' roling national group and partly to
countt'raet tM centrifugal tendency of the nC'\\' minoritit'S whirh the
dA:mocntic fann of gm'ernment t'lkouragtd mor~ Ihan bad the du·
carded IOQlJed autocratic monarchic form. MOTtOvtt, the 1U('('fttOr
ltata feared that the principle of n~tional 1t'1f-dt'ct'rminacion iUt'1f
would be a cODtinuous da.nttt'f to the polirial nistmct' of tht'ir ntw
lUtes containing national minoritin akin to hei~hbofing powerful
nationa. This principle p,'c rile to di\'idcd loyahin by ill vtTY nature;
loyaltY 10 the nation..tatt' to which lbt' minoritin wne _tiondlly
akiD; Io)'aky 10 the raidmce stale of which tht')' Wt'ft' politically
c:ititms. TIrit weaknftl was. of course, r«ognized by lbe framers of
poIlwa, Europt'. aDd Ihry allrmptrd to dnw up a It't of rules for tbe
praeection of the nihil of national. religia... and racW minoritin

. .-.Ia &be paraDty of &he Leapt' of Nations. Such an mforccd pro-
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t«tion wu considered especially neceuary .ince on lOme occaajolU
the boundariea of the new ,tata were determined principally by
IlrategicaJ comideratiolU.

Ill. TkUTIES PROTECTING MINORmES
•

These treaties for the protection of national. rcligiou•• and racial-
minorities impose upon the lucceuor-atate an international duty io
bestow equal constitutional. political. and civil righu upon the mem
bers of the minorities. These rights included the following: franchise;
protection of life. lil~rty. and property: equality before the law:
equal access to administrative positions; freedom of religion. In their
positive part. these treaties also guarantee to the minorities the right
of free use of thcir language in private life. in commerce. in church.
in books. in tbe press. in public meetinR!. and before the couns; and
the right to cstablish and maintain at their own expense charitable.
sodal. religiow. and ~ucational institutions. Furthermore. where
a minority rcp,cscnll a considerable pan of the district population.
public instructlon has to be given in iu language in the public schools
that mUll be financed proportionally out of the public treasury. For
the benefit of Jews it is especially statcrl that they may not be com
pelled to actions that violate their religious rules concerning the
Sabbath and that no public election shall take place on that day.
All Ulest' obligations of the residence-state are by agreement parta of
the- l'omtinuion of thai statr. 10 that the rights of the minorities are
fundamental riRhu whirh must not ~ contravened by any laws or
deeref'!. It i. agreed. furthermore, that the obligations are of inter
national interC'St and are under the guaranty of the League of Natiol1l.
Any dispute between the residence-state and another member of the
League concerning such treaties is a dispute of international char
acter, open to the procedure of quasi-cocrcive conciliation of the

• ProlCdioa of nU.IoUt IIlInoriliea came up under tbe Turtilh rule in the Balbal
In the fntCl'ftt of Ollilda" peoples. TheIr minoritiel are importaQt tef.er In lOme ItJlEeI
wheft. de fafto at 1nII•• poaItiwe ret.OD forma the unlll'" po1hicallink; for IIIIWlCIe.
10 SnbJa. The au. "radal .lnorlty" rden ..tly 10 the E.ucem Jews. Their emaac:ipa
lion WII for the mOlt pari amety lnacribed in the .catutel: actually they were DOt mnaid·
end dlilml wlda full rip'" • the .ccalfulllltl·SeIIlidc propIpnda oIl1ad.a ill abeIe
ClOUDUia prove 011I, lOG welL

• Tnatl bet.... the Allied and "-dated Powen aod Polud (\'eruillel. June ...
l'It); d. Imapp. Dona"""" ,.... ........ fhUt04re 4u dro41 ., ....' IV. "" See ...
1iraiJar ..... wkla~ Yupllaria, ad a""""
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Couna1 of the League, or, on demand. is brought before the inter
national COUrt, the decision of which it binding. The preamble of the
treaty declares th~ intention of the residence-slate to conform ill in
.titutiON to the principle of freedom and jwtice and to give. lure
guaranty to all inhabitants of the territory over which it hal auumed
sovereignty. •

The history of the troubled period between 1919 and IgS8 (e.g.,
the dismembrrment of tbe CzechoslO\'akian state by ap~.1 to the
principle of self-detennination) haa shown that eveD with luch well·
int~ntioned treaties the problem of national minorities is not solved.
In an unexpect«l and rC"'olUlional)' way Ili11er used the principle of
~If-det('rmination and thus disguised his urge for expansion. At the
same time he robbed the ~estem democracies of any "..lid fealOl\.to
protect the attarkM state, since Ihey had to .1((.('1)1 the if luclllu.u and
the return of the Sudeten to the fatherland. Only too lale did tht")' di\
CO\'er the intttnational dynamite whic.h lay hidden in an uncritkal
a«t"ptance of the princiJ)le of 113tional self·detC'rmin:uion.

The reuon for this failur~ is partly o~'inK to the Lact 111:at in real
life the t"nforccUlCnt of the rights of minorities is dC"K"ndmt upon
diplomatic and politicallo,uiduatioJU of the indh'idual memOOs of
the Lague of Nations rather than upon any absua<t,)rindples. Con·
sequently it is generally the "f.llJlnland" of the suppoKdly pnvcUIt'd
minority that brings the maun twfort' d~ public forum. Since th~le

is rhm laC"king .1.n im~rti.1J prou:ctor of the minorir't'S. this action
aheady constitutes a potential caUIe of incr~...ing tC'nsion; the ,-iola
don or the righ... of me D.ltioml mmority IS tOO qUld.ly 'fOlllidernJ a
violation of tbe honor of the fatht....and. Then. too. if a minority ha5
DO such "bom" protector. iu appeal ilpinst th~ "iolation of iu righu
will not be like an appeal 10 an imp;anial (ourt. it wilt nOI be a non·
poIilic.aJ aJlair. but ~'iU be an aJbir of political expedieoncy. The stalt'

to which the minority apprals may lind it ilkOO\'C'nicnt to foUow the
call of the minority bc.'awc it needs thC' political help of tllC Ilatc
apina which 1M minority q complaininR, \Vc must nOi forFt thaI
DeW Ila&eI uauall, are jealous for their new lCWert"ignty and feel in·
J«1II'r~IDeither hiltOl')' nor tradition has hxt'd the loyah, of iu
dliJeDI. To be subject to an impa"ia) procedure before a world
ClDU" '" far tM bat way of calorciDI thae ueaueJ-it (coli .. aD

'a." :.'meat of dJeir IOVtTdpt)', apcdaJly if chey ICC &bar other
, ~.
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ltata with national minorities. like Italy and Belgium. ue &ee &om
positive international obligations and from the threat of international
interference.

In the lut resort it i. the spirit of modem nationalism in connection
with rxa~('rated sovert'ignty that lies at the basis of the difficulty.
Modem nationalislJl makes til': nation the exclusive legitimation of
the ltatt'. The ideal state is the nation-state. the identification of na·
tion and statc. National homogeneity is consideJed the only reliable
basis for political loyalty. Consequently resident citizens who do not
belong to the nation are subjected to enforced assimilation or are
dt'gradt"d. in fau lhuugh perhaps not in Jaw. to a minor status in all
fields where the st:Ut" has influt'nct'. But is the nation-state actually
an ideo..1 simplt' and in all dn.umstances? Seipel, the t"minmt scholar
and statesman. sat": "The nation is not a legally constituted com
munity like lhe state or the Church. not an institution which is
distinKuishabJr frum Ih... indi\'iduals that form it and to which the
indh'idual o\\'es Iqr-al ohligations."·

Tht' n;ttion has no 101 mal audlorily as such. has no ~temal lrgal
mealU of enforc-cment. "~ati()n." as the term itself mak.es clear. bas
to du wilh (amilv (~cnelation. rJasd) and with culture. language.
folk.lo~. sag:as, ht('13lUf('. ~ali()n is a ("ullilral and educational milieu.
(orminM and detcnninin~ the indi\'idual in his actuality as a member
born into the natiun.ln Ih.It sense of "nation" I cannot as easily change
my nation as I can chan~(" my dtilenship. I feel pietas to my nation.
hut loy..It), to m,- slalc:". Sation is, therefore, different from statt'. I do
not lo\'(' my statC' as ~u("h. I tumor it. I am lo~al to it. I obey its laws.'
But I I()\t~ the n.nion into which I was born; J lo\'e the language in
which my mothl'r hnt taught me to pra). to sing the old songs. to
k.now the ug:u of my nation. not of m)· state as such. That is what
Seipel mC'ant ",h('o he said Ihat "alio and respublica are not the same.
as is shown b~ man)' 't3tC'5 like- Swit7erland. the late Austro-Hungarian
monarc:hy and an its SUl'('nsor states. lhe Union of the Socialist Soviet
Republica. BelRium. and. by the way. Spain with its Basques and
Catalans.

• N....oft uftcf S,.." 19'5. p, I,
'eonc.m,"I the trftlks lor the pfOU:Ctiun of national, ntci~l.~~~

the Lcque of NatJona bas COIU,~nll" maintained thaI a mlnonty. "lbt to IlUiocaa1
aUIOftOQlJ and "ltematlonal pt'Olecl~ apiDIl opplNlou Implies ill monI lIIId Iepl
dUly to caoper"e witb law pcnuacDt .. loyal cilllCDl,
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If Mlio and "tII,,,bli" ought 1.0 be always the same, then the in
evitable consequence would be political natiooaliam which ma,.,
easily produce a lOlaJiWian state. while true frn democracy. that iI.
restriction of state power, fTH'dom of Teligion. freedom of education.
aDd freedom of language. would be the only solution of the problem.
But W Slate is not the ouc and allf There ia no IOvndgluy that
acruaU, mwt contro' human Jill' in every ImaJJell detail. niece exill
DOt only the righu of the indh·idual. There C'Xilt also the rightl
of the family, of the Teligious community, and of the national
8fOUP' in contrast to the statr. It is wrong to (untrod lhal political
unity is possible only on the basis of cxclush'c unifonnity in
religion, taCC, and national culture, just as it i, not n«cssar, LO build
political unity upon economic and social equality. What a state needs
is justice in a concretc ordl'T of law. and lhat prt"supfX*S only moral
unity in the leal for the common good; it dOC'S not prnuppose either
«OIlomic. religious, or "nalional" unifullnity. Where histot')· and the
orcUmsta11Cft of gcogT3ph)' and pro\'idcnce have cooperated to pro
duu a nation-state. it is wt'U; wht'rt' hUlor,', /!tt'0KT3phy, or historic-al
ll"ulC'lDcnlor migration has nOI produn.·d a fr.lIncworl. fur a nalion
Slate. the non-natioml lUte. ~ilh polil icaI lib<-rty and jUltire and
moral unit)' though without n31ional uniff)nnil~. U Ibt' ~llC'r thin~.

A cordt!dff3tion of natioru.lititJ. a fcdC'Tation of fl'« It'lf-goveming
groups with a common forcoigtl 1)Olicy. a wmmun ami'. and an f:('o

nomic unity. is enough for the free e~ulC'n("eof lhe d,flt'rt'nt nalional·
itia.' In~ parts of the world (India i.J a new problC"m) where
mtiam' group' live imcrminK'ed, ,,"heft' tht' natinnal lUte is im
poaible. the non·national flatc on the primiplc of frdmalism and
cultural fterdom or autonomy is thr only gu.uanty of peace.

IV. NAnoNAL 5Et.F·or.n.~trNAnoN

If &he principle of national scU-deln'minatlon Ihould mean the
right 10 political IOWne'Kllly by any aToup that f~l. ilK'll to be.- or
claimilO be a distinctive Mtional tanil. ,uch wlf.cJetermination would

' ....... II ilia GlpDlaIJoD trhkb the Pol.. and c to*tuDfttU hlw in........._mea. 01 J--.,. .,. t,...~ of JUU ,111.... ffbruarf .~

lido' ,
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become ditruptive and revolutionary in the event that it is inter
preted by • wrona theory of "penonifiation" of the nation or the
nationality u an absolute and inalienable right. n\tTe are other
facton like geographical conditions. economic development and eco
nomic supplementary completion. common historical destiny. affinity
in religion. and common danfer' from a covetous. expansive. power
ful state. All theae influences counterbalance the right to national
self-detmnination. if it means that inalienable right to political
IOvereignty. This is. ind~d. the opinio communis of international
jurisu. The intemational commission of jurists considering the ques
tion of the Aland Island. pronounced that the principle of national
~If-dt't~nnination docs not apply to defmitely constituted multi
national statn. that furtheT. even in the transformation and dismem
bc:rmcnt of statn. it doc. not apply exclusively because. in spite of its
p~dominant role in the formation of new $tates. considerations of
gt'OI{Taphy and economics and other similar considerations may Itand
in the way of iu integral realiution.

Thw. for instance. in southeastern Europe tht're are interspersed
scul("mt"nu in "languaRc islands" or there exist nations of small popu
larion unable to establish an indC'~ndem~tate strong enough to with
stand the political pressure of powerful neighbors. In such cases. in
the intnest of peace it is betlt'r that su,h a small or dispersed group
should li\'e in comparati"e cultural autonomy in a non-national or
multinational powedul state able to alford protection. ratheT than
that a ,",euum of power be CTC'ated by the existence of small nation
SlaiCOl. jealous of om: anolher and therefore an casy prey for an cx
pansi\'e neighboring poWtT "'ith its natural attraction of small stattS
into its poWC'f o,bit. E\en a perfect s)'stem of collective security will
be unable acthoely and forcibly to prott'Ct splintefoState5 against eco
nomie or cultural "peaceful invasion" and consequent disguised con
trol. The preferable IOlulion of this dilemma is more internal liberty,
leu adminillratin centralization. less imitation of the internal policy
of the cCftlralbcd nation-state as an absolute or superior ideal. Earlier
aRes regarded religiow homogrneit)' as the neces,\ary basis of political
loyalty. We have learnf'd that this is nol true. Why should national
ho,nogeneity be so? Seipel thought that the ninC'teenth-century nation
nate ia an inferior kind of alate. and that the federated state represents
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a higher and older political idea and form: a state in which man., na
tiODIlive in mutual undentanding and t'Steem. educating one another
to higher id~ tlwl the mere national ones,

Thus the n-demption from the spirit of nationalism is a conditio
IiIN qa non for s«uring peace. Thi. in tum is intrilllic:alJy connected
with the revival of those common idns that mate-fialilm as well at
nationalism has obscured. The isolation of tbe virtue of patriotism
from the universal law of morality produ("~1 unlimited nationaliat
qoism, The spirit of secularism drove Christianity from being an
active public po",n back into private life-, thul freeing that egoism
from the many rntrictions irnflCJ"d by a ,-,,'id consciousnm of the
more comprehensive tlnity of Christendom.

11 also producl'd a ne", clhia of utilitarianism. '\'hat is u5t'ful to the
indhidual nation and its a~ndizemt'nl is rij.;ht. The "righu" of the
nation arc almost alone JtT~; the communal chlli"_ the re8cx of
the righu, of the nalion as a member of a Rcnuine community of
nations. arc (or,;ollen. Hence .riSC'S an t"llo.cnsi\'(" St'nsihilitv, 10 tYJ)ical
of the egocmuic conc..-epl of rights. and n~tionaJ prntigc sUpt'f'sedn
the moral and sorial phenomenon of honor. Thl" l)ru~ltu of power
politics is the cOllSt"quence. Thus the SC'pu;luon of international
poUtia u a question of indh·idual uK"fulnC"u and potential material
power from univcrul morality as the- h3Jls and prt'o( ondition of a
worUng comunit! of nations is only one elrmeRt in a Rt"nrral modem
b'ftId. This umd is the SC'paration of public and prh-,1I1(' lir... hom the
univcnal spirit of Chri~tianity; the libt-ralul scpnation of politics
from ethics. of national ethia from univC'nolI rt'li~iun. or pt''llitive law
from natural law, of civic C'duGllion bom reliJ;ion. of aonomic private
profit from Kn'ke to me:' common good.

This trend is tiM' prim..'} UlUC of the discord amon~ the naliom. of
Ihe impocaxe of inlt.'l'nalional law. of the fult" of hI ule power in inter·
national politics. Wherner cht" uni.;cnal \"alues and ide:u, intrinsiully
immalniAl. spiritual and thus communkablt'. ale repressed. dIe
powen of .-. of forcc. md of self.mncu inevitably invadc the
vacuum 10 created. BUE th~ attitudes arc uMblc to producc orcin' in
imentational life fTom which tht'fe ba,'c bem oblitCl'lted the ideas
~of ordn. Peace is tnnquiIJity of order. the order of justice and
c:.Itaajq. sc. n.om. sa,. that JX'I" ~Ionp more co charicy than to
j~.Wbacat jU$lic~ rnDOYa t" obatacla &0 peace and inequitia,
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peace jtself is properly the re.ult of charity'. overcoming the divene
separating interests and opiniODI and thus ia the truly uniting power.'

Piua Xl declared again and again that strict justice alone cannot
produce peace unlas it it mitigated by charity. After the end of the
FinE World War, he urged that the question of reparation. to be paid
by tbe conquered nations shC¥11d be ruled by a spirit that unites the
feelings of justice with those of social charity. Justice. human justice in
conaeto; is nOI by itself able to produce always and everywhere the
order of peace. JUilice. as we have acen, cries for the positive law, the
rational form, and the definitc security of social and national intereJts
in lOCial and international life. But intcrests, like the groups from
which th~ issue, change. Thus the concrete order of law must be
adapted to the changes. This can be done only by the intervention
of a power that is grcdter than strict law, by Datural equity and
charity.

!.ike any rommunily, thc state docs not Ih'c by the law alone, how
ever much the law as the product of justice is the conditio sine qU4 non
of its uistence. In the flnal analysis any community lives by thc in
ternal will for charity. for ,·oncord. for IO}'alty, for honesty, for the
host of scx.ial virtues. The}' arc the direct principle of life. the order of
law is the framework. absolutd)' neCt·.uary. but not itself the life;
cspcciall)' don the international community need these social vinues,
and charity fint of all. JUltiec and the law guarantee thc independcot
ex.istence. the libert,·, of the mem~nof thc international community:
but charity and its issue. peace. unite the community and make it a
living. cooper.uivc: unity of mutual help and cultural de\'elopmenL

\Vt- apeak of the recondliation of the nations; this presupposes the
recognition that hatred mwt be OVClLome by charit)·. Now charity is
intentionally dirccted to cver)' man, as a man, not to individuals of
nations, of races, or of culture.. Thus charity intends mankind as iu
lemainw 4d quem; evtr)' man is thy neighbor. This dlarity is not, of
COUIW. undel"Stood in the abstract sense of nineteenth-century agnosti
cism. which lubltituted humanity for God. For such an agnostic
charity forgets the essential basis of charity: the image of God ia the
end of charity, it is not the mert' fact of likeness. Charity toward man
kind draw. life from religion. from the faith in the common Father,
who it the source of common brotherhood. The sin of materialiam•

• It. Ti.omu. .um.... ''*''.. ne 11., q.19o •••
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racial. cJau. or national. is this. that it destroya the one potential
basil of the community of natioN because it has destroyed the faitb.
the Christian faith in God the Father and supreme Lawgiver. Peace.
the Of'do ~erum hurncuaorvm, alia for the consciousneu of a common
brotherhood in IOn.ship of the- common divine Father.' The city of
men cannot endure in ~cewithout die city of God. Religious truth•
.. Ranke once said. must remind the slate continuously of its oriRin
and of the end of aU earthly life, of the righu of iu neighbon and of
the k.inship of all nations; otherwise flle alate becomes a tyrant. and
the nation d~neratcs into hattTd of all other ..at ions. In the er. of
materialism the natiON have tried to build the city of men upon the
tOQlle«! solidarity of «onomie inttrtsu. upon the K't ubr fraternity
of man, upon the socialism of the intanauonal proletariat. all thil
ta little avail. Evidently these paTtial b.tsn lor peate in that city of
mm were Idinl( in 101idit)'. Morto\'tr. prcnSt'ly on Ic e.oum of tht'ir
materialistic elements. they contributed to thc promotion of hoatile
natiooalisms. ut us. then, rtoturn to all atteml)t to bUild the city of
mm in the lamesa of the city of God; let us try Chnstianity.

V. THE J.£AGl'E OF NATIOSS

\Ve may now mter upon a brief sketch of the ,horte-ominR' in th~

efforts to establish a luting prac~ ah~r I !llRand of i.attitutioN for the
pranvauon of peace after the ,,-ar. The only human rt'Sult of the .·am
World War could have bfton world pe~e. But it ,,'a. not a durable
peace that raulted: instead, a new and grC'atn world ronflagTation
broke out in the Ibort pniod 01 t,,'eDty )can. \\'hat was wrooK with
the iDltitutions CTc:ated by the pnct' ueatin lor the prcvrvation of
iDtrmationai peace! In puticuLu. what "·tII wrong with the League
ofNatiOlll1

.1.. wan art aJDduaed .. nucDy at Ionl • d,1I '"""I aI btochnhoad ua·
...t Ofl!II7 CGItIWftI r pobcblltri~ and .., put ....odor • ...t OM .nochrr,
"I"k , II ,hilt hdIII-. 1JaIc.- or • "IUd - whole almat-
........ -m.- T'bM Icc'" cwo In war, II.«pt CM clef1ft' boat ,.....u,
......... Ior. II Iat.. "'"'" lit 1M ....,...h Iha... ftMlIt1IMM co b1atItIf Ind
*...,. Th til IN ..... d 'fC118 a ..urdm:r tbe ..1cHer
.... II c_Jra Ihbta IIaan pmIlIA&l blued Of pmoaat prell. A
.....-...n,..".. it -..en proIt. hIIlltfftttian .. to"~w.10 darIVY
dwrae ....,." tar .. .......,. lhe __ jN ,...... We." ..serial ....
'I"k .... Ie .. -.- ...... It- .' ...
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The fint fa"lt wu the lack of a new spirit, less materialist ancllea
nationalist than the spirit that had produced the hidden causes of
the war. The peoples and their leaden soon preferred to retum to
what they called normalcy, which was nothing but the old spirit II it
prevailed before lhe war. The postwar period did not solve the moral
crisil of which the war was thelCatacJysmic outcome. There did not oc
cur among the nations and their leaders that repentant change of heart
for which 10 many on hoth sid~ of no man's land had prayed. sacri
fired. and hoped. The short period of idealistic internationalism, what
e""er iu philosophical basis, was quickly overcome by the resurgence
of a nt'W nationalism and by the exaggerated optimism, that the new
institutions (the League. the International Court, and the attendant
treatiC'll) would, togt'ther with the "new ('apialilm" and social progress.
automatically free man (rom the need of a laborious quest for peace.
MODar< hs and gtnerals had muddled the affairs of international life.
Now the businessmen. the en~ineers. the economic leaden, with or
without SO( ial leRislation, would produce the conditions of enduring
peare. The most astounding fact of this poltwar period is the convic
tion that institutions and eLOnomic conditions make men good and
peaceful t)C'("3U5e mt'n. or the fX"Ople. are intrinsically good; if they
seem to ~ not good. what makes them c\ 11 is evil institutions and evil
economir conditions. .

This soc. i31 determinism was satisfied with the construction of new.
"good" in6titu.ions. but it n{"ver considered seriously the need of a
spiritual com'el'$ion of the pr-opln_ So it o\'erlooked simply that great
danRcr nen to good institutions; namely. that they can be abused by
"bad" men. It is the we3kncu. especially of legal institutions, that
they thelnseh-es may become simpl)- means for a primary struggle for
power. Such institutions are in themsfOlvn not a substitute for power
politics. Abstractly 5peakinR. 13w is not a substitute for power. To
IOlcmnly outlaw war as a means of national politics doe5 not mean
much if there is lackin$; the innermost moral will in all participants to
honor their promise, ('\'en when nOI forced to do so by overwhelming
power OT by material ad,-antages. There is much human wisdom in
the old definition of justice as the "constant and perpetual will" to
give to each what is his due (Gajus.lnstit., Bk.I, introd.). or that justice
is a vinue. a habit of the will. Hence it is the right spirit that makes
the legal institutioDJ work. And this right spirit was lacking in 1918.
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For the more profound thinker the decade after the Treaty of Ver
saiUes was one of disillusion and cynicilm. For the future hiltorianl i.t
wiD be an enigma that the institution of the great powen on the prin
ciple of the balance of power and the old capitalism, 10 despised be
caue of attendant power politics, produced fewa deadly conflicts in
the nineteenth century than did the shmrt time after the First World
War with all the new international institutiona.

A second fault, es~cially of the League, was lack of univenality.
The United States, the greatest world power on account of its eco
nomie wealth. on account of the inAuence of its political institution••
10 often imitated. and on account of its power as the creditor of all
nations, absented itse'lf from the League. The President of the United
Scales bad been the promOlt'r of Iht' l.t'3gut'. Vkton and conqut'ft'd
alike looked upon him as the bC'3~rof peace. The new upsurge of dem
ocratic ideals in tIle defeated nations and in the new luun,lIOr·statn
in Southern and Eastern Europe was nouri~hed by the slogan: Make
the world afe for dmloctacy. Especiall)' did the: dt"lcatcd natiuRI in
the travail of their democratic ~birth hopt' to get a fair drat in the
postwar wtdrmmt undrr the impartial, idt'alistic leadenhip of that
pat nation with which all of them, b,· immigration of their nationals,
bad a .troIlgCT Iftltimental connection than the European states had
among thnnsch·es. But the Vnited State! sUfrC'ndC'red all ltrict r~

aponsibility: politically it returned to isolationasm, and C'conomiaUy
it only augmented its creditor status b., hiJ(h protccti\"e tat iffs. On the
other banel. the Ltoague accepted to mcmht-rship C'e'rtain St.:ltes with
aDtagonistic intnests, states that wac too far away for an effective
forcible uueTVention by the I.e-ague'. Thus the failure of the' Lague
undermined ia authority as much as did the absence of the United
Statel.

A third wealness was manifested in the rift that appeared early in
the League of Nationa between the lO<alled rev~ionist group and the
,t",.. quo group. Thi. rift was not identical with that between the
'ricIon and the nuquishcd. ainu Fascist Italy and politkal group'
• well. powerful priqte individualt and groups in England and me
UDited Slaca became allied 10 the revitionilt pany. The Lague of
N.....,teemed to the revilWnist a meft irutrument of thOR intrl""
aced iathestIItvs quo, as a machiDa'y 10 perpetuate a questionable or
eva _j_ ".,.. flU» aDd to cover it with the hip-toUlldinS ideal
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of the I..eague. On the other hand, the revisionists appeared to those
nations which .tressed the status quo as men faithlessly abusing the
League rOT purpoKs of accession and power politics. This rift partly
paralyzed any progressive action of the League and made it a mere
"atmosphere," a kind of perpetual council of the old concert of the
great European powers au~nted by some non-European countries.

No wonder that the Le-ague too often shirked its responsibility in
serious cases and (for instance, in the dispute bet'ween Italy and
Greece) permitted a non-League authority, the Council of Ambas
sadors of the Allied and Associated Powers, actually to decide the dis
pute according to political expediency and not according to justice.
A second rift also appeared and helped to transform the League into
a mere collectivist instrument o( revived power politics: the rilt be
tween the capitalist nations and the Union of the Socialist Soviet
Republic•. The Soviet Union was admitted to the League when the
political interests of "'rance and England required the admission as a
counterbalance to the menace of Hitlerism. How little e\'en the leaders
of the statw quo pany put their trust in the League may be seen from
the numc-row military allian<es that paral}7ed the activity of the
I.eague. Th~e rafts then f3used the numerous disarmament confer
ences to collapse and brought the dem,md of all nations for security
b...ck to lhne- nauons individuall)' and separately. Instead of making
th~ l..caR"u~ strong. the powers made themselves suong, each con
crmc-d too much only with itse-If.

We should bear in mind thai th, above-mentioned rifts were also
internal rifts in the l1lt"mbrr states themselves. Mort"Over, there arose
status qJlo parties and rt"\'isionist parul"S, procapitalist groups and
pro-So\ iet groups. prodisarmamcnt and antidisarmament groups. As
tht'SC' groups chang..-d in the gavC'rnments of their countries (for in
.tance, MacDonald's Labor cabinet and Baldwin's Tory cabinet),
the political balanc:e in the uaguC' changed, too. This condition
creatt'd an instability in the l.eague that again weakened its authority
and induced IDcmber ,t.atcs to look to their o,,'n interests which were
supposedly or really not protected by the League. They turned to

special allianfCl irresp«live of lhe League's authority and inftuence.
however much it wu insistfii that thne alliances existed within the
framework of the League. They existed within the framework. by
COIlIiderably weakening iL
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VI. POLmCAL INTERNATIONALISM AND EcoNOMIC NATIONALISM

The trend to economic nationalism and to a neomercantiliat tnde
policy progressively weakened the economic interdependcnce of na·
tions, one of the most important bases of international cooperation. At
thc same timc tcndencies toward ecoI1IDmic autarchy were promoted
by states of a Fascist or ~mi·Fascist nature. Thus not only was an
increase in «6nomic interdependence restrained, but the existing
interdependence was lessened: in this way the national economies
could be prepared for war by the promoters of economic autarchy as
a political instrument of power politics. Now it is evident that the
Lague as a gomg concern presupposes in rf'ality a continually in·
crnsing economic interdqlClldence amonR the membcr states. for
its obligatory unctions against a lawbreaking state were economic
and 6nancial sanctions. while military sanctions were optional. Con·
acquentJy any decreue of economic interdependence undermined the
power potential of the League, and the new politifal and military
alliances just mentioned practiraII)' exrludC'd military sanctions as
coerch:e actions of the League as such. And 50 the international sc. enery
off~ the strangc picture of contrachctor,' tcndencies in reality and
in ideologies. On one hand was a dc\C:lopment of international insli
tUlions by the power of idC'ologies whie h presupf>OK' C('onomic and
C'Ultural intcrdependence and exchange. On the other hand was a
reduction of this «onomie and cultural intC'rdept'nden«(' in fnor of
nationalist ideologies antagonistic to the ethical and philosophical
foundations of the desired grmnh of the new international institu·
tions. Here was an ideological contest 3W-inst $O\'erC'igrlly a~ nation
alism and an innease of «onomic nationalism and of internal sover
eignty by a steady enlargement of Slate intervention in the economic
and cultural life of the individual nation. as economic and cultural
nationalism demands it.

As internal and external so\'crci~lYmeans but two fields of action
for che one power of decision beyond appeal. this increase in internal
JOYereigmy of coune resulted also in an inCT(,aJ(' of ('Ktemal lOVer·
eigncy. in lUrk contradiction to the international ideolOM')'. The
League became more and morr a m('re concert of Greal Pawns. but
• cooc.ert that lacked. in oppoahion to that of the nineteenth century,
• common basil in outlook and culture. Hitleritm. Fucitm, Bollhe-
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viam, and Weatem Democracy had far less in common than did the
mt"mben of the European Concert in the last century. Nay, they had
practically nothing in common: they had only deadly conflicting in
terests and contradictory political ideologies. Thul peace again ceased
to be a C'olJective affair. the raIson d'~tre of the League. Peace became
armed truce, dependent on ~er politics, on industrial potential of
war, and on the military risks of the individual powers. A kind of
stalus naluralis among the nations returned. The Co'l..enant of the
l.eague l)("Came an empty legal hulk. TIle material force oE anna
triumphed again o\'er the moral power of right.

The Leagu~'1 promoten had fostered, panly in sincerity. partly to
rounteract the appeal of SO\'iet Russia to the "international prole
tariat," the de\e1opment o{ international standards {or social legisla
tion among memh~r nau.·s. to They hoped that the various national
labor movements, with their frankly international outlook, would
alford the 1.eague a powerful support. But this plan received a first.
though not decish'e, sethack from the economic reparations of the
peace treaties, ",hi( h Imrdened the worken of the defeated nations.
The sC<.ond and final stroke came with the growth of Fascism and the
suh~qu("Ol dau union of the ldbor mo\'ement in the Fascistic and
sC'mi·..·35f:istic wuntries and in tho'ie countries that abandoned social
democracy and introduced semidict3torial rCKimes with the subse
llul"nt curtailment of lahor movements. An additional loss of prestige
for the League was rallsed by its inability to deal with long-term uo
employment hdore and aher the crisis year of 1929.

All these: factors contributed to the (lualitati\'e change in the char
acter of the League. Instead of bdn~ a universal. though open, con
fedl"ration with authority and competencirs, equipped with agencies
and formal plOcedures to dral with international problems, the League
bee-arne no more than an "atmosphere." a sort of international congress
pennanendy in se5liion but without appropriate power to execute its
decisions. Thus oht'n the members were able to transfer their indi
vidual nsponsibility, whirh they had on account of their real power.
to the internatiotlal community, to the collccth'e organ, But as this
·'congress" ladc.ed the nal power corresponding to the responsibility
which had btoen idcoJORicall)' trarufcrTcd to it, power and responsi
bility wert" It'parated. The power still rested with the individual

.0 Art, IS Gllbe c..ownanl, and 'art XUJ, art. S87-~17 of the \'c:nallla Treaty.
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IOVcrcign great powen. The responsibility was heaped upon the
Lt"ague and its organs without primary or derivative real power. ThUl
the League was in reality not endowed with that power demanded by
its responsibility and the wk. it bad to £ulfill. The League lacked
the specific authority and I~timacy that springs from the union of
moral responsibility and power. •

The Protestant denominations and the Catholic Church were
known to be "ery friendly to the idea of a I~ague of Nations. From
the ecumenical mo\'emem unda Archbishop SOdcrblum the League
got n'UY help. Not I~ friendly were tht' ('.atholies in the various
countries and Pope Benedict XV and Pope Pius XI. It is tnlC that in
the beginning a few Catholic groups. be( auS(' of a misundentanding.
tcsented the exclusion of the Hoi)' Stt from the l~aK\le'.ll But this
difficulty wu of no importance for lht" grt"at majority of Catholia. who
felt that the u3gue', aims agrttd with tiu'ir docninn about the
international community and with tbeir sacred tradition: the unity

II II." had ptOIftled .lnll tM admilUon of lhe Huh ~ 10 tht pta« cnnrnenca
.. &be liaIuc in ISgp and 1110;. and bad hUll the 1tt:llllp of lAO XIII ronsickubl,. The
Fralcb tcpl'ClftltalllT Rntault lain' npcn~ a _~ for Iht adlal.lon of Iht Holy !1ft by
his at«'ftIIful .,....,..1 CD eu....tUlt in tbe Haeut' Imtles dl'~lj"l .. itb 1M lIdmiaioa or
... WI .... DOC beat originally In,ited. INIC'ad of Ihe word -"a'ftN lhe word
"pIlbaDc:a- (pOWnt). AI IIObod, could elm" Ihal 1M Holy _ ..... power. lhou~
",. 1170 liII '919 II .. 1lOC a Ilate wltll IndIOlUIIiD''CrclfpllY. lhe: w., wu opm for
Ibc npracDlalna of lhc HoJy Sec CD • paluopalion in Ihe lIape c:on'nmta and in
c1Ie coart of arWtrarion Bur 1M ttl.nF of -Illare" 10 "poto'ft" of It bft:.JIW
ftaty Id(Cftded ..."I!II IIw adm..... of rww partldpanll 10 W Ibl_ eonra'cJKe
depeadcol upoD a pfftCdtlJl .«tftlDnll bcl"~ the original (Oftltaetln, parrtn. .. Lord
PaUDCdoric proptJlC'd. Thw hal, mcn"rded in "dud'"1 tM HoI~ !Wfo f,otft lbe Hap.
In lhe trrn1 Ift'a~ of '9" ....._ Ilah'. (.f~.1 Ikluln. and 'fante aboul lhc ultlatate
.... neal'" al &he end 01 the "'.f.lIa1\ IMKcftdN apia ia t'IIeludln, rM lin', 5ft &om
aD aMdamca Wbm.lhntfote. tM eo'",anl of tbc t.neue narmd u mrmhrn ftOIllte
..pu........ (pmrrnl. hul tr.atn. dominioftt. and IIdf'lO"ftnjnl colonia. IIlIGle Calhulic
JIOGIII. JftIWeberiftllhr earllft protN oIlu!'I'. Ia. In lh» wordt... a dclitJfta., olinde
to .... HoI, fier aDd _ere iDdiocd co CQIlNdn 1M Lngue onl,. .. llat fcIeoIaPal product
of frcc8I...." and .. u.in, an anlkln-kal thll1l«tn RUI _I, • 1_ pou,. made
tupparr 01 taw fa,...,-......... llat ada__ 01 f.hto Jlol, See, nw lCIat majoritY
.......... the poUry 01 &be bali1b CuboUc CouDdJ fur latnnarlonal RtI.tJonl In p'1"I
W·1warMd I&IfIPOI1 Jo lhr I..apt'•• polIcy rid' apprawd by .he popes. .bo
dIrecdy' ClDOpt!latI'd Wilh ,Iat I..... duti.. the a 'alDiDe of t9l' .Dd in till
................. OtriIdaD mioonlia and 01 lhe QUUllaD holy placa Itt the ptO
......~ ......1hoIDe. CalboJia '-..aIM Iftftftt tponIOI'I of rH l.ape In hlUlCle
.... r......". tadl • In law ddalfld COImI' , '" CmaaD,••here dae
CnIIft fIIrty ........... c..baIk~ Ce iouJcr c;e.Dm''''
Col ..... ..,.a)...-I, _UtI for Ibt l.apt apintf man, naUonaUtc I""JIIo a. v_* .. BIRR.Lot"."..'/~ .......ad I"ohl._ J.",..,.4M~•
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of mankind. the peaceful cooperation of all nations for the inter
national common good. and the settlement of international disputeS
by peaceful procedur~ on the basis of justice, honor, and charity.
But this full agreement and active support by the Churches did not
hinder the decline of the uague. One may. of coune, try to explain
that by the undeniable declifte of the influence of Christianity in
most modem states during the era of nineteenth-eentury lCCularism.
by the undeniable fact that the renaissance of Christianity u mani
fested in the Catholic revival in various countries was but a slow and
weary process in a world that feU more and more into skepticism. in
a world that wished too eaKerly to forget the war and to return to the
comfortable privileges, profits, and ease that the era of materialism
had afforded.

I think that here we have a elue. In tile last resort the League, ~nd
with it the peace. failed ~cause the natiom. and the ruling cla.ues
in the nations. insisted upon returning to their cherished fetishes of
profiu. of privtle-gn. of rugged individualism and secular license with·
out obligations. and of national sovereignty as a curtain behind which
ruled the im'isible sovereigns of profit. of relativism. and of com
platenc')' without sacrifices. The moral basis for the League as it ought
to be was far too narrow.

VII. NEED OF A SPI1UTUAL BASIS

It is true that no one of these dC\'r-lopmenu. nor all of them to
~ther. gh'e a luRi( ieot explanation of the vanishing of mankind's
hope in 1919. Something d«per. more dedsivc. must be the cause.
And that is the return to the ninetcenth<entury spirit of nationalism.
The World 'Var It'C11\M to many people a mere interruption of an
mt of continuous economic progtftS. of a happy secular prosperity
with eYn- longn wC'e'k ends. a prosperity undisturbed by spiritual
doubll, altenuated by luch social work as was deemed necessary to
avoid lOCial revolution. But the old ideologies. the way of thinking
and the conduct of life to which one wishr-d to return, were incom
patible with the paltwar world. That world needed a new enthusiasm.
a new lOCia) spirit of devotion. In a few men and groups this Dew
ethoI Ihowed illCU: in the popes. in the various youth groups that
moved beyond nationalism and beyond the amenitiea of bourgeoil
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security in mind and life, in a few statesmen. But the majorit)' con
tinued to think in the old waya of national self· interest, of fUgged in·
dividualism. and of greed fOT mat~rial wraith. Th~refore Pius XI
rightly charged that "the peace is only signed in public documents, but
is not written in the h~rts of men:'

The Pope then criticize'S especiaU,e the Tevi\'ed nationalism, the
economic and national egoism that is unable 10 seC' in the neighbor a
brother according to Christ's command, hut Sl"t'S in him merely a
potential rob~r of accumulated and hoarded ,,"calth. This national
egoism dntToys the community, which~ ames to its mt"mbers a mere
mstrummt for their own ~Ifish purposrs. to he disc3rdrd as soon as
its services are nOl needed. "PatriotislIl is nut enoufIlh," 5.lid F.dith
ea'·elJ. Pius XI npeau it. And how "ftrn patrwlIsm jurlf ;, only
a doaJr. for nationalist ~oism! How often ale c..rimes that e\'el'\OIlC
abhon easily committed and ('XCUSM, or f"\('n Pr'dl'C'd. it tht'y M'ne
the Dation! But justice and chant)' draw life onh' from rcliJ:jon. Thus
Pius XI COft('ludes that the final ('"aute' of the un pc'.\( ("hal nmditlon of
the "'orld is tbe genenl and practical em:mdp.mon of politin. of
enJI1omics, and of intrmationallife hOIll lht' la'\ of (;od. "'Vhelc God
and Christ are banned from the la\\'5 and from polU ir"a I lif(" ..•
where the laws of Ouiltun moralitv ale dc:~pi.\Cd. we must not
1VOIlder ..• that tillS ,,-ar ha' not dC'ltro~rd h:llrt"d, for("e, or rt'\"c-ngr.
but bas actualJ) inat'.ased iL"

A drfinitr convC"fSion from an r'(3ggt'rated MU'('III of C'tonomk.
IeCUbr,l1UIteriaJ goods toa true ClU'em of spiritu.11 ROcxh is 3. conditIO
ft"e qus "on for I lasting pnce: for tht" lC"Storalinn of the riRht
balance between the material Roods by ",hu.h we h\"(' hodil" and the
.piritual goock by which we live humanly. fur a I('"iul of the ri!(ht
bKr.archy of \'alues in which the matcnal Roods are 5ubscn-iC1U as
IDftftlto abC' .piritual gO«:Mh at ~ndJ. Dcliu''''nc e hum the tyranny of
money and of matnial IUCCr.u as the only mea,urr of human value
at of moral value. and tht- direction of our )i\t's, lCJw.ud tile' \';nurs of
justice. honeaty. and charity, in .hort. the moral and antC'll«tual ptr·
'enion of man as ahe image of God, are ahc onl) lIliJ~, thill can fonn
die hom~rit,.of a new statt" of pratt" in whith all is junly and pe-r·
fectl, ........

Bur mil dfon plftuptJiIt'j chal. in 1M hierarch,. of human "alues.
reJiFoo. 10 Ions excluded fTom public life. 10 long made a private
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affair of the inner man without much bearing on public Ufe, on eco
nomia, on education. on politics. or on international life, shall be
Testore<! (0 its supreme place. Too often religion, the eternal truth and
the nurseory of the social virtues. has been judged purely from a utili
tarian standpoint. Religion. it has been said. is of good service for
success in life, for social r~tabiJity, (or tranquillity in society:
religion is a good sen'ant in the preservation of the economic order
as it is. irrespertive of its justice; religion. mistak.enly understood.
Rives thO!'e in politic al and Konomie power an additional security
for the maintcname of the social slalus quo. And it is a therapeutical
me"ans of renealion at "cek fnds from the hard work of the materialist
atruAAle (or suuess on workdays,

Of wllr\C. this is the h.uest conteption of religion. valuing it by
its sen'ire for material Roods. The restoration of religion requires its
liI)('13tion hom this position of handmaid and then its restoration to
suprrome rallk by the suhordination oC material happiness, of family
lift'. of pu1ilical and international Ide. under the eternal law of justice
anet lharity that are nourished bv the spirit of religion (or iu own
saL..e. Our era must ~o through the 5.1me development as many con·
\'("1 t5 from Imat(,1 ialiiJU to rdiRlon have gone through. They fint
thoul;ht of r~h~ion :n the en~m~'ofd\ lillation; then they reflected that
PCI hdlll aeli~ion l1li~ht Lc useful as :I subordinate aid to civilization;
en"nUlany tltC"y ("arne to the (ol1\iction that religion is the very soul
.md c.'ud of fh ili/.alion.

.'\nOfchng tn Piu, Xl. the ri~ht and competence of the Church as the
miJthtiC:Sl force for 1I1ternational peafe al ises from the (act that the
Churdl alone h.n n('\cr floundered in its doctrine that all human
3((h'ity an pri\3te hll' and in cmnomic and political life is subject
to the rules of the uni\'enal law of justice and charity. He further
notes lh:n tht' Church alone" has nc\'er indulged in that unwholesome
separation of prh'3tc morality from political morality. o( ethics from
politin. The uni\'C'I lallaw applies to e\'eryone as man, whether private
individual or pubhc authority. ec.onomic man or diplomaL Only if
thC' Ilatn accel)t the dmtrines of Christ as the inviolable rule for
their internal and external affairs, can they enjoy peace and meet one
..,.otheT in such mutual tfust that .. peaceful ~ttlC'ment of their dif·
f"mea i. possible'.

Uowever Lhe cilizC'ns may be separated in their religious affiliations.
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however etrong or weak may be their longings for a final reconciliation
in faith, for their return to the Church universal, they may agree witll
SL Augustine's words addressed to the Church: "Thou art it that be
mendeth the citizen to the citizen, the nation to the nation. and that
uniteth in the memory of their common origin all men, not only into
one society, but into one fraternal co~unity." II Furthermore, they
can agree that these demands are actually tbe standards and measurea
for all actual attempts at a lasting peace; that these demands fonn
the unconditional framework. in which alone in concrete form we will
find a positive working peace order.

VIII. ECONOMIC INTERDEPENDENCE

Nobody will deny that much of the content of international life
deals with economic intercourse. Nobody will reject the truth that.
through modern means of transportation, the growth of economic
interdependence and the shrink.ing of distances bring nations nearer
together than ever before. Nor wiJ1 there be any objection to the
statement that hence arises a moral obligation for men and natioJU
to promote economic international cooperation as the best means of
affOTding a better. broader. and more secure material basis for the
spiritual life•
. Yet we must guard against a fallacy which may be hidden in the

argument that the growth of economic interdependence and the
shrinking of space are sufficient to produce a greater spiritual co
hnence and a profounder moral unit)'; or that technological progress
in the production of more and destructive armaments makes war less
and less a paying proposition.

Yet, after all. wan are conducted in a certain social. economic. and
political system with the means which such a system olers. Some gen·
erals. luch as Von Seekt and De GaulJe, from the fact of technological
progress derived the idea of a small professional attacking army made
up of highly specialized military mechanics. This technological prog·
ress might even pve rise to the idea that a .mall air force. loyal to a
lencral with dictatorial ambitiona, could easily subject a peaceful
dcmoaacy. funhermore. in many »aliGN the officer corps, if lOCi·
oJosical1y well atablilbed and able to unite with lOme other minority

..QuoMII., Yva de Ia Brthc, oil. ell••• p• .a.
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groups which have cOIlIiderable economic power, may easilyover.
throw popular and representative government. By thus conquering the
extended state apparatu~xtendedbecause of a high degree of social
and economic integration in modem society-such a small group
could easily indulge in aggressive militarism by harnessing the ec0

nomic life to war industry andJhus approximate self-sufficiency. Such
atttmpts of militarist control of the extended modern state apparatus
have occurred, as is well known. in many countries and were suc·
cessful in some of them. Very often democratic and peace-loving na·
tions. influenced by business interests dealing with such militarist
controlled nations. helped to solidify the rule of the officer corps by
continuing economic intercourse with these nations. And thus they in·
directly financed the militarist program and helped to establish a war
economy in spite of the growth of world-wide economic integration.
Neither this growth of economic integration nor technological prog·
ress nor the terrible increase of destructiveness in weapons is thus
itself a protection against war.

The growth of economic interdependence is hot by itself a protec
tion against war nor does it represent prohibitive costs for war-minded
people. When we look at our modern economic society we find there,
on account of a high degree of division of labor. an equally high
functional integration. For a simple railroad journey. a multi
tude of individuals must be minutely integrated in their services in
order that the passenger may expect to arrive on time and without
accident. For our diversified demands for a myriad of goods and
services. we must Tely on the coordinated effoTts of fannen. miners.
transport worken, producen. wholesalen and retailers. Thus the
eronomic interdependence in our industrial society is greater than
at an')' other time. Yet in almost no other society were there so many
lOCia} tensions. $0 many deep political cleavages as in our society.u

I' Leo XIII. Pius XI. and Pius XU haft apoken of thae faeu agaill aDd apia. a. Phil
XII. Cllrilt"... Ew 1I1I«,d._. I,.,. There Ill! thole "who placed all their faith ia •
world ex.....ion 01 eaHIOftIic Ule. thinking that tbis alone would au" to draw the
people topther in a aplrlt of brotherhood.••. With what complacency aDd pride cIJd
they DOl contcmplate • world growth of commerce. the intcrchange bdween c.anlinena of
all pods and 'mendo.. and producu. the triumphal march of widel,. diffused modena
redlnical pedeccion. owerClOlDlnl all limll. of I;IH and 'pacel Wila. iI &he reality chat
they behold lOday? They lee now .bal thil ecDnOmic life with aU ill lipntic mnlJ'Htl
and wfde I1Imlftcallonl. wltb ita IUperabuDdaDce. dlvlslou. and muhlpliodon 01 labor.
hu ClDfttribuced In • IhouIaracI WI)'I to paaUIIe and .cantu.le the- c:risiI of mankind:
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Considering this fact, we are almost tempted to say that the danger
to moral and political unity increases with the growth of social and
economic interdependence. If thus in the internal life of slates the
economic integration by itself is unable to produce a morally and
politically strong spirit of unity but must concede that this spirit of
unity is the product of additional m9l'al. national. and traditional
facton of political integration. then with even greater prohability we
must expect the same for the international community. The growth
of economic interdependence may thus imply a moral obligation for
more intimate political cooperation and may cvcn rcprescnt a strong
material motive for it. But that is all it can do.

The reason for this modem reliance on merely economic inter
dependence and for shrinking of distances as motives potent enough
to produce a general preference for peace and a revulsion against war
u economically disruptive. is the rationalism of the homo economicw
and the contention that economic reasons carry an outspokenly strong
rational clement. Against this rationalism all appeals to politics. to
the national mysticism. to the irrationalities of tradition or of Mes
sianic dreams of the proletariat. are considered invalid. Yet history.
until now at lcast, is full of records that peoplcs or groups dominating
peoples have acted so irrationally; thcy have voluntarily or undcr the
pRSSure of thc power apparatus of thc mooem statc together with
nationalist propaganda prcfcrred guns to buttcr. the socialist future
to a present rise of the living standard. national autarchy and con
lequcntJy a free hand in power politics to a greater satisfaction of
economic wanu by dependence on a world cconomy. However strong
this rationalism of the economic facton. howcver strong the motives
of economic intcrdependence may be in international life. it rcmains
doubtful if these factors and motives are by themselves decisive
enough. Evidently the unifying moral and religious ideals, the ideas
of justice and charity. of liberality and fraternity (and their oppositcs)
arc even more important.

The arguments of Benjamin Constant or of Herben Spencer and
their philosophy of history as infinite progress are fallacious as we
may see from any comparison of Constant's treatise. ThtJ Spiri' 01

whOe. DOl ba..... tbe conect1ve of any mon) conrrol or lIfty guiding light from beyond
dill world. II ClDGJd not but end In die unworthJ and bumfllalin, expioiratloD of tile
..rare and ......Uty of ...."
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Conquest (1814). with history since that year. Constant', thcsb
and Spmcer's is the same-is that the era of commerce and indwtry
following tbe era of wars and political conquest in a feudalist society
prone to political exploitation of the subjected peoples or classes.
makes \\-ar superftuous. The economic era obtains a better and more
complete satisfaction of wants through peaceful industrial production
and C<'onomic exchange than c~uld be obtained by war, i.e., by polit
ical robbery of the vanquished. Consequently war no longer pays.
Furthermore. the telhnological progress. especially the artillery (as
a modem weapon introduced by Napoleon), has robbed warfare of all
those motives which made it attractive in earlier times. such as personal
heroism. chivalry. adventure. Constant argues that, on account of the
economic uscJeuncss of war and the disenchantment of warfare, any
inclination [or war will disappear. and economic intercourse, along
with economic civilized and rational calculation. will inexorably
produce an era of international peace. Yet the irrational powers of
nationalist aggrandizement and the notion of a chosen people's im
perialist dc-Slin}' have proved stronger than that civilized economic
rationalism.

The growth of economic interdependence. the progress of the tech
nological destructiveness of armaments, and the reduction of dis
tances through modem means of transportation, are not automatically
factors for peace, as the aging Spencer felt so vividly. The history of
the last century shows that the moral and religious ideas and the
political virtues are still the primary factors in establishing peace. It
shows also lhat the economic interdependence, as means for a more
perfect life. can and ought to be the factual basis and a strong motive
for the moral obligations of nations to use this economic interde
pendenlc for restrictions of national sovereignty. There should follow
a development of inrernational political and juridical institutions to
preserve peace and establish justice in a changing world. institutions
that would be more powerful for this purpose than was the era of
commerce and industry with its appeal to economic rationalist cal
culation."

16 cr. Pim XI. Vbi ofrcaflo.



CHAPTER. XXXII

TlJe Basis of International Peace
•

I. LEGALITY AND LEGmMACY

IN THE preceding pages. we did not lay stress on juridical institutiolU.
IUch as a world coun. Rather we discussed the univenal law of
morality. of justice and charity.

We did this in order to give a basis for the discussion of some
problema connected with an o\'efconfident faith in the efficimcy of
certain new or old int~rnational institutions deemed able to preserve
peace in intemationallife without hallowing the current international
Itatus quo. For we must be clear about this: the real peace problem
is to change the juridical status quo embodied in international treaties
without appeal to war. In the internal life of the state we have a
similar problem.

The constitutional order. as does any juridical order. distributes
competencies. liberties. and wealth. distributes competencies of indi
vidual and group initiative in the social and economic field and thus
distributes social and economic power and. indirectly. political power
amODg the citizenry. The status quo distribution DOW may become
unjust though it still remains legal in the framework of the constitu
tion. The dissatisfied citizen begins to apeak about unjustified priv
ileges. abuses of power. and arbitrariness as opposed to reason. the
injustices of vested interests. and contends that the common good is
raided for private int~esu. If such a criticism reaches large masses.
then a juridical dilemma appears: the contradiction between the
formaIleplity of the criticized privileges in the concrete order and
the legitimacy and moral justice of the concrete order as a JYltematic
whore. the contradiction between the idea. the ideals of the cODStitu
lion. and the sodal reality.

The fint IIap of tbi, .truggle may be a .till peacefulltruggle with
the ."aiWJle lepl inatrumenu that range in difference. of coune,

714
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from a monarchical constitution with a bill of rights to a change in
party control in a democratic constitution. A democratic constitution
affords the greatest chance for a peaceful and gradual change of the
constitutional order of power distribution; the revolutions conse
quently take place peacefully, since the political homogeneity, the
national unity, in a democraOf are usually strong enough to avoid
an active class struggle or party strife, i.e., a civil war tbat destroys
the political unity of the citizens, and in a sanguinary revolution estab
lishes a new order.

But the peaceful change implies that this unity, which is the moral
agreement about the basic idea and the common ideals, is paramount
and that the allegiance to the political unity is supreme and subjects
to itself the allegiance to the party or class. If that is not the case, then
the necessary or desired change of the internal order will be attempted
by active re\'Olution with the threat of ci\il war. The defensive party
stresses the legality of the status quo and calls the opponents rebels.
The aggressive party stresses the natural justice of its demands and
rejects. not the formal legality of the attacked status quo, but its
legitimacy, on the basis of the idea or the meaning of the constitution.

The reason for this split between legality and legitimacy, positive
law and natural justice.liros in soc ial life il\eJf. The continuous changes
in economic life, in social mores. the rise of new classes and new col
lective interests never foreseen by the framers of the statw quo, the
rise of new social ideals or ideologies with powerful mass-appeal. the
demorali1.3tion of the rulinK classes by loss of confidence in the right
eousness of their legal position. all such manifold factors continually
thange the material presuppositions of the legal status quo. For law.
in the sense of positive legal order. is in its true meaning a (orm of
that matter which we may. for simplicity's 5e'lke. call the economic and
spiritual life of a people; a (ornl contingent and concrete. without the
presumption of being perennially just though intended as durable.

It is, of course, true that the order itself. especially in a democracy.
contains legal institutions like the amending power by majority of
the representatives of the people or by the people itself in plebiscite.
or even by the slow process of juridical adaptation of the order to the
new demands by a highly esteemed judiciary or by a change in pany
control of the legislature. But even in a democracy the groups. the
one defending the statw quo, the other demanding a radical change.
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may resort to the use of arms, i.e., to civil war. It is the particular
political prudence of the statesman or of the ruling class to anticipa~

such revolutionary situations by peaceful reform of the social order. It
is the merit of democracy that, through freedom of speech, of the
press, and of association, it has an opportunity to detect early these
discrepancits between the legal (oJ1'l) and the social matter before
10 much political distrust. mass anger. and economic despair have ac·
cumulated that an armed conRiet is inevitable. since the moral will to
live together has already been relinquished in favor of the attempt to
subjugate the opposition.

It is not much different in the international order as concretely
fixed in positive treaties. agreements. and covenants. It. too. is an
order for the distribution of economic and political power. of the
liberties and competencies of the indh'idual member state. One fine
distinction. however. exists. The material presupposition, the com·
munal life of the legal order as the fonn. contains far fewer unifying
elements 'than the nation-state contains. and. in addition. these ele·
ments are less intense. The difference between a Yankee and a South.
erner is much less than that between a Mexican and an inhabitant of
India. Of coune the latter need less homogeneity, because their living
together is less intense. But the point is that the stark difference of
their ways of life. their mores and traditions, their religions. narrows
down 50 gTeady the basis for communal action that in few matters will
they be able to agTee. Their fint interest will remain self-preservation
and self-determination.

This presents the fint difficulty in the paramount task of the preser
vation of peace. i.e.• a peaceful change of the status quo, which is no
leu necessary than in the internal order. since nations and states are
.ubject to changes just as much as are classes and groups inside the
nation. Old and powerful nations, having set up in treaties an inter
national legal stlllw quo corresponding to their actual power, may
lose that power by their inability to follow new economic trends. by
a declining binhrate. by a lack of a high industrial potential for waf.
or by the diJcovery of new ways of intemational traffic which may
raise to power younger nations with antagonistic interests. To try to
puerv'e the status quo or the security legally embodied in the treaties
aDd covenanu. means to provoke war, not to avoid it. Yet in the case
of aaticms once powerful but now proud and ambitious Mvood their
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actual power, the .urrender of their legal position in the statUI quo
is harder than it is for the ruling groups within the nadona. The rea
son for this is that a superior allegiance to a more comprehensive body
of which the nation is a member is not strong enough to counter
balance the hallowed allegiance to the country. This is to lay that
patriotism is likely to be strqtger than the love for mankind. And
this is merely the complement of the fact that beyond the national
sphere the international homogeneity as a formative factor is in
dubitably weaker. Even the common Christian faith, even Christen
dom in the Middle Ages. though far more powerful than its weak
substitute of today. the humanitarian world brotherhood of secular
origin, did not constitute a moral homoFieneity intense enough to
avoid all warfare.

II. LFCAL INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

The first requirement for a durable peace is thus a greater moral
homogeneity, a common acceptance of the living principles of natural
law strengthened by the consciousness of common brotherhood
through a common sonship of one God and Father. Patriotism is
not enough unless it is completed and balanced by such a moral bond
of homogeneity. For only then will the nations interested in the pm
ervation of the status quo and the nations with a just demand for its
change and reform both be able to reach a genuine compromise.
a new and just stalw quo, without recourse to armed power. The com·
promise will be effected by a degTee of sacrifice of legal rights on the
one hand. and a scaling down of impetuous and ambitious demands
on the other. An ine\'itable precondition is, of course, the preserva
tion of the objecti\'e "ital interests and honor of the participants be
cause the meaning of law as a unitas ordinis is itself destroyed if one of
the constituents of the community should. through the establishment
of the new statw quo, be compelled to sacrifice vital interests or honor.
A nation cannot S3crifit-e itselE. it cannot be asked to give up iu
existence for the benefit of another nation or e\'en the majority of
nations. A nalion may voluntarily give up its independent political
existence to join another nation in a new federated political existence
(or a more perfect life. But then it does so in its own interest, not ex
clusively in the interest of world peace.
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These considerations afford a critical basis &om which to Judge
realistically many theories and proposals which pretend to establish
collective security without perpetuating the presently existing inter
national stiUus quo and which try to institute legal machinery for the
peaceful settlement of international disputes.

Such theories and proposals concer,n ideas about the abolition of
national sovereignty and the formation or a world state or at least
world govemment, of a new federation of comprehensive or only
regional character, of a world court vested with supreme poWeT to

settle all disputes and having at its disposal as an enforcing power an
international police force. Practically all of the many proposals con·
tain utopian elements and are based, at least partly, on an illusory
concept of law and society. If not divested of these utopian elements,
they are a danger to world peace. They arouse people in times of war
to great hopes in their intrinsic yet abstract perfection and lead to an
optimistic belief that, once such legal machinery is instituted, it will
work. automatically, without the catalyst of personal or communal
authority and moral r~ponsibility. so that each nation can then
return to its internal policy without bothering about a foreign policy,
Le.• power politics. and individual responsibility for peace.

The underlying illusion is that legal institutions are a full substitute
for power. Or, what means the same thing, the thesis that power itself

. is evil, and the Rousseauist assertion that if there exist perfect institu
tions then all will be well since the people are good and any form of
evil must spring simply (rom imperfect or corrupt institutions. Thus
it is enough to set up such perfect institutions and then automatically
a good and just order will continuously produce itself. Neglected is the
problem that pedect institutions may not work because the persons
who administeT them neglect their duties and abuse their authority
in contradiction to the very essence and meaning of the institution•.
Forgotten is the fact that l~gal institution. themselves can be made
the object of the Don-legal power struggle. \Vho does not know that in
a nation the courts or the judges themselves are subject to the power
strife, showing itself in the public propaganda of contradictory aocial
ideals? We must acknowledge that often their authoritative d«isionl
are influenced by luch propaganda. Then they "interpret" the law
or even bend it in the interest of one of the ItruKP;1ing power groupa.
led by expediency or by their solidari.t interest with one of the groups.
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Impartial justice often is not the decisive factor, as any history of the
judiciary struggle againat the labor movement will show.

The legal institutiona do not carry in themselves such a power
monopoly as this theory ascribes to them. What gives these institutioDi
power is the moral confidence of the people, the vivid moral responsi
bility, the common moral cdhvictions, and the specific impartial
service for the common good: in other words. that strong moral homo
geneity which is more the presupposition of the success of these insti.
tutions than their product. This, then, is a new proof that peace
depends on inner moral will more than on external institutional
organization. Furthermore. power (the ability to compel othen to at
least external obedience or conformity to one's demands by being
able to inftict major disadvantages for nonconformity) is not in itself
evil. 'Vhat is wrong is the arbitrary and unreasonable. the unjust
and immoral use of power for objectively wrong ends or for purposes
contradictory to the self-interest and the dignity of those subject to

the use of power. Conformity by obedience to power without the more
laborious process of conformity by persuasion and free consent is in
political. social. and economic life more often necessary than not;
power is as original a social fact as is law itself. Nay. law is direction
and sanction of power but not its subslltute.
• It ma)' well be that all this diffidence about power. power politics,
and so on, stems from a particular animosity against political power
as distinguished from social and economic power. Classic liberalism
depredated political power and tried hard to abolish it in the polit
ical sphere. This it attempted by reducing the idea of the state to a
mere system of legal norms. by stressing the judiciary supremacy in
constitutional law by its anti-authoritarian demand for government
only by free consent. by its identification of rulers and ruled in con
tradiction to Disraeli's saying. that a people is governed either by
tradition or by compulsion. Yet economic and non-moral power in
the politically free economic sphere of society and thence in the polit
ical sphere. was never so shamelessly used as in the era of laisse: laire
capitalism; the workers significantly called themselves. not without a
grain of truth. wage-slaves. The competitive struggle of finance, in
dustry. and agriculture. of big business against small business: all
that is power struggle and internal power politics.

Who is blind to the fact that, behind the visible legal institutioDi
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and government. there raged and still rages a reckless power struggle
of collective interests before which the individual is almost power
less? Who can fail to sense the unequal struggle heavily weighted in
favor of economic corporate power, political party bosses, and labor
czars? The large modem economic and social groups (giant industrial
mergers. big labor unions, manufacdlrers' associations, big agricul
tural organizations) and the vested interests of their managerial
bu~ucracies, have tremendous social and economic power, and con
sequently indirect political power. In fact, today this power is so
enormous that the individual needs the protection of the state against
these powers. Thus in countries where industrial cartels have come
to power. it became necessary to introduce legislation against the
abuse of the economic power of canels or against the formation of
trusts. Officen of labor unions can, under special conditions, rise to
such heightl of power over the jobs. the only basis of existence for the
propertyless worker, that the union member and the small business
man are wholly unprotected against the abuse of sucb power, There
fore they appeal to the state's intervention for protection of their
individual rights. Herbert Spencer's formula. "Man \'ersus the State,"
thus becomes, Member versus the power of the managers of tbe great
groups, The state is called in for protection and (or the establishment
bf a bill of rights against such power, The power clement. it seems,
cannot be eliminated; it cannot be replaced by law if the latter is not
itJelf made a superior power to bend and direct social and economic
private powers.

That such pawn politics. this foreign policy of groups inside the
Hate and for the control of ita institutions, does not lead to open civil
and class war, is owing to the fact that aU the groups arc still interested
in national unity; that they do not follow the pluralist theory but
shrink from the rupture of national unity, which is considered au
preme. And this it is that makes the legal institutions work more or
leaa efliciently. this will, durable and supreme. to live together in na·
tionallOlidarity. This will is decisive for the function of the lqal in
stitutiODI. which do not establish national unity. but testify to it,
JUpport it, and make it endure.
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III. UTOPIAN ELEMENTS IN FOREIGN POLICY

Thul law and legal institutions in internal national life are not a
subltitute for power, in itself supposedly evil, but are directive of
power struggles, tamed by the common will to unity. In the less in
tense, less solidary internatio:,al community, we cannot expect law
and legal institutions to become a substitute for power and power
politics. A solidarity similar to the national solidarity cannot be ex
pected to arise easily. Not only national interests but regional interests
differ far more than the interests of labor and capital inside a nation.
Consequently the basis (or a world state, or even for a working su
preme world government, in the legal cloak of a world federation
abolishing the so\'creign'ty of the member states, seems too nanow.
Apart from the difficult conciliation between the supreme power of
such a world government and the principles of liberty, independence.
and self-determination of the federated states, the idea of a world
federation suffers from another shortcoming. That is the Rousseauist
theory that, if we discard all particular and group·interests in a com
munity and establish liberty and f'quality for each member, then the
will of all transforms itself without the intervention of a concrete
authority into the general will of the new community, a general will
that cannot err. This theory supposes further that the public opinion
of the world, or at least of the majority of the states, is always right.

None of these assertions is realistic. First, there does not exist at
the foundation that solidarity of interests. Moreover, we cannot do
away with de facto or de jure alliances in international life. or with
particular interests (e.g., the Monroe Doctrine or the British Com
monwealth of Nations). Nor is it possible to disregard the fact that
there exist great powers and sma)) powers, nation-states with a pop
ulation of 100,000,000. with immense natural resources, practically
self.sufficient, and with a formidable potential of war, and nations
with a million inhabitants and economic dependence upon other
nations. With or without a world government, there is little danger
that war will break out between small nations if the great powers or
a group of them (the others being disinterested) do not so wish. On ~e
other hand, with or without world government, if a grave clash of
interests should arise between the great powers directly or between
smaller states where one or more of the srreat DOwers think their vital
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Interatl are affected and no compromise proves acceptable, there
will be war though it may be called differently. If the world federation
exbts, IUch a conflict may be called secession or civil war. With the
nJplure of solidary interests among the great powen, the organization
that rests upon the reality of soUdarity breaks up. too. .

As long as the great powers, fullY" aware of their indivisible re
sponsibility for peace and justice even against some secondary selfish
interests of their own, act together in solidarity. the law can be en·
forced. But let us note that in the international community there
does not exist. as distinguished from the great powen themselves, a
;otutGS that can enforce the law as it is enfofced by the police within
the nation-state. The impartial enforcemem of the law in the internal
national order is made possible by setting apart an organization, the
police force, whose only function under the lalv. is the enforcement
of the law. The international community could, of coutse. entrust
one power or a group of powers with the enforcement of law. But
such a power or group of powen would lack that functional im
partiality of an internal police power. Especially in the crucial cases,
it would be in a real or imaginary collision of duties between self
interest and sacrifice of material 'Wealth and blood for the interna
tional order. Thus it would presen'e for itself the discretionary right
to'decide when to enforce the law; that is, it would become thtt real
IOvereign and it would be quickly accused of imperialism. Thus only
a real concert of great powers could guarantee the enforcement of law.

But will not an international police force avoid such a situation?
That can scarcely be expected. An international police force is noth
ing more than an organization of national contingents. the greatest
of which will derive from the great powers, }>ecause equality of con·
tingenu is too unbearable a burden for small nations. Th~ contin
gents would owe allegiance to the world government-and to their
native .tates. In a grave con8ict between the great powen. which are
the actual rulen and leaden in the federated world government. the
federation itself would break up. the conflict of allegiance would
rend Blunder the leaden and men of the international police force
and transform a police action into a war of secession or a civil war.
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IV. POWER. AND MORAL RESPONSlJULITY

There is no possible evasion of the general principle that power
and wealth are the measure of public responsibility for the common
weal. As long aJ the great powers. in accordance with the moral will
to justice and in accordance with the acceptance of the duties of liber
ality and natural equity, take over the responsibility to preserve peace
and to compromise in conflicts of interest. a responsibility which
Providence has laid on their shoulders. just so long shall we have
peace. As Jong as the great powers accept the moral duty of changing
an unjust statw quo even if it means sacrifice to them, just so long
will there be peace. A formulation of these mOTal duties in legal ma
chinery, in international institutions of conciliation and arbitration,
will indeed fadlitate the exercise o[ these responsibilites and moral
dutes. will promote common uniting interests against dissolving par
til-ular inlerc~lS, will be able to cr'YstaUize an international public
opinion that makes the individual citizen aware of his double al
Ic~iance to the national and international common good.

Yes, legal institutions rna) well do all this. if the first and basic
presuppositions aTe realiled. If they are not realized, the legal institu
tions which ha\·e in themselves no supreme authority and which work
only by the intervention of the moral will of persons or groups of
persons, wilJ collapse just as surely as did the League of Nations aJ

soon as the great States became divided into status quo powen and
revisionist powers and when one of the lauer.ltaly. defied the League.
That is. the status quo group which, disunited as it was, did not fully
apply the economic sanctions of the Covenant (Italy declaring an oil
embargo a casus belli), would not risk military sanctions in order to
save something of the League. The League could not be saved after the
unpunished conquest of one of its small members (Ethopia) and the
disunity of the great powers.

There are no automatic legal institutions which by their formal
perfection realize justice. Through each such institution it is the
moral will of the persons that transforms, as moral authority, an
abstract demand of justice into concrete realization here and now.
In eadl decision regarding a concrete case of law. two elements are
comprised: one is the rule of law. technical and fonnal. and the evalu
ation of the concrete facts of the case under the general rule. a
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rather logical procedure. The other is the moral acceptance by the
people or the society which lives under that rule and by the function
aries of the legal institutions of the moral ideas and the moral order
which have been "ested in the legal forms. Where there exists a great
moral and cultural unity and homogeneity. naturally the intrinsic
justice of the order as a whole is sclerom consciously taken into con
sideration; it is simply implied.

But it bappms also that not so much the mere legality of a de
cision and of the law applied is in doubt as the legitima('y of the
concrete legal order. In other words. the positive law and the demand
for intrinsic justice are no longer considered identical; the legal order
is condemned as unjust. This may happen on account of the rise of
a new class internally or on account of the decay of one great power
and the rise of a smaller nation to the standards of a great power; or
a colony. a backward country. rises to the standards of a "ch'ilized"
nation; or a new idea like national self-determination spread. over a
whole continent still organized according to the principle of his
torical monarchic legitimacy; or new economic developmenu make
the retention of full sovereignty of smaller nations over their eco
nomic life a disservice to their own and to the international common
good. In all these cases the existing legal order iuelf is auad.ed with
the demand for a new order. A kind of tragic dilemma develops
easily: the one party claiming the principle. i}(lcla stml servanda;
the other asking for a change of these very pacts which constitute the
concrete legal order because they have become unjust. because the
vital circumstanCe! have fundamentally changed. It is quite clear
that now the problem is one of natural justice and of equity. and
that the only admissible solution is a genuine moral compromise by
mutual consent. or a case for arhitration by a commonly acknowledged
higher moral authority. TIlis authority. weighing all circumstances,
may propose a compromise and not a perfectly just decision. because
it hal to tak.e into consideration the relative power. the relatively just
ckmands. and the chanCe! of acceptance of the arbitration decision.

Since the French Re\'O}ution two political principles have been in
dispute: tile principle of democratic national self-determination and
the principle of historical monarchic legitimacy. In Italy tht'Se princi·
ples dashed in the Papal States. Italian national unity. democratic
aad leCulu. coutd be funy attained only by the destruction of the
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historical rights of the papacy to its states. Under the Catholic Risorgi
mento a genuine compromise would perhaps have been possible:
under the ideology of Mazzini and Cavour, on the other hand, a
compromise was impossible: the consequence was war. When, as in
the past. international communism as a principle of international
organization is opposed to mftional capitalisms of bourgeoisies, we
have again an antagonism of principle which may admit of political
compromise but not of a legal decision according to some abstract
rule, because such a commonly accepted rule is absent in the face of
such a mutually exclusive antagonism of principles. It follows that
law can supersede power only in so far as the litigants have accepted
a universal law binding upon both and upon their dispute. There
fore the unconditional presupposition of international peace is not
legal institutions, hut rather the acceptance of a universal moral law
and mutual charity, as the popes have again and again repeated. If
that presuposition exists, then and only then are the legal institutions
of any value. Otherwise they themselves become mere instruments of
power politics.

Cardinal Newman. in his L~ller to tile Duke of Norfolk (p. 210),
relates Pius IX's declaration about tht- pope's power to release sub
jects flOm the obligation of loyalty and to depose sovereigns. Pius IX
asserted that such a right had undoubtedly been exercised in special
circumstances. But this right was exercised in the ages of faith when
the pope was considered the supreme judge of a united Christendom
and when the advantap;es of this office were recognized by the peoples
ancl the sovereigns; when, further. this right of the pope was acknowl
edged by public law and by the common consent as a duty to be
exercised in the most important interest of states and their rulers.
Newman points out tbe limits of the exercise of this right: the ages
of faith (the moral unity and homogeneity of the of'bis christianus)
and the mnsc(luent ability of this community to enforce the right
by the common consent of a united Christian people, one in faith.

This common consent. this concert, is usually taken for granted.
But it becomes a probl~m if the moral homogeneity and unity of the
people concerning the moral ideas. and the self<onsciousness of its
distinct existence through which it is integrated to a political unity,
are questioned. and a contradiction is felt between the eternal idea
of justice and its imperfect unjust realization in the concrete condi-
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tioDs of existencr. So we come to the concJuaion that the comdenca
of persoDS. moral ideas and natural law C'omprehended by persoDS.
arc the transformer which realizes the abstra<:t legal rule and gives
vigor and validity to the legal institutions. And moral ideas. the
consciences of persons. are the more important the less in a given
society unity and homogeneity are cRfinite. strong. and ordinarily
unquestioned.

Since: armed conflict is not a regular, nonnal. social institution and
since its causes are often irrational and complex (really abnormal).
legal institutions to avoid war must rest even more than others on
moral ideas. with appeal to conscience. "State and Church in their
demand of positive acceptance of their authority have no more pro
found and more original power to which they can appcal than that
moral conscience innate in human naturc:' 1 Politics. concerned pre
dominantly with the preservation of the moral will to live togethcr
peacefully and to produce and change the legal institutions through
which normally the minima of rights and dutics of the inc.lh.-idual
memben of a society are protected and enforced. is thus so much a
matter of ethics. that it cannot be simply Te-placed by positive law.

Positive Jaw is rather the external visible element which rests upon
the invisible moral ideas-foundations are always invisible-and
upon the steady common will of a people to produce a more perft.'Ct
h"fe in living together. In this sense all (orms of govemment, eX('ept
tyranny. rest in fact upon a consent of the people. This l.onsent is a
moral and legal duty of the people in the interest of the common good.
And this consent is an explicit or implied acceptance of moral values
to be realized by the atate in the order of law and. if compUlsion
against dissent is deemed necessary in the interest of the common
good. to be enforced by legitimate power.

From thil it follows that, as long as a plurality of states lives in an
order of coordination on the basis of independence, self-determina·
tion, and integrity of the members. foreign policy cannot be abolished
in favor of abstractly perfect legal institutions through which. so to
.peak, automatically the will of all is transfonned mysteriously into
dae general will, implicitly just and infallibly true in the concrete
ate. "Ja reality the international life continues to rest on the good

'0. JClIrpb .......... &,.Iem dn ~hrillll~h utholU~hnr £Iki". ,,-s. p. 9•• Cf. St•
.....-c 8el1aftDlae:o, Rom. Ptmt. IV. eo.
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will of the nations to COOperate, to arrange themselves, to lettle cliI
puta through a willing understanding of the interests and mentality
of the other pany, assisted, if necessary, by the mediative and con
ciliatory efforts of third power•. The peace depend! on moral £acton.
not on stric;tly formulated legal rules and on sanctions provided in
advance:' Thus Erich Kaufdlann concludes a comprehensive and
penetrating study of colJeclive security under the League of Natiom.

Collective security embodied in the network. of international trea
ties between two or more states on account of their common interestl
can work. only as long as these treaties correspond to the vital interests
and to the moral ideas and rules under which the states actually agree
to live. If the vital interests change. if a dispute arises about the
application of a moral idea to a concrete: case implying evidently
the contention that the treaties have become oppressive or, as the
Covenant said. "inapplicable" (Art. 19), then a moral conflict will
ensue. Collective security itself becomes the object of dispute, the
revisionist powers asserting that only a change of the treaties can
establish security, and the status quo powers complaining that the
demand for revision is aggression against the beati possidentes.

Thus the problem of preserving peace amounts to this: to change
peacefully the positive order of treaties, the status quo. And it is here
that the acceptance of the moral ideas of justice, liberality. and charity
must prevail and that the legal institutions like a court of arbitration
or a world court or a Council of a League of Nations with strictly
fonnuJatrd competencies, are of minor importance, because the)'
cannot work if the real presupposition of their efficiency (the unity
in moral ideas and the consciousness of a common good) is actually
questioned. ]n other words. when the question at issue iJ not the
legality of actions and situations under the concrete order of treaties,
but the legitimacy and the justice of that concrete order and its actual
distribution of power. wealth, influence. competency of leadenhip.
For example. the international system of the Holy Alliance rested on
the historical. traditional rights of the princes and the integrity of
their territories, not upon the assent of various national groups of
their peoples. The defenden of the principle of democratic national
self-determination implicitly attacked the actual international system
of the Holy Alliance since their principle of legitimacy had to lead
to the dissolution of monarchies ruling over different nationalities.
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Such a dispute about principles of. legitimacy is internally solved
by revolutions, more or less sanguinary but still by violence. and·
in the international scene by wars, unless through mutual undentand
ing and a generous and genuine compromise the doctrinaire rigidity
of opposing principles is bent and the status quo is chang~d. But legal
institutions lik.e a supreme court fo~constitutional law cannot de
cide about the legitimacy of tbe Constitution of which it is itself a
creation, but onl)' about the legality of an act of the legislature under
the Constitution. Consequently when the lateer as the legal order,
instituted by the political decision of the nation and expressing its
perpetual will to live under this constitutional order, is itself at stake.
then a supreme court is eliminated. as the experience of the United
States before the outbreak of the Civil War proves. Positive law and
legal institutions have their intrinsic limitations.

V. A \VORLD STATE

We have now a basis for a reserved judgment about so many prof.
fered proposals to preserve peace by the introduction of a world state
or a world government after the abolition of national sovereignty,
or by the introduction of an international court with the competency
to decide on all international disputes and. becawe of its control
over an international police force, with the power to enforce its de
cisions.

Many people think that the abolition of national sovereignty and
the tran5fer of the competencies which it contains to an international
authority, whether that is world state, world government or world
coun.. would result in perpetual peace. These people do not mean
IOVneignty with all its implications. for at the same time they
staunchly uphold national self-determination. liberty. and independ
ence of nations. \\'hat they mean is this one competency of IOver
eignty, namely. to decide wbat in concrelo is a case of just war; in
other wards. the right of sovereign nation. to decide about the right
to make war. And it ia this right. according to this opinion, which the
iDckpmdent nadon. ought to transfer to an international authority.
Little doubt exists that in all international disputes of minor im
portance .uch a transfer of this part of sovereignty would be possible.

But should the dispute involve what a nation deems ill vital in-
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tereau. ita existential aecurity. its independence and liberty. and
should an alert nation be aware of it, we may well doubt that it will
let any authority but itself decide. If that nation should be a great
power. it would aecede from the legal international unity, the supreme
organ of which is that international authority. It would risk sanc
tions. economic and financial MId eventually military sanctions. i.e••
war. A small nation (e.g., Czechoslovakia) may of course have to yield
in such a case. But if, as is likely in such cases, some other nations are
unconvinced of the justice of such a decision and are not impressed
maely by its political expediency for peace in our time, then the
international institution loses its moral authority and thus its raison
d'/Ire.

So we come to the conclusion that, however much we may be able
to limit the right to wage war, to subject the appeal to it to the vari
ous processes of conciliation, mediation, and arbitration, or to the
final judKtDent of a world court, there remains a residue of sovereignty
coincident with the meaning of national liherty and independence
and self-determination where at least a great power preserves this
right of war for itself. The framers of the League of Nations, less
utopian than those of the Kellog Pact, knew about this and conse
quently did not exclude war, as we ha"'e pointed out. Therefore.
when such a situation arises where great nations are honestly con
vinced that their vital interests are involved, they may come to a
peaceful political compromise through political prudence and moral
motives. Yet they will never subject the decision over what they think
to be their vital interests to an international tribunal, the decision
of which would in such a case not be a mere legal decision.

On the contrary, the court would have to form its decision under
considerations of political prudence and expediency, i.e., extra-legal
considerations of power relations, of what may reasonably be expected
to be acceptable to both parties, implying of course that ultimately
the decision rests with the 5O\'ereign parties involved. As soon as we
lay the concept of sovereignty aside and enter practical questions, we
see that the attacks against sovereignty are often futile. The attackcn
of sovereignty accept, for instance, the principle of national self
determination. of liberty and independence. By these terms they
mean what may be called internal sovereignty, and they attack only
external sovereignty. But in reality these two sovereignties are one.
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Many aetI of internal sovereignty have direct repm:ussioDl in in
tcrDauonal life. A change in government from democratic to auto
cratic. FalCial, or communist form is not without eftects upon neigh
boring nations. Changes in immigration and naturalization policy.
in aociallegialation or trade policy. all of which may be considered
domestic affain. influence international life. Would the United States
allow an international authority to decide what k.ind of immigrants
it must accept? Would not the nation insist on deciding this problem
upon its own opinion about the immigrants being readily assimilated?
If a change in monetary policy is considered in the interest of the
national common good. would any great power-smllU powen have
uaually no independent monetary policy--submit the question to the
fiDai decision of an international authority? In such cases the methods
of political negotiation and of political compromise by attempts at
I1!CODciling national interest and international common good through
mutual undentanding, through acceptance of moral duties that defy
strict legal formulation, will be the appropriate form. A world court
may act as legal adviser. but not as deciding sovereign.

What can be meant by lOme fonn of world go\'ernment? Obviously
a representative legislative body and a senate representing the states.
an executive power and a supreme court according to a federal con·
Itilution uniting sovereign states and dividing competencies between
ltata and world government. On paper sucb a world government
has a fine appearance. In reality its difficulties and the likelihood of
its collapIC are gTeater than those of the much maligned Concert of
Great Powers in nineteenth-century Europe. As soon as an issue which
JOJDe atatel COIUider of vital inteust for themselve. should be decided
against them by even a qualified majority. they would secede. And
any legislation would be the result of power politia by pressure
groups of ltata highly organized and efficient. Since power is a fact
of life resisting nice legalities, .ucb a world government can function
only 10 long as the great powen are willing to cooperate; if they refuae
to do 10.'then the world government collapses just as the League did.
In other words, these schemes will not work. at that crucial moment
wben they should prove their right to existence. They can work in all
minor problems for all common interests agreed upon. But 10 could
the League and many other .tanding international ueociauona like
the Univerul Telepaphic Union. the General POIcal Union. the
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numerous regulations for railroads, for shipping, for the protection
of industrial property, for judicial assistance, the conventions against
piracy, against contagious diseases. against the slave trade, against
the abuse of opium and alcohol, for international social legislation:
in aU of these the League worked very satisfactorily.

A world government that would perform what ita promoters ex
pect it to perform would have to become a superstate with the right
of continuous intervention in the domestic affairs of the member
states. But such interventions would be tolerated only if the loyalty
of all men to the world government superseded the loyalty to their
nations in all decisive cases. And further, such interventions would
presuppose that there are no great and small powers in the true sense,
a distinction that does not depend on mere numbers. India's teeming
MO.ooo,ooo would not be and could not be. even after reaching full
independence, a great power equal in inHuence, leadership, and
prestige to France, for instance. We cannot escape the fact that natiolU
exist with their own historical momentum, their particular way of
life, their traditions and individuality. It cannot be helped that the
individual person, immersed in his nation, bound by innumerable
spiritual and material boncls to the political community to which he
belongs. is determined more by being a member of a nation and of a
particular state than by being a world citizen. As a rule, therefore, the
loyalty to the nation and to the state will, in contradiction to pluralist
theories, prevail over the loyalty to a world state or government when
ever a genuine choice between them has to be made. And this fact
will enervate the power of a world government precisely when it
needs its power most.

VI. A WORLD CoURT

Another proposal to preserve peace is the institution of a world
court having exclusive competency to decide about international dis
putes, and endowed with the power to enforce its definitive decisions
through an international police force. No doubt many international
disputes are of a legal nature and are consequently justiciable. That
is, the dispute arises about the existence, interpretation, and applica
tion of a rule of international law or of an international treaty. about
a fact or act that. if evidenced, would be a violation of an international
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obligation. about an act of internal sovereignty conflicting with the
rights of other states or with international duty. All this presupposea
that the legal rule and the rights and duties are legally clear and gen
erally unquestioned. In all such cases a legal procedure is possible. The
dispute is justiciable: it is a genuine legal affair open to a court of law
and equity. Usually such disputes are aot of a k.ind to endanger peace
and security.

But there are certain disputes between nations. and there may arise
certain international situations dangerow to world peace. which have
not been foreseen by positive law or treaty and consequently are not
open to legal procedure. In many arbitration and conciliation treaties.
disputes about territorial integrity, political independence, or other
vital interests are exempted from the judicial procedure. We have
already pointed out that the c14wula rebus sic stantibus may be ap
pealed to because the letter of the treaty has become obsolete, and
its application hie et nunc would violate the spirit of the treaty. That
is, the neaty has become inapplicable. Such an exception makes the
dispute a non·legal issue. a political one. The parties competent to
make treaties. i.e.• the states. must by mutual agreement come to a
new treaty. A court of law could only declare the treaty. or parts of it.
either still "alid or void. but the court could not make a new treaty
that would bind the parmers. Therefore a world court could be of
value only if the dispute were justiciable. If the court should be em·
poJVered to decide the so-called political disputes. the court would
itself become the supreme political authority of the world by this
extension of its powen to that of supreme legislator. And since by
presupposition the dispute is not a legal one. considerations of ex
pediency and political prudence. and the weighing of power relations
(instead of the clear. circumscribed rights and duties) would deter·
mine the decision. thus stripping it of its juridical character.

Let us suppose that the parties to the dispute accept this d«ision of
the Court. It is still their decision, however conformable to their
intrinsic duties as members of the international community. as it was
their sovereign decision to submit the dispute to the CourL That ii,
ia IUch cases the Coun has no original juriadiction but only a delegated
.-e. the competency of which rests upon the decision of the parties
to the dispute or upon the decision of all member. to .ubmit
Jlaeir disputes to the decision of the Coun. But let us .uppose
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that one party does not accept the decision of the Court, of coune
with the contention that the decision is against "legality," inas
much as the Coun's decision changed certain rights and duties
established in solemnly sworn treaties. Here we have the fundamental
conflict, already mentioned, between the two legal principles upon
which the international ordeT rests: pacta sunt seroanda. and the
clausula rebus sic stantibus. One party appeals to the first principle,
the other to the second. The one claims an identity of legality and
justice in the case, the other a contradiction between legality and
justice, demanding of course that the latter prevail. On account of the
comingenq of human existence, it is possible that both are bona fide
subjectively. But in the case of the one that refuses to accept the de
cision, would it not be its duty, in the interest of peace and the legal
security of the international order. to accept the decision. which it
considers unjust? This would be validly countered by the question:
For what purpose does the international order exist? For justice or
{or the $Ccurity of the beati possidentes1

The problem of quis ,udicabit may still be considered solvable. But
what about the thorny problem of who is to enforce the decision
against the will of one party? It is easy to say the international police
force. Such a force is very likely not a neutral. impartial force headed
by a general subject and owing allegiance only to the world court;
this force will actuall)' consist of national contingents; consequently
the great powers will predominate. In the event that one of the great
powers does not accept the decision of the Court, the force will fall
apart. and either the decision is not enforced or war results. If the
Court. foreseeing this. should formulate its decision according to
expediency and prudence, it would lose its authority as a court of law.
This difficulty of enforcemellt is inherent in an order of coordination.
which the international order is as long as we desire the liberty, in
dependence, and self·determination of the separate member nations.
Therefore the decisions of international authorities, of a world count
of a court of arbitration, of the conciliatory procedure of the Council
of a League, must either be voluntarily accepted and executed by
the disputing parties or they must be enforced by the members of the
international community itself. by the states. Thus we are again in
the midst of our problem, namely, that the enforced execution de
pends lIpon the acknowledgment of the moral ideas, of the moral
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duty to the international common good,' This monl _ponti
bility. especially of the great powen, is the ultimate basu of world'
peKe, because on it rats the realization of actual justice and ofpeace
ful changes in the international order demanded by justice. tempered
by liberality and charity.

VII. WORLD PEACE

There is no evasion of this moral responsibility of all the nations
and especially of the most powerful nations for that peace and justice
which. together with the security of one'. own nation, is the object of
foreign policy, Too many people who eagerly draw up perfect blue
prints for world organization are secretly inRuenced by the ex.pecta·
tion that after the establishment of such legal institutions they will
get rid of the continuous responsibility of a burdensome foreign policy.
They have fallen into the same fallacy as the classical liberal econ.
omists, namely, that if a certain set of legal institutions should be
introduced, then out of the individuals' efforts to pursue their un·
rcsnieted self·interest the social hannony would automatically en
lue. The result was, of course, not social harmony but the power
.uuggle of collective interests, class struggles, and the like. If in the
national order the merely legalistic concept of the state according to
the liberal pattern is impossible, a complete juridification of the
international order will be even less possible.

Too many of the planners, morcover. have an optimistic though
mechanistic psychology according to which man i, the creature of his
institutional environment, that is. he is a bundle of causal reactions
to the primary acting environmental and objective institutional
factors. But this psychology of determinism forgets that man is con·
ditioned and motivated. but not causally detennined. by these in·
stitutional facton. There remains a residuallphere beyond all causal
determinations. where man is morally free and can become truly
culpable, not innocently guilty as in the ancient tragedy. Sometimes
this over-all juridification is caUled by a tacit rejection of man's moral
natUre. And contradictions appear, such as this, that Hitler is wholly
explained causally as the effect of causci that aTe aociological, insti·

•a. s-c- of Polilia. Vol. VI, .,..: artIdeI by Walclaaar Curlan. "Perpetual Peace-:
bf IlmD ....... "No Pace without A11Dt."
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tutional, and 10 on, and yet considered perIOl)ally and morally guilty.
Politia is an integral pan of ~thia, as is law. Arbitrary power must

be controlled by positive Jaw. But. that law may be enabled to do 10,

it must itself be backed by power responsible to the moral ideas. to

the national common good. The strife among nations can be best
settled if the universal law of ploraHty. the principles of natural law
as the unwritten constitution of the international community. are
commonly accepted. For then power is put in the service of the funda
mental manl ideas. And there is no evasion of the principle that the
greater the power. ioftuence. and prestige of a nation, the greater is
its responsibility for peace and justice. Moreover. the less can this
responsibility be shifted to any legal institution. however abstractly
perfect. and the nation still hope to return securely to a splendid isola
tion and to the sole pursuit of its own national happiness. On the
other hand. only after the powerful nations are ready to accept in
mutual understanding their direct and inseparable responsibility for
peace. only then will the legal institutions work. But just as important
is the perpetual will to establish justice. that is. to work for changes of
the actual SiDhu quo when it has become an obviously unjust status,
the continuation of which would endanger the peace of the world.
Peare is the work of justice. Hence it will always be this moral will
to justice that gh'es the legal institutions power. Without this moral
will and concordant responsibility. the institutions will be empty
hulks, a del ision of the idea of law. Though peace, the tranquillity of
the order. is the work of justice, 'justice itself ought to be vivified by
charity. based on the common brotherhood of men and on the com
mon fatherhood of God. These three--<:harity vivifying justice. justice
working peace. and peace being tranquillity of the order-by per
meating and inspiring the legal institutions. are the real guaranty for
the peace of the world.
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